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ABSTRACT
This study has two parts. In Part I, we consider the role of
cateqorial selection in the theory of grammar. Categorial selection
governs the category of a predicate's arguments, determining, for example,
whether an argument must be an NF, an 5', etc. We study asymmetries
between subjects and objects in three quantificational constructions in
Russian: the genitive of negation, distributive phrases with po, and numeral
phrases. The subject/object asymmetries can be explained by Chomsky's
(1981a) Empty Category Principle (ECP), if we separate categorial selection
from a-theory, which governs the assignment of thematic (9-) roles. We
propose that categorial selection applies only at the level of Logical Fort\
(LF), while a-theory applies at the three levels D-structure, S-structure
and LF. This has wide consequences for the categorial status of empty
categories, which in turn allows us to explain the subject/object aymmetries.
We extend our analysis to Russian infinitival free relatives and secondary
predicate constructions. Finally, after separating categorial selection
from e-theory, we argue that categorial selection itself should be subsumed
under a more general semantic theory.
In Part II, we turn our attention to the ECP itself. We argue that
the ECP, tne Subject Condition (Chomsky 1973), and well known constraints
on 'che crossing and nesting of dependencies fall together under a general
theory governing the interaction of paths in a syntactic tree. A new
subsystem of grammar is proposed, Path Theory, which contains a definition
of paths, based on work by Kayne (198la, 1982), and a Path Containment
Condition (pee). We compare the pee to other accounts of Crossing effects,
and to the ECP, in Chapter Three.
In Chapter Four, we extend Path Theory to constructions with multiple
gaps, adaptinq ideas of Kayne (1982). We deal first with the "parasitic
gap" construction of Taraldsen (198l), Engdahl (1981) and Chomsky (1981b).
We then turn our attention to coordinate structures, arguing that most
of Ross's (1967) Coordinate Structure Constraint derives from the PCC.
Applying the general theory of multiple gaps to coordinate structures,
we explain immediately the possibility of "Across the Board" exceptions
to ROSS'S constraint, including certain subject/object asymmetries
discovered by Williams (1978). We discuss constraints on the conjunction
of tensed and infinitival clauses in the context of Across the Board
exceptions to Ross's constraint, and consider in this connection the
status of expletiva null subj ects in so-called "pro-drop" languages.
In Chapter Five, we consider other topics in Path Theory. We present
a pec account of ECP and Superiority Condition effects in WH-in-situ
constructions. We discuss some distinctions between indicative and
subjunctive clauses. Finally, after considering some problems that arise
in Path Theory, we note some desirable implications of Path Theory for
the definition of government.
Thesis Supervisor: Noam Chomsky
Title: Institute Professor
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Some notes about the structure of this study. This thesis has
two parts. Part I largely concerns Russian, and studies a number of
subject/object asymmetries in Russian quantificational constructions.
In this section we show that Chomsky's (198la) Empty Category Principle
can explain these asy~metries if certain assumptions are made about the
role of cateqorial selection in the grammar. Part II considers the
Empty Category Principle in greater detail, and argues that it can be
collapsed with ChoIl'\sk~"s (1973) Subject Condition and some ,-,'ell-known
constraints on crossing and nesting dependencies. The connection between
the two parts is loose, but present, and some material from Part I is
reanalyzed in Part II.
Much vf the material in Part I has been presented in talks at the
State Universities of Groningen and Utrecht; the University of rlmsterdarn,
Universite de Paris VII; USC; UCLA; UC Irvine, UQ~~1 the Second Soviet-
American Conference on Russian Linguistics (College Park, Haryland);
lJELS XII (11IT) and the 1981 ~~inter l~eetinq of the LSA. The research iIi
8Part I was partially supported by an NSF Graduate Fellowship, as well as
by a grant from the International Research and Exchanges Board, mentioned
above.
Throughout the dissertation I use "prime ll notation for denoting
levels of X-bar structure, rather than "bar" notation. Thus, we use
-S' for S, etc. This means that we do not use an apostrophe to form the
plural of a node: Ss is the plural of ~' and S's is the plural of Sf.
Let no one say "that punctuation is not a rich deductive system.
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PART ONE: CATEGORIES
CHAPTER ONE: INTRODUCTION
1. UG and Core Grammar
Our point of departure will be the theory of generative grammar
developed in Chomsky (1981a) and much other recent work. This theory
characterizes two sorts of objects: a "universal Grammar" (UG) and a
set of "core grammars", Universal Grammar is a set of operations and
principles. These operations and principles contain certain variables,
whose range may also be determined by UG. By replacing these variables
with elements of their range, we obtain the set of "core grammars". In
other words, UG is parameterized: the different values chosen for the
various parameters determine the class of core grammars. To a large
extent, the variation among languages may be blamed on the choice of core
grammar, although further "peripheral" factors may also contribute.
To give a simple example, we assume that UG contains the following
levels of representation:
(1) D-structure
!
S-structure
~
Phonetic Form (PF) Logical Form (LF)
To introduce some terminology: we speak of the operations mapping D-struc-
tures onto S-structures as applying in the syntax. The rules mapping
S-structures onto LF representations apply at LF; and the rules mapping
S-structures onto PF representations apply at PF.
As a principle of UG, D-structures are mapped onto S-structures by
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the rule Move Q. We will have more to say about D-structure, S-struc-
ture, and Move Q in the following pages. As far as UG is concerned, a
ranges freely over a set of features.
Let us consider one feature briefly, the feature [+WH]. We suggest
in Chapter Five that UG contains an inviolable principle, which requires
[+WH] to be in COMP at LF. How do we get such WH-elements into COMP?
There are two places where this might happen: in the syntax, and at LF.
WH can move to COMP in the syntax in English:
(2)a.
b.
[Sf [COMP ] [s you saw who]]
[S' [COMP who i ] [s did you see ~i]]
D-structure
S-structure and LF
Movement in the syntax is possible because the range of a in Move n in-
eludes [+WH] in English. Although in (2)b WH must move in the syntax,
for many speakers, for reasons discussed in Chapter Five, there are cases
where movement may take place at LF. For example, we will argue that the
LF representation of (3)a is (3)b:
(3)a. [5' [COMP who i ] [5 e i saw what]]
b. [51 [COMP whoi what j ] [5 ~i saw ~]]
S-structure
LF
In Chinese, on the other hand, [+WH] in not a possible value for
a in the syntax. As Huang (1982, forthcoming) demonstrates, [+WH] moves
to COMP at LF. Thus, while (4)a, and'not (4)b is a well-formed S-struc-
ture, (4)b is the LF representation of (4)a:
(4)a. [Sf [COMP ] [5 ni
you
kanjian-le sheil]
see-ASP who?
S-structure
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The difference between Chinese and English is readily explained as
a difference in the choice of core grammar. English, but not Chinese,
includes [+WH] in the range of a in Move Q.
This simple example of parametric variation also allows us to
demonstrate, not only the distinction between UG and core grammar, but
also the deductive structure of a grammar that is a set of principles
and operations. A maximally simple theory of core grammars that allows
[+WH] to be excluded from syntactic movements should also allow [+WH] to
be excluded from movement at LF. This should yield fout types of languages:
(5) [+WH)-movement at: S-structure LF
(i) + +
(ii) +
(iii) +
(iv)
Type (i) is exemplified by English. Type (ii) might be exemplified
by Italian, which seems to require all WH-elements to be in COMP at S-struc-
ture, and disallows multiple interrogations like (3)a. Type (iii) is
exemplified by Chinese. What about (iv)?
Suppose, as seems reasonable, that all languages have [+WH] elements,
to form interrogatives and similar operator structures. If these elements
are ever found outside of COMP, then this language cannot exemplify (iv).
We will soon see that WH-elements that are arguments must be outside of
COMP at O-structure. Therefore. as long as a language has [+WH] arguments,
it cannot be of type (iv).
While this prediction does not seem to be of great import, it
illustrates rather neatly how a basic goal of research in generative
grammar can be pursued. In working out the core grammars of actual
languages, we find various r~qtrictions on the class of actual core
grammars, and irnplicational relationships between various properties
of the set of core grammars, of the type discovered in the work of
Greenberg. If we view UG as a set of principles and parameters, which
interact, we can explain, and not merely stipulate, the restrictions
and implicational relations found in the set of core grammars. By
doing so, we help explain how the child discovers the grammar of his
native language during the process of acquisition. In the present work,
we will be studying in d~tail the interactions of principles of UG in
particular core grammars.
The principles of UG, and various definitions and assumptions
associated with them, group themselves naturally into a number of sub-
theories, giving UG a highly "modular" character. For Chomsky (1981a),
these subtheories include:
(6) (i) Bounding Theory
(ii) Government Theory (Empty Category Principle)
'.(iii) ~ase Theory
(iv) 9-theory
(v) Binding Theory
(vi) Control Theory
~undin2 Theory will play a minor role in our theory (except in
Chapter Four, section 4.5). It contains the subjacency condition of
Chomsky (1973), and a parameterized list of bounding nodes (Rizzi 1978a).
The subjacency condition imposes rather severe locality conditions on
the rule Move a in syntax, and possibly on other relations as well (as
in Chapter Four, loe. cit.). The subjacency condition prevents Move ~
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from applying across more than one bounding node B, where B ranges over
NP, 5', S, and possibly other nodes such as PP (cf. Van Riemsdijk 1978a,
Baltin 1978), depending on the core grammar.
Government Theory and Case Theory impose other conditions on
syntactic categories, which will be of great importance to us. We will
introduce both of these categories in Chapter Two, as they become re-
levant to our discussion. Government Theory will assume particular
importance in the chapters of Part Two, where we a£gue at length that
it should be replaced by a new subsystem of grammar: Path Theory.
Path Theory concerns the interactions of paths in a phrase marker, and
will be introduced in Chapter Three.
a-theory concerns the syntactic reflexes of the assignment of
thematic roles like "agent" and "patient" to arguments. 9-theory is
the main topic of Fart One. For this reason we will treat it in detail
in the ne~t section. Bindin9 Theory and Control Theory deal with the
relations between elements that are [+anaphorl or [+pronoun] and their
antecedents, as well as with the properties of names and variables,
which are [-anaphor, -pronoun]. Since these subtheories use concepts
based on 9-theory, we will introduce these theories briefly after dis-
,
cussing a-theory. Binding and Control theory will be invoked rather
frequontly in our discussion, but will play peripheral roles.
2. e-theo~, the Pr2jection Prin~iple and Binding Theory
e-theory is, in a sense, the key to all the subsystems of UG,
since it is the theory that concerns one of the most basic relationships
in syntaotic theory -- the relationship between an argument and the
16
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element that assigns it a thematic role. Following Chomsky, we will use
the term Q-role for the thematic roles that are distinguished by a-theory.
Certain lexical items assign 9-roles to, or "e-mark", other categories,
which we may call arguments. This assignment is obligatory and biunique,
governed by the 9-criterion, a basic principle of 9-theory:
(7) a-criterion
Each argument bears one and only one a-role, and each 9-role is
assigned to one and only one argument. l
The 9-criterion is clearly related to strict subcategorization. We will
say more about this relationship shortly.
At what level or levels does the a-criterion hold? As Chomsky notes,
it is at least relevant at LF, where something like the 9-criterion seems
a minimal condition for adequacy of representations. Nonetheless, as
noted in earlier work by Freidin (1978), May (1977), and Borer (1979),
something like the 9-criterion seems a desirable constraint on the other
levels of representation as well. Suppose we formulate a Projection
Principle to capture this suggestion, as in (8):
(8) Projection Principle
Representations at each syntactic level (LF, D-structure, S-structure)
are projected from the lexicon, in that they observe the 9-marking
properties of lexical items.
This Projection Principle differs slightly from Chomsky's formulation,
in ways we will consider shortly.
Let us give some content to the Projection Principle in (8). First,
what positions can be a-marked? Essentially, they are positions that bear
the grammatical relations "subjeot-of" and "object-of". Thus, in (9), the
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object of bUy, the INP, VP.l in the notation of Chomsky (1965), bears the
9-role theme or patient; the subject of the sentence, the [NP, 5], bears
the 9-role agent:
(9) [s John ,[vp bought the book]]
9-role assignment appears to observe a rather strict locality
requirement, For example, V maya-mark NP in (lO)a, but not in (lO)b:
a
(lO)a. [vp V NP
a
]
b. [vp V [5'·· .NPa ···]
In this case, the condition that e-marking appears to obey is the condition
of government. Let us call 9-marking by a lexical category direct 9-mar-
king, following Chomsky:
(11) a directly 9-marks a if and only if a Q-marks a and a = XO
(12) If a directly a-marks a then a governs 6.
Let us assume an extremely simple definition of government proposed by
Aoun and Sportiche (1982; stated as in Ctlomsky 1981a, 164):
(13) Government (def)
In the structure:
[B' • •y • • • ex. • •y • • • ], where
(i) a = XO
(ii) where, is a maximal projection, , dominates ~ if and only if
4> dominates y.
a governs y.
In Chapter Two, where we discuss Government Theory (the Empty (.~ategory
Principle), we will need to complicate this definition; one of the virtues
of Path Theory will be that we can return to (13).
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The combined effect of (11) and (12) is to force all e-marking
by a lexical category to take place within the maximal projection of the
lexical category. This has the desired results in (10): only in (lO)a
can V assign a a-role to NP .
a
What about a-marking by a non-lexical category? There is some
evidence, discussed by Chomsky (l98la), Marantz (1981) I and others, that
the subject in a sentence like (9) is assigned its a-role by the VP,
rather than by the lexical V. By (11), such a-marking is not direct,
but rather indirect. Here too some locality condition obtains, perhaps
requiring sisterhood, as suggested in Chapter Three below.
We thus distinguish direct a-marking of an object and indirect
a-marking of a subject. Returning to example (9), it follows from our
Projection Principle that the subject John and the object book are a-marked
at each level of representation~ Now consider an S-structure like (14):
(14) [5 John. [vp seems [5 e. (vp to have bought the bookl]]]
1 1 12 1 2
In (14), the e~role assigned by VP 2 is assigned to the empty category e. ,-~
the trace of John. Suppose the Projection Principle is correct. To sa-
tisfy the ~~erion at S-structure, John must bear a a-role. Clearly,
this a-role does not come from seems. Seems does not assign a a-role
to its subject position, as the possibility of expletive non-arguments
in this position shows:
(15) [5 it [vp seems [s' that John has bought the book]]]
To satisfy the a-criterion, then, John in (14) must be a-marked by VP2.
To accomplish this, we may adopt the convention proposed by Chomsky (l981a,
20
37) :
(16) a a-marks the category B if a a-marks the position occupied by S
or the trace of a.
Ignoring some imprecision in the distinction between e-Inarking a category
and a-marking an argument, made precise in Chomsky's discussion, we may
conclude that VP2 in (14) a-marks John by a-marking its trace, satisfying
the Projection Principle.
convention (16) has another, important consequence, as noted by
Borer (1979) and Chomsky (1981a). It entails that elements can be moved
only into positions that are not assigned a a-role. Thus consider (17):
(17) *[5 John i [vp helped ~i]]
The empty category e. cannot be the trace of John. The verb help directly
-1.
a-marks the position occupied by e.i by (17). If e. is the trace of
-~ -~
John, then helE will also a-mark John. But the whole VP also indirectly
e~marks John. Thus, John will be a-marked both by help and by VP, and
violate the e-criterion.
In (14), on the other hand, if we assume that a VP containing
seems does not assign a a-role to the subject, as evidenced by (15),
John will bear only the one 9-role it receives from e., and the 8-crite-
-1
rion is not violated.
We thus distinguish a-positions, like the subject of help, from
non-a-positions, like the subject of seems. Other non-a-positions are
COMP and positions resulting from adjunction. Supoose now we define
D~structure as the level at which (16) does not hold:
(18) At o-structure, a e-marks a if and only if a a-marks the position
ocoupied by B.
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It follows that D-structure will be a pure representation of thematic
structure, of the pairing of a-roles with arguments bearing grammatical
functions (GFs). In Chomsky's terms, D-structure is a pure representation
of GF-9. The D-structure of (14) thus looks much like (15):
(19) [vp seems
1
[5 John [vp to have bought the book]]]]
2 2
The rule Move a, which maps D-structures onto S-structures, is
thus a mapping from a pure representation of GF-a onto a representation
in which some a-roles are assigned to arguments in non-i-positions, by
virtue of convention (16). We will have more to say about Move ~ in
Chapters Two and Four.
Notice that the passive construction does not differ with respect
to its properties from the raising constructions that we have been con-
sidering. Consider an S-structure like:
The verb see directly a-marks e., and thus a-marks John as well. It
-- -].
follows that the subject of a passive VP is in a non-a-position, and
that (20) is derived by Move a from a D-structure like (21):
(21) [5! [vp was seen John]]
That the subject of a passive verb is not a a-position can be seen by the
possibility of expletive elements in that position:
(22) ? [s there [Vp were seen some men ) ]
Canpare (23), where the subject is a a-position:
(23) *[s there [vp helped Mary]]
• t ....
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Chomsky (1981a) develops a slightly different way to satisfy the
9-criterion at S-structure. In an S-structure like (14) or (20), one
can construct a sequence out of the argument and its trace, of the form
(John., e.), or of the GFs of the positions these categories occupy:
~ .1
([NP, 51]' [NP, 52]) for (14) and ([NP, S], [NP, VP]) for (20). We
can call these sequences chains.
Each element of a chain locally binds the next, where we define
"local binding" as follows:
(24) Local Binding (def) (Chomsky 1981a, 59)
a locally binds B if and only if:
(i) a and a are coindexed
(ii) a c-commands B
(iii) There is no y coindexed with a such that a c-commands y and
y c-conunands 6.
For reasons discussed by Chomsky, it is well to consider only a
limited type of chain as relevant for the a-criterion. A natural distinc-
tion can be made between positions bearing grammatical functions, to
which e~roles may be assigned at D-structure, and positions that do not
bear grammatical functions. We can call the former positions A-position~
(to suggest n!.rgument") and the latter positions A-positions (ltnon-ar-
gument n ). A-positions are subject and complement positions. A-positions
include COMP and adjoined positions. We can restate the a-criterion and
principle (16) in terms of chains of A-positions, called A-chains:
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(25) a-criterion
(i) Consider the A-chain C = (a l ,··· an ) and the a-role R. For all
positions P e: C, for some Q. e: C, if a. bears R, then P bears R
1. ~
(ii) Each argument bears one and only one a-role, and each a-role is
assigned to one and only one argument.
(25) is our formulation, but is equivalent to Chomsky's (1981a,
335) formulation, for our purposes in this study. Note that (25) allows
an argument that is not part of any chain to bear a 9-role. This possi-
bility is realized in the context of Case theory, where we will want to
say that S's and certain other arguments do not belong to chains, but
bear 9-roles.
Consider the following definition:
(26) Chain C bears a-role R if and only if for some a € C, a bears R.
From the e~criterion, we derive the following theorem:
(27) Each A-chain bears at most one a-role, and each a-role is assigned
to at most one chain.
Suppose chain C bears two a-roles: call them a and 6. By (26), some
member of C bears a and some member of C bears B. By clause (i) of (25),
all members of C bear a and S. Both a and B must be assigned to an argu-
ment in C, but this argument will bear two a-roles by clause (i), vio-
lating clause (ii). Hence, the A-chain must bear no more than one 8-role.
The following theorem can also be derived:
(28) Each A-chain contains at most one argument.
If chain C contains two arguments, they must each bear a a-role. Suppose
they bear the same a-role. Then (ii) is violated. We know from (i) that
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they cannot bear distinct 9-roles. Thus C cannot contain two arguments.
By induction C cannot contain more than two arguments.
Notice that the a-criterion does not require that a chain bear
any a-role, so long as it does not contain an argument. This is desirable,
since chains may be formed by raising expletive elements.
A final definition: the member of a chain that c-commands all
other members of that chain is called the head of a chain,
We have not so far given any content to the notion argument.
Clearly in chains of the fo~ (lexical NP, ..• ), the lexical NP may be
the argument, since such chains may be of length 1 in sentences where
no NP-movement takes place. Indeed, we may redefine D-structure as
the level at which all chains are of length 1. At D-structure, clearly,
lexical NPs are arguments.
We may ask whether empty categories can also be arguments. The
answer is yes; the conditions under which an empty category may be an
argument are determined by Binding Theory and by a typology of empty
categories. We end our theoretical overview with a brief discussion
of these issues.
Not all A-chains are well-formed. Consider the chain (John, e.)
-~
in (29):
(29) *Johni seems [S' that ~icame]
An insight of Chomsky (1973) was the relation between (29) and (30):
(30) *John. said [5' that himself. came]
1 1
In the framework of Chomsky (1981a), an NP-trace like ~i in (29) and
himself in (30) are both anaphors, and are subject to the locality
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principles imposed by the Binding Theory:
(31) Binding Theory (Chomsky 1981a)
A. An anaphor is bound in its governing category.
B. A pronominal is free in its governing category.
C, An R-expression is free.
Anaphors include reflexives, reciprocals and NP-traces like e in (29).
Pronominals include lexical pronouns like he, ~, etc. R-expressions
include names like John, book, and perhaps, certain empty categories
bound from A-positions, called variables.
An anaphor is referentially dependent, lacking any ability to
refer independently of a grammatical antecedent. A pronominal may be
referentially independent, or may pick an antecedent for its reference.
An R-expression is referentially independent.
The exact definition of the governing cateqory referred to by
principles A and B of the Binding Theory is a matter of some controversy.
A number of suggestions are explored by Chomsky (198la), Huang (1982)
and others. Roughly speaking (Chomsky, p. 188):
(32) a is the governing category for 6 if and only if a is the minimal
category containing B and a governor of 6, where ex = NP or S. 2
Let us return to (29) and (30), and see how the Binding Theory
rules them out. Chomsky assumes that the structure of S is as in (33),
a structure we will assume in Chapter Two and modify in Chapter ~hree:
( 33 ) S -----t- NP INFL VP
INFL (for "inflection") contains the constituents AGR and TNS ("agreement"
and "tense") in a tensed sentence. Supposing that the lexical projection
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of INFL is AGR and that S is also a projection of INFL, the subject NP
is governed by AGR in a tensed S. Thus, (29) and (30) have the structure
below:
(29)
(30)
Since the subject of 52 is governed by AGR, its governing category is
Both e. and himself are anaphors, and are required to be bound in
-~
thei% governing category. Since they are not, the structures are ruled
out.
Notice that principle A of the Binding Theory applies to elements
that are [+anaphor, -pronominal], principle B to elements that are [-ana-
phor, +pronominal]. Principle C applies to elements that are [-anaphor,
-pronominal]. What about elements that are [+anaphor I +pronominal]?
Principle A requires such elements to be bound in their governing cate-
gory; principle B requires them to be free in their governing category.
If they have a governing category, a contradiction is reached. Thus,
[+anaphor, +pronominal] elements must lack a governing category. If
they are governed by xO, they will have a governing category. Thus,
they must not be governed by Xc. The subject position of an 5' whose
INFL lacks AGR meets this criterion, and essentially no other position,
in English. Infinitives lack AGR; thus [+anaphor, +pronominall elements
can only be the subject of an infinitival S at the level at which the
Binding Theory applies. Case Theory, which we consider in Chapter Two,
prevents a lexical NP from occurring in this position: hence only an
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empty category can be [+anaphor,+pronominal]. This empty category is
called PRO. Being a pronomdnal, it has the necessary features to be an
argument; hence PRO, the ungoverned empty category, can serve as an
argument.
This discussion leads us to the typology of empty categories in
the theory we assume. We have seen that PRO, [+anaphor, +pronomdnall,
falls under both principles A and B of the Binding Theory, requiring
it to be ungoverned. Since PRO is an argument, it is either free, or
has an antecedent which bears an independent a-role:
(34) John. hopes [Sf PRO. to leave on time]]. 1.
John and PRO bear distinct 9-roles.
We have examined a type of empty category that is [+anaphor, -pro-
nominal]. It falls under principle A of the Binding Theory, and must be
bound in its governing category. This empty category is not an argument,
and has a local antecedent in an A-position which does not bear an inde-
pendent a-role. The empty category and its antecedent belong to the
same chain. This empty category is often called "NP-trace", because it
is the trace reSUlting from NP-movement operations in passive and raising
constructions.
-An empty category whose antecedent is in an A-position and does
not bear an independent a-role is [-anaphor, -pronominal] and falls under
principle C of the Binding Theory. These empty categories may result
from WH~movement to COMP, and may be called "WH-trace".
Finally, we expect there to exist empty categories that are
[~anaphoric, +pronominal]. These are discussed by Chom,sky (198lb), and
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will be considered in Chapter Four, where we discuss the "parasitic gap"
construction.
Much attention has been devoted to justifying and explaining
the typology of empty categories outlined above. In much of Chomsky
(198la), the various empty categories are taken to intrinsically differ
in their feature composition beyond the differences given by [±anaphor,
±pronominall. Chomsky later notes that the empty categories form a near
partition of the structural environments available to them. This
"complementary distribution" suggests, here as in phonology, that there
is only one empty category -- the result of the optionality of phonetic
content in the base -- the properties of whose "allocategories" are
determined by the various subsystems of grammar. This is the view we
take in this study, but the issue is tangential to our concerns. On the
other hand, we will be dealing very closely in Chapter Two with certain
of the features of empty categories -- specifically their categorial
features for [±N] and [tV].
The choice of antecedent for NP- and WH-trace is determined by
the Binding Theory, Move a, and also Bounding Theory. The choice of
antecedent for PRO is determined by Control Theory, which we will discuss
only marginally (cf. Manzini 1981 for discussion of Control Theory) .
Finally, Chomsky argues that the Binding Theory must apply at
least at S-structure, and certainly not at O"·structure. It may also
apply at LF, as argued by Aoun (1982).
The preceding discussion has, we hope, provided enough background
to follow the argument we will present in this study~ For a much more
complete presentation of the issues and arguments for our various
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assumptions, the reader is referred to Chomsky (1981a, 1981b). For a
thor~uqh discussion of the theory of chains, see particularly Safir
(1982). In the next section, we return to the Projection Principle, and
lay some groundwork for our discussion in Chapter Two.
3. The Projection Principle, a-criterion and Cateqorial Selection
The e-criterion and the Projection Principle deal in the most
basic sense with what we might call the "syntactic properties" of lexical
items. Trivially, certain lexical items in any language are restricted
to specific syntactic environments. In English, for example, a verb
may "take" a single object, or a pair of objects, or may be intransitive,
lacking an object entirely. Some nouns must cooccur with an article;
others must not cooccur with an article. A linguistic theory that does
not at least characterize properties of this sort is inadequate at the
simplest level. The interesting question is which of the many possible
ways of characterizing these syntactic properties is correct. a-theory
is a characterization of some of these properties.
This question is interesting because the specification of lexical
items' syntactic properties is not only a minimal requirement for descrip-
tive adequacy. It is also a centerpiece o·f any theory which attempts to
dedI with the fundamental problem of language acquisition. As Chomsky
(1981a) notes, the primitives of any theory that aims to explain how a
child acquires his language must meet a strict criterion of "epistemolo-
gical priority". The properties of these primitives must allow a child,
armed only with UG, to develop knowledge of his language-particular
grammar from his linguistic and extralinguistic experience.
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As Chomsky and others have frequently noted, the poverty of the
linguistic stiml11i available to the child suggests that the criter10n of
epistemological priority imposed on the primitives of linguistic theory
should be stringent indeed. Notions like "precedes", "agent", "patient",
and the like may have the appropriate prelinguistic basis, but notions
like "subcategorizes for" or "is bound by" do not. Knowledge of these
notions must be part of UG, and the implementation of these notions in
the child's particular grammar (e.g. "eat subcategorizes for an NP")
must result from the interaction of experience with UG.
Nonetheless, many of the properties of specific lexical items --
in particular their a-related properties -- must be learned by experience,
however much even this knowledge may be guided by innate principles
and generalizations about possible worlds. The child can only learn
that!!! takes two arguments, an agent and a patient, by making some
connection with the world around. Given this fact, and the desire to
keep the primitives of linguistic theory to a bare, epistemologically
prior minimum, it is interesting to investigate the extent to which the
surface properties of lingui~tic systems may be deduced exclusively
from these a-related properties of lexical items, within a rich theory
of UG.
Chomsky (1981a), in an important step in this direction, proposes
that many of the properties of phrase structure, previously assumed to
derive from a set of language-specific base rules, are deducible from
the a-properties of lexical items. We discuss this line of reasoning
in greater detail in the first part of Chapter Three. Stowell (1981)
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follows this program explicitly, showing how the phrase structure of a
large number of constructions follows from the interaction of a-theory
with other principles of grammar.
~:sults of thio kind, in turn, depend on the correct formulation
of the basic principles of grammar, and on a correct understanding of
the projection of lexical properties onto grammatical representations.
As our postulated principles become deep enough to yield results of the
sort desired, we expect that slight differences in our formulation of
these principles will have immediate and testable consequences for our
understanding of linguistic phenomena. In particular, given the central
position of the syntactic properties of lexical items in any explanatory
linguistic theory, we expect that the way in which these properties are
projected onto grammatical representations will be crucial to our view
of the rest of the theory. This question has been discussed repeatedly
in the literature. We will be referring especially to Chomsky (1965) ,
Grimshaw (1979) and Chom.~ky (1981a) •
In Chapter Two, we will present a proposal about the projection of
lexical properties onto syntactic representations which differs from the
proposals made in Chomsky (1981a) in a rather minor way_ We will show,
however, that this issue is so important to the general structure of
syntactic theory that our minor change actually has impotant consequences
for seemingly unrelated issues in domains as diverse as the theory of
empty categories, LF, Government Theory, and others, as well as for the
analysis of a range of constructions.
Our analysis will be motivated mainly by evidence from Russian,
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where a qroup of apparently disparate constructions share an odd collec-
tion of surface properties which are not related in any obvious way. We
will show that our proposal to modify the relationship be~.~en lexical
properties and syntax provides the missing link between the Russian con-
structions and their properties.
Let us now become more concrete and consider in detail which lexical
properties are relevant to syntactic representations. Consider a verb
like receive. Anyone who knows this verb knows at least two things about
its "syntactic environment". First, he knows the positions that this
verb requires to exist. In its standard use (apart from receiving lines
and American football), receive must have an object. Second, he knows
the sfntactic categories that can fill the obligatory positions. The
object of receive, for example, must be an NP, and not a clause or some
other type of category.
In the Standard Theory, as developed in Chomsky (1965), both
positional and categorial requirements fall under the theory of strict
subcategorization, insofar as they apply to complements and not to sub-
jec~s. The mechanism of subcategorization features introduced in the
Standard Theory does not, in fact, make any distinction between positional
and categorial requirements. A verb subcategorizes a position by subca-
tegorizing a particular category in that position.
In the theory of Chomsky (1981a), there is a good deal of overlap
between subcateqorization and 9-theory. In Chomsky's system, however,
certain distinctions remain. First of all, consider the basic configu-
ration in which subcategorization takes place. Consider (35), where a
is an immediate constituent of y:
(35) [y ••• a ••• a... l or [ ••• B••• a ••• ]y
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oWhere a-X, S must satisfy the subcategorization frame of Q. In other words,
S is present if and only jf its is subcategorized. If we understand e-theory
to require a position to exist whenever a-marking of the.t posltion is possible
(an assumption Chomsky modifies), then it follows that subcategorization
3
entails 8-markinq, at least when an argument is subcategorized.
On the other hand, consider the case in "!hich a is a maximal pro··
jection. For example, suppose a. VP and y =S. Then a mignt indirectly e-mark
S, but it does not subcategorize it. This is because only objects are sub-
oategorized, not subjects.
Thus it might seem that we can eliminate entirely the mechanisms of
subcateqorization in favor of a-theory, particularly if e-theory, like sub-
categorization, dictates the syntactic categories that can receive 9-roles.
Chomsky sU9gests, however, that this is not a desirable step. The argument
concerns the obliqatoriness of subjects, and can be reconstructed as follows:
Suppose we claim, as we have, that e-theory makes certain positions
Qbliqatory. To be more precise, suppose we claim that if a assigns a-role
R to position P in S, then P must be present in s. We derive the obli-
gatoriness of the subject position in a structure like (9), which we repeat:
(9) [5 John [vp bought the book]]
The VP assigns a a-role to the subject position; therefore, the subject
position must be pt'esent. a-theory, however, does nothing to make the sub-
ject position obligatory in a sentence like (15), and yet it is obligatory:
(15) [5 it [vp seems [s' that John has bought the book] ] ]
It thus appears that we neea an independent principle like (36):
(36) Clauses have subjects.
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Notice that (36) is now redundant with the principle that a-assignment
requires a position to exist, for the case of subject position of a
clause. Chomsky goes on to argue that this principle is too strong in
any case. Consider the assignment of a-roles in NP. The complement
position must, it seems, exist whenever a a-role is assigned to it:
(37)a. John's swift [N' publication of the book]
b.*John's swift [N' publication]
On the other hand, the subject position, even though there is a a-role
available for it, is optional:
(37)0. the swift [N' publication of the book]
Chomsky concludes that a-marking does not require positions to
exist. Rather:
(38) If a structural position that can be a-marked is obligatory, then
it is obligatorily a-marked by an element that can a-mark it; if
such a position is only optionally present, then a-marking of this
position is correspondingly optional. (p. 40)
Two principles are assumed which make positions obligatory. The first
is subcategorization, which makes a i-marked object position obligatory.
The second is principle (36), requiring clauses (but not NPs) to have
subjects.
Notice that, even so, subcategorization in the sense of Chomsky
(1965) -- a theoryofpositional and categorial selection -- is not really
necessary. Its role in the theory is to create a subject/object asym-
metry with respect to the obligatoriness of positions. It really is
simply a factoring out of a complication that could as well be included
in (38), in which case (38) would read like (39):
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(39) If an element can directly 9-mark a position, then that position
is obliqatory.4 If an element can indirectly a-mark a position,
then:
(i) if it is obligatory, then it is obligatorily a-marked by
the element that can a-mark it;
(ii) if such a position is only optionally present, then a-mar-
king of this position is correspondingly optional.
In a sense, then, subcategorization simply factors direct a-marking
out of 9-theory. Given (39), we may still hold that subcategorization is
fully subsumed by a-theory.5 Chomsky (1981a) argues thf.t subcategoriza-
tion falls under the Projection Principle, as well as a-theory. If sub-
categorization is fully subsumed by 9-theory, and we assume our version
of the Projection Principle in (8), then subcategorization falls under
the Projection Principle trivially.
But now let us return to the distinction between positional and
categorial requirements discussed above. Recall that subcategorization
inextricably mixes these requirements -- subcategorization is thus a
theory both of positional selection and of categorial selection. We
will abbreviate categorial selection as c-selection. Thus, if a verb
has a subcategorization frame +[_NP], this frame positionally selects
an object, and c-selects an NP. It is a simple matter to extend a-theory
so that it too includes both positional selection and c-selection, but
is such an extension correct?
At first sight, e-theory seems to be an even better horne for
c-selection than subcategorization. This is because subcategorization
extends only to complements, while c-selection appears to range over
both complements and subject (as o. Jaeggli has pointed out to me). For
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example, the verb imply, but not kick may take a clausal complement:
(40)a. John implied [that Mary was incompetent]
b.*John kicked [that Mary was incompetent]
This is a stmple matter of c-selection. Notice that the same fact holds
of the subject positions of these verbs:
(41)a. [that Mary was incompetent] implied the truth of my conjecture
b.*[that Mary ~as incompetent] kicked John in the shins
These facts too seem to be a matter of c-selection. If c-selection is
part of subcateqorization, then it can capture (40)a-b, but not (41)a-b.
If c-selection is part of 9-theory, however, it can capture both con-
trasts.
We are not going to deny that there is a connection between
c-selection and 9-theory, a connection to which we shall return at the
end of the next chapter. Let us ask, however, how close the connection
is. In particular, does c~selection fall under the Projection Principle?
If the answer is no, we do not have a disaster on our hands. The
significant results of the Projection Principle, discussed above and by
Chomsky, derive exclusively from the "positional" aspects of a-theory,
and not from any categorial aspect.
Suppose then that c-selection does not fall under the Projection
Principle. C-selection properties would then not be projected to every
level of representation. The only level at which satisfaction of c-
selection must be relevant, as a minimal criterion of adequacy, ib LF.
If we were to assume that a-selection applied only at LF, then it would
perforce be inaependent of 8-theory, at least at D-structure and S-struc-
ture. The e~oriterion at those levels would then be category-blind
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in an important sense: we might expect to find derivations in which
a-roles are assigned in the syntax to constituents that are not of the
normally required category -- so long as these derivations somehow
satisfy categorial requirements by LF.
In Chapter Two, we shall show that Russian provides derivations
of exactly this sort. Hence, we shall have empirical evidence that the
satisfacf,ion of thematic requirements is independent from the satisfac-
tion of categorial requirements. We will thus argue that a new subsystem
of grammar should be added to the roster: c-selection. On the other
hand, in the final section of Chapter Two, we submit the primitives of
our theory of c-selection to the test of epistemological priority and
find them wanting. We present empirical arguments that the apparent
c-selectional properties of predicates actually derive from semantic
selection, as developed in Grimshaw (1973), and from Case theory.
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CHAPTER ONE: FOOTNOTES
1. The 9-criterion is a strengthened version of principles first
developed by Freidin (1979).
2. Chomsky later asks why NP and S should be the governing categories.
This leads him to a theory incorporating the following definition (p.
211):
(i) a is a governing category for a if and only if a is the minimal
category containing a, a governor of a, and a SUBJECT accessible
to S.
The term SUBJECT is a cover term for the lexical subject position or AGR.
Thus, for the subject of a tensed S, that S is a governing category,
because it contains a governor (AGR) and a SUBJECT (AGR). The notion
"accessible" involves a particular filter on coindexing, and is relevant
for some cases we shall discuss only marginally (in Chapter Four, 4.5).
See Chomsky (1981a) for discussion; also Huang (1982) and Aoun (1982).
3. We omit discussion of cases in which non-arguments may be sub-
categorized: e.g. the verb word, whi.ch for some speakers requires a
manner adverb:
(i) John worded the letter '(carefully)
Verbs like put, which require a directional expression, may actually
involve a-marking of a "small clause" headed by the directional. See
discussion in Chapter TWo.
4. We may wish to strengthen this to a biconditional, to fully
subsume subcateqorization: A position that can be directly a-marked
exists in a structure S if and only if an element a-marks that position
in S. Note that this rules out subject-to-object raising" as subcate-
qorization and the Projection Principle does for Chomsky (1981a).
5. Note that subcategorization still exists as a theory: we are
claiming that a more perspicuous presentation of that theory subsumes
subcateqorization under a-theory, This is particularly true once we
bleed the Projection Principle of categorial selection, as discussed
below. Then the only content to subcateqorization is the subject/
object asymmetry in the obligatoriness of positions (pace footnote 4).
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CHAPTER TWO: RUSSIAN QUANTIFICATION AND CATEGORIAL SELECTION
~ Three Descriptive Conditions
In this section, we will present three seemingly distinct quantificational
constructions in Russian. We will demonstrate that these constructions
all share a set of three odd properties, which appear to have nothing to do
with each other. To begin with, we will provide a precise descriptive
characterization of these properties within the general framework that
we assume, but we shall wait until section 2 to begin showing how this
framework explains the coincidence of properties.
1.1 Genitive of Ne9ation
With preverbal (sentential) negation, certain nominal expressions
in Russian may optionally appear in the genitive Case. We will call this
construction the "genitive of negation":
v(l)a. ja ne polucal
I NEG received
pis'ma
letters
(ace pl)
b. ja ne vpolucal pisem
(gen pl)
(2)a. ni odna gazeta
not one newspaper
( fem mon sq)
b. ni odnoj gazety
(fern gen sg)
v 1
ne byla polucena
NEG was received
(fern sg)
v
no bylo poluceno
(neut sg)
Immediately below, we will be concerned with the distribution and
interpretation of the genitive of negation. For the moment, we wish to
emphasize two facts;
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(1) The appearance of a phrase in the genitive Case is optional,
as the (a) examples above show.
(2) When a genitive phrase alternates with a nominative subject, as
in (2)a-b, the appearance of the genitive variant correlates with the absence
of overt subject agreement on the verb. Thus, regardless of the person,
gender or number of the genitive phrase in such examples, the verb will
appear in the third person, neuter singular form. We take this form to be
unmarked. 2
Finally, a note about word order. The order of major constituents
in a Russian clause is quite free. To emphasize the surface parallel
between examples like (2)a, with a nominative subject, and (2)b, with
a genitive phrase corresponding to the nominative subject, we have placed
the genitive phrase before the ~~erb. While (2)a r~presents an unmarked
order for Russian, (2)b does not. In fact, the unmarked order for
sentences like (2)b appears to be the opposite: such sentences are more
common and more neutral with the genitive phrase following the verb (as
noted, for example, by pe~kovskij 1956,367), as in (3) (cf. (2)b):
(3) ne bylo poluZeno ni odnoj gazety
This fact will be very relevant later. For the time being, we will give
examples of this type with the order genitive phrase + verb, as in (2)b.
We now turn to the important restrictions on the occurrence of
the genitive of negation.
1.1.1 The D~structure [Xp, VP] Restriction
We have already seen that genitive phrases under negation may
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correspond to accusative direct objects, as in (1), or to nominative
subjects, as in (2). With a few odd exceptions (cf. Ravi~ 1971), any
accusative, direct object may be "replaced" by a ge~tive phrase under
negation. In contrast, "replacement" of a nominative subject by a genitive
phrase under negation is quite restricted.
A variety of suggestions have appeared in the literature to account
for the restrictions in question (see Babby 1980 for a survey). We will
suqges~ that the restriction is to be described rather simply: genitive
phrases under negation may correspond to S-structure nominative subjects
only if those nominative subjects actually derive from D-structure
objects. 3 In this section, we present evidence for this statement of the
restriction.
First, the occurrence of genitive phrases in passive constructions
is as unrestricted as the occurrence of genitive phrases corresponding
to accusative direct objects. Every passive verb, as far as I can tell,
admits a genitive phrase under negation. Examples (4)a-b are from
Chvany (1975);
ne byl vzjat vragom(4)a. ni odin gorod
not one city
(masc nom sg)
NEG was taken
(masc sq)
enemy
( instr)
'not one city was taken by the enemy'
b. ni odnogo goroda ne bylo vzjato vragom
(masc gen 5g) (neut 8g)
Additionally, certain other monadic4 predicates admit the genitive
of negation. This set is familiar: it is roughly the set of verbs that
participate in impersonal constructions in languages like English
(presentational there constructions) or French (impersonal il oonstructions) ,
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and more roughly the set of verbs which take the auxiliary essere in
Italian (cf. Perlmutter, to appear; Rosen 1981; Burzio 1981). These are
mostly, but not exclusively, ~erbs of existence and of appearance:
(5)a. zdes' xoro~ie ljudi ne su~estvujut
here good people NEG exist
(nom pl) (3 pI)
b. zdes' xoroXix Ijudej ne su~estvuet
(gen pI) (3 sg)
(6) a. griby zdes' ne rastut
mushrooms here NEG grow
(nom pI) (3 pl)
b. gxibov zdes' fie rastet
(gen pI) (3 tJg)
(7) a. at.vet iz polka ne ,V 1pr~se
answer
(masc nom sg)
b. otveta
(masc nom 59)
from regiment NEG arrived
(masc sg)
I l~ ,v11Z po Aa ne pr1S 0
( neut sg)
(a)a. nikakie doklad~iki ne pojavilis'
no speakers
(masc nom pl)
NEG showed up
(pl)
b. nikakix doklad~ikov ne pujavilos'
(masc gen pl) ~neut sg)
With examples (5)~(8), compare the following:
(9)a. v p!vba4ax kul'turnye ljudi ne p'jut
in beerhalls refined people NEG drink
(masc nom pI) (3 pI)
b.*v pivbarax ku!'turnyx ljudej ne p'at
(masc qen pl) (3 sg)
(lO)a. ni odin rebenok ne prygnul
not one child NEG ju..'Oped
(mase nom sg) (mase sg)
b.*ni odnoqo rebenka ne prygnulo
(mase gen 99) (neut 5q)
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(ll)a. na zavade ·k k· v vv in1 a le zensc ny ne rabotajut
at factory no women
(fem nom pl)
NEG work
(3 pl)
b * d · k ki v vv · ab• na zavo e n1 a x zenSC1n ne r otaet
(fern gen pl) (3 59)
(12)a. takie sobaki ne kusajutsja
such dogs
Cfem nom pI)
NEG bite
(3 pl)
b.*takix sobak ne kusaetsja
(fem 9~n pl) (3 sq)
The verbs in (9)-(12), which do not allow the genitive of negation,
contrast with the verbs in (5)-(8) in being obligatorily agentive~ This
generalization appears to hold over the entire range of monadic verbs in
RussiAn, defining a necessary (though perhaps not sufficient5) condition
for the qenitive of ne9ation construction. This fact has not been clearly
noted by earlier investigators of the genitive of negation, mostly
because of the absence cf sure critel·ia to distinguish agel1t:ive from non-
aqentive arguments (cf. Babby 1980, 65). This is not unexpected: the
semantic notion of agentivity clearly relies on inferences about the
real-world status of predicates, and these are extralinguistic judgments.
Nonetheless, this generalization is easily confirmed by examining
verbs that are ambiguous between agentive and non-agentive uses. A
nice example is provided by the verb plavat'. This verb may be translated
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into English as either •swim' or 'float'. Suppose that these two English
verbs have an identical core of meaning, having something to do with
flotation. They differ only in that the notion of "swimming" normally
involves the active participation of an animate body, while "floating"
does not. In other words, plavat' as 'swim' assigns the a-role of agent
to its single argument, while plavat' as 'float' will assign some a-role
like theme.
If the genitive of negation construction is limited to arguments
that are not assigned the role of agent, 'then we expect that this
COalstruction will disambiguate plavat'. This is exactly what we find: 6
(13)a. v bassejne nikakoj rebenok ne plavaet
in pool no child NEG floats/swims
(masc nom sg) (3 sg)
b. v bassejne nikakoqo rebenka ne p1avaet
floats/*swims
(masc qen 5q) (3 5g)
Also, compare the example given in Babby (1980, 18):
(14) v supe ne plavalo nikakogo mjasa
in soup NEG floated no meat
(naut 9g) (masc gen sq)
(14) shows a typical usage of the genitive of negation with this verb, to
denote completely inactive flo~ation, characteristic of an inanimate
object.
Examples like (13)-(14) thus justify our claim that the genitive of
negation is possible with monadic verbs only if the genitive phrase is a
non~agent. Nonetheless, the impossibility of the genitive of negation in
(9)~(12) cannot be directly related to the semantic notion of agentivity.
This can be seen by turning to transitive constructions.
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Let us call verbs that take an accusative direct object and a
nominative subject transitive polyadic verbs. 7 We do this to reserve the
term transitive for a more general case discussed below. Crucially,
transitive polyadic verbs, regardless of the semantic status of their
subjects, never allow genitive phrases to replace nominative subjects
under negation. This is a truly exceptionless generalization, as noted
first (perhaps) by pe~kovskij (1956, 367):
(lS)a. n1 odna gazeta vne pecataet takuji erundu
not one newspaper NEG prints
(fem nom sq) (3 sq)
such nonsense
(fern acc 5g)
b. *ni odnoj gazety ne pe~ataet takuju erundu
(fern gen sg)
(16)a. studenty ne smotrjat televizor
students NEG watch talevision
(masc nom pl) (3 pI) (masc ace sg)
b. *studentov ne smotrit televizor
(masc gen pl) (3 59)
(17)a. ni v v v pis'moodna devuska ne polucala nase
not one girl NEG received our letter
(fern nom sg) (fern sg) (neut ace 5g)
b. *ni odnoj devu~ki v v pis 'mene polucalo nase
(gem gen 59) (neut 5g)
(le)a. takie ma~iny ne proizvodjat vpeZatlenie
ne proizvodit vpe~atlenie
(3 89) (neut ace sg)
such cars
(fern nom pl)
b. *takix ma~in
(fern gen pl)
NEG produce
(3 pI)
impression
(neut ace sg)
Semantically, neither the sUbject of polu~at' 'receive' in (17)a nor the
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subject of the idiom proizvodit' vpecatlenie in (IS)a is an agent. None-
theless, these nominative subjects may not be replaced by a genitive
phrase under negation.
We are thus left with a curious dis~ribution of genitive phrases
under negation. Genitive phrases under negation may correspond to:
(19) a. any accusative direct object
b. any nominative subject of a passive verb
c. a non-agent subject of a monadic verb
d. no nominative subject of a transitive polyadic verb
What generalization can we make about this set of positions?
Excluding for the moment (19)c -- monadic verbs -- we ask what criterion
distinguishes direct objects and subjects of passives, on the one hand,
from subjects of transitive verbs, on the other. The answer is obvious.
Both surface direct objects and surface subjects of passives are objects
Ad D~structure. The surface subjects of transitive polyadic verbs are
subjects at D-structure.
This analysis is forced on us by the a-criterion applying at the
level of D-structure, as required by the Projection Principle. Let us
see why this is so. To do so, we will need to introduce some of the
principles of Case theory.
First let us consider a transitive polyadic verb and its passive
oounterpart. It is an elementary observation that the surface object of
the transitive polyadic verb bears the same a-role as the surface
subject of its passive counterpart. Thus, city bears the same a-role
in (20)a and (20)b, as does 9orod i.n the Russian translation in (21)a
and (21)b:
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(20)a. the enemy took the city
b;, the city was taken
(21)a. vrag vzjal gorod
enemy took city
(nom) (ace)
b. gored byl vzjat
city was taken
(nom)
We can explain this easily if (20)a has the D-structure in (22)a,
while (20)b has the D-structure in (22)b:
(22)a. [s the enemy INFL [vp took the city] ]
b. [s e INFL (vp was taken the city]
In each case~ directly e-marks city. By the Projection Principle,
the S-structures are as in (23):
(23)a. [s the enemy INFL [vp took the city]
b. [s the citY i INFL [vp was taken !i
In (23)b, the city is directly a-marked by take by membership in the chain
(the city, e.).
-1.
Descriptively, the passive b sentences differ from the active a
sentences in two respects:
(24) I~ The VP in the active structure assigns a a-role to the subject
position. The VP in the passive structure does not.
II. AD-structure NP object of a passive verb must move to subject
position in the syntax.
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As Chomsky (1981a) notes, II ~plies I. If the D-structure object of the
passive verb were required to move into subject position, and if the
subject position were a e-position, the Projection Principle would be
violated. Recall from Chapter One that no movement is possible into a
a-criterion.
Property II derives from Case TheoEY, a subsystem of grammar that
we have not discussed as yet. In its~mplest form, Case Theory consists
of a set of rules for the assignment of Case features and a Case Filter.
Case features are assigned under government. In English, the following
conventions may be assumed:
(25) Case Assignment (Eng;lish)
i. If NP is nominative, then it is governed by AGR. 8
ii. If NP is objective, then it is governed by [-NJ. 9
iii. If NP is neither nominative nor objective, it lacks Case.
(26) Case Filter
*NP, if NP has phonetic content and has no Case.
(25)-(26) account in large part for the distribution of lexical NPs
in English, as noted first by Vergnaud (1982).10 ThUS, a lexical NP may
be the subject of a tensed S with agreement, or the complement of certain
verbs and prepositions. The NP to which the reader's attention is drawn
is underlined:
(27) a. [s~ [INFL TNS AGR] [vp ate meat] ]
b. it is difficult [S' PRO to [vp suggest an answer to our question]
c. John is [pp in the room]
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A lexical NP cannot be the ungoverned subject of an infinitival 5' nor
can it be the complement of a noun or adjective, which are [+N).
(28)a. *[S' [S John [INFL to] [vp eat meat] ] 1 would surprise me
b. *this observation is [AP suggestive an answer to our question]
c. *John's [N f suggestion an answer to cur question]
In structures like those of (28)b-c, a dummy [-N] Case marker must
be inserted, so that the lexical NP in question will not violate the Case
Filter:
(29)a.
b.
this observation is [AP suggestive [of an answer to our question]
John's [N' suggestion [of an answer to our question]
Positions in which no Case is assigned are non-ease-marked positions.
The insercion of a dummy Case marker in (29) transforms a non-Case-marked
position into a Case-marked position, and allows the underlined lexical NP
to satisfy the Case Filter.
An NP in a non-ease-marked position may satisfy the Case Filter in
another way, however. It may move to a Case-marked position, if such
movement is not ruled out by other principles like the Binding Theory or
Projection Principle. Such is the case in the passive construction.
We have phrased our Case Assignment conventions as conditionals,
not bi~conditionals,' allowing some [-N] elements not to assign Case.
Suppose in particular that passive verbs differ from active verbs in not
assigning Case to the Object position that they govern. In that Case,
a D-structure like (30) cannot yield a well-formed S-structure, without
somethinq happeninq that gives the underlined NP Case:
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(30) [S ~ INFL [vp was taken the city]
In (30), one thing that can happen is movement to the position of~, which
is governed by AGR and marked with nominative Case:
(31) [s the city. INFL [vp was taken e.l
1 ~
While it remains unexplained why no dummy Case marker can save (30)
without movement in English, Case theory provides a generally. elegant
explanation of property (24)II of passive verbs: the D-structure object
of the passive verb must move to subject position in order to receive
Case. If we assume that the Case Filter applies at least at S-structure,
we explain why this movement must apply in the syntax.
Another factor leads us to believe that Case Theory is behind the
obligatory movement of an NP object of a passive verb. Notice that the
Case Filter does not apply to non-NPs, a fact that will be extremely
important to us in this chapter. This is a stipulation, of course, but
it is a stipulation of some explanatory depth. (We will revise the
stipulation somewhat later, but it will remain unexplained.)
Notice that an S' has no problems as the complement of a [+N]
11
category:
(32)a. John is [AP happy (Sf that we have arrived on time] ]
b. John's [Nt suggestion [5' that bear-baiting is imm~al]]
No dummy Case marker is necessary, suggesting that S' does not fall under
the Case filter. Now notice that S' need not move in passive constructions:
(33) it was [vp suggested (s' that bear-baiting is immoral] 1
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The only rule specific to (33) is a general rule inserting expletive it
in the non-e-subject position, necessary in English for independent
reas~ns, to which we return later. E. Williams has observed (Chomsky
1981a, 149 note 121) that some verbs do not even allow movement of S':
(34)a. it was reasoned (held, rumored•.• ) that John arrived
b. *that John arrived was reasoned (held, rumored•.. )
This rules out an analysis in which movement to subject is followed by
extraposition.
The Case Assignment conventions and the Case Filter of (25)-(26)
come close to being adequate for Russian as well, except that [+N] elements
and some [-N] elements can assign oblique Cases to their NP:12
(35) Case Assignment (Russian)
i. If NP is nominative, then it is governed by AGR.
ii. If NP is accusative, then it is governed by [-N] •
iii. If NP is obl~que, then it is governed.
iv. If NP is neither nominative, accusative or oblique, then it
lacks Case.
The oblique Cases are genitive, dative, instrumental and 2repositional (also
known as locative). In certain instances, accusative might also function
as an oblique Case, when assigned by a preposition, as we shall see
later. We assume, of course, the same Case Filter for Russian as for
English.
Returning to our main topic, we see that we can explain the surface
syntax of passive constructions with nominative subjects if we assume
that their S~structure Subjects are D-structure direct objects. Passive
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verbs, like their active counterparts, may thus be transitive. Russian also
allows impersonal passives to some degree, which take no direct object at
any level:
(36) bylo napisano rob ~tom] [v gazetel
was written about this
(prep)
in newspaper
(prep)
These constructions are not relevant to our discussion, and will be
ignored.
We thus justify grouping together surface direct objects with
subjects of passive verbs as D-structure objects. Both surface direct
objects and subjects o-f passive verbs may be replaced by the genitive
under negation. By contrast, the transitive po!yadic verbs like poluZat'
'receive' assi9n a a-role to their surface subject, indicating that their
surface subject is also a D-structure subject. These subjects may not
be replaced by the genitive under negation. 13
We can make our analysis of the D-structure of transitive polyadic
verbs tighter by referring to a generalization discovered by Burzio (1981).
Burzio observes that, as a general rule, verbs which assign Case to their
objects generally form VPs which indirectly e-mark their sUbject position.
All the transitive polyadic verbs whose subject cannot be replaced by
the genitive of negation are of this type. Thus, the sUbjects of all
these verbs that take accusative direct objects receive a 8-role at
D~structure. The S-structure occupant of such a subject position cannot
havu moved into that position, by the Projection Principle, and thus
cannot be a D~structure object.
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Thus, the e-criterion and the Projection Principle, aided by Case
Theory and Burzio's generalization (which we discuss in greater detail
below), allow us unify (19)a, band d, repeated below, under the
generalization in (37):
(19) Genitive phrases under negation may correspond to:
a. any accusative direct object
b. any nominative subject of a passive verb
d. no nominative subject of a transitive polyadic verb
(37) A genitive phrase under negation is aD-structure [XP, VP], where
XP is some (unknown) category.
Let us now return to (19)c:
(19) c. a non~aqent subject of a monadic verb
How can we assimilate (19)0 to our generalization in (37)? We wish to
capture the fact that a genitive phrase under negation corresponds to
the argument of a monadic verb if and only if that argument is not an
agent. (19)0 falls under generalizatiorl (37) if the followiz"lg statement
is true:
(38) If the surface subject of a monadic verb is an [XP, VP] at D-structure,
then it is not an agent.
Since a monadic verb has only one argument, (38) may be stated more generally
as (39):
(39) If the argument of a monadic verb is an [XP, VP] at D-structure,
then it is not an agent.
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In other words, in order to extend our D-structure generalization about
passives and polyadic transitives to monadic verbs like those in (5)-(12),
we must assume that the S-structure nominative subjects of some, but not
all, monadic verbs are actually D-structure objects. Only these nominative
subjects may correspond to genitive phrases under negation.
Thus, the D-structure of (7)a, with a nominative subject for priXel
'arrived', differs from the D-structure of (ll)a, with the verb rabotajut
'work', in that the former, but not the latter, may be transitive in
D-structure:
(40)a. [s e [vp ne pri~el [otvet iz polka] J] (D-structure for (7)a)
NEG arrived answer from regiment
b. [s nikakie !enIginy [vp ne rabotajut] ] ] (D-structure for (ll)a)
no women NEG work
We may look at (39) in another way, since D-structure is a pure
representation of the assignment of e-roles to GFs. What (39) says is
that the e~role of agent is always indirectl~ assigned by a phrasal node,
while non~agent roles may be directly assigned by a lexical node, where
direct and indirect a-marking are defined as in Chapter One. Monadic
verbs thus fall into two classes. Some take an agent argument, in which
case the a-role is assigned by the VP containing the monadic V. Others
take a non-agent argument, in which ~ase the 8-role may be assigned by
the V itself.
This distinction between two types of monadic verbs is not novel.
Its consequences have been worked out in great explanatory detail for
Italian by Burzio (1981) within the Extended Standard Theory. As the
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"Onaccusative Hypothesis", the idea was earlier explored in the literature
on Relational Grammar (Perlmutter, forthcoming; Rosen 1981). With reference
to the genitive of negation in Russian, the distinction dates at least to
RtiIi~ka (1963), and is adopted by Chvany (1975).
We will use Burzio's terminology, and call verbs like pri~el in (40)a,
which are underlyingly transitive, ergative verbs. An ergative verb is a
monadic transitive verb. Verbs like rabotajut in (40)b, which are under-
lyinqly intransitive, we may call simply intransitive or agentive intransitive
verbs. 14
What principle requires D~structure objects of ergative verbs like
pri~el to move to subject position in syntax? That they are in subject
position at S-structure is clear from their nominative Case marking, as
well as from other aspects of their behavior which we shall discuss later.
Following Burzio, we take the principle in question to be the Case Filter.
Burzio argues that ergative verbs, like passives, do not assign Case to
the objects they govern. Hence, the object of an ergative verb must
move to a Case-marked position by S-structure. In this respect, the
derivation of sentences with ergative verbs is identical to that of
passive sentences~ In each case, a non-ease-marked NP must move to subject
position to receive Case. In each case, also; the subject position must
be a rnon~~-position, or else the a-criterion and the Projection Principle
will be violated.
Returning to the generalization in (39), we might ask why there
should be a connection between the position to which a e-role is assigned
and the essentially semantic notion of agentivity. This question relates
in turn to the question of how a child acquires knowledge of the syntactic
~I
properties of lexical i.tems. Somehow, the child progresses from knowledge,
perhaps situationally based, of the meaning of a predicate to knowledge of
the e-properties of that predicate. Ideally, this "grammaticalization" of
meaning should be guided by UG, making the construction of a lexical entry
trivially simple. We therefore expect UG to contain principles relating
semantic properties to e-properties of lexical items. In turn, UG may
contain other principles relati~g a-properties of lexical items to ~ven
more specifically linguis~ic properties, like Case assignment. For
example, we have already seen a generalization of this second type,
suggested by Burzio:
(41) Burzio' s Generalizat:i.on
For a verb V., if V. assigns Case to an NP it directly e-mark£:
1 3-
then~. indirectly a-marks its Subject.
1.
This priuciple, almost but not quite exceptionless,l5 told us that the
surfac~ sUbjects of transitive verbs are also D-structure subjects, and
are not ~andidates for the genitive of negation.
As for generalizations of the first type, relating semantic properties
of lexical items to a-properties, (39) is a candidate for such a
generalization. Probably, (39) is a special case of a more general Agent
~~' which we may state as a descendent of Anderson's (1979) r~le of
the same name:
(42) Agent Rule
If '. h 1 B · d' 1 k B 16a ass1gns t e 9-ro e age~t to , then a 1n ~rect y a-mar s .
This tells us, nat ~nly that a verb like work cannot be ergative, but also
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that of the two arguments associated with the active verb ~, the kicker
will be the subject of the sentence, and, by default, the kicked will be
the object. (cf. Marantz 1981).
Notice that the Agent Rule allows ~onadic verb~ whose one argument
is non-aqentive to a-mark this argument either directly ~r indirectly.
Thus, a verb like p%-i~el 'arrived' might take either a D-structure subject
or a D-structure object, being either intransitive or ergative. Is this
freedom correct? We could force priXel to be exclusively ergative with a
Theme Rule:
(43) Theme Rule
If a assigns- the 9-role theme to B, then a directly a-marks B.
An a~vantaqe of having both a theme rule and an agent rule is that we can
predict the argument structure of a verb like receive, which takes a goal
and a theme, but (presumably) no agent. By (43), we know that the theme
will be the object; by default, the goal will be the subject.
For our purposes, it does not really mat~er whether or not UG or
the core grammar of Russian contains a Theme Rule, so long as it contains
an Agent Rule. Russian provides tests that show whether a predicate may
be ergative, it provides no tests that show whether a predicate must be
ergative. We are free to assume that every ergative verb has an intransitive
counterpart, if we wish.
Without deviating too much from our main argument, we should add one
remark about the status of the Agent Rule (and the Theme Rule, if it
exists), which is relevant to anyone working on the genitive of negation
construction in Russian~ nules like the Agent Rule may be interpreted
in two ways. They may be seen as generalizatlons over lexical entries for
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9-assiqners, which allow redundant information to be omitted from the
lexicon. On this view, the Agent Rule renders otiose a lexical entry for
a verb like rabotat' 'work' that says both that rabotat' indirectly 8-marks
its argument and that it assigns the role agent. By the Agent Rule, the
lexicon need only say that the role assigned is that of agent, and the
fact that it is indirectly assigned follows independently.
Alternatively, rules like the Agent Rule may be seen as principles of
language acquisition, helping the child learn a lexicon quickly, and not
as principles operative in the grammar acquired. On this view, the lexicon
will state both that rabotat' indirectly e-marks its argument and that
it assigns the a-role of agent.
Comparison of Russian with a language like Italian suggests that a
principle like the Agent Rule is always a principle of language acquisition,
but that its status as a principle of the grammar acquired, simplifying
,
lexical entries, varies across languages. In a language like Russian,
the distinction between ergative and intransitive monadic verbs, as seen
th~OU9h the genitive of negation, is fuzzy, and heavily dependent on
context and the speakers perception of the degree of agentivity involved
in the action denoted by the verb. Although almost all speakers agree
on the extreme cases ~- that verbs meaning 'arrive' accept the genitive
of negation, and that verbs meaning things like 'bite' do not -- there
is much disagreement on the cases in between. This is expected if the
Agent Rule is a principle of grammar, relating semantics directly to
GF-e in the core grammar of Russian. As a speaker's perceptions of the
predicate will vary accordingly, and be reflected in the possibility of
the genitive of negation.
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In a language like Italian, on the other hand, where the ergative/
intransitive distinction is well-motivated by a number of tests, speakers'
judgments about individual predicates are not at all fuzzy. While some
predicates function both as ergatives and intransitives, the assignment
of a predicate to one or the other or both classes is fully lexicalized
and reflected in the selection of verbal auxiliary (essere for ergatives,
avere for intransitives). While in Italian, as in Russian, something
like the Agent Rule probably governs the acquisition of lexical entries,
the Agent Rule may not be part of the grammar acquired. Judgments about
erqativity/in~ransitivityin Italian do not seem dependent on semantic
criteria and on context, but rather on a fully specified lexical entry
for each verb. Hence the sharpness of the judgments in Italian.
This difference between Italian and Russian is not surprising_
Suppose, with Chomsky and Lasnik (1977), that a child cannot learn from
negative eviqence -- i.e. ft'om the fact that he does not hear a sentence.
In Russian, ergative verbs are distinguished from intransitives only by
the absence of sentences with constructions like the genitive of negation.
This ~sence does not help the child at all. Rather, only lexical
semantics guides the classification of monadic verbs into ergative and
intransitive categories. In Italian, on the other hand, monadic verbs
are readily distinguishable on the basis of the auxiliary that they take,
a pervasive and easily observable phenomenon in the language. The
Italian child can (and must) grammaticalize the ergative/intransitive
distinction, removing it from the domain of lexical semantics, in order
to choose correctly an aux11iary verb.
Returning to our main discussion, we can now make all the statements
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about the distribution of the genitive of negation in (19) fall under
generalization (37), which we will restate and call condition A:
A: XP must be an [XP,VP] at D-structure, where XP = genitive
phrase under negation.
Before discussing some other properties of the genitive of negation
construction, let us extend this generalization to three other environments.
First, recall that the Agent Rule in (42) does not prevent non-
agents from being indirectly e-marked, in addition to agents. Consider
not the following principle:
(44) Attributive and Identificational Rule
If a assigns the e-role of attribute or identificand to a, then
a indirectlye-marks e. 17
We suppose that the role of attribute is the e-role that most adjectives
acsiqn to their surface subjects, as in (45)a. The role of identificand
is the role of the subject in identificational sentences like (45)b:
(45)a. Boston is clean
b. these ¥ounS peo~le are our freshman
(attribute)
(identificand)
(44) tells us that the S-structure sUbjects in (45)a-b are also D-structure
subjects. We thus expect, correctly, that attributes and identificands
may not correspond to genitive phrases under negation in Russian:
(46)a. oi odin gored ne byl gist
not one city NEG was clean
(masc nom sq) (masc 89)
b. *ni oanogo goroda vne bylo cisto
(masc gen sq) (neut sg)
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(47) a. studenty zdes' -- ne duraki
students here NEG fools
(masc nom pl) (masc nom pI)
b. *studentov zdes' -- ne duraki
(masc gan pl)
-. na~i pervokursniki(48)a. eti molodye Ijudi -ne
these young people NEG our freshmen
(masc nom pI) (masc nom pI)
b. *etix molodyx Ijudej -ne na~i pervokursniki
(masc gan plur)
The (b) sentences are excluded by condition A and by the Attributive
and Identificational Rule. The relevant condition cannot be morphological.
The Russian passives we have been considering are formed with the copula
(null in the present tense) and a passive participle. These constructions
are indistinguishable on the surface from copular constructions with an
adjectival predicate. Nonetheless, as we have seen, the sUbjects of
passives, but not of adjectives, may be replaced by a genitive phrase
under negation. This is because passive participles and adjectives, though
morphologically indistinguishable, have radically different a-properties.
Interestingly, passive participles in Russian, as in English, can
be "adjectivized", often with a slight shift in meaning (see Kalakuckaja
1971, for a thorough study). Predictably, adjectivization of a passive
participle produces a predicate which is subject to the Attribute and
Identificational Rule and which does not allow the genitive of negation.
For example, the passive participle erinjat 'accepted' may be used as
an adjective, with roughly the meaning it acquires in similar ~ircumstances
in English ~- 'acceptable', 'comma 11 faut' (as in the accepted norms).
The two usages contrast with respect to the genitive of negation, as
expected:
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(49)a. takie studenty nikogda ne prinjaty v universitet
such studente never NEG accepted in university
(masc nom pl) (pl)
'such students are never accepted to the university'
b. takix studentov nikogda ne prinjato v universitet
(mase gen pl) (neut s9)
(SO)a. takie manery nikogda prinjaty v. klubaxne v xorOS1X
such manners never NEG acceptable in good clubs
(fem nom pl) (pl)
b. *takix maner nikogda prinjato v v. klubaxne xorosJ.x
(fern qen pI) (neut sg)
The second environment that we will consider is the object position
of a PP. Here, the object is not an [XP, VP], and we predict that the
genitive of negation should be impossible. This prediction is correct:
(51)a. ja nikogda ne namekal ni na kakie plany " liniipo etoj
I never NEG hinted not at any plans along this line
Masc nom pI)
*ja nikogda ne namekal oi kakix "b. na planov po etoj lini!
(masc gen pI)
Althou9h this correct prediction is made by condition~,we will be accounting
for these facts somewhat differently in later discussion.
Finally, condition! predicts that if a non-argument should also
be found in VP, as in [XP, VP], then this non-argument too should be able
to participate in the genitive of negation construction, all things being
equal. In Russian, expressions of duration, which are not a-marked or
selected by V, are assigned accusative Case, presumably because ,they
are governed by V. Such expressions of duration may be marked genitive
under ne9ation, exactly as expected (sentences due to M.G. Sinicyn):
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(52)a. ja ni odnu minutu ne spal
I not one minute NEG slept
(fem ace 5q)
b. ja ni odnoj minuty ne spal
(fem gen sg)
We will provide some evidence that these expressions of duration
are indeed [XP, vp] later. In footnote 21, we also discuss a semantic
difference between (52)a and (52)b. For now, note simply that under the
assumption that these phrases ~ in VP, we can account for the
possibility of the genitive of negation, given condition A. Notice that
these phrases show that the condition on the genitive of negation is
purely structural, and not relational in nature, confirming our statement
in condition A.
-,
1.1.2 The Non-Obliqueness Restriction
We now turn to another restriction on the genitive of negation. As
we have shown, condition! allows direct objects to occur freely in the
genitive of negation construction. In Russian, as in many languages with
overt Case marking, some predicates require a particular oblique Case of
nouns they e~mark.
As Babby (1980) has observed, such oblique objects never participate
in the genitive of negation construction. This Non-Obliqueness Restriction
(Babby's "Direct Case Condition") is exceptionless, and we may state it
as condition !:
~: XP may not occur in positions where oblique Case is required,
where XP =genitive phrase under negation.
Thus, for example, the verb pomogat' 'help' requires a dative object,
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and the verb upravljat' 'manage', 'control' requires an instrumental object.
Neither of these verbs allows a genitive phrase as an object under
negation:
(53) a. ja ne pomogaj\l nikakim devu~kam
I NEG help no girls
(fem dat pI)
b. *ja ne pomoqaju nikakix devu~ek
(fam gen pI)
(54)a. ja ne upravljajq ni odnim zavodom
I NEG manage not one factory
(n-,asc instr 5g)
b. *Ja ne upravljaju ni odnogo zavada
(masc gen sg)
Condition B will play an essential role in the discussion in section 2 of
this chapter.
1.1.3 O~liiator¥ guantifier Movement
Up to this point, we have been deliberately vague about the inter-
pretation of sentences with the genitive of negation. In fact, the
interpretation of genitive phrases under negation is more restricted than
that of their non-genitive counterparts.
In the traditional literature about this construction, it is usually
said that genitive phrases under negation, unlike their non-genitive
counterparts, are obligatorily indefinite. (Note that Russian has no
articles to signal definiteness.) Thus, consider the following examples
(with inverted order in both, which makes the indefinite reading more
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apparent) :
(55) a. ne pojavilis' studenty
NEG showed up students
(pI) (mase nom pI)
b. ne pojavilos' studentov
(neut sg) (masc gen pl)
= (56)a, (56)b
= *(56)a, (56)b
(55)a may have as a logical paraphrase either (56)a, or (56)b below.
(55)b, however, with the genitive of negation, may be paraphrased only
by (56)b:
(56)a. -, the students showed up (cf. 'the students didn't show up')
b. -, ~x, x students (x showed up) (cf. 'no students showed up')
Essentially the same data hold when a genitive phrase under negation
replaces an accusative object:
(57)a. ja v pis'ma (S8)a, (58)bne polucal =
I NEG received letters
(neut ace pl)
b. ja v pisem *(58)a, (58)bne polucal =
I NEG received letters
(neut gen pI)
For reasons we will not be able to explain, the reading of (58)b below
is much less accessible for (57)a than was the corresponding reading (56)b
20for (5S)a. Nonetheless, (58)b is a possible reading for (57)a, while
(S8)a is completely ~xcluded for (57)b: 21
(58)a. -, I received the letters (cf. 'I didn't receive the letters')
b. -, gX,x letters (I received x) (of. 'I didn't reoeive any letters')
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The (b) readinqs in (56) and (58) differ from the (a) readings in
several important ways. We will focus on only one of them, for the most
part. The crucial difference between the (b) readings and the (a) readings
is the following: the (b) representations are quantifier-variable structures,
while the Ca) representations are not~ Also important is the fact that
the quantifier appears to be existential and the fact that nega~ion always
has scope over the quantifier (as shown by Babby 1980). We will have
more to say about both these facts later, but they will not be central
to our discussion.
We will want a principle that will tell us that the genitive of
negation obligatorily produces a quantifier-variable structure, while
corresponding sentences without the genitive of negation produce such
structures only optionally. Following proposals of Chomsky (1976), and
particularly of May (1977), we will assume that quantificational structures
like those in (S6)b and (58)b actually correspond closely to representations
at the level of LF. In particular, quantifier-variable structures are
derived at LF from S-structures with the quantifying expression in situ
by means of an adjunotion, rule: May's Quantifier Rule (~). We will
assume that it applies roughly as in (59):
(59) ~: Adjoin a quantifying expression to s.
Very possibly, as argued in May (forthcoming), QR is a special case of
Move a at LF, but we will refer to it as if it were a special rule by
itself. The trace left by this movement is interpreted as the variable
bound by the moved quantifier.
We will have muoh more to say about QR quite soon, and we shall be
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more specific about the LF representations we are assuming for the genitive
of negation. For now, let us concentrate on how we can state the
difference in interpretation between sentences with and without the
genitive of negation.
We may capture our generalization about the LF interpretation of the
genitive of negation construction in the following way: QR applies
optionally to non-genitive phrases under negation, but obligatorily to
genitive phrases in the genitive of negation construction.
Thus, QR applies optionally in (55)a, yielding either a representation
corresponding to (56)a or a representation corresponding to (56)b. In
(55)b, QR applies obligatorily, yielding only a representation like (56)b.
A parallel story is told for (57)-(58). Since the optionality of QR in
the normal case follows from the general optionality of movement rules,
we need only state a generalization about the genitive phrases under
negation, which we may call condition £:
£: XP obligatorily undergoes QR, where XP = genitive phrase
under negation.
We have now examined briefly three conditions that govern the occurrence
of the genitive of negation. The most elementary considerations of
learnability tell us that these conditions must result from deeper principles.
Why should these conditions exist? If a child simply "learns" a construction
like the genitive of negation, why should he not generalize from sentences
with an ergative verb to sentences with a non-ergative intransitive
verb, eliminating condition A? How does the child know that the
construction does not extend to environments in which an oblique Case is
required? How can he learn that the genitive of negation requires the
creation of a quantifier-variable structure in LF? These questions
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become still ~ore pressing when we note that a number of other constructions
show the same coincidence of properties, albeit somewhat more weakly.
We will discuss two such constructions in the next sections.
1.2 Po-phrases
Russian expresses distributive quantification by means of a "particle"
R,2:
(60)a. ja
I
dal
gave
mal'~ikam
boys
(mase dat pl)
jabloko
apple
(neut ace 8g)
"I gave the boys (collectively) an apple t
b. ja dal mal'cikam [po jabloku]
~ apple
(masc dat sg)
'I gave the boys an apple each'
E2 is a preposition in other ~sages, and may be a preposition in the
constructi~n we will consider here, an issue we will discuss later. Like
E2 in its clearly prepositional usages, R,2 assigns dative Case in sentences
like (60)b. E2 has some peculiar propert1es with respect to Case marking,
discussed by Me1'~uk (1981), and by Babby (1980). Although these
properties are clearly of interest, we will ignore them here, since they
are rather wild in ways that are probably tangential to our discussion.
Instead, we will be mainly interested in the external distribution of
distributive ~~phrases. We will show that they are sUbject to conditions
!, Band £, which we have seen to govern the genitive of negation. We
present the evidence briefly.
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1.2.1 Po-Phrases and the D-structure [XP, VP] Restriction
Distributive E2-phrases, like genitive phrases under negation, are
ltmited to D-structure positions in VP, although the relevant contrasts
are less clear here for some speakers. For all speakers, E2-phrases freely
correspond to direct objects of polyadic transitive verbs, to subjects of
passive and ergative verbs, and to accusative expressions of duration:
(61)a. ja
I
(nom
vpolucal [po pis'mu]
received E2 letter
(masc sq) (neut dat 5g)
v den'
in day
'I received a letter each day'
b. ka~dyj den' , [po gorodu] bylo vzjato vragom
each day EE. city was taken enemy
(masa dat 9g) (neut 9g) (mase instr sg)
'each day, a (different) city was taken by the enemy'
[po j ablokul upalo v derevac. s kazdogo
po apple fell from each tree
...--. (neut dat 99) (neut 9g)
fa (different) apple fell from each tree'
d. ja spal v den'(po casu] v
I slept f2 hour in day
(nom) (maso dat sq)
'I slept an hour per day'
(Example (61)0 is from Babby 1980, 45.)
Note that, like genitive phrases under negation, distributive
~~phrases do not trigger agreement on the verb when they correspond to
nominative subjects. 22 In addition, the unmarked positions for a ~-
phrase appears to be post-verbal ~- again recalling the genitive of
negation.
For almost all speakers .. J22,-phrases are markedly worse as Subjects
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of polyadic transitive verbs, agentive intransitives, subjects of
attributive and identificational predicates, or as objects of prepositiOt.~.
In the first two cases, judgments vary from a single question mark to a
· b 1 23star; we comprom1se e ow:
(62)a. ??[po studentu] ubilo vkosku v ka~doj gruppe
.E2. student killed cat in each group
(mase dat sg) (neut 5g) (fern ace sg)
fa (different) student killed :l cat in each group'
b. ??[po &obakel kusaets]a vd · kletkev kaz OJ
.E£ dog bites in each cage
(fern dat. sg) (3 sg)
'a (different) dog bites in each cage'
v ka¥doj oblasti
in each
c. * [po qorodu] bylo ~isto
~ city WC;lS f;lean
(mase dat sg) (neut sg) (neut 5g)
'a (different) city was clean in each district'
dl.strict
vkazdom otrjaded. k[pO studentul
.E£ student (is)
(mase dat 5g)
pervokursnik v
freshman in each
(masc nom sg)
detachment
'a (d: ~ferent) student is a freshman in each detachment'
e. *:dt namekal na [po planu] v den'
I h.inted at E2 plan in dat
(masc dat sg)
'I hinted at a plan F-er day'
In Chapter Four, we present an elaboration of the theory we will develop
in this chapter, which accounts for the relative weakness of the judgments
in (62)a-b. In this chapter, we will treat them as ungrammatical.
The contra~ts between (61)a-d and (62)a-e suggest that we should
extend condition A to include distributive ~-phrases. Po-phrases mUF.
thus be included with genitive phrases under the rubric "XP":
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~: XP must be an [XP, VP] at D-structure, where XP = genitive
phrase under negation or a distributive po-phrase.
1.2.2 Po-phrases and the Non-Obliqueness Restriction
In section 1.1.2, we saw that genitive phrases under negation can
never occur in direct object position where an oblique Case is required by
the 90verning verb. This absolute prohibition extends to E£-phrases.
Recall that pomoqat' 'help' re~uires a dative object (cf. (53)), and that
upravliat' 'manage' requires an instrumental object (cf. (54)). Distributive
~-phrases, like genitive phrases under negation, cannot correspond to
the object of either of these verbs (despite the fact that ~ itself
assigns dative Case):
(63)a. *ja pomogal v den'[pc..' devuske] v
I helped ~ girl in dat
(nom) (fern dat sq)
'I helped a girl a day'
b. *ja upravljaju (po zavodu] v gorodev kazdom
I manage E2. factory in each city
(nom) (masc dat sg)
'I manage a (different) factory in each city'
We should thus generalize condition B as we generalized condition
A:
B: XP may rot occur in positions where oblique Case is required,
where XP = genitive phrase under negation or a distributive
po-phrase.
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1.2.3 po~phrases and Obligatory gR
It should be clear that the LF representation of a sentence wi.th
distributive ~ must be a quantifier-variable structure. An accurate
account of the logical form of ~-sentences goes somewhat beyond the
scope of this study (cf. Crockett 1976a for some discussion). One
possibility, probably incorrect, is represented in (64)b:
(64)a. ja dal mal'~ikam
I gave boys
(nom) (masc dat pl)
[po jabloku]
.1?2. jabloku
(neut dat sg)
'I gave the boys an apple each'
b. (yx: x a boy) (3!y: y an apple) I gave y to x
(64)b does not imply a one-to-one correspondence between boys and apples.
If such a correspondence is implied by E2-phrases, as it might be, we
might represent E2 as a two-place quantifier resulting from the operation
of "absorption" discussed by Higginbotham and i-day (1981): 24
(65) ~(x, y): x a boy, y an apple (I gave x to y)
~ defines a bijective function from values of x to values of ~, and entails
(correctly, it seems) that the LF of sentences like (64)a contains at
least two variables in its LF, accounting for ambiguities of the sort
discussed by Crockett (op- cit., (4».
What is clear, and important for our purposes, is that QR is
obligatory for distributive E2-phrases. In the case of E2-phrases,
unlike the genitive of negation, this fact might be trivial, since ~
is probably uninterpretable without QR. Nonetheless, as we shall see
in section 1.3.3, other quantifiers can receive an interpretation as
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part of a name, in the absence of QR -- an interpretation apparently lacking
in the case of ~-phrases. Thus, we take it as a fact to be accounted for
that E2-ph~ases must undergo QR, and we extend condition £, in turn, to
include E2-phrases:
c: XP obligatorily undergoes QR, where XP = genitive phrase
under negation or a distributive po-phrase.
We have seen that ~-phraseb ~hould be included in the class of XPs
subject to conditions A, B, and C. In the next section, we turn to another
construction that also obeys these three descriptive conditions. Here,
the evidence will be somewhat less direct.
1.3 No-agreement Numeral Phrases
Numeral phrases in Russian (translations of six men, two cars, etc.>25
have an involved internal syntax, which we shall avoid discussing as much
as possible. Many of the complications are apparently artifacts of the
prescriptive-grammatical tradition, and do not seem to repreRent "core"
facts about Russian -- confusing native speakers almost as much as foreigners.
For a useful discussion of some of these peculiarities, particularly
those about which native speakers do have ir4tuitions, see Crockett
(1976)b. In the following sections, we shall examine certain properties
of simple numeral ph~ases, which consist of a numeral followed by an
unmodified noun,
First, we declare our intention to ignore the numeral odin '1',
and ~ll numerals ending in odin. Numeral phrases with odin have all the
properties of ~rdinary NPs, in which odin functions as an adjectival
modifier. None of the following discussion of numeral phrases applies
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to phrases with~. In the discussion that follows, we will use the
term "numeral phrase" with the understanding that phrases with odin .3.re
excluded.
When (other) -numeral phrases correspond to nominative or accusative
NPs, the numeral appears in its citation form. We shall be cautious
about calling this form either nominative or accusative, for reasons
that shall become apparent in section 2. A noun following the numeral
bears genitive Case. This genitive noun will be singular or plural,
depending on the numeral preceding it: 2 through 4 and numerals endings in 2-4
require the genitive sinqular, while 5-20, numerals ending in 5-20,
multiples of 10 and numerals ending in multiples of 10 require the genitive
plural:
(66)a. ja v [tri priemnikalpolucil
I received three radio
(masc gen sg)
b. ja poluZil v priemnikov][sest'
I received six radios
(masc gen pl)
The facts that we shall discuss are clearest with respect to those
numerals which require the plural of the following genitive. We shall
accordingly choose our examples from that class.
Recall that when either a genitive phrase under negation or a
distributive f£-phrase corresponds to a nominative subject, the verb of
its clause does not show any sort of agreement; rather, it is found
in an unlnarked, third person neuter singular form. When a numeral phrase
corresponds to a nominative subject, the verb may either show normal
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agreement of the sort expected with a plural sUbject, or may lack
agreement:
(67)a. v studentov] ,vl[sest' prJ.s 0
six students arrived
(masc gen pI) (neut sg)
b. v studentovl ,vl '[sest' pr1.s 1-
(pI)
We will suggest that numeral phrases in sentences like (67)a --
whi~h correspond to nominative sugjects but do ~ trigger agreement --
are XPs. We will demonstrate that these numeral phrases, which we shall
call no-agreement numeral phrases, obey conditions !, ! and £. By contrast,
numeral phrases that do trigger agreement, as in (67)b, do not obey
conditions !, ! and C. These numeral phrases, which we may call agreement
numeral phrases, thus give no sign of being XPs.
Independently of conditions !, B, and £, we may note a first piece
of circumstantial evidence linking no-agreement numeral phrases to XPs.
Recall that genitive phrases under negation and E2-phrases are most natural
when postverbal. As noted by Svedova (1970, 554), Revzln (1978, 270),
Corbett (1979,81), and others, the same is true of no-agreement numeral
phrases. Agreement numeral phrases, on the other hand, are most natural
preverbally. Thus, (68) represents the natural orders for (67)a-b:
(6a)a. .V1pr~s 0
(neut sg)
[~est' studentov]
b [ V , d ] ·v 1 '. sest stu entov pr1s ~
(pI)
In the following sections, we show that no-agreem~nt numeral phrases
resemble genitive phrases under negation and ~-phrases in other ways as well.
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1.3~1 No-agreement Numeral Phrases and the D-structure [XP, VP] Re~triction
As an initial hypothesis, let us assume that agreement numeral phrases
differ from no-agreement numeral phrases in their internal structure
a hypothesis which we shall make specific in section 2. Let us suppose
that either of these types of numeral phrases occurs in a variety of
syntactic positions~ Superficially, the two types of numeral phrases are
identical. Thus, we can tell them apart only when they correspond to
nominative subjects. This is because the only difference between them
that is visible is their differing behavior with respect to verbal
agreement, and Russian verbs agree only with subjects. Given a numeral
phrase corresponding to an accusative object, for example, we are unable
to tell whether it is a no-agreement or an agreement numeral phrase,
because objects do not trigger agreement in any case.
This problem must be borne in mind during our discussion of conditions
A and B. Let us consider condition A:
A: XP must be an [XP, VP] at D-structure ..•
We will show that no-agreement numeral phrases are subject to A, while
agreement numeral phrases are not. Recall, however, the class of [X?,
VP]s that we were able to examine in earlier sections. These in~luded
surface objects (direct objects, expressions of duration) as well as
surface subjects (of passive and ergative verbs). With respect to
numeral phrases, we will have to limit our attention to the second class:
D-structure objects which, in the case of Case-marked NPs, we can identify
as S-structure subjects.
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Within these inherent Itmitations, we appear to find what we are
looking for. Once again, the effects of condition A are weaker for many
speakera in the domain of numeral phrases than th~y were for the genitive
of negation. Once again, we will offer an explanation of this fact in
Chapter Four.
In the case of D-structure [XP, VP]s, both aqreement and no-agreement
numeral phrases are possible:
(69)a. v gorodovl bylo vzjato[sest' vragom
six cities was taken enemy
(masc gen pI) (neut sg) (masc instr sg)
b. v gorodov] byli vzjaty[sest' vragom
six cities were taken enemy
(mase gen pl) (pl)
(70)a. v studentovl ,VI[sest' pr1S 0
six students arrived
(masc gen 1'1) (neut 5g)
b • [Sest' studentovl .vI 'pr1S ~
(pl)
In the case of D~structure [XP, 8]s, only the agreement numeral phrase is
26fully acceptable:
v(71)a. ??(sest' studentovl ubilo vkosku
six students killed cat
(masc g~n pI) (neut 5g) (fern ace s9)
b. v studentovJ ubili v[sest' kosku
(pl)
v --.(72)a. ??[sest' sobakl kusaetsja v etoj kletke
six dogs bites in this cage
(fern gen pl) (3 sq)
b. v -.. .[sest' sobak] kusajutsja veto) kletke
(3 pl)
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v(73)a. *[sest' gorodov] by10 ~isto v na~ej oblasti
six cities was clean in our district
(masc gen pl) (neut sg)
b. v gorodov] byli gisty v oblasti[sest' v nasej
(plur)
These facts will fall under condition A if no-agreement numeral
phrases are XPs:
A: XP must be an [XP, VP] at D-structure, where XP = genitive
phrase under negation, a distributive ~-phrase, or a
no-a~reement numeral phrase.
1.3.2 No-agreement Numeral Phrases and the Non-Obliqueness Restriction
The canonical form of numeral phrases that we have considered, both
agreement and no-agreement, contains a numeral phrase in its "citation
fo~" followed by a noun in the genitive Case.. This canonical form is
found in positiors that allow the non-oblique nominative and accusative
Cases, as the preceding examples and (74)a below show. Numeral phrases
in this canonical form never occur in positions where oblique Case is
required, as (74)b-c show. Recall that pomogat' 'help' requires a dative
object, and that upravljat' 'manage' requires an instrumental object:
b. *ja
polu~il
received
(74)a, ja
I
(nom)
v[sest' priemnikovl
six radios
(mase gen pI)
pomogaju [~est' devu~ek]
I help
(nom)
six girls
(fern gen pI)
c. *ja upravljaju
I manage
(nom)
[~est' zavodov]
six factories
(mase gan pl)
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Suppose that all no-agreement numeral phrases, which are indistinguishable
from agreement phrases in the sentences we have seen so far, show this
"canonical form".. (74) may be taken to show that condition B holds for
at least the no-agreement numeral phrases:
,
B: XP may not occur in positions where oblique Case is required,
where BP = genitive phrase under negation, a distributive
E2-phrase, or a no-agreement numeral phrase.
What about agreement numeral phrases? Since they are not subject to
condition A, we expect that they should not be Subject to B either. Now
bear in mind tha~ agreement numeral phrases are identical to no-agreelnent
numeral phrases in non-oblique positions. In oblique positions, numeral
phrases do occur, but they do not have the canonical form. Instead, the
numeral and following noun behave like a normal constituent containing an
adjective and a noun. The noun bears the oblique Case required in its
position, and the numeral agrees in Case, This non-canonical form is
impossible in a non-oblique position:
II
(75)a. *ja polU~il
I received
(nom)
(~est' priemnikiJ
six radios
(mase ace pl)
b. ja pomogaju [~esti devu~kam]
I help
(nom)
six girls
(fern dat pl)
c. ja upravljaju [~est'ju zavodami]
I manage six factories
(nom) (mase instr pl)
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We have claimed that no-agreement numeral phrases obey conditions ~
and B. We have seen that agreement numeral phrases do not obey condition A.
If, as we shall show, the cluster of conditions A, ~ and C have a unified
explanation, we expect that agreement numeral phrases, which do not obey ~,
should not obey! either. This immediately suggests that the "adjective-
noun" numeral phrases of (75)b-c belong to the class of agreement numeral
phrases, and that agreement phrases idiosyncratically do not show the
"adjective-noun" form in non-oblique positions.
If this situation is not merely an artifact of our analysis, we
would expect that the "idiosyncracy" of agreement numeral phrases in non-
oblique positions that leads them to look like no-agreement numeral phrases
is in some way marked. This is not too surprising, given the other
marked features of the Russinn numeral system, to which we have alluded
1 - 27ear J.er. What is interesting is that this marked property is absent
from the numeral systems of at least one closely related language. In
Polish, the phenomenon of "agreement" and "no-ag:teement" numeral phrases
has a somewhat different character. The "paucal" numerals 2 through 4 are
the only numerals that trigger agreement in Polish. When they do, the
numeral phrase always shows "adjective-noun" beha\?ior, regardless of its
28Case:
(76)a. [dwaj panowie] prz,pszli
two men arrived
(masc nom pl human) (plur)
h. ja pomagam [dw6m panam]
I help two men
(nom) (masc dat pl)
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We will return to the "adjective-noun" numeral phrases of Russian,
which only occur in oblique positions, in section 2. For now, our conclusions
in this section are merely an unconfirmad hypothesis: we suppose that
the numeral phrases that turn up in oblique positions are agreement numeral
phrases, and that no-agreement phrases are, as we wish, subject to condition
B. We will be more specific about the ad hoc Russian-specific rule we
propose for agreement numeral phrases later. ~Ne assure the reader, however,
that this will be the only such ad hoc proposal we will make in the course
of our analysis, and that if a Slavic language contains ad hoc rules,
the numeral system is certainly the place one would most expect to find
them.
1~3.3 No-agreement Numeral Phrases and Obligatory QR
In this section, we show that no-agreement numeral phrases, which
fall under conditions A and a, also fall under £, and that agreement
numeral phrases do not. Recall the content of C:
c: XP obligatorily undergoes QR •..
Obviously, £ is an interesting generalization only if we assume that QR,
like movement rules in the syntax, is formally optional. We exploited
this optionally in 1.1.3, where we claimed that an ambiguity in non-
genitive NPs under negation resulted from the optionality of QR, while
genitive NPs under negation lacked this ambiguity due to £. The proposal
that QR is optional is argued for most convincingly by Higginbotham
(forthcoming). We rely on his proposals ill this section.
Higginbotham notes that if QR is optional we may characterize a
classic ambiguity of numeral phrases in a simple way (of. Lakoff 1970;
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also Paduceva 1974, 111-124 for Russian examples and enlightening discussion) .
For the moment, we draw our examples from English.
Consider a sentence like (77):
(77) six mathematicians proved the theorem
This sentence has two readings. On one, if the six mathematicians have
names A through F, the following claim is true:
(78) A proved the theorem; B proved the theorem;
the theorem too.
.
..., and F proved
In other words, each mathematician individually proved the theorem. This
interpretation naturally corresponds to an LF representation which is a
quarltifier-variable structure;
(79) for 6x; x a mathemati~ian (x proved the theorem)29
Let us call this the individual reading.
There is a second reading, however, on which (78) is not true. Rather,
a 9rouP consisting of six mathematicians is collectively responsible for
the theorem's solution. No one mathematician solved the theorem alone.
Higginbotham suggests that this reading corresponds to an LF close to
or identical with the S~structure (77): QR .has ~ applied. Let us call
this reading the 9roup reading. Thus, the distinction between group and
individual readings of numeral phrases may be traced back to the
optionality of QR, following Higginbotham.
It follows that if QR is obligatory for a numeral phrase -- if,
for example, a no~aqreement numeral phrase were subject to C -- then
this numeral phrase should exclude the group reading and have only the
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individual reading. At the level vf intuition, this appears to be the case.
Insofar as informants can distinguish group from individual readings with
predicates that must be ergative or passive by condition !, ~hey report that
no-agreement numeral phrases generally have an "existential" or "individuated"
flavor which :5 not obligatory for agreelnent numeral phrases. Somewhat
similar intuitions have been reported elsewhere in the literature, for
example by Crockett (1976b, 349). Revzin (1978, 262-272), in an extremely
interesting discussion of the question, claims that no-agreement numeral
phrases are always "indefinite" (neopredelennyj), while agreement numeral
phrases are ambiguously definite or indefinite. They argue that the same
distinction held in earlier stages of Russian -- the so~· called "Potebnja' s
law" •
Fortunately, a more precise test shows that condition £ applies to
no-agreement numeral phrases. As is well-known, certain verbs, like
9ather, ~isferse, meet and their synonyms cross-linguistically, require
that one of their arguments be a group:
(80)a. the group dispersed quietly
b. #the mathematician dispersed quietly
(The sign * indicates a violation of selectional restrictions.)
Since (81) below is acceptable, logic distates that the numeral
phrase is interpreted as a group, and hence, by Higginbotham's hypothesis,
is not undergoing the optional rule of QR:
(81) six mathematicians diEpersed quietly
Since a verb like dispers~ requires a numeral-phrase argument ~ot
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:0 undergo QR, a nwneral phrase t:lat obeys cOl.dition £ will not be able
to be this argument of such a verb, since £ requires the application of
QR that the verb would like to prevent. We thus make the following
predictioJl: witll a Russian verb of the disperse type, a sentence like (81)
sllouJ.d be acceptable with C'n agreement numeral phrase, which does not have
to undergo QR, but should be unacceptable with a no-agreement numeral
phrase, which is subject to C and must undergo QR -- if our hypothesis
is correct.
The Russian ve~b razlu~it'sja 'part company', 'go one's separate
, ' b f' db' 30ways 15 aver 0 t141S type, at! at?pears to e ergatJ.ve •
the paradigm of (80)a-b in (82)a-b oelow, and -- as we hop~
cnly agreement numeral phrases, as we set" ;.n C82) c-d:
It shows
allo\A's
(82) a. gruppa raZl\l~ilas' na mostu
grQUp parted-company on bridge
b. #mate:mat ~.k 1 v'l ·raz UCl sJa na mostu
mathematician !?arted-company on bridge
c. [~est' matematikovJ razluZilis' na most~
six mathernaticians fJarted-cvmpanv on bridge
pl)
31d. ~[~est' matematikov] razlu~ilos' na mostu
(:leut 5g}
The paradigm of (82) shows learly that £ applie~ to no-asreement
numeral phrases and does not a~ply to agreement numeral phrases:
c: XP obligatorily undergoes QR, where XP = genitive phrase undE~r
'egaticr., a distributive E2,-phr;ase or a no-agreement numeral phrase,
This compl~tes o~r exposition of the basic data with which we will be dealing.
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~ The Non-Obliqueness Restriction and the QP Hypothesis
In this and subsequent sections, we shall derive generalizations !,
a, and C from independent principles of grammar. In this section, we
shall account for condition B: XP mal not occur in positions whe~e oblique
Case is required. We shall argue that B is an artifact of a general
theory of Case, the 9-criterion ani a hypothesis about the structure of
phrases showing conditions ~, !, and £. In section 3, we show that the
predictions made by this account of ! are valid, and that our explanation
of ! accounts for otherwise mysterious facts about complementizer-
trace phenomena in Russian.
2.1 The QP Hypothesis
What is the structure of phrases that we have called XPs? Let us
first cnnsider ~o-phrases and no-agre~ment numeral phrases. Both of
r·
these XPs appear to tlave the general form:
(83) [xp Q N]
We leave open r aA irrplevant to our discussion, the number of bars on Q
and on N. Thus:
ja dal(84)a.
I
v
mal'cikam
ga',e boys
(masc dat p!)
apt)!e
(neut dat 5g)
b. v[XP [Q sest'] [N sT.udentovl . v]prls J
six students arrived
(masc gen pl) (neut 8g)
Quantifiers like E2. and ~est' each "take" a particular Case in their
noun. Some other Russian quantifiers, like ~ 'all' are adjectival.
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Among the non-adjectival quantifiers, E2 is the only one we will examine
that does not take genitive Case in its noun -- a legacy from its
prepositional past (but see section 3 below). If an unmarked non-adjectival
quantifier takes the genitive Case, as seems likely, then we can assimilate
the genitive of negation to the structure in (83)-(84) by blaming the
genitive Case on a null quantifier:
(85) ja
I
v
ne polucal [xp [Q ~) [N pisem] 1
NEG received letters
( neut gen pl)
TIle null [~] has the properties of lexical quantifiers like lfest'.
This analysis of the genitive of negation construction, so far,
derives from Kayne's (1975, 1981a) analysis of the French pas-de construe"
tion, which strongly resembles the Russian gentitive of negation (cf. fn. 20).
Relating the genitive of negation to the genitive with quantifiers dates at
least to Jakobson (1936-1971). In Kayne's analysis, XP = NP, which will
not be our hypothesis, as we shall soon see.
Notice that this analysis so far makes no connection between the
genitive of negation construction and the presence of negation. Despite
the familiar name of the construction, t~is may be very nearly the right
move, if our goal is to explain properties! through £. The reason
negation licenses the construction '~ill be considered in section 3. In
giving th~ negation a secondary role, we differ from most analyses of the
construction (e.g. Chvany 1975; Babby 1980).
Note a further feature of this analysis. If null Qs -- that is,
QS to which lexical insertion has optionally failed to apply -- can assign
genitive Case, then it follows that genitive Case after quantifiers is
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not the result of idiosyncra~ic lexical properties of certain lexical
quantifiers, but is rather a general property of the node Q. Q does not
fall in the two-feature inventory of categorial features introduced in
Chomsky (1970), although Jackendoff (1977) does give features for a
category Q. We will return to the extremely interestin':J question "whai:
is Q?", once more, in secti.on 3.
Given the X-bar convention for phrase structure, our next task is
to identify the "X" in "XP" as either Q or N. At this point, we makE:: a
hypothesis which will be absolutely crucial to the analysis. We will
derive properties ~, !, and £ in pages to come from the assumption that,
in phrases which show these conditions, the head of our [Q N] constituents
is~. In other words, XPs, including genitive phrases under negation,
distributive E£-phrases and no-agreement numeral phrases, are all QPs.
We call this the QP hypothes~
(86) a. [QP [Q po] [N jablokul ]
[QP
v [N studentov]b. [Q sest I]
c. [QP [Q .!] [N piseml )
Evidence for the QP hypothesis will be our derivation of generalizations
!, ~, and C. Nonetheless, we can give a quick suggestive argument in
favor of this hypothesis here. As shown in section 1.3, numeral phrases
come in two varieties: agreement and no-agreement. We claimed that the
no-agreement r~meral phrases obey ~, ~, and £, while agreement numeral
phrases do not. If we will derive A-C from the hypothesis that constituents
like no-agreement numeral phrases are QPs, wha~ are agreement numeral
phrases?
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Under the X-bar convention, in a phrase of the form [Xp Q N], X
must be either Q or N. If X is not Q in an agreement numeral phrase, then
it must be N. We thus suggest that what distinguishes agreement from
no-agreement numeral phrases is the choice of head. A no-agreement numeral
phrase is a QP; an agreement numeral phrase is an NP:
(87)a.
b.
v
lQP [Q sest') [N studentov)
v[NP [Q sest') [N studentovl
no-agreement numeral phrase
agreement numeral phrase
If we assume that a verb agrees with an NP, but not with a QP, we account
for the agreement facts; we will, however, have a more sophisticated
suggestion later.
.'
It may be objected that (87)b represents a rather odd NP, in which
a non-head assigns Case to the head noun (though similar NPs have been
proposed for English by Selkirk 1977; cf. references therein). We wish
to aqree with this obiection. Recall our discussion of the non-obliqueness
restriction in numeral phrases (1.3.2). We were forced to say that
no-agreement numeral phrases could not occur where oblique Case was
required, if we wanted to claim that they are subject to conditions ~'
~' and £. Translated into the terms of the QP hypothesis, this means
that QPs cannot occur in oblique positions. Numeral phrases of some
sort do occur in oblique positions, hnwever, and we claimed, without
argument, that these were actually agrdement numeral phrases -- now called
NPs.
Recall now what these oblique numeral phrases looked like~ As we
showed in (75)b-c, they looked like normal adjective-noun pairs, in which
thA numeral agreed with the noun, which showed the required oblique Case.
Under our theory, these numeral phrases are NPs, dnd these numeral phrases
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certainly look like normal NPs. Thus, while we still assume, as an ad hoc
and language specific rule, that NPs containing numerals irregularly show
genitive marking on N in non-oblique positions, this locus of irregularity
now seems more reasonable, in the context of our structural hypothesis
about numeral phrases. Finally, we may say that Polish (cf. (76)a-b)
simply lacks this ad hoc feature: its NP numeral phrases (only the paucal
numerals) act like true NPs in all positions.
One other point follows from this discussion. It is often noted in
the literature (~vedova 1970, 544; Revzin 1978, 269; among others) that
when a numeral phrase is preceded by an adnominal modifier
or adjectival quantifier -- verbal agreement is obligatory:
an adjecti',e
six students arrived
(masc gen pl) (pl) /(neut sg)
(88) k k ' / / v I'a 1e~to vse seast ~vye
some / all / (the happy
[~est· studentov] .V1 ,/. ·vIprJ.s]. prl.S 0
It is reasonable to suppose that such adnominal modifiers, preceding the
core of the numeral phrase, can only modify an N with some number of bars,
and not a Q. Hence, these modifiers will be able to occur in the position
they do only if the numeral phrase is an NP. If only NP numeral phrases
32trigger agreement, we account for the facts of (88).
2.2 Oblique va. Structural Case
We now develop a th~ory of oblique and structural Case. In 2.3, we
will combine this with our QP hypothesis to explain condition B.
One of the facts a speaker of Russian knows is that the deep object
of ~Olno~at' 'help' must be dative, and that the deep object of upravljat'
'manage' must be instrumental. It may be thu case that universal semantic
principles of some sort pro~,ide d markedness theory of oblique Case
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assignment: surely it is not accidental, for example, that tte object of
the verb meaning 'help' bears the same Case as the indirect object of
'give' (i.e. dative) in language after language. Nonetheless, it seems
that knowledge of oblique Case requirements is to a great degree language-
specific, and must be learned through experience. Russian children do
seem to learn these requirements gradually, much as they learn
irregularities of conjugati~n or declension.
The phenomenon of "quirky" oblique Case requirements is conunon in
languages with overt Case marking. Following work on oblique Case in
Icelandic by Levin (1981) (cf. also Levin and Simpson 1981) I we suggest
that oblique Case requirements imposed by certain verhs are intimately
linked to e-role assignment. Specifically, certain verbs will a-mark
· l' f' b · 1 33a const1tuent on y 1 It ears a part1cu ar Case. By the Projection
Principle, this a-marking is obligatory at all levels of representation.
Hence, if a verb requires oblique Case in order to assign a e-role, then
(1) this Case~ be marked on the appropriate constitu~nc, and (2)
this Case must be present at O-structure, S-structure and LF. Consequence
(1) captures the obliqatoriness of "quirk~I" oblique Case requirements.
Co•.. ~quence (~) is independently argued for by Freidin and Babby (forth-
coming), who call this the "Principle of Lexical Satisfaction".
Thus, the lexical entries of pomogat' 'help' and upravljat' 'manage'
will contain statements like the following:
(89)a. Eomogat' directly e-mar~s a [+dativel constituent
o. upravlja~' directly a-marks a [+instrumental] constituent
While oblique Case appears to be linked to the assignment of a
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particular e-role by a particular predicate, non-oblique Case appears to
be purely structural. All things being equal, any NP subject of a tensed
sentence may be marked with nominative Case when governed by AGR, and any
NP governed by V may be marked with accusat~_ve Case. The assignment of
non~·oblique Case appears to be independent of the assignment of a e-role,
and is independent of the Projection principle. 34 This leads us to
oxpect the following three consequences.
1. Constitu~nts not 9-marked by a verb may bear non-oblique Case,
if they meet the structural requirements of our Case conventions in (35).
2. Non-oblique Case marking is optional, except when required by
the Case Filter ;n (26).35
3. Non-oblique Case marking need not be present at all levels of
representation, since it is unconnected to the Projection Principle. It
need cnly be present at the level at which the Case Filter applies.
We shall argue that these three consequences dre all true. Consequence
(1) can be shown to hold by looking at the expressions of duration
considered in section 1.1.1:
(90)a. ja ni odnu minutu ne spal
I not one minute NEG slept
(fern ace 59)
b. ja ni odnoj minuty ne spal
(fem gen sg)
The genitive of negation found in (90)b tells us (via condition A) that the
expression of duration is governed by v, (90)a shows us that these
expressions receive accusative Case, although they are not 8-marked by
36
the verb!E~ 'sleep'.
Consequence (3) is shown to hol~.by the phenomenon of passive and
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ergative verbs. These verbs have the property of forbidding normal
· f.. 37ass1gnment 0 Case to a a-marked const1tuent 1n VP. To satisfy the
Case Filter, as we h:"lve seen, an NP object of such a very must move to a
position in which it can receive Case. Since such Case marking is not
available to it until after the application of Move a, it is clear that
this Case marking docs not have to hold at all levels, and one might ask
whether it applies at D-structure at all.
As for consequence (2), this consequence will playa role in our
derivation of condition B for QPs, which follows ~ediately.
If non-oblique Ca~e works as we have claimed, then verbs like
vpolucat' 'receive', which "take" accusative objects, do not refer to the
Case of their objects at all in the lexicon. Case marking of their objects
will follow from purely syntactic constderations. The lexical entry of
polu~at' will thus contrast with the lexical entries for pomo9at' and
upravljat' in (89) by stating simply:
(91) polugat' indirectly a-marks a constituent. 38
A technical problem now arises. We must prevent the random
vgeneration of oblique const1tuents ad the complements to verbs like polucat'
that do not care about the Case of their object. The necessary condition
is simple and natural:
(92) Oblique Biconditional
a bears an oblique Case C if and only if for a the a-marker of a,
a requires C as a condition on e-marking Q.
Actually, (92) follows from right to left from the e-criterion: if e-marking
is contingent. on a b~aring Case C, then the 9-criterion requires a to
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bear C. Only the conditional from left to right is actually an independent
principle: that a bears C only ~f C is required by its e-marker. Nonetheless,
we will leave (92) as a bicond:Ltional, for clarity.
The Oblique Biconditional is useful to us because it excludes
sentences like (93)., where a "wild" dative NP has been generated:
(93) v*ja polucal pis'mam
I received letters
(neut. dat pI)
(92) is, in effect, a simple statement about markedness. It says that oblique
Case is found when lexical entries are more compl~x. As such, it is not
ad hoc, but merely captures a basic intuition about oblique Case
· h h · 1· 39requ1rements: t at t ey represent an ~rregu ar1ty.
2.3 The Non-Obliqueness Restriction
In section l~l.l, we briefly outlined a Case-theoretic approach to
the obliqatoriness of NP-movement with passive and ergative verbs. This
approach singles out two properties of these v~rbs, which may be connected
via Burzio's generalization: (1) they do not allow their Q-marked object
to bear Case in VP; (2) they do not indirectly a-mark their subject.
Recall that property (2) allows the D-structure object of such verbs
to move to the subject position, without violating the a-criterion or
Projection Principle. Property (1), in tensed sentenc~s, requires a
D-structure object NP to move to subject position, to escape the effects
of the Case Filter. Thus, in the D-structure representation (94)a, th8
SUbject position is a non-e-position, and hence not filled by an argument.
The object argument NP is in a position where it cannot receive Case.
If it does not move to the Case-marked SUbject position, it will remain
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Caseless, and violate the Case F11ter • Hence it must move, yieldi~lg the
S-structure (94)b:
(93)a.
b.
[s ~ [INFL TNS AGR] [vp was received [NP the letter ] )
(S [NP the letter]i [INFL TNS AGR] [vp was received ~iJ
Recall also that SiS do not fall under the Case Filter. Hence a
D-structure like (94j may yield a surface structure that is identical
the only condition being the insertion of the lexical expletive it in
subject position, for reasons we consider later in this chapter:
(94)a. [5 it (INFL TNS AGR] [vp was claimed [5' that John came) ) ]
Let us now consider the status of our newly postulated QPs with
respect to Case Theory and the Case Filter. There are three possibilities.
(i) QPs may be assigned to Case features and are subject to the Case Filter.
(ii) QPs may be assigned Case features, but are not subject to the Case
Filter. (iii) QPs may not be assigned Case features, and ~re not subject
to the Case Filter.
By "subject to the Case Filter" we mean, of course, subject to a
filter that stars Caseless QPs as well as NPs. Our case Filter in (26)
applies, by stipulation, only to NP. Notice that a fourth logical
possibility for the status of QPs under Case Theory is excluded as a
contradiction: (iv) Q~s may not be assigned Case f~atures, but are SUbject
to the Case Filter~ Possibility (iv), if true, implies that lexical QPs
cannot exist, since they would all fail the Case Filter.
We will argue that possibility (iii) is true for QPs -- as, in fact,
its counterpart is for S's. This claim, obviously, makes certain immediate
predictions about QPs in passive and ergative constructions, which we
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shall argue tc be true. Before examining these predictions, let us see
how possibility (iii) derives condition B. We will also examine the status
of NPs and QPs under the Case Filter if the Case Filter is reinterpreted
as part of e-theory, a move suggested by Chomsky ,1981a).
As illustrated in (91)1 a verb like polu~at' 'receive' does not
care about the Case features of its object. Let us consider what sort of
objact this verb might take. Suppose we were to give poluZat' an NP object,
but not assign it any Case features. polu~at' could assign it a 9-role
(under our present assumptions; of; infra), but the Case Filter would
rule it out. This situation is illustrated in (94)a below. Suppose we
now give poluZat' an NP object and assign some oblique Case features to
this NP -- e.g. dative. vPolucat' once more can assign the NP a e-role,
and the Case Filter will not rule the structure out. In this Case,
however, the Oblique Biconditional (92) will intervene, as it does in
(93), ruling out (94)b below. vSuppose we give eolucat' an NP object and
mark it accusative; as we expect, nothing will rule this structure out.
This is seen in (94)c.
Finally, suppose we give poluZat' a QP object. If QP neither bears
nor needs Case features, as follows from possibility (iii) above, the verb
may assign its a-role to the Caseless QP, the Case Filter will not affect
the QP, and the Oblique Biconditional will not be relevant. The structure
will be acceptable, as we see in (94)d:
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(94)a. wpolu~at' NP+
-CaseL e t
b. v NP*polucat' + +dative
I e 1
v NP
c. polucat' + +accusative
I. e 1
d. v [ QPpolucat' +
-CaseI
I e _t
(Case Filter)
(Oblique Biconditional)
The story is rather different with verbs like pomogat' 'help'. As
we saw in (89)a, pomogat' a-marks a constituent which bea_'s dative Case.
Suppose we give pomoqat' an NP object, but do not give it any Case features.
Not only will the Case Filte~ rule it out, as in (94)a, but it will not
be 9-marked by pomogat' and the e-criterion will be violated. This
situation is demonstrated in (95)a below. Suppose now we give the verb
an NP object and assign it dative Case. The NP will satisfy the Case
Filter, pomogat' will a-mark it successfully, and the structure will be
grammatical, as seen in(95)b. Now suppose we give pomoqat' an accusative
NP object. The NP will satisfy the Case Filter, but pOlRogat' will not
a-mark it, violating the a-criterion. This ungrammatical structure is
seen in (95)c.
Finally, and most crucially, suppose we generate d QP as the object
of E.,0mo2at'. If Qpg neither need nor receive Case features, they will,
in parti.cular, not receive dative Case features. As a result, pomogat'
will be unable to assign its 9-role to the QP object, and the structure
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will be ruled out. We see this in (95)d:
NP(95) a. *pomogat' + [ c
I__ e_-tse (a-criterion, Case Filter)
b. pomog,lt' +
I-a
NP
+dative
_t
NP
c. *pomoqat' + +accusative1_ 9 _t
QP
d. *pomogat' + [~case1_
8
_1
(a-criterion)
(a-criterion)
This result is quite general. If the QP hypothesis is true, and if
the Case Filter stands as we have given it, and if QPs do not receive
Case features or fall under the Case Filter, then nothing we have called
"XP" cann occur where an oblique object is required. Extend the ,10tion
of "oblique object" to a few cases where an "inherent a-role" may be
assigned to an oblique NP e.g. to ins~rumental NPs functioning like
Englisll !?X.-phrases and we have derived condition B: XPs cannot occur
where oblique Case is required.
Condition B thus reduces to the QP hypothesis:
(96) B: XPs are QPs
Our theory of Case and our interpretation of the Case Filter seem
to be extremely simple, and do capture the facts of Russian. In following
sections, we will assume that they are correct. Nonetheless, the skeptical
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reader may object that we nave merely substituted for the ad hoc condition
B the ad hoc assumption that QPs do not bear Case features. In section 3,
we will show that this assumption is not ad hoc; in particular it has
further consequences that follow without further stipulation. These
consequences appear correct, and advance us towards an explanation of
conditions A and C.
- -
First, h~iever, let us briefly consider a reinterpretation of the
Case Filter offered by Chomsky (1981a, Chapter 6), following suggestions of
Aoun. Chomsky suggests that the obligatoriness of Case features on
lexical NPs follows from the a-criterion, in particular from the 9-criterion
as a condition of A-chains, a notion we have discussed in Chapter One.
Recall we assumed the following convention in Chapter One (example
(26) ) :
(97) Chain C bears 8-role R if and only if for some a € C, n bears R.
We may assume a parallel convention for Case (as in Chomsky, p. 334, (16):
(98) Chain Cbears Case K if and only if for some a e C, a occupies a
position assigned K by 6.
Thus, by conventions (97)-(98), the chain (John, e.) in (99) bears the
-1
a-role assigned by _seen by virtue of e,I and the nominative Case assigned
-1
by AGR by virtue of ~:
(99) [S John i [INFL TNS AGR) [vp was seen ~i)
We may then state the Case Filter as in (100) (= Chomsky, p. 334,
(17) ) :
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(100) Every lexical NP is an element of a chain with Case.
A generalization of (100) subsumes (100), and also captures the fact
that PRO and NP-trace are not subject to the Case Filter:
(101) Case Filter (Chomsky, p. 334, (18»
Suppose that the position P is marked with the 9-role Rand
C = (aI' ••• , an) is a chain. Then P assigns R to C if and
only if for some i, a. is in position P and C has Case or is
- 1
headed by PRO.
Np-trace is locally A-bound i.e. it does not head its chain. A chain
containing an NP-trace will satisfy (101) if it has Case or is headed
by PRO. There is no requirement that NP-trace itself be in a Case-
marked position.
(101) has an empirical advantage over our earlier formulation of
the Case Filter. If we restrict our attention to A-chains, as we have,
it follows from (101) that chains headed by WH-trace will have to bear
Case, even though no element in such chains is leXical. We thus
unify (102)a-b with (103)a-b: 40
(102)a. *John, who i it is impossible [S' ~i to co~e]
b. *I wonder what, it was seen e.
1 ~
(103)a. *it is impossible [Sf Bill to come]
b. *I know that it was seen Bill
In (102)a-b, the singleton chain (e,) neither has Case nor is headed by
-1
PRO. (Since e. is bound by who" it neither is free, nor has an antecedent
-1 1
bearing an independent e-role, as required by the contextual definition
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of PRO given in Chapter One.) The same applies to the singleton chain
(Bill) in (103) a-b. By the Case Filter in (101), neither chain may bear
its a-role, aud the e-criterion is violated. By contrast, our previous
Case Filter, applying only to lexical NPs, rules out only (103)a-b.
How can the Case Filter in (101) capture the properties of lexical
categories that do not need Case, but which nonetheless seem to bear a-roles?
S' belongs to this category, and -- we have claimed -- QP as well. The
answer lies in a stipulation equivalent in this theory to our stipulation
that the Case Filter of this chapter's (26) applies only to NPs. The
form of this stipulation is ours; Chomsky takes a slightly different
approach:
(104) If an NP bears a a-role, it is a member of some chain.
S' or QP, on the other hand, may bear a e-role without being a member of
a chain, and thus may bear a e-role without being subject to (101).
We may even want to strengthen this conclusion, on Chomsky's theory,
to say that QP (and S'?) is never a member of a chain. This would follow
from (101) if we have the following additional convention:
(105) Consider the A-chain C = (Ql' .•. , an) and Case K. For all
positions' P £ C, for some atE C, if a. bears K, then P bears K.
1 1
(105) says that a Case marked position in a chain transmits its Case to
all the other members of the chain, and, more importantly, entails that
no member of a chain may bear Case if some member of that chain cannot
bear Case. Thus, a chain containing QP could never contain a Case-marked
position; by (98), such a chain would not bear Case; by (101) such a
chain could not bear a e-role. We leave open whether this strengthening
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of (101) is justified; in particular we will give another reason why QP
cannot be a member of a chain somewhat later, and show that this result
may be correct.
In any case, we have shown that our hypothesis about the status of
QP under Case Theory may be placed in the framework of Chomsky's reduction
of the Case Filter to the a-criterion, via (101), as well as in the
simpler framework of our Case Filter (26).
3. QPs and the Empty Category Principle
As we have seen, a passive or ergative verb a-marks an object argument,
but does not allow Case to be assigned to it. If the object is an NP,
the interaction of this property with the Case Filter will force NP to
move to a Case-marked position -- in a tensed sentence, the 5 11bject
position of that sentence. We show this schematically in (106), where
the D-structure (106)a must yield an S-structure (106)b, with the object
moved to the subject position. The feature [-Case] on V indicates that
it is passive or ergative:
(106)a.
b.
D-structure
S-structure
What is important is that the movement to subject position is formally
completely optional. Only the independent Case Filter forces NP to move
by S-structure (assuming the Case Filter applies at S-structure). If
the NP does not move, it will violate the Case Filter.
We thus take a "modular" approach to movement: surface complexities
of rules like passive really result from the interaction of various
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autonomous subsystems, each of which is simple and general, and plays a
wider role in the system (see Jaeggli 1981 for further discussion) .
We have claimed that QPs neither need nor receive Case. Suppose we
replace NP with QP in (106)a. No principle whatsoever will require this
QP to move to subject position, given our treatment of passive and ergative
constructions. In other words, while D-structures like (106)a must always
yield an S-structure like (106)b in a language like Russian or English,
a corresponding D-structure like (107) below may yield an S-structure
that is essentially identical to the D-structure:
(107) v[s ~ INFL [VP [-case ] QP ] ] D-structure and S-structure
Clearly, if we can find evidence that this result is correct, we support
both our argument in the preceding section and the modular approach to
passive and similar processes discussed above.
If our QPs~ subject to the Case Filter,41 and if they could
receive Case, D-structures like (107) would yield S-structures in which
QP was a subject. On our assumptions, they yield S-structures in which
QP is an object. We need a test that can distinguish obligatory S-structure
subjects from S-structure objects. An obvious candidate is the so-called
"complementizer-trace" or "that-trace" phenomenon. We will use the term
CTP effects (£omplementizer-!race-Phenomena), following Pesetsky (1982).
This is the well-knwon contrast. in English between "long movement" of a
subject, on the one hand, and "long movement" of an object or any kind
of "short movement", on the other hand:
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(108)a. [S' what book. [s did Mary INFL [vp read ~. ] ] ]~
b. [s ' what book. [s e. INFL [vp charmed Mary ] ] ]1. -1.
c. [S • what book. [s did John claim (s ' that Mary INFL [vp read ~i]]]]1 1 1 2
d. *[5' what book. [s did John claim [S' that e. INFL [ p charmed
1 J. 1 2
-1. V
Mary]]]]
As noted in Pesetsky (1981) (and by Chvany 1975; Zaliznjak and
PaduZeva 1979, among others) I this paradigm is found in Russian as well,
although the contrast is "fuzzier", as Sinicyn (1982b) notes:
(109)a.
b.
kakuju knigu. v pro~laMasa e.
1. -J.
what book v readMasa
(fern ace 9g) (fern nom sg) (fern 5g)
kakaja kniga. v ve. ocarovala Masu
J. ~
what book charmed vMasa
(fern nom sg) (fern ace 5g)
?kakuju knigu i Ivan Kotel [gtoby
v v
e. ]c. Masa procla
'J...
what book Ivan wanted that vMasa read
(fern acc sg) (nom) (subjunc) (nom)
d. *kakaja kniga. xotel v v v 41 42Ivan [ctoby e. ocarovala Masu ]
1 -1
what book Ivan wanted that charm vMasa
(fern nom 5g) (subjunc) (ace)
Before considering QPs in this paradigm, we must digress for a while about
the account given for CTP effects in the framework of Chomsky (1981a).
In Chomsky (1981a), CTP effects fall under Government Theory, a
theory which controls the distribution of empty categories. Government
Theory has as its core a principle and a definition:
(110) Empt~ Category Principle (ECP)
An empty category [ e) must be properly governed.
a
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(111) a properly governs B if and only if a governs B [and a~AGR]
In Chapter Three, we will suggest that CTP effects more properly fall under
Path Theory, which we develop there. For the moment, Chomsky's Government
Theory will suffice to explain conditions A anj C in the coming sections.
For other reformulations of Government Theory, cf. Kayne (1981a, 1982),
which we discuss in detail in Chapter Four (also Brody (1982) and Aoun
(1982) for proposed reductions of Government Theory to the Binding Theory) .
Recall the definition of government we assumed in Chapter One,
from Aoun and Sportiche (1982):
(112) Government (def)
In the structure:
[s ••• y •.• a •.• y ... l, where
(i) a = xO
(ii) where ~ is a maximal projection, ~ dominates a if and only
if , dominates y.
a governs y.
With this definition of government, the ECP accounts straightforwardly
for the (a), (c) and Cd) sentences of (108) and (109), but not for the (b)
sentences.
In the (a) structures, where an object has been short-moved within
its clause, the empty category left behind is governed by V. By (Ill),
it is properly governed, ancl the ECP is satisfied.
The same applies to the (c) structures, in which an object has been
long-moved outside its clause. The empty category is once more governed
by V, properly governed, and satisfies the ECP.
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In the (d) structures, however, a subjec, has been long-moved outside
its clause. The empty category left behind is governed, by AGR in INFL.
Government by AGR, however, does not count as proper government, according
to (111). The empty category in subject position is thus not properly
governed, and the ECP is violated. The structure is correctly ruled out.
What about the (b) structures? According to the definition of
government in (112), these structures should also violate the ECP. In
the (b) sentences a subject has been short-moved within its clause. The
empty category left behind is governed only by AGR in INFL, according
to -(112), and should violate the ECP. Obviously, the definition of
government must be changed to allow this case under the ECP. The change
adopted by Chomsky (1981a) is to allow, not only "structural" government,
as in (112), but also government by coindexation, so that a WH-phrase
in COMP can properly govern a subject trace. Let us state this revised
definition of government as in (113):
(113) Government - Revised (def)
In the structure:
[a•• •y • • •a. • •y • • • ], where
(i) a =xO or properly binds y
(ii) where ~ is a maximal projection, , dominates a if and only if
4> dominates y.
a governs y.
a eroparlybinds B if and only if
(i) a and Bare coindexed
(ii) a c-cornmands B
(iii) a is a possible antecedent for B
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The definition in (113) is close to Chomsky's (1981a, 250) definition,
but not identical. Chomsky alters clause (ii) to incorporate some facts
about Italian that we consider below. Our definition of Proper Binding
(after Fiengo 1974) anticipates our discussion in the next section,
particularly its reference to "possible antecedent" -- a notion whose
relevance will become clear shortly.
If we extend government as in (113), to include government by
coindexation, we account for the full paradigm in (108) and (109). In
particular, the problem with the (b) structures disappears. In (108)b
and (109)b, where a subject has been short-moved to COMP, the empty
category left behind is not properly governed by AGR in INFL, since
AGR is not a proper governor. It is, however, properly governed by its
binder in the nearest COMP, since no maximal projection intervenes
between the two.
In (108)d and (109)d, however, where the subject has been long-
moved to COMP of a higher clause, the ECP still assigns a star, as
desired. Although the trace left by this movement is properly bound,
its proper binder is not a governor, since maximal projections intervene
between the trace and its binder. 43
Chomsky suggests that the ECP also governs the distribution of NP-
trace. Consider the contrast between (llS)a-b:
(llS)a. John. is [AP likely [ e. to win]
1. a -1
b. *John i is [AP probable [a ~i to win]
In each instance, John is in a non-e-position at S-structure, as can be
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seen from (116):
(l16)a. it is [AP likely [s' that John will win] ]
b. it is [AP probable [5' that John will win]
It follows that (John, e,) must form a chain in (llS)a-b, in order for
-1.
John not to violate the 9-criterion. e. is thus an NP-trace.
-1
If a is maximal in (115), e. will violate the ECP, since it will be
-.1
u:-.governed. If a is non-maximal, e. will be properly governed by A, and
-J..
will satisfy the ECP. To relate (115) to the ECP, then, it is necessary
to take a to be non-maximal in (llS)a -- i.e. as S -- and to take a to
be maximal in (llS)b -- i.e. as 5':
(117)a. John. is [AP likely [5 e. to win]J. -J.
b. *John. is [AP probable [s' e. to win]
1. -1
(117)b is now ruled out by the ECP.
To account for this distinction, Chomsky (1981a) (following a
proposal of Rouveret and Vergnaud 1980) propor lS that the clausal
complement of predicates like likely is subject to a lexically governed,
language-specific rule of Sf-deletion, which allows the sUbject of the
complement to be governed by the higher Fredicate. S'-deletion applies
to the complement of likell, but not to the complement of possi~, accounting
for the contrast under NP-movement.
One problem arises with the ECP, that must be noted. The ECP must
clearly not apply to empty categories that are completely ungoverned. We
saw in Chapter One that empty categories that are [+pronominal, +anaphor]
are forced by the Binding Theory to be ungoverned. Since these ungoverned
categories exist, they are obviously exempt from the ECP:
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(118) it is unclear [Sf where [s PRO to go ] ]
Chomsky speculates that PRO may bear features that make it not "empty"
for the ECP; the point remains that PRO must somehow be excluded from
the ECP.
Recall now that we are going to use the ECP as a test for whether
QPS that are the D-structure object of a passive or ergativ'e verb must
move to Subject position, i.e. whether a D-structure like (119) can
also be an S-structure:
(119) v[s e INFL [vp (-case J QP J J
Before making this test, however, we need to modify the ECP slightly.
If (119) is an acceptable S-structure, why doesn't ~ in subject position
violate the ECP? The answer lies in the suggestion of Safir (1981, 1982)
that empty categories that are expletive that do not belong to a
e~marked chain -- are exempt from the ECP. Putting this claim together
with the fact that PRO is not subject to the ECP, we have a revised ECP,
as in (120):
(120) Revised Empty Category Principle
An empty category [e] must be properly governed unless
(a) it is PRO or
(b) it is expletive (does not belong to a 9-marked chain)
In Chapter Four, we discuss some ways in which Path Theory, which subsumes
the ECP and Government Theory, can derive the stipulated exc~ptions for
PRO and expletive empty cat~90ries. In this Chapter, (120) is the ECP
we will assume.
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Safir (1982) presents a great many arguments in favor of the exclusion
of expletive empty categories from the ECP, most of them embedded in his
analysis of the so-called "pro-drop" phe?lOmenon. Before returning to our
discussion of Russian QPs, let us briefly consider the role of Safir's
hypothesis in his analysis of pro-drop phenomena, as well as the status
of Russian with respect to this phenomenon.
It was observed first by Perlmutter (1971), that the paradigm of CTP
effects demonstrated in (108)-(109) does not hold on the surface in all
languages. For example, it does not hold in Italian:
(121)a. mi domando [ehe libra Maria ha letta]
I wonder what book Maria read
b. mi domando [che libra [ha affascinato Maria]
I wonder what book charmed Maria
c. mi domando [che libra [Paolo ha detto rche Maria ha lettoJ]]
I wonder what book Paolo said that Maria rean
d. mi domando [che libro [Paolo ha detto [che ha affascinato Maria]]]
I wonder what book Paolo said that charmed Mary
As noted by Kayne (1980) and by Rizzi (1982), Italian differs in another
way from English: Italian allows the sUbject of a tensed sentence to appear
post-verbally:
(122)a. Giovanni mangia la pasta
Giovanni eats the pasta
b. mangia la pasta Giovanni
(123)a. Giovanni ha telefonato
Giovanni has telephoned
b. ha telefonato Giovanni
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-.(124)a. Giovanni e arrivato
Giovanni has arrived
....
b. e arrivato Giovanni
Rizzi argues that the inverted subject with polyadic transitive verbs
and agentive intransitive verbs, as in (122)-(123), is adjoined to VP:
(125)a. [s e INFL [vp [vp mangia la pasta] Giovanni
b. [s e INFL [vp [vp ha telefonato ] Giovanni ] ]
With ergative verbs like arrivare in (124), as well as passives, an inverted
subject remains in its D-structure object position:
....(126) [s ~ INFL [vp e arrivato Giovanni ] ]
The inverted subject with regative verbs, when it is a bare quantifier,
is like a direct object in allowing and requiring cliticization of ne
'of (pronoun)':
(127)a. (Maria INFL [ *(ne) ha letta molti]
Maria of-them has read many
b. e INFL [ "'(ne) sono arrivati moltil
of-them have arrived many
The inverted subjects in (125) do not allow cliticization of ~, and, in
fact, may not be bare quantifiers:
(128)a. .[ e INFL [Vp [vp (ne) manqiano la pasta) molti]
of-them eat the pasta many
b. '" [ e INFL [vp (vp (ne) telefonano molti ] ]
of-them telephone many
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Returning to the absence of CTP effects in Italian, notice that we
have supressed the traces in (121). This is because, given the possibility
of free inversion of the subject, we do not yet know where the trace of WH
is in (121)b and d. Concentrating on (121)d, suppose the trace is in the
preverbal subject position, as in (129):
(129) [che libro i [Paolo ha detto [s' ahe [8 ~i INFL [Vp ha affascinato
Maria]]]]]
The subject trace in (129) violates the ECP, just as its counterparts in
(108)d and (109)d do. If (129) is an acceptable structure, we must either
claim that the ECP does not apply to A-bound traces in Italian, or else
that the subject of ~ tensed sentence is properly governed by Italian AGR.
Alternately, suppose the trace is in the postverbal sUbject
position, as in (130):
(130) lehe libro i [Paolo ha detto [S' che [5 e INFL [vp [vp ha
affascinato M.] e.]]]]]
-3.
Under the definition of government in (113), e. in the adjoined position is
-1 ....
not governed by the verb in VP, since an instance of the maximal projection
VP intervenes. Following Chomsky, however, we may alter the definition
of government so as to allow V to govern NP in the configuration:
(131) [vp [vp V ••• ] NP ]
Chomsky makes the definition of government refer to a particular definition
of c-command that allows this case: 44
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(132) Government (based on Chomsky 1981a, 250)
In the structure:
[a •••y ••• a •••y ••• l, where
(i) a=XO or properly binds y
(1i) where , is a maximal projection, if ~ dominates y then $
dominates a
(iii) a c-commands y
a governs y.
(133) C-command (Chomsky 1981a, 166)
a c-commands B if and only if
(i) a does not contain B
(i1) Suppose that Yl , ••• , Yn is the maximal sequence such that
(a) Yn = a
(b) Y. = a j
3-
(e) Yi immediately dominates Yi+1
Then if 0 dominates a, then either
(I) c5 dominates a , or
(II) c5 = ¥i and Y1 dominates B
Rizzi argues that, given the possibility of free sUbject inversion,
the ECP functions identically in Italian a~d in English, applying to
WH-trace and not counting AGR as a proper governor. The trace of WH in
sentence (121)d will satisfy the ECP only if it is located postverbally
as in (130). Similarly, grammatical long movement of the subject of an
ergative (or passive) verb will satisfy the ECP only if the trace of
WH is located in the inverted, object position. That is, (134) may
not have the structure in (135)a, but may only have the structure in
(135)b: .
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....(134) che libro Paolo ha detto che e arrivato
'what book P. said that has come'
(135)a. *[che libro. (Paolo ha detto Cst che [5 e. INFL [ e arrivato~ -l. VP
e.l]]]]
-].
b. [che libro. [Paolo ha detto [5' che [5 [vp
....
arrivatoe INFL e
J.
e.l]]]]
-1.
(The postverbal trace is an NP-trace in (135)a, but a WH-trace in (135)b.)
He presents two important arguments in favor of this hypothesis, the
first involving the possibility of wide-scope quantification, an argument
we take up briefly in the next section, the second involving the clitic
~ that we examined at (127)-(128). We saw that ~ may and must be
extracted from a bare quantifier in direct object position. By contrast,
~ may and must not be extracted from a bare quantifier in preverbal
position, thus:
(136)a. [S ~ INFL (vp *(ne) sono arrivati molti]
of-them have arrived many
b. [s molti i INFL [vp (*ne) sono arrivati ~i)
Now consider long movement of a bare quantifier~ If long movement is
possible from preverbal subject position, as in (135)a, then we expect
~ to be missing. If long movement is only possible from postverbal
object position (of an ergative or passive verb), then we expect ne to
be obligatorily present. The second possibility is correct:
(137) quanti. [Paolo ha datto [che *(ne) sono arrivatiJ ]
1
(137) shows that the ECP applies to WH-trace in Italian, just as it does
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in English, and also that AGR is not a proper governor in Italian, just
i - - 1- h 45as t ~s not 1n Eng 18 .
But an obvious problem remains. Why doesn't the ECP rule out the e
in subject position of (125)a-b, (126), (127)b, (130), (135)b, and
(136)a? Italian appears to show null sUbjects freely in inversion
constructions:
(138)a. [s e INFL [vp ~ arrivato Giovanni) ]
b. [s e INFL [vp [vp ha telefonatol Giovanni]
-- when the null subject is interpreted as a definite pronoun:
(139) [5 e INFL [vp ha telefonatol
has telephoned
(3 sg)
'he telephoned'
-~ and when the null subject is expletive, as in (140)a, or the impersonal
passive (140)b:
(140)a. [5 ~ INFL [vp sembra [s' ahe Luigi e venuto]
seems that Luigi has come
'it seems that Luigi has come'
b. [s ~ INFL [vp gli fu datto del perioolo]
to-them was said about the danger
'they were told about the danger'
A number of theories have tried to account for why the subject ~ in
all these constructions is not subject to the ECP. Chomsky (1981a) proposes,
adapting ideas of Jaegqli (1980b), that ~ in these sentences is PRO,
ungoverned as a result of a rule cliticizing AGR to V applying in the
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syntax. Chomsky has criticized this proposal in more recent work (Chomsky
1981b), noting among other problems the fact that ~ in these constructions
does not have the semantic or contextual properties of the [+pronominal,
+anaphor] empty category PRO.
An approach we find convincing, which we will presuppose here, is
that taken by Safir (1982). He suggests, in effect, that the key to
the proper treatment of e in these constructions is provided by (140)a-b,
where e is clearly expletive. Suggesting that expletive ~ is not subject
to the ECP, (140) no longer poses problems for the ECP. Similarly, in
the ergative inversion construction of (l38)a, there is no problem if
we suppose that expletive ~ is not subject to the ECP. For the intransitive
inversion construction of (138)b, and for polyadic transitive ergative
constructions, Safir proposes that the inverted subject receives its
indirect e-role in situ, as a sister of the smaller VP, le~ving the
preverbal sUbject position expletive. In the "null pronoun" construction
of (139), Safir proposes that the 9-role is borne by a subject
clitia, phonologically null in literary Italian, but present in many
Italian dialects. Assignment of the indirect a-role to the subject
clitic, in turn, leaves the subject ~ without a e-role, hence expletive
and immune from the effects of the ECP.
Clearly, Safir's proposal carries over at least in part to Russian.
Russian clearly has null expletive sUbjects, in Russian equivalents of
Italian (140)a-b:
(141)a. [s e INFL [vp k v · [s ' gto Viktor priXel J J
-
azets]a
seems that Viktor has come
b. [S ~INFL [vp bylo napisano ob opasnosti]
was written about danger
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Russian has null subjects interpreted as definite pronouns:
(142)a. [5 e lNFL [vp pojdu v Inotdel] ]
will go to foreign students office
(1 sq)
'I'm going to the ~oreign students office'
b. [5 ~ INFL [vp ne ponimaet po-russki]
NEG understands Russian
(3 9g)
'he doesn't understand Russian'
-- although there are certain differences between Russian and Italian in
this respect, discussed in Pesetsky (1982).
On the other hand, does Russian have inverted sUbjects like Italian?
Clearly our answer must be no, since Russian, unlike Italian, shows CTP
effects, albeit somewhat "fuzzily" for some speak.ers. Russian does, of
course, freely invert the subject:
(143) vzret soljanku Ira
gobbles soljanka Ira
(3 8g) (fem ace sg) (fem nom 9g)
'Ira is gobbling soljanka (a soup) ,
But this inversion is part of a much larger phenomenon of scrambling:
gobbles Ira tasty
(fern nom sg) (fern ace sg)
(144) soljanku
soljanka
(fem ace 9g)
tam
there
rybnuju
fish
(fern ace sq)
v
zret Ira vkusnen'kuju
'Ira is gobbling the tasty fish soljanka there'
We have no new suggestions to offer for handling scrambling phenomena
here (ef. Hale 1979; Farmer 1980; Chomsky 1981a, 128-135; Stowell 1981;
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among others). What is likely, however, is that the scrambled structures
exhibited by languages like Russian are not the result of simple substitutions
and adjunctions of the .sort that normally uistinguish S-strllctures from
46D-structures, but result from some more radical mapping from S-structures
onto surface structures, one which does not seem to obey the Projection
principe. For our purposes, we may simply assume a "scrambling rule"
47in PF, although we could equally well assume that scrambling structures
are co-represented along with "virtual", unscrambled structures at
S-structure, as suggested by Vergnaud and Zubizarreta (1982). What the
CTP effects appear to indicate is that sentences like (143) cannot have
a structure like (145) at the level at which the ECP applies:
(145) *[s ~!NFL [vp [vp Iret so1janku] Ira] ]
How can we prevent structures like (145) in languages like Russian,
or, for that matter, English?
(146) *eats the soup Ira
The answer appears to lie in Case Theory: Italian, unlike Russian or
1 , h 48 h f···· C bIb ·Eng 18, as a way 0 ass1gn~ng nom1nat~ve ase to a postver a SU Ject.
The exact mechanisms allowing this do not concern us (cf. Safir 1982 for
discussion); what is important is that Italian has such a mechanism,
while Russian and English do not.
Finally, let us consider one area in which Russian is closer to
Italian than to English. If the ECP does not apply to expletive empty
categories, we correctly predict the existence of empty expletive subjects
in Russian and Italian. What, however, rul~s out empty expletive subjects
in Enqlish?
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(147) *(it) seems that John is here
Safir suggests that the answer lies in another parameter of variation. We
have seen that Italian, but not Russian and English, allows Case assignment
to a postverbal subject. As a second parameter, Safir suggests that English,
but not Italian or Russian, requires AGR to assign nominative Case to some
lexical subject. It is this parameter, which Safir calls "NOM-drop", that
forces the existence of the lexical expletive in English, but allows the
null expletive in Italian and Russian.
At this point, armed with the Revised ECP of (120), which excludes
expletive~,we are ready to return to our main line of arqument. Let us
recall what we are looking for. In section 2, we argued that we could derive
the Non-Obliqueness Condition (condition B) if our XPs were ~Ps, and if QPs did
not bear Case or need Case features. This immediately predicts that QPs, un-
like NPs, are not forced by the Case Filter to move from the object position
of an ergative or passive verb. In other words, we predict that, while (148)a
must yield an S-structure like (148)b, (149)a may yield an S-structure like
(149)b:
(148) a. [5 !. INFL [VP V NP] O-structure[,-case
b. [5 [vp V e. ]NP. INFL [-case l S-structure1 -J.
(149)a. [5 INFL [vp V QP D-structure~ [-case
b. [5 [vp
V QP S-structuree INFL [-case
First, let us note that movement from the subject position of a
passive or ergative sentence, like movement from any subject position,
shows CTP effects, derivable from the ECP. Here, for some speakers,
the effeots are fuzzier still (recalling Portuguese; Zubizarreta,
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forthcoming). Still, the effects are present for most speakers:
(150) ?*[kakaja kniga. [Ivan xotel
1
what book Ivan wanted
[Sf ~toby [S e~ INFL [vp byla pro~itana ~~]]]]:
that by read
'what book did Ivan want that be read'
The object trace e~ is an NP-trace; it is the subject trace e7, locally
-1 -1
i-bound from COMP, that violates the ECP. Note that e7, although in a
-1
1 2
non-e-position, is not expletive, since it is part of the chain (e., e.),
-1 -1
which is directly 9-marked by-the verb proZitana.
If we are correct about QP not needing Case, we predict that the
equivalent of (150), with extraction of a QP instead of an NP, should not
violate the ECP. In (150), the trace of NP must be in a Case-marked
position; the trace of QP, on the other h~nd, should not need Case. This
should allow WH-movement from the postverbal Object position of Q passive
or ergative verb, despite the fact that Russian, unlike Italian, does not
assign Case to this position. As we noted in Pesetsky (1982), this
prediction is fu1fi1led;49
v(151) ?[[QP [Q~] kakix knig] [Ivan xote1 [Sf ctoby [S e INFL
what books Ivan wanted that
(fem gen pl)
[vp bylo procitano e.l
-1
be read
(neut 5g)
1 ] ]
(151) forms a minimal pair with (150). Despite the fuzziness of (150)
and the awkwardness of long movements in general (giving the 11?" to (151)),
h b h · t t · f 50t e contrast etween t e two ~s apparen to mos 1n ormants.
We take this contrast as good evidence for our conjecture that XPs
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are categories that do not need Case features. In turn, if XPs do not need
Case features, then they are not NPs. If they are not NPs, then by X-bar
theory they must be QPs. Thus, we take our QP hypothesis, and the derivation
of condition B from this hypothesis to be well-founded.
The results of this section will also form the basis for our
derivations of principles A and C in the next section, and will bring us
back to the basic questions about c-selection discussed in Chapter One.
Before leaving this section, however, we should note that the data just
discussed show that QPs in passive and ergative constructions are not
obliged to move to subject position. Hence the lack of CTP effects. We
have not shown that they cannot move to subject position. Should this
also be the case, it might follow from Chomsky's reduction of the Case
Filter to principles of a-theory, discussed above. In the next section,
we show, inter alia, that there is some reason to believe that QPs in
fact cannot move to sUbject position, but our derivation of conditions
~ and £ will provide another explanation for this fact. 51
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4.0 The ECP, CategoFY Blindness, and Conditions A and C
4.1 QP and the ECP
In this section, we will assume the QP hypothesis to be correct, and
we will take for granted the modification of the ECP discussed in the
preceding section. Let us now restate conditions A and C in light of
the QP hypothesis:
(152) A: QP must be a [QP, VP] at D-structure
B; QP obligatorily undergoes QR.
Notice now that the revised version of A above may itself be revised.
If the QP hypothesis is correct, D-structure [QP, VP]s always have at
least the option of remaining [QP, VP]s at S-structure, since no principle
like the Case Filter forces them to move elsewhere. It is thus equally
possible that condition A holds at S-structure. From the facts alone,
we cannot tell.
Suppose we conjecture that condition A should be revised once more:
(153) A: QP must be a [QP, VPl at S-structure.
This newest version of ~ is actually a tighter condition than the earlier
versions, since some D-structure objects are S-structure subjects, but
no S-structure objects are non-objects at D-structure, by the Projection
Principle. Thus, if (153) is true, then (152) is true. It will turn
out, in fact, that W~ can maintain (153), and that it is (153), and not
(152) 's version of condition ~' that will allow us to derive A from
something deeper.
There is another way to think about conditions £ and A. We can
consider the range of possible configurations involVing QPs at LF, and
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note that only one of them corresponds to a grammatical structure:
(154)a. * [ QP INFL VP]S
b. *[ subject INFL [vp V••• QP. • • 1]s
c. *[ QP. [s e. INFL VP] ]s ~ -~
d. [5 QP i [s subject INFL [vp V ••• e. · · · ] ]-~
(lS4)a-b both show structures in which QR has not applied, and QP
is in an A-position. The stars on these structures restate condition C:
QPs must undergo the movement rule QR at LF.
(154)c-d show structures in which QR has applied. In (154)0, the
trace of QR is in subject position of a tensed sentence. The star on
this structure restates condition A. In (154)d, the trace of QR is in
the object position. The lack of a star again restates condition A.
In a sense, (154) is a restatement of conditions A and C as
conditions on representations at LF. As such, (154) illustrates an
important point. Although condition C, requiring QR, can be described
as a generalization abo11t derivations that map S-structures onto LF
representations, and although condition A is most easily described
as a condition on representations at s- or D-structure, the trace theory
of movement rules allows us to suppose that the true source of these
generalizations might lie in conditions on representations at the l~vel
of LF alone. From a descriptive point of view, these restatements
of conditions A and £ are all more or less equivalent. On the other
hand, these restatements differ in their ability to lead us towards a
theory that deduces ~ and C from deeper principles. As a purely tactical
decision, we will suppose that treating! and £ as conditions on
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representations at LF is the right approach. We will try to show that this
tactical decision has interesting consequences.
As an initial step, let us assume condition C to hold by stipUlation.
(We shall, of course, provide an explanation of £ later.) We thus take
for granted the fact that all QPs undergo the rule QR in the mapping from
S-structure to LF, or, alternatively, that no QPs occupy A-positions at
LF. We concentrate our attention on condition A -- the difference between
(154)c and (154)d.
Condition A tells us that movement of a QP ( assuming £) must take
place from a position governed by V. Movement, for example, from the
position governed by AGR -- the subject position of a tensed S -- is
not allowed. A subject/object asymmetry of this sort immediately suggests
an effect of the ECP, which we discussed in the previous section. If the
ECP were involved in this contrast, however, it would have to be the
case that the ECP appl.ies at LF, so that it could analyze traces resulting
from QR. Fortunately, there is evidence which supports the view that
h 1 · f· ( ) 5~t e ECP app 1es at LF, 1rst presented by Kayne 1981e.
Kayne observed that the scope of the quantifier pers~ 'nobody'
is determined by the negative particle nee If scope if assigned by the
adjunction rule QR, as argued by May (1977), then thd particle ~
determines the level at which personne adjoins. As a consequence, in a
multiclausal structure, placing ~ in a clause higher than the minimal
clause containing personne has the effect of forcing "long movement"
of personna. This is exhibited in (155)-(156). The (b) examples are
LF representations for the (a) sentences:
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(155)a. j'ai exiq~ [5' qu'ils ~'arr~tent personnel
I required that they ~ arrest nobody
b. ils n'arr~tent e.l]]]]
- -J.
(156)a. ?je ~'ai exiq~ (5' qu'ils arretent Eersonne]
I ~ required that they arrest nobody
b. [5' [5 personne. [s j'ai exige [Sf que [ i1s arretent ~i]]]l]
1 1 1 1 2 S2
(155) shows a short movement of a direct object to an A-position. (156)
shows long movement of the same object. Both are acceptable for most
speakers, although (156) may require some extra stress on personne.
On the other hand, the situation changes radically when personna is
a subject. In this case, Kayne discovered, ~ cannot appear in a higher
clause. It must appear in the same clause as personne. Placing ne in a
higher clause forces long movement of the subject personne:
(157)a. j'ai exige [5 que eersonne ne soit arrete
,
I required that nobody ne be arrested
b. [S' [5 j'ai exige [Sf que [s personne. [s e. INFL ne soit
1 1 2 2 J. 2-J.
arrete]]]]]
(158)a. *je ~'ai exige [5' que personne soit arrete]
2
I ~ required that nobody be arrested
b. [S' [s personne. [ j 'ai exige [5' e. INFL soit arrete]] J]]
1 1 1 8 2 2 -1
As Kayne observes, the LF contrast between (156)a, with long movement of an
object, and (158)b, with long movement of a subject, is obviously related
to the parallel contrast with WH-movement -- to CTP effects. In the
present framework, the contrast between (156)b and (158)b follows
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~ediately from the ECP -- if the ECP applies at LF. The trace in (l56)b
is properly governed by V, but the trace in (158)b is not properly
53 54governed.
Even if the ECP applies at LF, however, it is not immediately clear
how we can use the ECP to derive condition A. In the cases we have
examined -- CTP effects with WH-movement and Kayne's personne facts -- the
ECP produces a subject/object asymmetry only in the event of long
movement outside S'~ This is because a subject empty category can be
properly governed by a binder inside S·, and an object empty category
is always properly governed by V. Looking at the consequences of condition
! as displayed in (154)c-d, it seems as if the trace of QP should display
no subject-object asymmetry, because the movement of QP in our examples
is always "short" -- that is, 5'-internal. In (lS4)d, where e. is
-1.
properly governed by V, it is clear why ECP does not intervene; in (154)c,
however, e. should also be properly governed -- by QP. We repeat the
-,1
structures below:
d~ v... e .•.. ]
-1
] ]
Now suppose we were to firld some reason why QP., contrary to
1
appearances, does ~ properly bind its trace in (154)c-d. The ECP would
still not rule out (154)d, since an object trace does not satisfy the
ECP because of proper binding. On the other hand, (154)c would be
correctly ruled out by the ECP, since it is proper binding that allows
the subject trace to satisfy the ECP. In the discussion that follows,
we will justify exactly this assumption. We will show that QP does not
properly bind 9 1 in (154)c-d, and will derive condition A from the ECP
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at LF. At first, our proposal will not look very appealing. In the next
section, however, we will show that the proposal actually reduces
~ediately to the more general issue of the pla~e of categorial selection
in the grammar, which we raised in Chapter One.
In our statement of a revised definition of government in (132),
we have altered Chomsky's statement "where a=xO or is cC'indexed with y"
to " ••• or properly binds y". In (114), we gave a definition of Proper
Bindinq, which we repeat:
55(159) Proper Binding
a properly binds a if and only if
(i) a and a are coindexed
(ii) a c-commands a
(iii) a is a possible antecedent for B
What does "possible antecedent" mean? Of course, we have placed this
term in (159) with malice aforethought, but some such requirement seems
natural and uncontroversial. Suppose we assume the following definition:
(160) Possible Antecedent (def)
a is a possible antecedent for B if and only if a and a bear
non-distinct values for number, gender and categorial features.
For nw\'oer and gender, this condition is straightfoward, particularly
when WH i~ a possible antecedent for its trace, where the number and
gender of the trace are in any case determined by the range assigned
to it by the wa-operator. 56 The part of this definition that we will
make heavy use of involves categorial features -- the features that
distinguish N from V, V from Q, etc. This part of the definition has
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a crucial consequence:- if a properly governs Bby coindexation, they
must be of the same cate~ory.
What syntactic category does the trace of QP in (154)c-d belong to?
In earlier work on the "trace theory of movement rules" (e.g. Fiengo
1977, and cf. the resume in Chomsky, 1977b,14; 1981a, 85-89), a "trace"
is viewed as the former position of a moved element, which is not deleted
after movement, but remains, with null lexical content. On this view, as
a null hypothesis, the trace of a moved QP will be a QP. Consequently,
we would expect a fuller representation of (154)c-d to be as in (161)a-b:
(161)a. *(5 QPi [5 [QP eli INFL VP ] ]
b. [5 QPi [5 subject I~WL [vp V···[QP eli···] l l
As noted above, (161)a in no way violates the ECP.
Suppose, however, that this view of trace theory were slightly
mistaken. Suppose one could view trace theory somewhat differently, so
that in certain cases the trace of a moved constituent might be of a
syntactic category different from that of the moved constituent. In
other woras, suppose there were some reason to say that the trace of a
moved aP, where a is some bundle of syntactic features, could be a ap,
a~B. In particular, suppose that the following descriptive statement
were to be true:
(162) Movement of a QP leaves an NP trace.
If (162) were true, then we would be able to derive the contrast between
(154)0 and (154)d from the ECP. (154)c-d would be more accurately
represented, not as (161)a-b, but as (163)a~b below:
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(163)a. *[S QP i [S [NP eli !NFL VP ] ]
b. [s QP i [S subject INFL (vp V···[NP eli···]]]
(163)b does not violate the ECP, since the object trace is properly
governed by V, whatever its cateqorial specification may be. (163)a, on
the other hand, does violate the ECP, since QP i does not properly bind
the NP trace. QP is coindexed with the NP trace, and does c-command it,
but it is not a possible antecedent, since they are cateqorially distinct.
Since neither QP nor AGR in INFL properly govern the subject trace in
(163)a, it violates the ECP.
Thus, if (162) were true, we could derive condition A from the ECP
applying at LF, if we assume condition £ as a stipulation. This is a
small advance, since we have factored from our surface generalization ~
the effeots of a universal condition, the ECP. Given the ECP, we may
say that condition A reduces to the proposition in (162):
(164) A; Movement of a QP leaves an NP trace.
Nonetheless, this whole discussion is so far rather fantastical, since
the proposition in (162) is entirely unmotivated and at present rather
bizarre. We will answer this objection in the next two subsections.
In the next subsection, we will derive condition C.
~ Categorial Selection and Condition C
In Chapter One, we promised that our analysis of Russian quantificational
constructions would provide evidence about the status of c-selection
(categorial selection). Recall that we considered two possible views.
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One view, implicit but not crucial in Chomsky (1981a), holds that c-selection,
like the a-criterion, falls under the Projection Principle. This means
that a verb that c-selects an NP at one level c-selects an NP at all levels.
D-structure, S-structure and LF. The other view, which we argue for here,
holds that only the a-criterion in its strictest sense, and ~ c-selection,
falls under the Projection principle. If this view is correct, a verb
which 8-marks a position and c-selects an NP in that position will have
to find that position filled by some category at every level, by the
Projection Principle, but will not have to find that position filled by
an NP at each of these levels. Only at one level will this position
have to be filled by an NP -- the level at which c-selection applies.
We suggested that this level is LF.
Crucially, we are not rejecting the Projection Principle. Rather,
we are suggesting that the projection Principle is category-blind.
Categorial requirements are not projected by it to all levels. Only
e-requirements are.
The reader may have noticed that we have actually been assuming this
proposition in advancing the QP hypothesis. In section 2, we proposed
that various problems, particularly the Non-Obliqueness Restriction
(condition ~), can be solved if we allow Russian to have representations
at D-structure and at S-structure of the form:
(165)a.
b.
vja ne polucal ~
I NEG received
.V1~ pr1s 0
arrived
(neut sg)
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What are the categorial requirements of the verbs in (165)? Intuition
and the general facts of the matter tell us that verbs meaning 'receive'
or 'arrive' select an NP a semantic "term". It is clea~', for example,
that they do not c-select a clause:
(166)&. *John received [that Bill argued with Mary]
b. *[for Bill to leave] arrived yesterday
-- nor do they c-select an AP:
(167)a. *John received [pleased with Mary]
b. * [hot enough for June) arrived yesterday
One may well presume that they also do not select a quantifier. A
quantifier is a loqical operator: operators do not arrive, nor are they
received, nor do they do any of the things we have let our QPs do in the
previous examples. When six men arrive, it is not the operator six that
arrives, but a set of men.
Supposing it to be true that verbs like receive and arrive do not
select QPs, but do select NPs, it is clear that representations like (165)a-b
will violate any theory of c-selection that applies to them. If (165)a-b
are actual D-structures and S-structures, as we have argued, then c-selection
must not apply at either of these levels. In advancing the QP hypothesis,
we have thus committed ourselves to the position that c-selection does
not apply at D-structure or at S-structur~. Of course, the fact that we
have committed ourselves to a position does not argue for it. Rather,
we must show that this position explains phenomena other than those that
motivated it in the first place~
We do have two stray phenomena which are not yet explained. The first
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is condition £, which makes QR obliqatory for QPs. The s~cond is condition
!, revised as in (164). Let us look first at condition C.
We have found that the QP hypothesis entails that c-selection does
not apply at D-structure or at S-structure. It must apply at some level,
however. In Chapter One, we suggested that this level is LF. The
problem, of course, is that representations like (165)a-b do not satisfy
a-selection at LF any more than they do at D-structure or at S-structure.
The consequence of this is that some rule must "change" representations
like (165)a-b in the mapping from S-structure to LF, so that they can
meet the requirements of c-selection. What should these sentences look
like, in order to meet the requirements of c-selection? Wherever (165)a-b
show a 2P, the correspondinq representations at LF should show an NP.
What rule can yield an NP in these positions? The answer, of course, is
QR -- assumini the revision of condition ~ in (164): Movement of a QP
leaves an NP trace. Given this revision of condition ~, it follows
that ga must aPEly to QPs in positions where an NP is c-selected, simply
in order to satisfy c-selection at LF. With respect to all the examples
we have considered so far, this is condition c. S7
To recapitulate: in the previous section we showed that our
previous formulations of condition ~ can be replaced by (164) and the
ECP, if we stipulate condition £. Now we see that, given the hypothesis
that c-selection applies only at LF, condition C itself can be derived
from (164). Representations like (165)a-b, which would not satisfy
c-selection at LF, can be mapped onto representations that do satisfy
c-selection at LF by the rule QR, yielding (168), schematically:
(168)&.
b.
The next step, obviously, is to derive the odd assumption that QP leaves
an NP trace from some more general principles.
Before considerinq how to derive (164), let us note one respect in
which we have not derived condition £ in full, and ask whether we are
correct not to do so. From the discussion just ended it follows that QP
will have to undergo Qft whenever it finds itself in a position where an NP
is a-selected. On the other hand, if QP is in a position where QP is in
fact s-selected, nothing will require it to move. The ECP will then not
intervene, and we should not find any of the subject/object assymetries
that motivated condition A in the first place.
Predicates that a-select a QP are naturally rather rare. Nonetheless,
some may exist: predicates that take logical operators as arguments.
Recall, for example, that adjectives always indirectly e-mark the argument
to which they assign the role attribute. From this it followed that
attributes are always D-struoture subjects, from which it follows that
a QP may not occupy a position in which the a-role attribute is assigned
and an NP is c-selected:
(169) *£QP ~estl gorodov) by10 ~isto v na~ej oblasti
six cities was clean in our
(neut sg)
district
The "arithmetic" adjective ravno 'equal', however, may be an adjecl:.ive
that assigns the role of attribute to a QP (as well as an NP). This is
semantically plausible, since 'equal' is a predicate that may range over
quantities. We may thus explain the fact that ravno is one of the very
few adjectives that may have a QP as its sUbject:
(170) v[QP sest' qorodov] by10 ravno trern ob1astjam
six cities was equal three districts
(neut sq) (fern dat pl)
'six cities are equivalent to three districts'
Various constructions involvinq obligatory genitives may also be
examples of predicates selecting QP -- in this case a QP with a null Q, as in
the genitive of neqation (of. also 5.5 below, on partitive genitives):
(171) [QP [Q eJ sosisokJ bylo navalom
hot dogs was galore
(fem qen pl) (neut 9g)
'there were hot dogs galore'
If more evidence can be brought to bear on the analysis of these
constructions, and they should prove to be cases of predicates selecting
QPS, which violate our earlier formulation of C, and of ~, then we will
have some additional confirmation of our derivation of C and the earlier
formulations of A from (164), the ECP, and the assumption that c-select~on
only applies at LF. In fact, a solid argument of just this kind will be
provided in section 5, where we discuss infinitival free relatives.
4.3 Cateqorial Selection and Condition A
The pieces of our story now include the QP hypothesis, Case Theory,
~he ECP, the theory that c-selection applies only at LF, and condition A
rewritten as (164). We are moving towards an explanatory account of our
original three descriptive conditions -- explanatory because these three
conditions are unlearnab~e, odd restrictions on surface phenomena as they
stand. Case Theory, the ECP and our theory about c-selection, which now
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interact to Y'eld most of ~, Band C, are all plausible candidates for
innate principles of Universal Grammar. The knowledq~ that our structures
are QPs is derivable from very obvious facts about Russian (many
quantifiers are followed by genitive Case) and the unmarked principle
that heads of phrases assign Case to their complements. The one implausible
component of our st9ry so far is (164). We therefore would like to derive
the stipulation that QPs leave NP traces from some other principle.
We shall show that the solution to this problem is already in
hand. We have motivated the obligatory application of QR to QPs by the
theory of c-selection applyinq at LF, on the assumption that the trace of
QP in an NP. We can demonstrate, however, that it is the same theory of
c-selection that allows and forces the trace of QP to be an NP in the
first place.
Let us have another look at the Projection Principle, which, we are
claiming, projects the~criterion, but not c-selection, from the lexicon
to D~structure and S-structure, as well as to LF. Chomsky (1981a) notes
a happy consequence of the Projection Principle: it implies the existence
of traoes in a large number of cases. Speaking crudely, suppose Move a
applies to a constituent in a 9-position, but no empty category were left
in that position in the derived structure. Clearly, the 9-criterion would
be violated. The e-role assigned to that position before movement would
not be unassigned, and, by the Projection Principle, a-roles must be
biuniquely assigned to constituents at all levels. Hence, an empty
category must be present in a e-position after movement, because of the
a-criterion and Projection Principle. In the case of NP-movement to
a non-e A~position, the coindexation of the trace with its binder is
forced again by the a-oriterion: a moved argument would otherwise lack a
e-role. In the case of movement to an A-position, other principles
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force the coindexation -- for example, Chomsky's (198lb) principle
that operators must bind a variable, in the case of WH-movement.
InterestJ r&91y, other principles of the grammar derive trace theory
for movement from a non-e-position. For exa~Rlple, the Case Filter
1
requires e. to exist in (172):
-J.
(172) 1 2[S' who i [8 !i INFL [vp was seen!i] ] ]
2 1 2
unless!i is part of the chain (e i , ail, it will lack Case, and will not
be able to bear its a-role, given Chomsky's derivation of the Case Filter.
In (173), e~ is motivated by the Projection Principle; e~ and e7
-1. -]. -].
are required by principle A of the Binding Theory:
(172) Johni seems [5 ~i to be likely [5 ~~ to be invited ~~] ] ]
3The Projection Principle requires at least the chain (John., e.). But]. -1
3
e. is an anaphor, and must, by the Binding Theory, be bound within its
-~
5: hence it is bound by e~,
-]. establishing the chain (John., e~, e~).
.1 -]. -J.
But now e~ is an anaphor, and must be bound within the next highest 5,
-1
. 1 2 3 58
establishing the cha1n (John., e., e., e.).]. -1 -]. -].
The only empty categories traditionally posited under the "trace
theory of movement rules" that do not seem to be motivated by independent
1
subtheories of grammar are certain traces in COMP, like e. in (173):
-J.
(173)
,
I know of no principle that will force e7 to exist,59 and it is perhaps
-J.
safe to assume that such traces in COMP do not have to exist.
A trace in COMP is obligatory, however, when the ECP forces it to
exist in order to bind the subject position (cf. Pesetsky 1982; Chapter
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Three) :
(174)
Given the almost complete redundancy of the "trace theory of Itovement
rules" with other subsystems of grammar, it is tempting to derive trace
theory in toto from the other subsystems (see Bouchard 1982 for a
development of this program). Instead, we might suppose that empty
categories are freely assumed at any level of representation, with
free coindexation, subject to independent principles like those of Binding
Theory, Case Theory, the ECP, etc.
Let us now combine this treatment of trace theory with our proposal
about the status of c-selection in the grammar. All of the QPs we have
considered so far (with the exception, possibly, of the expressions of
duration; cf. note 57) occupy e-positions at D-structure and S-structure,
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since Case Theory never forces them to move in the syntax. When
these QPs undergo QR, therefore, the existence of traces of these QPs
will be motivated by the e-criterion and Projection Principle, applying
at LF. We have seen that the a-criterion and Projection Principle require
the presence of some empty category occupying a vacated a-position.
Do these principles require anything more? In particular, do these
principles say anything at all about the categorial identity of the
empty category assumed after movement of a QP?
As noted in Chapter One, if the theory of c-selection is not subject
to the Projection Principle, then the Projection Principle will be
cateiory-blind. The a-criterion at D-structure and at S-structure will
not distinguish among syntactic categories. Insofar as these principles
are responsible for the existence of empty categories in 9-positions
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vacated by Move a -- i.e. "traces" -- these principles will say nothing
at all about the cateqorial identity of these empty categories. In other
words, if trace theory (in the cases we are considering) derives from
the e-criterion and Projection Principle, and if these principles are
category-blind, then trace theory will be category-blind. From this it
follows that the trace of a moved constituent may be of any category at all,
as far as these principles are concerned. This is an immediate
consequence of the proposal that c-selection be separated from the
Projection Principle.
What~ determine the category of a trace? If trace theory is
not an independent subtheory relating traces to Move a, the category of
a trace will not have any inherent relation to the category of a moved
constituent. Only the interact~on of independent principles will
determine the category of a trace.
One such independent principle is, of course, the theory of
c-selection, applying at LF. Let us return to our final revision of
condition ~ in (164), which represented the residue of condition A once
the ECP was factored out. We have already noted that (164) is not a
plausible candidate for a principle of UG. What is more, it makes the
sort of stipulation about a trace left by movement that we might want
to eliminate from the grammar. We can now derive (164) in its essentials
from our indepdently motivated ideas about c-selection.
Suppose (164) did not hold. Suppose a QP were to be moved by QR,
and its vacated position were filled by a QP trace. As we satv in (161) I
this would exclude an ECP account of the subject/object asymmetries that
QPs exhibit. Why should such a derivation be excluded? By now the
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answer is obvious: if a QP trace is left in a position where an NP is
c-selected, the structure will be ruled out at LF. Predicates like
polu~a~ 'arrive' c-select an NP. If movement of a QP left a QP trace,
these selectional requirements would be violated.
If movement of a QP left an NP trace, however, c-selectional
requirements ~~~ld be met. No principle prevents QP from leaving a trace
that is an NP. Hence, a-selection dictates that the only possible
output of QR applying to a QP (where an NP is required) involves a trace
of category NP. Hence, stipulation (164) derives simply from our general
proposal about the status of c-selection in the grammar.
Thus, from the QP hypothesis, Case Theory, the ECP, and the
assumption that c-selection applies only at LF, we derive all the relevant
cases of our original three descriptive conditions. The QP hypothesis is
inextricably linked to the proposal that c-selection applies only at
LF. From the QP hypothesis we derive the Non-Obliqueness Restriction,
condition!. From the QP hypothesis and a-selection it follows that the
position occupied by a QP at S-structure in our examples must be occupied
by an NP at LF. From c-selection and the elimination of an independent
trace theory it follows that submitting QP to QR can leave an NP trace
that will satisfy c-selection at LF. From c-selection it follows that
this NP traoe must be left; hence QR is obligatory; hence condition c.
But a QP that leaves an NP trace will not properly bind this trace,
hence cannot properly govern it by coindexation. The ECP then
dictates that the NP trace cannot be the subject of a tensed S; hence
condition !.
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Some loose ends need to be tied. First of all, we claim that QP
does not properly bind an NP trace. Nonetheless, it must be able to bind
it in some sense, or else the NP trace would be taken to be free, e.g.
in the following configuration:
If [NP e] is free, then by the contextual definitions of empty categories
given by Chomsky ( 1981a, 1981b) and sketched in Chapter One, [NP eli
should be PRO, and ungoverned. Since [NP eli is governed, the contextual
definitions and the Binding Theory should rule (175) out. Clearly what
we must say is that the contextual definitions refer, not to proper
binding, but just to binding -- i.e. to coindexation and c-command, without
the requirement of possible antecedenthood. Thus, while a QP does not
properly bind an NP trace, it does bind it, and in particular A-bind it,
in the sense relevant for the definitions of empty categories.
With this in mind, however, let us consider what might happen to
a QP i~ it underwent movement from a e-position where an NP was a-selected
to a non~e A~position. Recall that we have shown that QPs generated in
D-structure Caseless objects positions are not forced by any principle to
move to a Cas~-marked A-position. We noted there that we di.d not
necessarily have any principle that prevents QP from moving to a Case-marked
A-position. Possibly, Chomsky's revision of the Case Filter has that
effect, as we pointed out, since it might entail that QP cannot belong
to a chain. When we temporarily restated condition A in 4.1 as "QP must
be a [QP, VP] at S-structure", we were actually claiming that this stronger
condition, preventing movement to an A-position, was true, without evidence.
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We s~ply pointed out that this restatement did not conflict,with anything
we knew. It might seem, however, that our derivation of condition A from
the ECP and our theory of c-selection loses this stronger claim. Consider
an S-structure representation in which aD-structure QP in an object
position where an NP is a-selected has moved to subject position. By
a-selection, its trace must be an NP:
An LF representation derived from (176) would not violate the ECP.
The trace of QP in sUbject position could be a QP, since no c-selectional
requirements are n~de of this position, and this trace could be assumed
to be expletive. The variable would be the NP-trace in object position
(as suggested to me by M. Brody):
In point of faot, it is not clear that anything in (176) would even force
QR in the first place, thus unde~inin9 condition £. This suggests that
we want to rule structures like (176) out.
As noted, one way to rule (176) out is by appealing to a convention
that QP cannot belong to a chain. Another way might concern the definition
of chains: reasonably, since elements of a chain seem to share all their
features, the members of a chain cannot contribute conflicting categorial
features to the chain. This would have as a result that we could not
fo~ the chain (QP i , [NP eli) in (176), and the 9-criterion would be
violated. Alternatively, we might suppose that there is no direct
restriotion on a chain of this sort, but that the Binding Theory requires
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Proper Binding, like the ECP and unlike the contextual definitions of empty
categories. Thus, by the contextual definitions, the NP trace has an
antecedent in an A-position that lacks an independent e-role, and thus is
an anaphor; accordinq to the Binding Theory, this anaphor is A-free,
and violates principle A.
Is there independent evidence that we wish to rule out structures
like (176)? Are QPs never subjects at any level? There is some evidence
that bears on this question, although it is rather weak.
First, the reflexive pronoun sebja generally must take an S-structure
subject as its antecedent:
(178) Ma~a ubil Volodju u sebja
Ma~a killed Volodja chez(reflexive)
(nom) (ace)-
'Ma~a killed'Volodja at her house'
........--
not 'Mala killed Volodja at his house'
Now compare:
(179)a. [NP ni odin mal'~ik] ne byl ubit u sebja
not one boy NEG was killed chez (reflexive)
b'??[QP ni odnoqo mal'~ika] ne bylo ubito u sebja
(neut sg)
(leO)a. [NP
v
studentovl byli ubity sebjaseat' u
six students were killed chez (reflexive)
(pl)
b. ?(QP v studentovl bylo ubito u sabjaseat' (neut sg)
(The data in (179) are alluded to by Babby (1980, 39).)
We might conolude from these data that QPs are always S-structure
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objects, and thus cannot be antecedents for reflexives. Of course, there
are other explanations available. For example, if the Binding Theory does
require proper binding, and not just binding, the categorial mismatch
between a QP and the NP reflexive sabja might violate the Binding Theory,
no matter where QP was at S-structure.
A s~ilar argument is suggested by C. Neidle (personal communication),
who notes that the understood subject of a verbal adverb (often called a
"gerund" in Russian grammar) is controlled by an S-structure subject, in
literary Russian. As expected, there is a, contrast in control between an
NP and a QP:
(181)a. [PRO. vozvra~ajas' domoj], [NP ni odin mal'cik]. ne byl ubit1 ~
While-returning home not one boy NEG was killed
b. * [PRO. vozvra~ajas' domojJ, [QP ni odnogo mal'cika]. ne bylo ubito1 (masc gen sg) 1 (neut sg)
A second piece of evidence that QP~ may not move to an A-position in
syntax comes from the unmarked word order of passive and ergative constructions
containing QPs. As we remarked in section 1, the unmarked position of
suoh QPs is after the verb. In view of the clear intuitions of native
speakers with respect to word order, it seems likely that some level of
representation has this order as a property, and that some function maps
this level onto a level with fewer constraints on order (cf. footnote 46).
Since the "unmarked order" appears to yield non-discontinuous constituents,
where ~overned elements are adjacent to governors and e-roles are assigned
locally, it is likely that this level is in fact S-structure, since
S~structure maps onto LF, where such properties, once more, seem minimal
criteria for adequacy. If this is the case, then if the unmarked position
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of QPs is postverbal, QPs must be postverbal at S-structure. Since subjects
are preverbal in Russian (in the unmarked case), it follows that QPs
ub · 161are never S Jects at S-structure
Finally, we may return to the fact, discussed throughout section 1,
that verbs do not agree with QPs. In section 1, we suggested that this
might derive from a s~ple stipulation that only NPs trigger agreement.
This may be the case, but we. may now derive the same fact from the simple
absence of a subject at S-structure. Russian verbs do not agree with their
objects.
Another loose end we should tie concerns the level at which the Case
Filter applies. Recall that the Case Filter applies to NPs, but not to
QPS, whether the Case Filter is a primitive or derives from the e-criterion,
as argued by Chomsky. This claim allowed us to distinguish the S-structure
behavior and distribution of NPs from QPs in a way that was vital to our
derivation of the three descriptive conditions of section 1. Thus, for
example, (182)a was taken to violate the Case Filter, while (l82)b was
taken not to violate it:
(182)a.
b.
v
[S ~ INFL [VP [-case
[ INFL [ [Vs e VP -Case
NP
QP
We now argue, however, that (182)b has the following structure at LF, if
the ergative or passive verb in question c-selects an NP:
The NP trace heads its chain and lacks Case. If (183) is an acceptable
LF, we must say one of three things:
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(1) If we assume a stmple Case Filter like (26), we may simply
stipulate that (26) applies only at S-structure, and not at LF. Thus,
only S-structure NPs require Case. Similarly, if the Case Filter is reduced
to the e-criterion and a principle like Chomsky'·s (101), we may stipulate
that (101) is only valid at S-structure, and not at LF. On this hypothesis,
we may say that the NP trace does form a (singleton) chain at LF, but no
Case requirements are placed on this chain.
Alternatively, (2): Suppose we adopt Chomsky's reduction of the Case
Filter to the e-criterion and (101). (101) requires a chain that bears
a e-role to have Case or be headed by PRO. To make (101) work, we needed
an auxiliary assumption, which we stated in (104): "If an NP bears a
e~role, it is a member of some chain". We might assume that (101) applies
at all levels, but that (104) is a principle only of S-structure. Thus,
the NP trace in (183) need not belong to a chain at LF, and thus need not
have Case.
Finally, we might assume (3): Ergative and passive verbs may be taken
not to assign Case because of Burzio's generalization, that verbs that
do not indirectly e-mark their subjects also do not assign Case to their
objects. Suppose this generalization, or whatever it may reduce to, applies
only at S-structure. Then the NP trace in (183) will in fact receive
Case at LF, and no problems arise.
We suspect that the correct approach to (183) limits the Case Filter
to S~structure, as in alternative (1), but it is clear in any case that
there are a number of ways to resolve the problem. Further research may
indicate which of these approaches, if any, is correct.
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Another loose end that we might try to tie concerns the categorial
status of tne elements we have been calling QPs. What is Q? As we noted
earlier, Q does not fall naturally into the feature system of Chomsky (1970),
which uses the two features [~ and [V] to distinguish the categories N,
V, A and P. One possibility worth considering, which was suggested by Ian
Roberts (personal communication), is that our Qs are actually Ps, with
the additional feature [+operator]. Many Ps do assign genitive Case,
particularly compound prepositions, suggesting that genitive is the unmarked
Case for prepositions to assign, as we have suggested for Q. We do know
that the feature [+operator] also coexists with adjectives (like ~ 'all')
and nouns (like bol,linstvo 'majority'; cf. Crockett 197Gb). We thus
actually expect to find prepositions that are also operators:
(184) [pp[p irest' [N studentov]]]
six students
Babby (1982) notes that modern Russian quantifiers like ~est' were
actually nouns in earlier stages of Russian. As such, they did not observe
the Non-Obliqueness Condition. (185) was well-formed in Old Russian:
(185) s toju pjat'ju staryx ~en~in
with that five old women
(fam instr sing) (fern gen pl)
If modern Russian ~est' 'six', Pjat' 'five', etc. are in fact prepositions,
then the change from Old Russian to Modern Russian involves one feature:
Old Russian [+N, -V, +operator] became [-N, -v, +operator].
In fact, Babby (1982) notes constructions in modern Russian which
appear to be quantificational PPs (which he calls QPs, but with essentially
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the same analysis). These phrases assign genitive Case:
(186) ka!dyj lingvist znaet [(ppot dvux do pjatil jazykov]
each linguist knows from two to five languages
(gen) (gen) (mase gen pI)
(Cf. Babby 1982, (17»
As Babby observes, these quantificational phrases obey the Non-Obliqueness
Restriction, condition B. The verb vladet' is essentially synonymous in
(187) with znat' 'know' in (186), but requires instrumental Case:
(187) *ka~dyj 1inqvist v1adeet [[ppot dvux do pjatil jazykov/jazykamil
each linguist knows from two to five languages
(mase gen/instr pI)
We could e~lain this contrast if these phrases were themselves PPs, in
whioh the smaller PP functions as the head. Various problems arise, of
co\~se, and we have no definitive answer to offer. Nonetheless, the
existence of the construction provides a tantalizing suggestion that
Roberts' conjecture that our Qs are Ps may be correct.
A final loose end, which we will not tie very adequately, has to
do with the relation of negation to the genitive of negation construction.
As we noted earlier, we have suggested that conditions ~, ~, and C have
nothing directly to do with negation. First, they show up in construc-
tions other than the genitive of negation construction. Second, a coherent
e~lanation of all these properties is possible without reference to the
negation. Nonetheless, there is a relation between negation and the
genitive of negation construction, which merits investigation. Certainly
QPS with the structure of those found in the genitive of negation are not
found in simple positive sentences:
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(ISS) ja *(ne) 1jub1ju [QP[Qel kartinl
I NEG love pictures
(fern gen pl)
We speculate that the negation serves to "identify·' the empty Q and supply
it with the features necessary to act as a quantifier at LF. In this case,
negation seems to indicate that the empty quantifier is existential. If
c-command··i--s a precondition for identification, we can explain Babby' s
observation that the genitive of negation is always interpreted as in
the scope of negation at LF: that is, the negative version of (188) can
correspond to a logical representation like (189)a, b'ut not (189)b:
{~)a. -,:ilx: x picture (I love x)
~ · (I 1 ),.,~-.." ..~~x: X p1cture -, ove x
In the LF corresponding to (189)a, negation a-commands the quantifier and
can identify it, while in (189)b, the quantifier remains unidentified.
In this connection, it is worthwhile noting that the "genitive of
negation" cioes not only occur with negation, but also with adverbial
quantifiers like mnogo 'many' in (190) (cf. Haik 1981 for discussion of the
corresponding construction in French) :
(190) ja mnogo ljub1ju [QP[QeJ kartin]
I many love pictures
(fern gen pI)
'I love many pictures'
Here too, if we have analyzed the sentence correctly, the empty Q is
identified. In (190), it is the adverbial mnoqo that identifies it as
the quantifier manx-
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It is worth noting that locality conditions of a familiar sort
appear to govern this "identification" relation: a negation (or adverbial)
in a higher clause may identify a null Q in a lower clause only if the
lower clause, and all clauses intervening between it and the higher clause,
is an infinitive:
v(191)a. ja ne xocu [S,PRO pisat' [QP[Qe) stixov))
I NEG want write verses
(infin) (masc gen pI)
I NEG said that you write
Cindie)
verses
(masc gen pI)
Obviously, more study is needed to explore the relation betAfeen
negation, adverbials, and null Qs. We discuss "identification" in another
context in Chapter Four, 4.4 (and cf. Jaeggli 1980bi Chomsky 1981b).
Having examined some loose ends, of which we have tied a few, we
consider in the next section two other domains of Russian grammar which
invite an analysis similar to our analysis of Russian QPs. We also discuss
in the ne~t section some of the properties of the negative existential
~, which see~~ to support the QP hypothesis. In the final section of
this chapter, we will question the very existence of c-selection, which
we have already extracted from 9-theory, and we discuss some issues in
E l ' h 11 h ii' · 62n9 18 grammar, as we as t e Russ an part t1ve construct10n.
4.4 Two More Cases
4.4.1 Infinitival Free Relatives
Our explanation of the oehavior of Russian QPs has centered on a
very small change in the framework we began with -- the relation of
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c~selection to LF. This change, we argued, had radical consequences for
the nature of the empty categories called "traces". We have suggested
that traces may in principle belong to any syntactic category, that their
cateqorial status is independent of the status of constituents moved from
their position. If this is true, and our explanations are correct, can
we prevent the massive overqeneration that our theory seems to allow?
can independent principles restrict the categorial nature of traces? For
example, we do not expect to be able to place an AP in a position where
NP is required in constructions like (192)a and legitimate it by QR,
yielding (192)b:
b. [5 [APdrunk ] i (sJohn INFL [vpbought [ NPe ] i 1] ]
<s-structure)
(LF)
What rules out (192) is probably the fact that the NP trace in (192)b
cannot be interpreted as a variable: the adjective drunk cannot assign it
a ranqe. Adjectives can, of course, participate in quantificational
expressions, when they help to assign the range of an appropriate variable:
(193) [how drunkl. do you think John was [APe] .
1 1
On the other hand, we do expect to find consequences of our proposal
in domains other than QPs. Any phrase that contains an operator that
ranqes over categories other than the one dominating it should be able to
show the same phenomena we have found Russian QPs to exhibit. If an
operator ranges over X, but is dominated by Y (as our QS range over N
terms but are dominated by QP), Y should be able to fill a position
where X is c~selected, as long as it vacates that position before LF.
I bought what
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Our familiar effects should then be found.
In this context, consider an infinitival S' whose COMP is filled
by a WH-operator:
(194)a. [Sf [CQMP[NPwhat]i] [SPRO to [vpread[NPe]i]]
b. [SI [COMP[NP~tO]i] [sPRO INFL[vp~itat' [NPe]i]]]
Such an S' may fill a position where an S' is c-selected. In such a case,
the S' is interpreted as an indirect question:
(195)a. I asked [s,whati PRO to read !{l
Suppose just such an S' is placed in a position where qn NP is
c-selected. Contrary to prediction, and for unkown reasons, the result
is bad in English:
(196) *1 bought [s,what. PRO to read e.l
1 ~
The result, however, is good in colloquial Russian, and in a number of
other languages (including Spanish, which we discuss below) :
(197) ja kupi1 [S,~toi PRO ~itatl !i]
read
(infin)
'I bought something to read"
We can explain this immediately, if the S' undergoes QR in the mapping to
vThe WH-word eto is an operator, and can logically bind the NP trace
that oan be left behind by QR:
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Thus, the S' in (191) is interpreted as an infinitival free relative.
We do not intend to enter the general debate over the constituency
of free relatives here (cf. Bresnan and Grimshaw 1978; Groos and Van
Riemsdijk 1981; Levin 1982; among others). As far as these infinitival
free relatives are concerned, we may demonstrate that the WH-word is
not the head of an NP. It may bear any Case allowed iu situ inside the
free relative, even where the matrix verb would normally disallow a
non-structural, oblique Case because of the Oblique Case Biconditional (92).64
Thus, compare (199)a-b:
I bou9ht what
(instr)
write
(infin)
b. ja kupil karanda~/*karandaXom
I bought pencil
(masc acc/instr sing)
With respect to the Oblique Case Biconditional, ~em does not act like the
head of an NP, but rather like a wa-phrase in COMP in an indirect question. 65
I asked what
(instr)
write
(infin)
'I asked what to write with'
The simplest hypothesis, then, is that both infinitival indirect questions
and infinitival free relatives are S'a, and do not differ in internal
struoture.
If this analysis is right, a number of expectations are raised. We
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e~ect the ECP to intervene to block infinitival free relatives from
S-structure subject position. The trace left after movement of an
infinitival free relative will be an NP bound by an 5'. If this tracR
is the subject of a tensed sentence, it will not be properly governed.
This expectation is confirmed:
(201) *[S,~emi [SPRO pisat' ~]] INFL [vpdostavi10 udovo1'stviel
what
(instr)
write
(infin)
brought satisfaction
(201) has an LF representation like:
The subject trace is not properly bound by S', because of the categorial
mismatch. 66As a consequence, the ECP rules the structure out.
Furthermore, if infinitival free relatives are S', and not NP, we
may aek whether they bear Case features, like NP, or whether they may
not, like QP. The answer seems to be no; infinitival free relatives obey
the Non~ObliCjuenes8Restriction. Thus, the verbs zaxvatit' and ovladet'
are near-synonyms, meaninq 'seize'. Zaxvatit' takes an accusative object,
while ovladet' requires an instrumental. Only the forme~ allows an
infinitival free relative:
v(20J)a. spekuljant zaxvatil [s,ctoi PRO prodavat' ~i]
speculator seized what
(ace)
sell
(infin)
'the speculator seized something to sell'
b.*speku1jant ovlade1 [S,~toi PRO prodavat' !i]
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The verb ovladet' does not allow an infinitival free relative even
if the WH-word in COMP is instrumental (although some speakers may find
a slight improvement):
v(204) *spekuljant o,'ladel [s' cemi PRO prodavat' !.i]
If S' does not bear Case features, it, like QP, does not fall under
the Case Filter -- a fact that we have already demonstrated for ordinary
clausal complements. It follows that an S· placed in a Caseless position
will not have to move to a position where it can receive Case. An S'
generated, for example, as the Object of a passive verb will not have to
become a subject. When it undergoes movement in LF, t~e variable it binds
will be an object, and hence will satisfy the ECP regardless of the
cateqorial mi&mat~h forced by c-selection. Like QPs, infinitival free
relatives should be possible as arguments of passive and ergative verbs,
and, as expected, they are:
was bought
(neut sing)
what write
(instr) (infin)
b. pojavilos' [S,~emi PRO pisat' ~]
appeared
(neut sing)
. what
(instr)
write
(infin)
(for some speakers, infinitival free relatives are more difficult with
ergatives than with passiv~s.)
Thus, infinitival free relatives in Russian seem to be SIS, with all
the properties of the QPs we considered earlier. This is not surprising,
since our analysis of RussiQn QPs hinged minimally on characteristics
wrote
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peculiar to QPS, bu~ rather on very general properties of grammar.
A number of problems with our analysis of infinitival free relatives
deserve mentioninq. After mentioning these problems, we end the section
witb one problem of Russian grammar that appears to be solved by our
analysis.
The first problem is the fact that tensed free relatives, in Russian
or in English, do not show ECP effects of the sort described above. It
may be that tensed free relatives are COMP-headed: "non-matching" free
relatives corresponding to (199) above are ungrammatical for most speakers
if tensed:
I bought what you
(instr)
'I bought with what you were writing'
67I do not know why there should be a difference of this sort.
The second problem involves Spanish. Spanish has infinitival free
relatives, discussed most recently by Plann (1980). These, like the Russian
free relatives, show subjeot/obj~ct asymmetries (P1ann, p. 126):
(207)a. Julia no encontrd [5' [a quien]i [sPRO dirigirse ~i]]
Julia NEG fOWld turn-reflex.
(infin)
'Julia didn't find anyone to turn to'
'someone to turn to wasn't found'
If thi.s contrast aerives from the ECP, we expect that (207)b will improve
if the infinitival free relative is postverbal, properly governed by v.
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Unfortunately, such a sentence is no better ehan (207)b, for all my Spanish
informants. Spanish, of course, allows postverbal Subjects just as
Italian does. We have no solution for this problem.
On the other hand, our analysis of Russian QPs and infinitival free
relatives has an unexpected dividend: it helps us explain some of the
properties of the negative existential net. Recall that we claimed at
the very beginning of this chapter that the genitive of negation was
completely optional. This statement is true in most environments, but
it is a well~known fact that the negative exist~~tial~ requires the
genitive when it takes a nominal:
(208)a. net kniq
there are not books
(gen pl)
b. *net knigi
(nom/ace pl)
Sqppose we olaim that this genitive is in fact part of a familiar-looking
Qf;
If this analysis is correct, the obligatoriness of the genitive after ~
is due to the impossibility of an NP. The obvious question: why is an
NP i,mpossible?
The next point to notice is that ~ takes one other sort of complement
besides a QP. It takes an infinitival free relative. An irrelevant
phonoloqioal proce,s oliticizes the free relative's WH-phrase to net, which
68takes stress ~d looses its! in the process:
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there isn't what
(instr)
'there isn't anything to write with'
write
(infin)
there isn't whom
(ace)
'there isn't anyone to arrest'
arrest
(infin)
We may thus rephrase our question about net: why can ~ take a
QP or an S' as a complement, but not an NP? The obvious answer lies in
the domain of Case Theory. Crucial to our account of the Non-Obliqueness
Restriction on both QPs and S's was the claim that these categories do not
need Case. Suppose that the negative existential 9-marks a complement,
but is not a Case assigner. If the negative existential were like any
other verb that does not as~ign Case to its object or a 9-role to its
subject, it would allow an NP complement to move to subject position and
receive no~native Case; but the ney~tive existential is not inflected
for agreement, preventing nominative C~se assignment. Hence there is no
way for an NP to be the complement of the negative existential, since it
will always violate the Case Filter. On the other hand, QP and Sf do not
need Case, and thus may be complements of the negative existential. Thus,
Case Theory, the QP hypothesis and our analysis of infinitival free
relatives as bare S's all work together to explain the odd properties of
~~ ~ is an ordinary ergative verb whose one peculiarity is that it
69does not cooccur with agreement; everything follows from this one assumption.
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4.4.2 Secondary Predicates
In this section, we will sketch an analysis of Russian constructions
with "secondary predicates" (the traditional term) that , if correct,
supports our analysis of QPs and infinitival free relatives. We will
suggest that some secondary predicate constructions, though they do not
appear to have anything in common with the quantificational structures
examined in previous discussion, s'hould be analyzed in a very similar way.
As evidence, we will show that they obey a form of conditions A and !, and
we will make a weak case for condition C.
First, we distinquish ~wo types of secondary predicates, which have
obviously different thematic properties:
(211)a. ja s~itaju MaXu p'janoj
I consider Mala drunk
(fem ace sing) (fern instr sinq)
b. ia vstretil Ma~U p'janoj
I met Ma~a drunk
(fem ace sing) (fem instr sing)
In each sentence, Ma~a bears accusative Case, like any normal object. 'rhe
secondary predicate p'janoj agrees with its understood subject, MaXa, in
gender and number, but shows instrumental Case. We will not have much to
say about the surface Case marking of secondary predicates in these construc-
tiona, although certain aspects of it will be important. See Schein (1982;
forthcoming) for some suggestions. For our purposes we will simply
suppose that [+N] categories bear instrumental Case when they are secondary
predicates.
We say [+N], because the adjectives in construotions like (211) may
be replaced by predicative NPs:
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(212)a. ja s~itaju puIkina v[liriceskim po~tom]
I v. lyricconsider Puskin poet
(mase ace sing) (masc instr sing)
b. ja v, vk ' (liri~eskim po~tom]uvazaJu Pus 1na
I respect PUX'kin lyric poet
(masc ace sing) (masc instr sing)
Secondary predicates may also be attributive PPs, in which case they do
not, of course, show any Case marking:
(213)a. ja s~itaju takie knigi [v xoro~em sostojaniil
I consider such books in good condition
(fem ace pl) (neut prep sing)
vb. ja pokupaju takie kniqi [v xorosem sostojanii]
I buy such books in good condition
(fem ace pl)
The thematic difference between the (a) and (b) sentences lies in
the question of what the main verb c-selects. The verb we have used in
~4e (a) sentences, s~itat' 'consider', appears to directly 9-mark a clause.
In (211)a, for example, what "I" have an opinion about is the proposition
"that Ma~a is drunk". Similarly, in (212)a, "I" believe that PuXkin is
a lyric poet, and in (213)a, that books are in good condition. In fact,
vthe verb saitat' does allow a tensed sentential complement, just like its
2nglish counterpart:
(214) ja sgitaju, (s,~to PuXkin byl liri~eskim poetom]
I consider that pU~kin was lyric poet
In the (b) sentences, however, the main verb appears to a-select an
NP. In particular, the verbs meaning 'meet', 'respect', and 'buy' in (211)-
(213) are interpreted in such a way as to suggest that they are 9-marking
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the NP that bears accusative Case. This is clear from the entailment
relations: if I met Ma~a drunk, then I met MaX'a; if I respect PuXkin
the lyric poet, then I respect PuXkini etc. Also, these verbs do not take
overtly clausal complements:
(215) *ja vstreti1, [s,~to MaXa by1a p'janoj]
I met vthat Masa was drunk
How can we account for the apparently different thematic properties
of the (a) and (b) sentences? Let us consider the Ca) sentence first.
The Projection Principle, in partiC\11ar the definition of "subcategorized
position" discussed briefly in Chapter One (and cf. Chomsky 1981a, 33)
prevents a structure like (216) at the level at which c-selection applies:
(216)a. ja [vpS~itaju [NPMaJu] [~'janoj]]
In the structures in (216), the verbs sZitat'/consider must 9-mark the
NP they take as complement, in violation of c-selectional requirements, if
these verbs c~select a clause.
If we define a clause roughly as a constituent containing a predicate
phrase and a subject, then we are forced to the following structure for
(216)a-b, at least at LF, where a is some category:
The properties of these structures have been discussed by Stowell (1981;
forthcominq), who suggests that a is a "Small Clause", in something of
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the sense of Williams (1975). The properties of these small clauses are
discussed further by Chomsky (1981a). Chomsky notes that a must be a
non~maximal projection in (217), in which respect Small Clauses resemble
the S'-deletion infinitivals discussed in section 3 of this chapter.
We know that a mal be a non-maximal projection because the subject
of the small clause may be governed and properly governed by the higher
verb. We know that the subject may be governed because it receives Case
from the higher verb; if the higher verb is not a Case assigner, the subject
of the small clause cannot be a lexical NP:
(218)a.*[s~ INFL [vps~itaetSja [a[NPMaIu] [APP'janojl]
is considered MaXa drunk
(fem ace) (fem instr)
Compare (219), where the subject of the embedded clause is assigned Case
within its clause, by AGR:
v v v(219)a. [s~ tNFL [vpscitaetsja [s,cto Nasa INFL [byla p'jana]]]]
that MaXa was drunk
(fem nom)
vb. [sit INFL [vpis considered [s,that Masa INFL [was drunkll]]
We know th~t the s\wject is properly governed because of the possiblity of
WH~movement:
(220)a. v [5' k.otorujui [sja INFL [ V't' [ e, [APp'ianoj]]]]]Masa, vpSC1 aJu Q-J.
whom I consider drunk
(fern ace sin9) (fem instr sing)
b. v [S,whoi lSI INFL [vpconsider [ e i (APdrunk]]]]]Masa, a-
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We know that a~ be a non-maximal projection because of the
impossibility of PRO as the subject of a small clause complement of
consider/s~itat' and similar verbs. If a were maximal, PRO in (221)
below would be ungoverned, as required by the Binding Theory, and we could
rule (221) out:
(221)a.*ja [vpsZitaju PRO [APP'janoj]]
b.*I [vpconsider PRO [APdrunk]]
If a is a non-maximal projection, what is it a projection of?
Stowell suggests that a is a projection of the predicate, arguing that
some verbs that take Small-Clause complements c-select the predicate of
that Small Clause. Let us suppose that this suggestion is correct. The
complement of consider/s~itat' in the Small Clause constructions is thus
an X*, where X is some oategory, and * represents some non-maximal number
of bars:
(221)a. ja [vps~itajU [A*MaXU [~'janoj]]
b. I [vpconsider [p*these books [ppin good condition]]]
Chomsky C1981a, 105f£.) makes another point about Small Clauses,
which is relevant here. Suppose a Small Clause were to be a maximal
projection:
(222) I consider [ApNP [A,drunk with power]]
We already know that the position of NP could not be Case marked: this
rules out lexioal NP and WH-trace as a value for NP. Can NP be PRO? No,
since it is governed by drunk. The only possibility for NP is to be
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NP-trace, but Chomsky suggests a revision of the definition of proper
government which might make NP violate the ECP in any case (cf. also
the penultimate section of Chapter Five). Supposing this revision is
correct, there is no value for NP that can satisfy Case Theory, Govern-
ment Theory (the ECP) and the Binding Theory at the same time. Hence
structures like (222) cannot exist.
There is another possibility. Suppose a Small Clause were to be a
maximal projection, but not a projection of the predicate:
(223) I consider (s~NP [APdrunk with power]]
The NP in (223) is ur overned; hence it can and must be PRO. Nonetheless,
it is striking that neither verbs meaning 'consider', nor any other predicate
in English or in Russian, 'allows such a configuration:
Thus, the following seems so far to be true:
(225) Small Clauses are always non-maximal projections.
Let us now return to the (b) sentences of (211)-(213). Suppose,
contrary to what we have argued, that c-selection is projected by the
Projection Principle to each level of representation. If follows that a
sentence like (211)b in English and Russian must have a representation in
which the verb~ is assigning its 9-role to the object Ma~a at each
level of representation. This implies a structure like (226):
pi janoj]]
v[NPMasaJ [B.. • drunk]]
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Notice now that the Projection Principle also tells us what the contents
of ". • ." must be. Not only the verb meet/vs t:reti t " but the secondary
predicate drunk/p'janoj assigns a 9-role. By the 9-criterion and Projec-
tion Principle, this 9-role must be assigned to a category distinct from
the object of meet/vstretit': a null category which takes as antecedent
the object of meet/vstretit', which bears an independent role. such a
null category is, of course, PRO:
But if a in (227) takes PRO as its subject, then a must be maximal, and
a maximal projection must intervene between the predicate phrase and PRO:
This ~tructure, however, violates (225).
This contradiction is not terribly worrisome, of course, since (225)
is not a plausible deep principle of grammar. It might be the case,
as Chomsky suggests, that (225) should be revised as:
(229) Subcategorized Small Clauses are always non-maximal projections.
(229) leaves non-subcategorized (c-selected) Small Clauses, like those in
(228), free to be maximal. Other principles, like an adjacency condition
on Case a~signment, might require them to be maximal. (229), in turn,
might aerive from some deeper principle. Nonetheless, let us consider
some faots from Russian that might suggest a different approach to the (b)
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sentences of (211)-(213).
Recall that the analysis we have just presented was based on
the ass\~tion, which we have argued against, that c-selection falls
under the Projection Principle, and applies at every level of represen-
tation. Since the verbs in question c-selected an NP, we had to assume
that their object was not a bare small clause:
(230)a. ja [vpvstretil [A*MaXu [APP'janoj]]]
Representations like (230)a-b violate c-selection at any level at which
that theory applies. If c-selection applies at O-structure and at
S-struoture, then (230)a-b cannot be well-formed 0- and S-structure
representation. If c-selection does not apply at 0- and S-structure,
however, nothing prevents the representations in (230) at these levels.
There is, in fact, some evidence that (230)a, at least, is the correct
structure for the Russian secondary predicate construction in question at
O-struoture and S-structure.
4.4.2.1 Secondary Predicates and the ~-structure [XP, VP] Restriction
Let us introduce some theory-neutral and construction-neutral
terminology_ We call the lexical NP Ma~a in both consider-type sentences
-- . -
like (211)a and ~-type sentences like (21l)b the understood subject
of the secondary predicate. In (21l)a, the understood subject is the
subject of a small clause. If (211)b is analyzed as in (228)a, the under-
stood subject is the controller of PRO.
In the preceding e~osition, we have looked at secondary predicates
in consider~type and meet-type constructions whose understood subjects
---.-.
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are accusative NPs. In certain circumstances, the understood subject of a
secondary predicate may also be a nominative subject NP:
v(231)a. Masa
vMasa
(fam nom sing)
vb. Masa
Mala
(fem nom sing)
kaletsja p'janoj
seems drunk
(fern instr sing)
pri~la pi j anoj
came drunk
(fam instr sing)
Similar examples can be constructed with other secondary predicates. The
surface syntax of (231) is parallel to that of the object cases in (211)-
(213). Once again, the secondary predicate agrees with its understood
subject in number and gender, but bears instrumental Case.
Thematically, (23l)a-b differ in the same way (211)a-b differed.
In (231)a, the main verb meani~g 'seems' c-selects a clause, as shown by
the possibility of (232):
(it) seems vthat Masa was drunk
Evidence discussed by Burzio (1981) suggests that~ and its
equivalents are simply ergative verbs that c-select a clause. Note,
for example, that the -sja passive (but cf. footnote 14) of s~itat'
'consider' participates in constructions parallel to (231)a:
(233) Ma~a s~itaetsja p'janoj
MaXa is considered drunk
(fern nom sing) (fern instr sing)
The passive of s~itat' differs from the active, like all passives from
actives, in not indirectly 9-marking its subject and in not assigning Case
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to its object. Kazatsja' seem' in (232) has the same properties. The
D-structure of (232) is seen in (234)a below. The subject position in
(234)a is non-e, allowing movement into this position. The object position
does not receive Case, forcing movement of the D-structure object, yielding
the S-structure (234)b:
(234)a. [s~ INFL [vpkaletsja [A*MaIa [~'janoj]]]] D-structure
b. [sMaIai INFL [vpkaletsja [A*e i [APP'janoj]]]] S-s~ructure
In (231)b, h~~ver, it does not seem that the verb pxiKla 'came'
c-selects a clause:
v v v(235) *prislo, [s,ota Masa byla p'jana]
(it) came that Ma~a was drunk
Rather, the understood subject of the secondary predicate p'jana
.v If v · d d kappears to be 9-marked and c-selected by pr1sla; Masa arr1ve run I
then Mala arrived. Following the logic we used with accusative under-
stood subjects, we might motivate the following analysis of (231)b:
Notice, however, that (236) is not necessarily an accurate represen-
tation, even if we assume the analysis with PRO~ The verb eri~la is
ergative; we might therefore expect (236) to look more like (237) at
S"structure:
'IoJ v(237) Masai INFL [~risla ~i [s,PRO p'janoj]]
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Speaking more generally, the u~derstood subject of the secondary predicate
in (231)b is aD-structure NP governed by VP.
Interestingly, it appears that only D-structure NPs governed by VP
can be the understood subjects of secondary predicates in meet/~ construc-
tiona. We have already seen the ~~derstood subj~ct as the argument of
an ergative verb. It may also .be the subject of a passive:
v(238) mjaso i [vpby1o kupleno .~i za.morozennym]
meat was bought frozen
(neut nom sing) (neut instr sing)
On the other hand, the understood subject may not be the subject of an
agentive intransitive verb, a polyadil~ transitive verb, or of an aojec-
i i h f · 'd · h 10t ve, n ~ e sort 0 construct1~'n we are cons.1 er1nq ere:
(239)a.??sobakai kusalas'
dog bit
(fem nom sing)
golodnoj
hungry
(fem instr sing)
b.??Ivan
Ivan
(maso nom
ubi1 koXku p'janym
killed cat drunk
(fern ace) (masc instr sing)
ugrjumoj
gloomy
(fem instr)
s~astliva p'janoj
*
'1 V. tc. MASd c1tae
Mala reads
(fem nom)
d.??MaXa
"Masa
(fem nom)
happy
( fE"m)
drunk
(fem i'lstr)
(from Neidle, forthcoming)
On an analysis with PRO, exemplified in (237), we might argue that
(239) shows a property of the theory of Control. Note however, that p~o
as subject of an infinitive may be controlled by a D-structure subject,
so long as there is no nearer object controller (i~ cases that obey
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Rosenbaum's (1967) Minimal Distance Principle in the first place). Thus,
the verb xotet' 'want' seems to fail the tests for ergative verbs (e.g. does
not allow its subject replaced by the genitive under negation), yet controls
PRO in example (240):
(240) ja xo~u [PRO ~itat' 0 betone ]
I want. read about concrete
(inf)
From another point of view, the restriction .we find in (239)
strongly resembles condition A. We may c~ll it AI:
(241)~: the understood subject of a secondary predicate in the
meet/£2!! construction must be an NP governed by V in
O-structure.
We do not sayan [NP, VP], for reasons that will be clear shortly •
.
4.4.2.2 se,::onaa;ry. Predicates and the Non-Obliqueness Restriction
Understood subjects show another familiar property:
(242) B': The understood subjeot of a secondary predicate in the
~
meet/come construction may not occur in positions where
oblique Case is required.
FBcall, for example, that pomogat' requires a dative object:
(243) *Ma~a
MaXa
(nom fern)
pomog Ivanu p , j anym
helped Ivan drunk
(masc dat) (masc instr)
Note that the gender of the secondary predicate W0111d force it to take
~ as its understood subject. Nonetheless, the sentence is bad.
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Condition ~may be further exemplified with some minimal pairs.
The verbs peredraznivat' 'mimic (in order to provoke mirth)' and podra~at'
'imitate' are close in meaning. They differ in that peredraznivat' takes
a non-oblique, accusative object, while podralat' takes a dative. Only
feredraznivat', which takes accusative objects, allows its object to be
the understood subject of a secondary predicate:
peredraznivala Ivana p'janym(244)a. Mala
MaXa
(fam nom)
mimicked Ivan drUl~
(masc ace) (masc instr)
b.??Mala podrdala Ivanu p'janym
(fern nom) (masc dat) (mase instr)
Similarly, the perfective verbs tronut' and kosnut'sja are also close in
meaning; in the context below they both mean, roughly, 'touch'. (Tronut'
suggests a more deliberate action; kosnut'sja, more accidental.) Tronut'
takes an accusative object, while kosnut'sja requires a genitive:
(245)a. Mala tronula portret mokrym
Ma~a touched portrait damp
(fam nom) (masc aco) (masc instr)
(fern nom)
vb.??Masa kosnulas' portreta mokrym
(masc gen) (masc instr)
These minimal, or near-minimal pairs suggest that the restriction
in question is not semantic, but reflects the syntactic condition B'
. ~'"'_ 72q1ven CWJVve.
4.4.2.3 Secondary Predicates and Small Clauses
In the preceding two subsections, we saw that the understood subjects
of secondary predicates in ~come constructions obey two conditions
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strikingly like those we observed QPs obeying earlier in this chapter.
It would, of course, be interesting to unify our accounts of these construc-
tiona. '!'his is what we now proceed to do.
Notice that the predicates of consider/~ small clauses are free
to occur in the complement of ergative and passive verbs that normally
do not assign Case. In (231)a and (233), for example, the verb that
a-marks the small clause headed l'" p' j anoj , drunk (fem instr)' is not a
Case assigner. Even when the predicate bears the features for N, the
higher verb does not need to be a Case assigner:':
(246) a Igor' .
3. kazalsja [N*e i [Npkruglym durakom] svoim druzjam
Igor seemed
(masc nom)
circular fool
(masc instr)
his friends
(masc dat pl)
'Igor seemed a perfect fool to his friends'
b. Gidon.
1.
Gidon is considered great violinist
(masc nom) (masc instr)
We may claim either ~,at the predicates of Small Clauses satisfy the Case
Filter in these constructions by virtue of their "inherent" instrumental
Case marking (about whose source we remain vague), or else that predicates
do not fall undex: the Case Filter. If we make the latter claim, we may
go on to claim further that predicates of Small Clause~, and hence the
clauses themselves, do not bear any Case Features at all, in the sense
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required by Case Theory. If we make the fOL~er claim, we may simply
say that predicates of Small Clauses bear no Case besides instrumental.
Recall now how we accounted for the Non-Obliqueness restriction on
QPS (and infinitival free relatives). We claimed that oblique Case
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requirements are linked to 8-marking, which, by the Projection Principle,
applies at all levels. QPs and S's cannot bear Case features. Hence they
cannot bear oblique Case features. Therefore, they cannot be a-marked
by a verb that requires oblique Case. Thus a QP or S' in a position where
oblique Case is required violates the 9-criterion.
Suppose now that secondary predicate constructions with consider-type
verbs differ from secondary predicate construc~ions with meet-type verbs
in the manner suggested above -- the hypothesis we wish to argue against~
Thus:
There is no way to explain the Non-Obliqueness restriction with ~-type
verbs on the analysis in (247)b, without bringing in some new assumptions.
Of course, such assumptions are available. For example, we could assume,
as suggested to me by J. Gueron and B. Schein (personal communications),
that oblique Cases are actually PPs, so that an oblique NP will not c-command
PRO in structures like (274)b. That c-command is necessary for control in
these constructions has been argued by Williams (1980).
Now notice that if the predicate head of a Small Clause either cannot
bear Case features or inherently takes instrumental Case, i~ cannot
occur in a position where oblique Case is required. In other words, we
never expect to find a Small Clause as the object of a verb taking oblique
Case. with respect to consider-type verbs in Russian (of which there are
not many) 75, th1s prediction is correct. There appear to be no verbs that
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c"'select a Small Clause and require oblique Case of any SOI't.
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At this point, let us ask whether the structural distinction between
cons1der-type and meet-type secondary predicate constructions is actually
correct. We noted earlier that the structural distinction seen in (247)
ie only motivated at D-structure and S-structure if c-selection applies
at those levels. If c-selection does not apply at these levels, we are
free to assume that the two construc~ions have identical structures there,
as in (230), which we repeat:
vb. ja [vpvstretil [A*MaSU [APP'janoj]]]
Similarly, in English:
If the structures in (248) are correct, we can explain the Non-Oblique-
ness conaition on the "understood subject" of the secondary predicate very
simply. At D~structure and at S~structure, in constructions like (248)b
and (249)b, a ~-type verb assigns its a-role, not to a c-selected NP,
but to a small clause headed by the secondary predicate, whose subject is
the eventually c-selected NP. Tnis is possible because c-selection does
not apply at these levels, and the 9-criterion is consequently category-
blind. Since Small Clauses cannot bear the oblique Case features required
by certain verbs, these verbs cannot take Small Clause complements at
D~structure and at S-structure, and do not participate in the meet-type
secondary predicate construction. Hence condition Bf follows.
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Of course, the position occupied by the Small Clause in structures
like (248)b and (249)b must be occupied by an NP non-predicate at LF, or
else c-selection will be violated at LF. We wish to speculate that Small
Clauses occupying positions in which an NP is c-selected undergo the
IIK)vement rule QR, and leave an NP trace just like the QPs and S's we
have considered above. In other words, a D-structure and S-structure like
(2S0)a, where a-roles are assigned as indicated, yields an LF like (250)b.
(250)a does not satisfy c-selection, but does satisfy the category-blind
Projection Principle. (250)b satisfies both a-selection and the Projection
Principle:
S-structure
LF
In other words, !!!!!!!-type verbs and consider-type verbs may have
the same complementation at D-structure and at S-structure, due to the
cate90ry~blindnessof the Projection Principle. At LF, however they must
differ, due to their different c-selectional properties. A Small Clause
complement to a meet~type verb must undergo QR, to leave an NP trace that
satisfies c-selection. On the other hand, a Small Clause already satisfies
the c-selectional requirements of consider-type verbs, and no QR is called
for. Thus, (251) is both S~structure and LF:
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We return shortly to the question of what sense moving a Small
Clause by QR mdght have. First, let us suggest how condition ~ might
be derived under this analysis. Extending our analysis to ergative and
passive verbs, it follows that ~type verbs do not contrast with
~-type verbs in secondary predicate constructions as in (234)b/(236).
Rather, at S-structure, they should be identical in structure:
vb. [sMasai INFL [vpcam, e [A*~. [APdrunk]]]]I 9 t:e..::J f
Verbs like ~, of course, c-select an NP, and not a clause, but
this does not matter at S-structure, according to our hypothesis. Recall
also that the subject positions of both~ and the ergative verb come
are non-e-positions. For this reason, both (252)a and (252)b satisfy the
e~criterion and Projection Principle.
Now let us see what might happen to (252)b at LF that will allow it
to satisfy the Projection Principle. We might suppose, as before, that
only QR is involved. This would yield an LF representation like (253):
In order to makp some sense out of this representation, we might suppose
that the index 1 rewrites as i, yielding (254):
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While there might be some problem with the first occurrence of e. in
-1
(254) under the Binding Theory, the Projection Principle and c-selection
are satisfied by the LF representation in (254). ~ assigns its a-role
vto the chain (Masa, [NPe1 .), which is an NP chain, while drunk assigns its
-1
a-role to an empty categorY, which we might assume to be PRO.
Alternatively, we might suppose that QR is preceded by reconstruction
of Mala in (252)b into the position of its trace:
-- in effect reproducing the D-structure representation of this sentence.
Notice that problems should not arise with the Case Filter, if the Case
Filter applies only at S-structure. Nor should problems arise with the
ECP, if the subject empty category in (255) is expletive. QR will then
yield (256);
What is impcrtant to us is the following: suppose a non-c-selected
Small Clause were placed, not in the properly governed object position,
as in our previous examples, but in subject position. Following QR, the
II
ECP would be violated:
Condition~, like conditioll ~ fot' QPs, thus derives from the ECP at LF,
supporting our analysis of secondary predicate constructlons. Notice
that the Projection Principle would rule out any sort of reconstruction
to object position here, since the NP trace is indirectly 9-marked by VP.
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This analysis predicts, of course, that a small Clause should be
grammatical as aD-structure, S-structure, and LF subject when it is in
a position where a Small Clause is c-selected. On this question, there
is much speaker variation, and it may be that other factors rule sentences
like (258)a-b out for some speakers:
77(258) a. '[A*men [APdrunk]] shocks me
b. \(A*muXXiny (~Ijanymi]] potrjaslo menja
men drunk shocked me
(masc nom pI) (masc instr pI) (neut sing) (ace)
Finally, how are LF representations in which a clause has undergone
QR to be interpreted? J. Higginbotham (personal communication) suggests
that the subject of a clause that has undergone QR be interpreted roughly
in the manner suggested by Chomsky (1976) for a focused NP (cf. discussion
in Chapter Five, se~tion 2), and that the predicate be interpreted as a
restriction on the focus quantification. Thus, an LF representation like
(259)a might be interpreted as in (259)b:
b. (for X=Ma~a: x drunk) (I met x)
Some support for this analysis might be provided by the following
point. Secondary predicates in the meet/~ construction obey a peculiar
semantic constraint familiar from the existential construction: they
must denote an "impermanent", "transient" property of the NP they indirectly
i-mark. By contrast, secondary predicates in the ~1der/~ construc-
tion do not have this restriction:
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v(260) a. I met MaSa drunk
b. Oleq returned an accomplished virtuoso
c.iI met Ma~a intelligent
v vd.#Oleg returned the son of Masa and Pasa
(261)a. I consider Ma~a drunk
b. 01e9 seems an accomplished virtuoso
c. I consider MaXa intelligent
d. Oleg is considered the son of Ma~a and Paia
(262)a. there were three men drunk
b.*~lere were three men intelligent
(260)c-d and (262)b are grammatical, but demand the odd presupposition
that intelligence or parentage is a condition that varies with time. Thus,
(260)0 could be said if Mala's intelligence is known to fluctuate wildly,
and (260)d could be said metaphorically if 01eq has just discovered, or
just begun to pretend that he is the son of MaXa and Pa~a_ The point is
that no such special interpretation is required in (261).
Following a suggestion of J. Higginbotham, we might relate the
contrast between (260)c-d and (26l)c-d to the assumption that the predicates
in (260) are in a restricting clause at LF. Supposing a quasi-Gricean
principle that restricting clauses may not restrict vacuously, it follows
that only predic~tes denoting distinctive properties of the focused NP
relative to the proposition in question may enter such a restricting
clause. The same might be true in the existential construction of (262),
if, as seems likely (cf. Safir 1982), QR is involved in the LF derivation
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of existential sentences.
Thus, ther~ seems to be some evidence in favor of the hypothesis
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that oonsider/!.e!! secondary predicate constructions have the same 0-
and S-structure representations as meet/come secondary predicate construc-
tions, an ancQ,ysis which presupposes crucially that c-selection applies
only at 1~ and that the Projection Principle is category-blind. As a final
piece of evidence, based here on the principle of "guilt by association"
we might mention an odd restriction that both secondary predicate construc-
tions have in common. In this chapter, we will not be able to explain
this restriction. In Chapter Four, however, we will provide an explanation
for the consider/!!!! cases in terms of Path Theory, which will carry over
to the meet/come cases if the two are analyzed as structurally identical
at S-structure.
Both secondary predicate constructions do not allow the understood
subject to be genitive under negation: the violation is weak, but noted
in the literature on the subject (Ravi~ 1971):
(263)a.??ja ne s~itaju inostrannyx fil'mov interesnymi/*interesnym
I NEG consider foreign
(masc gen pl)
films interesting
(masc instr pl/sing)
b.??ja ne vstre~al ni odnoj devuXki p'janoj
I NEG met not one girl drunk
(fern gan sing) (fam instr sing)
(264)a.?*ne sZitaetsja ni odnogo inostrannogo fil'rna interesnym
NEG is considered not one foreign
(mase gen sing)
b.?*ne pri~lo ni odnoj devu~ki p'janoj
film interesting
(mase instr sing)
NEG came not
(neut sing)
one girl drunk
(fern gen sing) (fern instr sing)
In conclusion, we have examined two domains -- infinitival free
relatives and secondary predicates -- where some of the restrictions
we found on our QPs reappear, and we have shown how our analysis of
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Russian QPs can be extended to these cases. There are doubtless other
domains in which the assumption that a-selection is not part of the Projec-
tion Principle has consequences. For now, however, we will leave matters
at this point. In the next section we take for granted our conclusions
of the preceding sections and push the argument one step further, presenting
evidence that not only is c-selection not part of the Projection Principle,
but it also is not really a theory of syntactic category selection in the
first place.
5.0 Cate20rial and Semantic Selection
5.1 In Chapter One, we observed that the Standard 'I'heory subsumes most
of both a-theory and c-selection under the theory of subcategorization
the exception being a-marking and c-selection of subject position. We
have argued that combining e~marking and c-selection in this way is
incorrect, that the two processes are separate and apply at different
levels.
This conclusion is encouraging, because the primitives of 9-theory
and the primitives of c~selection differ in their plausible epistemological
status. The primitives of e...theory -- notions like "agent'~, "patient",
"goal", etc. • .. probably meet the criterion of "epistemological prioriy"
discussed briefly in Chapter One, and by Chomsky (1981a, 10). On the
other hand, the primitives of c-selection -- syntactic categories like
NP, S', Small Clause, etc. do not meet the condition of epistemological
priority. They are not, in Chomsky's words, "concepts that can be plausibly
assumed to provide a preliminary, prelinguistic analysis of a reasonabl~
~election of presented data, that is, to provide the primary linguistic
data that are mappea by the language faculty to a grammar". a-theory, in
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our oonception, is that part of the theory of subcategorj.za·tion whose
primitives meet the epistemological priority condition; c-selection is
that part of the theory of subcategorization whose primitives do nvt.
If this discussion is correct, it follows that we want to derive
the theory of c-selection from some other theory, whose primitives are
epistemologically prior. Such a theory would be a semantic theory
specifically a theory of lexical semantics. The outlines of such a theory,
which we may call semantic selection, or s-selection, have been sketched
by Grimshaw (1979, 1981) in recent work. In the discussion below, we
will sketch some elements of Grimshaw's theory.
What interests us is the following: Gri~~aw argues that both
c-selection (subsumed by subcategorization) and s-selection are autonomous
subsystems of grammar. We will show that once her theory of s-selection
is embedded in a general framework that includes Case Theory her argument
for an autol1omous theory of c-selection disappears. More importantly, a
ser10us problem for her analysis, which she raises in Grimshaw (1979) and
attempts to resolve in Grimshaw (1981) is immediately solved by Case
Theory, if and only if c~selection does not exist at all as an indepen-
dent theory. In so doing, we find linguistic evidence reflecting the
condition of epistemological priority, which must in any case be correct,
and we strengthen our argument that c-selection is distinct from 9-theory.
The cornerstone of Grimshaw's (1979) theory is an argument that
predicates must bear featllres which select for the "semantic type" of
their complements. Following in part observations of Baker (1968, 1970),
she argues that the theory of s-selecti.on allows predicates to select
complements categorized as ~ (question), P (proposition), or! (exclamation).
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(we underline semantic categories, to distinguish them from syntactic
categories like Q 'quantifier' and P 'preposition'.) Crucially, these
semantic types are not in one-to-one correspondence with syntactic
categories. In particular, while all these types may be associated with
5', they may also:be ass~ciated with NP (as a "concealed" question, prop-
ositior!, or e1Cclamation), or with nothing ("n'ull complement anaphora n ).
For example, in each of the following sentences, the s-selectional require-
l,;en.t that ~ takes a 2 is satisfiec:
(265)a. John asked md [s,what ~le time was]
b. John asked Ine [NPthe time]
c. Bill wanted to know what the time was, so I asked
In {265)4, ~ is associated with a syntactic st. In (265)b, it
appears as NP. In (265)c, it does not appear at all in the syntactic r
structure, but is "filled in" at some later level, as discussecl below.
From these and si~ilar eAatPles, particularly those involving nu~l
complement anaphora, Grimshaw oorrLctly concludes that the theory 01
a-selec~ion must be independent of theories that analyze syn ictic
categories. A predicate may bear selectional featu~~s like <_~>, <~>,
or <2>, but t.h#3se features ar~ :'ealizf::!d independent c,f any other lexical
featur~s involving strictly syntacti~ categorization.
As we ,ave saic, Grims.l~w etlbeds this thef)ry of a-selection in a
standard J .heory o~ l'3xical entries t In particular" she argues that
s-s£ t.ec-.ional features a-a needed in addition to subcatE:::gorizationdl
featl1res of tt.e sort rieveloped in ChoJrsky (1965), by which she means
c-selection. 79
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Grimshaw argues for the autonomy of s-selection and subcategorization,
and thus for the dxistence of subcateqori.zation, by noting that tlot all
predicates that s-sel(~t a 2, P or ! allow their complement to range
over both NP and S'. For examplo, predicates like wonder, ~, inquire,
and give a damn s-select a 2, but prevent that ~ from being realized as
an NP. They do not allow "concealed questions":
(266)a. John wondered [s,what the time was]
b.*John wondered [Npthe time]
(267)~. Mary cares [s,where we are going]
b.*Mary cares [s,our destination]
(268) a. Bill inquired [s,how old I was]
b.*Bill ill ~ ~Jired [Npmy age]
(269,a. I don't give a damn [s,what your name is]
b.*I don't give a damn [NPyour name]
Similar observations can be made about predicaten which s-select P:
(270)a. I'll assume [s,that he is intelligent]
b. I'll f93sume (Nphis intelligence]
(271)a. I'll pretend [s.that he is intelli~entl
b.*I:ll pretend [Nphis intelligence]
-- or about predicates whicn s-select E:
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(272) a. Bill couldn't believe [s,how incredibly hot it was]
b. Bill couldn't believe [NPthe incredible heat]
(273) a. Bill complained [s,how incredibly hot it was]
b.*Bill complained [NPthe incredible heat]
Grimshaw draws the relevant distinctions by appealing to the
theory of subcategorization. Verbs like~ and ask both s-~elect a 2;
verbs like assume and pretend both a-select a Pi verbs like believe and
£omplain both s-select an E. The members of these pairs differ in their
subcategorization. As far as S' and NP are concerned, four different
subcategorization frames should be available (we return to null complement
eJlaphora below) :
b. [_ 5'] c. NP] d. [__ ftJ]
(274)a, if we restricc our attention to verbs a-selecting 2, is exemplified
by!!!,; (274) b, by £!:T.!. or wonder. The assumption of two autonomous
theories thus accounts elegantly for the differences and similarities
among predicates.
Nonetheless, Grimshaw (1979, footnote 33) notes a problem with
this theory, to which she returns in a more recent paper (Grimshaw 1981).
This problem is the focus of our remarks he~e. There are no predicates
(in English at least) '~hich a-select a ~ or an E and have the subcategorization
frame in (274)c or (274)d. In other words, no predicates take only
concealed or null questions or exclamations, and do not take clausal
questions or exclamations. (Grimshaw does not discuss propositionsl we
return to them ~hortly.)
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As Grimshaw notes, this gap might be acci.dental, but this should
not be taken as the null hypothesis. A priori, we might explain the gap
in one of two ways. One approach is to allow a theory of subcategorization
(c-selection) to "overpredict" that the non-existent p.edicates s'hould
exist, and to find another theory which will rule them out. This is
the approach taken by Grimshaw (1981) and by Woolford (1981) in comments
on Grimshaw's paper. They both suggest that what rules out the non-existent
predicates are certain properties of the Language Acquisition Device (LAD)
of the child. We examine these proposals below.
Another approach is to abandon entirely the theory of subcategorization
specifically, c-selection -- and to derive its effects from other
subtheories of grammar, which will not overpredict the non-existent
predicates. This is the approach we will argue for. Note that this
proposal would preserve the essential elegance of Grimshaw's (1979) account
of complement selection. Grimshaw's explanations rely on the interaction
of a semantic theory with a syntactic theory. It is certainly possible
that the syntactic theory in question is not subcategorization.
~ Let us now consider both Grimshaw's and Woolford's approaches.
Woolford's approach is based on Grimshaw's, but we present it first, for
reasons of exposition. Woolford takes from Grimshaw the idea that
epistemoloqically prior cateqories like "object"ao and "action" have a
Canonical Structural Realization (CSR) in syntactic categories. More
precisely, CSR is a function mapping semantic categvries onto syntactic
categories. Thus, CSR(object)=N, and CSR(action)=V. As a general principle,
"a word belongs to its esp, unless there is evidence to the contrary".
with Grimshaw, we believe that a notion like the function CSR is a sine
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qua non for any theory that wishes to account for the projection of
epistemolo9ical~yprior categories onto syntactic categories.
As Grimshaw notes, it is plausible to assume that the CSR for ~,
q and! is S'. (We question this assumption below.) Turning first to
Woolford's theory, she proposes a principle that we might phrase as in
(275);
(275) Learnability Principle
For all semantic categories £, LAD assumes that a predicate
a-selects £ if and only if LAD has evidence that the predicate
c-selects (subcategorizes) CSR(£).
Given this principle, a child could never learn that a predicate
s-selects !, ~, or E unless that predicate is found with S', the CSR for
!, ~ and!_ Hence, no predicate could ever be learned that s-selects a
P, ~ or ! and has a subcategorization frame that excludes S', a~ (274)c-d
do. Hence the gap.
This explanation puts the cart before the horse, however. The
Learnability Principle in (275) takes as its fundamental assumption that
LAO can 3nalyze syntactic categories, an assumption that is impossible if
syntactic categories are not epistemologically prior. What is more, it
makes CSR vacuous, except as a means of predicting the gap discovered by
Grimshaw. If LAD can analyze syntactic (as opposed to seulantic) catego~ies,
then there is no need for a theory mapping one set of categories onto the
other.
There is other empirical evidence against the Learnability Principle
proposed by Woolford. In fact, predicates that s-~elect a ~, but never
realize this P as an SI, do exist, as Ken Hale (personal communication) has
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noticed. This situation arises in English when a predicate requires a
particular preposition in order to assign a 8-role to its complement.
Compare (276)-(277) with (278)-(279):
(276)a. we assume [s,that unemployment will rise in the 80's]
b. we assume [NPrising unemployment in the 80's]
(277)a. we noted [s,that we were departing on Thursday instead of Friday]
b. we noted [NPour departure on Thursday instead of Friday]
(278)a.*we epprove (of) [s,that unemployment will rise in the 80's]
b. we approve *(of) [NPrising unemployment in the 80's]
(279)a.*we paid attention (to) [s,that we were departing on Thursday
instead of Friday]
b. we paid attention *(to) [NPour departure on Thursday instead
of Friday]
If aiWrove of and pay attelltion to both s-select a!:, and if CSR (~.> =5' ,
then (278)-(279) are counterexamples to Woolford's Learnability Principle.
These verbs select~, but never realize this P as a syntactic st.
Of course, the ungrammaticality of (27e)a and (279)a has an
immediate (partial) explanation. Some syntactic principle, possibly
Stowell's (1981) "Case Resistance Principle" must prevent propositional
S' from functioning as the object of a preposition. Although we are
confident that some deeper principle like Stowell's derive3 this consequence,
for our purposes we may assume a filter like (280):
In the light of (280), we might try l, revise the value ot CSRfP). For
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example, we might say that CSR(~)=NP & st. This idea fails immediately,
within Woolford's theor(, since LAD would have to hear both NP and S' in
order to conclude that a predicate subcategorizing for these categories
s-selects P. As we noted above, verbs like pretend (or ~laim, as Woolford
notes) do select ~ and subcategorize for S' alone.
Alternatively, we may say that there is something special about the
semantic feature~, such that CSR(~)=NP & st. This has a more subtle
empirical problem. It misses the generalization that apparent instances
of subcategorization (274)c arise only when there are independent explanations
for the phenomenon, like filter (280).81 This suggests, of course, that
all apparent cases of (274)c are actually cases of (274)a, with filter
(280) rendering vacuous the subcategorization for S' in some cases. This,
in turn, suggests that the Learnability Principle is on the wrong track.
Apparently LAD can learn that a predicate s-sel~cts P (and presumably ~
or ~) even if the only evidence comes from an NP complement. This conclusion
leaves us where we started: we still do not know why only (274)a-b are
possible subcategorization frames for verbs that s-select a ~ (or 2 or !)
complement. And in any case, as we have seen, Woolford's theory presupposes
th~t LAD can analyze syntactic, as opposed to semantic categories, which
is implausible. It is the meaning of a predicate that must determine its
s-selection, and a thAory of CSRs that determine the categories the
predicate can take as complements.
Grimshaw (1981) suggests a principle that does not raise the objec-
tions we raised to Woolford's proposal. Grimshaw assumes that a child's
LAD can deduce the s-se1ectional properties of a predicate without hearing
the CSR for a given s~mantic type. In other words, Grimshaw's theory
explicitly rejects the Learnability Principle in (~75) I and meets with none
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of our a priori objections to that principle. P%esumably, s-selectional
properties of a predicate derive from the meaning of the predicate, some-
thing which must be available to LAD, since LAD does acquire a lexicon.
In place of the Learnability Principle (actually a subsequent
proposal), Grimshaw proposes what she called the Context Principle, which
we rephrase in our terminology:
(281) Context Principle
If a predicate s-selects a semantic category £, then it c-selects
(subcategorizes) CSR(£).
If CSR(!, ~, !)=S', we have an immediate explanation for the gap
noticed originally in Grimshaw (1979), which meets with none of the
empirical objections ~hat we have raised against Woolford's proposal.
Grimshaw gives the following demonstration of how the Context Principle
works (p. 179; we have renumbered her examples):
"The principle can be illustrated in the case where LAD receives
evidence that a predicate takes NP questions but no evidence
that it takes WH-ques'cions: (282) but not (283) is in the data
base.
(282) I asked John the time
(283) I asked John what the time was
Clearly, LAD can posit [__NPJ on the basis of (282). If the
time is assigned the appropriate semantic representation,
< 0> can also be associated with ask, giving the lexical entry
-=- --
in (284). But LAO also knows that the CSR(~) is S·. Thus, by
the Context Principle, LAD adds [ S'] to the entry, giving (285).
(284) ask: [_ NP], <_ 2.>
(285) ask: [_{~~}}, <_ 2?'''
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Grimshaw goes on to note that no principle will add an NP to the sub-
categorization frame c.f a verb which is only found with 5' complements
(e.g. ~,pretend). Thus, her theory correctly predicts that no verb
which s-selects a ~, 2 or! will fail to subcategorize NP. Although
Grimshaw does not discuss the matter, her Context Princi:""'le will also yield
the correct results in (276)-(279). Predicates which need prepositions in
order to assign a a-role will always subcat~gorize an S', by the Context
Principle, but the lexical realization of this subcategorization will
always be blocked by filter (280).
Despite the explanatory adequacy of Grimshaw's Context Principle,
it actually raises important doubts about the theory of subcategorization
specifically, about c-selection. Th~ Context Principle implies that in
the ur~arked case the mapping from s-selectional features to subcategoriz~tion
is trivial. Given the s-selectional features of a predicate, we may
always correctly deduce a subset of the syntactic categories in the
subcategorization frame of that predicate. In the present case, by
adding S' to the subcategorizationframe for a predicate like ask, we
are adding redundant information to the lexical entry. The interaction of
the s-selectional properties of ask with the Context Principle automatically
tells us that ask may take a sentential complement. Given the mechanism
of strict subcategorization introduced in Chomsky (1965), it is, of
course, technically necessary to enter this redundant information in the
subcategorization frame, but one can imagine other theories that would
not require this.
The theory of subcategorization is not at all ne~essary in order to
determine whether a predi~ate may have a sentential complement. In
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Grimshaw's theory, subcategorization is necessary in order to determine
whether a predicate may take an NP complement. Suppose we were to eliminate
the theory of subcategorization entirely, in favor of s-selection and the
COntext Principle. We would then need some other theory which could tell
the child's LAD whether a predicate can take an NP complement or not. We
could, of course, maintain a separate theory of subcategorization, or of
c-selection, only for NPs, but this move clearly only obfuscates the
essential problem.
Is there a subtheory of grammar which governs the possiblity of an
NP complement but not of a sentential complement? Put another way, is
there a switch in the system of UG that can turn an NP on or off, but
cannot affect an st. There is just such a switch: Case Theory.
5.3 Suppose that strict subcategorization, specifically c-selection, does
not exist. Instead, we have only Grimshaw's theory of s-selection, her
Context Principle, and Case Theory. We iinmediately explain the non-existence
of verbs that take only concealed, and not clausal, ques~ions, propositions
and exclamations. Recall that SIS, but not NPs, may occur in Caseless
positions at S-structure:
(286)a. it was proved [s,that tomatoes are fruits]
b. *1e t d [ th 1was prove NPa eorem
(287)a. John is curious (about) [s,where I went]
b. John is curious *(about) (Nplifel
Now suppose that the CSR for ~, ~ and ~ is NP or S'. This is
actually a :easonable assumption: since concealed propositions, questions
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and exclamations exist, we know that NPs can be invested with "clausal
content". If this is so, it is certainly a fact about CSRs, which
match notions like "clause" with syntactic categories. It is not clear
that NPs are less canonical bearers of clausal content than sentences are,
particularly in view of the well-known parallels between the structure of
S and the structure of NP.
It follows from our assumption about CSR(~, ~, ~) that any predicate
which s-selects !O, 2, or ! has, in effect, a "subcategorization frame"
like (274)a, including both NP and st. It remains useful to talk about
subcategorlzation frames, even i- they have no status in the theory: a
subcategorization frame for a predicate is a list of the syntactic categc)ries
that the Context Principle allows the predicate to a-mark, based on the
predicates' s-selectional properties. We are, of course, departing from
Grimshaw's usage.
Thus, as far as a-selection and the Context Principle are concerned, there
will be no difference between (288)a and (28C)b below (repeated from (266»:
(288)a. John wondered [s,what the time was]
b.*John wondered [Npthe time]
Pairs like this differ, however, with respect to the Case Filter. We
propose that the essential difference between a verb like ask and a verb
like wonder is that ask allows objective Case to be assigned to its
con~lement, but wonder does not. In other words, the lexical entries for
wonder and ask look like (289):
(289)a. ask: <__ 2>, [+Case] b. wonder: <__ ~, [-Case)
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~le Case features do all the work done by subcategorization features in
Grimshaw's analysis. Case features, however, are independently
motivated for verbs that s-select "objects", to distinguish transitive
verbs like eat from intransitive verbs like stroll.
The theory of c-selection and the Context Principle, thus, allow any
verb that s-selects ~, ~, or E to take an NP or Sf complement. Case Theory
can turn off the possibility of NP. If we assume very crucially that no
other thdOry referring to syntactic categories intervenes, we explain why
nothing can ever turn off the S'.
Under this analysis, verbs like wonder show the same properties, for
the same r~asons, as the Eassive of verbs like ask (as far as their
complementation is concerned). All forms of ask, like wonder, s-select
a 2. Like wonder, but unlike the active form of ask, the passive form
does not assign Case. As a result, it, like wonder, may take a sentential
queation as its surface object, but not a concealed question. (290) thus
presents the ~ame paradigm as (288):
(290)a. it was asked [s,what t~me it was]
b.*it was asked [Npthe time]
The theory we have outlined eliminates the redundancy entailed by
Grimshaw's discussion: the distribution of S' is redundantly predicted
by s-selection and by c-selectioni what remains of c-selection if this
redundancy is eliminated falls naturally under CaSte Theory. NOlletheless,
we believe that there is additional empirical evidence supporting our move.
As is well-known, English verbs that do not assign Case to their
objects do not passivize. Thus:
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(291)a.*John strolled NP
b.*it was strolled by John
(292) a. *Mary looked NP
b.*it was looked by Mary
If the behavior of verbs that do not take concealed questions and
exclamations is consistent with that of other verbs that do not assign
Case to their objects, they should not passivizc. This is in fact the
case. (293) contrasts with (294):
(293)a. it is not known whether John ever arrived
b. it was asked when Mary would be there
c. it hdS been guessed Wily you're here
d. it has been determdned who ate the tarts
e. it was revealed what a fool he'd been
f. it was discovered how incredibly old he was
(294)a.*it is not cared what time it is
b.*it was inquired who killed Caesar
c.*it has been wondered where John went82
d.*it was exclaimed what a fool he'd been
e.*it was complained how incredibly old he was
(2.: NP and S')
<!2: NP and S')
(2.: NP and S')
<2.: NP and 5')
(E: NP and S')
(E: NP and S')
<2: S' only)
(2,: S' only)
<2.: S' only)
(E: S' only)
(!: 5' only)
In languages like German, Dutch, and others, there is no restriction
like that seen in (291)-(292), but I have been unable to find verbs with
the properties of wonder and care. i\11 things baing c'-t.la1, 'He predict
that these languages should not show the paradigm in (293)-(294), since
they do not show the paradigm of (291)-(292).
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To account for (293)-(294), one might add to Grimshaw's account the
stipulation that verbs that do not take concealed 2 or ! do not passivize,
but this would yield a theory equivalent to our own, since subcategorization
would then be entirely redundant. Alternatively, one might add a redun-
dancy rule to the lexicon, which would prev~nt passive morphology from
applying to verbs that do not have some expal~~sion of their subcategorization
frame that includes NP. This move, though possible, involves a special
stipulation about the properties of wonder and car~-type verbs. In the
account we have outlined above, the properties of these verbs under
passivization follow from a larger generalization about verbs that do not
assign Case. A possible derivation of this generalization is proposed by
Marantz (1981).
Our account also predicts that if a "dummy" preposition is available
to a verb like wonder or care, these verbs will be able to take concealed
questions and exclamations. Interestingly, all the verbs that s-select
~ or E and do not assign Case appear able to combine with the preposition
about, in which case they do allow NP complements~
(295)a. John cares *'(c...bout) the time
b. Mary inquired * (about) the murderer of Caesar
c. Bill wondered * (about) John's whereabouts
d. Lucy exclaimed *(about) the incredible fool she'd been
e. Lear complained *(about) his incredible age
Perhaps about is in some way a "spell-out" of s-selectional features.
Notice that the preposition is semantically otiose: John cares (about)
what time it is means the same with or without the preposition about. We
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return to verb-preposition pairs below.
Finally, our theory predicts, correctly, that adjectives which take
a ~ or E will never take an NP complement, in English, at least:
(296)a. John is uncertain [s,what time it is]
b.*John is uncertain [NPthe time]
Recall that English adjectives do not assign Case. But note once more
the possibility of inserting a dummy preposition:
(297) John is uncertain about the time
Grimshaw also suggests that the ungrammaticality of (296)b need
not be stipulated subcategorizationally. Rather, she proposes, the
fact that adjectives do not take NP complements follows from the absence
of an NP position after A in the base rules. In the next chapter, we
sketch an argument from Chomsky (l981a, bi also Stowell 1981) that base
rules do not exist: in the instance in question, the general absence
of NP complements to A follows from Case Theory, so there is no need to
stipulate this fact in the base.
5.4 If we are to defend the idea that subcategorization and c-selection
do not exist as independent subsystems of grammar, we must face certain
problems. The first problem concerns null complement anaphora. We believe
that Grimshaw (1979) shows conclusively that null complement anaphora
involves the "assumption" of an s-selected complement not l)resent in syntax
at a post-syntactic level. Consider a null complement anaphora response
like I don't know, which answers a question like what time is it? We know
that know a-selects a ~, among other things. When this ~ is physically
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present (as in I don't know what time it is), we know that the ~ is
associated with a a-role assigned by the verb. What about the null
complement anaphora case?
As Grimshaw observes, two sorts of analyses of null complement
anaphora have appeared in the literature. Under one (stenuning from Williams
(1977b», the complement in null complement anaphora sentences is struc-
turally missing at S-structure:
(298) I don't [vp[vknow]]
Alternatively, a null complement is syntactically present, as an empty
category:
(299) I don't [vp[vknow] [~) ]
In the framework we are assuming, we may reject (299). The empty
category in (299) lacks an antecedent. Given the contextual definitions
of empty categories sketched in Chapter One, the empty category must be
[+pronominal, +anaphor] PRO. As PRO, however, (299) violates the Binding
Theory, since it is governed. Alternatively, as discussed in Chomsky
(1981b), the empty category in (299) might be [+pronominal, -anaphorl,
a category Chomsky calls pro I as such, however, it violates an
"identification" requirement, which we discuss in greater detail in
Chapter Four, section 4.4.
That leaves us with the analysis in (298). Under this analysis,
there is no empty category, and hence no problems with the Binding Theory
or any requirement of "identification". On the other hand, we now need
to say something about how (298) satisfies the 8-criterion. If know
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always assigns a 9-role to a complement, (298) violates the a-criterion,
since the a-role remains completely unassigned.
The solution is obvious: in a theory with subcategorization, a
verb like know subcategorizes optionally for S'. What this means is
that parentheses are placed around S', indicating a legitimate: expansion
of the subcategorization frame for know omits S' entirely. In a theory
without subcategorization, we can allow an analysis like (298) if the
a-marking properties of know are themselves in parentheses. In other
words, verbs like know assign a a-role optionally. As Grimshaw notes,
there are other verbs which do not allow null complement anaphora, like
discover:
(300) Statement: Guess what, John is telling lies again.
Response: (a) Oh, I didn't know
(b)*Yeah, I'd already discovered (Grimshaw 1979, (48))
Verbs like discover, unlike know, assign their 9-role obligatorily.
This analysis implies that s-selection is possible of a complement
that is not e-marked, and hence is absent from representations at
D-structure, S-structure and LF. How are s-selectional restrictions
satisfied in such a case? Clearly, s-selection cannot apply at D-structure,
S-structure, or at LF. Therefore, it must apply at some further level past
LF, perhaps a level called LF' by Chomsky (1981b). Chomsky argues,
following suggestions of E. Williams, that certain processes like the
coindexation of a relative word with the head of a relative take place at
this level, and that certain requirements, such as a constraint on vacuous
quantification, also apply at this level. N. Chomsky (personal communication)
suggests that other sorts of "filling in" of missing arguments may take
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place at LF'. For example, in (3Dl), as noted by Manzini (1981), PRO
is controlled by the "understood" indirect object of say:
(301) Bill said [PRO to leave]
If we handle null complement anaphora in the manner discussed above,
we are in a position to shed some light on a technical problem in a-theory
and selection. Consider once more the verbs in (278)-(279) , which require
particular prepositions to precede their objects. It is generally assumed
that some sort of c-selectional mechanism related to subcategorization
accounts for the obligatoriness of these prepositions. It does not appear
that a theory of s-selection has much to say about such cases. That leaves
the theory of Case and a-theory as possibilities. We wish to suggest
that verbs which require a prepositional phrase headed by some particular
preposition in English are analogous to verbs that require a particular
bl - - 1 l-k - 83o 1que Case ~n a anguage 1 e Russ1an. Just as the lexical entry of
a Russian verb might contain a statement like "assigns a-role to a constituent
headed by to". This seems the minimum necessary to capture the properties
of such verbs.
This view has a nice consequence. Recall that we have claimed that
null complement anaphora verbs are optional a-assigners. This claim was
important, because in the absence of a theory of subcategorization we
cannot parenthesize S', since no theory refers to S' by name, except the
universal Context Principle. Suppose now that a-assignment were optional
for a verb like approve or a collocation like Eay attention, which require
the prepositions of and to, repectively, in order to assign a a-role.
We predict that when no 9-role is being assigned, there will be no preposition.
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This is, of course, what we find:
(302)a. Do you approve of rising unemployment? We approve.
b. Did you pay attention to our departure on Thursday instead
of Friday? Yes, I paid attention.
On the other hand, we must say something, on this analysis, about
the second gap in the typclogy of complements. Grimshaw notes that there
are no predicates that s-select P, ~, or ! and take only null complements.
This is probably due to the fact, noted earlier in this Chapter, that
c-selection, now subsumed by s-selection, is "parasitic" on a-theory.
That is, if a verb s-selects a category, then it always a-marks a category.
The fact that we allow a-marking properties to be parenthesized does not
affect this generalization.
We might also note the following, perhaps related, fact. Notice
that null complement anaphora, as its name implies, is possible only in
specific discourse contexts, where the content of the missing complement
can be filled in from another sentence. In this respect, null complement
anaphora constructions containing a bare verb are interpreted as if they
contained a verb followed by a pronominal object. It is a fact that there
are no predicates that require of one of their arguments that it be pronominal
(John V'ed it/*John V'd the N).
5.5 Finally, we may address ourself to the translation of our analysis
of Russian QPs, infinitival free relatives and secondary predicate construc-
tions into a framework that lacks c-selection entirely, and in which
c-selection is replaced by s-selection, a theory that applies at LF'.
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For the most part, the translation is straightforward. Let us
consider the QPs, since they raise the most interesting questions. We
want to motivate QR of a QP whenever the QP occupies a position in which
an NP is c-selected. We may assume trivially that verbs that c-select an
NP are verbs that s-select some category ~ such that CSR(~) is NP and not
QP. The fact that s-selection applies at LF', and not at LF does not
raise any serious problems, as long as no rule mapping LF representations
onto LF' representations can replace a QP by an NP. In the absence of
any such rule, QR, mapping S-structures onto LF representations, will
still have to perform the job of replacing lexical QPs with NP traces,
as before. A logical candidate for a is some category like Grimshaw's
"object", or perhaps "term". We may use the letter T to denote this
category. Thus, whenever QR occupies a position where T is s-sele~ted,
QR will be motivated, since CSR(!)#QP.
On the other hand, our discussion in this section raises anew the
question of whether there is a semantic category that does correspond to
QP. We might call this category! (for Russian kvantor 'quantifier'). If
CSR(K) is Q, then no QR is indicated for a QP occupying a position where
K is also selected. Predicates that s-select ~ may include the adjective
ravno 'equal' which we considered at (170) above. Here we may suggest
another class of predicates that might a-select!. These would be the
predicates that participate in the partitive genitive construction.
Certain verbs allow partitive genitive objects. We may identify these
objects as QPs of the type we assumed for the genitive of negation construc-
tion. An example, with the verb dobavit' 'add', is given in (303)a. Other
verbs, like izobrazit' 'depict', do not allow the partitive genitive, as
seen in (303)b.
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(303)a. povar dobavil [QP[Q!] [NPsaxaru]] 69 70v smes' ,
addedcook sugar to mixture
(masc gen sing)
'the cook added some sugar to the mixture'
b. xudo~nik izobrazil [QP[~] [NPsaxaru]] v natjurmorte
depictedartist sugar in still life
(mase gen sing)
'the artist depicted some sugar in the still life'
If we accounted for this difference directly in terms of c-selection,
saying that dobavit ' trakes a QP, while izobrazit ' does not, we would not
predict the following fact. Verbs that allow the partitive QP and also
assign Case to their objects allow not only syntactic QP~, but also "concealed
QPs" -- phrases like "a cup of sugar", where "cup" refers to a quantity,
and not to a physical object:
(30S)a. povar dovabil [NPstakan saxaru] v smes'
cup
(ace)
sugar
(gen)
to mixture
'the cook added a cup of sugar to the mixture'
b. xudo:nik i~obrazil [NPstakan saxaru] v natjurmorte
'the artist depicted a cup of sugar in the still life'
(30S)a is ambiguous. Since dobavit' also s-selects !, it may mean that
the cook, for some reason, threw a container called a "cup" into the
mixture. On its more natural interpretation, (305)a means that the cook
added only a certain quantity (called a cup) of sugar to the mixture: no
cup need be physically present in the scene. (30S)b, on the other hand,
is unambiguous. The artist's still life must show a physical object called
a "cup", and not merely a certain quantity of sugar.
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Clearly, these facts can be accounted for only by assuming a
theory of s-selection like Grimshaw's, in which dobavit', but not
izobrazit', s-selects a K. And, in an obvious way, this selection arises
from semantics: one may add X to Y in varying quantities, but one may
not depict X in varying quantities. The crucial assumption is the CSR(K)
includes both NP and QP, while CSR(T) includes both NP.
On the other hand, this analysis predicts that the partitive
genitive, as a 0P that satisfies s-selection in situ, should be found
equally in properly governed and non-properly governed positions. According
to Babby (1980,83), this is nOl true. The effect may, however, be due
to the null Q, in a fashion discussed with reference to the genitive of
negation in Chapter Four, section 2.4.
5.6 To summarize: we showed in the first four sections that subcategorization
should be regarded as two independent theories -- e-theory and c-selection.
Only the former falls under the Projection Principle. In this section,
we noted that. of these two theories, only e-theory has as primitives
categories that meet the criterion of epistemological priority. Thus, in
separating out a-theory and c-selection from the theory of subcategorization,
we have in fact separated a theory with plausible primitives from a theory
with implausible primitives. This suggests that we have made the correct
move.
We investigated the consequences of eliminating entirely the theory
of c-sel~ction as an autonomous sUbtheory of grammar. Much of the
explanatory burden of c-selection can be transferred trivially to Grimshaw's
theory of s-selection -- distinguishing the complement of kick from the
complement of conjecture, for example. Most significantly, the effects
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that Grimshaw claimed could not be captured by s-selection alone turned
out to follow from Case Theory. Furthermore, using Case Theory instead
.A
of c-selection accounts for the non-existence of certain types of predicates,
which c-selection predicts should exist.
At this point, an absolutely legitimate question may be posed:
are the primitives of Case Theory any more epistemologically prior than
the primitives of c-selection? The answer, it seems, is no. Notice,
however, that Case Theory is much wider in its explanatory scope than
c-selection. Not only does Case Theory account for gaps in the list of
possible predicates, but it has innumerable otller consequences, some of
which have been discussed at various points in our discussion. Clearly,
we hope to reduce the properties of Case Theory to other subsystems of
grammar, whose primitives may be more plausible than the Case features
we have discussed here. Burzio's generalization takes a step in this
direction. By collapsing what is left of c-selection with Case Theory,
we are reducing the numbpr of subsystems of gr~ar that rely on unlearnable
primitives. In so doing, we may be moving closer to a true theory of UG,
b d · 86ut we 0 not arr1ve at one.
Finally, the elimination of c-selection in favor of s-selection and
Grimshaw's Context Principle should lead naturally to a deeper inves-
tigation of the properties of the function CSR. Can we ma]~e ~ome deeper
sense alIt of the many-many relations between syntactic and semantic
categories that we have assumed to make our analyses work out?
(305) CSR(~, £' !)= NP or S'
CSR (!S.) = NP or QP
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The study of CSR may help us to understand the semantic content of syntactic
categories, and lead naturally into a study of Lexical Semantics -- the
cooccurrences of s-selectional features, Case features and Q-features in
lexical entries.
We will end our discussion of a-theory, c-selection and s-selection
here. In the next part of this study, relying somewhat on our results
in Part I, we take up a new topic: Path Theory.
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CHAPTER TWO: FOOTNOTES
1. The particle ni seemo to indicate that the word to which it is
attached does not refer, independent of whatever quantification takes
place at LF. In this we differ from KlimQ (1964), who viewed ni in
Russian as syntactically inserted in the domain of the negation ne, and
agree with the traditional view that ni can "intensify" negation. This
is because of sentences like (i) below, where ni occurs without sentential
negation:
(i) my zabludilis'.
we are lost
my - nigde!
we (are) nowhere
This isssue is largely irrelevant to us, but is considered here simply be-
cause ni occurs so frequently with the genitive of negation, and posi-
tively disposes sentences with negation towards using the genitive of
negation.
2. Impersonal (weather) verbs take this form, e.g.:
(i) xolodalo
got cold (neut sg)
Russian verbs are overtly marked for person and number in the present and
future tenses, and for number and gender in the past tense. Gender dis-
tinctions are always neutralized in the plural.
J. The pedigree of this analysis extends at least to Rfi~igka (1963).
as discuSS9d below in the text.
4. We use the term ~~adic to refer to a predicate that 9-marks (di-
rectly or indirectly) a single argument. See footnote 7 below.
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5 • Babby (1980), in an important study of the genitive of negation
construction, proposes that the nominative subjects of intransitive verbs
that can be replaced by the genitive arE: those with a "close semantic
link" to their predicates. In particular, he suggests that which verbs
allow genitive phrases corresponding to nominative subjects depends as
much on the particular subject as on the particular verb: the verb must
"denote the subject's most typical 'anthropocentric' action, and that
this tendency may be real-world (e.g. rain:fall) or 'idiomatic' (atten-
tion:e.&.)." He proposes a notation based on work by Mel'~uk to capture
these dependencies.
While it is true that constructions like rain falls in Russian
(lit. 'rain goes') are particularly comfortable homes for the genitive
of negation construction, this fact does not appear to be central. As we
see later in the text, the classification of verbs relevant for the geni-
tive of neg~tion construction is somewhat fuzzy, and the closer a verb
gets in a giver; context to being a pure predicate of existence, the less
agentive it is &\d the more easily it will admit the genitive of negation.
Many examples of :he genitive of negation can be produced in which there
is no particular dependency between the genitive phrase and the verb,
even when the genitive phrase corresponds to a nominative subject. This
is the case with all the passive examples, where the Q-structure is de-
termined by their active counterparts, and semantic factors are almost
non-existent. For example, in (a)b, which is a perfectly natural sentence,
one can hardly claim that "showing up" is the most typical 'anthropocen-
tric' action" of a lecturer, nor is "being taken by the enemy" a predicate
closely linked to "city" in (4)b from Chvany (1975).
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Thus, while there is some effect of the sort discovered by Babby,
it is probably derivative of the considerations discussed in the text,
and not a primary determinant of the possiblit? of the genitive of nega-
tion.
6. I am grateful to o. Vinogradova for suggesting these ex~~les.
7. We use the term polyadic here to mean verbs that assign one 8-role
directly, and another indirectly. This is a slight departure from the
more normal usage, which does not distinguish direct from indirect a-roles.
Our usage and normal usage conflict with forms like the passive of a
double object verb (e.g. was given NP NP), which is not polyadic in our
sense.
8. We assume that AGR, and not TNS, assigns Case and governs in INFL,
since [-tense, +agreement] clauses like subjunctives (cf. Picallo, 1982;
also Chapter Five, section 3 below) and Portuguese inflected infinitives
(Rouveret 1980; Zubizarreta 1980) take nominative subjects. Cf. also
Chomsky (198la, 52).
9. We assume the categorial features of Chomsky (1970):
[+N, +v] = A
[+N, -v] = N
[-N, +v]
[-N, -v]
= V
= p
The Case assigners are thus V and P. Following Kayne (1981d), we assume
that English does not distinguish objective Case (assigned by V) from
oblique Case (assigned by P), though nothing hinges on this, for us.
Notice that (25)i-iii are filters on Case assignment, rather than
Case assignment rules, strictly speaking. We may add the following rule:
(i) Assign Case
The output of (i) will be governed by principles like (2S)i-iii.
10. Vergnaud's work on Case dates from 1977. (25)i-iii is our
formulation.
11. Surprisingly, given Case theory, S' cannot be the subject of
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an infinitival S'. This issue is discussed further in Chapter Three,
section 2, but remains mysterious:
(i) *it is difficult [s,that John came to suggest an answer to our
question]
12. This is true in other languages with rich Case systems. Van
Riemsdijk (1980) presents a theory of Case features that explains
this phenomenon. We discuss oblique Case in greater detail below in
the text.
13. Recall from footnote 7 that we use the term polyadic in a
nonstandard sense, to mean a verb that assigns at least one indirect
e-role and at least one distinct direct e-role. A verb like vydat'
'issue', 'hand out', is polyadic in the active, where it takes a
subject and two objects:
issued documents
(mase ace pI)
(i) zamdekan
assistant d(:'an
(mase nom 8g)
vydal dokumenty studentam
students
(mase dat pI)
'the assistant dean issued documents to the students'
In the passive, it is not polyadic, since it assigns no external a-role:
(ii) nikakie dokumenty. ne byli vydany e. studentam
1 -1
no documents NEG were issued students
(masc nom pI) (mase dat pl)
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The subject in (i), since it is a D-structure subject, cannot be
replaced by the genitive under negation, but the Subject in (ii), which
is a D-structure object, may be.
14. Comparison of (8) with (12) shows that verbs with the "reflexive"
suffix ~sja (-s' after vowels) may be either ergative or intransitive.
This contradicts the analysis of Babby and Brecht (1975), who propose,
in effect, that all -sja-verbs are ergative, and that -sja is a
"spell-out" of the trace of NP-movement. This analysis is intuitively
wrong for cases like kusat'sjn 'bite', in (12), an intransitive verb
transparently related to the transitive verb kusat' 'bite':
(i)
(ii)
sobaka kusalas'
v
sobaka kusala kosku
'the dog bit'
'the dog bit the cat'
We probably wish to say that the subject sobaka is an agent in both
sentences, and is indirectly e-marked by its verb, to capture the
obvious parallels between (i) and (li).
Many of the properties of -sja remain mysterious, if indeed
there is any regularity to -sja's behavior beyond the fact that
-sja-verbs (in standard Russian) can never assign Case. sometimes
addition of -aja, like addition of passive morphologj, dethematizes
the subject position as well as removing the ability of the verb to
assign Case; other times, addition of -sja dethematizes the object,
as in (i). Still other verbs, like pojavit'sja 'show up' in (8),
are -sja-verbs tantum, at least in their meaning with -sja. It may
be the case that all -sja-verbs tantum are ergative, although this
is not certain. (I am grateful to L. Babby (personal co~unication)
for raising the issue of -sja in this context.)
15. Exceptions to Burzio's generalization in English include
strike and impress, if sentences like (i) have the S-structure
indicated:
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(i) John. strikes me e. as obnoxious
1 -1.
Russian contains a host of what appear to be counterexamples
to Burzio's generalization, discussed by Babby (1975) -- verbs that
take null, neuter subjects and accusative objects'. These include
verbs of uncontrollable physical sensation, like toXnit' 'nauseate'
or znobit' 'chill':
(1) tolnilo Ma~u
nauseated Ma~a
(neut sg) (fern ace sg)
'Ma~a felt nauseated'
(ii) ego znobilo 'He was chilled'
him chilled
(ace) (neut sg)
...- and also certain cases of "spontaneous demotion" with verbs that
"denote a physical action that can occur spontaneously, without the
initiation or intervention of an animate agent" (Babby 1975, note 4):
(iii) veter unes lodku
wind carried away boat
(mase nom sg) (masc 5g) (fern ace sg)
(iv) uneslo lodk.u (vetrom)
(neut 5g) (fern ace sg) (masc instr 5g)
'the boat was carried away by the wind'
The subject of all of these verbs may be a a-position, however,
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if we accept Chomsky's (1981a) suggestion that impersonal subjects
like "weather it" in English are actually "quasi-arguments" that
receive a special e-role of some sort, perhaps a e-role "natural
cause". Notice that if it is not "nature" or "fate" carrying off
the boat in (iii)-(iv), "spontaneous demotion" is impossible:
(v) Ivan unes lodku
Ivan carried away boat
(mase nom sg) (masc 5g) (fern 5g)
(vi) *uneslo lodku I vanom
(neut sg) (fern sg) (mase intr sg)
16. We differ from Anderson, whose rules only apply to transitive
polyadic verbs ( in our terminology). Our rule is essentially
identical to the universal proposed by Williams (1981b): "if there
is an Actor [= our agent], it must be external [= indirectly e-
marked] for V".
17. This point is also made by Williams (l98Ib). Cross-linguist-
ically, attributive and identificational predicates fail tests for
ergativity. For example, in Italian, post-verbal subjects of such
predicates never allow ~-cliticization, which is restricted to post-
verbal subjects of ergative verbs (Belletti and Rizzi 19811 Burzio 1981):
(i) ne sana arrivati molti 'many of them have come'
of-them are come many
(ii) *ne sono buoni molti 'many of them are good'
of-them are good many
In French, such predicates never participate in the il-impersonal
construction:
(iii) il est arrive un homme 'there arrived a man'
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there is come a man
(iv) *i1 est enivre un homme 'there was drunk a man'
In Russian, a handful of adjectives allow their sole argument
to be genitive under negation, suggesting that the argument is not
an "attribute", if our rule in (44) is right. All these adjectives
optionally allow their argument to be marked accusative instead of
nominative. The adjectives in question are all either adjectives
of perception (vidno 'visible'; sly~no 'audible'; o~utimo 'perceptible')
or modal adjectives (nu~no 'needed'; neobxodimo 'essential'):
(i) v vv.zenscJ.na byla vidna
woman was visible
(fem nom sg) (fem sg)
(ii) vidno b I v vv.y 0 zenscJ.nu
visible was
(neut sg)
woman
(fern ace sg)
(iii) ne bylo vidno · d · v vv.n1 0 no] zenscJ.ny
NEG was visible not one woman
(neut sg) (fern gen 5g)
The accusative marking in (ii) violates our Case marking
conventions for Russian. As we shall see in the next section in
text, we cannot claim that accusative Case is oblique here, in view
of the possibility of the genitive in (iii). We may make some ad
hoc statement about these predicates -- possibly they are "verbal"
in some sense -- but no interesting account of their properties will
be attempted here. Perhaps the problem is related to the impersonal
verbs discussed in footnote 15.
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18. Not only s~udenty, but duraki may also not be replaced by a
genitive phrase under negation, suggesting perhaps that both arguments
are indirectly e-marked, and are perhaps daughters of S.
19. We disagree here with Babby (1979, 1980). He claims
(citing Russian grammarians in support of his position) that
"indefiniteness" is biuniquely correlated with inverted order in
all sentences without the genitive of negation, while sentences with
the genitive of negation are "indefinite" with any order. We find,
in working with informants, that inverted order tends to favor an
indefinite reading in all cases. Nonetheless, sentences without
the genitive of negation, like (55)a, are ambiguous with any order,
while sentences with the genitive, like (55)b are indefinite with
any order. As noted earlier, and contra Babby, it seems that the
genitive of negation is always more natural with inverted order,
a fact which we do not derive directly from anything having to do
with logical interpretation, as shall be apparent later.
20. The pas-de construction in French (which we discuss briefly
in section 2 of this chapter and in Chapter Four), analyzed by
Kayne (1975, 1981a), is very similar to the genitive of negation
construction in Russian, and may admit the same analysis. Isabelle
Halk (personal communication) observes that a problem similar to
that discussed in text exists with indefinite NPs in object position
in French, when they do not participate in the pas-de construction.
Thus, (1) is odd with the natural sense "Jean hasn't got a sister",
,·,1,';.1e (ii) is acceptable:
(i) ??Jean n'a pas
........
une soeur
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Jean NEG hasn't a sister
(ii) Jean n'a pas de soeur
of
Note that (i) is odd despite the overt article, which presumably
marks indefiniteness.
The Russian problem is also connected to the well-known near
obligatoriness of the genitive of negation with phrases corresponding
to accusative objects when the phrase includes the "intensifying"
negative particle ni discussed in footnote 1 (cf. Ravi~ 1971):
(iii)??ja ne vpolucal ni odno pis'mo
I NEG received not one letter
(neut gen sg)
Not surprisingly, given our observations in text, but still mysterious-
ly, no such contrast appears when nominative subjects and genitive
phrases corresponding to them are considered (data due to M. G.
Sinicyn and o. Vinogradova):
(v) ne pojavilsja ni odin student
NEG showed up not one student
(masc sg) (masc nom sg)
(vi) ne pojavilos' ni odnogo studenta
NEG showed up not one student
(neut 8g) (mase geo 5g)
Finally, it should be noted that there is no problem with ni in oblique
positions, where condition! excludes the genitive of negation, as
~~0" in (S3)a, nor with accusatives in PPs, as in (51)a. We have
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no explanation to offer for these facts. See Bogusluvskij (1979) for
some discussion of the problem.
21. Logical Forms like (56)b and (58)b for the genitive of negation const~uc-
tion are also givan vby Paduceva (1974, 143-159). As I. Boguslavskij
(personal communication) has pointed out, similar contrasts are found
with accusative expressions of duration, as in (i)-(ii) below:
(i) ja odin ~as ne spal
I one hour NEG slept
(masc gan sg)
(ii) ?ja v spalodnoga casa ne
I one hour NEG slept
(mase gen sg)
(i), with accusative Case, tends to mean "there was a one-hour period
in which I did not sleep", while eii) means "I didn't even sleep for
an hour" i.e. slept for less. (i) can also have the latter
interpretation. In sentences like (ii), as also when a genitive
phrase corresponds to a nominative subject, acceptability is increased
if a particle like i 'even' is added:
(iii) ja i odnogo ~asa ne spal
Particles like ! may provide the context necessary to interpret the
quantification i~posed by the genitive of negation in these cases.
22. Crockett (197Gb, 352) gives some examples of po-phrases with
plural verbal agreement:
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(1) [po dvadcat' Zelovek] - v 1- nimpr1ezza 1. s
E.9- twenty people came with him
(pl)
[each time]''twenty people came with him
Given our theory presented in section 2, we expect such constructions to
exist, and also predict that they should violate condition A. My
informants accept phrases like (i), where ~ precedes a numeral
(which itself involves various Case-marking complications), but do not
accept sentences like (ii), where no numeral is involved:
(ii) · v 1 / · v l'pr1ezza a pr1ezza 1. s
E.9- girl arrived
(fern dat sg) (fern sg) / (pI)
with each boy
The only good version of (ii) has a neuter singular verb. See
discussion of the "QP hypothesis" in section 2.
23. Crockett (1976a) cites an article by Sidorov and Il'inskaja
(1949) (which I have not consulted), who observed that ~-phrases
can only occur as subjects of intransitive verbs or as direct objects,
with intransitive given its traditional meaning -- including both
ergatives and intransitives. Only the distinction between ergatives
and intransitives separates Sidorov and Il'inskaja's formulation
from our condition A.
24. The rule of absorption is discussed in greater detail in
another context in Chapter Five, section 2.
25. We distinguish the term numeral (for words like six, ~, etc.)
from grammatical number (singular, plural).
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26. Observations close to our own have appeared elsewhere in
the literature. Suprun (1959, 91) notes that the use of the plural
with numeral phrases is "especially preferable in constructions
with nouns denoting active personae, when the active character of the
action is emphasized, and not the number of the personae ...The plural
form is used in constructions with an adjective in the nominative
case ••• " (translation mine). The restrictions on usage with adjectives
are also noted by Corbett (1980). See also Crockett (197Gb, 349) for
possibly related observations; she notes that in clauses with no-
agreement numeral phrases the verb carries "little communicative
weight. The verbs in such sentences are therefore essentially
existential, or verbs used in an existential sense, unless they are
verbs which cannot possibly provide any new information ~n the
given context." The somewhat vague term "existential" is also used
by Babby (1980) to characterize the monadic verbs that participate
in the genitive of negation construction.
It should be noted further that certain intransitive verbs,
like rabotat' 'work', which do not allow the genitive of negation or
E£-phrases (cf. (ll)a-b), are occasionally found in constructions
with no-agreement numeral phrases, as are some polyadic transitive
verbs, as in (i), from Crockett (1976b, 359, note 16):
(i) vsuby kupilo [pjat' turistov]
furs bought
(fern ace pl) (neut sg)
five tourists
(masc gan pI)
'five tourists bought furs'
Such examples are also occasionally found in the French iI-impersonal
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construction, which also obeys condition A (Pollock 1981), and may
indicate a reanalysis of the verb and its direct object into a
single, ergative verb. In any case, such examples are exceptional.
Crockett notes that if the numeral phrase is preverbal in (i), the
result is less· acceptable, to a greater degree than usual.
27. For example, we have seen that the "paucal" numerals 2-4 and
numerals ending in 2-4 are followed by a noun in the genitive singular
in non-oblique positions. If this noun is modified by an adjective and
is of masculine or neuter gender, the adjective will be genitive
plural. If the noun is feminine, the adjective may be genitive plural
or nominative plural, unless, according to Borras and Christian (1971),
the nominative plural of the noun, normally homonymous with the
genitive singular, differs from the genitive singular in stress, in
which case the adjective is normally in the genitive plural. If
the modifying adjective is in the nominative plural, tha verb must
agree, while if the modifying adjective is in the genitive plural,
verbal agreement is apparently optional. Remarks of Iomdin (1980, 66)
suggest that the choice of Case for the modifier has some effect
on logical interpretation, possibly related to our condition C.
We will make no attempt to account for all these conditions on
numeral phrases.
28. We ignore some complexities of Polish numerals. For example,
no-agreement numeral phrases, which include all uses of the higher
numerals, do not obey A, while they behave like their Russian
equivalents in oblique positions. Numerals 2-4, when they do not
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trigger agreement, appear in the genitive Case, again not obeying
A. Thus, pending further investigation, our discussion of Polish
should be treated with caution. I am grateful to Wayles Browne and
to Hanna de Hackbeil for discussion of Polish numerals.
29.
(i)
More precisely, the LF representation resulting from QR is (i):
[5 six mathematicians. [8 e. proved the theorem] ]
1. -1.
From (i), further rules of conversion construct a representation
like (79).
30. We can tell that razlu~it'sja is ergative by the grammaticality
of a sentence like (i), with the genitive of negation:
NEG parted-company
(neut sg)
(i) ne razlu~ilos' ni odnoj gruppy
not one group
(fern gen sg)
Notice that after QR, (i) contains a variable which ranges over
groups. Cf. footnote 31 below.
31. Sentences like (82)b and d have, of course, a grammatical
"science fiction" sense, in which mathematicians and other people
are treated as collectivities, like clouds or crowds. Also, we
predict that no-agreement numeral phrases with verbs like
razluZit'sja should be acceptable if the numeral quantifier binds a
variable which itself ranges over groups, as in:
(i) ~est' grupp razluZilos' na most~
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This prediction seems correct: (i) means that each of six groups
individually dispersed. The corresponding agreement version of (i)
is, apparently, ambiguous, as predicted. Simple plural NPs also
participate in the ambiguity discussed in the text, but do not cooccur
with non-agreeing verbs. Sometimes conjoined NPs do, as discussed
by Crockett (197Gb). Whether conditions A-C obtain in this domain
is unknown, although Crockett does remark that agentivity appears
to favor agreement, suggesting condition !.
32. If, as we argue in 2.3, Q does not bear Case features, we might
relate the failure of these "adnominals" to modify Q to the fact that
they will not be able to agree with Q and receive Case. If adnominals
are subject to some sort of Case Filter, they will violate it in this
instance. This suggestion, of course, rests on the assumption that a
pre-Q adnominal·...·cannot be a scrambled modifier of N.
Revzin (1978, 269) discusses no-agreement numeral phrases (QPs for
us) with a genitive adnominal preceding Q. This adnominal must belong to
a very small class, e.g. kakie-to 'some', but not vse 'all':
( i) kakix-to / *vsex Xest' studentov pri~lo / *pri~li
some all
(mase gen pI)
sex students arrived
(neut sg)/ (pI)
We have no aCCOUJlt of this phenonenon.
33. This phenomenon is limited to direct a-marking. Why? Recall that
lexical items are responsible for direct e-marking, while indirect
9-marking i.s a compositional property of a predicate together with its
complements. It is a frequent observation that idiosyncratic lexical
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properties are lost under composition. P. Kiparsky has noted that the
irregular alternation between singular leaf and plural leaves is lost in
the name of a sports team Toronto Mapleleafs. Similarly, Carlson alld
Roeper (1980) note that addition of the prefix re- to a verb eliminates
various idiosyncratic subcategorizations, e.g. for a particular
preposition. The same observation probably carries over to 8-role
assignnlent: any idiosyncratic requirement a verb might decide to make of
its £ubject will be lost under the rule of composition that yields indiL~ct
9-markinq. On the other hand, we avoid a number of interesting questions
concerning apparent dative subjects in Russian: are these arguments
directly or indirectly 9-marked?
34. On the other hand, a-marking may depend on Case assignment in some
instances, if we accept Chomsky's reduction of the Case Filter to the
e-criterion, discussed below in text.
35. Actually, we may say that oblique Case marking is also formally
optional, but is made obligatory whenever it can occur by the a-criterion.
36. Such expressions of duration occur even with verbs that take quirky
objects, and they remain, of course, accusative:
(i) , vja pomogal etoj devuske ce!uju nedelju
I helped this girl all week
(fem dat 8g) (fer ace 8g)
37. We phrase the restriction as we de because of the possibility of
an accusative expression of duration even when governed by an ergative
or passive verb:
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(i) on byl prigla~en ka~duju nedelju
he was invited each week
(fem acc sq)
38. We do not exclude the possibility that accusative might function
as an oblique Case for some verbs, which would then be stipulated to
9-mark a [+accusative] constituent. We might detect such verbs by examining
verbs that do not allow passivization. For most speakers, Russian verb~
that take oblique objects to not passivize (some verbs requiring dative
Case being an exception, for some speakers). This is probably due to a
convergence of three factors:
(1) Oblique Case must be present on the directly 9-marked argument
at all levels, because of the Projection Principle.
(2) The passive of a verb requiring oblique Case does not allow
that Case to be assigned to its object, just like any other passive verb.
(3) AGR may not govern an oblique NP in Russian (k~ce possible
dative subjects; cf. note 33)
(3) appears to be a parameter among languages. Icelandic, for example,
allows any sort of oblique NP to fill subject position (cf. Levin 1981,
and references therein; also Ingria 1981).
As noted by ~vedova (1970, 352) there are verbs taking accusative
objects that do not passivize, where there is no plausible semantic
explanation. These may be oblique accusatives, which cannot passivize
because of (1)-(3) above. On the other hand, it is hard to imagine what
evidence a Russian child detects that can distinguish a structural
accusative object from an oblique accusative object.
39. Recall from our Case assignment conventions ttlat [+N] categories
only assign oblique Case to their complements (in the unmarked instance,
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genitive). Extending this sugqestion to English, we might account for
the lack of "raising to subject" in NPs. Consider the contrast between
(1) and (11):
(i) John's. consideration e. for the job
1. -1
(ii) *John's. consideration [e. to be a fool]
1. -1
In both (i) and (i1) John can bear no other Case but oblique, since it is
not governed by [-N] or by AGR. In (i), Oblique Case is required by the
noun consideration (possibly by a lexical redundancy rule stating that [+N]
requires genitive to assign its a-role, unless otherwise specified).
Supposing, as we suggest below in text, that Case features are
shared by all members of a chain, both John and e. in (1i) will bear
-- -1
genitive Case. This Case may be required by the noun consideration, but
consideration is not the e-marker of the chain (John, e.). Rather, the
-- -1.
phrase to be a fool 9-marks this chain, and the phrase to be a fool does
not require genitive Case. (ii) thus violates the Oblique Biconditional.
40. One instance in which a WH-construction and a construction with a
lexical NP appear to differ with respect to the Case Filter is noted by
Kayne (1980):
(i) John, who! I assure you [~i to be the best]
(li) *I assure you [John to be the best]
We have no account of this.
41. On Chomsky's reduction of the Case Filter to the e-criterion, we
should say .. j.f our QPs did have to belong to chains to receive a a-role".
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We will continue to say "QP is not sUbject to the Case Filter", at least
as an informal way of speaking_
42. Sinicyn (1982b) also notes the following examples, with "scrambling"
of an in situ WH into a higher clause, from Colloquial Russian:
(i) *on kto. dumaet [e i pridet pervyj]?1-
he who thinks will come first
(nom) (nom) (3 59)
(ii) ?(*)ty v le. pridet pervyj]kto. dumaes'
1- -l.
you who think will come first
(nom) (nom) (2 sq)
(iii) koqo. v [on Ijubit e. ]ty dumaes'
1. -].
you whom think he loves
(nom) (ace) (2 5g) (nom) (3 ~g)
The greater unqrammaticality of (i) than (ii) probably results, as Sinicyn
suggests, from a "Feature Coincidence Filter", perceptually based, that
blocks scrambling into a higher clause when the scrambled material can be
confused with an argument of the higher clause, as in (iv) - (v) :
(iv) komu. v [ja peredal knigu e. ]ty dumaes'
.1 -1.
you who think I delivered book
(nom) (dat) (2 5g) (nom) (ace)
(v) **ty komu. skazal emu [ja peredal knigu e. )
1. -J.
you who said him I delivered book
(nom) (dat) (dat) (ace)
Nonetheless, we suggest, contra Sinicyn, that the contrast betw~en
(i) and (ii) results from the fact that (i) violates both the Feature
Coincidence Filter and the ECP (cf. below in text), while (ii) violates
only the ECP. In other words, we suggest that the second person ~ and
the third person kto (ii) do not count as the "same" for Sinicyn's
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filter, while the third person ~ and kto in (i), and komu and ~ in (v) do.
Certain apparent acceptable long movements from subject positiol4
of a tensed sentence are probably left dislocations with a surpress~d
subject pronoun, as in (vi)-(vii) (from Sinicyn Ope cit.):
(vi) [muI
husband
(nom)
v
eel., ne proxodilo dnja, ctoby
3-
her NEG passed day that
(qen) (gen) (subjunc)
(ani) ne vspominal jego
(he) NEG thought of him
'her husband. there didn't pass a single day but that (he.) thought
~ 1
of him' (Gogol', Dead Souls)
(vii) on. vidno
1
he visible
(nom)
(oni ) tronut]
(he) moved
'him, it's visible that (he) is moved' (1blstoj, Anna Karenina)
(109)d is not amenible to such an analysis.
As discussed in Pesetsky (1982), long movement of WH-words from a
tensed S' is generally rather unacceptable in Standard Russian, though
judgments vary, and subjunctive clauses generally allow extraction more
freely than indicative clauses (cf. Comrie 1973 and Haiman 1974). The
same contrast between long movement of a subject and object does show up
in indicative sentences -- a point relevant in Chapter Five, section 3.
43. As is well known, these effects disappear in English when the
complementizer is not phonologically present. This correlation is discussed
in Pesetsky (1982) (cf. also Taraldsen 1980, Kayne 1980, 1981a), and
will be discussed in Chapter Three. Colloquial, but not literary Russian,
allows empty COMPs, as seen in footnote 42, but I do not know whether
an empty COMP causes CTP effects in WH-movement to disappear in Russian.
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44. We will discuss the revisions of the definition of government in
greater detail in the p~nultimate section of Chapter Five.
45. Picallo (1982) disc"sses some evidence suggesting that AGR is a
proper governor in Italian. I defer discussion of her work until Chapter
Five, section 3.
46. With respect to structurallv based conditions like the ECP, Binding
Theory, and with respect to 9-markinq, Russian acts as if it were a
language with fixed structure, like English. For this reason, we take
scramblinq, at least clause-internally, to be a relatively "superficial"
phenomenon. Put another way, Russian does not appear to be a W*" language
of the so~t envisioned by Hale (1979) I in which phrase structure is
flat at all levels.
In this connection, remember that Russian speakers, although they
allow a significant freedom of word order, have relatively clear intuitions
about unmarked vs. marked word orders. Thus, our treatment of Russian
does not derive from fitting it into a configurational Procrustean bed.
Rather, empirical investigation of the properties of Russian with respect
to principles of grammar leads to the conclusion that at some level of
representation Russian is configurationally well-articulated, just like
English.
Finally, note that the data from Sinicyn (1982b), discussed in
footnote 42, suggest that inter-clausal "scrambling" is a movement rule of
syntax, since its output appears SUbject to the ECP (with the caveat
that this is not Sinicyn's explanation of the facts).
I am grateful to R. Kayne and H. Borer, who both predicted that
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things would turn out this way in Russian.
47. But cf. Pesetsky (1982b, 3.3), where we present an argument against
this view, based on the influence of surface linear or~er on quantifier
scope. Since the connection between linear order and scope (challenged
in Huang 1982) is not made in the present theor}9 in the first place, the
relevance of our earlier argument is inclear.
48. Enqlish ahd French do allow postverba! SUbjects with indefinite
NPS:
(i) they arrived a cow
(ii) i! etait arriv~ una vache
Safir (1982) suggests that these languages do allow a special sort of
transmission of nominative Case in these constructions, which entails the
indefiniteness restriction in his theory. Modern Russian lacks even this
possibility, although Old and North Russian appear to have similar
constructions:
(iii) prtXlo Korova
arrived cow
(naut sg) (fem nom 5g)
49. Actually, Pesetsky (1982) asserts this fact based on data involving
the negated existential predicate net. As we show later, net has some
special properties which make it not the best predicate to use in testing
the QP hypothesis.
50. These results, obviously, should be duplicable with the other QPs
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considered in section 1. The ~roblem is that QPs like E2-phrases do not
naturally include WH-elements (cf. English: *[what book each] did you give
to the men), necessitating examples involving topicalization, which also
appear to be rather odd in all cases. With numerals, however, the relevant
contrast appears to hold with skol'ko 'how many', although I have found
great variation among informants:
(1) *skol'ko !urnalov. ty xoZe~'1 ~toby byli vybroXeny
1.
how many magazines you want that be thrown away
(pI)
v v v v v(ii) ?skol'ko zurnalov. ty xoces', ctoby bylo vybroseno
1 (neut 5g)
In Chapter Four, section 2.4, we present some extremely powerful
evidence that QP numeral phrases (that do not trigger agreement) are
S-structure objects of ergative and passive verbs. The evidence comes
from constructions in which skol'ko (like French combien; Kayne 1981a)
is extracted from its numeral phrase.
51. Note that QPs are excluded from replacing NPs as the complements
of adjectives and nouns by the Non-Obliqueness Restriction, since [+N]
categories that take NP complements must assign oblique Case to these
complements. There may be instances of QP complements to N in phl:'ases
like:
(i) [NP ~est' knig pq 25 rublej ]
six books ~ 25 rubles
'six books @ 25 rubles apiece'
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52. Kayne explained his observation in terms of the Nominative Island
Condition (NIC) of Chomsky (1980), but his explanation is easily rephrased
in te~s of the ECP. Picallo (1982) notes that Kayne's examples all
involve subjunctive verbs, a fact she considers significant. See Chapter
Five, section 3, for discussion.
53. The relationship between a negative ~ and a word with the particle
ni in Russian appears to be similar. Since ne cannot control a ni in a
subordinate clause unless that clause is infinitive, Kayne's paradigm
cannot be reproduced in Russian.
54. Rizzi (1982) notes as an argument that the ECP applies in Italian
that Kayne's paradigm reproduces exactly with Italian nessuno 'no one'.
Nessuno may have wide scope as an object or postverbal subject, but not
as a preverbal subject. See Chapter Five, section 3.
55. Insofar as proper binding is relevant for the definition of government,
clause (ii) requiring c-command is actually redundant with clause (iii)
of the definition of gov~r~~~nt in (132).
56. Suppose we added Case as a type of feature relevant to possible
antecedency, and claimed that possible antecedency was relevant only for
the proper binding relation necessary for proper government of a subject.
It might follow that a WH-word would have to match the Case of the category
it binds when that category is a subject, but not otherwise. This might
explain certain asymmetries in "Case attraction" phenomena: for example,
in Classical Greek. According to Goodwin (1894, §l033), a WH in a
relative construction may assume the Case of the head of the relative
when that WH binds an accusative position, but seldom when a nominative
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position is bound.
57. We must assume, given the obligatoriness of QR for QP expressions of
duration (cf. footnote 21), that such expressions of duration are "inherently"
c-selected to be NPs. We leave open how this "inherent c-selection" works.
58. An exception is provided by certain refinements of the definition
of governing category introduced by Chomsky (1981a, 58). We discuss these
cases briefly in Chapter Four, 4.5, but they do not affect the thrust of
our discussion here.
59. One might provide a notational variant of subjacency which analyzes
traces in COMP (cf. Koster 1978b; Bresnan and Grimshaw 1978) which would
motivate the existence of e7 in (173).
-~
60. Recall that we have not shown that they must move. We discuss this
below in text.
61. It is often proposed (cf. Babby 1980 and references therein) that the
availability of constructions we have analyzed as QP's depends on
discourse factors -- in particular on the QP's being in the comment or
rheme of the sentence. This intuition, which appears regularly in the
literature, has never been made precise, but has usually been assumed to
condition the possibility of the construction. For example, Babby (1980)
(1980) states a rule (his (160) which stipulates, in effect, that an NP may
participate in the genitive of negation construction in the environment:
(i) [R V _l
"R" here is identified with rhame: sUbjects of transitive verbs, he
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suqqests, are never part of the rheme, while "subjects" of intransitive
verbs and passives may be part of the rheme, thus accountins for
condition A.
If our results are ·correct, however, we need not assume that condition
A is derived from discourse notions like "theme," or "rheme". We may
identify! with the syntactic node VP, and motivate (i) by formal principles
of some qenerality, leading to the requirement that QPs (including genitives
of negation) must remain in VP at all levels. Babby's rewark that sentences
with QPs (our analysis) are in some sense "unpartitioned" in the usual way
into subject and predicate (constituting Uthetic judgments", in the sense
of Kuroda 1972) follows in the same way: a QP argument of a passive or
ergative verb is always in the syntactic predicate -- in the VP.
As noted by Halle (1980), in choosing between "formal" and
"functional" explanations of linguistic facts, it is a mistake to reject
out of hand the functional explanation. ~'lhen faced with "solid facts" like
condition A, however, or phonological processes of the sort Halle considers,
it generally turns v~t that the formal explanatio~ is superior to the
functional alternative. Judgments about theme/rheme structure tend to
be soft: intonativn, context, and a host of other factors influence these
judgments. Condition A, however, -- at least and particularly as it applies
to genitive phrases under negation -- is not a soft fact. No changes in
intonation or context can legitimate the genitive of negation as the subject
of a predicate like reads books. Thus, condition ~ probably has nothing
to do with notions like theme and rhame, at the level of explanation. This is
not to say that there is no residue of rhematic influence on judgments
about our facts, which should be accounted for. For example, if a QP
(e.g. the genitive of negation) is used by a speaker instead of an NP
in a given construction, the sentence will always be interpreted such
that the QP is in the rhame, while if an NP is used, the rhematic place
of the NP is uncertain. Thus, as Babby notes, a speaker will use word
order to signal the rhematic status of an ~, while word order in the case
of a ~ generally expresses a different distinction that between
old and new information. These facts, however, have a clearly different
status from condition A: they are "soft", express tendencies, and
can be overridden by all sorts of other signals. These facts, and their
explanation, probably belong to discourse theory.
62. We might mention here a construction that may provide striking
support for ourgeneral approach to the Russian QPs we have been discussing.
This is the construction discussed extensively in Chapter Five of Crockett
(197Gb), which she calls "type (7) sentences", and we might call Crockett-
sentences. These are constructions like (i):
(i) ostalos' sem'
(Crocket~, 197Gb, 318)
boys
(mase gen pl)
remained
(neut sg)
seven 'there remains seven boys'
(ii) [punktov etixl my nametim
points these we will note
(masc gen pI)
tri
three 'we will note three of these
points'
(pe~kovskij, 1956, 224)
In these constructions, a nc n phrase in the genitive is associated with
a quantifier, but the two are separate. That this is not simple scrambling
is shown by Crockett (197Gb). First, the quantifier tri 'three' takes
the genitive singular when in construction with a noun, not the plural as
in (ii). Second, perhaps the one true limitation on scrambling in Russian
is the impossibility of separating a genitive from the phrase it is
dependent on:
(iii) *Ivana
Ivan's
(masc gen)
ja kupil knigu
I bought book 'I bought Ivan's book'
(fern ace 8g)
Rather, we might suggest the following structure for these examples:
(iv) [S [QP [Qe] mal'~ikov] i [S !. INFL [vp ostalos' [NP sem'] i ] ] ]
Examples (vi)-(vii) show clearly that the "adjoined" QP in Crockett-sen-
tences may bind an NP:
(vi) [S[QP[Qe] druzej]i [s [vp pri~lo [NP odna v ] ] ]e INFL Masa] .~
friends arrived vonly Masa
(masc gen pl) (neut sg) (fern nom sq)
'of my friends, only v arrived'Masa
(vii) [S[QP[Qe] druzej]i [ja INFL [vp priglasil [NP odnu Ma~u]i]]]
vfriends I invited only Masa
(masc gan pI) (nom) (masc 5g) (fern ace 5g)
v
'of my friends, I invited only Masa'
Crockett-sentences are remarkable in a number of ways, and deserve
further study. First, (vi) represents the only place in modern standard
Russian (cf. footnote 48) where nominative Case is found with a non-agreeing
verb. We speculate that the NPs in (vi)-(vii) have the properties of the
QPS that seem to bind them, hence they are not subject to the Case Filter
and remain in object position of the ergative verb in (vi).
What is particularly striking is the fact that these Crockett-
sentences, 1f we have given them the right analysis, represent exactly
the configurations we attribute at LF to normal Russian sentences with
QPS: the QP is is an A-position binding an NP. In our text examples of
this configuration, however, this NP was phonologically null and a creature
of our analysis, while in Crockett-sentences the NP is phonologically real-
ized and uncontroversial. It is especially interesting, in this connec-
tion, that something very like condition A holds in Crockett-sentences.
vWe have placed odna Masa in object position in (vi) because when it is an un-
controversial subject -- if the verb agrees and/or is not ergative -- the
result is bad, as noted in part by Crockett (p. 330):
(vii) *druzej pri~la odna Ma~a
friends arrived only MaXa
(masc gen pI) (fern sg) (fern nom 5g)
(viii)*druzej odna MaXa otvetila na vopros
friends only Ma~a answered to question
(masc qen pl) (fern nom sg) (fern sg)
'of my friends, only MaXa answered the question'
If in some sense (cf., perhaps, Chapter Five, section 2), the bound
NP in Crockett-sentences has the properties of an empty category, the con-
trast between (vii)-(viii) and the other Crockett-sentences we have dis-
cussed can be related to the ECP, as instances of the general contrast be-
tween (ix) and (x) Wl1ich derived condition A for us in the text:
(ix) *[s QPi [5 NP i INFL VP]l
(x) [5 QP i [s subject [vp V NPill]
It is also worth mentioning that Crockett-sentences also obey con-
dition !, suggesting again that the NP appears to have the Case properties
of the QP that binds it, although how this comes about is very unclear:
friends I helped
(masc gen pl)
(xi) *druzej ja pomog d · vo nOJ t.1ase
v
only Masa
(fern dat sg)
Finally, uninteresting semantic equiv31ents to Crockett-sentences
with the preposition iz 'from', 'of' show none of the properties discussed
above:
(xii) iz moix druzej,
of my friends
(masc gen pI)
vja priglasil odnu Masu
vI invited only Masa
(fem ace 5g)
(xiii) iz moix druzej, priXla/*pri~lo vodna Masa
of my friends arrived vonly Masa
(mase qen pl) (fern nom S9)
(xiv) iz moix druzej, ja pomog odnoj vMase
of friends I helped only vmy Masa
(masc gen pI) (fem dat sg)
I wish to thank V. Schiller for these data.
63. Obviously, further interpretation of the LF representation in (198)
takes place. Perhaps a rule of "conversion" (cf. May 1977) of the follow-
ing sort applies:
(i) [s' WH. [ • • •e. • • • ] ] -.. [Sf ~x.: •.• x. · .. ] / in an A-posi tion1 1 1 ~
The relation between the WH-operator and the exi.stential quantifier is
obscure. Rule (i) stipulates this relation, but does not explain it. We
miqht compare the interpretation of S as a restriction on the quanti fica-
tion in (i) to the interpretation of the predicate of a small clause as a
restriction on quantification below in text; section 4.4.2.3.
64. Thus, we have no "matching effects" (discussed by Bresnan and
Grimshaw 19878) with respect to Case in these constructions, but there
are matching effects with respect to semantic type (see section 5 below).
The WH-word must be an operator appropriate for the c-selected variable
left after QR:
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(i) *ja kupil [S' kogdai [S PRO pisat' moj roman] ]
I bought when write my novel
(infin)
-- but cf:
(ii) ?ja kupil [5' gde [s PRO pisat' moj roman] ]
I bought where write my novel
'I bought a place in which to write my novel' (i.e. a dacha)
This suggest, perhaps, decomposition of gde 'where' into in + what place
f~llowed by reco&~cruction of the preposition in.
65. Actually, (199)a demands a =larifieation of the Oblique Case Bicon-
ditional in (92). (92) allo~s a constituent to bear Oblique Case if and
only if that Case is needed by a a-marker of that constituent. If a-roles
are shared only by members of A-chains, thun a WH in COMP will not bear a
9-role and should not.be able to bear Oblique Case. We thus need to sti-
pulate that for the pUrposes of the Oblique Case Biconditonal, WH does
inherit a 9-role from its trace. Alternatively, we might stipulate as
a convention chat WH inherits· -features from its trace, and allow this in-
heritance to override the Oblique Case Biconditional.
66. Of course, if an indirect question is a-selected in subject position,
the result should not be ungrammatical, since no QR is motivated. Russian
does not li~(e very much preverbal sentential subjects (that are not clearly
nominal, introduced py to, Zto 'the fact that'), but (i) appears to be
grammatical:
(i) v[S' cern! [PRO pisat' ~i]] volnovalo nas
what write disturbed us
(instr) (infin) (neut 89) (ace)
'what to write with disturbed us'
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67. A minority of English speakers find a subject/object asymmetry in
tensed free relatives with who, insofar as these are minimally acceptable
in the first place:
(1) ??I punched who you were talking to
(ii) *who you were talking to punched me
68. That the construction in (210) involves the same predicate as that
in (208) is particularly clear in the past or fu~ure tense:
(i) ne bylo/budet
NEG was/will be
(3 neut sg)
knig
books
(fern gen pI)
(ii) ne bylo/budet voem pisat'
NEG was/will be what write
(instr) (infin)
'there was nothing to write with'
Interestingly, the genitive is not as obligatory in (i) as in (208), due
presumably to the AGR morpheme in the past and future tenses (cf. below in
text). For some discussion, see pe~kovskij (1956, 366-367).
69. We beg the question of what net c-selects. Our suspicion is that it
doesn't -- that is, that it makes no categorial requirements of its com-
plement. Recall that when a QP is found in a position where an NP is
c-selected, QR is obligatory, in order to supply an NP trace. For this
reason, proper names may not participate in the genitive of negation con-
struction, except in a very special usage:
'VIpr1s 0 Ma~i
v·NEG came Masa
(neut sg) (fem gen)
(iii)*ne
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(iv) ine priXlo (nikakix) MaX
NEG came no Ma~as
(neut 89) (fern gen pl)
'nobody by the name of MaXa came'
Proper names are never quantificational. On the other hand, a proper name
is normal in the genitive of negation with ~:
(v) Ma~i net
(fam gen)
'Ma:a isn't here'
We can explain the possibility of (v) if the proper name, contained in a
QP, does not have to undergo QR. It will not undergo QR if QPs do not
violate the c-selectional requirements of net. Since it is hard to believe
that net does not c-select an NP for anything other than Case reasons
(see footnote 68), and since NP, QP and Sf do not form a natural class,
we might conclude that~ simply lacks c-selectional requirements entire-
ly. Cf. R~li~ka l~u~, for some discussion of the semantic issues raised
in this footnote.
70. Two extremely inportant points are in order about this data. First,
for some speakers, the stars and question marks in (239) are rather strong,
although these examples are the fuzziest we have considered so far. For
most speakers, sentences like those in (239) are acceptable, but only with
what pe~kovskij (1956, 244) calls a "special tel'lporal shade of meaning"
(osobyj vremmenoj ottenok). This special meaning is almost always avail-
able to instrumental secondary predicates, but Pe~kovskij cites certain
examples which have only this meaning:
(i) kupil ja ego vv[asee vmicmanoml
bought I it still midshipman
'I bought it [some cloth) while still a midshipman' (Gogol)
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(ii) ia pomnju, ty ditej s nim ~asto tancevala
I remember you child with him often danced
(fem nom) (instr) (fern sg)
'I remember, you often danced with him when you were a child'
(Griboedov)
(iii) rebenkom on uprjam byl i rezov
child he stubborn was and playful
(masc instr) (nom) (masc 5g)
'As a child, he was stubborn and playful' (Ogarev)
Note that the "special temporal meaninq" Pe~kovskij observes constitutes,
in effect, an interpretation as a temporal clause denoting an extended
period of time. As we note later in the text, the secondary predicate
construction that we are interested in always denotes a "transient" state,
which is limited to the time-frame of the sentence's tense. Note that
those cases in which the "transient" reading is excluded, and in which
only the "temporal" reading is present -- and we have quoted all of
PeX'kovskij 's examples -- are all instances of the st:i:uctures in (239).
In other words, even when choosing an understoud subject that is not
governed by V in D-structure does not lead to ungrammaticality, it disam-
biguates.
There is another interpretation available in some cases for sentences
like those in (239). Here the instrumental secondary predicate has what
we might call an "indirect" predicative meaning (or, with Borras and
Christian (1971,4), we might call this the "instrumental of comparison").
Our examples come once more from Pe~kovskij (loc. cit.):
(iv) vy rone otvetili takim rycarem
you me answered such knight
(nom) (dat) (instr 99)
'you answered me like such a cavalier' (Dostoevskij)
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Unlike (v), below, (iv) cannot entail that "you" !!.!!.. a knight. Merely,
you are like a knight. In this respect, (iv) differs from (v):
(v) Artur vernulsja rycarem
Arthur returned
(nom)
knight
(instr)
In (v), on its natural interpretation, Arthur is a knight. In sentences
like (iv), the complementizer (?) kak 'as' may easily be inserted before
the instrumental. Note once more, that the understood subject of the
instrumental in (iv), like those in (239), is a D-structure subject. By
contrast, vernut'sja 'return' is an ergative verb; Artur is thus a
D-structure object.
What is the structure of the constructions in (i)-(iv)? Suppose
we maintain the claim that all Small Clauses are non-maximal projections.
It is still possible for PRO to be the subject of a Small Clause, if the
Small Clause is itself ungoverned. If temporal expressions like (i)-(iii)
and "indirect" comparisons like (iv) are taken to be adjoined to S', then
they are ungoverned, and PRO should be possible. Alternatively, we could
allow Small Clauses to have COMP when COMP is interpreted as filled by
a temporal or "comparative" operator, optionally null, but sometimes real,
as in (i) or (iv), if kak 'as' introduces the secondary predicate. If
Small Clauses are maximal only when temporal or "indirect", it is not so
surprising that maximal Small Clauses are never c-selected (the problem
which led us to try to maintain the view that Small Clauses of any type
appear never to be c-selected. No verb requires a when-clause or an as-
clause as a lexical property (except, perhaps English regard in I regard
X as Y).
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The second important point that (239) raises concerns English. Why
does English not show the restriction discussed in the text? For most
(but not all) speakers, (vi)-(vii) are acceptable:
(vi) John ate nude
(vii) Mary is happiest drunk
I suspect that the possibility of (vi)-(vii) in English is related to the
existence in Russian of nominative secondary predicates. We again draw on
Pelkovskij (p.249-252):
crimson from rage
(fem nom 8g)
(F. Sologub)
(viii) Aleksandra Ivanova sidela
Aleksandra Ivanova sat
(fem nom sq) (fern sg)
bagrovaja ot jarosti
(ix) (ja)
I
(nom)
govorju etc ne sedoj
say this not gray-haired
(ace) (masc nom sg
i izmucennyj, a polnyj sily
and worn-out, but full of force
-----------------------------)
(Vrubel' )
As (ix) shows, and as Pe~kovskij notes, such nominative secondary predi-
cates may take as their understood subject the subject of polyadic tran-
sitive verbs, and, presumably adjectives and the other predicates in
(239). We do not have an analysis of this construction (which, as
Pe~kovskij observes, is often regarded as substandard, though common in
the literary language); perhaps the nominative is "in apposition" to the
subject in some way. We want to suggest that the possibility of English
constructions like (vi)-(vii) may be due to the English equivalent of the
Russian nominative construction, and not the Russian instrumental construc-
tion. Only in a language with Oblique Case marking, of course, can these
constructions be visibly distinguished.
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71. Similar observations are made by Nichols (1981), although, interes-
tingly, her examples involve the "temporal" secondary predicates discussed
in footnote 70, and she notices some variation among informants with res-
pect to ~ in these constructions. My own experience with the non-temporal
secondary predicates indicates that ~ is a rather strong effect. Condi-
tion ~ is discussed for similar constructions in Icelandic by Levin and
Simpson (1981).
Notice that there is no comparable restriction on control of PRO
in infinitivals. It is true that there are no control verbs with a genitive
or instrumental controller, but dative controllers abound:
(i) ja pozvolil Borisu.
1
I permitted Boris
(masc dat)
[5' PRO pojti v kino]
go to movies
(infin)
For an excellent discussion of control in Russian, cf. Bergel'son (1979).
72. (243) might also be odd in English, but the English equivalent of
(244) seems fine.
73. This observation was made independently by Safir (1982).
74. Actually, there may not be any issue here. We might claim that
predicates fall under the Case Filter, but are assigned instrumental Case
bu some element, like a preposition, which does not fall under the Case
Filter. A proposal along these lines has been suggested by Schein
(forthcoming). Something like this is probably necessary, if instrumental
predicates are not to violate the Oblique Case Biconditional.
75. Others include naxodit' 'find', polagat' 'suppose', Eriznavat'
'deem', 'admit'.
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76. It would be possible to detect a verb that takes a Small Clause and
requires oblique Case in the following way. All verbs that take a Small
Clause ai"so take a tensed clausal complement:
(i) ja polagaju, [51 Zto Mala pljana]
I suppose that Ma~a (is) drunk
Tensed clauses may also be headed by the semantically empty demonstrative
to:
(ii) ja polagaju [NP to [SI Zto Mala pljana]]
'I suppose it that Ma~a is drunk'
When an oblique Case is required, the demonstrative shows that Case:
(iii) byl dovolen [NP tem [s •
v v p'jana]lon eta Masa
he satisfied "it" that v drunkwas Masa
(instr)
As far as I can tell, there are no verbs that take a Small Clause, and
show, by the Case of ~ when they take a tensed complement, that they
require oblique Case.
77. But cf. (i), which is extremely ungrammatical, suggesting that (258)a
might not be an actual subject Small Clause:
(i) *[it obvious that John was drunk] shocked me
78. Higginbotham (1981) develops an approach to perception verbs
complements in English t'ased in part an au]:' analysis of secondary
predicate constructions in this section. He notes a similar "con-
finement to the transierlt" in the complements to perception verbs,
and sU9gests a somewhat different explanation.
79. Grimshaw does argue that a-selection eliminates the need for the
non-local subcategorization features introduced by Bresnan (1970; 1972).
80. In the sense of "object in the world" not "direct object".
81. Almost. Steriade (1981) notes that the verb welcome, which appears
to take a concealed proposition, but not a sentential proposition:
(i) John welcomed [NP Mary's departure on time]
(ii) *John welcomed (5' that Mary departed on time]
She notes the same property in understand, when it has the meaning
'sympathize with'.
Other cases might include the "obligatory extraposition ,. verbs
with factive complements, like resent:
(v) I resent *(it) that John is here
I offer no explanation for these cases.
82. The passive of wonder is the least unacceptable of the examples
given. B. Schein (personal communication) notes that the passive is
rather good with a temporal adverb like often:
(i) it has often been wondered where you got your funny accent
R. Kayne (personal communication) notes (ii), which suggests that wonder
is a Case assigner in some circumstances, if WH-trace needs Case:
(ii) what. I'm wondering e. is why you came]. -1.
But compare:
(iii) *whati I (care, inquired, exclaimed, complained ••• ) ~i is
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83. A similar approach is taken by Borer (1981). We take no position
on whether the preposition is really the head in these constructions, a
question with implications for a-theory and the definition of government.
We speak below in text of "a constituent headed by to" for convenience only.
84. In some cases, as with this verb, dictionaries (e.g. o~egov) list
tile verb as lexically assigning genitive Case (optionally). This just
obscures the matter: the genitive Case has partitive meaning. It is also,
however, indicative of the fact ~lat the partitive genitive is taken to
be selected· by the predicates that allow it.
85. The partitive generally takes the endings of the "second" or "-un
genitive in the masculine, rather than the more normal ending in -a. This
is also characteristic of the genitive of negation, although the second
genitive may occur less frequently with the genitive of negation. The
choice of =! or ~ genitive is largely stylistic, as remarks of Borras
and Christian (1971, 20) suggest. One might suppose that the second
genitive is a specific Case assigned by the category Q.
86. In any case, the theory of c-selection (embedded in subcategoriza-
tion) vastly overpredicted a variety of lexical entries that do not exist.
D. Steriade (personal communication) notes, for example, that there are
many verbs that require a particular preposition (like those we considered
above in text), or a semantic class of prepositions and adverbials (like
put, which requires a directional expression), but there are no verbs
that subcategorize for PP in general. That is, there are no verbs whose
complement oan be drawn from an unrestricted set of PPs. Similarly,
par~icularly given the analysis of seem and simdlar verbs as subcate-
gorizing small clauses in constructions like John seems sad, there are
no predicates that subcategorize AP. Thus, it is fairly clear that
c-selection is simply the wrong theory to explain the complementation of
predicates.
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PART II: PATHS
CHAPTER THREE: CROSSING EFFECTS, THE ECP, AND THE SUBJECT CONDITION
o. Introduction
In Part II of this study, we shift our attention from using the ECP
as a probe into the nature of selection and e-marking to the study of
the etiology of the ECP itself'. The EO', after all, is a rather curious
condition, for reasons that we discuss in section 2 of this chapter. In
the remainder of this study, we hope to show that·a number of the central
effects of the ECP actually derive from a much more general principle,
which governs the interaction of "paths" in a tree. We will demonstrate
that this general principle has also a much wider explanatory scope than
the ECP.
In this chapter, we unite the central effects of the ECP for A-bound
empty categories with two apparently independent conditions: an often
proposed constraint on the crossing and nesting of dependencies (Kuno
and Robinson 1972; Bordelois 19741 Fodor 1978; Hendrick 1979; Reinhart
1981; among others), and the Subject Condition of Chomsky (1973).
In Chapter Four, we apply our theory to constructions with multiple
gaps. Adapting recent work of Kayne (1982) to our framework, we explain a
pattern of violations of the Subject Condition in parasitic gap
constructions that Kay~e has noted. Additionally, we show how our
general framework can explain the interaction of the properties of
parasitic gaps with crossing and nesting effects. We then proceed to
derive most of ROSS'S (1967) Coordinate Structure Constraint. Applying
the theory of multiple gap constructions to coordinate structures, we
derive the pattern of "across the board" exceptions to Ross's constraint
discussed by Ross and Williams (1978), including constraints on these
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constructions that have been attributed to "parallelism" requirements.
OUr theory extends to constraints on the conjunction of tensed and
infinitival clauses, and to a number of other, seemingly unrelated cases.
In addition, our analysis may suggest an analysis of parasitic gap
phenomena that differs from Chomsky (1981b) and that bears on the nature
of the relationship Move a.
Finally, in Chapter Five, we return to the ECP. We discuss an
analysis of various constraints on WH-in-situ that have been variously
attributed to the ECP or to a Superiority Condition (Chomsky 1973), and
suggest an analysis in our terms. Additionally, we consider a number
of different topics that have attracted attention in connection with
the ECP, in particular the difference between indicative and subjunctive
clauses discussed by Picallo (1982).
OUr constant goal shall be to propose that a new subsystem of UG,
which we might call "Path Theory", incorporating a definition of paths,
a constraint on their interaction, and possibly some additional
"visibility" conditions, replaces the "Government Theory" of Chomsky
(1981a), whose central principle is the ECP. Our work owes much to
recent investigations by Kayne, particularly Kayne (198la; 1982), who
first suggested that "paths" in a phrase marker had important properties,
and proposed to derive ECP and Subject Co~dition effects from conditions
on these paths. We differ from Kayne in t~eating the interaction
between different paths as crucial to the ECP and the other phenomena
that we derive. Nonetheless, our debt to Kayne will be clear,
particularly in Chapter Four, where we build on his analysis of
parasitic gap constructions.
Before turning to our main topics, however, we present a number of
arguments for a structure for S that differs from that assumed in recent
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work in the Government-Binding Theory. This structure will be crucial
to us when we discuss our derivation of the ECP and Subject Condition; we
therefore feel it important to motivate it independently. Part of our
discussion derives from Stowell (1981) and from recent suggestions of
Chomsky (class lectures, 1982). We will show that the structure for S
that we must assume for our theory to work has a number of other nice
consequences, predicting the position of the subject of S and providing
an extremely simple solution for wanna-contraction and other notorious
contraction facts that have been discussed in the recent literature.
In section 2 we discuss the ECP in general terms, and in section 3 we
begin presenting our derivation of the ECP.
1. The Structure of S
In recent work, Farmer (1980), Stowell (1981), and Chomsky (1981a)
consider the possibility of reducing the phrase structure rewrite rules
of the base component (as presented in Aspects) to other, independent
principles of grammar. For example, Chomsky (1981b) considers a
traditional phrase structure rule expanding VP:
(1) VP ---+ V NP 5' (Chomsky's (4)ii)
He notes that the fact that the V domdnates a head called VP need not be
specified in such a rule, since this follows from X-bar theory. We may
therefore simplify (1) as (2):
(2) VP ,---.. Head NP Sf
We now note that the fact that the head of VP, a verb, may govern an NP
and/or an S' is redundantly specified both by (2) and by the Projection
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Principle: the Projection Principle will also require a verb that a-marks
an NP or an S' to take such a constituent as a complement. 1 On the other
hand, the Projection Principle says nothing about the relative order of
NP and S' complements, which is specified in (2). As Stowell discusses
at length, however, the relative order of complements of V ~eems to
derive from Case theory. As noted by Chomsky (1981a), Case assignment
appears to require string-adjacency in English, a requirement which may
be slightly relaxed in languages like French, or relaxed completely in
some "non-confiqur~tional languages" like Russian:
(3)a. John ate some meat with relish
b. ??John ate with relish some meat
Since NP, but not S·, requires Case, in order to receive a a-role from
V, it follows that if a verb has both a nominal and a sentential
complement, the nominal object will be adjacent to V. (See Stowell for
discussion of mere complicated cases.)
Thus, given the Projection Principle, which determines the nature
of the complements of V, and Caae theory, which determines their order,
we may 3implify (2) to (4):
(4) vp-----.. Head Complements
Finally, we may ask about th~ relative order of the head of NP
and its complements. Note that in all categories of English, heads precede
complements (although specifiers may precede heads). Greenberg (1963;
cf. also Huang 1982) notes a general uniformity across categories in
the relative ordering of heads and complements in many languages. Thus,
a language in which V is last in VP will tend to show P last in PP and
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have relative clauses precede N in NP. In English, V is first in VP,
P is first in PP, and N is first in NP (modulo specifiers). Thus it looks
as if the ordering shown in (4) should be derived from the more general
English-specific value for the parameter Head First/Head Last. What is
left of (4) is (5):
(5) NP ---+ {Head, Complements}
-- which itself is but one instantiation of the more general X-bar schema
(6) Phrase ---+ {Head, Complements}
In short, nothing is left of the rule (4), which has decomposed into
independent principles of e-theory and the Projection Principle, Case
Theory, X-bar theory, and the parameter Head First/Head Last.
This derivation raises the question of eliminating entirely the
base component of Chomsky (1965) -- a task undertaken in Stowell (1981).
If we assume that this is a desirable move, which it surely seems to
be, certain problems immediately arise with the rule expanding S given
by Chomsky (1981):
(7) S ---+ NP INFL NP
Given X-bar theory, we may eliminat~ INFL from rule (7), assuming INFL
to be the head of 5, as we eliminated V from rule (1):
(8) S ---+ NP Head VP
At this point, however, it is not immediately obvious how to
proceed. Chomsky (1981a) proposes as a general principle that clauses
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have subjects -- let us suppose for the moment that subjects are always
NP's. This plus the Projection Principle constitutes the Extended
Projection Principle. Nonetheless, this principle by itself does not
allow us to eliminate the subject node from (8), because we must still
stipulate the relative order of the subject with respect to the other
constituents of S.
The ordering problem for subjects arises only in the case of tensed
S, however. 2 In so-called 5'-deletion cases -- untensed complements
to vel~S like consider the requirement of adjacency for Case assignment
will force the subject to be first in S:
(9)a.
b.
c.
consider [5 John to have left]
*consider [s to John have left)
*consider [5 to have left John]
Assuming that consider is the only possible Case assigner for John, only
in (9)a is~ adjacent to the Case assigner. That the Case assigner
is to the left of S in (9) follows, of course, from the Head First
parameter discussed above, applying in the higher VP.
In tensed sentences, however, where NP receives Case from AGR, a
cons~ituent of INFL, we might expect either of two orders (cf. Harlow
(1981), who suggests that (lO)b obtains in some superficially VSO
languages, like Welsh) :
(lO)a. NP INFL VP
b • INFL t~p VP
Related to this question is the position of INFL relative to the
other constituents. If INFL is the head of 5, why do we not find (lO)b,
rather than (lO)a? We suggest that we may answer these questions by
assumin9 a more articulated structure for S:
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(11) a. S (= INFL") ---... NP INFL'
b. INFL' ---... INFL VP
INF~' resembles the Predicate Phrase node of Chomsky (1965). Suppose
we stipulate that the Projection Principle tells us that the complement
of INFL is VP (perhaps also AP, NP and PP, for predicative constructions),
then by the Projection Principle and X-bar theory (as in (8»), {ll)b
reduces to (12) (though this step is slightly ad hoc)
(12) Head' ---+ Head Complement
We may now place c~rly brackets around the right side of (l2), since the
relative order of Head and Complement follows here, as in (4), from the
Head First Parameter. Indeed, in (12), we have reduced {ll)b to (4).
As for (ll)a, where NP requires Case, the relative order of
subject and INFL' will derive straightforwardly from the adjacency
requirement. Since INFL is first in INFL', only by preceding INFL'
will NP be Case-marked. Hence we n,~v reduce (11) a once more to X-bar
theory, Case theory, and the Extended Proje~tion Principle (which
requires that clauses have subjects):
(13) INFL" -+- ••• Head' .. "
But we have now voided our phrase structure rules of all independent
content, 35 desired. Notice that the expansion of S represented in
(11) was crucial, since without it we could predict neither the position
of the subject nor the position of the head of S.
We now discuss two other c)nsequences of this more articulated
structure for S, a structure that will be important to us in future
discussion.
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1.1 The Definition of Subject
Chomsky (class lectures, 1982) has noted that the assumption of
an INFL', or Predicate Phrase constituent of S allows a unifo~
configurational definition of subject that extends across categories
and that applies equally to tensed S, S t -deletion cases, ·small clauses,
and subjects of NPs. A subject is always the sole sister of a Predicate
Phrase (cf. Rouveret and Vergnaud 1980 for a similar proposal) :
(14)
(15) a.
b.
c.
d.
[ansubject [a' a complements]
I consider [A* John [A' angry [at Mary] ] ]
I consider [INFL* John [INFL' to [have arrived] ] ]
[INFL" John [INFL' INFL [has arrived] 1 ]
[NP John's [N' destruction [of everything holy] ] ]
The INFL' hypothesis renders transparent the cross-categorial similarities
shown in (15) (see Stowell 1981 and forthcoming).
1.2 Contraction
The INFL' hypothesis and the results we can derive from it make
an interesting prediction. We derived the S-initial position of the
sabject from Case theory: subjects which need Case must be adjacent to
INFL (in tensed sentences) or to a higher Case assigner (in Sf-deletion
cases) to receive Case. Notice that this use of Case theory does not
in fact derive all the contents of (ll)a, since it makes no prediction
about the position of a SUbject that does not need Case. All things
being equal, we expect subjects that do not need Case to be able to
occur on either side of INFL'.
Such cases fall into two groups. The first group requires a
stipulation on our part, which does, however, raise a number of
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interesting questions. The second group requires no stipulation and
leads to the interesting results we will concentrate on.
We have assumed in preceding discussion that non-NPs -- S's, QPs,
etc. do not need Case. We predict therefore, that they should be
able to occur as post-INFL' subjects in English. This prediction is
false:
(16)a. that John is here shocks me
b. *shocks me that John is here
But notice that, for mysterious reasons, subject SIS act as if they
are NPs: they only occur in case-marking positions. This is true even
as subjects of small clauses, where a topicalization analysis along the
lines of Koster (1978a) seems untenable. While (l7)a is very awkward,
perhaps ungrammatical (as claimed by Stowell 1981), it contrasts clearly
with (17)b, where an S' subject is not in a Case-marking environment:
(17)a. ??1 consider that John is incompetent (to be) a calamity for
us all
b. *it was considered that John is incompetent (to be) a calamity
for us all
Ncte the contrast with (18):
(18) it was considered that John is heartless
We may stipulate a special Case filter for subject, requiring all lexical
subjects, regardless of category, to be Case marked, but the reasons for
this effect remain obscure.) What is important for us is this: given
that all lexical SUbjects appear to need Case, it is not a surprise that
all lexical subjects, including clauses, must occur preverbally, where
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they can receive Case.
The s&cond group of cases where our theory falls short of deriving
(ll)a consists of empty categories that do not need to be in a Case-
marking position. Chomsky (l981a, 334) suggests that the Case filter be
derived from the a-criterion in the following way:
(19) Suppose that the position P is marked with the a-role Rand C =
(al , ... , a ) is a chain. Then C is assigned by R by P if andn
only if for some i, a. is in position P and C has Case or is
1.
headed by PRO.
The Projection Principle, of course, makes the assignment of a-role R
obligatory at all levels. (19) is assumed by Chomsky to apply at LF;
we have given some evidence that it applies at S-structure.
From the Binding Theory it follows that a lexical NP or variable
will always head its chain (or else it would be A-bound, and violate
principle C). By Burzio's generalization and the Binding Theory, it
follows that it will generally be the only element in its chain to be
in a Case-marking position. 4 It follows that a variable, in particular,
will always (or almost always) be in a Case-marked position.
On the other hand, an A-bound NP-trace will not head a chain,
and hence will not be in a Case-marked position, by the same reasoning.
The empty category PRO, by virtue of (19), need not be in a Case-marked
position. If Case is assigned only under government, then it will never
be in a Case-marking position, since the Binding Theory requires PRO
to be ungoverned.
Thus, among the empty categories, only variables must be in a
position to which Case is assigned, while PRO and NP-trace do not have
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to be, and perhaps may not be in such a position.
If the position of the subject in its clause is determined exclusively
by Case theory, a surprising conclusion follows: no principle will
determine the positi.on of a subject NP-trace or PRO in 5, but variables,
like lexical NP's, l~ill be forced by the adjacency requirement on Case
assignment to occur to the left of INFL'~ In other words, the following
paradigm will obtain:
(20)a. John, who I want [5 ! [INFL' to come] ] 5
b. *John, who I want [5 [INFL' to come] t]
(21)a. I want [S II [g PRO [INFL' to come] ]
b. I want [5 ' [5 [ INFL' to come] PRO] ]
(22) a. John is certain [5 ! [INFL' to come]
b. John is certain [s [ INFL' to come] !]
In (20), t is a variable, A-bound by who; hence it must occur to
the left of INFL' to receive Case. In (21), PRO needs no Case, and may
occur either before INFL' or after. Similarly in (22): ~ is an NP-trace,
A-bound by~~ and, needing no Case, may occur on either side of INFL'.
Since in each c·ase the subject in question is phonologically null, one
might think that no evidence could tell us whether the paradigm of (20)-
(22) is correct:. Fortunately, this is not the case.
Notice that the examples in (21) and (22) allow the well-known
contraction of the matrix predicate with to, while (20) does not:
(20)0. *John, who I wanna come
(21)0. I wanna come
(22)0. John is cert'na come (cf. Emonds 1977, 242, example (7»
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For minimal pairs distinguishing NP-traces from variables, cf.:
(23)a. John was saidda be a fool (said + to)
b. *John, who I saidda be a fool
(24) a. there has gotta be an answer (got + to)
b. *John, who I gotta sing for us6
Suppose the position of the subject in S were fixed by a phrase
structure rule like the one given in (7) or in (ll)a. Sentences like
those of (20)-(22) would have only the (a) structures. How then could
we distinguish structures like (20) where contraction is impossible,
from (21)-(22), where it is possible? Jaeggli (1980a) draws a
distinction, adopted also by Chomsky (1980b, 1981a) between Case-marked
empty categories (variables) and non-Case..·marked empty categories
(PRO, NP-trace). According to this solution, an empty category intervenes
between the verb and the ~ which is to be cliticized to it. The
intervening empty categories block contraction if they have Case features.
Under such a solution, what does the child know when he knows the facts
of (20)-(22)0? Clearly the child knows two things:
(25)a. want + to ----+ wanna, said + to - ....... saidda,
certain + to ---.. cert' na ••.
b. Case-marked empty cateqories intervening between the two left-
hand terms of (25)a block contraction; non-ease-marked empty
categories do not.
As suggested by Aoun (1979), (25)b may be reduced to a more general
visibility condition on the Phonetic side of th~ grammar (PF): an element
is visible to a PF rule if it has features that make it visible. Thus,
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a Case-marked trace, visible in PF, will block contraction as surely as
a lexical NP, since the rules in (25)a will not analyze a string
~ + ~, ~ + ~, etc. A non-ease-marked trace, invisible in PF,
will simply not be seen by the rules of (25)a, and contraction will not
be blocked.
The Jaeggli-Chomsky-Aoun solution is interesting, because it allows
us to maintain the optimal theory about what the child learns about
contraction -- namely, the minimum, expressed in (25)a. The restrictions
in (25)b clearly must derive from a principle of UG, since there is
no plausible way the child can learn these facts from what he hears.
Nonetheless, this solution is maintained at the cost of a rather odd
universal principle. It;~ natural that the rules of the different
components should differ in the features that they can analyze, but it
is unclear why PF should analyze the distinction between Case-marked
categories and non-ease-marked categories. This is particularly true if
the Case filter reduces to the a-criterion, as in (19). The Case filter,
the one principle which clearly refers to Case features, then applies
at S-structure or LF, but presumably not in PF.
Now suppose that the position of the subject in S is not fixed by
any phrase structure rule, but rather depends, as we have suggested, on
the adjaoency condition on Case assignment and on the requirements of
the Case filter (19). Under this hypothesis, we may take into consideration
both the (a) and (b) structures of (20)-(22). It is immediately
apparent that we may dispense with the visibility hypothesis of Aoun
(1979), and with the principle (25)b derivable from it. We may suppose
that PF analyzes all. empty categories. Structures (20)a, (21)a and
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(22)a all block contraction, because a category (by chance, empty)
intervenes between the contracting elements. Structures (20)b, (21)b
and (22)b, however, do not block contraction, because the contracting
elements are, as required, adjacent. The subject of the lower clause
is to the right of INFL'. In (20)b, it happens that the empty category,
which must receive Case, cannot, by virtue of the adjacency requirement
on Case assignment. Therefore, the only structure in (20) to which
contraction can apply is ruled out by the Case filter. In other words,
the only empty categories that do not block contraction are the ones that
don't have to be present at the contraction site: clearly the simplest
hypothesis. 7
Lightfoot (1977) raises one remaining question with respect to
contraction. We have been assuming that the complement of want is a
reduced S, like the complement of consider (contra Chomsky and Lasnik
1977, Chomsky 1981a, see note 5). This was not crucial to our argument:
so long as the subject of the complement to~ can only get Case from
a left-hand Case assigner (an abstract complementizer, Case assignment
by want across SI, etc.), our argument stands. Note that if the
complement of~ is an 5, and not an 5', it will lack a COMP.
Suppose, however, that it is an S', and has a COMP. Then a problem for
our analysis may be posed by cases where movement is assumed through
COMP, as in (26):
(26) who do you want ls' [COMP] [5 PRO to visit t] ]
If COMP contains a trace of who, given the optimal hypothesis that all
empty cQtegories block contraction, contraction should be blocked. But
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it is not:
(27) who do you wanna visit
But recall from our discussion in Chapter 2 that trace of a~ object in
caMP is the one trace that is required to exist neither by the Projection
Principle, nor by the Binding Theory, nor by the ECP. If we suppose,
as we did, that traces are obliged to occur only when independently
mandated by some principle of grammar, then no trace need by assumed
in the CO~ of (26), and the possibility of contraction raises no
problem. Alternatively, we might appeal, with Chomsky and Lasnik (1977)
to gome rule freely deleting elements in COMP to allow this case. As
indicated, we prefer to analyze (26) as not containing a lower COMP
node at all. In any case, it is clear that such examples do not pose
a problem.
As noted by Postal and Pullum (1978), and discussed by Jaeggli
(all following Selkirk 1912), liaison in French, like contraction in
English, appears to be blocked by variables, but not by NP-trace or by
PRO (+ indicates liaison):
,(28)a. *la somme que nous donnerons + a l'OXFAM
the sum that we shall give to OXFAM
b. nous voulons + y aller
we want there to go
c. Jeanne para1t + aimer les hu1tres
Jeanne seems to like the oysters
Whether liaison involves optional non-deletion of a final consonant
before a vowel, or the optional insertion of such a consonant (cf.
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Rotenberg 1978), we may account for (28) by assuming that an empty category
intervening in the potential liaison environment is seen by the rule of
liaison, and does not count as a vowel. The paradigm of (28) is
structurally identical to that of (20)-(22) and admits the same explanation:
only categories that are there block liaison. 8
It is interesting to compare our proposal with the Jaeggli-Chomsky-
Aoun proposal. Both proposals rely crucially on Case theory: the
appropriate distinction between contraction-blocking empty categories
and contraction-permitting categories is the distinction between categories
that need Case and those that don't (but cf. note 7). In the earlier
proposal, however, this distinction is made a postulate: Case-marked
traces block contraction because of a specific statement that has this
result. Incorporating the approach to phrase structure of Chomsky
(1981b) and Stowell (1981), however, under which the order of constituents
itself derives from Case theory, we are able to preserve the distinction
made by the earlier theory of contraction without making it a primitive.
Note, however, that this approach to phrase structure extends to
the node S only if we assume the articulated structure shown in (11).
Without such a structure, we cannot predict the position of the subject,
and we lose our solution to the contraction problem. The contraction
phenomena thus provide strong evidence for this structure, and the
structure in turn will be important to us in future sections (cf. 4.4
of this chapter).
(1)
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2. Remarks on the ECP
A major role in our discussion Qf Russian was played by the ECP,
as introduced by Chomsky (1981a). We repeat below the relevant principJes
and definitions:
ECP: [e] must be properly governed
(J
(2) a properly governs B if and only if a governs a [and a ~ AGR]
(3) Consider the structure (i):
(i) [8 ••• y • • •a •• •y • • • ], where
(a) a = XO or is coindexed with y
(b) where , is a maximal projection, if , dominates y t~en
cf> dominates a
(e) a a-commands y
In this case, a governs y. (Chomsky 1981a, 280)
As has been often noted (e.g- Kayne 1981a), the ECP and the
definitions of government and proper government necessary to make it
work have a number of odd features. At least three questions may
be raised:
1. Why is AGR not a proper governor? Chomsky suggests that
AGR is not "lexical", and that only lexical go\"ernors are proper
governors. But why should the ECP "tiqhten" the definition of government
in this way. Picallo (1982) suggests that A~R. might be a pI"Oper governor
in some languages (a suggestion to which we return in Chapter Five),
but it still remains a mystery why there should be any distinction
between government arld "proper" government.
2. Why is the definition of government satisfied by either one
or two apparently unlike configurations? An empty category may be
lexicallY governed, for example by V, and lack an antecedent entirely;
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or else it may lack a lexical governor, if it is locally coindexed with
an antecedent. This question is first raised by Kayne (198la) and
discussed again in Stowell (1980, 1981). Kayne suggests that the notion
of antecedent should be the primary notion of the ECP, and that the
distinctions between lexical and non-lexical governme:lt made by Chomsky's
ECP limit the ability of an empty categoxy to be linki~d to its antecedent.
Stowell similarly suqgests that antecedency is the central notion behind
the ECP, but suggests generalizing the notion "antecedent" with the notion
of government (more exactly, e-role assignment), so that V itself acts
as an ~ltecedent for an o~ject trace. We will return to Kayne's
proposal in C,apter Four, and ~o Stowell's in the last section of this
chapter.
\ 3. Finally, why should there bt. an ECP in the first place ..,: More
\ generally, why should elupt~ categoJ: ies have to be in a particular
relation with other elements in a phrase marker? Chom~ky (1981a) suggests
that the ECP is closely linked to the Recoverability condition on
deletions. Recently, Chomsky (198lb) ext~nds this observation, suggesting
..
that conditions like the ECP and the Binding Theory are means of
"i~~entifying" empty ca1:egories Ccf. Jaeggli 1980b on "identification").
I
"
We\saw in Chapter Two that the ECP, the Binding Theory, and the Projection
Prihciple conspire t~ determine where empty categories are located in
a phrase marker. Chomsky (1981a, b) note that the ECP and Binding
Theo~ establish a near partition of the possible location of empty
categ~ries, forming a "Generalized Empty Category Principle" that
dete~ines w~atkind of Empty Category is to be found in each position.
Rbuqh1r, traces must be properly governed, and PRO must be ungoverned.
We have~ suggested in Chapter Two that this near partition be made a full
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partition: expletive empty categories exist which are governed but not
properly governed (a stipulation we will derive in Chapter Four). Notice,
however, that this addition to the Generalized ECP does not follow from
any other principle. Rather, we built it into our statement of the
ECP in Chapter Two. Assuming our arguments were correct, we are left
with two questions: (a) why should expletive and non-expletive empty
categories occupy different places in the partition of empty categories?
(b) why is the partition what it is? Question (b), of course, is a
more general version of our original question: why is there an ECP?
Ultimately, questions like "why is there an ECP?" are questions
about the evolution of the language faculty in man. More immediately,
however, we may answer ques~ions like (3) by reducing them to other
questions. Recent work by Brod}i' (1982) and by Aoun (1982), for
example, seeks to derive the ECP from modified versions of the Binding
Theory. They would claim, therefore, that the question "'I/hy is there
an ECP?" reduces to the question "why is there a Binding Theory?"
In the following sections, I suggest a different reduction of
question (3), which will answer question (1) and shed some light on
question (2). In essence, I will urlify the "ECP effect" with the
phenomena that have been attributed to constraints on the nesting
of dependencies, and extend this account to the Subject Condition of
Chomsky (1973).
A word of caution: The ECP of Chomsky (1981a) was motivated to
account for certain ungrammatical cases of A-binding: "Complementizer-
Trace Phenomena" (henceforth CTP) and allied phenomena in LF, that we
dis~ussed in Chapter Two. It is this aspect of the ECP that we shall
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We begin our d·iscussion with "Crossing" or "Nested Dependency"
ECP.
(or chain fo~ation) also fall under the ECP. We shall not account for
*who. do you know [SI what subject. [5 PRO to talk to t. about t.]]J 1 J 1
For many speakers of English (as well as Italian (Rizzi 1978),
Sentences like (29) are often taken to be ungrammatical, as a
that some WH-island violations are sharply worse than (29):
WH-island is infinitival. Nonetheless, it has been frequently noted
effects, and then show, at an informal level, how they can be generalized
restrictions. It has a nonsensical interpretation in which the indices
these phenomena here, but will have some suggestions to make in Chapter
3.1 Crossin9 Effects
like (29) are almost completely acceptable, particularly when the
person. What is unavailable is the reading indica~ed by the indices in (30).
Condition in Chomsky (1977) and elsehwere:
3. Crossing and Nesting
Five. In this respect, then, our theory will fall short of Chomsky's
result of the so-called "WH-island" effect, subsumed by the Subjacency
(30)
derive. Chomsky (1981a) shows that certain cases of ungrammatical A-binding
French (Sportiche 1981), Russian (Sinicyn 1982a», WH-is1and violations
with CTP effects. We then develop the theory that accomplishes this.
on the traces are reversed, and one is talking to a subject about a
Strictly speaking, (3C) is ungrammatical as a violation of selectional
(29) what subjecti do you know [s' who j [s PRO to talk to t j about till
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Chomsky (1977a) argues to involve WH-movement:
when the order of the PPs is reversed (cf. Culicover and Wexler 1977, 27):
t.
J
t.
J.
WH.
J
WH.
J
WH.
1.
b. *WH.
1
b.*who do you know [s' what books [sPROto persuade t (S,PRO to read ~]]]I I I !
It has been suggested repeatedly (first, perhaps, by Kuno and Robinson
"Crossing effects" of this sor't recur with every construction that
WH-island violations. In particular, it has been claimed that when a phrase
WHs and extraction sites is what d~stinguishes acceptable from ungrammatical
1972, who credit the observation to A. Berman) that the linear sequence of
sect. Thus, (31)a represents the dependencies in (29); (31)b, the dependencies
dependencies in (29)-(30), these dependencies must be nested, and not inter-
contains more than one "dependency" between two elements, like the WH-trace
in (30). The dependencies are shown b~ lines in (29) '-(30) ':
In support of this position, we note that judgments 011 (29) and (30) reverse
(31)a.
linear string at S-structure.
(30) '*who do you know [5' what subject [5 PRO to talk [to t] [about t] ] ]
,- I I '
(29)' what subject do you know [5' w~o [5 PRO to talk [to;] [about ttl] ]
, -------_.
In each of the bad sentences, the dependencies cross, when we examine the
Questions (~dditional exalnples)
(32) *what subject do you know [Sf who [5 PRO to talk [about t] [to t] ] ]
I ' I I
(33) who do you know [5' what subject [5 PRO to talk [about t] [to t] ] ]I I I I
(34)a. what books do you know [S' who [5 PRO to persuade t [s' PRO to read t]]]
J I I I
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Relative Clauses
(35)a. chess, which I wonder Is,who [syou believe 1
s
t to play t well]]]I I I I
b.*John, who I wonder [s,what game [syou believe Cst to play t well]]]
I I ~ I
Topicalization
(36)a. this problem, Mary knows [s,who [PRO to consult t [about t]]]
l I I I
b.*this specialist, Mary knows [s,what problems [PRO to consult t [about t]]]I I I I
Infinitival Relatives
(37)a. I finally found a subject [Sl' [PRO to ask [s,wh~ to talk [to·5J [about I]]]'
b.·I finally found a Subject [S,[PRO to ask [S,W}L10 to talk [about t] [to t]]]I l I
TOU2h Movement
(38)a. what balalaika are these partitas easy (5' [SPRO to play t [on t]]]
J t I .-.-J
b.*what partitas is this balalaika easy [5' [SPRO to play t [on t]]]
J I I I
(39)a. this instrument is difficult to guess [s,what piece [PRO to play t [on t]]]
I I I I
b.*this piece is difficult to guess ls,what1instrument [PRO to play t[on t]]]
f ' r--'
(40)a. this book is impossible to find out [s,who [to persuade t [to read t]]]
I~ .._L-1 -_- -_-__,_-_-_-_~ __'l
b.*Sue is impossible to find out (s,what. book [to persuade t[to read t]J]
I ' I I
Too Movement (Enough Movement)
(4l)a. what viola are these concerti too dissonant [s. ~PRO to play t[on t]]]I I I [
b.*which concerti is this viola too fragile [Sf [PRO to play t[on t]]]
I 't'
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(42)a. these bonds, which he is naive enough [fc.r [us to persuade t[to bUy]]]
I I
b. *John, who these bonds are attractive enough [f:or [us to persuade
Comparatives
(43)a. he wrote more articles [than I could ima9ine[s,~Jho [to ask t [to read t]]]l I I I
b.~~r~ people came [than I could imagine [S,whnt articles [to ask t[to read t]]]I L I I
While many of the (a) sentences are very awkward, perhaps even ungrammatical,
the (b) ~entences, to my ears, are completely incomprehensible. The paradigm
demonstrated in (29)-(43) may be duplicated in French and in Italian,
and presumably in a number of languages (but see our discussion of Dutch
below) •
We have ended our lines in a number of the diagrams above in COMP
(for example, the upper line in (38)a), rather than at the lexical NP
apparently binding the trace, in keeping with the analysis of Chomsky
(1977a). Chomsky notes that the constructions listed above form a "family",
having a number of properties in common: they leave "gaps"; they allow
long distance movements, in apparent violation of the subjacency
constraint; they observe the Complex NP Constraint of Ross (1967); they
observe (weakly, we claim) WH-island constraints. Chomsky (1981b)
notes that all these constructions also allow "parasitic gaps", a
phenomenon to which we shall return. In the framework of Chomsky (1981a)
we may characterize the common feature of these constructions rather
simply: the gap in a a-position is locally A-bound. Apparent violations
of subjacency are due to movement throu~h COMP, an A-position; the
p, ·sibility of parasitic gaps also follows from the assumption that
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these constructions involve A-binding. In other words, each of the COMPs
at which we ended our lines in (29)-(43) contains an operator locally
binding a trace.
Chomsky (1976) presents a number of counterexamples to a constraint
prohibiting crossing dependencies (we omit an example involving Czech clitics) :
(44)a. what books have those men written t [about each other]
I ' I I
b. I told them [5' what books [PRO to read t ] ]I I , I
c. I asked them [s' what books [PRO to read t ] ]
I 'I I
d. [to whom] did .John seem t [5 It to be referring]I I I
e. whom did you ask t [S' what [s PRO to read t ] 1
I , I I J I
Notice that in each case in which two dependencies cross in (44), one of
the dependencies involves A-binding_ On the other hand, all the crossing
dependencies in (29)-(43) which do create violations involve A-binding. ll
Let us call the lines we have drawn to indicate dependencies "dependency
lines", borrowing here from Fodor (1978; cf. our discussion below). A
descriptively adequate Crossing Constraint must limit itself to A-dependency
lines, if it is to capture the facts of (29)-(43), without mistakenly
assigning stars in (44):
(45) Crossing Constraint
-A-dependency lines may not cross.
Note that (45), as stated, is a linear constraint; that is, it is not
structure-dependent. We will be presenting many arguments to show that a
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constraint like (45) is wrong, and we will replace it by a structure-
dependent principle shortly. For the moment, however, (45) suits our
purposes. Even with (45), we may show how such a Crossing Constraint can
explain Complementizer-Trace Phenomena, a central empirical motivation
for the ECP.
3.2 Complementizer-Trace Phenomena
The surface order of the major constituents of S' and S in English
are given in (46). The structural organization of these constituents is
not important yet:
(46) COMP NP INFL VP
It is well-known that there is a special relationship between COMP
and INFL. For example, Chomsky (1981a)., assuming that COMP expands to
include +WH, -WH (that) or for (p. 53), notes (p. 305) tne necessity
of conventions having the followinJ effect:
(47)a. INFL is [+Tellse] only if S' contains COMP
b. INFL is [+Tense] if COMP is [-WH]
c. INFL is [-~ense] if COMP is for
Den Besten (1978) and Stowell (1981) both argue that the relationship
between OOMP and INFL is the result of movement of the tense feature
from INFL to COMP (Stowell) or from COMP to INFL (Den Besten). We will
discuss the details of this relationship ;.n detail later. For now,
suppose there exists a binding relationship created by movement between
some element in INFL and COMP. Since COMP is an A-position, this
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binding relationship is one of A-binding. Therefore, an A-dependency exists
between COMP -- at least when tensed -- and INFL:
(48)
If (48) is right, we expect the relationship between COMP and INFL
to obey the Crossing Constraint (45). We will now demonstrate that
Complenlentizer-Trace Phenomena (CTP) derive from this interaction. We
have briefly discussed the CTP in Chapter Two. The most basic contrast
is that of (49):
(49)a. who. did John say (5 '
r t. that] Is Mary liked t.]~ "COMP .1 1
b. who. did John say [5 ' [COMP t. ] [5 Mary liked t. ] ]~ 1- 1
c. *who. did John say [S" [COMP t i that] [s t i liked Mary]~
d. who. did John say (5 ' [COMPti] [5 t i liked Mary] ]1.
Recall how this paradigm is explained by means of the ECP of (1).
The object trace in (49)a satisfies the ECP, since it is properly governed
by the verb liked. Similarly in (49)b. The subject trace in (40)d is
properly governed by the coindexed trace in COMP. In (49)c, however,
the presence of that somehow prevents the trace in COMP from properly
governing the subject trace. In Pesetsky (1982), where the paradigm of
(49)//was explained using the Nominative Island Condition (NIC), instead
of the ECP, we suggested that a version of Chomsky and Lasnik's filter
barring doubly filled COMPs requires the trace in COMP in (49)a and
(49)c to delete at S-structure:
(50) * [COMP a 6l
Thus, at LF, (49)c has the structure of (51)
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(51) who i did John say [S' [COMP that] Is t i liked Mary] ]
In (51), the subject trace is not properly governed, and thus violates
the ECP. Alternatively, we might assume, as in much recent work (cf.
Kayne 1981a), that the trace in (49)c is not required to delete, but
that it nonetheless does not properly govern the subject trace because
it fails to c-command it. For simplicity of diagramming, we will assume
the hypothesis of Pesetsky (1982) -..- that is, we will not wri te traces
in COMP that do not properly govern the subject position, as if they
were deleted.
Let us now see how the Crossing Constraint, combined with the
same assumptions about binding from COMP as we have just made, can
account for paradigm (49). In (52), we give a fuller structure for
(49)a-d, and we mark the A-dependencies. We assume as in (48) that
there is an A-dependency between COMP and INFL. For ease of diagranuning
we end our dependency lines from INFL at the lexical complementizer,
but we assume that the actual relation is with the COMP node ;
b. who did John say [5 ' [COMP t] [s Mary [INFL liked t] ] ]
J
"
I I
c. *who did John say [5 ' [COMP thrt) [s t [INFL liked Mary] ] ]I J-_I
d. wno did John say [5 ' [COMP 111 [5 T [INFL 1 iked Mary] J ]
J I
In (52)a-b we see that the A-dependency between a WH and an object
will never cross the dependency between COMP and INFL: the dependencies
will always nest. In (52)c-d, however, we see that an A-dependency
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between a WH and the subject of a tensed sentence will cross the
dependency between COMP and INFL of that sentence unless the subject
is bound from that sentence's COMP.
Recall that Rizzi (1982) (also Kayne 1980a) showed that Italian
lacks an apparent CTP effect with WH-movement because of the possibility
of free inversion of the subject. Notice that if the CTP is derived from
the Crossing Constraint, as suggested here, Italian presents no problems.
An A-dependency between COMP and a subject inverted to the right of VP
will never cross the dependency between ~OMP and INFL: the situation will
be parallel to (52) a-·b.
Also note that various language-specific "escapes" from the CTP
will be analyzable identically under a Crossing account and under an
ECP account, just as NIC accounts of these escapes carried over to ECP
accounts. For example, the change of complementizer que to qui in French
allows long movement of a subject, as discussed in Pesetsky (1982)
(of. also Kayne (1981c» :
(53)a.*qui est-ce que tu crois [S' [COMP qu'l [5 test venu]]
'who do you believe that has come'
b. qui est-ce que tu crois [S' [COMP qui] [5 test venu]]
We assume, following our previous analysis, that a special rule
copies the index of a WH or trace in COMP onto the complementizer que,
yielding an indexed allomorph qui, when WH or trace locally binds a
nominative position:
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Given (54), (53)b will have the same status as (52)d, while (53)a will
have the same status as (52)c:
(53)a'.*~i. est-ce que tu crois [S' [COM? qui] Is t. [INFL est venu] ] ]L.:- I 11 I
b. qui. est-ce que tu crois rs ' [COMP qui.] [s t. [INFL est venu] ] ]I 3- II J. J1 I
Note that under the ECP analysis, the indexed qui properly governs the
subject trace, while unindexed~ does not, accounting for the contrast.
Similarly, we may assume an indexed complementizer that in simple
"short" relative clauses like (55) in English. As noted in our earlier
paper, the English rule, unlike the French rule, must be restricted to
copy the index from WH, but not trace of WH, onto that. If the English
rule were like the French rule, we would have no CTP effects at all,
13
since that would always be a proper governor:
(55)
(56)
[WH. that]--+ lWH. that.]
111
the man Is, that. [5 t. IINFL came] ]]I 3. )1 I
Finally, note that if we use the Crossing Constraint instead of the
ECP to explai~ the CTP, examples like (57)a are ruled out in two ways
by the Crossing Constraint (cf. remarks in Chomsky 1980a, fn. 43 on this
point) • (57)b is, correctly, not excluded:
(57)a.*who did you wonder [s' what [5 t [INFL saw t] ] ]I I I I f
b. what did you wonder [5 ' who [5 t [INFL saw t] 1]I J I I I
In (57)a, t~e dependency between who and its trace crosses both the
dependency between COMP and INFL and the dependency between what and its
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trace, ~lthough the COMP-INFL dependency and the ~-! dependency do not
cross each other (cf. what did John see).
Thus the crossing Constraint can bt extended naturally to cover the
central cases for which the ECP has been motivated. This raises the
question of eliminating entirely the ECP for A-binding, and with it the
notion of proper government, which is only relevant to the ECP for A-binding.
Nonetheless, we will show in the next sections that the Crossing
Constraint, as a linear constraint, is inadequate, and -- in some languages
empirically incorrect. We will propose a structure-dependent version of
the Crossing Constraint, replacing the one-dimensional notion "dependency"
with a two-dimensional notion "path", similar to the concept developed
in Kayne's recent work. We will use the path analog of the Crossing
constraint to explain a number of phenomena which fall under neither the
Crossing Constrains of (45) nor the ECP of (1), while preserving the
basic features of our analysis so far.
4.0 Crossing Dependencies vs. Paths
4.1 Crossing in Two Dimensions
Suppose we re~hrase the Crossing Constraint a~ (58):
(58) Crossing Constraint
The further to the right an A-bound ~race occurs, the further
to the left its binder must o~cur, in relation to other
trace-A-binder dependencies.
(45) or (58) have been interpreted as plausible constraints on language
parsing. For example, if the parser seeks to match "fillers", such as
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W, with appropriate "gaps", such as traces, pnd if this mechanism has
the properties of a "push-down store devi.ce", then it might follow, as
Bach (1977, 150) suggests, that the last filler passed by the parser is
always linked to the first gap passed, the second to last filler to the
second gap, and so on, given the "last in - first out" operation of a
push-down store device.
Suppose (58) does conform to the nature of the human parser, viewed
as having push-down store properties. We must still ask whether (58) is
a principle of linguistic competence, which has evolved to ease the burden
on the parser, or a principle of performance, ~;rectly expressing
limitations on the parser. In other words, are the ~tarred sentences
of the previous sentence unqranunatical, or merely un,lcceptable, like
cases of center embeddings discussed by Miller and Chomsky (1963) and
by Chomsky (1965)?
While firm answers cannot be given, it seems that the starred
sentences of the previcus section are ungrammatical, and not merely
unacceptable. This is clear in the case of the CTP violations which we
showed to fall under the Crossing Constraint. Cases of unacceptability
generally improve in felicitc.)us circumstances: if one is provided with
pencil and paper to figure out the links, if the meaning is made clear
by context, etc. The meaning of CTP violations is perfectly clear
without pencil and paper; nonetheless ~he sentences resist acceptan~e.
The crossing sentences of (29)-(43) present a similar picture. nere,
the complexity of the examples may require drawing lines of dependency,
35 we havB. Nonetheless, even after the intended meaning of the
sentences is clear, the sentences remain impossible to accept, in
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mark· '1 contrast to garden path and cer ':.er-embeddin'3 sentences (the horse.
raced past the barn fell, and th~ like). Thus, it is extremely probable
that crossing effects and CTP effects derive from principles of
competen~e, not of p~rformance.
It follows that if the Crnssing Constraint can be lipked to ease of
parsing -- if the parser has some push-down store property -- the linkage
is at the level of human evtlution. It is not surprising if man's
lingtlistic competence has molded itself to the limitations and needs of
the parser. (Sugqestione to this effect regarding the Binding Theory
and subjacency are made bt Marcus 19aOi 3erwick and Weil~erg 1982.)
Nonetheless, Fodor (1978) notes that there is considerable evidence
SU9ge~tinq that the human parser does not hay. ~he characteristics of a
pus.l-down store device. Discussing her Crossin':1 Constraint (a "Nested
Dependencies Const~~int"} I she suggests that s~ch a Constraint arises as
an attempt to eliminate potential ambiguities in the proper linkage
of gaps to fillers. Apart from the fact that it is extremely difficult
to characterize what counts as an arnbiquity (if the paIs~r knows that
one cannot talk to a subject ~~ a peIson, sentences like (30) should
be unambiguous) ~ it is unclear why the parser should pick a co~straint
ag~inst crossing as a means of avoiding ambiguity, as op~osert to ~ny
oth-:!r constrain':. Pfonor offeIs Cl nuJY\bcr ()f arguments that t.he constraint
. 1 d . f h · 14 f1 h · 1 d~s re ate ~o pars~ng, some 0 W lch may re ect Jt er pars~ng-re ate
cons ~raints, but not nt:!cessarily t..ue C:':ossing Constrt.:... ~nt, others of
wh:lch merely rf fleet t1.e r:ontrast betwefo. n A- anJ A-binding discussed
above. Tf d l. "lin poj nt is, ho\,·~',er, that once one rejects the "push-down
fltore" explanati()n fer the Crossing Constraint, the reason for this
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constraint is up for grabs. Any pattern of ungrammatical sentences can
he described as a parsing constraint, but this dces net obviate the need
for an ex~lanation of why the parser, or grammar, should have the
properties it has. Why not fallor crossing 0ver nesting? In fact, we
shall see later that some languages do just that.
Finally, a parsing explanation is inevitably both too strong and
too weak. Why should the Crossing filter ignore some dependencies,
those involving A-binding, which are clearly of relevance to the parser,
while paying attention to dependencies that are of dubious relevance
to the parser, such as the dependency between INFL and COMP?
Suppose, then, tnat we abandon (perhaps tE:!mporaz'ily) the search for
an explanation of Crossi,g effects in terms of parsing strategies, and
concentrat~ on the status of (58) as a principle of competence: a
principle of grammar. Recall that crossing effects hold, not only in
English, but in French and Italian as well" The sentences oelow, for
example, are the equivalents of (34)a-b:
(34)a' quels livres est-ce que tu sais [s,qui(SPRO persua~er t[s,de PRO lire t]]]I . I _.I :
b'*qui est-ce que tu sais[s,quels livres[sPRO persuader t[s,de PRO lire t]]J
J I I I
(34)a". che libri sai[s,c~i [SPRO persucldere ~[s' da PRO leggere t]]]
I I
b",,*chi sai [ ,che libri[sPRO persuadere test da PRO leggere t]]]L s I ~-.J
English, French and Italian are all "Head First" language 3 : V precedes
its complements, P precedes its obje~t, INFL precedes VP, etc. Notice
now that a Head First language will be predominantly right-branching,
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with respect to major constituents, at least. This is because branching
complements (e.g. PP or S· governed by V) will occur to the right of
the head of their phrase. In a Head First language, the farther to the
right a node is, the "lower" it is in the tree, as a rule. (The
generalization may be violated as the result of rightward movement rules,
or in double complement structures where the first complement branches
farther than the second.)
This observation raises the ~estion of whether the Crossing
constraint (58) should be phrased in linear terms of left and right, or
in two-dimensional terms of "higher" and "lower" in a tree. This issue
is raised by Reinhart (1981), who cites unpublished work by J. Maling
and A. Zaenen. We might state such a two-dimensional constraint
informally as in (59):
(59) Crossing Con~traint - 2 Dimensions (informal)
The lower an A-bound trace occurs in a tree, the higher its
binder must occur, in relation to other trace-A-binder
dependencies.
For the time being, we assume a 9impl~ notion of "higher" and "lower",
countinq nodes from the root: the more nodes, the lower.
An immediate problem now arises for (59) in the contrast (29)-(30)
and (32)-(33). In these ~entences we find crossing effects gener~ted
by two traces, each of whi.ch is the object of a preposition in PP governed
by V. Since each trace is oeparated by one node (PP) from the VP in
which the PP is governed, they are equally distant from the root node,
and there should be no crossing effects.
This problem may be solv~d by adopting a proposal from Hornstein
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and Weinberg (1981), though we abundcn part of their motivation for this
proposal. They claim that a reanalysis rule exists in English, which can
incorporate post-verbal material into the verb, creating a "complex verb",
which functions as a single lexical item. They argue that a surface
filter barring oblique traces forces this reanalysis in cases both of
A-binding and of A-binding. The absence of the reanalysis rule in
languages like French or Russian, they suggest, explains the absence of
preposition stranding in these languages. Crucial to their theory is
the Case system of Chomsky (1980), under which V assigns objective
Case, while P assigns oblique. As Hornstein and Weinberg note (their
fn. 9), this proposal may create problems in an inflected language like
Russian, where, as we have seen, both verbs and prepositions may require
oblique Case of their objects, yet "verb stranding" (under A-binding, at
least) is always possible, while preposition stranding is impossible.
Notice that reanalysis of V with P will be motivated by Burzio's
generalization when the object of a preposition is A-bound.
(60) John. [was [v looked at] t.l
1 1
In (60), the subject of look must be a non-a-position, in order to allow
the chain (John, t), under the A-criterion. By Bu~zio's generalization,
then, the verb must absorb its ability to assign case to an argument
object. As we saw in the last chapter, this is impossible in English
when the verb does not assign C~se to begin with. Suppose that a vern,
reanalyzed or not, of the form l\, V•••X] , can assign Case to an object
argument if and only if X is a Case assigner (cf. Wl.lliarns' (1981)
claim that the "head of a word" is the rightmost constituent -- in a
syntactic Head First language, presumably). Thus, while look will not
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be a Case assigner, and thus cannot passivize, the complex verb [vlcck at]
will be a Case assigner, and can passivize. Hence the reanalysis.
The ob1igatoriness of reanalysis of V with following material under
A-binding is supported by other evidence. R. Higgins first noted that
the string between V and a trace A-bound by the subject of V is an
"anaphoric island" for A-binding (in tIle sense of Postal 1969; cf.
Stowell 1981):
(61)a. we paid close attention to John
.
b. how much attention. did you pay t. to John
1 ~
c. who. did you pay close attention to t.
~ 1.
d. close attention. was paid t. to John
l. ~
e. John. was paid close attention to t.
J. 1.
f. who. was close attention. paid t. to t.
J J. 1 J 15g. *aOw much attention. was Joh:l. paid t. to t.
J 1 J 1
If (61)e is only possible when the sequence V-NP-P is reanalyzed,
we can explain the ungrammaticality of (61)g as the result of binding
into a word:
(61)e'. John i (was [v paid close attention to] til
9' . *how must attention. (John. [was [vpaid t. to] t.]
~ J 1 J
Of course, we can rule out (61)9 if only the NP !i is analyzed. Suppose
that NP-movement has taken place, as in (61.'d-g, into the subject position
of~. It follows that the sUbject is non-a, from which it follows
(by Burzio's generalization) that the verb cannot assign Case to an
argument: in this case, the NP close attention, how much attention.
Suppose this argument itself moved into subject position; we would
have (61)d. Suppose, however, that the object of to mO~/es into subject
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position, as in (61)e,g. Then, in order for the Case Filter (19) not to
rule out the argument close attention, how much attention, this argument
may be incorporated inside the verb itself. Once this occurs, it follows
that it may not be extracted, hence the star on (61)g.
We know that the P must be reanalyzed as well, by the logic of
two paragraphs ago. A reanalyzed sequence [v V NP] does not end in a
Case assigner; hence it will not assign Case; hence it cannot bear
passive morphology. If we add the P to the reanalyzed verb, however,
the verb will end in a Case assigner, and will be able to bear passive
morphology. Not~ that adverbial material may not precede the P in
sentences like (61)e, another piece of evidence tor reanalysis:
(62)a. ?we pay close attention usually to Jonn
b. *John is paid close attention usually to
Thus, given apparently correct assumptions about passive and
reanalysis, the obligatoriness of reanalysis in the passive cons~ruction
follows. We now ask if any independent principles we have discussed
can make reanalysis obligatory in cases of A-binding. It seems that
the answer at the moment is no, if we reject Hornstein and Weinberg's
oblique Case filter. Consider again (29):
(29) what subject. do you know [S' who. [5 PRO to talk to t. about t.l
~ J J ~
Suppose reanalysis were obligatory with prepositio~ stranding under
A-binding as a general rule (Hornstein and Weinberg's, as well as Stowell's
and Kayne's (1981a) claim). Then (29) would perforce have the structure
of (63':
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Structure (63) is motivated by no considerations we have discussed, and
furthermore violates the very anaphoric island condition that explained
(61)g for us. Hence, prima facie, not only is reanalysis not forced in
cases of A preposition stranding, but in some cases, like (63), it
must not apply at all.
Additional cases, that would involve violations of the anaphoric
island principle by A-binding, if reanalysis were obligatory for A
preposition stranding, are credited by Hornstein and Weinberg to H.
van Riemsdijk and E. Williams (fn. 21):
(64)a. which problems. has Harry. [been [talked to t. about t.]
1 J J ~
b. who. do you. like [PRO. to [be (sung to t. by t. ] ] ]
~ J J ] 1
We find these completely acceptable, though they may be somewhat awkward~
as suggested by Hornstein and Weinberg. Again, were (64)a-b to involve
complex verbs [v talked to t j about] and [v sung to t)~], p~ausible
anaphoric island constraints on binding into a word would be violated.
Finally, to our ears, (65) has the status of (62)a, and not
(62)b :
(65) ?John, who. we pay close attention usually to t.
~ 1
If this is correct <and there is much variati0n on examples like this),
then we have more evidence that reanalysis is not required for A
preposition stranding. For the time being, we leave open the question of
-
what rules out preposition stranding -- A or A -- in languages like
French, Italian and Russian.
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Despite this demonstration that reanalysis is not always required
in A preposition stranding constructions in English, it does not follow
that it is impossible. The facts about passive discussed above show that
English does have a rule of reanalysis. This rule is formally autonomous
from the other processes involved in the passive construction
(dethematizaeion, absorption of Case, NP-movement, etc.). ~here is
no reason why it should be prohibited from applying in cases of A
preposition stranding, where other constraints are not violated. We
may even find cases where other principles require this reanalysis,
much as reanalysis was required by Burzio's generalization in the case
of passive. So t~r, Je have no such principles.
Recall our problem. We suggested that the linear Crossing Constraint
of (45) and (58) might be replaced by a two dimensional, structure-
dependent Crossing Constraint, informally presented in (59). This
constraint required that A-bound traces lower in the tree be bound
higher in the tree than A-bound traces higher up the tree are bouno. We
defined "lower" and "higher" as functions of tbe nwnber of nodeE from
the root. From this it followed, incorrectly, that there should be
no Crossing effects when two prepositions in VP are A-stranded (cf.
(29)-(30), (32)-(33)4 That is, the two traces in the fcllowing tree
are equidistant from the root:
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(66) S •
/
COMP
a
S'
",
./
COMPb
Given the two-dimensional Crossing Constraint, we should be able to bind
t 1 or t 2 from either COMPa or ooMPb' while in fact t 1 must be bound from
COMPb and t 2 from COMPa -
Now suppose some principle required r 1 to reanalyze with V. (Notice
that P2 could not rean~lyze with V, or else anaphoric island principles
would be violated.) Then (66) would look like (67):
(67) S'
/.
COMP
a
5'
//- .
COMPb
Now t 1 is 3 nodes from the root in our diagram, while t 2 is 4 nodes from
the root. t 2 is thus lower than t 1 and must be bound higher than t 1 is.
As desired, t 2 must be bound from COMPa (which is 1 node from the root),
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and t 1 must be bound fro~ COMPb (2 nodes from the root). Thus, if
reanalysis of P1 with V is obligatory, we capture the Crossing effects,
given the two-dimensional Crossing Constraint of (59).
What principle forces reanalysis in (67)? And why should Universal
Grammar contain a principle which requires node counting, a rather odd
principle to assume? We shall suggest that the answers to both these
questions lie in a deeper, simpler version of the Crossing Constraint in
two dimensions. As things stand, the linear version of the constraint
seems simp~er and more plausible~ We shall be able to demonstrate that
the simpler version of the ~-dimensional constraint is actually more
plausible and a more nearly correct principle of Universal Grammar.
Not;ce first that, as stated, both (SR) and (59) (as opposed to
our original statement in (45» are empirically inadequate in a trivial
way. Consider a structure like (68), which is not ungrammatical:
In (68), t. is lower and farther to the right than t .. It is, however,J -l.
bound farther to the right and lower than t. is bound. To avoid ruling
-1.
(68) out with a two-dimensional Crossing Constraint, we must be more
specific about the conditions under which the constraint applies. In
particular, we need a tree analog to the notions "nesting" and "crossing"
that we expressed earlier with dependency lines. Clearly, the proper
notion is that of "path between trace and binder".
4.2 Paths
Suppose we assume the following definition of a "path" between dn
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empty category and an A-binder:
(69) Definition of paths l ?
Suppose ~ is an empty category locally A-bound by £. Then
(i) for a the first maximal projection dominating ~
(ii) for a the first maximal projection dominating £
(iii) the path between t and b is the set of nodes P such that
p = {x (x=a) v (x=B> v (x dome a & -, x dom.a>}
A path is essentially a line segment in a tree, which runs from
the first maximal projection dominating a trace and the first maximal
projection dominating its local A-binder. This notion of path, except
for the reliance on maximal projecti r 'I is very much the two-dimensional
analog of the "dependency lines" we considered above. Replace the
predicate dominate with be to the left of, and we have a working definition
of dependency lines, similar to the one we tacitly assumed earlier.
Now let us restate the Crossing Constraint, to eliminate the
problem of (68). (70) is a first approximation:
(70) Crossing Constraint (first approximation)
If the intersection of two paths is non-null, one path must
contain the other.
Consider now (68) in tree form:
••
•
•
(68) S'~
COMP1 .hI / ~"
who. NP INFL1'1. / ~
you .I '"
INFL ~
tell ~~~
I
C0
1
MP 2 52
I
.
what.
~
NP
I
PRO
......
~
INFL VP2I I'
to do t.
J
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•
The path between t i and who i is: {VP1 , 1NFLi' 51' 5i}: a path f~om the
first maximal projection dominating the trace (VP1) to the first maxi.mal
Notice that the intersection of these paths is
null. HencA no Crossing Constraint is invoked.•
projection dominating its A-binder. The pa~h between t. and what. is:J --J
•
•
•
•
Now consider a simple Crossing effect like the contrast (34)a-b,
repeated below as (71)a-b:
(7l)a. what books i do you know [Sf whOj[SPRO to persuade t j [S,PRO to read til]]
b.*whc j do you know [Sl what books i [S PRO to persuade t j [SI PRO to read till
Consider the phrase markers associated with (71)a-b:
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S'(71)a. ~
/~COMP 1 N
/ / ~Liwhat booksi tjP 'L~
/ INFL -.No..you / ~!i
know /---'5
COMP 2 F-rNFL!I PRO ~VP
WhO
j
INFL ~:----s .
tl persuade "~J"'s
COMP. ~NFL'
PRO /'oJ
IjFL I'
to read !i
3
*s'b. ---::..l
~~
COMP l ~NFL'
who. NP, ~
---:J INFL "!J..
you /' ~S'
know E--s
COMP2 K.
what books i P'RO ~VP
INFL I'
I ""g.
to persuade !j~
COMP 5-3
/--"'INFL
'PRO ._____, 3
IjFL A
to read !.~
.1- 3
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~ow let us examine the paths in each of these phrase markers:
(71) a. (i) Between t. and what books. :
1 ~
~VP3' INFLj, 53' 53' VP 2, INFLi' 52' 5;, VP1 , INFLi' 51' Si}
Between c. ann who.:, ,
(71)b. ti) Between t. and what books.:
1 ~
:·~3' INFLj, 53' 53' VP 2 , INFL2, 52' 52}
(ii) Between t. and who.:
J J
Each phrase marker contains two paths with which we are concerned at the
moment (we discuss INFL and COMP shortl~·). In (71) a, path (ii) is
con~ained by path (i)i that is, (ii) is a subset of (i). In (71)b, however,
(il does not contain (ii) and (ii) does not contain (i). (i) contains
various nodes of Sj that (ii) does not, while (ii) contains various nodes
of Si that (i) does not. If the Crossing Constraint re~lires that one
path contain the other, (71)b violates the constraint, while (71)a obeys
it. (71)a obeys it non-trtvially, while (70; obeys it trivially.
Now let us return to our problem with doubly stranded prepositions,
~nich we left after examples (66)-(67). Consider again a structure like
(66) I repeated in (72):
(72)
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Recall that ow: earlier 2-dimensional Crossing Constraint (59), which
~oun~ed nodes from the root, predicted incorrec~!y that st~~~ures like
this should be grammatical no matter where the A-binders of t 1 and t 2
are. In other words, there should be no crossing effects. Let us see
Nhac predic~~ons the pa~hs theory makes about this structure. 3uppose
!2 is bound by a binder in COMPb , and ~l is bound from COMPa (9xample
\30». The paths will be as follows (irrelevant nodes o~tted, as in
(72) ) :
( 73) (i) Between t: 2 and binder of COMPb :
.:pp ." '!P, 5' }b
(ii) Between t 1 and binder in COMP :3-
{PP1 , 'JP , S' , S' }b a
Neither path contains the other: path (i) contains PP2' which path (iil
lacks; path (ii) contains PP1 and s~' which ~ath (i) lacks. The structure
is thus ruled out, as desir~d (*who do you know what subject to talk
[to t] [about t) .
Now let us see what happens if ~2 is bound by a binder in COMPa'
and ~l by a binder in COMPb . Linearly, the dependencies are now nes~ed
(example (29»:
(74) (i) Between t,2 and binder in COW :a
~PP1' 'IP, Sb' S' }a
(ii) Between t 1 and binder in COMPb:
'~PP, , ~P, S' ..
.- ::>
The situation now is no better. Neither path contains the other: path
(i) contains ~P2 and s~' which path (ii) lacks; paeh (ii) contains PP 1,
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which path (i) lacks. This time, the ill-formed structure corresponds
to a well-formed string (what subject do you know who to calk [to t}
[about t]). On the surface, it would appear that the paths approach
fares just as poorly as the approach of (59). We will show that this is
not the case.
Recall that under (59), we were led to expect no Cross1nq effects,
given a structure like (72). We noted that if something were to force the
first preposition to reanalyze the V we could capture the actual Crossing
effects that do obtain. The logical problem was that, since all binding
possibilities in (72) satisfied (59), there was nothing to force the
reanalysis.
Under a paths approach, however, (72) will never yield a grammatical
structure (where the traces are A-bound), as we have just seen. If
reanalysis of the first P with V does yield a qrammatical structure,
reanalysis will then have been motivated, by the Crossing Constraint on
paths. Let us examine how the paths approach fares if reanalysis does
take place, as in (67) (repeated in (75»:
(75) S'
a/.
COMP
a
S'b
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Suppose ~2 is bound from COMP:, and ~l is bound from COMP 3. (example
(30». The paths will be as follows:
(76) (i) Between 1;2 and binder_in COMPb :
(PP2' W, s;}
iii) Between C1 and blonder in COMPa :
r,lP 5 • Sf}
.. , h' a
Neither path contains the oCher: path (i) conta~ns pp~, which path (ii)
,
lacks; path (ii) contains S', which path (i) lacks. The st~Jcture is
a
·=orrectly ruled out (*who do you know what sUb1ec't to (talk to) t (about
Suppose now that ~2 is bound from COMPa' and ~l from COMPb (example
(29». The paths will now be as follo~s:
(77) (i) Between t 2 and binder in COMPa:
{PP 2 ' VP, S' S'}b ' a
(iil Between t 1 and binder in COMP. :o
In ~77), the Crossing Constraints on paths is at last observed. Path Ci)
contains path (ii): path (i) contains all ehe nodes in path (ii), plus
PP2 and s~ (what subject do you know who to [talk tol t (about t:>.
Thus, on a paths account of Crossing effects. we will motivate
reanalysis (which, we showed, would othe~~ise be op~ionali in order to
yield a grammatical sentence from a structure like (74). After
reanalysis, the only binding confiquratlon that does not violate Cr~ssing
3S a constraint on paths is the one Just described, where I'nesting" is
observed as well.
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Khat have we shown? We have not so far shown that a paths account
is in any way super10r to a linear accounc of the bas1c Crossing
phenomena. We have shown chat a paths account ~s a~ least as descripcively
3aequate in the basic cases as che linear acooun~. We have also shown
~hat the paths accoune, but not ~he linear accoun~, mot1va~es reanalysls
in cases l~ke the one Just discussed. As It turns oue, ~here 19 some
slight evidence indicating that reanalysis is indeed indicated.
!n (62) and (65) we showed that adverbial material may not intervene
in a reanalyzed verb:
(62)a. ?we p~y close attention usually to John
b. *3ohn. is paid close attention usually to t.
1 '
(65) ?John, who. we pay close attention usually to t.
~ 1
Now consider
(78)a. 11 don't know whoi you ~alk~d usually to t i about my problems
b. these problems, which i I don't. know wh~ you talked (*usually)
to t. about t.J 1
Only where reanal?sis is forced by ~he Crossing Constraint (70)
on paths is "niching" of an adverbi~l between V and the following P
impossible. The facts are not outstandinqly clear, but if the Judgments
are as indicated, they support the paths account of Crossing over the
other accounts, pareicularly the linear ac:ount, which do not force
reanalys;.s in this case. (Remember that (65' and (78)a show t:t:at
reanalysis is not r~qu1red in other cases of A ~reposition stranding.)
Before turninq in 4.4 to a paths account of Complementizcr-Trace
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?henomena -- essentially a translation of our linear analysis -- we
cons1der in the next section some further empirical evidence against the
linear theory of CrosS1ng effects.
~.J Paths V5. Linear Cross1ng
Ne beqan the discussicn In Part 4 by not1ng ~~at 1n a Head FLrst
lanquage, nodes that were linearly further to the right were also generally
further down ~~e tree. The linear crossLnq constra1~t told us that if a
sentence contains two intersecting A-dependencies, they must be nested:
in other words. the one tnat begins further to the left must end further
~o the right. The paths account of these phenomena given 1n (70) says
that when a phrase marker contains two paths created by A-b1ndinq,
one pach must conta1n the other, if the intersection of the paths is nan-
nUll: in other words, t:le one that beqins higher up ~he tree must end
further down the tree.
Suppose we were to examine a pure Head Last language: a mirror
~qe of English, French and Italian. In such a mirror-image language,
COMP would be last in 5 t , INFL final in INFL
'
, P final in PP, anu the
basic order would be OVS. If A-bindinq worked much as in English,
such that traces in A-positions were bound from COMP, we would expect the
linear theory and the paths theory of Crossing effects once more to
make nearly identical predictions. We do r~t have any data on such
languages; since they do not distinguish betwe~n our competing theories,
~owevAr, we may leave ehem aside for now.
~low ~onsider a language that ~ould be mixed Head First and Head
~. In particular, suppose chat V were final in '~, but COMP initial
in S'. In such a language, a linear Crossing Constraint and a constrain~
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'jn pa~hs make opposite predictions. In VP, "left" and "right" would
correspond to structural relations opposite from English. For X-binders
in COMP, however, "left" and "right:" would cOJcrespond to the same relatJ.ons
as in English. On a linear theory, therefore, dependenc~es between
:aMP and a position in VP that cross 1n English should be nested in th~s
~1xed language; dependencies that are nes~ed in English should cross in
this lanquaqe. Thus, the translations of English sentences like (29)-
(43) should be matched with opposite judgments .• according to a linear
theory.
vn the other hand, under a paths account, this lan~Jaqe's judgments
on sen1:ences (29) - (43) should be identical to E:nglish. The paramecer
nead-First/Head-Last has no effect on paths, as can be readily seen.
~aths are defined entirely in terms of dominance relations. (The only
element of our paths account that is linear is the rule of reanalysis,
but this too does not distinguish riqht from left: it only cares about
=ontiquity.) Such a mixed lanquaqe as we are cons1dering, therefore,
would provide an ideal test of the linear and paths theories of Crossing
effects.
To make matters clearer, we may use a diagram similar to (75).
Note that V is last in VP, but COMI is firs~ in S':
The reader may reread the discussion of (75), where we showed that the
paths account forces t, to be bound from COMP~I and t 2 from COMPa - That
conclusion follows equally in (79). Linearly, however, the paths
account predicts the following Judqmen~s:
SOla. C.... [ CO!5' bJ.nder j [s •• • L... , lCOMP o~nderJ [s···[~~rpp t 2 ?2 J Tl '1 J ] 1J ].;) I ~~ b , ~ Ia -:t
b.·[~. (COMP binder] [5 - •• [5' [COMP binder] [5··· (vp[pp t 2 P21 t 1 V J]]]]~ I b b L 2{ Ia a I
The Germanic lanquaqes belong to this ~lass. Th~ predictions made
by each of the crossing theories are very difficult to test, because of
quite a number of extraneous factors. Nonethe~ess, a crucial case can be
devised. One of the problems is that word order is relatively free in lJP
in Germanic lanquages. Lacking a good theory of German1C phrase structure,
ic is often hard to tell where a trace is, in the linear representatlon
of a struc~ure, ~king testing the linear theory difficulty. Another
problem arises with the analogs cf examples like (34)a-b. If we extract
one WH from a higher clause than another, we can be sure that the lower
trace is within the confines of the lower clause. Unfortunately,
embedded clauses are obl;..qatorily extraposed to the right of V, leading
to the prediction that both linear and non-linear theories of crossinq
will work in these cases (they do).
The crucial case seems to arise in Dutch, which allows preposition
scranding to a li~ieed deqrec, and under special circumstanc~s, as
discussed at length by van Riemsdijk (1978a,b): in partlcular, when a
speciaJ inanimate WH-~ronoun~ is moved, or in constructions involving
a null operator, such as Tough Mbvemene.
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~en here. however, there are problems. As shown by van Riemsdijk
(19i8a, 96-112), DUtch has a rule of incorporatio~, under wh~ch a pre- (or
post-) -position becomes morphologically part of v, and the former obJect
·)f the prepos1cion acts like a verbal objecc. In particular, LC can
~ppear ~n more enan one pl~oe in \P, like a verbal ObJect::9
(81) a. • ••om (met de auto] [i.n Amsterdam] t.e qaan.
in-order-to with the car to Amsterdam to go
lno incorporation)
b. . •. om (met de auto I Amsterdam (in te qaan J
c •••. om Amsterdam [met de auto) [in te qaanJ
(Sl)c is judged somewhat better than (81)b.
(incorporation)
(incorporation)
Clearly we are not going to be able to test our predic~ions in
such a case, S1nce, were we to ex~ract both NP's in structures like (81) I
we would have no way of knowing the relative linear order of the traces.
Now consider structures like (82):
(82) om (met de auto I [naar An,sterdam toe) te gaan
in-order-to with the car to Amsterdam to go
19The "circumposition" naar-toe does not underqo the incorporation rule
seen in (81):
(83) • ••• om Amsterdam (met de auto) (naartoe te gaan]
~onetheless, ~ or naar-toe may be seracded under A-binding, as
in the following examples with Tough ~vement (cf. van Riemsdijk 1378b) :
(84)a. de auto is qemakkelijk om r~ mee) [naar .~sterdam toe] te gaan
the car is easy for wit~ to Amsterdam to go
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b. ?Amsterdam is gemakkeliik om (met de auto I [ ~ naartueJ te qaan
Amsterdam is easy for with the car to ~ to go
(84)b is odd, probably f~r semantic reasons of some sort, much like its
~nqli~h equ1valent: ?Amsterdam is easy to go 1" ~e car co.
5uppose now chat the c1rcumpoS1eion naar-coe may undergo a reanalys1s
~~le, applyinq late enough (after oblique Case marking?) to rule out
(83). It would be, perhaps, an LF correlate of incorporation. This rule
~o
would allow (84)b to have the struc~ure:-
(85) Ams~erdam is qemakkelijk om [met de aut~J t inaartoe te gaanJ
Assuminq this rule is supportable, (85) has a pose-reanalysis structure
like that of (79), except tha~ the object of the left-hand PP is lexical.
Recall that the paths theory of Cr~ssing effects predicts that, in a
structure like (79), wi~~ double A-bindinq, the trace to the right should
be bound further to the right than the trace to che left. In other words,
the pachs account predicts that crossing of dependencies (in ~he linear
s~rinq) should be better than nesting.
For reasons probably having to do with subjacency (cf. van Riemsdijk
1978b', double preposition stranding is always ungrammatical, or at
least highly unacceptable, in Dutch. Nonetheless, within the confines
of unqrammaticality, the prediction of the ~aths account is berne oue,
for all speakers I have asked:
t.86)a. *** Amsterdam, waflr de auto gemakkilijk is (S,:om [r mee) t naartc~ te gaanj
Amsterdam, ·Nhich the car easy is for with to to go
b. -de auto, waar Amsterdam qemakkeiljk is r om [t mee] t; naartoe te qaan]I' LS ' f ,
! t
the car, which Amsterdam easy is for t with t to to go
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~ile (86)b is unqrammatical, (86)a is incomprehens1ble. ~l Recall that
the better of th~ two contains a Tough MOvement that was, in (84),
actually the worse of the two. Thus the Crossing Constra~nt has overr~dden
the )udqments in (84).
It 1S worth compar1ng the English equ~valen~5 of (86), linearly
speakinq:
(87) a. ?Amsterdam, which this car is easy (s. [SPRO to [ride in] t [to t]
t
, I
b. *This car, which Amsterdam is easy (S',[sPRO to {ride inl t [to t), I
i
If we think in terms of a linear theory, the judgments are just the opposite
of the Dutch judgments in (86). In terms of paths, however, the Judgments
are identical. Clearly, only the paths theory can accoun~ for the
judgments in English and in Dutch in a unified way_ The one stipulation
we have had to make is that Dutch has a more abstract correlate of the
English reanalysis rule. Everything else follows from independent and
obvious facts about the order of constituents in Dutch: Dutch is Head
Last in VP, but COM?-first in S'.
With the linear theory, of course, go the attempts to explain it in
terms of parsing strat;!qies, un)ess the term "parsing strateqies" means
the same thing as "principle of grammar". In Dutch, it appears, the
first filler passed is matched with the first gap passed, while in
English the last filler passed is ma~ched ~ith the first filler passed:
we would hardly expect parsing strategies to differ so radically (or at
all) from language to lanquaqe. Notice that even should it turn oue,
as lS likely, that the analysis of (86)a-b is more complicated than represenced
here, and even if paths do ~ playa crucial role22 , this last point
••
I
I
,
•
•
•
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still stands. Even restricting the Crossinq Constraint to A-binding,
a linear crossing Constrain~ clearly makes exactly the wronq predictions
about OUtcn. As ~~ happens, the paths accounc appears co make exactly
the riqht predictions •
.\nother emp1rical arqumene aga1ns~ a linear theory comes from
phrases in Eng11sh (and French) that can appear on e~eher s1de of V.
Consider (88), ass~nq it has the structure given:
(88)a.?John, [-.who(s I know [s,what book [s I must publish ~,l
,:) 1 '1 2 ,-! ........2 --"'"
:-_-------------------------,.,
[5' in order to impress t~ J]]])
3 ,-
b.*John, (s,who(s I know [s,what book [s I [vp must impress ~l(S' in
1 i 1 ., f, , ,_ J •
order to publish ~2J)]]]]
--- 1
(88)'a.??Jean, que je sais quel livre je dois publier t, pour impressionner t
o.**Jean, que je sais quel livre je dois impressionner t, pour publier t
(88) and its French equivalent are straightforwardly captured by both a
linear Crossinq Constraint and a paths account. The linear dependencies
are shown above. Consider now the paths (irrevelant nodes omitted, as in
(88) ) :
(89) In (8S) a:
(i) Be~Neen t, and COMP of S~ :
_ L
to'S' 'tIP ~ ~t sst".3' I ~2' :'2' l' l~
(ii) Between t 1 and COMPl:
"·lP S --"r
'. , 2' ~,.
•I
I
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In (88)b:
Ci) Between t 2 and COR? of 52:
(Sj, VP, 52' 52}
(ii) Between C1 and CCMP of Si:
~vp, s~, s;, 51' 5i}
In (aB)a, as we see above, path li) contains paen lii). In l8a)b, ne1ther
?ath contains the other; hence, Crossinq is violated.
Now suppose the in order to (pour) clause is placed before the verb.
~ trace in that clause will now precede the ob1ec~ of the verb that
governs it. Since dominance relations are, we assume, preserved, the
paths will remain the same. Since the linear order of the traces 15
reversed, (88)a will now show linear crossing, while (88)b will show
linear nesting. Thus, the linear theory predicts that judgments ~111
reverse, all thinqs being equal, while the paths theory predicts no change
in jUdqments. To my ears, the paths theory makes the right predict10n:
(90) a. ?..1ohn [s ,who (s I know [5' what book [5 I [vp must [in order to impress t J
1 I 1 2 I :2 I
publish t ]])]
'-' ~f
b.~John [s,who[s I know [s,what book(_ I [vp must (in order to publish t]
1 I 1 2 I ~2 :
impress t )]J1
..
t90) 'a. ?*Jean, que Je sais quel livre ie dais, pour impressionner t,
?ublier t
I
b.-*Jean, =!Ue je sal~ quel livre je dois, ?our pUblier ..... ,
impressionner t
~one of the sentences of (90) are sterling, but the judqments of
II
t
,
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(89) do seem to be preserved. NOtice that the proponent of a grammatical,
out not a performance-based, linear croSS1Dg theory might accounc for (90)
by claiminq that the fronting observed here is a stylistic rule, applying
after the level at which Crossing has applied. (Note that we have not
yet discussed the level at which Cross~nq applies.) For this reason,
the argument is no~ definitive. ~e take the definitive arguments co be
forthcominq: a path-based account of Crossing effects derives automaticall~'
a number of o~~er constraints,' which a linear account is hopeless to
23
subsume. Nonetheless, we have presented this argument, and the argument
from Dutch, to show that a linear Crossing theory must be patcned ~n a
number of ways to sU~live in domains in which the paths theory works
?erfectly. In the next section, we return to our derivation of the ECP
from the Crossing Constraint, now assuming paths.
4.4 CTP Effects
To capture the Complementizer-Trace phenomena in a paths fr~ework,
we will have to make one stipulation, to handle a contradiction that
will arise later on. Recall that we make the Complementizer-Trace
phenomena (and, potentially, other ECP effects) fall under the Crossing
constraint by exploiting the special relationship betwe~n INFL and
COMP. Recall also that we argued in the first part of this chapter for
an articulated structure of S: (s NP (INFL' INFL VPJ J. This structure
will finally become important here.
If we are to claim that there is a path between I~WL and COMP,
there must be a path from some node to S', the first maximal projection
dominatinq COMP. Let us stipulate that this node is INFL', althouqh INFL'
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--does not at pres9nt seem like a maximal projection. Let us also assume
that S, when INFL is (+tenseJ, is a max~l projection. We might suqqes~
that INFL' is the maximal projection of AGR in INFL, while 5 is the maximal
projection of TNS, as a rationalization of these decisions. Nonetheless,
they remain stipulations for now. It follows that the path between INFL
and COli? wi~l be {IN!L', 5, S'}. I t also follows that any path from the
subject of a tensed S will begin: {S ••• }.
Notice that we would not have to stipulate anything if paths began,
not with the maximal projection dominating a trace, but with the first
non-lexical node dominating the trace tas suggested to me by N. Chomsky).
That is, if we replaced (69)ii with (91):
(91) '4for 8 the first non-lexical node dominating t-
then a path from IN!L would beqin with INFL', a path from the subject
would beqin with 5, a path from the object of P with PP, from the object
of V with VP, etc., exactly as desired. Problems with small clauses and
c~ses of S'-deletion that will arise later cause us to reject that
solution, in favor of the stipUlation that I NFL , and tensed S are, in
effect, maximal projections. Clearly something is being missed, but
we will leave the problem as is, pointinq out where it arises at the
appropriate time.
To introduce some nomenclature: we ~ill identify paths in the text
~ither by their endpoints (like a line seqment), as ftthe INFL'-S' path",
"the VP-S' path:, or by the nodes that cause the path to exist, as "the
path between INFL and COMP, "the path between the object and COMP". WI!
will be consistent in this convention, usinq "-" to name a path by its
endpoints, and "between" to name a path by the nodes that generate it.
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Thus, if we suppose that every tensed sentence contains an INFL· -5' path
between INFL and COMP, and that the path from the subject begins with S, we
derive very simply the CTP discussed earlier. Consider the sen~ences of
(49), repeated below:
(92)a. lSi Whoi [slJOhn (INFLiINFL (vp say (SI that (5 Mary (INFL t INFL1 2 2 2
[vp liked t. J] ] ] ] ] ] ]
2 1
b. (Si wh°i [SlJOhn [IHFLiINFL (vp say [5 • t~ [s Mary (INFL' INF:T'..1 2 1- 2 2
[vp liked t~]]]]]]]]
2 1
c·*(s· WhOi (51John {INFLiINFL (vp say [s • that (s t. [INFL t INFL1 1 2 2 1- 2
[vp liked Mary J]]]]]]]
2
d. lSi whoi [SIJohn [INFLi INFL lvP say [s • t~ [s t~ [INFL' Il?LJ. 1.1 2 2 2
(vp liked Mary]]]]]])]
2
In each caser there is a path in the highest clause, Si' between INFL
and OOMP: {INFLi' 51' Si}. The reader may verify that this path plays no role
in the followinq story, since it is always contained by the one path with
which it: intersects. We will ignore this path in the following discussion.
Let US look instead at the other paths in these examples:
(92)a.(i) Between IHFL and COMP of 52:
(INFL2, 52' 52}
(ii) Between the object of VP2 and COMP of Si:
(VP2 , INFL2, 52' S2' VP1 , INFLi, 51' Si}
We predict correc~ly that (92)a is 9rammati~al: paths (i) and (ii) have
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a non-null intersection, and path (ii) contains path (ij, as required.
(92)b, on the other hand, raises an interestinq technical problem:
(92)b. (i) Between INFL and COMP of 52:
~INFL;, 52' 52}
~
'ii) Between ti and COMP of 5;:
{VP2, 1NFLi' 52' S2}
(iii) Between t 1 and COMP of 5i :
{52' VP1 , 1NFLi' 51' 5i}
If we look just at paths (i) and (ii), everything works: their intersection
is non-null, and (ii) contains (i). The problem arises w1th path {iii).
As thinqs stand, path (iii) is not in a proper relation to eith~r path
(i) or path (ii), since it intersects each of these paths at one node,
52- This proble. will arise wherever COMP-to-COMP movement l~aves a
trace, and is a technical problem that will arise under a p:~cise version
of either a linear or paths theory of Crossing effects. In t.le present
case, we miqht argue, as we did when discussinq contraction in section 1,
that the trace in the COMP of 52 is actually optional. If it did not
exist, (92)b would have the paths of (92)a. On the other hand, we will
shortly see that such traces may exist, and must exist, in order to save
.,~
(92)d. For this reason, it is worthwhile handling the problem now.- J
Clearly, we must replace the notion "non-null" in (70) by "non-
sinqleton". If two paths intersect at just a single point, ehen there
is no containment requirement, and (92)iii is acceptable. For the
mo~ent, let us make this a matter of definicion. We may define over-
lapcing as a special case of non-null intersection:
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':93) OVerlapping (def)
Two paths overlap iff their in~ersection is non-null and non-
singleton.
We can now rephrase our Cross~ng Constraint in terms of overlapping.
Lat us renam~ it tile Path Conta1nment Condition (pee):
(94) Path Containment Condition :PCC)
If two paths overlap, one must contain the other.
As fOJ:DIUlated, the Pee of (94) is the basic principle of "j ath Theory".
We shall refor=mulate the definition of paths a number :~f times, but the
Pee will rem~in the pr1nciple trat qove~s the~r inte~action.
The prime virtue of the Pee is its siJnplici. ty, therefore it is
worth asking about the od:! status of our definition of "overlapping".
Why should "Path Theory" sinql~ out non-null, non-singleton intersections?
That is, what is special about the numbers 2 and above, such that
only intersections with two or morE' members count as "overlaps"?
An answer to this questi~n has been suggested to me by R. Kayne
and by I. Halk (personal communications>. They poi~t out that the
number 2 holds a s!:'ec1al place in geometry, where two points form a
line seqment. We have been conceivinq of paths as sets of nodes,
which toqether form a line segment in a treE:!. tie migtt equally well
conceive of paths as sets of line segments, i.a. as sets of pairs 0f
nodes. On such a definition, paths (ii) and (iii) in (92)b above
would be as follows:
(92)a.(ii) Between the object of VP 2 and COMP of 5i:
{(VP2 , INFLi), (INFLi' .5 2), (52' 52)}
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(iii) ae~een COMP of 82 and COMP of si:
{(52' VP1), (VP1 , IHFLi>' (INFLi' 51)' (51' Sill
The interaction of paths (ii) and (iii) is now null. In general, Lf
paths are sets of pairs of nodes (line segments" we can el~inate the
need for the notion "overlapping" and revert to the mos't. Ln1:.uitl.ve
formulation of the Pee: "if ~o paths have a non-null intersection, one
must contain the other". I believe that this solution is more than
likely to be correct. On the other hand, for ease of presentation and to
save space, I will continue to represent paths as sets of nodes, and
to asS·JIDe the definition of overlapping and the Pee as in (94). At
sent, there does not ~eem to be any empirical difference between t~e
approaches; our continued use of (94) thus appears to be innocuous.
We now turn to (92)c (*who did you say [5' that (s t liked Mary))):
2 2
Between !NFL and COMP of 5i:
{INFL2, 52' 52}
•(11) Between subject of S2 and COMP of 51:
~S2' Si' VP1 , 1NFLi' 51' Si}
(92)c violates the Pee, just as it violated the linear Crossing Consst~aint.
Path (ii) lacks the INFLi nodes of path (i); path (i) lacks the nodes
above 52 that are part of path (ii). Complementizer-Trace Phenomena
thus derive from the Pee.
Finally,. consider (92)d (who did John say (5' !l[s t 2 liked ~aryl]):
.2 2
(92)d.(i) Between INFL and COMP of Si:
(INFLi' 52' Si}
(ii) Between t 2 and t l in COMP of Si;
{52' 52}
(iii) Between t 1 and COMP of Si;
{52' VP1 , 1NFLi' 51' Si}
)11
(92)d satisfies the Pee, given our definition of overlappinq. (i) and
(ii) overlap, and (i) contains (1i). (iii) does not overlap with any
path. In other words, we correctly predict that extraction of the
subject of a tensed sentence is possible if it is bound from the nearest:
COMP. This analysis extends, of course, co the French que/~ alternat~on
discussed at (53)-(53)', and to English ~-relatives discussed at
(56), with the stipulation of an indexed complement1zer indicated
earlier.
Note the crucial role played here by the INFL' node arqued for in
section 1. Suppose S had the ternary structure suggested in Chomsky
(1981)a: [5 NP INFL VP). A path from the first maximal projection that
dominates INFL would include only Sand S·. Long movement of the
subject would qenerate a path like path (ii) in (92)c, which would not
violate any version of the pee. Given the ternary structure for S, the
only way we could derive the CTP effects from the pee would be to assume
a path from VP to COMP, which would include VP, 5 and S'. All the required
results would follow. Such a path would, however, be entirely unmotivated,
since there is no particular connection between the choice of verb and
COMP. In Chapter Four, we will present detailed arquments that the
path really does run between INFL and COMP, and is motivated by the
movement of a [+tense ) TNS node. Thus, the binary structure for S seems
the simplest in this contexe, and we consider the evidence presented
in section 1 to be additional compelling evidence for it.
Finally, it is worth pausing for a moment to compare our theory at
this point to the ECP theory of the CTP. Recall that the ECP requires
that empty cateqories be properly governed. Proper government is a
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concept that supplies a list of environmellts in which empty cateqcries
o
may occur: they may occur where governed by X Jl. A.GR, or where governed
by coindexation from COMP. Insofar as the ECP applies to A-bound empty
cateqories, we may now dispense ",·ith the not.1.0n "proper: governmenc·'.
The pee implies a set of environments 1n which an A-bound empty categorl
may ~ occur, namely when the closest dominating maximal proJec~ion is
in the middle of a path, and the A-binder is outside of that path.
The Pee account of the C'1'P thus does not need to say that there
is scaethinq special about V, as opposed to AGR, nor to make an odd
linkinq of coindexation with lexical qovernmene. Thus, the first two
questions we asked about the ECP in sectior:. 2. -- (1) Why is AGR not a
proper governor? and (2) Why does the definition of qovernment link
coindexation with lexical government? -- both disappear. Without the
notion "proper government", neither question need be posed. Notice
that we may el~inate coindexation entirely from the definition of
government, since that clause is necessary only for cases of lonq
movement of subjects. We return to this question in Chapter Five.
Since neither (1) or (2) has been successfully answered, the disappearance
of these questions is desirable. In their place, however, we have two
new questions.
1. Why is there a path between INFL and COMP?
2. Why does this path beqin at INFL', and why does the path
from the subject of a tensed sentence begin at 51
We shall provide an answer to the first question in Chapter Four,
which will have some surprisinq consequences with respect to coordination.
The second question, as we have indicated, is more difficult. We
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suspect that the answer will lie either in a refo~ulation of the
definition of E!!:!!., or in 3. reanalysis of the X-bar structure of S. The
question thus remains open.
In section 2 of this chapter, we asked a third ques~10n: (3) Why
is there an £CP in the first place? Clearly, if our proposal is
correct, this question (for A-binding, ac least) reduces to the quest.1on
of why there is a Pee. We consider this a good reduction, since the
PeC is IIIOre general than the BCP of Chomsky (1981a), and seems simpler.
We shall end this study with some speculations about the origins of the
pcc. This new third question, however, will also remain open.
We shall return, in 4.6 of this chapter, to a comparison of the Pee
account of the C'1'P with Stowell's (1981) version of the ECP. In the
next chapter, we shall be comparing the PeC with Kayne' 5 account. Finally ,
remember that the Pee, whose domain we have restricted to A-binding,
does not handle the A-binding facts grouped by Chomsky under the ECP.
We return to this question in Chapter Five.
i:j. The Subject Condition
In this section, we shall see that the Pee automatically derives
the Subject Condition of Chomsky (1973), in tensed sentences. In the
next section (4.6), we extend the definition of path to capture the
Subject Condition in S'-deletion infinitivals and small clauses (cf.
Kayne 1982). In Chapter Four, we extend our discussion of the Subject
Condition to incorporate apparent exceptions in parasitic qap constructions
analyzed by Kayne, adapting his analysis to our framework.
In the previous section, we showed that the absence of lon9.
IIIOveaent of the subject: of a tensed S is predicted, if we assume a
path between IRFL and COMP of the type discussed, and also tha-: tensed
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S is a maxi.mal projection. From these two assumptions, .Lt followed that
the subject of a tensed S must be bound from the nearest COMP, to avoid
fI ,:rossinq" the path bebleen INFL and COMP. The possibili ty of bindinq
the subject position from COMP thus helps save an A-bound subject trace
from the Pee.
N0'4 suppose we consider a trace that is not itself a subject, but
is contained within a subject. As is well known (since at least Chomsky
1955-1975), such traces are always ungrammatical except as parasitic
gaps; cf. Chapter Four: we ignore the~e cases for now) :
(95)a. (s,WhOi [5 (did) John (INFL,INFL [vp hear (NP stories
[vpterrify John)]])
(96)a. John, [SiWhOi [s~t [INFL,INFL [vp SU4p=!q~ me
(s' Mary saw t.JJ]]]]
2 1
b.·John, [SiWhOi [Sf lSi that Mary saw till [INFL,INFL
[vp surprised mel]]]
(97)a. Bill, lSi whoi [sit [INFL,INFL (vp surprised me
[S' to see pictures of til])]]
2
b.*Sill'[SiWhOi ~l [S2 to see pictures of till [INFL,INFL
(vp surprised me)]]]
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Chomsky (1977) notes that (95)b can be ruled out by subjacency,.
if S is a bounding node in Enqlish. Movement of WH from the position of
~i crosses at least two boundinq nodes: NP and S. We will see later that
this observation is empirically correct: nonetheless \9S)b is also
straightforwardly excluded by the pee. We will see in Chapter Four, sect10n
2 that this redundancy is correct: there are environments in which the
effects of pee or of subjacency can be neutralized~ the interaction of the
two principles yields exactly the desired results.
(96)b and (97)b, however, do not fall under subjacency, since th.e
sentential subject contains a COMP throuqh which WH can move. 26 If S is
a bounding node, movement to COMP of 5i crosses one bounding node, S2.
Movement to COMP of Si crosses one bounding node, 51. Similarly, if S'
is boundin9: each movement crosses one node. Let us now see how the pee
rules (9Slb, (96)b, and (97)b out.
The PCC rules out extraction of a piece of a subject very simply.
The path between COMP and INFL includes !NFL', which no path from subj ect
to COMP will ever include. The path from within a subject to COMP always
includes the subject node itself, as well as nodes dominated by it, which
the path between INFL and COMP will never include. Hence, the pee can never
be satisfied. Below, we give the paths for (9S'a, an extraction from
inside an object, and (95)b, an extraction from inside a subject. To
help visualize what goes wronq in (9S)b, we have added diagrams: the
paths are represented as line segments, with the nodes indicated. Think
of these segments as pieces of a tree. Thus:
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II
•
(95)a.(i) Be~een INFL and COMP:
{!NFL', 5, S·}
(ii) Between t. and COMP:
1-
{PP, NP, VP, !NFL', S, SI}
S'
S
path (ii)----+ +--path ii)
INFL'
1
NP
pp
(9S)a satisfies the pee: path (ii) contains path (i). (95)b violates
pam (ii)--+
(95)b.(i) Between INFL and. COMP:
•
{INFL' , S, Sf}
(ii) Between t . and COMP:
.!..
{pp, NP, S, s'}
•
r'
--------~spp NP Ie path (i)
• I~'TL'
•
the Pee: paths (ii) and (i) overlap, but neither one contains the other.
S~larly for (96)-(97). We have eliminated irrelevant nodes in the
embedded S':
(96)a.!(97)a.
•
•
(i)
(ii)
Between INFL' and COMP:
{INFL', 51' Si}
Between t. and COMP of 51
1
;
1
S'1
+---path (i)
51
INFL'
path (ii)--+ VP
, S'
2
I (96)b.!(97)b.
path (ii)---+
Ii
•
{i}
(ii)
Between INFL' and COMP:
!tNFL', 51' Si}
Between t i and COMP of Si:(si' 51' Si}
Si
+--path (i)
___....s1
S'2
INFL'
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(96)a and (97)a satisfy the Pee: path (ii) contains path (i). (96)b and
(97)b do not, however. Path (ii) contains 52 (and various nodes dOEinated
by 82, which we have OIIIitted), wh.ich path (il does not. Path (i), on the
other hand, contains INFL', which pa~h (ii) does not. Examples like (96)a
~nd (96)b ca.~ be constructed with long movement as well. As expected, the
presence or absence of~ is irrelevant: the structure violates the pee
whether or not there is a local binder in the nearest COMP:
(98) *Bill, who I think (that) to see pictures of t would surprise me
The Pee thus derives Chomsky's (1973) Subject Condition for A-binding,
in tensed sentences. The relevant part of Chomsky's condition is:
(99) No rule can involve X, Y in the structure
..• X [ ••• y •••
~
where a is a subject phrase properly containing ~~e min~al
major category dominatinq Y ••.
The Pee qoes beyond the Subject Condition, however. Note that
effects of the type noted should be found with any category ~ediately
dOllinated by a tensed S. In general we should be unable to A-bind into
any cateqory dominated by a tensed S. In this way we may derive the
well-known fact that prepositions may not be stranded when dominated by
s. The facts are partiCUlarly clear when the PP is preverbal, but haVe
been claimed to hold (Chcmsky 1965) when post-verbal:
(lOOla. 1I wond~r [S,what wari [5 John lINFL,INFL lvpdiedl) [ppduring til]}
O. *1 wonder Is,what war i [s[ppdUrinq til John [INFL,INFL IvpdiedlJI]
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The paths for (100»):) are:
(100) b • (i) Between INFL· and COI!P:
(ii ) Between t. and C<»JP:1-----
{pp, S, S'}
pa'th (ii)
INFL'
s
S'
path5, S'}{IHFL' ,
•
•
The paths for (100)a-)), with the structures shown, violate the PCC
•
in the sa.. way as the Subject Condit.ion violations discussed above. The
rela~ve acceptability of sentences like (lOO)a for speakers such as
•
myself (cf. Rothstein 1981) may be attributed to an optional inclusion
of sentent:ial PPS in the VP. 27 28
Notice that the Subj act: Condition can in no way be derived from a
linear Crossinq Constraint. Since both the subject and pieces of the sub-
•
ject are to the left of INFL, a Crossinq Constraint stated linearly predicts
no contrast betwef'r the two cases. Rather, a movement of a piece of a
subject, like movement of the whole subject, should show an asymetry
•
between lonq and short movement:
I
•
In (lOl)a, the linear dependencies are nested; in (lOl)b, they cross.
Nonetheless, both are unqrammatical. To rule out (lOlla, a linear theory
would need a separate constraint, S11Ch as the Subject Condition. The
paths t~heory, however, captures (101) the same way it captures che basic
'i C'l'P fac4;s.
••
•
•
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4.6 The Subjec~ Condition in Small Clauses and S'-deletion Infinitives
4.6.1 Chomsky's (1973) condition, given ;n (99), extends naturally to
the subjects of infinitivals that nave undergone S'-deletion. Chomsky
himself notes this tact, and uses it as an argument against a rule of
Raising to Object:
(102)a. [SiWhOi (51 (do) you (:NFLi INFL (VP
l
believe (S2JOhn (INFL2 to
aoout ~.J]]]]]J]l
~
[INFL' to [vp have terrified me]]])]]]
2 2
Given the extended definition of subject proposed by Chomsky,
discussed at the beginning of this chapter, Chomsky's Subject Condition
also covers analoqous facts in small clauses (cf. Kayne 1982, note 2):
(103)a. ?(S,who. [s (do) you [INFL' INFL (vp consider [A·Bill (AP angry
1 1 1 1 1 2 2
• [pp at [tIP friends [pp of t i 1] ] ] ] ]1] ]some2 3 3
b. * (s ,who. [s (do) you [INFL,INFL (vp consider [A* [NP friends1 ). 1 1 1 2 2
• fpP2of t i 11
[ APdull) ))]] J )
Nothinq in our paths account so far distinquishes (102)a/(103)a
•
•
from (102)b/(103)b. Notice that it would not r~o to imaqine that S '-deletion
infinitivals and small clauses have a COMP and INFL at some lev~l of
representation, like tensed clauses, since the subjects of these
infin1tivals and small clauses show no CTP effects. Lonq movement of
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the subject is as perfect as mo~ement of an object:
(104)a. (S,whoi [S (do) you [INFL,INFL (vp consider (5 t. [INFL,to1 1 1 1 2 1 2
(~lP be dUll]]]]))]
2
Let us review for a IDOIIlent how we derived the basic CTP and subject
condition facts in tensed sentences. We proposed that there was a
path {INFL', S, S'} in tensed sentences. We also supposed that tensed
3 ~as a aaxiDal projection -- perhaps the max~al projectio~ of AGR.
Thus, extraction oi the subject of a tensed S yields a path beginning
with the raaxilDal S ~ if the subject trace is bound outside S', the pee
is violated.:
*
nSI
-t s
I NFL ,
Extraction from within the subject of a tensed S will also violate the
Pcc. Since the path from the trace of this extraction begins with a
max~l projection dominated by the S, the maximality of tensed S does
not matter here. The only feature relevant to Subject Condition effects
is the 9xistence of the path between INFL and COMP (XP is the subject
of S):
*
S'
s
INFL
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Let us be more abstract about what causes "CTP-like" effects and
"subject condition effects". CTP-like effects are a general result of
l.ths of the form {a, S, y~ when a is lDuimal. Extract1.on of material
Uamediately domlnated by S (e.q. the subject, when a is a tensed S)
creates a path that begins with 6. This path is accepeable if it ends
at y. If it does not end at y, however, the pee is v101ated:
OK
Extraction of material within the first max~al proJect10n dominated by
B -- call this node a-- (.e.g the ~ubject of a tensed S) -- creates a
path that includes or beqins with a and goes on to include Sand y,
reqardless of where it ends: {( ••• ,) v, S, y(, •.• ,}. This path,
reqardless of where it begins or ends, will always violate the pee if
there is another path {o, S, y}, where a dominates 3, as before:
*
Notice that whether B is maximal or not does not matter hare, since a
is maximal. This is the point we made above, where S was a eensed S.
Suppose now ehat a qiven structure contains a path ta, a, y}, where e
is ~ I maximal. They either y is maximal, or some 0 dominating f is
maximal. Suppose we extract, as before, the constituent dominated by a,
to an A~position. There will be a path between the trace of this constituent
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-and its A-binder, but the path will not begin with S, since it is not
llla1:imal. Rather it will beqin witb y, if it is maximal, or else with o.
£1 ther way, the path will not. overlap the path {a, c3, y} , an~ the Pee
will not be invoked:
OK
Th'JS, if a is not maximal, there will be no ··CTP-like" effects arisinq
from the extraction of material immediately dominated by B.. On the other
hand, whether or not S is maximal, there will be "Subject-Condition-
like" effects if we extract material contained by a maximal projection
dominated by 8, as we have just seen.
This pattern recalls, of course, our problem with small clauses
and S'-deletion infinitivals. The node dominating the small clause or
infinitival is non-maximal. Extraction of the subject of the small
clause or infinitival is qrammatical: there are no CTP-like effects.
Extraction from within the subject is unqrammatical: there are Subject
Condition effects. If we identify the non-maximal proJection dominating
the small ~ause of S'-deletion infinitival with S in the abstract
diagrams above, and the subject of the small clause of infinitival with
" , ana if there is a path from some .~ dominated by this 3 to some '(
~hat dominates tnis 9, we predict that there will be SUbject Condition
effects, but no CTP effects, in small clauses and S'-deletion infinitivals.
clause)
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The obvious question that now arises is this: if S is the X*
daminatinq a small clause with an XP predicate, and the S dominatinq an
S'-deletion infinitival, what are a and y, and why does a path between
1, B, and y eX1st?
~et us examine che structures in quest10n, referrinq back to (102)-
(103):
(102) •
INFL'10
1
consider
(103) •
INFL'
~
1NFL1~
V1 ~ (small
consider / ~NP2 predP2
pred2 CompleIDent2L::>-..
••• PPJ
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In (102), the node we have called S is 52. In ( 103), it is Pred*. These
nodes i-.diately dG'Dinate the subject, which is a. It follows that y
is VP 1 in both examples. It is also reasonable to identify a with the
predicate phrase INFL' in (102) and with PredP, the predicAte phrase
Qf a small clause, in (103).
Thus, suppose that S'-deletion infinitival sentences nave a path
between IRFL aDd the V that governs the infinitival: lINFL 2, 52' V'P1}.
Small clause structures contain a path from the predicate phrase of the
small clause to the VP that contains the V that governs the small clause:
{predP2' pred2, VP1}. Let us see, concretely now, how the existence of
these paths derives Subject Condition effects in S'-delet10n infinitivals
and small clause structures, while not mistakenly rulinq out simple
extraction of the subject or complement of these clauses.
Consider again (102)a-b, which demonstrates Subject Condition effects
in S'-deletion structures. Suppose there is, as we postulate, a pa~h
between the INFL of the infinitival and the V that governs the infinitival
clause. The relevant paths for (102)a (who do you believe John to like
stories about), with extraction from the complement of the infinitival,
and for ( l02)b( ·who do you believe stories about to have terrified me)
are qiven bela~, alonq with schematic representations of the paths:
(102)a. (i) The INFL'-VP path:
{INFLi, 52' VP 1}
(ii) Between the object of PP3 and COMP of Si:
{PP3' NP3 ' VP 2, INFL2, 52' VP1 , INFLi' Sl' $i}
path (ii)"
Is'1
I
51
r INFL'I 1
lVP1 (i)......---path
S2
INFL'2
VP 2
.
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(102)b. (i) The DNFL'-VP path:
S'1
(1i) Between the object: of PP2 and CCMP of Si: Sl
{PP2, NP 2, S2' VP1 , 1NFLi' S2' Si}
1
, V'P1
path (ii)---'''-'''''-- path (i)
__....._--.l..s 2
PP2 NP2
INFL'2
In (102'a, paths (i) and (li) overlap, and (ii) contains (i), satisfyinq
the pee. In (102)b, paths (i) and (ii) overlap, but neither path contains
the other: the pce is violated.
Consider now the paths in (104) a (who do you consider to have come).
Remember that infinitival S is non-maximal; hence the subject's path
b~1ns at VP, the first maximal projection that dominates it:
S'
s+ 1
51
INFL'1
~VPl
I
.fS -,i""-=- path (1)
t
~INFL~
,
path (1i)--'--'
(ii) Between the subject of 52 and COMP of Si:
{VP1 , INFLi' Sl' S·}
(104)a. (i) The INFL'-VP Path:
{INFL2, 52' VP1}
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In (104)&, paths (i) anci (ii) do not overlap, since they do r.lot share two
node.. Therefore the Pee is not. violated. Notice that the pee interacts
here with the independently lD01:ivated assumption that the node, dominatinq
infinitiv'll campl_nts to verbs like Enqlish consider is non-'1IWC1JIUll: only
if it is non-max~l can the R1qher verb govern its subject and ass1qn
Case to it.
Thus, the PeC, in tandem wi th various independently neeeissary
assu.ptions predicts that Sf-deletion infinitivals will show Slmject
Condition effects, but not any gene.r:al constraints on extrac:tillq subjects
like the CTP. We may quickly deaonstr.ste the same for small cl.auses.
Recall that we are stipulatinq for the moment that there is a PredP-VP
path in small clause constructions.
The paths relevant for (103)a (?who do you consider Bill anqry at
soase friends of) and for (103)b (*who do you consider friends of dull)
are as follows:
(103)a. (i) The PredP-VP Path:
{AP2, A~, VP1 }
(11) Between the object of PP3 and the COMP of Si :
{PP3' HP3, PP2' AP 2, A2, VP1 , INFLi, 51' Si}
S'1
INFL'1
path
VP1
! A*
II"':"" path
~AP2
(ii)-"" j
1PP2
~ .
( i)
(103) b. (1)
(11)
The PredP-VP Path:
tAP, Ai' VP1 } path (iU~r Si
Between the object of PP3 and the COMP of 5i: ~ S
(pp 2' "'2' Ai' VP1 , IHFLi' 51' Si} I 1
; 1NFLi
i
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VP 1
PP2 MP 2 A*2
t..-- path (i)
I
eA.P
The containment relations are the same as in (102). (103)a satisfies the
Pee, since path (ii) contains path (i). (lOJ)b violates the pee, since
paths (i) and (ii) overlap, but neither contains the other.
Finally, the Pee also predicts that the subject of the small clause
should be extractable as a whole, just like the sUbject of an S'-deletion
infinitival. Remember that the node we are callinq Pred* (A* here) is
a non~maxtmal projection of PredP. The following are the relevant paths
in (104)b (who do you consider aull) :
(104)b. (i) The PredP-VP Path:
{AP2, Ai, VP l }
(ii) Between the subject of small clause and COMP of Si:
{VP l , 1NFLi' 51' 5i}
path (ii) ---..
INFL'1
·r~1P! 1
___-..,tA2path (1) ·
·AP 2
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Paths (1) and (ii) do no~ overlap, and the Pee is not violated •
.:&.6.2 Now we IllUSt ask why the paths {INFL', S, vp} in S' -deletion
,:ons~ruc1:ions and iPreclP, Pred*, VPI In small clause conS'truC1:10nS eX1Sl:.
Usinq our nc:.enclature from 4.4, we ask what these paths run between, and
why.
That the path ends with VP sUCJqests that there is something about
v that: causes the path to exist. 'l'he fact that the path' s other end is
in the complement to V sU9Qests that there is something about the
re.lat.ionship between V and the complement that creates the path. The
obvious answer is subcateqorization: that is, selection and 9-role
assiqDllent.. Notice that the path runs from VP -- the first maximal
projection Qaainatinq V, and e-assigner -- to the first maximal
projection of the cOlDPlemen1: that V e-marks. This suqgests more generally
that e-aaarkinq, like A-bindinq, creates a path.
If this is true, we aiqht revise our definition of~ given in
(69) to (105):
(105) Definition of Paths (revision of (69)
T
Suppose ! is an empty cateqory locally A-bound by ~' or a category
direct:ly assigned a e.role R by b. Then
(1) For B the first maximal projection dominatinq t
(ii) For S tbe first maximal projection dominatinq b
(iii) the cath between t and b is a set of nodes P such ~hat
. -
p • (x I (xaa) v (x8 B) ~ (x dome a & , x dam. S)}
We assume ~at e-roles are assigned to lexical heads -- that is, to
the m1ntDal projection of a compleaent. In particular, when a predicate
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~8.19ns a 8-role to a small clause, it assi~,s the 9-role spe~ifically
eo the lexical head of the small clause, its predicate. Similarly, when
a 8-role is assiqned eo an S'-deletion infinitival, it is aSS1qned
3p8cifically to the INFL that heads 1t.
~lotlce that a paeh between a 9-marker and an argument:. 1. t. e-marks
~ill run from the first max~l proJec~1on dominac~nq tne e-marker to ene
first max~l projection dominating the recipienc of the 9-role, the
head of the 8-marker's complement. In all cases except small clauses
3Dd S'-deletion infinitivals. the maximal projection dominatinq the
head of the compleaene is also the hiqhest pro]ection of the head. The
non-maximal projec~ions that are dominated by no max~l projection, found
in small clauses and Sf-deletion infinitivals r have a unique status in
this respect. Consider the more usual situation:
(106)a.
b.
John (~1P [v saw] [NP the man J )
John (TTP [v thinks) [Sf that [s I am here)])
In (106)a, v assigns a e-role to N. By (lOS), this creates a path {NP, VPt.
In (106)b, V assiqns a e-role to the head of st. By (lOS), since S' is
~~l, there will be a path {Sf, vp}.
Given the usual situation, in which maximal projections of ~
dominate all other projections of X, and all non-maximal projections of X
. are dominated by maximal projections of cheir heads, and given (105),
most paths created by e-markinq will contain exactly two members. The
paths inC 106), for example, had two membars each. Now consider the pee
and the definition of overlapping qiven in (93)-(94). We can prove as
a s~ple theorem that a path with two members can never cause a pee
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violation with any other path:
Suppose w. have two paths: P • (a, b}, and Q, such that P an~ Q
violat:e the PeC. Then P and Q overlap. They overlap if their intersections
are non-null and non-s1nqleton. Suppo-Je aJtQ, and biQ: then P and Q do
~o~ overlap and do not v101ate the Pee. Similarly 1£ aeQ, and btQ,
and if atQ and bEQ. If aEQ and bEQ, then Q conta~ns P. and P and Q
stl11 do not violate the Pee. Since this exhausts the poss1ble inter~
sections of P and ~, Q does not exist.
Thus, extendinq the notion of path to include 9-marking will be
innocuous and indetectable in the vast majority af cases: only in the
odd case where a e-markinq path will have three members will effects be
detectable. But this in turn suggests that we should find some way of
stmplifying (105), so that the odd disjunction of A-bindinq and e-role
assiqnment makes sense. Subject condition effects in small clauses and
S'-deletion infinitives is certainly a topic we do noc expect Universal
Grammar to have a special paraqrapb about.
We can eliminate the disjunction frOID ( lOS) by adapting an idea
proposed by Stowell (1981), as a way of elminatinq a s~ilar disjunction
in the ECP. Interestinqly, his proposal works witilout problems in the
framework we are developin9, while it raises serious difficulties in a
framework assuminq the ECP. Stowell sU9gests that when a &-marker T
assiqns a e-role to an X it governs, T actually A-binds X. This is
because ea~h 8-marker has associated with it a thematic grid: assentially
a series of slots, one for each e-role assigned by T. 9-marking K
consists in enterinq the referential index of X in the appropriace
slot in the chematic qrid of T. Thus, (106), for example has roughly
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~e repre.entation in (107):
•
(107) John [vp (NP the man) i J
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
In (101), the object NP 19 A-bound bV V, by v1rtue of being bou~d from tne
ehematic qrid of V. Stowell notes that if there loS a one-to-one
correspondence beeween 9-roles and slots in the thematic grid, the e-criterion
can be rephrased in terms of bindinq from slots in the grid:
(108)a. Each slot 1n a ~9rid is associated with exactly one arqumene.
b. Eacn arqument is associated with exactly one slot in a 9-grid.
Stowell (1980, 1981) shows a number of applications of this idea.
In particular, Stowell claims that the assumption of a 8-qrid allows a
stmplification of the definition of government in (3), necessary· for the
notion of proper government used in the ECP. Recall that the ECP (cf.
(1)~(3) of this chapter) requires that an empty category be either
coindexed within a maximal projection or qoverned by a lexical node
(~AGR). Recall that our second question about the ECP asked why the
ECP should contain this disjunction. Stowell suqqests that the e-qrid
allows this disjunction to be el~inated from the definition of qovernment
and proper 90ver~ent. Since most cateqories lexically qoverned by a
qovernor G also receive a e-role from G, it follows that these categories
will be locally i~bound by a slot in the 9-qrid of G. These cases thus
already fall under the coindexation clause of the definition of government
(or proper 90v~rnment)... This in turn suqgests that lexical government
mi9ht he removed from the ECP, in favor of local A-bindinq within a
II
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
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axillla! projection -- thus eliminating the disjunction. In other words,
Stowell suqqests that the notion of lexical government be excluded from
the notion of proper government: proper ':fovernment would require only
local binding. Extract1.on of the man 1.0 (107) (what man did John see?)
~ould be allowed for the same reason as excrac~1on of the sub1ec~ ~s
3110wed (who saw the man1): local A-bindinq w1thin a maximal p~oJeCt1on.
rhe problem with Stowell's suqqestion, in an ECP framework, 1S that
G may lexically govern a cateqory C without G assigning a e-role to C.
This happens, for example, when VP contains a non-arqument, like the
accusative expressions of t~e in Russian, which we considered in Chapter
2:
(109)a. Ivan spal celuju nedelju
Ivan slept a whole week (ace.)
b. [skal'ko nedel'J. Ivan spal t.
1 1
how-many weeks Ivan slept
'how many weeks did Ivan sleep?'
It is unlikely that spal 'slept' assigns a 9-role to the expression of
time, which in (109)b seems to be properly governed. (Recall also
that these expressions appear in the genitive of neqation, which we
discuss aqain in 2.4 of Chapter Four.) One might propose chat a spe~ial
e-role is assiqned here, but this would be ad hoc. No verb lexically
requires such an expression, suqqestinq that such expressions do not
fall under the S-criterion.
A more serious problem, thae Stowell discusses, concerns subjects
of small clauses and S'-deletion infinitives. As we saw in (104)a-b,
these may b~ "long-moved" by NH-movement. In an ECP framework, this
shO'ts that they are properly ~overned. The only candidate for proper
•,
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qovernor, bowever, is the verb that qcverns the small clause or 5'-deletion
clause. This verb assiqns a 8-role to the whole clause that it governs,
but surely not to the subject of the clause. If the index of the subject
of the clause ~s not entered in the ~qrid of the higher verb, ~t w~ll
no~ be properly governed, contrary co the facts of (104)a-b. Thus
Stowell is forced to assume mat the index of the suoJect is entered in
tile 9-qrid of the higher verb; he sugqests that the small clause or
5'-deletion infinitive lacks an index itself, forcing the sUbject to supply
one for it.
It thus appears that in order to use the idea of a ~qrid to
el~inate ehe disjunction between qovernmenc and binding in the ECP tha
notion of 8-qrid must be considerably expanded, to the point where all
categories qoverned by G are entered in GIS e-qrid.~9 The 9-qrid thus
becomes a qovernment qrid instead. If the 9-grid is replaced by a
government qrid, however, then the disjunction we have eliminated from
the ECP and the definition of government stmply pops up in another place:
we IllUSt again ask what the purely structural relation of qovernment and
the notion of bindinq have in cOIIIIDOn.Linkinq 9-markinq and A-bindinq has
some plausibility: each rela~ionsbip involves the assiqnment of a
referential property from one element to another. Giving an arqument
a e-role or bindinq a variable are operations that allow the arqumenc
or variable to refer in a proposition. Government does not have this
property.
We argue that the problems raised by Stowell's proposal reveal a
deficiency in the ECP, rather than a deficiency in the notion of 9-grid.
In this connection, i.t is useful to cOI1Ipare the ECP with the pee on '..'\
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abstract J.evel, as they relate to A-binding. Looking at the raw facts,
we want eo account for the observa~ion that complements may be A-bound
either "long" or "short" -- from within their clause or from oU1:side of
1 c.. 3ubJec'Cs of tensed sentences, however, can only be bound "short"
~n a non-pro-drop language. In stat1ng the constrain~ that encompasses
~hese observations, there are two possible approaches. One may stlpulate
the environments in which "nothing speclal h happens: say where an emp~y
cateqory must be in order to be "long" bound. Alternatively, one may
stipulate where "sometl\inq special" does happen: say where an empty
caceqory cannor. be if it is "long" bound. The ECP takes the first
approach. It states that an empty category must be in a cer~ain position
(lexically governed) if "lonq" vs. "short II binding does not matter, and
3ays that if it is in another position (not lexically governed), only
"short" binding is possible. We are abstracting from issues related to
PRO, but the characterization is· essentially correct. The pee, on the
other hand, states that there are certa1.n positions where "something special"
~ happen -- namely, when the path from a certain position overlaps
another path. 30
On a pee account, therefore, we do not need to say anything special
about "no~!" cases, where a category generates a path that does not
ove~lap any paths it does not contain. It happens that extraction of a
complement will generally fall in chis ca~eqory (given our theorem about
ewo-member paths). Using Stowell's notion of a e-qrid, however, ~e can
~haracterize certain environments in WhlCh somethinq special does
happen -- namely, positions inside the subject of a small clause or
S·-deletion infinitival. Since we do not need to extend the notion of
e-qrid in the way Stowell has to, under the ECP, the 9-qrid retains its
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-initial plausibility as a unification of 9-markinq with A-binding.
We can thus return to the definition of paths 1n (69), '"here nothinq
special is stipulated about e-markinq. We assume crucially that the
bindinq relation involved in 8-markinq is between a non-empcy slot in
the 9-qrid of a 8-marker and an empty position in the head of the recipiene
of the e-role. Thus, all directly 9-marJced cateqor1es are "empty" and
"A-bound" in the sense relevant to the definition of paths.
SUlllDinq up this discussion, we have SUQQ8S't.ed that the paths {INFL',
S, vp} and {PredP, Pred*, vp} are paths between V'P and the eateqory it
o-marks. These paths exist by virtue of the 8-qrid proposed by Stowell:
9-marking is A-binding_ From these paths, as we have seen, follow the
Subject Condition effects in small clauses and S'~eletion infinieivals.
Finally, let us consider briefly some problems raised by our
analysis, and by the notion of 9-qrid. First, we ask whether only
di~ect e-markinq of a complement by a lexical node is to be seen as
A-.binclinq (as stipulated), or whether indirect 9-markinq of a subject is
also A-bindinq. Stowell assumes that the e-qrid replaces the sub-
categorization frames of Chomsky (1965): from this it follows that only
direct 9-markinq is represented in a grid. Suppose we were to treat
indirect 9-markinq as A-bindinq. That is, suppose phras~l nodes like
tIP also contain a 9-qrid, when they ass iqn a e-role. Then a 9-marked
subject would be A-bound by the ~9rid associated with the phrasal node.
Suppose the subject of a tensed sentence is assiqned a 9-role by ~lP, and
hence is A-bound by VP. It would follow that a pa~h would begin with
the first maximal projection that dominates VP, and end with the first
max~l projection that dominates the subject thae receives the 9-role.
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Suppose this recipient node is N. If S is the first maximal projection
dCllinat1nq VP, we will have a path (NP, S}. As we saw, two-member paths
have DO effects. Suppose the first maxtmal projection dominatinq VP is
INFL', as we sU9ges~ed tentatively (INFL' asA~X). Then we would have
,3, path (IrIFL', S, NP}. This path would conflict w1th the path t INFL', S,
S'}, IIIOtivated in our earlier discussion. Thus, e1cner INFL f is not a
IDaXiJlal projection of anytbinq, or .1ndirect e-marking 19 not a form of
A-bindinq. Similar questions come up if we look at other subjects, but
it is clear that the question remains open.
Other questions arise concerning the definitions of local A-binding
and A-bindinq. Note first of all that a v&r1able ~marked by a governor G
will be locally A-bound by G, and not ~, for example, a binder in COMP.
It is the position in the 9-qrid of G that will be locally i-bound by
CClMP:
( • , 'l'
..\ ... see
[ ].
- 1.V
t.) ] ) ]
J.
Thi.s probleaa dues not seell serious. Note tha.t the slot in V ~ill, as
before, b89in a path with VP, and all previous consequences of the Pee
will still follow.
More serious questions arise when an object is NP-moved:
(lll) (3' [s John i (INFL' INFL (vp was seen[ ) .
-1
t. J ) ] ]
1.
To satisfy the Case filter (19) and the e-criterion, (ill) must contain
an A-chain (John, t). The trace, however, is not: locally A-bound, but
locally A-bound. We miqht seek an answer to this question along similar
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lines: perhaps the relevant chain is actually (John, [( ]., V) ), where
- 1
it is the slot in the verb's &-qrid that bears the e-role for the chain.
The prabl.- here, of course, is that the verb-internal slot that binds the
object position is not an A-pos1tion, under the definition given.
i:learly we want the verb-lnternai slot not to counc as an lneervening
A-binder for cases of A-bindinq. How to effect this is, however, unclear.
Thus, while certain problems arise when we try to inteqrate Stowell's
proposal of a e-qrid into GB theory, it seems clear that the 9-grid, when
combined with the paths theory and the pee, predicts ~he behavior of subjects
of small clauses and S'-deletion infinitivals. Note finally the crucial
role played by the fact that paths begin with the first maximal projection
dominatinq the node responsible for the paths, rather than w1th the
first branching node. If extraction of the subject of a small clause or
S'-deletion infinitival led to a path beginning with Pred* or S, we would
predict that such an extraction would be ungrammatical, just as long
lIOveaent of the subject of a t'tnsed 5 is ungrammatical. As we noted
earlier, the use of -.ximal projection in Che definition of a path raises
probleJU with respect to the status of INFL t and S in X-bar theory. As
we see it, these problems can be solved for now by stipulation, while
the prnblems that would arise if we redefined paths in terms of
branchinq noele. would be insoluble: we could not capture the Subject
Condition facts discussed in this section.
4.7 ConcluRion
In this chapter we have proposed a condition on paths created by
A-binding, the Paths Containment Condition, that accounts for "Crossinq
Dependenei••" eftects, Ca-plementizer-Trace phena.ena, and Subject Condition
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effects. In accoW1'tin9 for the CTP, we have taken a step toward subsuming
ECP effeC1:S under the Pee. It. should be clear that other ECP effects
that "e consi.dered in the previous chapter -- governing movement l.n fZ
CaD be made to fall under a pee accounc. In the next chapter we w~11
briefly discuss how our Chapter T'tfo analysis of Russian QPs Dl1qht be
translated into a PCC approach. The bulk of the next chapter will be
concerned with applying the PCC to a wider class of cases: constructions
with JDDlt.iple gaps. we will also explore DIOre deeply certain issues
touched upon in this chapter -- in particular, the reasons for: the path
between INFL and COMP that derives CTP and Subject Condition effects in
tensed clauses.
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FOOTNO'l'ES : CHAPl'ER 'l'BREE
1. More accurately, given our preYi~us conclusions, ene ProJection
Principle will requ1re that a verb have some nUmber of complements at 0-
and S-structure, while c-selection (or s-se!ection) will require ac LF
that the complements be of some particular categorial ~.
A number of interestinq questions arise with respect to constraints
on the distribu~ion of caaplements. For example, it has often been taken
as an arqument for a base component consistinq of context-free rewrite
rules that such rules prOVide substantive constraints on possible lexical
en~ries. For example, given (2), or some appropr1ate complication to
accomodaee p~'s, etc. (cf. Jackendoff 1977), we can capture che fac~ that
no verb can subcategorize more than two complements i.e. that there
exist no verbs with subcateqorization features like +(_ NP pp S·), where
all three constituents are obliqatory. Nonetheless, as Chomsky (19Sla, 31)
notes, this arqument is false. Although rule (2) states this
qeneralization, it does not s~plify the grammar at all, and is, in
fact, otiose. Verbs th.t take one or two complements must still be
listed as such, and no explanation is prOVided for the absence of verbs
with three of more complements.
A more serious arqument for rules like (2) miqht call attention to
the fact that (2) limits the types of complements a verb may take, and
their order. On the question of order, see text below. On the question
of type, one miqht argue thac (2) captures the qeneralization that if a
verb takes two complements and one of them is sentential (or clausal) ,
the oCher will be an NP. That is, there are no verbs takinq two
sentential cc.pl...nts, •••nin9, for example, 'cause to ~ly':
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(1) *John causect-t:o-iJaply that John came hoaae that: he was d.rUnk
With respect ~ this qeneralization, (2) does allow us to
siDlplify lexical entries, since any verb with a subcateqorization frame
like +(__ NP Sf) could be assiqned a reduced frame like +( XP S' J, where
rule (2) will tell us that X • N. This arqument too seems ~o De without
force, however, since the restrictions on the first complement of a
double"coaplement verb qo beyond cateqorial identity. In fact, the first
complement of a verb takinq a second sentential complement must be
an ~niJaate (or perhaps human) NP, and not just an NP. We can see ch:.s
by comparinq Enqlish and French verbs meaning to force. Enqlish allows
the following sentences:
(ii)a. Mazy forced Bill to work
b. Mary forced the car to work
c. ?Mazy forced there to be a confrontation wi th the police
French, however, allows only a sentence correspondinq to (li)a:
(ii1)a. Marie a force Pierre a travailler
b. *Marie a force 1a voiture a marcher
c. *Marie l'a force (a) y avoir une confrontation avec la police
This is because the English verb is ambiquous between a cancrol sub-
categorization for an NP and an st and a uniclausal subcateqorization with
S· ..deletion:
(iv) a. Mazy forced NP [5' PRO to VPJ
b. Mary forced (s NF to VP )
(1i).~c may have the structure of (iv)b, only (ii)a may have the structure
of (iv)., stnce NP in (iv)a must be an~te. Sinee French entirely
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lacks structures like Civ)b (cf. *considerer Jean avoir qaqne 'consider
John to have won'), only the sentence acceptable under structure (iv)a
is possible in French.
As Chomsky showed in Aspects, it is highly unlikely that a base
component should be allowed to introduce features for animacy. Given
that all an~te const1tuents are NPs, whatever componen~ of the grammar
explains the qeneralization discussed here, it w111 need to refer to
animacy, not to noun-nes"]: this component will no1: be the base componenc.
2. The derivation of the position of the subject presented here
derives from a suqqestion in Stowell (1981, 281).
3. An answer miqht be found in the mechanism by which clauses
escape the Case filter in Chomsky (1981a). As indicate~ below in the
text, Chomsky sU9gests that a chain must contain a member in a Case-
marked position or be headed by PRO to bear a 9-role. By stipulation,
NPs can only receive a ~role by membership in a (possibly singleton)
chain. Hence an NP or its trace must bear Case or be PRO. A clause,
on the other hand, may bear a 9-role without being a member of a
chain; hence we expect the Case or PRO requirement not to hold.
Suppose that a subject is coindexed with its predicate by a rule
of Predication, as arquea in Williams (1980). If we take this coindexation
to form a chain contAininq the subject and predicate, then this chain
will always have to bear Case or be headed by PRO, regardless of whether
the subject is NP or Sf.
The facts discussed in the text miqht also be related co the
impos.ibility of Ca•• transmission into a non-CAse-marked subject position,
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both in Enqlish and in pro-drop lanquaq.s like Italian:
(i) a. there were considered to have arrived scme men
b. *there were considered some JDen to nave arrived.
(1i) a. e J:'itenuto essere arr1vato G1ovann1
is belieVed to have arrived Giovanni
b. *e ritenuto Giovanni essere arriva1:o
Perhaps coindexation of a subject with its preaicate makes the predicate
the local binder of the subject, tmpedinq Case transm~ssion from a higher
INFL.
4. The argument is as follows. Assume the Binding Theory, and the
elat- that a position in VP is filled by an argument 1£ and only if it
is a e-position (preventinq Raisinq to Object). Consider an element L
which is a member of a chain C. If L is in qoverninq cateqoxy G, it
can only be bound by a subject in G -- i.e. by the subject of L's
clause. This is because the £ubject of L's clause is the only position
thAt satisfies both Principle A of the Binding Theory (is in the domain
of the nearest TNS ana subject to L) and the e-criterion (can be a non-
e-pot'ition).
Now suppose L is indeed locally A-bound in chain C by a subject in
G. 8y the ~cr1terion, this subject must be a non-~position. If L is
governed by the V, and if the VP containinq V does no~ assign a 9-role
to the subject that binds L, then by Burzio's qeneralization it will
not assign Case to L. Since by the e-criterion and the Bindinq Theory,
VP will not assiqn a e-role to the subject, it will indeed not assign
Ca.e to L.
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Row consider the subject that locally A-binds L. Suppose that it
is also locally A-bound. Then the story beqins allover again, and this
subject itself is an L and may not be assigned Case. Only if the subject
is not locally A-bound -- ~.e. ~f it is the nead of C -- may it receive
Case in situ, and, unless it is PRO, it mus~ rece~ve Case in si~u to
satisfy (19).
Thus, by induction, we see that only the head of C may be in a
Case~markinq position, for all L qoverned by V. The only problematic
cases are elements L that ~9ht be qoverned and assiqned Case by a
preposition P. If PP is not a 90verninq category (certainly the case in
Enqlish, though perhaps not in Romance lanquaqesJ, then Burzio's
generalization predicts nothinq about the status of L as an object of P.
As it happens, there is evidence (Hornstein and Weinberq 1981) that some
principle forces P to be absorbed by the verb in passive constructions --
possibly the ECP, but see our discussion in section 3. This would make
apparent prepositional objects into verbal objects, brinqing them
unde~ Burzio's generalization and into the argument sketched above.
5. We assume that the subject of the complement of~ is assiqned
Case by ~~' and not by an abstract or deleted complementizer for. We
arque for this in Chapter 5. For now, note that, in any case, the
variable bound by ~ will be to the left of INFL'. The presence of a
complementizer for in COMP will also force a Case-marked subject to be
preverbal. Similar examples can b~ constructed with uncontroversial
S'-deletion verbs. See below.
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6. Cf. Postal and Pullum (1978). Note I qot there to be a gloss on the
furni ture : get seems to be an S' -deletion verb wi th an opt10nal 9- role
assiqned to the subject. Thus, it has the proper1:ies characteristic: both
of consider and of seem. One might ask whether aspectua.L qet ( = become,
~) allows contraction: ?John qotta be a bigshot on his own mer1CS.
AlsQ, does say contract when it is a control verb? Cf: ??John sa~dda
stop at the corner. If the structure is John said (S' to stop •.. PRO J ,
we predict contraction to be possible. Note that PRO is obligatorily
~ conerolled by the subject of say here (cf. Perlmutter 1971; Manzini
1981). If contraction is ~ssible here, it would support Pullum and
Postal's theory of contraction phenomena over ours. On their analysis,
which translates natura1 1')0' into Government-Binding terminology (but is a
stipulation on any theory), contraction is possible iff the subject of
~e lower clause is locally A-bound in the next clause up, which PRO is
not, in our example with saVe We miqht note, with Manzini, that PRO
here is not arbitrary, but rather is controlled by the understood indirect
oaject of !!I Ccf. ·John said PRO to kill oneself, which should be
acceptable if PRO is arbitrary). If so, we miqht suppose that the
indirect object is present as some sore of empty cateqory in PF, blockin~
contraction.
7. We miqht also ask if there are empirical arguments distinquishing
OQr theory from the visibility theory. For example, if it could be shown
tnat NP-trace, which by (19) must belonq to a ~hain headed by a Case-
marked NP or PRO, receives Case features by transmission, then it should
block contraction, under the Visibility hypothesis. A distinction
aetween the visibility hypothesis and our own lies in the distinction
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between ~earinq Case features· and -reeeivinq Case features in situ
fro. a local Case assigner". The former is rel4Jvant to the visibility
theory, the latter 'to ours.
If NP-trace can receive Case features by transmission, then our
theory is empirically superior. There 15 some eV1dence that PRO may
in some lanquages inherit Case features from 1ts controller, which ~s
reflect:ed in various aqreement phenomena in c.he clause coneaininq PRC
(cf••eidle 1982~ S~pson. forthcoming; Franks 1982). If such PROs do
not block contraction, they too would prOVide evidence in support of
our proposal.
a. Note that the adjacency requirement on Case assiqnmen~ in French,
thouqh relaxed to ~verlook certain adverbs, still holds in the ~portant
cases (cf. also discussion in Stowell):
(1) j'ai persuad' Jean de venir
(ii) *j'ai persuade de venir Jean
'I persuaded Jean to come'
(except as Heavy NP Shift)
9. Postal and Pullum (1982) raise the question of various cases where
the structural description of the simplest contraction rule appears
to be met, bat where contraction seems t~ · ~ blocked:
(i) I don't want [Sf PRO to flaqellate oneself) to become stan1ard
practice in this monastery (*wanna)
(ii) I don't want (NP anyone [Sf who continues to wantlJ to stop wanting
(*wanna)
About such examples, we aqree with Chomsky and Lasnik (1978) that "any
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reasonable theory of contraction will be restric~ed to within an intonationsl
phrase", a condition surely not aet in (1) and Cii).
Nonetheless, one llliqht note that certain syntac1:ic local!ty conditions
which may be relevant for phonoloqy are noc met by <i) -(ii) Al1d other
exa.ples that Postal and Pullum have cited. Note, for exampie, that In
each case, two L-containinq nodes (OlOIDSky 1973), Sand S' in (i), NP
and S' in (ii), separate~ fr08l~. We IIliqht suppose that the two
it_ to be contrac'Ced cannot be separated by more than one L-containinq
node.
N. Chomsky has also pointed out that siJailar restrict.ions obtain
with aa.&nce restructurinq (Rizzi 1978bi Burzio 1981), which only applies
between a restructurinq verb and its iJaediate cOIIIplement.
10. Another arg1mleJlt for the IHPL' constituent, in 5 '-deletion
infinitivals, results from sOlIe points raised by G. Carden. If INFL' is
a constituent, we miqht expect it to IIOve like a constituent. In
par:ticular, consider the possibility of I NFL , undergoing a process
analoqous to Heavy NP Shift. Suppose, tor clarity's sake, that this
involves adjunction to VP:
(i) [ to be a fool]. ]INFL' ].
If such structures are allowed, certain purported arquments for
Raisinq to Object might disappear, 8.9. the possibility of interpolatinq
adverbial material belonqinq to the hiqher clause becween the subject
and predicate phrase of an S~adverbial (Postal 1974, 146 ff., developing
an arqument of s. ~uno's; (i1) b-c are my examples):
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(iil a. Jane believes Bob. if I ala not IIlistaken, to be Hunqarian
b. I t:)nsider John with all lIlY heart to be mad
c. I might consider Mary tomorrow to have killed John yesterday
Postal notes that adverbs cannot normally lower into a subordinate
clause:
(iii) &. *Jane believes that Bob, 1£ 1 ~ not mistaken, is Hunqarian
b. *1 consider that John with all wry heart is a genius
c. *1 llli.qht consider that Mary tomorrow has killed John yestex-c!ay
If we rule out INI'L' movement from tensed clauses (by the 91nding Theory?)
but allow it froaa infinitivals, we explain the contrast:
(iv) I (vp [yp consider (s John (INFL' eli] with all my heart)
[tHFL' to be mad] i
PreSUll&bly, the sequence ~-VP could only move if it were a constituent.
Purther evidence that "Heavy NP Sbift" of INFL' is ~ssible comes
frOD the fact that pnrasitic qaps (see Chomsky 1981b, our Chapter Four,
and references therein) bound by INFL' are almost possible:
(v) ??John considered Mary__ , without really believin9 Bill __, to be crazy.
Parasitic 9aps must be licensed by a real gap bound from an A-position,
as we SbAll see, IDOtivatinq IIIOvemen1: of INFL' in (v).
ll. Hendrick (1979) discusses the sentences in (44) as counterexamples
to his Association prin=iples, which include a version of the Crossing
Constraint as a condition on rule application. He SU9gests that some
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eX8Bpl•• of crossinq A-bind.t.nq are unacceptable (stars his) :
(1) ·these writersi' the teacners j reccaaend t i to each other j
(iil ·~~o.e two books i , the teacherS j reeam.ended t i to each other j
fie SUCJ98ses that the "referential antecedent·' for trace in the toplcal-
izations of (i)-(ii) creates the cross1nq v101ation. I do not detect
any unacceptabili1:'J in these examples, which seem to have ~e same
status .s Cho..ky·s sentences.
ChOllSJcy'S :zech eXUlple, wbitOh I have amittecl, contains crossed
dependencies becween clitics and their traces. 8ordelois (1974) and
flendrick (1979) both extend their versions of the Crossing Constra1.n't
to cl1.tic confiqur'.tions. I will have nothirlq to say about clitics in
this thesis. It is not clear that the theory I will develop can handle
the case~ discussed by 8ordelois and Hendrick.
12. As noted in Pesetsky (1982), this rule extends to simple relatives:
(i) l' hOllllle qui ("que) ai.Jlle Marie
the man that loves Marie
(i1) l'hc-.e que (*qui) Marie aime
the man that lUrie loves
As Yoefore, however, it remains mysterious why the rule j.s limited to
bindinq of a nominative trece -- that is, why (i) is ungrammatical with
~. Under an ECP explanation, we could say that qui is the allomorph
of 9!!! w,ed when COMP properly governs in S, since a VP node blocks
proper government. Even this remains a stipulation, however.
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13. lCayne (19814) sU9gests t.hat~ inherits its index from the head
of the r.lative, and not frc. WIt in CCIG'. This theory capcures the
appropriate distinctions without stipulation, sinca COMP will conta1n
relative WH at S-struc~ure only when locally linked to the head. However,
KAyne •s theory raises some quescions if this "local linking" or
N?redication- (Cbomaky 1977) does not take place until a level past LF
(U t ), as argued by ChOllSky (198lb). ChCIDSky uses chis assumption to
explain the absence of weak crossover effects in relative clauses. If
the ECP applies before LF', then an unindexed~ will, of course, v101ate
,
the ECP. If the ECP is replaced by a C&ossinq Condition, the same
arqument obtains. Thus the question remains open.
14. 8.q. the teldency to interpret a gap in d ~enough structure
as bound by the subject of the construction:
(i) *those nails i are too blunt tor any wood j to be soft enouqh for
you to na-er t. into it. (Fodor •s (137»
1 J
15. We assUIIIe that (60) f is not to be ruled out by any ve:~sion of che
Cro8.1nq Constraint, which seems not to apply to A-bindinq. We discuss
---
this question in greater detail in Chapter Four, section 3.3, and in
Chapter Five.
16. Sentences like (29) are no worse than other violations of the WH-
island condition, such as (i):
(i) what subject do you know who to persuade to discuss
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Thus, their perhaps reduced acceptabili ty cannot be blamed on problems
'lith re.malysis or preposition strandinq. Many of the sentences in (34)-
(43) lIIIJte the SaIDe point.
L7. (69)iii contains a redundancy: if nodes dominate themselves, we can
eliminate the expreSS10n •• (x • (I)", since thi.s case wJ.ll fall under the
third disjunct, • (x doID. a , ..., x dOll. S)". Silllilarly, if nodes do not
~nat. themselves, we can elillinate the expression -(x a S)", since
dbis cas. will now fall under the third conjunct.
Note the similarity betwe'!ft (69) and the definition of c-cOIIIIIIand
U9\led for by Aoun and Sportiche (1982) and discussed in Chapter One.
If a node y c-commands all nodes dominated by the first maximal projection
that cIoalinates y, then if nodes do not dominate themselves:
forT· {xl ! c-c~ds xl
for 8 • {xl !! c-cOIIIUnds x}
for C • {xl !. c-cOIIIIands !}
tor: 8 the first max~l projection dcminatinq 2.
the path between t and b is a set of nodes P such that
p • {xl x e {a U c V;r} v (x • S)}
If nodes aominate themselves, replace S with a, the first maximal
projection doainatinq !, as in the text.
18. I am ex~r..ely 9rateful to Lee Wetzels, and also to Annie Zaenen
and Hi lda Koopman for heIp with Dutch data. They are not respons ib le for
the use to which I put their sentences.
19. Van Riemsdijk (1978., 108--112) shows that!!!.!!. is the head of the
phrase. s.2! lilly be incorpor:ated, and~ + NP reordered, much as in
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(81) c. 'l'he crucial point is that naar~toe as a whole does not undergo the
incorporation seen in (81).
20. This reanalysis must apply after verb raisinq, which treats
incorporated preposlcions as par~ of the verb to be moved, but never moves
naar-toe. Note tha~ we have not discussed where the Cross1nq Constra1nt
applies, as yet.
21. s~ further examples:
(i) het beek is qemakkelijk om (t voorJ [naar de bibliotheekJ te qaan
the book is easy for for to the library to go
'the book is easy to 90 for to the 1ibrart'
(ii) de biblotheek is qemakkelijk om (voor het boek) [t naartoe) te qaan
'the library is easy to go to for the book'
(iii)***de bibliotheek, waar. het boek. qemakkelijk is oa [t. voorJ
1 J )
[t. naartoe) te qaan
1,
(iv) *het beek, WaQ~. de bibliotheek. qemajjelijk is om (t. voor]) 1 J
(ti naartoe) te qaan
Examples with WH-violations in questions appear to be unifo~ly
bad in Dutch, makinq examples like (29)-(30) impossible to test.
22. For example, it is unclear what happens to the paths account of
these phenomena if we accept Van Riemsdijk's arqument that P-strandinq
is only possible when the object of P is locally bound from a so-called
R-poaition, located, in our terms, at the left margin of INFL' (cf.
Stowell 1981 fo~ the suqqestion that this is a head of INFL'). We leave
th••• qu.8~ion. for a more d.t.il~ analysis of Dutch preposition
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stJ:andlnq in a paths fralleWork.
23. Enqdahl (1981) note. that parasitic qaps provide evidence for a
different structure for purpose clauses, in which they are outs1de the VP
dOll~natinq the object. This is because parasitic gaps must be in an
anti-c-command relation'with the movemenc-derived gap that licenses them,
and sentences like (i) are possible:
( i) what book did you buy t in order to review e
(wbere !. is the parasitic gap). The parasitic qap will not be c-cOIIIIanded
by ! only if the followinq structure, or somethinq like it, is assumed:
(ii) What book did you ( [bUy t] [in order to review el J
a
Note that under this structure double WH-lDOvement of the type discussed
in the ~ext should be c:oaapletely iIIpossihle, qiven a paths account of
Crossinq phenomena. The structure of ,ii) has the same properties,
vil-a-vis paths, as does double preposition strandinq if reanalysis does
not occnu:, as discussed in connection with (72). The path from a trace
in the in order to clause to its A--binder, wherever it may be, wiil
include the nodes of the in order to clause, which the path trom an
Obje~t trace will not. On the other hand, the pa~~ from the object
trace will include VP, which the path from the trace in the in order to
clAuse will not. K.nc~ containment will not obtain. Thus sentences
like (S8). could not exist at all, with a structure as in (ii).
This problem can be resolved, however, if we note that the
arqument from ~a~asitic qaps shows only that in ora~r to clauses 3aY be
outside of VP, 4. in (1), not that they aN8t be (when parasi~t.i,= C).1!PS
.re not involved). S~ilarly, the arqgaent from double extractions
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like (88)a shows only that in order to clauses max be inside of VP, not
that they muse be (unless double extractions are involved). If we su~.?Ose
that in order to clauses are 3tructurally ambiquous, occurinq both inside
and outside of VP, there is no problem with either double extrac~~on5 or
9arasitic gaps.
24. We could si~larly alter (69)i, since S' UaDediately dominates COMP,
thouqh we would either have to call COMP a lexical node, or allow it to
inherit an index froaa iU contents, to avoid callinq COMP S, which
would prevent COMP-to-CCICP IDOvement, amonq other thinqs.
25. Alternatively, we miqht allow only empty categories in A-positions
to generate paths, el~inatinq (iii) entirely. OUr analysis of
subjunctive caaplements 1n Chapter Five will suqgest that this move is
not desirable. Additionally, the "overlappinq- convention will prove
essential in Chapter Four, where we discuss parasitic gaps inside COMP.
26. This seems true, contra Chomsky (1977), unless sentential subjects
are dOIDinated by NP, which we do not assume.
27. If, as we believe (cf. Chapter Five) infinitives do not generally
coneain a path between INFL and COMP, we predict, perhaps falsely, that
contrasts like CIOO)a-b should not be found in infinitives. We cannot
vouch tor cases like (lOO)a, but the absence of sentences like (i) below
might be attributable to the absence of sentences like (ii):
<i) *1 wonder what war (durinq tJ to die
(ii) 111 wonder how (durinq this war) to die
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28. We shall sbow later that II IDOvements are also subject to the Pee
(recall the ECP, Chapter 2). If so, we can explain Rizzi's (1980)
observation that quantifiers in preverbal PPS may not take wide scope:
i.e., where ~ is a scope marker, (i) is unqrammaeical:
(i) ?non credo [che a nessuno Gianni l'abbia dettol
'I do not believe that to nobody Gianni said it'
Assuminq there is pied--pipinq in IE, (i) has the paths status ·of (98).
We maJte an even stroRqer prediction, however: a quantifier in a
preverbal PP should be confined to its PP, or else the resulting structure
would have the status of (lOO)b. This should be tru~ even without a
wide scope marker:
(ii) credo [che a nessuno Gianni l'abbia dettol
As Rizzi indicates, Cii) is qr....tical. We do not know how to test
whether nessuno has sentential scope or not; so the question remains
open.
29. Jaeq91i's (1980b) proposal that the ECP involves qovernment by a
subcateqorization feature ("s-qovernment") rather than by a cat~90ry
("e-qovernment") faces the same difficulties as Stowell's proposal,
and for st.ilar ~•••ons. Jae991i sU9gests that the subject of a small
clause or Sf-deletion infinitive is the head of the construction, and
therefore s-qoverned. This seems unlikely, particularly if one adopts
our analysis of secondary predication in Chapter 2.
30. Note tha~ the HIC of Chomsky (1980) is like the Pee in this respect:
it states where "somethinq special" does happen -- namely in positions
marked with nominative Case. Arquments that the CTP should not be
subsumed by the NIC are qiven in Chomsky (1981a) (and references cited
there, particularly Freidin and Lasnik (1981».
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alAPftlt POUlt: HUL'1'IPLE GAPS AND PUlIS
!.:.Q. Introduction
In chis chapter, we will show how the PeC helps to explain a variety
l)f phenomena involvinq multiple 9aps.
In 2.1, we will take up the "parasitic qap" construct10n stuci1ed by
Taraldsen (1981), Bnqdahl (1981) and O1omakV (198lb). In particular,
we will consider certain apparent violations of the Subject Condition,
treated by Kayne (1982). To explain thes. phenoJDeM., we will adapt ~.yn.·s
analysis to our fralD8work: we sU9gest, with Kayne, that the paths between
an A-binder and multiple gaps locally bound by it are Wlited in a single
"forked" path. In this section we will discuss only briefly the further
properties of parasitic gaps, reserving more detailed consideration for
section 4.
In 2. 2, we will corapare our adaptation of Kayne' 5 theory wi th the
at ~ual analysis proposed by Kayne. We present a case in which the two
analy.e. can M. distinquished. involvinq parasitic qaps in COMP. In 2. 3 ,
we consider parasitic gaps in left branches in French, En91ish and Russian,
in the light of a comparison of our approach with Kayne'5. In this
connection we will reconsider our analysis of Russian quantificational
phrases from Chapter Two in 2.4, and SU9gest a translation into the PCC
framework. The translation introduces infinite paths, rays with only a
lower bound, as the equivalent of the unbound NP traces in Chapter Two.
The reanalysis involves some difficulties, which will be briefly no~ed.
In 2.5, we show that the Pee theory of parasitic qap. makes correct predic-
tions about & cl... of .~l.s in which Cro••in9 effects interact with
p.J:••itic 9•••
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In section 3, we turn our a'ttention to ct»rdinate structures. In
3.1 we show that the Pee can derive that part of Itoss' S Coordinate 5 truc'Cure
COlUltraint that does flot fall under the AlA condition. In 3.2, the "Across-
the-Board" exceptions to the Coordinate Structure Constraint, studied by
Roas (1967) and WilliaIDS (1978), are seen co derive naturally from the
interaction of our PCC theor/ of coordinate structures with our theory of
IDULtiple qaps, IDOtivated in section 2. In 3.3 we reconsider the path
between IHFL to CCIIP and its interaction with our derivation of the Coordinate
Structure Constraint. we JlK)tivate this path as the result of TNS movement,
and show its interaction with other aspects of our Pee theory. We sUq'gest
an explanat.ion for our Olapter Two eXClusion of expletives and PRO from the
ECP (now subs1.Ded by the pce). This explanation, in turn, suggeses a wsy
to eliminate the stipulations about A and A-bindinq in the definition uf
paths.
Finally, in 4.0, we bring our theory of multiple qaps together with
the analysis of parasitic qaps in Chomsky C198lb). We discuss the interac-
tion of IllUltiple 9ap phenomena with subjacency. we suqqest that this
interaction arques for an approach that allows simultaneous application of
Move a from several positions, or equivalently, which states subjacency as
a condition on representations at S-strueture and postulates an additional
level, 55', interveninq between S-structure and LF. on this latter approach,
the pce applies at S-structure, sst and at LF, but subjacency only applies
at S-struc~ure.
2.0 Paths and para~itic Gaps
2.1 Parasitic Gap. and Subject Condition Violations
In the previoUli chapter, we have considered constructions we're each
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A-binder locally binds a sinqle elllpty category. CReca11 tha.t X locally
binds Y if there is no distinct Z which also binds Y, such that X c-cODIIIaIlds
z. '1'Ile local binder is thus the "first binder up the tree".) fAt us now
consider how the PCC could ap(:ly to constructi.ons in which several empty
.:ateqories are locally A-bound by the same element: l.n chis sect1on,
so-called "paraSitic gap" constructions. For present:. purposes, we may
remain vaque about the source of these qaps, and of their indices. we
will return to these questions in qreat detail in section 4 of this chapter.
For now, we simply stipulate that the st.ruc:tures presented exist, with the
bindinqs as indicated, and we examine their properties.
In this section, we will IDOtivate a treatment of parasitic gaps by
analyzinq certain facts about parasitic gaps and the Subject Condition effect
which were discovered by Kayne (1982). Our analysis adapts Kayne's proposal
to our framework. This adaptation will be the key to all our results in
this chapter.
I.et us consider tensed clauses first. Taraldsen (1981) and Kayne
(1982) notice that Subject Condition violations like (1) a often improve
when a second qAP is added, as in (l)b:
Cl)a. *41 person [s,whoi [S [NPclose friends lppof ~1 [INFL' [vpadmire mel J J]
b. 1a person ls,whoi (S fnclose friendS(ppof!.i [INFL' [vpadmire ~l] 11
Recall what goes wrong in Cl)a: a pa.th (i) runs between INFL and COMP and
a path (ii), between e. and v_ho in COMP. They overlap and violate the
-1
i»CC:
(l)a. S'path (1i)----..
......-- - .... 5
pp NP
1...---- path (i)
• rNFL t
• VP
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Crucially. path (ii) is missing the DIFL' node that pat!a (i) has" and path
li) is llissing the PP and tIP nodes that path (i1) has.
Mew suppose that SQ1118 operation on path (ii) between e. and who in
~
COIIP of S' could add the IRFL' node to it. The addition of the INFL' node
could. add the IRFL' node" and perhaps others, to it. This addition would
cause it to properly contain pam (i) between INFL and COMP, and violate
the Pee no lonqer:
S'
path (ii) •
s
pp rIP I .. path (i)
I~!FL•
~
.vp
The dotted line shows the addition of INFL' to path (ii). we will propose
that the second qap in (l)b accomplishes exactly this operation: it adds
nodes to path (ii).
Consider now (l)b. Suppose -- contrary to what we will suqqest
tl1at each qap in (1J b creates its own path to COMP. Consider the paths
that would result:
(l)b. Paths
(1) Between INFL and c:oMP: S'
{INFL', S, S' } path (ii) ---.. S
Between e~
pp NP +- path (i)
(ii) and CONI': ! I NFL ,
I
I
(pp, NP, S, S·} path (iii)-... ~ VP
(iii) Between .i and COIIP:
{vp, %NFL', 5, 51}
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Paths (1) and (i1) are the paths .already found in (l)a: they overlap,
but ne1t.ber one contains the other. Contrary to fact, we expecc (l)b
to be .. bad .. (1)&. (l)b, if the paths are as ahove, contains a further
tlialacion ot the pee. Path. Cii) and (iii), between the qaps and CC»IP,
-1150 overlap. Here too, neJ..ther one contains the other, and the pee should
be violated.
On the other hand, no1:ice that path (iii) and path (i) overlap, and
the Pee is sat:isfied, since path (iii) contains (i). Notice also that
path (1ii) cont:ains the crucial INFL f node, which, if added to path (ii),
would allow it: ~ satisfy the pee with respect eo path (1).
(l)a-b thus present. t:wo related problems. First, Why is the violation
of the Pee caused by the path frOID inside the subject and the path between
INFL and COMP apparently nullified in (l)b, where there is a second gap?
Second, why does this second qap itself not create an additional violation
of the PCC, as tt1e interaction between paths (ii) and (iii) leads us to
expect? As the.. 1:1«) questions show, we expect (1) b to be, if anything,
worse than (l)a, since it contains two violations of the PCC, while (l)a
contains only one.
Each of these quea1:i.Ofts can be resolved in the same way. Recall that
we r ....z:k.ct that the acidition of IRF[,' to the path from inside a subject
1(!i l could eltminate the pee violation. Recall also that the path tram the
lower qap in (l)b includes INFL'. Both gaps are bound by the same A-binder.
Suppose that in such a ca.. the two qaps and the A-binder do not generate
two distinct paths, but rather one common path, which is the union of what
•would be the .eparate paths trOll each. Notice that clauses (i) and (ii)
of our .arlier definition of patbs in (69) of Chap~.r Three do not exclude
the po••ibility that an i.-binder llliqbt locally bind two cateqori... What
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is nece_sazy :&os to chanq. claU88 (iii), so that paths include the nodes
doainat.inq any of a set of ~ locally i"'bound by ~.
The cban9- required in the definition of p&ths is IDiftiJaal:
. 2) Definition of Paths (revised)
Consider T I such that:
T • {~f ~ is an .-pty ca~xy locally i-bolmd by b}
(i) for a set A· {(J f:lt £ '1': CI is the first: maximal projection
doDa.tinq ~}
(ii) for'S the flrs~ maxt.al projection dominating ~
(iii) the path between the Mmbers of T and b is the set of nodes
P such that:
p - {x I (xe:A) v (x-S) v (:i a £ A: x dome Q, & -, X dOIft. S) t
By defin1nq paths over sets of empty cate<Jories, and by introducing
the exis~ential quantifier into (iii), we in effect allow the "path union-
of the sort described below.
What. (2) says is that when a. number of elllpcy categories share an
"binder, there is one biq path that runs between all these empty categories
and tbe A-bLnder. There are 1\0 individual paths frolll each empty cateqory
to the i--binder. As we shall see, the "one big path" that a set of
identically bound empty cateqories creates is "forked-: it has one upper
t.~nU8, but • n~r of lower termini in the tree.
More specifically, (2) asks us to consider a set T of empty categories
-that share an A"binder~. We now consider the set A consisting of the first
lUXiIlal pro;ection doaaina~inq each of the members of T. The path between
the .embers of T and 2 consists of all the members of A, the first maximal
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proJeetion ~nat1f,q !a, and all the nodes in between.
Let us now show explicitly how (llb does not violate the pee.
There are two tis in (l)b: Consequently there are eva a's:
PP and W. Thus, the paths are as follows:
(1 ) b. (i) Between IHFL and <::alP:
1 2
Between el...~i and COMP:
(VIS, INFL', PP, NP, S, S'}
(ii)
{INFL' , s, Sf} pp NP
path (ii)-+
Ci)
The sinqly und~rlined nodes in (ii) are the exclusive contribution of
!.i to the path, the -ioubly unde~i:.ned nodes. of e.~ J and the other nodes.
of both. Notice that path (iil properly contains 9ath (1); hence the PLC
is not ,"tol-ated. Unlike the paths we have considered before, paths like
path (ii) are 'lot line seqments. Rather, they take the form in a tree c f
an upside-do~ Y, which forks at the first node dominating both gaps. (We
1Ilil..:'t construct examples with IDOre than two gaps, in which case the path
will fork several times.) Thus, iJ&th (ii) above looks like (3) below:
(3)
~.
(Note that INFL', Sand 5' lie
on tl,e path indicated, satisfying
tne pee.)
Kayne notes, as we expect, that not every "second gap" serves to
nullify a Subject Condi.t~on violation. Rather r the second qap must be
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lo.-r in tbe tr.. than the subject that c:ontains the erst;vhile Subject
COncl1t.i.on violation. Thus, (4) a contrasts wi1:h (1) b, and (4 )b in turn
eontras~. with (4) a:
(4)a. *. person (s,who. (5 you (I-.rl:"Y" ( .... (VP admire e~J (s,because
1 1 1 ~~~l vi 1 1 2
.,
(5 LaP close friends(pp of eiJJ (!NFL' ( Vp bec_ famous)]] J]}]
2 2 222
1
b. ?a person (s,vboi (S you (INFL'(V.[YP admire eil [s,because1 1 111 2
(s you (IHPL' (vp know (NP close trienc:ls (pp of eil) ) ) ) ) 11 11)
22222
(4)b shows tbat a second qap is possible in constru~ions like this. (4)b
does not violate the PCC:
(4)b. (i) Between INFL and CCIO? 0 f S;l.
..
(ii) Between INFL .Ild COMP of 51':'
(iii) 1 2Between • i' e. and C'OMP of Sl'..:..
---- -1..,------
.41~. •
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S'1
• p.~ (ii)
81
INFL'1
pach (i1i) _
v( 5'2
....__ path (i)
INFL'2
(4)&, on the othtlr band, does violate the pee. As in (lla, there is
an IRFL' lILi.sinq frOID the path traa one of the empty cateqories, which is,
of <:ourse, a IleJllber of one of the paths between IHFL and COMP. In turn,
the path between tbe 8111Pty cat-eqories and their COIIIDOn binder contains a
n1aber of nodes not: contained by one of the paths betweer. INFL and COMP:
(4) a. (i) Between INn, and COMP of !il.
{INI'L'2,
(i1) 2 1Between eil.-!.i' and c:oMP of Si!..
{PP2' NP2, 52' 52' VP1, v~, INFLi' 51' Si}
(iii) !8tw••n INFL and ca4P of Si.=.
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•1
...---- path (iii)
INFL'1
c>ath (1i)---....j~
r~---- path (i)
,
2
Paths (i) and (ii) overlap and violate the PCC. Looking at the diaqram
above, it is obvious that 52 c':)ntains the basic confiquration that charac-
teri2;•• Subject Condition effeets. What happens above S~ is irrelevant,
~
in fact. The viola'tion is essentially th. same as that in Clla. 1
I~ follows alsG, of course, that the "lower- gap that nullifies
Subjec:t Condition effects cannot itself be a Subject COndition violation,
unl... there is a tbird qap lower still, which is not i tsel f a Subject
Condition violation1
(5) •• *a person who (close friendfl of tl think· that (enemies of t] hate Bill
b. 1a person who (close friends of tl think t.hat (enemies of tJ hate t
c. *a person who (close friends of tl think that [enemies of tJ claim
that (the parents of tl like Mary
d. ?a person who (close friends of t] think that (enemies of t) claim
that [the parents of tl like t
Alao, w. expect phfl1llOll8na 8111ilar 1:0 tho.. we bave been considerinq
co shew up in 8111&11 c:laus•• and S'-deletion infinitivals. They do:
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(6) ? lS,wboi (SYOU (IHPL' [ypconsicler (A* (NPfriends (PP2of G~ 1 ( uanqry
2lpp at -1 111 ]] ] ]
1
Ci) The VP-AP Path (!=qrid):
( AP,
(ii) 1 28ebMen • ,. and a»1P of S':
{!!.1L.!!., ~2 r NP, A*, yp, INPL', 5, S·}
2The sinqly underlined ID8IIIbers of path (ii) are exclusively due to e., the
-1
doubly underlined ~rs to ~t. Path (1i) contains p<!th (1), by virtue
of the siDqly underlined ..-bers of the path. Thus we see how Subject
Condition etfec...-ts can be nullified in small c-..:lause constructions. The
same analysis can be qiven for sentences with 5'-deletion infinitivals
(?who do YOU consider friends of t to admire 1.).
As before, the second qap IlUSt be lower than the Subject Condition
violat.ion, in order to add the cX11cial AP (or IHFL') to the path:
(7) •• *. person who I adlDired 1: beCilUS4' I believed friends of t angry
At you
b. 1& person who I adIIired t because I believed you angry at t
And, as before, the lower qap may not itself be a Subject COndition violation,
lJnl••• there is a third gap still lower, which is not a Subject Condition
violation (cf. (5»):
(8)a. *a person who I believe [close friends of cl to consider (enemies
of t J anqry at Mary
b. 1a person who I believe (clo.. friends of t J to cunsider [enemies
of t 1 anqry at t
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we have not discussed the source of two qape in the sentences we have
been considering. In the tenainoloqy of Taraldsen (1981) and Enqdahl (1981),
one of the gap- i. a parasitic qap, and one is a qap created by movement.
More precisely, in th8 analysis of Chomsky (198lb), one gap is c1Il empt,y
cateqozy at o-structure, while the other contains the future i-binder at
o-struC1:.ure. The f.irst qap is thus a null proncmlinal at D-struC'ture, an
el_nt which one expects to exist, qiven the null hypothesis that phonetic
content is optional. At a later level, this ellPty cate<Jozy becoaaes locally
A-bowut in Enqlisb, since Enqlish has no other way to "identify· it at LF,
as discussed in Chapter Two. Row it becanes A--bound, and at what level,
are questions we return to in section 4, where we reexamine the analysis
of parasitic 9apS given in OlClllSJcy (1981b) in the liqht of other multiple
qap structures. Por the 1DOIIe:\t let us assume that these null pronominals
must be locally A-bound at so.. later level, and review a consequence that
follows.
What follows is an explanation of the observation of Taraldsen that
the qaps in lIultiple gap contiqurations must not c-camoand one another.
For eXaIP19:
(9)4. an article that. I (V- (vp1ike eil(Without PRO readinq ~~Jl1
b. *an article that i [~i ['1* [wPleaSed me) [without PRO reading !~)))
(lO)a. a person that. you (V'll [vphired !.i) £before I could object to !.~) 1
1
1 .,b. *a person that. (g!.i (V* [vphired me] [before I could object to c711
1 -1
As Taraldsen notes, e~ in (9)b and (lO)b is not 1~cal1y A-bound by ~,
-1
as required. Rather, it is localLy A-boW\d by !.~. Beinq locally A-bound,
it fol:DlS a chain with !i, whicb bears two 9-roles and violates the
9-criterion. Much the ._ explanation can be qiven for other cases in
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which ~ky (1981) invok•• Principle C of the Binding Theory for variables,
requirinq th.. to be A-tree (as noted by QlOllSky (198lh), who cites D.
Sportiche, ct. La8nik (1982)):
(11) *a person who. {Sh8 i thinks (_. that Mary likes e. J11 ~ ~
In this exaIIPl. of StronCJ erosaover, 8 i is locally A-bound, and thus is
not a variable and violate. the 8-criteri6n. (Problems arise when ~i is
locally A-bound frc- t.be nearest CC»IP, discussed by Chomsky (198lb).)
:'%'0. the anti-c-e:a-und requir_nt on parasitic gaps as well as the
very definition of paths we bave assUllled, it follows that certain other
cases in which a second gap might nUllify a PCC violation do not arise. In
particular, since a subject c-c:o.-ands everything below it on the tree
(unlike a piece of a subject), second qaps cannot salvage a CTP sentence:
(12) ·John, who, I think that e~ said that Kary liked e~
1. -1. -1.
2The first gap violates the Pee because its path lacks INFL'. If e.
-1
addecl noel.. to the path froID !i, it would add chis IHFL·. It cannot form
1
a pa1:h, however, because it is locally A-bound by e i , and not A-bound. It
also violates the anti-c-command requirement independently ~posed on
parasitic 9aps~ We will not deal with this redundancy here, but see 1.6
of this chapter for some discussion.
~ Parasitic Gaps and WCOnnectedness"
2.2.1 we have noted several times that our analysis of parasitic
qaps in the previous section is an adaptation of the analysis of Kayne (1982)
in • Pee fr.-.work. In this section, we vill present what we believe to
be the ....ntial feature. of lC&yne'. analysis, and will show sexae case.
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thai: support our approach over Kayne' s. This COIIIparison will lead us to
discover same new examples of the phenomena discussed in the previous
section.
In the approach we have ·aeen outlininq, a path can always be formed
from a trace to its A~binder. Crossing effec~9, CTP and St1bjec~ Condition
affects were derived fro. the PCC, which f 1mctions as a sort of "traffic
rule" lKtdu1a'tinq the interaction of overlappinq paths.
Kayne (1981., 1982) propos~s that the constructiun of a path (of a
~hat diff'erent sort:) frc8 a trace to its binde~ be constrained struc-
turally, C'1'P and Subject Condition effects (as well as certain other con-
st.raints e.q. on preposi~ion strandinq in Romance) arise when a coherent
path cannot be cons'trueted froll the bomd element to its binder. Kayne
chua views these effects as arisinq from a "connectedness" requirement.
El...nts 1I\JSt be connected to their antecedents by a well-forna\3d path; in
certain cases, such a path cannot be constructed.
So fez, the differences between Kayne' s approach and our approach
are aaattel:S of point of view. We IIliqht adopt Kayne' s approach, and
require a path to link ele..n~s with their antecedents. by viewing the PCC
as a constraint on path formation. In other words, we might say that the
path constructable und.er the definition in (2) is the maximal path that
does not violate th~ pee wi~h respect to some other path. The pee could
thus intervene to block the linkinq of antecedents with the elements they
bind.
Empirical differences between Kayne's approach and ours seem to
arise in two domains. First, there are differences be~een the pee and
the constraints xayne places on path construction, these differences have
empirical content. Second, while we have so far restricted our defini tion
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of pat:lul to case. wbttre a category is locally A-bound, we JDiqht chanq.
this to -not locally A..boW\Cl", allovinq for tl'MIoretJ.cally infinite paths
frca unbound eapty eateqori.s to be qoverned by the P<=C; we will take
pz-eCiAly this step Jon later discussion. In such a case, it miq:lt be
pcssible for lCAyne' s t.heory to speak of the need for theoreticul connec-
tedness to a "point at infini~y", but the intended content of the connec-
tedness requ.u:-.nt would .... to be weakened.
In this section, we deal mainly with a difference of the first sort.
Kayne (1981a) puts a proper 90vermaen~ constraint on path construction;
lCayne (1982) proposes a coRS'tZaint based on the left/right asylmletry
created by the Bead First/Head Last puameter: a sort of Left Branch
Condition in English. Subject Condition effects in small clauses and
S·~.l.~ion infinitival. arque for Kayne's later approach over the fo~r;
we will t.herefore coacentrateon the proposa1s in Kayne (1982).
Kayne (1982) arcJU8S, followinq Kayne (1981a), that the ECP s' ..:Juld
require both a eJOvernor for an empty category and a connection to an
antecedent. The first requirement derives froaa the second: Kayne proposes
that the connection to an antecedent is possible when there is an appropriate
path trOll a qovernor. Thus, if there is no governor, there is no connection
to the antecedent. Elements enterinq into the path that make this connec-
tion arG i--projections of the governor. The ECP is thus stated as in
(12) -- we will call this the K(ayne)ECP, to distinguish it from Chomsky's
formulation:
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(12) !IS!. (1CaYft8 1981&, 1982, 4)
An 4111!Pty cateqory 13 IBUSt have an antecedent CI such that
( i) CI gove.ms 8 or
(11) Q c-~nd8 S and there exists a lexical category X such
that X qovems ~ and a is contained in some q-proJection of X
(13) a-.ProjectioD (definition)
Y is a q-projeetion of X iff
fa) Y is & projection of X (in the usual sense of X-bar theory)
or of a q-projection of X
or (b) X is a structural governor and
Y iJIIaediately doIIinates W and Z, where Z is a maximal
projection of a CJ..projection of X, and W and Z are in a
canonical qovernment confiquration.
(14) canonical Government Configuration (definition)
W and Z (Z a -.xtmal projection, and W and Z t.mediately dominated
by sa.e Y) are in a canonical qovernment confiquration iff
(4) V qoverns NP to its right in the qraDlllar of the lanquaqe in
question and W precedes Z
or (b) V qoverns NP to its left in the qrUlllar of the lanquaqe in
ques~ion and Z precedes W.
To see bow the lCECP works, let us consider lonq IDOvement of an
object:
(15) (S,who. (s you (vp think (s,that [s Bill (vp [v likes] til))])]
1 1 1 1 2 2 2 2 •
oKayne, like Chomsky (cf. 1.(3)), allow. government by X or by
coindexaeion. Who in (15) does not qovern t in either way, since many
-- -
maximal projections intervene. Who is, however, the antecedent for t:
-
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they are a and S in (12). v~ is a lexical cateqory X which governs ~•
..
To satisfy the ICECP, ~ IlUSt be contuned in S~ g-proJection of v2 -
VP2 is a q-projection of v2 ' since it is an X-bar projection of v2 -
Kayne ..... to assume, foll~1n9 Kayne (!9S1a), that S is an X-bar projec-
t.Lon of V: hence 5., is a q-proJeeti..on of VP." hence or v.,. In this case,
~ ~-
even if S were a projection of LRFL r ~t would still be a g-projection of
2
, but the as.-.ption that it: is a projection of V is necessary later.
As for S~, if it too is a projection of V, then it is automatically
..
a q-project:ion of 52' VP2 and V2. If it is a projection of C(»IP, as is
perhaps necessa.ry for ltayne elsewhere (see below), it is still a q-projec-
tion of S, by (13)b: 52 (y) immediately dominates COMP (W) and S (Z),
a lD&Ximal projection of the structural governor V (X) _ In Enqlish, verbs
govern to t..he riCJht. (Enqlish is Head First), hence W must precede Z. Since
it aoes, 52 (Y) is a g-projection of 52' hence of VP2 and v2 ' by transitivity.
As for VP1 , it should be a q-projection of S2 by a similar argument,
if S' is the maximal projection of a structural governor (COMP or V) ft 51
will then be a q-projeetion of VP 1 , since it is an X-bar projection of VP 1-
Si in tum will be a q-projeetion of 51' by one of the arqulDents qiven in
the precedinq paraqraph for 52- Since the antecedent of ! - who -- is
Contained by Si, a g--projection of V2 by transitivity, the KECP is satis-
fied, as desired.
The diaqram in (15) :shows the set of q-projectiollS clearly_ Following
Kayne, we omit the node labels, to emphasize the independence of his notion
of "q-projection" from t~e labellinq of cateqories:
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(15)
'1'he n...ral ! labels each node that is a q-projection of likes, the
governor of !.
!btice that because of the notiOD "canonical qovern.ent confiquration"
the ICECP sets up a .Left/rifibt ~try in the construction of q-projections ..
In Enqlish, the result. is a "Left. Branch Condition" of sorts. The "q-projec-
t:ion pat:h- troa an el_nt to its antecedent proceeds fraa projection to pro-
jection and fraa a right branch to the cateqory doainatinq it, but never froll
a left branch to the ca1:8CJOry do.adnatinq it. We can se. this by examininq
Subject Condition eases, the 'laiD .:»tivation for ltayne' s theory:
Who is once IIIOre the antecedent of t, but does not qovern it. To
---- -
.atisfy the DCP, !!!!2 IIIWIt be contained in a q-projection of the qovernor ot
S' ~be preposition 2!.
PP is a projection of P, hence a C)-projection. NP (Y) t..-ediately
do.1na~e. N (W) and PP (Z). Since A is a maxtaal projection of P (Xl, which
is a q-projection of itself, and since PP is in the canonical qovernment con~
figuration with respect to N, NP is a q-projection of PP, hence of P.
A., howev.r, is not a q-projection of NP. A* (Y) t.mediately dominates
NP (Z) and AP (W), where HP is a llaXilial pzojec1:ion of a q"pEojec:t:ion of P.
NP i. DOt in the canonical qovernll8nt confiquration with AP, since it (Z)
..-...
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tollOWll AP (11). Silica A* is not a q-projectioD of p. it follows that no node
cJoei n at.in9 A· will be • q-projection of P. 'ftlus no 9~proj.ction of P will
contain the aIlot.cedent of the trace t, which is contained by 5'. (16) thus
violates the JCEat:
(16)
vho i /
you
COD8ider
As ltayne DOtes, there is no prohibition against! itself beinq a left
branch:
The CJOvernor of ! 1s consider. FraIl consider to the s' c:ontaininq ~, there
is an unb1:oken chain of riqht: branches and projections. Hence S' is a q-pro-
jeet.ion of the V c:onside..!.. Since the antecedent for t is '.:ontained in a
CJ-pzrojection of a 9Overnor of !, it sat,isfies the KECP:
(17)
Nov consider CTP effects:
(18) t[s,wh0 i (5 John (vp said [s.t~t (5 t. INFL (yp camel]]]]]1 1 1 22 1 2
..
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It IHFL is • stzuctural Clovemor, then (18) should not be ruled ou1:. If
IRPr", is the head of S, then 52 will be a q"pro]ection of INFL. Since a
chain ot riqbt branches and projections links 52 with Si, which contains
!!!2, ~ will be c..-ontained in a q-proJection of the qovernor of ~, and
not violate ehe lCECP.
If INPL is not the head of S, but structurally qoverns the subject,
52 will once &qain be a q-pxojection of IHFL. 52 (Y) will ialDediately
dc.ainate the subject (W) and INP'L CZ), where INFL is a maximal (and
raini.lllal) projection of itself. Since the subject precede. IHFL, the
canonical e:tnfiquration obtalns, and 52 is a q-projection of INFL. This
teo will caws. (18) DOt to violate the ICECP, incorrectly.
It follows from Kayne' s theory, therefore, that INFL is not a
structural qovernor. %f it is not a structural governor, then S~ will
..
not be a 9"projection of INFL, and the ICECP will be violated, as desirt!d.
Kayne take. the additional step of rulinq INFL out entirely as a qovernor.
PrOA this it would follow that there are no q-projections of a governor 0 f
the subject, and the KECP will be trivially violated.
Finally, consider a case in which the antecedent and governor are
the Salle:
As KAyne (footnote 14) notes, not on1y must !!!2. govern .E. across S, but
Sf must be a q-projection of ~ -- not unreasonable, if COMP is th4 head
of S', as arqued by Stowell (1981) (and references cited by Kayne, especially
Chom8ky (1381., 274».
~tore turninq to Kayne's analyst- of qr~tical Subject Condition
violation., let U8 briefly ea.pare the KECP and Pee accounts of the phenomena
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.... h.". 80 far considared. We balie.e that the QCP treatment ot
extraction of and froa a subject shows .. conceptual disadvantaqe ot the
theor,', in co-.par1son wi th the PCC account:. On a pee theory, che ranqe
.)f CTP eftects anci Subject Condition effects are explained in exactly
t.be ._ way_ 80th types of effects follow trolD the interaction of a
"WR-lIIOvUlllnt pa1:h" with a path runn1.nq froID bela~ the subject to above
the subject. In tact, once Subject Condition effects are explained,
no1:hinq .are need be added f:.o handle other extraction phenomena. The
r:on1:r••t between lonq and short II)vement of the subject of a tensed S.
l.n pa.rt:ic:ul.~, ari••s wi thout any recxn.u:f'e to the rfrquirement of a qovernor
or to the cij,sjunetion between lexic&l and coindex.in~ government stemming
fr~ Chomsky (1981a).
On a KECP theory, however, ':.' and Subject Condition effects, though
both t3c~~ica11y derived trom the KEep, arise in different ways. Subject
Condition effects derive from the inability to construct a chain of
9-projections frcm the qovernor of a trace to a cateqory containinq its
anteced.nt. If o"e recorsiders the disCU8SiC'~ jU9t: c-OIIlpleted, It appears
th.~ the KEeP could .xplai~ all the Subject Condi~ion effect~ Lf the
chain of q-projections began with the trace itself, and not with the
qovernor. The n€.ed tor a qovernor 15 invc"K~ tn capture CTP effects: the
cont:rast betw••". a struct'..ral and non-structural governor yields subject.:/
object asvm-etries witn lonq WH movement, while the d~finition ,)f qove~­
ment allowin~ both 1 ~ .. :L.cal d: j coindexint." gove1:TUllent permits short move-
ment of thtt subject. Havil,q invoke:.i the need fo~' a qovemor, to be sure,
one may sUCJgest, as Kayne hu, ttk't various is:LAI'..l effects (e. g. the
ab.anc. )t preposition strandinq in varioU6 lanquaqes) are due to the
incapacity ot variou. cate~orie~ (~~k~ prepositions) to act AS structural
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qaveJ:DOr.. AIthouqh the PCC account dots not: extend in this direction.
~ arque tbat it~ natural extension to the da.ain ot Cro••inq effects
(and Coordi.••t:e Structure effects, disCWlsed later), as well &8 its non-
sttpulativ8 coveraqe ot the basic WH-movemenc facts suqqes'ts Chat it has
s concepeual advantaqe oYer ~e KECP account.
~.turninq to (16), ~ notice that it is a qenera! consequence of
!<ayne's theory that a piece of a lcatt branch ....y never contain an empty
caceqory bound outside that. left: branch (qiven the canon1cal government
contiquration ot Enqlish), \DIle•• ttl. bin~.r is also a governor ot that
cateqory. Kayne thus rules out (20) the mUle way he rules out (16):
S i. not a q-proJeetion al the preposition of, thus who is con~ained in
no q-projection of the preposition, and the ~CP is violated.
Now let us e~n. how Kayne accounts for the violations of the
Subject Condition diac'IJ••ed in the last section. Recall that structures
like (2) (or (16» illlProve if A second qap bound by the same A-binder is
lidded lower in the tree. A second qap hiqher in the tree does no1:. improve
structure. like (20).
Our own aftLly.ia was an adaptation of Kayne' s analysis. Kayne
define. a i-projection set eonsistinq of a ~ap, the q-projections of
its qovernor and ~y nod•• that may dominate ~he qap but not its governor
(tor cas•• of cro.a-boundary qovernment. as in small clauses». This set
rouqhly corr.spond. to our path., excepe that our paths do not include
nod.. below the aaaxiJIAl project-ion of the qoveEnor. He then suqqests that
where multiple qaps share a local A-binder, we take a union of their
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q-projection ..t.. The r ••ult of thi. union IlU8t constitute a coherent
.ubtr.. of 1ts pbr... IlU'ker.
... illustrate with ... eXUlPl.. frc. lCayne:
•
(21)
1
e .
.."
pp/,
wi ch De
In (21), •• in (20), ~ i. contained in no q-projection of the qovernor
of '-1.. The nUlDOral 1 is attached to all nodes which are members of the
q-projee:tion set ot !.l. Note that ~ is not dominated by such a node.
The lEa» is restated by Kayne to require that tbe anteceden't be dominated
by a II8JIIbIr of the q-projeetion set of the element it locally binds. This
is equivalent here to (12)3,4.
Now consider (22):
(22)
a person
people
X
usually
talk /.~
tel !.J.
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... bave aark&ld t:M q~proj.e:t:ion ••ta ot !l and !.2 here. Nov consi&lr the
union f)f the.. ..ts. 1Io~. t1IIO tbinq8 about this union: (1) it tOZIU a
coherent subtree of the pbr_ aarJter, and (2) !!!!., the antecedent of both
qaps in question, is contained within • 9-pro)ection of the union of the
two q-proJeetiolUl. Tbe nodes labelled 2 thus help ·ccaplete the c~rcuit."
traa !l to it. &at.cedent, while ea-pletin9 its own circuit fra. ~2 to the
.- antecedent. Recall that in the Pee theory outlined in the previous
section, the union ot two paths allowed the first path to avoid a Pee
riolation. TbI loq1c of the solution. is the .... : the con.traint invoked
is not.
Consider DOV (23) fra. lCayne:
(23)
a person
(23) is parallel to (22). were!.2 n.,t a 9a.p, 80 that there was no second
q-pr-,jection set, the antecedent who for !.1 wou:'d not bt-l a IDellber of the
q-projection set of !l and would violate the ICECP. Given the second 9d.P,
hov.·.,.er, and the union of the t1IIO q-projection sets, which forms a subtree,
~ is contained in the union of the two .ets, and does not violate the ECP.
Nov consider (24) (-(4)&):
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became f aIDOUS
,
'·-1
L
.
.
~1
I ''''-1
you /"'-
"-
''''/".,
/ ~
because 2 '''.,
close ".
*. per~n
(24)
If we take the union of the two q-proj.-:-tion sets in (24), we noee that the
antecedent of both !.l and ~2 is contained by a node in the united set. The
structure is ruled out, however, because the union of the tl«'J q-projection
sets does not, form a <:-.)herent suJ:)tree of the represent .... t;ion in (24). This
will always occur when the qap that cannot be connected by itaelf with its
antecedent is lower in the tree than the qap that can. The first set in
(24) doe. nothina to ·cOIIolote the circuit- for the second. lCayne thus
deJ:1".. the fact that the qap that save. a Subject COndition violation must
be lower in the tr.. than the violation.
To sum up, both Kayne" s theory and the PCC theory postulate that the
paths troll a1Pty cateqorie. .:hat share " local A-binder are united. To
capture Subject Condition effects, Kayne postulates that extraction from
inside a left branch (in Enq!i~h) does not y1810 a conn.~tion between the
trace in that left branch and it. antecedent. The Pee theory derives the
Subject COndition eftecta t~ the interaction between a path beqinninq
inside the subject and a path runninq between one node lower and one node
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hiflber: than the subject. To explain the allowed violations of Subject
Condition effecta vnen .. second 'lap is pr•••nt, Kayne shows that the
addition of & second path lWLkes tho ai••ing connect1oIW between ue
antecedent in the left branch and its antecedent. In the PCC theory,
the addition of the second path adds crucial noc!es to the pa.th frOID inside
the subject, which cause it to contain tbe path runninq fraa below the
subject to ab->ve the subject. In other word8, Kayne sU9gescs chat there
is something special about l.t~ branch•• (more accurately, non-canonically
qoverned branch••); we 5ug9••1: that the left branches in question are
special because paths r\Ul "paat" them.
2.2 Th~ ~o theories can be djstinquished by lookinq at a left branch
that has no path runninq "past" it. Such a left branch is COMP. Kayne's
approach predicts that a gap inside of OOMP should have the properties of
a gap inside a subjec't. we predict that it should not.
At first sight, Kayne's theory appears to make a correct prediction.
In a .entence wich a single gap. extraction trom inside COMP appears ~o be
iJIIp)••ible :
(25) *thi. book,~ that i (5 I (INFL' (yp know (s. (MP which chapter1 111 2 2
LpP2of 'Ii J Jj (S2YOU lxHFLi[vp/84d e j JJ 11 JJ J J
One IDiqht account for this in Kayntt' s framework the way (16) is accounted
for. 52' is nut a q~project1on of the preposition th~t qoverns e., since
-1
it is not an X-bar projection of NP2, nor are NP 2 (COMP) and S in the
canonical 90vernment confiquratlon, since COMP (Z) is to the left of S (W).
Since the antecedent ot !i is not contained in a 9 -projection of ~, the
KECP i. violAted:
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1
eof
know //1
(25)
e ..)
'1be PCC, however, does Dot rule (25) out. Consider all the paths
tl1at uqht be relevant (we OIIit the path between I NFL , and COMP of Si) :
(25) (1) Between 6. and COMP of 52' :
J -
{VP2, INFLi, S2' S2}
(ii) Between INFL2 and a»IP ot Sil.
S' }2
(iii)
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S'1
51
't 1·~L·., 1
f VP 1
S'2
52
IHFL'2
..1'11'2
path (111)---.
path (1)------...
path (it)------... I'
(CX»IP)
The only paths that overlap are paths (i) and (ii), which do not
vi~lat. the Pee. Note that the definition of overlapping (non-null and
non-sinqleton intersection) is crucial here, since path (iii) shares a
sinqle node with paths (1) and (ii) (cf. our earlier r~rk8 in 4.2 of
Ch~t.r Three on eliDtnatinq the overlapping condition).
We shall now show that, contrary to appearances, the Pee theory
make., the correct prediction. Notice that (25) is also a subiacency
violation, it NP i •• boundinq node, .a well •• either S or S·. The link
between !i cro•••• NP2 and either S2 or S1' without any intervening COMP
landinq sit... In other words, it violate. subjacenc:y in the same way a
violation of the Complex NP Constraint does ( ~ho do you know (~omeon.
(S.~ (st wrote about tJI)).
We vill discus. the relationship between the Sub]ACency constraint
and aUltiple gap construction. in detail in ~.S. For now. note a simple
co'lSequence of the analY8is of parasitic gaps of ChOllSky (198lh), sketched
above. A para8itie qap is a null pronoun at D-strueture, coindexed with
a moY~nt-d.rived va~ia~l. at S-atrueture. The movement-d.rived variable
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will 8baw sut..jacency eft.cts as a property of the rule Move a • The
paraaitic qap will not show subjacency effects, si.nce it is A o-strueture
gap, linked to an A-position by coindexinq. Stipulatinq for now that a
para.itic ql'P is only found when a JK)vement-der::ved qap is also presenc,
it follows that at least one elllPt.y cac.eqory of a set of empty cateqor1es
sharinq a ~n local A-binder will obey the subjacaney condition. Thus,
in (26) a. where only one gap violates subjacency. the structure is accep-
table. In (26)b, where both of two qaps viCllate sub]acency, the structure
is unaccep'table. This follows if one of the two qaps must derive from
Move a ; 5
(26)a. • IlIaD who. [~ople [s' that j [s!.j know e.l]] admire e.L -1. -1-
b. *a, JDan who. (~ople [5' that j [~ know ~JJ admire [HPthe1.
thinqs (s' that lsI write about ~ ) ] J
Raturni"9 to (2S), if we add a second gap to ( 25), we should be able
to eliminate the effects of subjacency, since we will be abl~ to ttaat e.
-1
as a parasitic gap. Thus, it (25) is bad becal1Jl8 of subjacency, the
addition ot a second qap should Uiprove it.
On the other hand, the addi tion of a second gap lower in the tree
than the subject should iJDprove (25) on Kayne'. KECP aCcoWlt as well as
on a subjacency account; so such a gap does not distinquiah between the
theories. Indeed,.s expected on bo~h theories, a second gap lower in the
tree does improve the structure. COIIIpue (25) with (27), diaqra.a.-d accord-
inq to Kayne·. account:
(27) ?this book, (Si~4ti lSI know [s,[wbicb cbapter of !iJj [5!1 made
!t. f UOWl J) JJ
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(21) is, of course, no worse on a Pee account than (25)... (Add VP, IHFL'
and S of the lowest S· to path (iii) of (25), to yield the paths for (27):
pach (iii) now overlaps and contains both path (i) and path (ii).)
The crucial test, then, involves the addition of a second qap to (25)
which i. higher in the tr., than COMP. Onder Kayne' s account, the result
should be ... bad as (24). Undel· a pce account, the pee should aqain play
no 1'01•• if the second qap does not independently violate it. Subjacency
should not rule the sentence out, since the gap in CCMP is a para8itic qap,
and the structure should be much better than (24). The results, I believe,
favor the pce account. compare (28)&, a violation of the same type as
(24~, with C:S)b,
6(28)a. *a book that i I reviewed !.t, (without knowing (5' that (S (NPthe
first chapter of e.J had been deleted)11
1.
b. 14 book that! 1. revieWed!.i (without knc:rwinq (s' (CCItP (NPvbich
chapter ot e.J ] · (5•. had been daletedl1)
~ ] ~ :.
II
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1IIb1le (28)b baa tile U8UAl~. of paruitic 9ap constructiona, it
c:ontruu clearly with (28)4. lIo~ice thai: the status of the q-projec:tion
HU ln .ach cue i. the .... , WIder Kayne'. theoz:y:
( 28) a. (ct . (24) )
•
the fir!1t
chapter / \
of2 !..2 /
been /
deleted
(28Jb.
PRO
whieh
chapter /
of2 !2
1/
had / I
been deleted
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In each ca... the antecedent~ is not contained in any q-proJ.c~ion of
the lower ot the tift) traces. Yet (28)b is acceptable and (28)a is not.
S~izinq the Arqullent, Kayne predictJI that the status of gaps
inside cnIP and qaps inside a subject should be the SaDB: they sbould
be unqrammatical unless a second gap is added. and they should remain
IJnqra-.acical unless the second gap is~ than the COMP or subJect l.n
ques~iOft. The Pee theory predicts thAt extraction from the subject
po.i tion should be unqraamatical unloss a second qap is added lower than
the subject. Extraction frca ~, however, does not fall under the Pee
at all. It is ruled out by stlbjae.ncy lUlless a second gap is added. but
the position at this second gap is irrelevant. The second gap merely
Juffioes to render the first gap parasitic. allowing it to violate sub-
jacency. 'nle acceptability of (28)b thus arques for the pee theory against
1Kayne's.
!:.! Left Branch ExtractiorlS
As far as we can tell. empty cateqcries in <:a4P are the only con-
tiC)UZ'8tions in English where the PCC theory and Kayne's make contradictory
prediction.. 'nlere are. of course differences in the scope of the theories.
We have already noted SOIne of these: The Pee accoWlt, unlike the KECP
account. bas nothing to say about the absence of preposition strandinq in
YO" lanquaq... 'nle KECP, on the other hand, does not dftal wi th Crossing
effects. Althouqh one could build a Crossing constraint lnto the KECP,
t~is would allow us to eliminate (13)b and (14), makinq the KEep equivalen~
to the Pee. As we extend the Pee theory to cover other cases of multiple
gape, WH-1n--situ, and other probleJD8, we will continue to compAre the Pee
account with what ~q~t be said on a K!CP account. ~s well as on an ECP
account.
It
I
I
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In this section. we wish to focus on a number of cases for which
both the Pee and ICECP theories are descriptiv.ly adequate, but where the
adequacy of the DCP acco~t re.e.. on An 4syJ11118try not found in the P<:c
account. While the ar~nt. Aq41nst the iCECP is sliqht, discussion of
this point will allow us to consi~Ar a number of interestinq examples noe
previously mentioned in the litwrature, and will return us beiefly to
a discussion of Russian quantificational constructions, which will suqqest
a stronqer (though problematic) arqument a9ain~t the KECP and "Connected-
ness·, and will allow an empirical improvement over the ECP account given
in Chapter Two.
Kayne's account of Subject Condition effects and the parasitic gap
constructions that nullify them rests on a left/ri9ht asymmetry introduced
by the notion of "canonical government confiquration". Since the aSyDDe1:ry
is induced into the definition of q-projection by reference to the Head
First parameter, it is not in itself an undesirable stipUlation. On the
other hand, it is odd that this asymmetry appears only in the definition
of non-initial q-pr~jections given in (13). That is, why does the governor
of S in the lCECP not have to be in a canonical 90vemment configuration
with ~ (since this first governor is the first g-projection, be1nq a
projection of itself), while 411 other links in the g-projeccion set require
the canonical government confiquration?
As it happens, chis asymmetry makes the right predictions. In many
lan9uaqes, subject to ill-,~d.rstood restricti~ns, an empty caceqory may
be non-canonically qoverned, so lonq as the maximal projec~ion of its
governor is canonically governed. In Haad First lanquages, this situation
arise. when a specifier to NP is dxtracted trOlD that NP: where t-his is
po•• i»le, the NP 1lUBt: be on a riqht branch. 'ftIe IIIOst familiar case is lhe
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extraction of combien 'how many' from NP in French (Obenauer 1976).
Analogous data obtains for skol'ko 'how many' extraction in Russian, was
extraction from the was fur NP 'what kind of NP' construction in German
(Obenauer 1976, den Besten 1981), and Sub-C ("Subdeletion n ) in comparative
constructions in English and other languages.
To begin with French, the following paradigm is familiar (Kayne 1981a,
97) :
(29) [5' [QPcor.mienli [5 est-ce que Paul [INFL
'
[vp aime [NP ~i de femmes]]]]]
how many does Paul love of women
'how many women does Paul love'
(30) *[5
'
[QPcombienl i [5 est-ce que [NP ~i de femmesl [INFL ' [vpaime Paul]]]]
how many do of women love Paul
'how many women love Paul'
(3Dj is a straightforward Subject Condition effect of the type we have
been considering, and falls under either Kayne's analysis or a PCC account.
On a pee account: (29) has the paths indicated be1ow: 8
(29) (i) Between INFL and COMP: 5'
{INFL' , S, S'} s
+ path (i)
:LNFL'
Cii) Between e. and COMP:
1.
VP
{NP, VP, INFL' , S, S' } path (ii)--+-
NP
Paths (i) and (ii) overlap, and (ii) contains (i), as required by the Pcc.
(30), on the other hand, has the following paths:
(30) Between INFL and COMP:
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{INFL' , S, s·} S'
path (ii) -+..II;--path (i)
(ii) Between e. and COMP:
-----1.-----
{NP, S,S'}
NP
INFL'
Paths (i) and (iii) here overlap, but neither contains the other. The
violation is a straightforward Subject Condition effect, subsumed by the
pee.
In a KEep framework, NP in both (29) and (30) is a g-projection of
N, the governor of the trace of combien, even though N is not in a canonical
government configuration with the trace of combien. Linear order is only
important for non-initial g-projections. In (29), a sequence of right
branches from NP to S' makes S' a member of the g-projection set of the
trace of combien. Since S' contains the antecedent for this trace, the
KEep is satisfied. In (30), however, NP is on a left branch of S: it
is not in a canonical government configuration with the other constituent{s)
of S. S is thus not a g-projection of NP, and not a member of the g-projec-
tion set of the trace of cambien. Since S is not, S' is not. No member
of the g-projection set of the trace of cornbien contains its antecedent:
hence the KEep is violated: 9
(29) /
combien.
1
est-ce
/.
que )\
Paul
/
aime
1 / 1
e . de fenunes
1
(30)
*
combieni /
est-ce que
1
\1
~ de femmes
aiment Paul
Similar, but weaker, effects are found in the subject of a small
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clause or non-maximal infinitival, as expected:
(31)a. [combien d'argent]i est-ce que tu consideres [A*e i suffisant]
how much of money do you consider enough
b. ? [combien]. est-ce que tll consideres [A* e. d' e.rgentl. suffisant]
1 ~ 1.
(32)a.[combien de femmesl i as-tu 1aisse [sPaul embrasser ~i]
how many of women have you let Paul kiss
b. [combienl i as-tu 1aisse [sPaul embrasser [~i de femmes]]
c. ~ombien de femmes]i as-tu laiss~ [s~ [m'embrasserll
how many of women have you let kiss me
d.?? [cambien]. as-tu laisse [s [ e. de femmes] [m' embrasser] ]
1. -1.
On a pee account, these data follow from the interaction of the path between
combien and its trace with the path created by the a-grid of considerer,
laisser. On a KEep account, the small clause or S would not be a g-projec-
tion of the N governor of the QP trace, because the subject of the small
clause or S is not in a canonical government configuration with the
predicate.
Finally, as predicted, sentences like (30)b, (32)d, and presumably
(31)b (though clear examples are hard to construct) improve if a second
empty category bound by cambien is add€d lower on the tree:
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(33)a'?[s,[combienl i [sest-ce que [NP e. d'hommes][INFL'[vpaimentl-~
[NP e~ de femmes]]]]]
2--J.
'how many men love how many women'
1b'?[s,[cOmbien]i [sas-tu [INFL,[vplaisse [5 ~ d'hommesl embrasser
[e ~ de fenunes]]]]]]
-~
'how many men have you let kiss how many women'
On the PCC account, the addition of a lower gap in (33)a adds the
INFL' node to the path between the traces and COMP that is missing in (30);
(33)b. (i) Between INFL and COMP:
{INFL' , s, S'}
(ii) 1 2Between e. ~. and COMP:
~-,-1.
{NP2' VP, INPU, NP1 , S, S'}
On a KEep account, the addition of the lO\ier gap makes the connection
between the upper gap and its antecedent possible. The resulting represen-
tation is the union of the representations of (29) and (30) above:
(33) b.
est-ce
2
de femmes
d'hommes 1 2
/a~ment
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The analysis of (33)b on both approaches follows similar lines.
Instead of the path between INFL and COMP, the e-grid-induced path
between VP and the predicate phrase of the small clause or SI-deletion
structure will be relevant on a pee account. On a KEep account, the effects
will follow from the definition of canonical government configuration.
The second gap that saves sentences with combien extraction from the
Subject Condition must, as always, be below the subject in the tree, and
must not itself be a Subject Condition violation:
(34)a. [siCOmbienli est-ce que tu as persuad~ Jean [s2que[sPaul
[INFL' [vpaime [~i de femmesl] 1]
'how many women did you persuade Jean that Paul loves'
b. *[s [combienl. est-ce que tu as persuade Jean [s ,que [5 Np!:.i
i 1. 2
d'hommes] [ ,[ t'aiment]]]]]
INFL VP
d 'h ] [ [. rId f ] ] ] ] ] ]annes INFL' vpa1ment .. ~i e enunes
2
do?[si[cOmbienli est-ce que tu as persuade [NPl~i d'hommesl [S2que
[sJean [INFL' [vpaime [ NP 2~ de femmes]] 1] ] 1
eO*~i [combien]i est-ce que tu a persuade [NPl~~ d'hommes] [S2que
2(s ~p ~i de femmes] [INFL I ~ml aiment] ] ] 11
2
f.*[S [combieru. est-ce que tu as persuade Jean [s,que [S[NP ~i
i ~ 2 1
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The relevant examples are (34)e and (34)f. In (34)e, the relevant paths
are as follows (simplifying as above) :
(,34)e. (i) Between INFL and COMP of 52":"
{INFL' , S 5 ", 2 J
(ii) 2 .1Between e., e. and COMP of 51'_:1.--~-------
{NP2 , 5, 52' NP l , 5i l
Paths eil and (ii) overlap, but neither one contains the other. Hence the
PCC is violated. Crucially, the addition of e~ does not add the I~WL'
-~
node that e~ adds in (34)c.
--].
Similarly, in a KEep approach, the higher gap does not make the
appropriate connection:
(34)e. 1
est-ce que Al
tu '\.1
at'"J.persuad~ \ ........... "-
1/\/ '/ "-
~l d'honunes 1 quel"~
2 "/\ ../~/' m'aiment
e; de femmes 2
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In (34)f, as can be easily seen, the lower gap does "save" the
higher gap, but is itself in violation of the pee or KECP. The "saving"
gap cannot itself be a Subject Condition violation, unless it itself is
saved by some still lower gap:
(35) ?[combien]. est-ce que tu as persuade Jean [s,que [e. d'hornme~
1. -1
pensent [s,que [e. de femme~ aimaient [e. d'enfantsJ
-1. -1.
'how many men did you persuade Jean that how many women liked how
many children'
(35) is hard to process, but seems better than (34)f.
Thus it appears that extractions of left branches have exactly the
properties of extractions of right branches. In particular, they show
Subject Condition effects in exactly the same distribution as any other
extraction. On a pec theory this follows automatically: the notion of
"canonical government configuration" plays no role in the theory of paths.
On the KEep theory this does not follow automatically. Instead, it follows
from an asymmetry in the definition of g-projection and in the KECP itself.
The first member of the g-projection, the local governor of an empty
category, may be in any relation whatsoever with the empty category.
Further g-projections, however, must be projections of nodes that are in
the canonical government configuration with the other g-projections.
Before turning to Russian quantificati.onal constructions, let us
note that the "Subdeletion" construction in English appears to show the
same contrasts as cambien extraction. In this construction, which we may
theory-neutrallycallSub-C(omparative) I a null QP appears as the specifier
of N. Bresnan (1975) argued that this null QP arises as the result of a
deletion operation. She noted that it appeared to obey the Complex NP
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Constraint, subsumed by Chomsky (1973) under the SUbjacency Condition:
(36)a. I'll have to give as many F's as youtve proposed to giv~~[~ A's]
b.*I'l! have to give as many F's as you've discussed a proposal to
give [e A's]
Sincesubjacency effects appear to be a property of the rule Move a, Chomsky
(1977a) argues that Sub-C constructions involve movement -- in particular,
of a null QP to COMP (or of a lexical QP followed by obligatory deletion).
That movement is to an A-position is suggested by the fact that the move-
ment is apparerltly unbounded: the empty QP is not subject to principles
A or B of the Binding Theory.:
(37) I bought more books than you said that Mary wanted Bill to
buy [!. records]
Chomsky thus argues for a structure like (38) for (36)a, where 0
is an operator:
(38) I'll have to give as many F's [s,as £i [syou've proposed to give
[e. A' s ] ] ]
-l.
The similarity between (38) and combien extraction is clear (cf. Kayne
1981a, 115-20). The following paradigm thus provides further evidence
that A-binding is involved in the Sub-C construction. The Sub-C construc-
ticn exhibits two other hallmarks of A-binding: pee effects and parasitic
gaps. Example (39)b was pointed out to me by L. Rizzi:
(39)a. I saw as many women [as I think (that) you saw [~men]]
b. *As many women saw me [as I think <that) [ e men] heard you]
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c.?As many women bought this book [es I think (that) [ ~ men]
bought [e records] ]
d.?As many women bought this book [as I persuaded [~men] (that)
I wouldb~.' [~ records] ]
e.*As many women bought this book [as I persuaded [~men] (that)
[e records] would be on sale]
f.?I consider as many books interesting [as I consider [~pamphlets
boring]
Judgments on C-sub constructions are always delicate; as is well-known,
judgments tend to decrease in reliability as C-sub sentences become longer.
Nonetheless, I believe the judgments in (39) to be reasonably clear. (J9)b
shows a Subject Condition effect in a tensed sentence; (39)f, in a small
clause (cf. (30)b, (31)b). (39)c shows a parasitic gap construction; a
second gap lower than the Subject Condition violation nullifies the Subject
Condition effect; similarly in (39)d (cf. (33)b, (34)dl. (39)e shows that
the second gap cannot be higher up the tree (cf. (34)e). Note that because
of the nature of the Subject Condition effect the deletion of that plays
no role in the grammaticality judgments. (Except, as Bresnan 1975 notes,
that Sub-C constructions are always more natural when that is deleted.)
Whether the trace of ~ inside a subject is bound from the nearest COMP
or not, it will violate the pee (or KEep) (but cf. footnotes 7 anu 9).
The paradigm of (39) repeats itself in French:
(40)a. j'ai vu autant de fenunes [que je crais que tuasvu [~d'hommes]]
b.*autant de femmes m'ant vu [que je crais que [e d'homrnes] t'ont
ecoute]
c.?autant de femmes ant achete ce livre [que je crnis que [~
d'hommes] ont achete [~de disques]]
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d. ?autant de femmes ont achete ce livre [que j' ai persuade [ ~
d'hommes] que j'acheterais [e de disques]]
e.*autant de femmes ont achete ce livre [que j'ai persuade [~
d'hommes] que [~de disques] seraient a vendre
f. ??je considere autaIlt de livres interessants que je crais [ ~
de brochures] ennuyantes
We have considered the French equivalents of (.391 because of a problem
that arises in English. Notice that both the pee and KECP accounts cf
Subject Condition effects predict no asymmetry between long and short
WH-movement (cf. the irrelevance of that deletion discussed above).
Nonetheless, short Sub-C movement in English seems much better than long
movement. Compare (41) with (39)b:
(41) as many women saw me as men heard you
This is unexplained on any PCC account that explains (39) .10 In French,
however, short Sub-C does show a slight subject/object asymmetry:
(42)a. j'ai vu autant de femmes que tu as vu [~d'hommes]
b.?autant de fenunes m'ant vu que [~d'honunes] t'ont entendu
French conforms to the PCC and KEep predictions: English does not. We
might suggest, unhe Ipfully, that (41) is ~.~grammatical, but acceptable
by analogy, given the apparent general difficulties with Sub-C judgments.
We leave (41) as an unresolved problem (but cf. Kayne 1981a for a sugges-
tion).
On the pee theory, we expect Sub-C constructions to show ~ther types
of Crossing effects -- in particular, to interact with WH-movement in the
fashion discussed in the previous chapter. To my ear;, all WH-island
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violations in Sub-C constructions result in incomprehensibility. The
PCC predicts a contrast between (43)a and (43)b, as indicated in paren-
theses, ~hich may exist. Given the problems, however, we do not attach
any value to these examples:
(43)a.(OK) John read more memoirs [than O. I know [who. [to persuade
-J l.
e. [to read [e. novels ]]]]]
......1 -J
b.(*) John knows more authors [than O. I know [what book. [to
-J 1
persuade [e. editors] to read e.]]]
--J -1.
(0 is a null operator that A-binds instances of ~; cf. Chomsky 1977.)
Not wishing to flog a dead horse, we nonetheless turn to examples
of Sub-C constructions in Russian. Not surprisingly, the paradigms found
French and in English repeat themselves in Russian. The paradigm in
Russian, however, provides additional evidence for our analysis of Russian
quantificational constructions given in Chapter Two, and will lead us
into a reconsideration of our analysis, in light of the PCC. The results
will be mixed.
Russian Sub-C constructions with comparatives of eq\lality trans-
parently involve A-binding created by movement. They are essentially
relative clauses of quantity, whose head is the demonstrative stol'ko
'so many', 'as many', formed with the WH-word skol'ko 'how many', 'as
many'. Skol'ko is also an interrogative.
Phrases with stol 'ko and akol 'ko have the properties of numeral
phrases discussed in Chapter Two. Like numerals ending in five and above,
stol'ko and skol'ko trigger genitive plural marking on their dependent N
in non-oblique contexts. Like numeral phrases, the phrases [stol'ko/
skol'ko + N] trigger verbal agreement optionally with ergative and passive
11
verbs:
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(44)a. priXlo [stol'ko ~e devu~ek], [skol'ko mal'~ikov] u~lo 12
came as lnany
(neut sing)
girls
egen plur)
as many boys left
(neut sing)
b. [stol'ko ~e devu~ekl pri~li, [skol'ko mal'~iko\·] u~li
as many girls came as many boys left
(gen plur) (plur) (gen plur) (plur)
(4S)a. [skol'ko mal'~ikov] u~lo?
how many boys left
(gen plur) (neut sing)
b. [skol'ko mal'Zikov] u~li?
how many boys left
(gen plur) (neut sing)
Recall how we accounted for the difference between structures without
agreement (the (a) sentences) and those with agreement (the (b) sentences).
Stol'ko/skol'ko phrases, like numeral phrases, have the form [Q + Nl. We
argued in Chapter Two that when the phrase [Q + ~ triggers agreement, the
N is the head, and the phrase is an NP. When [Q + N] does not trigger
agreement, the Q is the head, and the phrase is a QP.
The D-structure object position of an ergative or passive verb, we
claimed (following Burzio 1981; Chomsky 1981a), does not allow a Case-
marked element. Hence, any constituent that is subject to the Case filter
will have to move to a Case-marked position. We argued that NPs are sub-
ject to the Case filter, but QPs are not. It followed that D-structure
NP objects of ergative and passive verbs must be S-structure subjects,
to satisfy the Case filter. o-structure QP objects of such verbs, however,
may remain S-structure objects, and possibly must remain objects, as we
discussed. Recall that the unmarked position for APs in such constructions
is postverbal t while NPs tend to be preverbal, supporting this hypothesis.
On this analysis, therefore, the skol'ko-clause of (44la - (44)b and
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sentences (451a and (45)b have the following S-structures:
(=(44)a/(45)a)
The subject ~ in (46}a is expletive. (See Section 4 of this chapter
for discussion.)
Like French combie~,.skol'komay be extracted from its phrase. (47)
shows such extraction from an uncontroversial direct object. The long
movement is responsible for the slight unacceptability, but guarantees
that the movement of skol'ko is not mere scrambling:
(47)a.?devu~ki ~itajut ~tol'ko ~e knig],
girls read as many books
v v~kOl'ko]i ja xocu, [s,ctoby
as many I want that
mal'~iki smotreli
boys watch
(nom plur) (subjunct)
[e.fil'mov]]
-1
films
(gen plur)
'the girls are reading as many books as I want the boys to watch
films'
It comes as no surprise that long movement of skol'ko is impossible
from the NP subject in (44)b/(45)b. Interestingly, long movement of
skol'ko is possible from the QPs in (44)a/C4S)a. This is straightforwardly
accounted for if the QPs are S-structure objects, as we have argued. The
contrast in (48)-(49) thus provides more evidence for our analysis in
Chapter Two:
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(48)a.?pri:lo [stol'ko v v [skol 'ko] . ja v v vze devusek] , xocu, ctoby usIa
J.
came as many girls as many I want that leave
(neut sing) (gen plur) (neut sing)
[Q~ mal'~ikov]
boys
(gen plur)
b.*[stol'ko v v .vI · [skol'ko] . ja v vze devusek] pr1S ],., xocu, ctoby [~il.
as many girls came as many I want that
(gen plur) (plur)
mal·-gikov]u~li
boys leave
(qen plur) (plur)
v v v v v(49)a.?[skol'koJ i ty xoces', ctoby uslo [Q~i mal'cikov]?
how many you want that leave boys
(neut sing) (gen plur)
b.*[skol'kol i ty xo~eX'I ~toby [N~ mal'~ikovl uXIi?
(plur)
The contrasts in (48)-(49) (unlike their French counterparts, for some
speakers) are extremely sharp, regardless of word order or other factors.
The contrasts follow straightforwardly as a subject/object asymmetry in
a pee or KECP framework, as discussed for French above. A similar contrast
is found, as expected, in the subject position of small clauses:
(SO)a.?ja kupil [stcl' ko v granunatik] I [sko1 'ke jazykovl. ja vze xocu,
1
I bought as many granunars as many languages ! want
v v. 1 [A4 interesnymi]ctoby ty sC1ta
that you consider interesting
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v v vb.?*ja kupil [stol'ko ze grammatik], [skol'kol, ja xocu, ctoby ty
~
I bought as many grammars as many I want that you
consider languages interesting
(gen plur)
'I bought as many grammars as I want you to consider languages
interesting'
<'51) a. ?[ sko1 'ko jeizykovl i ty xo~el' ~tobY ja s~ital [Ale i interesnymil?
how many languages you want that I consider interesting
how many you want that I consider languages interesting
egen plur)
'how many languages do you want me to consider interesting?'
One might claim that the asymmetries seen above, particularly
<'48)-(49) are not specifically subject/object asymmetries of the type
covered by the pee or KECP, but rather derive from some more basic
difference between NP and QP. We can dispose of this objection by noting
that extraction of a modifier of an NP is quite generally grammatical in
Russian. For example, the quantifiers stol'ko and skol'ko cannot be the
head of their constitusnts in obliqud positions, as we demonstrated in
Chapter Two. Only NPs can bear oblique Case features. Like numerals,
stol'ko end skol'ko show adjectival behavior in oblique positions. They
cease to require or allow genitive Case on their noun; instead, the noun
bears the appropriate oblique Case, and stol'ko/skol'ko agrees with the
noun, like any adjective. When an oblique modifier in NP, skol'ko may
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still be extracted:
<'52) a. xUdo~nik napiaal [stol Iko ~e portretov], [skol 'kim vstaruskam] ,
~
artist drew as many portraits as many
(dat plur)
old ladies
(dat plur)
ja xotel, vctoby ty pomog e.
-~
I wanted that you help
b. Xl:!~o~nik napisal [stollko v portretov] , [ skol 'kim]. ja xotelze
~
artist drew as many portraits as many
(dat plur)
I wantt:!d
v v
ctoby ty pomog [Np!.i staruskam]
that you help old ladies
Cdat plur)
'the artist drew as many portraits as I wanted you to help
old ladies'
(S3)a. v v[skol 'kimi jazykami 1. ty xoces'
1
v
ctoby ja vladel?
how many languages you want
(instr plur) Cinstr plur)
that I command
v vb. [skol'ki~]. ty xoces'].
v
ctoby ja vladel (N~i jazykami]?
how many you want
(instr plur)
that I command languages
<instr plur)
'how many languages do you want me to command?'
Returning to (48)b, we note that what goes wrong with extraction
from within a subject, here as in other languages, is the fact that the
path from within the subject lacks the INFL' node present in the INFL'-S'
path between INFL and COMP, while the INFL'-S' path lacks the subject NP.
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As in French and English, we expect that the addition of another gap lower
on the tree will ameliorate the situation, because the union of this path
with the offending path from inside the subject will include INFL'.
Such parasitic gap structures with skol'ko movement strike informants
as extremely odd. Nonetheless, for some speakers, the addition of a second
gap appears to improve Subject Condition violations:
v v v v v(54)a.*[stol l ko ze devusek] citajut knigi, [skol'ko]. ja xocu, ctoby
J.
as many girls read books as many I want that
[e. mal'~ikov] smotreli fil'my
-1
boys
(gan plur)
watch films
(plurl (ace plur)
b.??[stol'ko ~e dev~ek] Zitajut knigi, [skol'ko]. ja xo~u, ~toby
1.
as many girls read books as many I want that
[a. mal'Zikov] smotreli [e. fil'mo~
~ -~
boys
(gen plur)
watch
(plur)
films
(gen plur)
'as many girls read books as I want boys to watch films'
The interrogative equivalent of CS4)b does not appear to be better than
the interrogative equivalent of (54)a, for mysterious reasons. Also,
because all verbs like persuade take an animate object, and because animate
genitive plurals have the same form as accusative plurals, we cannot test
the full paradigm that we examined in French, to see if the position of the
second gap is crucial. Nonetheless, the general parallelism with French
suggests that the same forces are at work. Once again, the pee and KEep
offer explanations of the paradigm, with the KEep facing the objections
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we have d1.scussed.
2. 4 Russia!' QPs Revisited
We are now in a position to reexamine our Chapter Two analysis of
quantificational constructions in Russian. We will show that the pee
accounts for certain subtleties in judgments about these constructions
that remained unexplained under an ECP account. A translation of our
analysis into the pee framework is fairly straightforward, but-raises
certain problems which bear on the distinction between the pee and the
KEep. Unfortunately, we will leave some of these issues unresolved, but
they are worth noting nonetheless.
Kayne (1981a) sketches an analysis of the French counterpart to
the Russian genitive of negation construction which translates natur~lly
into the KEep framework of Kayne (1982). In essence, he proposes that
the subject/object asymmetry characteristic of this construction is the
same asymmetry as that found in the combien-extraction construction,
with the negation playing the antecedent role. Thus, he equates the
following two paradigms:
(55)a. combien. est-ce que tu penses que Paul aime [e. de femmes]? (cf. (29)b)
1 ~
how many do you think that Paul loves of women
b. ??combien. est-ce que tu penses que [e, d'hommes] aiment Marie?
1 ~
how many do you think that of men love Marie
(cf. ( 30) b)
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(56)a.?personne. ne pense que Paul aime ~. de femmes]
1 ~
nobody (neg) thinks that Paul loves of women
b. *personne. ne pense que [e. d •honunes] aiment Marie
~ -1
nobody (neg) thinks that of men love Mary
In a KECP framework, the empty QP in (56)b fails to connect with its
antecedent negation (personne) as in any Subject Condition case. We
might adopt a similar analysis in a pee framework, at a level at which
.. A " f h 1 f Q h I' d · 13personne 15 1n an -pos1t1on, a ter t e ru e 0 R as app ~e to 1t.
The path from thenullAP inside the subject to its binder personne will
overlap the path between INFL and COMP in the lower clause -- again, as
with any violation of the Subject Condition.
The two paradigms dive·rge 6 however. Recall that the addition of a
second gap to (SS)b can save the structure f~om pee (or KEep) effects.
The addition of a second gap to (56)b, however, does nothing to improve
its status:
(55)c.?combien. est-ce que tu penses que [e. d'hommesl aiment [e 1" de femmes]1 ~ -
(56) c. *personne . ne pense que [e. d 'hommes] aiment [ e. de femmes]
1. -1 -]..
Clearly something more is at stake in (56) tllan in (55). The relevant
paradigms can be fairly well duplicated in Russian:
boys
(nom plur)
as manyreadgirls
(57)a.?devu~ki ~itajut stol'ko ~e knig, skol~kOt ja xo~u, 6toby mal'~iki
1
books as many I want that
smotreli [e. fil'mov]
-1.
watch films
(gen plur)
(=(47lal
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b. * skol'ko. ja v v mal' -gikov ] smotreli fil'my. . . xocu, ctoby [ e.
1. ~
as many I want that boys watch films
(gen plur) (ace plur)
c.?? skol'ko. ja IT v [e. malt~ikov] smotreli [e. fil'mov]. . . xocu, ctoby
1 -1 -].
as many I want that boys
(gen plur)
watch films
(gen plur)
(58)a. nikakie mal,Ziki ne. smotreli [e. nikakix fiI'mav]
1. -].
no boys NEG
(nom plur)
watched
(plur)
no films
(gen plur)
b.*£e. nikakix mal'cikov] ne smotreli nikakie fil'my
-1
no boys
(gan plur)
NEG watched no films
(ace plur)
c.*[e. nikakix mal'cikov] ne. smotreli [e. nikakix fil'mov]
-1 1.-l-
(gen plur) (gen plur)
Either of two lessons may be drawn from this failure of parallelism
between the constructions. We believe that both are probably correct, but
only one follows from the discussion below.
The conclusion that does not follow from our future discussion, but
which is worth considering nonetheless, is that the contrast between (55)c
and (56)c, (57)c and (58)c derives from the fact that only in (55) and
(57) (combien and skol'ko extraction) is there an antecedent, an A-binder
for the empty categories in question. That is, assuming that the negation
in (56) and (58) acts like the WH-moved quantifier in (55) and (57)
correctly predicts a subject/object asymmetry, but incorrectly predicts
· h 14the possibility of a parasitic gap cancell~ng t e asymmetry. If we
assume, on the other hand, that the empty categories in (56) and (58)
are antecedentless, we must find another account for the subject/object
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asymmetry observed there, but have some hope of not making a false
prediction about (56)c and (58)c. We return to this question shortly.
The account we have in mind is, of course, a version of our account
in Chapter Two. Recall that we a"rgued in Chapter Two that the Russian
genitive of negation construction involved a constituent headed by a null
Q:
(.59) nikakie mal' ~iki ne smotreli [QP[ Q-~ ] nikakix fil'mov] (= (58) a)
From this analysis follows immediately the immunity of these constituents
to the Case Filter assumed there, and the inability of these confitituents
to occur where oblique Case was required.
We reasoned further as follows: verbs like smotret' 'watch' c-select
an NP,not a QP. The very existence of these QPs implies that c-selection
does not apply at all levels. If it applies at LF, something must happen
to replace the QP in structures like (59) with the needed NP. We argued
that the rule of QR ~pplying at LF can have this effect: the trace of
the moved QP, given the null hypothesis that trace theory follows in toto
from other principles, can be the required NP. The QP will be a logical
binder of the NP, but will not be a syntactic antecedent of the sort which
can govern by coindexation, given Chomsky's (1981a) definition of govern-
ment and his ECP. It thus followed that a QP can never occur where an NP
is required unless its position is lexically governed; government by
coindexation will never allow it to meet the terms of the ECP. Specifically,
given the following structures
__ e
.
(60 ) a • QPi [. · · [vp V [NP e]. ]
&: 1
b. QPi [ [NP e] i INFL VP)
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only in (GO)a is the NP empty category properly governed. In (GO)a
it is lexically governed by Vi in (60)b it is governed, but not properly
governed by INFL, and it is not properly governed by coindexation with
the QP. Hence the subject/object asymmetry seen in (58).
Before recasting this analysis in a pee framework, let us take
another look at the failure of additional gaps to ameliorate the French or
Russian genitive of negation in subject position. Recall that parasitic
gaps are locally A-bound (Chomsky 1981b; we return to this in the last
section of this cha~ter). From this it follows that an anti-c-command
condition prevails among the various gaps bound by a common binder. If
one gap c-commanded a second gap, the second would be locally A-bound by
the first. They would form a chain which would violate the 9-criterion,
since the gaps bear distinct 9-roles.
Kayne (1981a) assumes, as he must, given more traditional assumptions
about c-selection, that the French phrases of the form [[~] de ~ are
NPs, headed by the N. On a theory like Kayne's, one could explain the
absence of the parasitic gap structure of (56)c by assuming, with our
Chapter Two, that the Q is the head. It would follow that the index of
the Q would be the index of the constituent as a whole. The two empty
QS could not then be locally A-bound by a common antecedent, because a
constituent bearing the index of one would c-command a constituent bear-
ing the index of the other:
femmes]. 1]
1
(=(561c)
But this analysis would raise the problems with c-selection that our
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analysis in Chapter Two raised. If we were right, this analysis l~ads
directly to a rather different account of the subject-object asymmetries
in (56) and (58) -- in particular, an analysis like that in Chapter Two.
In a sense, however, this account of the failure of (56)c and (Sa)e will
be maintained in our analysis.
In order to accomodate our analysis of these contrasts to a pee
framewor.K:, we must change our notion of paths somewhat. In the ECP frame-
work, we captured the ungrammaticality of the NP trace of QR in (60)b by
treating it as a syntactically unbound variable. That is, the coindexing
with QP in (60)b is not syntactically relevant, due to the difference in
category. We could capture this effect in a pee framework if empty
categories like this subject NP generated infinite paths. Recall that the
paths we have considered so far are by definition line segments, bounded
by two nodes on the tree. We wish to suggest that syntactically unbound
empty categories like that in (60)b also create paths, which are not line
segments but rays, bounded by only one node. In other words, con~ider
first an embedded instance of a structure like (60)b, abstractly represented:
(62) • • • [INFL' [vp V [s' [s QP · [S [NP!.] [INFL' [vp V.. .]]]]]]]
1 1 2 2b ~ 2a 2 2 2
Paths
(i) Between INFL and COMP of S' •2':"
{INFLi, S2a' S2b' S' }2
(ii) From NP2':"
{S2a' S2b' S2' VP1 , INFLt . . .}
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Notice that paths (i) and (ii) overlap, but neither one contains the
other. The situation is analogous to a CTP effect in character.
Now consider an embedded instance of a structure like (GOla:
(6 3 ) • • • ~NFL' [vp V [S ' ~ QP · [s NP [INFL , [ VP V ~P ~] i ] ] ] ]] ]]
1 1 2 2b ~ 2a 2 2 2
Paths
(i) Between INFL and COM!? of 52':"
fINFLi, s2a' S2b' Si}
fii} From NP2-=-
{vp2 , INFLi, S2a' S2b' S2' VP I , INFLi • • .}
In (63), paths (i) and (ii) overlap, and path (iii contains path (i).
The situation is analogous to long movement of an object.
We can represent the paths in (621 and (63) graphically as follows:
(62)
INFL,)
~.
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(63)
NP
I
e.
-1.
Treating the NP empty categories in these constructions as generating
infinite paths raises some serious problems, to which we return. In the
next chapter we will examine some less problematic cases of infinite paths.
For now let us look at some of the advantages of this approach.
The definition of path given in (2) may be revised in one of a
number of ways to allow for infinite paths. One possibility is to replace
the requirement ~hat ! be locally A-bound with the requi~ement that it be
locally A-free. This allows t to be either locally A-bound or A- and
A-free. Certain other adjustments are then required, yielding (64):
(64) Definition of Paths (revised: III
Cor.sider T such that for some index i:
T = {~I ~ is an empty category locally A-free and indexed!.}
Ci) fer a set A = {al~t£T: a is the first maximal projection
dominating !}
(ii)
(iii)
for B the first maximal projection dominating £, where
y t£T: b locally binds t
15p = {x I (x£A) v (x=8) v (~a£A: x dome a & -,x dome B)}
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We interpret (64)ii as not implying the existence of~. In such
a case, members of t will generate an infinite path beginning with the
maximal projections dominating each member of!. Thus, we allow identically
indexed free categories to form a united path. An instance of this might
arise, for example, as the result of WH-movement of a QP, if the QP
logically binds two NP gaps, which it cannot syntactically bind.
Thus, it appears so far that our Chapter Two analysis of the Russian
genitive of negation construction, as well as other quantificational con-
structions, translates fairly straightforwardly into the PCC framework.
~We will shortly see some problems with this translation.) Notice now
that the translation requires that the pee, like Chomsky's ECP and Kayne's
KEep, apply at LF, after the rule of QR has applied. Let us now ask if
the pee applies only at LF. We have only shown that it must apply at least
at LF. There is, in fact, some evidence that the pee applies at S-structure
as well (and cf. 4.4 of this chapter).
We wish to suggest, in fact, that Kayne was right in paying atten-
tion to the status of the empty Q with respect to the KEep. Let us con-
sider, first, what predictions the pee makes about the LF grammaticality
of all QPs that occupy NP positions in S-structure. Because of the results
of QF, they should be grammatical as direct objects, grammatical as sub-
jects of small clauses governed by a higher V, and ungrammatical as sub-
jects of tensed sentences, This is because the unbound NP trace of QP
after QR has essentially the status of a trace of long WH-movement with
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respect to the pce.
Now consider the null Q that occurs inside the genitive of negation
construction, but not in other QPs, such as numeral phrases, which have
a phonologically realized head. If the pce applies to this null Q, it
will have essentially the status of any empty category contained inside
an argument -- for example, the trace of French combien or Russian skol'ko
'how many', discussed above. The pce predicts that such a Q will be
grammatical inside a direct object, ungrammatical inside the subject of
a small clause, and ungrammatical as the subject of a tensed sentence. In
other words, if the pce applies both at S~structure and at LF, it has the
following consequences for the genitive of negation construction:
(6S~ Genitive of Negation
Direct Object Subject of Small Clause Subject of Tensed 5
S-structure
Logical E'orm
OK
OK
*
OK
*
*
The pee will have no effect on other QPs, like numeral phrases,
which contain no empty categories, until QR takes place at LF. Thus, the
pee has the following consequences for numeral phrases, po-phrases, and
the like:
(66) Numeral Phrases, etc.
Direct Object
S-structure
Logical Form
OK
OK
Subject of Small Clause
OK
OK
Subject of Tensed S
OK
*
Now recall two problems with our analysis of Russian QPs that we
raised briefly in Chapter Two. First, we noted that the subject/object
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asymmetries found with the genitive of negation appeared to be much
stronger for most speakers than those found with numeral phrases and
~-phrases. That is, although for simpl~city's sake we assigned stars
equally to (£7)3 and (67)b in Chapter Two, a more accurate reflection of
speakers' judgments would be:
(67)a.*[QP~] ni odnogo studenta] ne ubilo loXad '
not one student NEG killed horse
(gen sing} (neut sing) (ace)
b.??[QP[QXest' studentov]] ubilo loXad'
six students killed horse
(gen plurl (neut sing) (ace)
C.??[QP[oP0] studentu] ubilo loXad' v ka~doj komnate
~ student killed horse in each room
Noti~e now that the PCC rules (67)a out at two levels -~ S-structure and
LF -- while (67)b and (67)c are ungrammatical at one level only -~ LF.
Supposing, as seems reasonable, that the degree of ungrammaticality is
proportional to the number of levels at which ungrammaticality is determined,
then we explain the contrast very simply.
A second problem was the unexpected reduced acceptability of the
genitive of negation as the subject of a small clause: 16 after QR, as
we see in (65), an NP trace in this position which is not syntactically
bound should be grammatical. The reduced acceptability is also found in
the French equivalent of the genitive of negation:
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(68)a.??ja ne sZitaju [A* rQP @.J inostrannyx fil'movJ [AP interesnym(i) JJ
I NEG consider foreign films interesting
(gen plur) tinstr sing/plur)
b. ??je ne considere pas [A* [QP [~J de films etrangers] [APint~ressantsJ ]
(68)a~(68)b, while grammatical at LF, are 'ungrammatical at S~structure:
they are, essentially, Subject Condition violations. Hence the weak
ungrammaticality. In other words, by applying the pee to QPs at both
S~structure and LF, we explain not only where QPs are ungrammatical, but
the degree of ungrammaticality, if we associate two "OKs" with "OK", one
"OK" with "??", and two stars with a star.
One final note: ,66) predicts that QPs like numeral phrases
should be fully grammatical as subject of small clauses. We noted in
Chapter Two that there was no outward difference in form between a QP
numeral phrase and an NP numeral phrase in a non-oblique Case position.
Therefore, all things being equal, we cannot tell whether the numeral
phrase in (69)a is an NP or QP. The impossibility of the adjective being
singular, se~n in (69)b, however, suggests that a QP may still be impossible,
for obscure reasons:
(69)a. ja s~itaju [~est' fil'mo~ interesnymi
I consider six films interesting
(gen plur) (instr plur)
b.*ja s~itaju [~est' fil'mov] interesnyrn
(instr sing)
Alternatively, this may bear on the question o~ whether the lack of
agrGement in tensed sentences is due to an intrinsic QP/NP distinction
(e.g. QP does not bear person, number and gender features) or to the
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general impossibility of surface QP subjects. Since we predict that a QP
is possible in (69)a, it may be that the impossibility of (69)b shows that
QPS ~ bear person, number and gender features. In that case, structures
like (67)b would only arise if the QP was actually a direct object at
S"'structure, suggesting a reanalysis of the -verb and its "semantic" direct
object (cf. Pollock 1981 for a suggestion along these lines for French
il-impersonals.)
Finally, some severe empirical problems that arise in the translation
of our Chapter Two analysis into a pee framework. We raise them here,
without offering a solution.
We noted several times that the unbound NP found after LF movement
of a QP from a position where an NP is selected will have the properties
of a WH~trace bound outside its clause, That is, the strong ungramrnaticality
of a QP moved from the subject of a tensed sentence derives from the inter-
action of its path with the path between INFL and COMP in exactly the
way the ungranunaticality of a CTP violation de-rives, Unfortunately, these
unbound NPs do not act in all respects like the trace of long-moved WH.
If we look at examples from French, where the effects seem clearer, we
note that, as predicted, the French "genitive of negation" construction
cannot occur inside a subject, but only if the negation is outside the
subject;
, .(70)a.?personne ne croit qu'il est necessa1re de manger [Q~ de pommes]
nobody (neg) believes that it is necessary to eat of apples
.- .b.*personne ne croit que manger [Q~ de pommes] est necessa1re
(71) je crois que ne pas manger e de pommes .- .est necessa1re
I believe that to not eat of apples is necessary
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These examples suggest that the path from the QP, or its NP trace, is
stopped in same fashion by the negation, which does act as an antecedent,
as in Kayne's (1981a) theory. Only (70)b, then, will show a Subject
Condition effect, since only in (70)b does the path from the QP or its
trace extend beyond the sentential subject. In (71), the negation internal
to the sentential subject appears to limit the path from QP or its trace
to within the sentential subject itself, preventing a Subject Condition
effect. How this works, however, and how to integrate this effect into
our general theory of these constructions, is unclear.
Also, the alleged infinite path from the NP trace of QP does not
interact with paths created by WH-movement, as predicted. That is, (72)a
does not have the status of (72)b, as it should:
(72)a. ces livres, que. je n'ai pas persuade [Q~ d'hommesl de lire e.
~ r~ ~
these books which I have not persuaded of men to read
b.*ces hommes, que j je sais quels livres. persuader e. de lire e.1 J -1
these men who I know what books to persuade to read
For this construction, these problems may suggest an abandonment of
infinite paths, if further research presents a better analysis in the pee
framework. Lest the reader be overly discouraged, however, we note that
in Chapter Five we will present good evidence that WH-in-situ constructions
involve infinite paths th~t do interact exactly as predicted with the path
between INFL and COMP and with paths created by WH-movement.
In this section, we have shown, first, that extraction of left branches
in English, French and Russian, has exactly- the properties of extraction
of right branches, contrary to what an approach that relies crucially on
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left/right asymmetries mdqht lead one to expect. We have shown that left
branch extraction in Russian provides some new evidence that apparent QP
subjects are actually S-structure direct objects, that our QPs are indeed
headed by the quantifier, and perhaps that paths should be allowed that
do not terminate with a node dominating an antecedent binder. In the next
section we discuss the interaction of Crossing effects with our theory of
parasitic gap constructions.
2.5 Parasitic Gaps and Crossing Effects
The pee claims to unify subject/object asymmetries captured by
Chomsky's and Kayne's ECP with Crossing effects. In Chapter Three we
showed that this unification is technically possible: we suggested that
the dependency between COMP and INFL is an instance of A~binding, and
constraints on extraction from the subject resulted from Crossing effects
with respect to the COMP-INFL dependency. This unification will carry
weight, however, if we can show that subject/object asymmetries and Crossing
effects do have the same properties: in particular, if properties of
grammar that interact with subject/object asymmetries also interact with
Crossing effects, and if analyses of subject/object asymmetries make correct
predictions about Crossing effects. (A failure on this score was one of
the problems with our revision of our Chapter Two analysis of Russian QPs.)
In this section we will show that our "fo.rked path" theory of parasi tic
gap constructions shows the sort of Crossing effects predicted by the pee.
First of all, consider a straightforward Crossing violation like
(73) :
(73) *Warlpiri is one language that i I know who j to persuade native
speakers of e, to talk to e,
-1 -:J
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(73) violates the pee, whether or not native speakers of is reanalyzed
with the verb persuade (assume tal~ is re~nalyzed, which is equally
irrelevant) ;
(73)a.*one language [s,that. I know [s,who. to [vp [__persuade-native-
1 1 2 J 2'T
speakers-of] e.
--J.
(NP native speakers (pp of !!.. ]] (5 ,to ~ ~talk to] !..]]]]]
2 2 ~ 3 3 J
Ignoring irrelevant nodes and paths, (73)a and (73)b both violate the pee:
(73)a. (i) Between e. and COMP of 8 2-=-:J
{VP 3 , 53' VP2 , s' }2
(ii) Between e. and COMP of S' •].- l~
{VP
2
, 52' 5i}
b. (i) Between e j and COMP of 52~
(ii) Between e i and COMP of Si~
{pp2' NP 2' VP2' S2' S i }
Under either analysis, the two paths overlap, but neither one contains the
other. Hence the PCC is violated.
Let us follow the same logic we used at the beginning of this chapter
when we considered Subject Condition effects. What operation could we
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perfo~ on the paths in (74) that would eliminate the violation of the
pee? In (74)a, if we could add the nodes Sj and VP3 to path (ii), path
(ii) would contain path (i), and the pee would be satisfied. These nodes
can be added to path (ii) if another gap bound by that. is added to VP3 .--1
As predicted, the result of adding such a gap noticeably improves (73).
Compare (73) with (74l:
(74) ??Warlpiri is one language that. I know who. to persuade native
1 J
1 2
speakers of e. to talk to ~ about e.
--1 ~J ----1.
With or without reanalysis of native speakers of, (74) now satis-
fies the pee:
(74)a. one language [s.that. I know [S,who. to [vp [vPersuade native
1 1 2 J 2
1 2
speakers of] e. [S,to [vp [Vta1k tol e. [pp about e.l]]]]]
-]. 3 3 J 3 -~
b. one language [s,that. 1- know [s,who. to [vp [v persuade]
1 1. 2 J 2
1[NP2native speakers [PP
2
0f ~]] [Sjto [VP3[vtalk to] ~ [PP3about
e~] ] ] ] ] 1
-J..
Paths
(74)a. (i)
Cii)
Between e j and COMP of S2":"
{vp3' S3' VP2' 5 i}
1 1Between ei~i' and COMP of Si~
{PP3, VP3 , S3' vP 2, 52' si}
b. (i)
(ii)
Between e j and COMP of 5i.!.
{VP3 , 83, VP2 , si l
1 2Between ei~1 and COMP of Si~
{PP3 , VP3 , 53' PP2, NP2 , VP2 , 5i' 5i}
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In both (14)a and (14)b, paths (i) and (ii) overlap, and path (ii) con-
tains path (i), as required.
Notice, however, that the anti~c-command condition on parasitic gaps
rules out (74)a, in which persuade native speakers of is reanalyzed. In
other words, the structure in (74)a is ruled out for the same reasons as
(75) is ruled out: 1 2e. c~commands e. :
-]. -1
1 2(75) *John, who. I persuaded e. that I could talk to e.
~ ~ -l,
The anti~c-command requirement on parasitic gaps thus implies what we have
already argued to be true: reanalysis is not a precondition for preposition
stranding in English.
We have noted that the contrast between (73) and (74) is explained
exactly the same way as the contrasts discussed at the beginning of this
chapter, e. g. :
(76la.*a person who. close friends of e. admire me
1 -1
b.?a person who. close friends of e. admire e.
~ ·-1-1
(= ( 1) )
Let us consider the geomEJtry of the contrasts (73)/(74) aud (76)a/
(76)b somewhat more abstractly than we have so far. For example, consider
a line segment ABCOE below. ABCDE can represent a set of contiguous
nodes in a tree ~~ a path, where each point is a node in the path:
(77) A B
,
c o E
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--Given ABCDE, we can use subsegments of ABCDE as abstract illustrations of
the paths created by empty categories, according to our definitions. The
pee can be taken to apply equally well to these subsegments, or to the
paths made up of the labelled nodes in these subsegments. Suppose we have
the paths {A, B, C, 0, E} and {B, C, D} -- that is, the segments ABCDE and
BCD. The first path or segment contains the second, and the pee is satis-
fied. Suppose we have the paths {A, a, c, o} and {B, C, D, E} -- or the
corresponding segments. Neither path nor segment contains the other, and
the pee is violated. Add E to the first, or A to the second, however,
and the pee is no longer violated. This "adding" of a point to a path is
what happens when a parasitic gap is added to a tree. We speak of "adding"
a point to a path as a metaphor: to understand the geometry of paths formed
by multiple gap contructions, it is useful to compare the paths with and
without the extra gaps.
In (73)-(74), and in (76)a-(76)b, we actually have a path config~
uration more like (78):
(78)
A B
F
c o E
(78) as corresponding to the nodes below:For (76), think of the points in
(79)
: ] (s:ject) E
A B
(5' ) (8) INFL VP
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In (76)a, the path from inside the subject to COMP is {B, c, Fl. The
path between INFL and COMP is {B, C, ol. The pce is not satisfied,
since the two paths overlap, and neither one contains the other. In (76)b,
however, the path from the two gaps to COMP is {B, C, 0, E, F} and the pee
is satisfied.
Alternatively, we may think of (76)b as satisfying the pee in the
following way: the pee is "primarily" satisfied by virtue of the C;)ath
from the object gap to COMP and the path between INFL and COMP. The path
from the object gap is the line segment BCDE; the path between INFL and
COMP is the line segment BCD. The former contains the latter. Since that
is so, it does not matter to the pee if we add the line segment CF to the
longer segment, BCDE, as a "spur". BCDE contains BCD with or without the
spur of CF.
For (73)-(74), think of the points in (78) as corresponding to the
following nodes:
(80)
: 1
(object of persuade)
A B D E
•
(5' ) (5' ) (VP 2) (VP 3) (PP 3)1 2
In (73), the path from e. to COMP to 82' is {B, C, D}. The path from e.J ~
to COMP of Si is {A, B, c, Fl. They overlap, but violate the PCC. In
(74), where an additional gap is added, the path from both occurrences of
e. to COMP of S1' is {A, a, c, D, E, F}, and the pee is satisfieo
-1
Once again, we may think of (74) as "primarily" satisfying the pee
because the path between the lowest occurrence of e. and its binder --
-1.
ABCDE -- and the path between e. and its binder -- BCD -- satisfy the pee.
-J
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Since ABCDE already contains BCD, it does not matter at all that we have
attached a spur, CP, to ABCDE. Even the union fjf CF and ABCDE still
contains BCD.
The principle involved is, of course, quite simple: given sets P,
Q and R, if P is a subset of Q, it is a subset of the union of Q and R.
Hence, if paths A and B satisfy the pee, and if path A contains path B,
path A will still contain B even if we add extra nodes to it, as in a
multiple gap construction.
If our analyses have been correct, we expect an even more interesting
consequence to follow from our approach. In (80), we considered the seg-
ments ABCDE and BCD. We noted that the first continues to contain the
second even if we add to it the line segment CF. The addition of nodes to
the longer of two paths has no effect on containment relations. Suppose,
however, that we add the spur CF to the shorter of the two paths, yielding
paths {A, B, C, 0, E} and {B, C, 0, F}. Clearly the pee is violated. In
other words, the pee predicts that, given paths A and B, such that A con-
tains a, we may add nodes not contained in B to A, but we may not add nodes
not contained in A to B. We believe that this prediction is correct.
Consider (81):
1(81) ?this Volvo is one car that i I know who j to persuade [owners of eil
2to [talk to] e. [about e.]
-J -1
This sentence has the structure of (74), discussed in (80) above. The
Path from e~ to that. contains the path from e. to who .. It is thus no
-1. --1 -J --J
1problem to add a spur from the NP containing e. to the larger of the
-1
two paths.
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But now compare (82), which differs from (81) in the index on e 1
(82) *this Volvo is one car that I know who, to persuade [friends of e~]
1 J 4
to [talk tol e~ [about eil
-J -
As indexed, (82) is completely impossible. It has a good interpretation,
of course, in which ~ bears instead the index !, such that the sentence
speaks of "friends of the car", but has no interpretation as given',. It
is worth mentioning that, despite the complexity of both examples, the
contrast seems to be exceptionally sharp for all speakers I have asked.
This is not surprising, if the sel1tence is ruled out exactly as other
Crossing sentences are ruled out.
Assumdng the structure for (82) given below, the paths are as
follows:
(82) *car [s,that. I know [s,who, to [vp persuade [NP friends [pp of
1 1. 2 J 2 2 2
1 2
e.]] [s,to [vp [talk tole], [pp about ~i] ]]]]]
J 3 3 3
Paths
(i) 1 2Between e., e. and COMP 0 f S2'..:.J-J
{VP3 , 53' PP2 , NP 2 , vp2 , 52' 5i}
(ii) Between e i and COMP of Si~
{pp3' VP 3 ' 53 '
Paths (i) and (ii) overlap, but ~either one contains the other, violating
the pee. Returning to our diagram in (78), we have the following picture;
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(83)
:l (object of persuade)A B 0 E
• •
(Si l (5' ) (VP2 ) (VP 3) (PP3)2
(83) is the same as (80). As in (80), the path from e. to its binder,
-l.
{A, B, C, D, E}, satisfies the pee, because it overlaps and contains the
2path {B, C, D} between e. and its binder. The line segment ABCDE contains
J
BCD. Where (82) goes wrong is in adding the spur CF to the smaller line
segment instead of the larger. The union of {B, C, D} with {C, F} neither
contains nor is contained by {A, B, C, 0, E}.
As a side remark, we note that the contrast between (81) and (82) is
a direct counterexample to simple linear theories of Crossing effects, such
as that discussed in Chapter Three. Consider the linear representation of
the dependencies in (82)-(83), repeated below:
(84)a.?car that. I know who. to persuade owners of e. to talk to e. about e.
J ~ I J Il- t"] T~
b.*car that. I know who. to persuade friends of e. to talk to e. about e iI 1- I J IJ rJ r
It is the nested arrangement in (84)b that is bad, while the unnested
dependencies in (84) a are acceptable. Lest it be thought that some othe r
linear principle rules out the configuration in (84)b, we note that other
examples of this configuration, where the structural relations are different,
are acceptable (N. Chomsky, personal communication):
(85) a car that. [any man who. friends of e. can talk to e.] would buy e
1
1 I J r TJ ri
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Returning to our discu£sion of the interaction of Crossing effects
with parasitic gaps, notice that our analysis predicts that if a construc-
tion contains two paths and a spur, and is not congruent to (81) (with the
structure of (74», it will be ungrammatical: (81) shows the only grammatical
outcome. For example, in (86) the lowest traces are reversed:
1(86)a.*this Volvo is one Ca~ that. I know who. to persuade [owners of e.l
1 J -1
2to [talk about] e. [to e.]
-1 -:J
1b.*this Volvo is one car that. I know who. to persuade [friends of et]
3. J J
to [talk about] e.
-J,.
2[to e.]
J
Referring just to the diagram in (83), we note that (86) a contains paths
{B, C, 0, E} between e. and its binder, and {A, B, C, 0, F} between the
J
two instances of e. ar.d their binder. Even without the spur eF, the two
-3-
remaining line segments, iCi5E and ABCD, violate the PCC, and the addition
of the spur to ABeD does ,,~ot help matters any.
Similarly, (86)b contains paths {B, C, 0, E, F} between the two
occurrences of e. and its binder, and {A, B, C, D} between e. and its
-J -1
binder. The situation is symmetric to that in (86)a. Even without the
spur eF, the segments BCDE and ABeD violate the PCC, and adding the spur
BCDE is no more helpful that adding it to ABeD was.
The geometry of the PCC makes some even more complex predictions,
which seem to be true, insofar as the relevant sentences can be parsed
in the first place. It was somewhat incorrect to state, as we did above,
that "given paths A and a, such that A contains S, we may add nodes not
contained in B to A, but we may not add nodes not contained in A to BU.
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In fact, we can add a spur to a, so long as we also add a larger spur to
A, such that A's spur contains S's spur. Graphically:
(87)
A B
G
F
C o E
Consider the line se9Dlents ABCDE and BCD. Suppose we add the spur
CF to BCD, and CPG to ABCDE. The resulting paths, {B, C, 0, F} and {A, B,
c, 0, E, F, G}, will satisfy the pee. A sentence illustrating this
possibility is (88):
(88) (??)this Volvo is one car that. I know who. [people that [talk to]
1. J
e. [about e.]] can persuade e. to buy e.
--:J -1. -J-].
Given the structure below for (88), (87) is realized as in (Sq):
(88) car [Sithati I know [SiWhoj [8 [NP people that [vp [talk tol
2 4 4
1 [pp about !.i]]] [vp can persuade 2 [s,to buy e.l]]]]e. e.J -J -14 2 3
(89) G (PP4)
F (VP4)
A B C 0 E
(8' ) (5' ) (52' (VP2 ) (8)1 2
The paths from e7 and e~ to their binder is {A, B, C, D. E, F, G}. The
-J -J
path from e. is {B, C, 0, F}. The two paths overlap and satisfy the PCC,
-1
since the first contains the second.
pec is due to the two lower traces:
The "primary" satisfaction of the
1th~ path from ~j to its binder is BCD;
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from ~ to its binder is ABCDE. To the first path we add the spur CF; to
the second, CFG. The pec is satisfied.
If we incorrectly add the spur CFG to the smaller 'lprimary" path,
and the spur CF to the larger primary path, the result, to our ears, is
worse than (88):
(90) (*)this Volvo is one car that. I know who. [people that [talk about]
~ J
e. [to e.l ] can persuade e. to buy e.
--J -1. J-1.
Finally, of course, if the "primary" paths violate the PCC by them-
selves, addition of spurs will not help them:
(91)a.(*)John is one guy who. I know what cars. [people that [talk tol
J ~
e. [about e.]] can persuade e. to buy e.
-J -]. -J-1.
b.(*)John is one guy who. I know what cars. [people that [talk about]
J 1
e. (to e.]] can persuade e. to buy e.
-1. --:J -J-1.
(91), without the spurs, has the same status as th~ familiar Crossing
violations:
(92) *John is one guy who. I know what cars. Bill persuaded e. to buy _eiJ 1 -J
(Note that (88)-(91) also contain a Subject Condition violation; this is
nullified by the lower gaps, equally in all cases, as discussed earlier
in this chapter.)l7
In this section we have shown something extremely important for the
pee theory: we have shown that the paths postulated to exist in multiple
gap constructions interact with paths created by familiar examples of WH-
movement in the same way they interact with the path postulated between
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INFL and COMPo. Without demonstrations of this sort, we could not be sure
that our collapsing of subject/object asymmetries with Crossing effects
was a correct move. In the next sections we will show how the pee accounts
very simply for aspects of the Coordinate Structure Constraint, and we will
then produce another argument that the relation between INFL and COMP
behaves like relations created by movemen~.
The clarity of some of the judgments in this section also illustrates
an important point about Crossing effects. Note that the judgments
explained here arise as the result of (1) multiple gaps in contexts where
(2) the ~ffl-island conditi.on is violated, resulting in (3) sentences 0 f
rather difficult length. Because of (3J, all the sentences discussed above
are difficult to parse. (2) implies that all these examples are somewhat
ungrammatical in the first place. It is highly unlikely that the grammar
contains special principles that concern themselves with degrees of
ungrammaticality, which are in any case difficult to parse, and unlikely
to occur in speech. Chomsky (l981b) notes that the same arguments apply
to multiple gap structures in the first place; it is very improbable that
Universal Grammar contains principles specific to multiple gap structures.
Because of (1), (2) and (3), the phenomena discussed here must be traceable
to some more general principle. We feel that we have provided strong
evidence that this principle is not a principle of performance, governing
the word by word processing of sentences. The principle is therefore a
principle of competence. Such a principle we expect to be very general
not specifically designed for WH-island violations or for multiple gap
structures. The PCC meets these requirements.
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3.0 Coordination and Multiple Gaps
3.1 The Coordinate Structure Constraint
In this section, we show how a single assumption a~out the properties
of coordinating conjunctions can account for exactly that part of Ross's
(1967) Coordinate Structure Constraint that does not fall under the A/A
principle of Chomsky (1964). In 3.2, we show how the properties of Across-
the-Board exception to the Coordinate Structure constraint discussed by
Williams (1978) derive from combining the analysis of multiple gaps we have
been developing with our analysis of coordination.
It has long been noticed that in a coordinated structure of the form
[x eye Z ••• ], where C is a coordinating conjunction and X, Y, Z are
elements coordinated by the conjunction no rule may extract X, Y or Z:
(93)a.*who. did Bill see [Mary and e.l
1 -~
b.*Bill, who. I didn't think that you knew Ie. or Susan]
1 ~
As Ross (1967) notes, assuming a structure like that in (94) , examples
like (93) can be easily ruled out by some version of Chomsky' A/A constraint:
(94)
Consider the version of the A/A constraint presented by Chomsky (1968; 1973):
(95) If a transformation applies to a structure of the form
where a is a cyclic node, then it must be so interpreted as to
apply to the maximal phrase of the type A.
(Chomsky 1973, (3»)
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It follows from (95) that no transformational operation carl apply to any
NP in (~4) except the dominating NP (unless the transformation specifies
otherwise, which Move a does not~). Hence the ungrammaticality of (93).
Ross goes on to point out that the A/A principle says nothing about
extraction of the circled NPs in structures like (96):
(96) a. s
NP
v
I
Henry plays the lute sings madrigals
my tax
v
I
computed
the plumber
s
VP
/
V
I
polished her
~
the nurse
b.
(Ross 1967,(4.80-1))
Nonetheless, none of the circled nodes may be moved {to an A-position} :
(97)a.*the lute which. Henry [ [vpp1ays e.] and [vpsings madrigals]] · · •
1 VP -1
b.*the madrigals whichi Henry (vp[vpplays the lute] and [vpsings ~i]]
c.*the nurse whoi [s(sei polished her trombone] and [sthe plumber
computed my tax]] .••
d.*the trombone thati (s(sthe nurse polished ~i] and [sthe plumber
computed my tax]] •••
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Ross ~~ggests that the A/A explanation for (93) be abandoned, since
it does not extend to (97), and that the grammar include a Coordinate
Structure Constraint:
(98) Coordinate Structure Constraint
In a coordinate structure, no conjunct may be moved, nor may any
element contained in a conjunct be moved out of that conjunct.
The first clause of (98) covers (93), and the second clause covers (97).
Notice, however, that (98) is not an explanatory improvement over the A/A
principle. It contains two clauses, the first of which subsumes exactly
those facts that are covered by the A/A principle and no others, the second
of which describes ~he facts of (97). Since the Coordinate Structure Con-
straint does not really unify the cases that fall under A/A with those
that do not, there is no argument against continuing to assume the A/A
condition, and noting separately the cases that do not fall under it:
(99) In a coordinate structure, no element contained in a conjunct
may be moved out of that conjunct.
Grosu (1973) gives a number of arguments that the conflation of
cases that do and do not fall under the A/A condition accomplished by
ROSS'S constraint is false. A few of the arguments retain their validity
in our framework. One solid argument derives from an observation of Ross's.
Ross noted that when a conjunctiOJl is asymmetric, as in (100), the Coordinate
Structure Constraint may be violated:
(100)a. I [vp[vpwent to the store] and [vpbought some whiskey]]
b. the whiskey whichi I' [vp [vpwent to the store] and (vpbought ~i]]
c. the store thati I [vp[vpwent to eil and [vpbought some whiskey]]
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Grosu points out, however, that such conjunctionn still obey the A/A
condition:
(101) a. John is looking forward to [NP [NPgoing to the store] and [NPbuying
some whiskey]]
b. it is [NP[NPgoing to the store] and INPbuying some whiskey!] thati
John is looking forward to e.
--l,.
c.*it is [NPgoing to the store] that i John is looking forward to
[NP [NF] i and [NPbuying some whiskey]]
d.*it is [Npbuying some whiskey] that i John is looking forward to
[NP [NPgoing to the store] and [NP~] i ]
We will have more to say about these cases in the Appendix to this chapter.
We have called attention to the apparent incorrectness of Ross's
conflation of the A/A principle with (99) because we will be presenting a
pee account of (99) which does not subsume the A/A cases. In the immediately
following sections we will show how our proposal works, and use it to
present some further evidence for the parallelism between the INFL-COMP
relationship and other instance of A-binding. We then will try to place
our analysis in the wider context of a general theory of multiple gap
constructions, the pee and subjacency. In this last section we will also
be able to argue against some counteranalyses.
Many languages contain coordinating conjunctions of various types,
and it is conceivable that the notion "coordinating conjunction" is a
primitive, like, perhaps, the notion "reciprocal" or "reflexive". Optimally,
we expect that the child who is acquiring English has to learn at most the
following sorts of propositions:
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(102) and is a conjunction meaning Ai or is a conjunction meaning v
Ignoring thorny questions about the truth~functionalproperties of
natural language coordination, let us try to get a grip on what "X is
a conjunction" means to the child. A first approximation may lie in the
phrase structure rule given by Sjoblom (1980):
(103) X ..... (C X)· (where C is some conjunction, and X some constituent)
(103) legitimates constituents like (104):
(104) * [NPand John and Mary and Sue • • • and Bill]
It is a language-specific fact about English that, for conjunctions like
and, the first occurrence provided for by (103) must delete:
(105) [NPJohn and Mary and Sue • • • and Bill]
(For other conjunctions like ~, there is suppletion of the first occur-
rence; we push aside many relevant semantic questions here.) Also, the
set of conjunctions that do not immediately precede the final conjunct are
preferably deleted en bloc:
(106) [NpJohn <and> Mary <and> Sue . . • and Bill)
The facts illustrated in (105)-(106) are the sort that a child may
very well learn by experience, like other low-level properties of natural
language. In Russian and earlier stages of English, for example, (104) is
grammatical without deletion of the first conjunction.
Let us now examine (103) somewhat more closely. The fact that
certain instances of C mayor must be deleted, given the principle of
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Recoverability of Deletion, suggests that the separate occurrences of C
motivated by (103) are linked, and perhaps constitute a single discontinuous
element. This recalls in part the analysis of Lakoff and Peters (1966),
who suggested that certain' cases of coordination involve generating a single,
initial conjunction followed by a string of conjuncts: [C X*]. Later
rules copy the conjUnction onto the conjuncts, subject to the appropriate
deletions.
Thus, we may wish to indicate that there is only one distinct
conjunction present in structures like (105). A rule like (103) does
not capture this: the various C's are as distinct as the various X·s.
The rule could, or course, be revised as:
(107) X + (Ci X)*
-- where superscript ! on each occurrence of C will indicate that the
occurrences are non-distinct: C is discontinuous.
Let us consider (103) or (107) further. Note that the asterisk
in (103) must be interpreted as "obligatory". That is, the string C-X
must be repeated at least once, since there are no constituents of the
form [NPand NP]. This is a rather odd property for a principle of phrase
structure, like (103) or (107), to incorporate.
The general line suggested by these observations is clear enough. The
phrase structure rules suggested for coordination do not explain anything
about the properties of coordination per see They furthe~ore conflate
two distinct aspects of coordination: First, the "obligatoriness" of the
asterisk in (107) and the very presence of the asterisk recapitulates a
basic property of coordination: conjunctions are connectives that must
link an element to another element. In standard predicate calculus, such
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connectives are taken to link a maximum of two expressions (i.e. x v y,z is
ill-formed), but we need put no such restriction on natural~language
conjunctions 4 Second, the rule (107) incorporates language-specific infor-
mation about the position of the conjunction which is in any case modified
by later deletion rules.
Let us see how we might go about reducing (I07) to simpler principles.
We may follow some of the logic outlined in Chomsky (1981b), discussed at
the beginning of Chapter Three, for eliminating the content of the base
component. First let us note that the fact that X occurs on the right side
of (107) should follow from X-theory. The only concession we have to make
to allow the simplification of (107) is to permit multiply-headed consti-
tuents -- a reasonable proposal for coordination. We can simplify (107)
to (108):
(108) X ~ (Ci Head).
We have just argued that there is essentially one occurrence of C
in coordinate structures. The fact that there is more than one conjunct
follows from the interpretation of logical fo~s with such conjunctions.
In making certain requirements on constituents it governs, a conjunction
is acting very much like a predicate that e-marks an argument. What is
special about a conjunction is that it "e-marks" more than one argument
at a time. This is the syntactic content of the term conjunction. If we
take this analogy literally, we can divide (108) into two principles;
(109) a.
b.
iX .. C Head
Conjunctions a-mark n constituents simultaneously, n>l
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And we add to (109) principles governing the distribution of C. The
combination of (109)b and (109)a will guarantee that there is more than one
Head to X. It may also be the case, as is- implicit in (107) and in Ross' s
discussion, that the constituent formed by the coordination of occurrences
of ~, where n is some number of bars, is itself Xn -- that is, that struc-
tures are as in (97). We will assume this, but nothing important seems to
follow from this stipulation.
We do not pretend to have elaborated a complete or insightful theory
of coordinate structures here. Our main point was to suggest that (109)b
should be factored out from the aspects of coordinate structure that fall
under X-bar theory. The fact that conjunctions require more than one
"complement" is a fact which should be kept separate from the linear order
of conjunctions with xespect to the conjuncts and from the Xproperties of
conjunction structures.
Suppose we take literally the idea that conjunctions do a-mark their
conjuncts, as suggested in (109)b. We suggested in 4.6 of Chapter Three
that an idea of Stowell (1981) be adapted into the pee framework. Stowell
suggested that a-marking of an argument be regarded as a form of A-binding
by the US-grid" of the a-marker. We showed that adopting this idea allowed
us to explain the Subjec'.: Condition effects found in small clauses and
Sf-deletion infinitivals. Treating a-marking as a form of A-binding, it
followed that a path runs between the maximal projection of the lexical
category that receives the a-role and the first maximal projection Jominating
the a-marker. Thus, in (110) the nodes {NP, vp} form a path:
(110) John (vp[vate] [Npthe chocolate ice cream]]
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If conjunctions assign a a-role simultaneously to each conjunct, we
may regard the conjunction as containing a B~grid from which the conjuncts
are bound. If the conjuncts are all bound from the same position in the
9-grid, the structure is analogous to a series of parasitic gaps all bound
by a common A-binder. Following our analysis of multiple-gap constructions,
we will asswne that a si.ngle path runs from the maximal projection dominat-
ing the lexical projections of the conjuncts to the maximal projection
dominating the conjunction:
(111) [NP [NP a picture of Mary] and [NP a story about Bill] and
012
[NP a book]]
3
Path: Between conjunction and conjuncts:
(112) [vp (vp plays [NP the lute]] and [vp sings [NP madrigals]]]
o 1 1 2 2
Path: Between conjunction and conjuncts:
If paths such as these exist, then the second part of the Coordinate
Structure Constraint, presented in (99), follows immediately. Consider:
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(113) *John, [S~whOi I bought [NP [NP a picture of Mary] and [NP a story
012
about e.] and [NP a book]]]
-1 3
Paths
(i) Between conjunction and conjuncts:
(i.i.l· Between e. and COMP of S' :
----:l.------.";;;,,,..,,~-
path (ii)----"
NP1
S'
NP 3
path (i)
We have omitted irrelevant nodes. Path (i) and (ii) overlap, but neither
one contains the other. Consider also:
Paths
(i) Between conjunction and conjuncts:
path
{VP1 , VP2 , VPO} path (i)
(ii) Between e. and COMP of S' :
1-
{VP
1
, VPo'
Sf}
Once again, paths (i) and (ii) overlap, but neither one contains the other.
Quite generally, if there is a path that includes all conjuncts and
a node dominating the conjuncts, extraction from any single conjunct will
violate the pee. Consider the abstract situation:
(115) eA
c
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By virtue of the conjunction ~, there is a path between the conjuncts:
{e, D, B}. Conjunction thus yields a "forked path" much like parasitic
gap constructions. Now suppose we extract from within C, such that a path
runs from C or lower to A: . {e, B, A}. This second path is doomed to
violate the pee, because it includes two memOers of the path formed by
conjunction, but does not include the nodes that dominate the other con-
~
juncts. We thus derive (99): that part of Ross's constraint that does
not derive from the A/A condition. 18
Note, however, that we do not derive what does follow from A/A:
the impossibility of extracting a whole conjunct (*who did you see John and
t). Suppose we extracted C in (115). Then the empty category left in
place of C would create a path that began with B ~- the first maximal
projection dominating C. The resulting path, {B, A, .•.}, would overlap
the path created by conjunction, and would thus not violate the pee. We
therefore retain the A/A condition to prevent extraction of an entire
conjunct.
3.2 Across the Board
-
3.2.1 Consider (115) once more. Consider the path made by conjunction,
{e, 0, B}, and the path made by extraction from within one conjunct, e.g.
fe, B, A}. Let us ask a familiar question: what operation could we
perfo~ on the path {C, B, A} that would allow it to satisfy the pee?
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The obvious answer is to add the nodes dominating the other conj uncts --
for example, node D:
How could we add these new nodes to the path {e, a, A} formed by
extraction from inside C? The answer lies in our paths theory of multiple
gap constructions, adapted from Kayne. The way to add the nodes of each
of the conjuncts is to add "parasitic gaps" in each of these conjuncts,
such that the gaps in all of the conjuncts share a common A-binder. In
other words, our "forked path" theory of parasitic gaps predicts that clause
(99) of the Coordinate Structure Constraint can be violated if and only if
each conjunct contains a gap locally A-bound by the same binder. These
are well-known "Across-the-Board" (ATB) violations of the Coordinate Struc-
ture Constraint:
1(116) John, [5,whoi I bouqht [NPo
[NP
1
a picture of !.il, [NP
2
a story about
!.~] and [NP a book by e~] 1
3
Paths
(i) Between conjunction and conjuncts:
(ii) Between e~~.!.!~ and COMP of 5':
{NPl' NP2 ' NP 3' NPo ' 5'}(cf. (113»
path (ii)
•
S'
r 3
path (i)
(thick lines)
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I 2(117) the lute [s,which
1
. Henry [vp [vp bought ~.] and [vp sold e.
o 1 1 2-~
to Segovia]]
Paths
(i) Between conjunction and conjuncts:
{VP1 , VP2, vpol
(ii) 1 2Between ei~ and COMP of 51 :
{VPl , VP2, VPo' s'} (cf. (114»
path (ii)--.-....A
2
path (i)
The ATB violations of the Coordinate Structure Constraint exhibited in
(116)-(117) are thus saved from the constraint in exactly the same way
as the apparent violations of the Subject Condition with which we began
the chapter were saved. The addition of extra gaps to a structure can serve
to eliminate pee violations. (N.B. we must assume that NPO does not count
as bounding for subjacency, as noted by N. Chomsky; cf. 4.5)
3.2.2 We can verify some slightly more complicated predictions of this
explanation for ATB violations of the Coordinate Structure Constraint.
For example, when two paths ltjad out of a conjunct, these same paths must
lead out from every conjunct :
(118)a.*a book that. I know who. to [[talk to Bill about e.] and [per~uade
. 1 J --1
e. to buy e.]]
-J -1
b.*a book that. I know who. to ([talk to e. about Mary] and [persuade
1 J -J
e. to buy e.]]
-J -1
c. a book that. I know who. to [[talk to e. about eil and [persuade
~ J J-
e. to buy e.]]
-:J -1
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This is because the paths from e. and the paths from e i each must containJ -
the path linking the conjoined VPs and the VP dominating them. Of course,
they must be in the proper containment relation among themselves, in each
conjunct:
(119)a.*a book that. I know who. to [[talk about e. to e.] and [persuade
1 J ~ ~
e. to buy e.;]
-:J - ....
b. *a man who. I know what book. to [[talk about e. to e.] and [persuadeJ 1 -1 J
e. to buy e.]
-J -1
WH-movement within one of the conjuncts is not blocked. The path
between the WH and its trace does not overlap any path created by conjunc-
tion:
(120) a book that I [[knew who. to talk to e. about e.l and [wanted toJ -J-1
buy e.]]
-1
The Coordinate Structure Constraint affects all the constructions
Chomsky (1977) characterizes as WH-movement, but not constructiollS that
involve A-binding:
(121)a.*this lute is easy to ([play on ~] and [tmprovise on the higher strings]]
a l • this lute is easy to [[play on e] and [improvise on ell
- -
b. "this chicken is too cold to [[put ~ on the table] and [eat some
fish] ]
b'. this chicken is too cold to [[put ~ on the table] and [eat ~]]
c.*John made more matzohs than I could [[put these napkins in my
pocket] or [eat el]
c'. John made more matzohs than 1: could [[put e in my pocket] or [eat ~]
(cf. Williams 1977,(17»
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(122)a. John, [either [tried PRO. to phone us] or [is coming here now]]
1 1
b. John i is [both [glad PROi to leave] and [sad that you are staying]]
c. John]., [either [was registered e. by the police] or [invented some
-~
story]
d. John. is [neither [likely e. to win the race] nor [in good shape]]191 -].
Recall that A-bound empty categories do not create paths, and do not show
Crossing effects.
3.2.3 We have looked at structures wi~h conjoined VPs and NPs. Let us
now examine the properties of conjoined tensed SSe We will show that
certain apparent "subject/object asymmetries" or "parallelism requirements"
discovered by Williams (1978) follow straightforwardly from the pee.
Williams attrib·uted these effects to a condition on analyzability: we dis-
cuss Williams t own theory in section 4.4 of this chapter, where we address
ourselves to the general question of the etiology of multiple gaps in
parasitic and ATB gap constructions.
Consider an abstract structure resulting from conjoining two tensed 55:
(123)
We know that (123) contains at least the following path:
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(123) (i) Between the conjunction and the conjuncts:
{Sl' 82 , So}
We also know that there is a path in tensed sentences between INFL and COMP.
What sort of path is there between INFL and COMP when two Ss share a COMP,
as in (123)1 Suppose each INFL inaugurated its own path to COMP. Then we
would have the paths {INFLi' Sl' SO' SI} and {INFL2, S2' So' SI}. These
paths would each overlap the other, and each would overlap path (i), and
nothing would contain anything. The result would be an extreme violation
of the pee. We conclude that INFL1 and INFL2 cannot generate separate
paths to COMP in (123).
The alternative is to assume that INFL1 and INFL2 share a path to COMP.
On this alternative, in effect, the relation between INFL and COMP is
established "across the board". COMP is assumed to bind both INFLs simul-
taneously. We return shortly to a deeper exploration of this move. For
the moment let us assum~ it and see its consequences. We thus assume that
(123) contains the fcllowing ~~cond path:
(123) (ii) Between INFL1 , INFL2, and COMP:
{INFLl , 51' INFL2 , 52' So,S'}
Paths (ii) and (i) overlap, and (ii) contains (i). The pee is satisfied.
Now suppo&e WH-movement applies into the COMP of (123). Path (i)
all by itself is enough to require that the movement be ATB -- that there
be a gap in both conjuncts bound by WH. Familiar Coordinate Structure
Constraint effects or~ain:
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(124)a. *John, [S,WhOi[SO[SlBill [INFLi[VPlsaw e i ]]] and [S2Mary
[INFL' [vp likes Tom]]]]]
2 2
b.
In (124)a, we have the following third path:
(124) a. (iii) Between e. and COMP 0 f S' :
----1--------
This path overlaps path (i), but neither contains the other. The same is
true of path (ii). In (124)b, on the other hand, we have the following
third path:
(124)b. (iii) 1 2Between e., e. and COMP of S':
----].--].--------
This path (iii) also overlaps path (i), but this time it contains path (i).
Again, the same is true of path (ii): path (iii) overlaps and contains it.
So far the path from the two INFLs to COMP has not played a crucial
role. Nonetheless, it has a role to play, in deriving the "subject/object"
asymmetries of Williams (1978). Let us begin by looking at it in a tree:
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(125) Path between two INFLs and COMP (path (ii»
I •A
I NFL1 VP1
LNFL2~
INFL2 VP 2
The upside down Y in (125) is path (ii), between the two INFLs and COMP.
We have already seen that placing an A-bound gap in one of the conjoined
Ss in (125) will violate the pec, with respect to path (i) or path (ii)
above. On the other hand, if we have a gap in each conjunct, as in (124)b,
the result satisfies the pce.
Notice that in (124)b the two gaps are both belo~ the lowest points
of the upside down Y in (125). In other words, placing gaps in the object
positions of VP1 and VP 2 created a path (iii) which took the form of a
second upside down Y, each prong of which was longer than the prongs of the
Y in (125). Schematically:
(126)
path (ii)
+---- path (iii) (between two object
gaps and COMP)
In other words, our extraction from b~low the two INFLs yielded a big Y
that contained the INFL-COMP Y.
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Now suppose we wish to have gaps in the subject positions of 51
and S2. If we extract only one subject, Coordinate Structure Constraint
effects obtain, as expected. These effects are due to path (i), created by
the coordination, and not to path (ii) between the INFLs and COMP:
(127) *John, [s,WhOi [So[Slei [INFLi[VPlsaw Bill ))) and {S2Mary
[INFL I [vp likes Tom ]]]
2 2
Paths
(i) Between the conjunction and the conjuncts:
Sol
(ii) Between INFL1 , INFL2 , and COMP:
{INFL1 , 51' INFL2, 52' So' S'}
path (iii)---+-
path (i)
(iii) Between e. and COMP:
----1-----
Paths (i) and (iii) overlap, and neither one contains the other. Thus
the pee is violated. Path (ii) overlaps both path (i) and path (iii),
but contains each of them~ thus path (ii) plays no role in the star on (127).
Suppose now we add a second gap bound by who. in the subject position
--1.
of S2- The result is, predictably, grammatical. (128) is simply another
ATB violation of the Coordinate Structure Constraint:
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[INFL 1 [vp1ikes Tom ]]]]
Paths
(i) Between the conjunction and the conjuncts:
{51' S2' sol S'
-+--path (iii)
(ii) Between INFL1 , INFL2 , and COMP:
S 2
{INFL1 , 51' INFL2 , 52' So' S'}
(iii) Between 1 2 COMP: path (i)e., e. and1--:1.
{SI' 52' So' S'}
Paths (i) and (iii) overlap, and path (iii) now contains path (i). Paths
(i) and (ii) overlap, and path (ii) contains path (i). Paths (ii) and (iii)
overlap, and path (ii) contains path (iii). The pee is satisfied.
Let us examine the relationship between paths (i) and (iii) in (128)
schematically:
(129)
52
• path (ii)
INFL2
As in (126), the path between the INFLs and COMP is an upside down Y.
Recall that in (126) we have gaps in two positions that were below the
lower points of the INFL-COMP Y, yielding a second y that was bigger than
the INFL-COMP Y. In (129), we have gaps in two positions that are above
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the lower points of the INFL-COMP Y. The result is a second Y ~hat is
smaller than the INFL-COMP Y. Because of the PCC, a second Y is grammatical
whether uniformly smaller or larger than the first. If smaller, the first
Y contains it. If larger, it contains the first Y.
Suppose, however, we have two gaps, such that one of them creates
a path that begins above the lower point of one fork of path (ii), and the
other creates a path that begins below the lower point of the other fork of
path (ii). The situation we have in mind would look like (130):
(130)
path (iii)------a.. -fo---- path (ii)
NFL'2
(=Williams 1978, (lG»
On the left fork, path (iii) contains path (ii); but on the right fork, path
(ii) contains path (iii). All in all, such a structure would violate the
pee, since path (ii) contains the 1NFLi node, not contained in path (iii),
while path (iii) contains the VP1 node, not contained in path (ii).
What sort of a sentence could yield the situation in (130)? (130)
would arise if ATB WH-movement yielded a gap in the highest subject position
of one conjunct, and a gap lower than VP of the other conjunct. As Williams
(1978) noticed, this situation is indeed ungrammatical:
(131) *John, [s,who. [s [s Bill [INFL' [vp saw ~i ]]] and [s ei
1 0111 2
[INFL' [vp liked Mary ]]]]]
2 2
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Compare (131) with (124)b, w~lere both gaps are in VP, and with (128),
where both gaps are the subject of the highest S. The paths in (131) are
as follows:
(131) (i) Between the conjunction and the conjuncts:
(ii) Between INFL1 , INFL2 and COMP:
{INFLi, SI' 1NFLi, S2' So' Sf}
(iii) 1 2Between e., e. and COMP:
-----'11 1,-----
Paths (ii) and (iii) overlap, but neither contains the other; hence
the pee violation. The situation is exactly that envisioned in diagroam
(130). (130) contains one upside down Y formed by the two INFLs. The two
A-gaps create a second Y.
Compare the two Ys. In our previous examples, the! formed by the
gaps has been uniformly longer than the INFL-Y (when both gaps were objects)
or uniformly shorter (when both gaps were subjects). In (130)-(131),
however, the Y formed by the gaps is longer on one prong and shorter on
the other prong. This is the situation that the pee rules out. This
situation arises whenever one gap is a matrix subject, and the other gap is
lower.
We thus derive the "subject/object" asymmetry noted by Williams.
Notice that this result has followed directly from (1) the pee; (2) the
hypothesis that multiple gaps sharing a common A-binder form a single path;
and (3) the hypothesis that a path runs between a conjunction and its
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conjuncts. (1) has been motivated throughout these last two chapters.
(2) is motivated by the parasitic gap exceptions to the Subject Condition,
as discussed by Kayne (1982). (3) is the minimum necessary to derive the
Coordinate Structure Constraint and its ATB exceptions from (1) and (2).
Williams' contrasts thus derive entirely from basic, independent assumptions
of the theory.
Let us note some further consequences of our analysis. Williams
notes that one might try to rule out (131) by invoking some sort of "paral-
lelism" requirement on multiple gaps in conjunct structures, blocking, for
example, ATB constructions where one gap is a subject and the at.her an
object. He shows, however, that parallelism of grammatical relations is
not at stake here. Let us consider his example.
On our theory, what is important is that the ATB gaps be either all
above the highest INFL, or all below the highest INFL. When all the gaps
are matrix subjects, they are all above the highest INFL. When they are
objects, they are all below. When one is a matrix subject, and the other
an object, one is above and one is below, and the PCC is violated.
Suppose now that one gap is a matrix object, and the other a subject
of a subordinate clause. Both gaps will be below the matrix INFLs, and
the pee will be satisfied, although parallelism of grammatical relations
(or of Case) is not met. As Williams notes, such structures are grammatical:
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(132) John, [S,whoi [SO[SlBi11 [INFLi[VPl1ikeS ei ]]] and [S2we
[ [ h [ 2a [ 2b · 11 · ] ] ] ]I NFL , vp ope S,!.- 5 e. W1 W1n ]]]
2 2 3 ~ 3-1
( 2a. th 2be. 19 e trace of e. in COMP, required because of the INFL-COMP path
-1 -1-
in the embedded sentence.)
Paths
(i) Between the conjunction and the conjuncts:
(ii) Between ~1' INFL2 , and COMP:
(iii) 1 2aBetween e., e. and COMP of matrix S':----1--1.-------~----"'----.......---~
(133)
path (iii)
VP1
S'3
path (ii)
(133) shows paths (ii) and (iii) of (132) schematically. Paths (ii) and
(iii) overlap, and (iii) contains (11). Note that path (iii) also contains
(i), and (ii) contains (i). Thus, the pee is satisfied. In (133), note
that path (iii) is one node longer than path (ii) in the left conjunct, and
two nodes longer than path (i) in the right conjunct. This is of no
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significance for the pee.
The parallelism hypothesis is also disproved by structures in which
one gap is a matrix subject, and the other an embedded subject. To our
ears, such structures are as unacceptable as (131):
Paths
(i) Between the conjunction and the conjuncts:
(ii) Between 1NFL:l' INFL2 , and COMP:
{INFLi, Sl' INFL2, S2' SO' S' }
(iii) Between la 2 and COMP of matrix S' :ei~'
{Sj, VPI , 1NFLi, 51' 52' SO' S' }
(135) S'
path (iii)
path (ii)
NFL'2
Paths (ii) and (iii) overlap, and neither one contains the other, violating
the pce. (135) shows the situation schematically: path (iii) is longer in
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the left conjunct, and shorter in the righ~,- conjunct, than path (ii). The
situation is exactly the same, f~om the point of view of the pee, as that
in (130), where one gap was a matrix object and the other a matrix subject.
Thus, any "parallelism" requirement on ATB structures would be too strong
to admdt (130), where one gap is an object and the other a subject, and too
weak to rule out (131), where both gaps are subjects, if parallelism of
grammatical relations were required.
When each of two conjoined S9 contains a gap below INFL', there is
no problem with additional gaps being added above INFL' -- as in the struc-
tures we considered in the early sections of this chapter. Thus:
,
(136) John, [s,who. LS [s Bill [INFL'[VP likes ~i ]]] and [S [NP friends1011122
of e~l [INFLi [vp2admire e~J]]]]
Paths
(i) Between the conjunction and the COlljunctS:
(ii) Between INFL1L INFL2 and COMP:
(iii) 123Between ei~~ and COMP:
{VP1 , 1NFLi, Sl' VP2, 1NFLi t NP2, s2' So' Sl}
path (iii)----~.~JVP1 (I
......--path (ii)
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We return to structures like ~136) in section 4.4, where we use
them as an argument for our approach to ATB and parasitic gap construc-
tions over the theory of Williams (1978). I~ the next section, we concen-
trate our attention on the path between INFL and COMP in coordinate and
non-·coordinate structures, and try to explore its properties and origins
in greater depth than we have so far.
3.3 The Path between INFL and COMP
In discussing (123), we showed that the pce predicts that the
relationship between INFL ~nd COMP is subject to Coordinate Structure
Condition effects. We reasoned as follows: Consider conjoining several
Ss, so that they share a common COMP. Suppose that there was a separate
path fro~ the INFL of each 5 to the common COMP. We ~~monstrated that
these distinct paths would (1) overlap the path between the conjunction
and the conjoined Ss, and (2) overlap each other. In each case, the pee
would be violated, since no path would contaiu any other path. For this
reason, we conr:luded that there must be a single, "forked" patil bet\-Teen
the COMP and t~e several INFLs. We then showed that if this forked path
does exist, we can explain various apparent subject/object asymmetries in
ATB construct ions, disco~7ered by Williams. We thus justified our originLil
contention, that the pee forces a single path to run between the common
COMP and all the INFLs.
In this section, we will explore the consequences of this forked
path between COMP and INFLs 1n greater detail. More generally, we will
suggest a reason for 'tIle connection between INFL and COMP, which makes
sOlne surprising and apparently correct predictions with respect to :he pee.
Along the way, we wiil show that our theory derives the effect of our
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Chapter Two stipulation that expletive eropty categories are not subject
to the ECP. A problem will arise with respect to the paths produced by
empty categories. Wa will suggest a solution to this problem which appears
to allow us to eliminate the stipulation that only non-A-bound empty categories
create paths. This discussion will function as a lemma to our main point:
the path between INFL and COMP is real; there is a reason for its existence;
it interacts with more than just paths created by Wd-movement from subject
position; we can show empirically that it displays C~ordinate Structure
Constraint effects of its own.
Throughout our discussion of the pee, we have alleged an important
parallel between the INFL-COMP relationship in tensed sentences and the
relationship between a trace and a local A-binder. Since COMP is an
A-position, it is natural to ask whether we can make this parallel more
explicit. In particular, does INFL contain a trace of something that
binds it from COMP? If INFL did contain such a trace, then our postulated
forke,l path between C~MP and the many INFLs in conjoined Ss would have
exactly the same status as the path in other multiple~qap constructions.
We have been assrum!ng that INFL contains two bundles of features:
one containing features for person, number and gender, called AGR; and
another bundle containing features for tense, called TNS. Of these two,
TNS is the one that is an operator, when specified positively for the
tens~ feature, and might reasonable be required to appear in an operator
position at LF. Suppose we were to assume the following claims to be true:
(137)a.
b.
TNS appears in INFL at O-structure
[TNS+tense] governs a complete proposition at LF
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(138) Complete P10position (definition)
A category X is a complete proposition iff for all predicates P
dominated by X, X contains all members of the chains 9-marked
by P.
Notice that government, as a special case of c-command, implies scope.
(137)b says that the constituent in the immediate scope of [+tensel must
be a complete proposition. From (137), it follows that a sentence like
Mary likes John has the following D-structure and LF representations:
(139)a. D-structure:
[Sf [COMP ] [sMary [INFL' [INFL[TNS+tense] AGR] [~likes John]]]
b. LF:
Thus, if (137) is correct, INFL in a tensed S does contain a trace
bound from COMP: the trace of TNS. Ideas similar to (137) have been
suggested by Stowell (1981), and by Den Besten (1978) (who argues for an
opposite derivation in which TNS in COMP lowers into S at S-structure).
The second of our two claims, made in (137)b, seems ent~rely natural.
It is common to treat tense as an operator with sentential scope. In our
formulation, the tense operator binds a variable internal to its proposition
from a position governing the proposition. The claim that tense binds a
variable, while not uncontroversial, does not seem to pose any problems
of interpretation.
The first of our claims, however, made in (137)a, remains a stipulation.
We might take I NFL , to bear a grammatical relation defined as [INFL', 51,
and to be an A-position set aside for grammatical forwatives that are
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relevant to sentence-level interpretation (cf. Steele et al. 1981). If
this were the case, then the O-structure position of TNS in INFL might
follow from the definition of o-structure as a pure representation of
thematic structure. Perhaps VP selects INFL, in some fashion. In any
case, we will continue to stipulate the D-structure position of TNS in INFL.
Given (137), then, we have a reasonable motivation for the path
between INFL and COMP. It is formed by the movement of TNS to COMP, where
it has scope over a complete proposition. Other principles will surely be
necessary -- to prevent tense, for example, from moving too far, into a
higher clause. Nonetheless, the general picture seems clear.
Suppose we assume that only operators may occupy A-positions at LF,
as argued by Higginbotham (forthcoming), based on reconstruction phenomena.
Suppose we accept also the traditional assumption that infinitives are
[-tense] (contra Stowell (1981,1982), who presents interesting semantic
arguments for the opposite assumption). It follows that the [-tense] TNS
node of an infinitive may not move to COMP, and there will be no path
between INFL and COMP in infinitives. We will offer a demonstration that
this is correct., based on Coordinate Structure Constraint effects.
We have shown the following to be true: if a path runs between a
conjunction and all the conjuncts, the presence of an A-bound gap in one
conjunct, bound outside that conjunct, requires the presence of an identically
A-bound gap in every other conjunct. This is ROSS'S Coordinate Structure
Constraint (as in (99), less the ~/A Condition), with its ATB execptions.
The same conclusion should follow for a "gap" within INFL, if INFL is
contained by a conjoined S. Consider the structure in (140):
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COMP
I[+tense] .
1
(140)
~
NP1 ~
INFL1 VP~
TNS to
i[-tense] I[e] .
-1
In (140), there is a path between the conjunction and the conjoined S8.
There is also a path between TNS of INFL2 alld COMP, but no path between TNS
of INFL1 and COMP. These paths clearly overlap and violate the pee:
(140)
(i) Between the conjunction and the conjuncts:
(ii) Between TNS of INFL2 and COMP of 5' :
{INFL2, 52' SO' S'}
Schematically:
1INFL '
S'
-f----path (ii)
So
path (i)
*(141)
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(140) is the abstract representation of a conjunction of a tensed S with
a non-tensed S. We saw earlier that there is nothing ungrammatical about
the conjunction of two tensed S5 in English, for example:
(142) I wonder [s,what books~ [5 [s I like e.] and [s you hate e.l]]
.... 01 -]. 2 -].
In (142), there is a path from INI~ in each conjunct:
(142)
1
INFL ,
1
-t---- between both INFT...s and COMP
I NFL ,
2
between conjunction and conjuncts
Similarly, the conjunction of infinitival S8 should be grammatical,
although indistinguishable from INFL'-conjunction:
(143)
In (143), there is no path between any INFL and COMP.
When a tensed S is conjoined with an infinitival S, however, the
result is ungrammatical -- exactly as predicted by the pee in (140)-(141):
(144) *I wonder [s,what books. [s [s PRO to like e.l and [s you hate ~i]]]
1 01 ~ 2
On our analysis, (144) is a straightforward Coordinate Structure Constraint
effect, which derives from the interaction of the path created by TNS move-
ment with the path between the conjunction and the conjuncts.
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We have chosen examples with a [+WH] comp1~mentizer for two reasons.
First, since the [+WH] complementizer does not optionally delete, we can be
sure that we are conjoining Ss, and not S's. Second, since the [+WH]
complementizer is compatible with both tensed and infinitival Ss, we cannot
easily blame the contrast between (142)-(143) and (144) on comp1ernentizer
conflict. Notice that the actual WH-movement in these sentences is irrelevant
to their status under the pee, and that parallel examples can be constructed
in which the WH-phrase is probably in COMP at all levels:
(145)a. I don't know [S,whether [S [5 I should be sick] or [5 I should be
a 1 2
well]] ]
b. I don't know [s,whether [ [s PRO to be sick] or (5 PRO to be well]]]
So 1 2
c.*1 don't know [S,whether [s [s I should be sick] or [5 PRO to be
o 1 2
well] 1]
Certain counteranalyses of this contrast can be disposed of. For
example, the difficulty with (144) or (1~5)c cannot be blamed on a conflict
between the "futurate" quality of the infinitive and the tense of the
indicative, since there is no evidence that tense or aspect concord is
required under conjunction. In the ungrammatical (145)c, the infinitive
)1
and tensed S appear to share the relevant tense and aspect properties. In
20(146), the lack of concord creates no problems:
(l46)a. I wonder (s,what books i (SO[SlJOhn bought ~i] and [I should buy ~i]]l
b. I wonder [s,what books i [SO[SlJOhn will buy ~i] and [S2Mary bought
~i]J]
c. these are the books [s,for (WHi ) [SO[SlMary to buy ~i] and [S2YOU
to have bov~ht e. by next week]]]
-].
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Furthermore, the paradigm of (142)-(144) or of (145) cannot be.due
to a general constraint against conjoining tensed with infinitival clauses,
unless this constraint were limited, ad hoc, to conjoined SSe Conjunction
of tensed with infinitival S's, while perhaps stylistically clumsy, is
clearly grammatical, unlike such conjunction of 55:
(147)a. I hope [Sf [S,PRO to be there myself] and [s that John will be
o 1 2
there too]]]
b. I wonder [Sf [S,what books. you are reading e.l and [s,what books.
o 1 1. -]. 2 l.
PRO to read e. myself]]]
-J.
c. I want to learn [5' [s,what books. PRO to read e.l and [s,who. I
o 1 J. -1 2 J
should ask e. for advice]]]
J
There thus appears to be a genuine constraint on conjoining infinitival with
tensed 5, which is explained without a problem by assuming 'rNS movement and
the pee theory of conjoined structures.
This argument is important, because it represents the first indepen-
dent evidence for the existence of a path between I~lFL and COMP. So far,
we have shown that if ~e assume such a path, the interaction of WH-move-
ment paths with it yields CTP and Subject Condition effects. One might
object that the path between INFL and COMP was stipulated ad hoc, to bring
these effects togeth(!r wi th the Crossing effects. In this section, we have
shown that the path between INFL and COMP makes semantic sense, and that
it interacts in completely different ways with a separate theory of
coordinate structure paths to e>:plain a contrast among conjoined SSe In
effect, we have shown that TNS movement is subje~t to the Coordinate Struc-
ture Constraint, subsumed by the pee.
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Nonetheless, one might still propose that there is a general prohibition
against conjoining tensed with infinitival Ss, arising perhaps because of
some incompatibility of features, which has nothing to do with the pee or
with TNS movement into COMP. We next present a further argument that the
effects observed above arise from the pee applying to paths created by TNS
movement. This argument will involve us in a long detour that is of intrinsic
interest. We first present a theory about how expletive subjects should
interact with the pee and the definition of paths, and suggest a parameter
distinguishing languages like English from languages like Russian or Italian.
Certain problems arise with.ourtheory of expletives, which call for an
apparently ad hoc solution. We will try to show that this ad hoc solution
actually has other valuable consequences: in particular it may help us to
eliminate the stipulation that paths are not formed by A-bound empty categories.
We then return to the main thread of discussion, and show how our theory of
expletives makes a correct prediction with respect to conjoined 58 with
expletive subjects.
In (137), we made two claims concerning the position of TNS. First,
we said that TNS is in INFL at D-structure. Second, we claimed that [+tense]
TNS must have scope over a complete proposition at LF, where a complete
proposition was defined in (138) as a phrase containing all members of all
the chains 9-marked by the predicates it dominates.
When the subject of a predicate is indirectly a-marked by that
predicate, in composition with its complements, the minimal phrase dominat-
ing the predica~e and its a-chains (if the subject does not undergo NP
movement) is the minimal S dominating the predicate and subject. In a
tensed sentence, TNS must move to COMP to have scope over this S. The
same conclusion follows when the subject ~s a member of a chain directly
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a-marked by the predicate, as in the passive construction:
TNS in (148) must move to COMP to have scope over the predicate ~ plus
all members of the chain (John., e.) that it a-marks. Passive sentences
1 1
do act like tensed sentences with respect to conjunction with an infinitive.
(149)a. I wonder [s,where [8 [8 Maryi was tattooed] and [s Bill. was
o 1 2 J
shaved e.]]]
-J
B. I wonder [S,where [5 [S PRO. to be tattooed e.l and [8 PRO. to
o 1 1 -1 2 J
be shaved e.]]]
-J
c.*! wonder [s,where [SOPROi to be tattooed ~i] and [SOBill was
shaved e.]]]
J
Movement of TNS to COMP is also motivated by (137) in raising construc-
tiona, which again show the same paradigm under conjunction:
(lSO)a. I know [s,what book. [s [s John. seems [s~' to have read ~i]]
1 01 J J
and [s Maryk seems (s!!k not to have understood ~]]]]
2
b. I know [s,what book. (5 [s PRO. to seem [se. to have read e.]]
1. 0 1 J -J -1.
and [s PROk to seem [s~ not to have understood ~il]]]2
c.*I know [s what book. [S [5 John. seems [see to have read e.]] and
, 1. 01 J -J -l.
[S PROk to seem (s~ not to have understood ~i]]]]2
A raising construction has the following S-structure:
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(151) [S'[COMP J [SlJOhni [INFL'[INFLTNS AGRI [VP1seems [S2~i [INFL2to
[vp have read this book]]]]]] ]
2
In (151), the first complete proposition is 51' since it is the first node
that contains all the members of the chains 9-marked by the predicates that
it dominates. S2' for example, dominates the predicate read, and all members
of the singleton chain (this book), which is 9-marked by read. It does not
dominate all members of the chain (John., e.), indirectly a-marked by read,
1.. -1..
however, (lIld is thus not a complete proposition. VP1 similarly contains
all members of all chains a-marked by seems, since the subject of seems is
non-a, and the sentential complement of seems is not part of any chain
including the subject. Nonetheless, VP1 , like 52' dominates read and does
not contain all members of the chain (John., e.). Therefore VP1 is not a1.. -1.
complete proposition. Since TNS in (151) does not have scope over a
complete proposition, it must move to COMP, where it does have scope over
the complete proposition Sl- Since TNS must move to COMP in raising cons-
tructions, as in the other constructions we have considered, the paradigm
in (150) follows from the pee (subsuming (99) of the Coordinate Structure
Constraint) .
Cases do arise, howev~, in which [+tensel TNS should ~ have to
move in order to have scope over a complete proposition. If the subject
position of S does not contain a member of any a-chain, and if the VP
dominated by that S is a complete proposition, (137) allows TNS to remain
in INFL. Even without moving to COMP, it has scope over a complete prop-
osition. We ttiUS predict that no path between INFL and COMP should have
to exist, wilen the subject position is expletive. Let us consider this
prediction in greater detail.
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Suppose 3 path~ have to exist between a tensed INFL and COMP,
even when the subject was expletive. Suppose the expletive subject position
were empty. Then, by our revised definition of paths that we invoked in
(64) to allow for infinite paths, the expletive subject should provoke an
infinite path, since it is not A-bound:
(152) *John [VPlsaid [Si[COMP
2
TNSi that] [S2[~1 [INFL2[INFL2~i AGR]
[vp was necessary [s,that I buy these books]]]]]]
2 3
Paths
(i) Between INFL2J!.i) and COMP2 (TNSil.:..
{INFL2, 52' 52}
(ii) From [e]:
If path (i) did exist, despite the expletive subject, the pee would clearly
be violated, just as in a sentence showing a CTP effect. Paths (i) and (ii)
overlap, but neither one contains the other.
S.:tnce (152) is unqr~"1tical in English, we must assmne, contrary
to (137), that TNS always moves to COMP in English, regardless of whether
Vp is a complete propos!tion or not. We have two choices: we may replace
(137)b with a simple statement that TNS appears in COMP at LF, or we may
maintain (137)b as the unmarked case, and suggest that TNS movement in
English is "granunaticalized", applying even when not obligatory. The
question can be resolved, of course, by looking at other languages.
We stated (137)b as we did, referring to the notion "complete
proposition", because we believe (137)b to be the null hypothesis. t The
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principle that [+tense] TNS must have scope over a predicate and all its
arguments (a "saturated predil...:ate" seems to make sense semantically, and
as a principle of UG. If [+tensel TNS is required to have scope over
elements with null semantic content, such as an expletive subject, the
naturalness of the requirement diminishes. Thus, we suggested (137)b as
the unmarked principle governing the placement of the tense operator. On
the other hand, if a language generally lacks null subjects, as English
doas, it is reasonable to suppose that this general prohibition should be
extended to expletive subjects (though not always, cf. Germani Safir 1982) ,
via an extension of the universal principle governing the movement of TNS.
t'. t •....
Languages with free pronoun drop, like Russian, or with null pronouns
and free inversion, like Italian and Spanish, may be expected to maintain
(!37)b as the sole principle governing TNS movement. In these languages,
no principle forces TNS to move to OOMP when it has scope over a complete
proposition in INFL. In INFL, TNS has scop~ over VP. VP is a complete
proposition when its subject is expletive.
Recall that the unqrammaticality of (152), an English sentence with
a null expletive subject, was due to the overlapping of the path between
INFL and COMP and the infinite path from an expletive subject. The situation
was thus analogo\\s to a CTP effect arising from long WH-movement of a sub-
ject. In the framework of Chomsky (1981b) and our Chapter Two, both CTP
effects and the impossibility of null expletives derived from the ECP
(cf. Pesetsky 1982 for discussion of CTP effects, null expletives and
pronouns in an NIC approach). A subject WH-trace unbound in Sf ana a null
expletive subject are both not properly governed, since they are not locally
coindexed with anything, nor are they lexically governed (by a governor ~
AGR) •
•
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Remember now that we discovered in Chapter Two that a null expletive
Subject. was grammatical in Russian, while lon'J movement of a subject was
not. We ~ere forced to stipulate that expletive elements were not subject
to the ECP in Russian, while they were in English. (We also explored the
possibility that expletives were not subject to the ECP in English, but
that other requirements prevented them from existing; cf. Safir 1982). It
remained a mystery why WH-trace and expletives should differ with respect
to the ECP. We are now in a positio~: to derive this distinction. "ECP
effects", for us, are the result of the interaction of a path created by
TNS movement with other paths. Because of the pee, the paths that interact
with the path created by TNS movement are those that originate in the
subject position. If there is no TNS movement, there will be no ECP effects.
If TNS is not required to move when the subject is expletive, expletive
subjects will not show EC~ effects. We thus derive the distinction between
expletive and non-expletive subjects with respect to the ECP.
More needs to be said, however, about the status of empty subje~ts in
PRO-drop lanquages. We do not pretend to offer a oogent theory of the
"PRO-drop parameter" here, but certain immediate questions arise that
demand an answer.
First, suppose we claim, as we have suggested, that in n language like
Italian, Spanish or Russian, there is n~ path between INFL and COMP when
the subject is expletive. Then in the equivalent of example (152), path
(i) will not exist. If the expletive subject creates an infinite path, as
we argued it does in English, to explain the star on (152), then it will not
violate the pee with respect to any other path in the Italian, Spanish or
Russian equivalent of (152). We are thus free for the moment to suppose
the following path in the Italian equivalent of (152):
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(153) Giovanni [vp ha detto [s,ehe [S [~J [ '[INFL TNS AGR] [vp e
1 2 2 INFL2 2 2
necessaria [S,com~rare questi libri]]]]]]
3
Path Frvm [e]:
So far, so good. If the expletive generates an infinite path in
~talian, as in Enql~.sh, however, we make the wrong prediction with respect
to (154). We give below the paths so far predicted to exist:
(154) nOll [vp SO [S' ehe U.bri. [s [e] [INFL I [INFL TNS JI.GR] [vp e
1 2 1 2 222
~ecessario [s.comprare e.11]]]J
3 -1.
Paths
(ij Between e. and COMP:
-----1.-----
(i i ) From [e] :
Paths (i) and (ii) overlap, and neither one contains the other. The pee
predicts that (154:, is ungramma~ical, if these paths exist. The sentence,
however, is complAtcly qramma leal.
We will tentatively suggest a solution which is for the moment ad hoc,
but .-Ihicll, if ~..I'. e, has interest= -g implications and may resolve certain
p"'obler,lS with Ql1r patlls theory. In particular, it may a),low us to get ric
of the stipulation tha~ only non-A-bovnd empty cat~go~ies create paths.
J .fter we disc1 \sS this solution, we will pick up again the main thread and
3il0W how our theory of expletivAs interacts with the pee theory of coordination
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in a pro-drop language.
We can elimdnate the problem in (154) if we claim that empty
categories only generate infinite paths when i.n the domain of TNS in their
clause. Thus, if the subject of S is empty and expletive, and if TNS thus
does not have to move to COMP, the expletive subject will not generate a
path, since it will not be in the domain of TNS. More specifically, we
might assume the following principle:
(155) An empty category e is visible for the definition of paths if: 21
(i) for P the minimal category dominatin3 e which is a maximal
projection and a complete proposition
(ii) for T the TNS of P
(iii) ~ is in the scope of T
In (154), the minimal complete proposition which is a maximal projectior.
and dominates the expletive [e] is S2. Since [e] is expletive, TN£ does
not have to move to COMP, ana ·[e] does not have to be in the scope of TNS.
It follows that [e] may be invisible for the definition of paths, and that
path (iil -- which caused all the problems -- does not have to exist. Note
that in the English sentence (152) path (ii) must exist, since TNS always
moves to COMP in English, and all subjects of tensed sentences thus count
for the definition of paths.
(155) is troubling because it commits us to saying two separate things
about expletive subjects and the pee. Were it not fGr examples like (154),
we could let expletive null subjects in both English and Italian generate
infinite paths. The only difference between the two languag~s would be
in the status of [+tensel TNS movement to COMP: in English it always applies,
but in Italian it does not have to apply when the subject is expletive.
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(154) forces us to add that when TNS movement does apply, the expletive
null subject also does not generate an infinite path. (Note that TNS move-
ment will fail to apply only with expletive subjects, so the word "expletive"
does not figure in (155).) It is interesting, therefore, to see if (155)
has other consequences.
First, (155) forces us to make a distinction between a clause that
"lacks the TNS node" and a clause that has a TNS node which is negatively
specified for the tense feature. Suppose we were to assume, as we have not,
that infinitives lack a TNS node under INFL. Then it would follow from
(155) that the object of an infinitival verb is never obliged to create a
~ath, when null, since when P is an infinitival S', a null object in P is
not in the scope of any TNS of P. This would be a false conclusion, since
an A-bound empty category in the object position of an infinitive must be
fo~ced to create a path in order to yield fa~Rliliar Crossing contrasts:
(156)a. what subject. do you know [s,who
J
. to talk to e. about e.l
1 -J -1
b.*who. do you know [s,what subject
1
. to talk to e. about e.]J ~ ~
~e therefore conclude that the INFL of an infinitive does contain TNS,
which is, however, negatively specified for the feature [t~nse]:
Since cheese is in the scope of the TNS of S', a non-A-bound empty category
in its place will always generate a path.
Recall that (155) was motivated to get us out of postulating an
infinite path for an expletive subject when TNS does not move to COMP. Now
notice that (155) has produced a further result. (155) singles out two
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sorts of empty categories as exemrt from obligatory path formation. First,
expletive Subjects n~y remain outside the scope of TNS, as we have seen,
and may fail to generate a path when null. Second, while objects in infin-
itival SiS are in the scope of [TNs-tensel, as we have just seen, subjects
of infinitival sentences remain outside the scope of TNS, and thus may also
fail to generate a path.
Now recall that PRO, by the binding theory, is effectively limited
to the subject position of an infinitival S' (or gerund), where it will
lack a governing category. From (ISS) it follows that PRO will not have to
generate a path. So far, we have eliminated PRO from the definition of paths
the ~ame way we have eliminated NP-trace, by restricting path formation to
empty categories that are ~ot A-bound. This is not really adequate, however~
since PRO may be entirely unbound, and be arbitrary in interpretation:
(158) I [vp think [S,that [s [S,PRO to kill tigers] [INFL' [vp is bad]]]]
1 2 2 3 2 2
In (158), PRO should generate ~n infinite path, since it is not A-bound
and has no grammatical antecedent. This would give (158), incorrectly, the
statup of a Subject Condition violation:
(158) Pat:hs
(i) Between INFL2 and COMP of Si..:..
{INFLi'
(ii) From PRO:
The path from PRO overlaps path (i), but neither contains the other. The
PCC is violated, if path (ii) exists. Since (158) i& acceptable, we must
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assume that the empty category PRO does not create a path at all, whether
A-bound or not. This follows as a theorem, it seems, from the Binding
Theory, which limits PRO to the subject of an infinitival 5', and (155),
which allows the empty subject of an infinitival S' to be invisible for
the definition of paths. Recall in this context the fact that PRO, like
expletive subjects, was considered exempt from the E~P of Chomsky (1981a).
Since the ECP is beinq subsumed under the pee, it is an advantage if we
can derive the special status of PRO from an independently necessary
principle.
The stipulation that A-bound empty categories do not create paths
was designed to cover NP-trace as well. The facts about NP-trace do not
follow from (155), and it is worth consider~ng them briefly. Suppose that
NP-trace created a path. Such a path might take one of two forms. Suppose
that it were a path which, like the path from ~~-trace, terminated at the
maximal projection dominating its antecedent. Then simple passives in
tensed sentences would be, incorrectly, excluded, since the path between
an NP-trace and a subject antecedent would overlap the path between INFL
and COMP, and the pee would be violated:
Paths
(i) Between INFL and COMP:
{INFL', S, s·}
(ii) Between e. and John.:
-----1 1-
{vp, INFL', S }
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Alternatively, we might suppose that NP-trace created a pat~, but
that only an A-binder could provide an upper bound to a path, so that an
A-bound empty category like NP-trace would generate an infinite path. This
would solve (159), since path (ii) would now be {vp, INFL', S, S', ... }.
On the other hand, (160) would be incorrectly ruled out:
(160) [S,I wonder [s,what books. [5 John. [INFL' [vp seemed [s ~J.
1 2 1 2 J 22 3
[INFL,to (vp read ~i]]]]]]]]
3 3
Patlls (i) Between INFL2 and COMP of 52-=-
{INFL2 , 52' Si l
(ii) From e. (infinite patt):
J
(iii) Between e. and what books.:
-----1 ].-
{VP3 , INFLj, 53' VP2, INFL2, 52' 5i l
Although the infinite path from the NP-trace overlaps the path between INFL
and COMP, the pee is satisfied there. The pee is violated, however, by tIle
overlapping of the infinite path from the NP-trace and the path created by
WH-·movement paths (ii) and (iii), respectively. They overlap, but
neither contains the other.
We thus conclude that NP-trace does not (have to) generate a path at
all. Recall that an "NP-trace" is simply an empty category that is locally
A-bound by an antecedent in a ~on-e-position. If we do not want to
stipulate in the definition of paths any difference between A- and A-binding,
how can we make NP-trace invisible to the definition? One possibility is
supplied by the fact that an NP-trace and its antecedent or antecedents
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form a chain, which, we have seen, is the unit relevant to the 9~criterion
C'.nd to the Case filter. An NP-trace, unlike any other empty categ,,-,ry wi 11
not head its chain. Limiting path formation to empty categories that head
chains is, perhaps, more natural than limiting it to empty categories that
are not A-bound, since heads of chains appear to figure elsewhere as a
natural class, while not A-bound categories do not:
(161) Definition of Paths (revised: III)
Consider T such that for some index i and chain C:
T = {!I ! is an empty category heading C and indexed i}
(as in (64»22
Before returning to the main thread of thi~ discussion, a final
remark might be made. By assuming the "visibility" principle (155), we
have provided an answer to the problem raiRed by the non-interaction of
expletive subjects and WH-movement in Italian (exampl~ (1=4» which seemR
also to explain why p~o does not show effects of the pee. We noted that
this is the pee version of the question that arises in the framAwork of
;homsky (1981a): why is PRO not subject to the ECP? In Chapter Two we
noted that both PRO and expletive empty categories appear to be exempt from
the ECP. We have now derived both these facts. A further question remains,
however, which may be related. Whay can't an expletive element occur where
PRO c=n? In other words, why can't the ungoverned PRO in (162) act like
e in the Italian examples (153)-(154)?
(162) *it is impossible [s' [SPRO [INFL' [[TNs-tense) to] [vpbe obvious
[s,that John is a fool]]]]]
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We noted that (155) forced us to clai.m that infinitives have a TNS
node, although specified [-tense], as above. Remember that (137)b stated
that [TNS+tensel governs a complete proposition at LF. (137) b WelS, in
effect, a conditional: if TNS is [+tense], then it governs a complete
proposition at LF. Suppose we strengthen (137)b to a biconditional:
(163) TNS governs a complete proposition at LF iff TNS is [+tense]
It follows from (163), but not from (137)b, that [-tense] TNS will
be simply impossible when the subject is expletive. Given (l37)a, it will
appear in Il-._"'L in D-structure, and govern VP. Whether it moves or stays,
it will govern a complete proposition, since VP is a complete proposition
when the subject is expletive. We thus correctly rule out (l62) , independent
of the question of PRO. On the other hand, we now have a problem with
lexical expletive subjects of [-tense] clauses:
(164) John considers [sit to be obvious that he is a fool]
Perhaps VP of S is not complete, because the lexical it bears some sort uf
quasi-a-role, for the purposes of (163). I leave these problems as a
matter for further investigation.
Returning now to our main argument, let us summarize our results so
far. TNS movement appears to show Coordinate Structure Constraint effects,
which we derive from the pee, in (142)-(l44), (145) and (146). The argument
went as follows: while tensed S5 can be conjoined, and infinitival 58 can
be conjoined, and while a tens0d S' and an infinitival S' (with separate
COMPs) ~an be conjoined, a tensed and an infinitival S cannot be conjoined.
Our examples involved tensed Sa with 9-r\arked subjects, forcing TNS to
lllOve to COMP. The movement nf TNS to COMP violate!d the PCC, when it did
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not take place from All conjuncts equally; hence the parallel with other
Coordinate Structllre Constraint and ATB effects.
With the help of principle (ISS) I which appears to solve other
problems for us, we can maintain the position that TNS never has to move
to COMP when the subject is expletive (except in laI,guages like Englieh,
where TNS movement is obligatory). Thus, with respect to TNS movement, in
languages not like English, tensed 5s with expletive subjects have the
status of infinitives. We claimed that TNS movement is the culprit in
the non-ccnjoinability of tensed with infinitival 55 in the examples we
have considered. If this claim is correct, and if TNS does not have to
move to COMP when the subject is expletive, we predict that conjunction
of a tensed S with an infinitival S will be grammatical if the subject of
the tensed S is expletive. This prediction appears to be correct.
First, we must look at a language like Italian or Spanish, in which
TNS movement is not obligatory, to test ti,is prediction. In both languages,
as in English, tensed 5s may be conjoined with tensed Ss, and infinit~val
Ss with infinitival SSe Some speakers find the results somewhat unaccep-
table, but the contrasts we will describe hold for all speakers I have
asked:
(lCS)a. No se ~,que libros [5 [5 leyo Maria] ni [5 Juan comp~o]11
012
I don't know what books re~d Maria nor Juan bought
b. no se [5,que libros [s ~ leer] ni ~ comprar]]]
012
I don't know what books to read nor to buy (Spanish)
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(166)a. non so [s,ehe libri Cg [s Maria leg-gel '" [s Giovanni compra]] ]
012
I don't know what books Maria is reading or Giovanni is buying
b. non so ~,che libri [s [s leggere] 0 [5 comprare]] ]
012
I don't know what books to read or to buy (Italian)
As in English, a tensed 5' may be conjoined with an infinitival 5', perhaps
with some stylistic cl~~iness:
(167) no se [5' £S ,que libros leer) ni [5,que libros compro Juan)]
o 1
I don't know what books to read nor what books bought Juan
(168) non so ~,[s,ehe libri leggere] 0 [s,ehe libri Giovanni ha comprato]1
o 1 2
I don't know what books to read or what books Giovanni has bought
As we expect, a tensed S may not be conjoined with an infinitival
S, when the subject of the tensed S is 9-marked:
(169) *no sf! [s ,que libros [s [s leer) ni (s Juan cumpro]]]
012
I don't know what books to buy or Juan bought
(170) *non so ~.che libri ~ [5 leggere] 0 [5 Giovanni compral)1
012
I don't know what books to read or Giovanni is buying
Finally, as our theory predicts, the ungrammaticality of conjoining
a tensed S with an infinitival disappears when the subject of the tensed
5 is expletive. For some speakers, there ~s some residual unacceptability,
perhaps due to a lack of parallelism, but the sharp cortrast between (169)-
(170) and the following sentences is clear for all speakers:
(171) no s, ~.que libros [5 [5 leer]
o 1
ni [S [~] as necesario [s,que
2
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Juan compre] J] ]
I don't know what books to read nor ~l is necessary that Juan read
(172) ?non so [Slche libri [S [S leggerel 0 [ [el e necessaria
o 1 S2
[5 •comprare ] 1] ]
I don't know what books to read or [e] is necessary to buy
(169)-(170) are ungrammatical for the same reason (144), discussed in (140) I
is out (*I wonder what books to like and you llate). The movement of TNS to
COMP in only one of two conjuncts violates the pee by overlapping and not
being in any containment relation with the path between the conjunction
and conjuncts. In (171)-(172), neither clause contains any movement of
TNS to OOMP: hence no pee violation can result. Notice that the WH-phrase
in COMP in these sentences binds a gap in each conjunct, so it satisfies
the pee.
We take the contraqt just discussed to be strong eviaence for our
23theory of TNS movement. Our theory of TNS movement, in turn, supports
our constant hypothesis that the INFL-COMP relationship has the properties
of the relationship between an empty category and an A-binder. If this
hypothesis is true, then our derivation of the basic ECP effects and Sub-
ject Condition effects from the same constraint that explains Crossing
effects acquires great plausibility.
In addition, this contrast supports the claim that TNS movement is
indeed sub;ect to the effects vf Ross's Coordinate Structure Constraint.
This in turn indirectly supports our contention in the previous section
(3.2) that the non-redundant part of this constraint should be reduced to
the pee. In the previous section we showed that if TNS movement is subject
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to the Coordinate Structure Constraint, then the pee derivation of Ross's
constraint (but not Ross's constraint itself) ~xplains the subject/ob~ect
asymmetries in ATB constructions discovered by Williams. In this section
we have showed that TNS movement must bt! subject to the effects of Ross's
constraint for independent reasons, thereby supporting our analysis in
the previous section, and our derivation of Ross's constraint.
Finally, a reminder that technical problems in our argument led us
to postulate principle (155), which held that empty categories not in the
domain of tense in a particular domain are not visible for the definition
of paths. This principle, it appears, allows us to ~liminate th~ stipulation
that only non-A-bound empty categories generate paths -- itself a step
forward.
~endix to 3.3
We have shown that expletive empty subjects in languages like Italian
do not have to generate paths because they are not necessarily in the scope
of the TNS of their S. In this they contrast with subjects that are A-bound
by an operator -- for example, the trace at LF of the quantifier nessuno
'noone', diecussed by Rizzi (1982). Like French personne, dicussed in
Chapter Two, ~~ as subject cannot have scope outside its S, a straight-
forward subject/object assymatry captured by the pee, subsuming the ECP.
There is another type of empty subject in Italian and Spanish that
our theory does not shed any light on as yet. This is the empty subject
that is interpreted as a definite pronoun:
(173) [S'(5[8] [INFL'[vpmangia i macaroni]]]
he/$he/it eats the maca ~~oni
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The subject in such co~structions appears to act as if it bore the a-role
assigned by VP, since sentences like (173) cannot be conjoined with an
infinitive. TNS apparently must move to have scope over the subject.
(174)-(175) are as bad as (169)-(170):
(174) *no se ~.que libros [s ~ leer] ni [s [~] compro]]]
012
I don't know what books to read nor he/she/it bought
(175) *non so [s,che libri ~ [5 leggere] 0 [s [~] comprall]
012
I don't know what books to read or he!she/'i t is buying
We have nothing intelligible to say about such "null prono\Uls" here. In
this study, we will simply stipulate that such empty categories, perhaps
bound, as Safir (1982) suggests, by a null clitic, count as lexical pronouns
for the definition of paths, and therefore do not create any paths.
In (171)-(172), the complement of the predicate meaning 'necessary·
is an S', which, as we have seen, does not require Case. In Spanish and
Italian, complements and subjects can occur non-initially which do require
Case. It is generally assumed that they receive Case, perhaps directly by
transmission from the subject position, via cosuperscripting, as suggested
by Chomsky (1981a):
(174) non so che libri [s (~J i compra Giovanni~
I don't know what books buys Giovanni
What is the status of the cosu~erscripted empty subject. For the purposes
of pattl construction, it appears to act like a lexical subject.. First f
(174) shows that (~Ji must not generate an infinite path, since this would
overlap the path created by WH-movement, and violate the pee (cf. our
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discussion of (154». Second, the evidence from conjunction shows that TNS
i
moves to COMP to have scope over [~] :
(175) *no s~ [S,que libros. [5 [5 leer el] ni [s [~]i fueran comprados e~]]
J 0 1 -J 2 -J
I don't know what books to read nor were bought
i i(176) *non so [s,ehe libri. [s [8 leggere e.] 0 [5 [_e] sone comprati e.]]
J -J 2 -Jo 1
As with null pronouns considered above, we will simply stipulate that
these empty subjects do not count as empty categories for path construction.
Why and how, we leave for further investigation.
Before leaving this topic, it is worth noting that evidence from
parasitic gaps provide some, rather paradoxical, evidence that the subject
in (175)-(176) does bear the a-role of the inverted subject. Such subjects
· h· d· · · 24appear to count for t e ant~-c-comman requ1rement on paras1t~c gaps:
(177)a. quanti. ne avevano catalogati e., senza che tu Ii avesi Ietti
~ -1.
how many of them have they filed without you having read them
b. quanti. ne avevano catalogati e., senza che tu avesi letto e.
~ -1 -1
how many of them have they filed without you having read
(178)a. quanti. ne erano stati catalogati e., senza che tu Ii avesi letti
1. -1.
how many of them were filed without you having read them
b.*quanti. ne erano stati catalogati e., senza che tu avesi letta e.
1 -1 -1
how many of them were filed without you having read
Chomsky (1981a) argues for a cosuperscripting relation in structures
like (174)-(176), whick links the postverba1 subject with the subject
position without locally A-binding it and violating principle C of the
Binding Theory. On the other hand, (178)b is presumably ruled out, like
its English counterpart, because the parasitic gap, the object of letto
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is locally A-bound by the subject. We know, from (177)b, that the object
of catalogati does not A-bind it.
If the parasitic gap is locally A-bound by the preverbal subject
position, it is not clear why the postverbal subject is not also locally
A-bound from this position; the parasitic gap should be able to be coindexed
with the postverbal subject without bearing any relation relevant for
principle C to the subject position. We leave this puzzle, like the others,
for future research. 25 ,26
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4.0 Multiple Gaps, the PCC and Subjacency
In this section, we develop a general theory of multiple gap
constructions, extending the analysis of Chomsky (1981b) in the light of
the pee. We will use the term "multiple gaps" to ~efer to gaps that
share a local binder: thus, in our analysis, both the "parasitic gaps"
of Taraldsen and Engdahl and the ATB gaps of Williams are nmultiple gaps".
This section is devoted to showing that this unification of parasitic
and ATB gaps in one theory is correct, and to exploring the theoretical
consequences of a general theory of multiple gaps. In this, we differ
from Taraldsen, Engdahl and Chomsky, who all assume or argue that
parasitic gaps and ATB gaps are essentially different phenomena. We
have assumed throughout that UG treats the mUltiple gaps in both of
these constructions exactly the same way. They generate the same kinds
of paths, subject to the pce. The special properties of mUltiple gaps
in conjoined structures arose from one hypothesis only: that a path
exists between a conjunction and its conjuncts.
In 4.1, we discuss in more detail the apparent differences between
the two constructions that have been noted by Engdahl and Chomsky, and
show how the pee theory explains them. In 4.2, we outline Chomsky's
(1981b) analysis of the parasitic gap construction: in particular, how
parasitic gaps become A-bound, and how they interact with the sUbjacency
condition. In 4.3, we introduce a new (apparent) difference between
parasitic gaps and ATB gaps: parasitic gaps appear to violate sUbjacency
freely, but ATB gaps in the normal case seem to obey the subjacency
condition. We pres~nt an extension of Chomsky's analysis that explains
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this difference. We suggest that our explanation provides significant
evidence about the levels at which the pee applies, and about the nature
of the sUbjacency condition and of Move a. We develop this theme in the
following sections.
Some evidence for our approach to ATB gaps is provided in 4.4 by
comparing our analysis with others that have appeared in the literature.
Chomsky and Lasnik (1977), followed by George (1980) and Sjoblo.rn(1980),
suggest that there are no ATB exceptions to the Coordinate Structure
Constraint: apparent multiple gaps in conjoined structures actually arise
by the deletion under identity of A-binders and other material in the
separate conjuncts. Williams (1978) suggests a special three-dimensional
structure for conjoined constituents, and a condition on joint factorization
that yields the Coordinate Structure Constraint and the ATB exceptions.
We show that the appearance of Coordinate Structure Constraint effects
and ATB exceptions in parasitic gap structures argue against both these
analyses, and for our unified theory. Our arguments shed further light
on the levels at which the pee and the sUbjacency constraint apply. In
4.5 we show that our theory links two issues: (1) does Move ~ allow
for the simultaneous factorization of more than one element? (2) is
subjacency a condition on Move a or a condition on representations at
some level? We argue that if the answer to (1) is no, then subjacency
is a condition on representations, but if the answer to (1) is yes,
then subjacency may t.e a condition on Move a. We discuss these alter-
natives, but leave the issue open.
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4.1 A Unified Theory of Multiple Gap Constructions
As has been frequently noted, the study of empty categories is of
more than technical interest. Phonologically null elements are not
observable in the stream of speech. A child learning his language cannot
induce their existence from what he hears. To the extent to which they
can be shown to have significant properties, these properties must
reflect something of the innate knowledge the child has of grammar,
independent of anything he learns about his particular language. As
we suggested in Chapter Two, the existence of empty categories and their
nature derives largely from the Projection Principle, from the theory
of c-selection, and from the binding theory and other subtheories of
grammar. The Projection Principle and c-selection contribute to
determining the distribution and properties of empty categories by
uti~izing lexical information that the child might acquire partially
from experience. The use to which the grammar puts this information, in
determining the empty categories, cannot possibly be learned by any
primary experience.
This argument holds with even greater force, if such is possible,
for multiple gap constructions. As Chomsky (1981b) notes, in discussing
parasitic gap constructions, multiple gaps are always rather marginal.
It is impossible to b~lieve that any facts about the properties of
parasitic gap constructions are learned by experience, given the
unlikelihood of such structures occurring in the primary linguistic data.
Surely the properties of these constructions must result from independently
specified principles of universal grammar.
Chomsky makes a further point about parasitic gap constructions,
which we consider important and wish to elaborate. Even if parasitic qaps
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did not exist, the otller known phenomel1a of natural language, because
of their surface varif~ty and complexity, lead us to posit a rich system of
interacting principle!; and subtheories, whose independent operation and
interaction can yield the pattern of phenomena that W~ find. Thus, in
Chapter Two, the interaction of a Case theory, a government theory for
empty categories (replaced now by the pee), the Projection Principle and
a theory of c-selection all contributed to the explanation for the odd
distribution of quant:ificational constructions. Ideally, we expect these
principles and subtheories to be extremely simple and natural: a normal
scientific assumption. It is possible, for example, that UG will
specifically provide for variable binding, as an aspect of the mental
representation of quantification. One might expect some principles of
UG to refer to variables. This is not a sine qua non, but s~ems
reasonable. Similarly, UG might provide for bound anaphora, and include
some principles determining where anaphora is possible and where it is
impossible. A child learning English, then, might be expected to
figure out from context that himself is a reflexive anaphor. This
information immediately indicates what principles of UG are relevant to
himself, and the child knows the properties of himself.
On the other hand, as Chomsky notes, it is unlikely, from any point
of view, that UG contains special principles governing parasitic gaps.
For one thing, parasitic gaps are clearly not a sine qua non of natural
language. In most contexts, as Engdahl discuss~s, they are replaceable
by a pronoun:
(l79)a.
b.
the article that I filed e without reading e
the article that I filed e without reading it
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There is no functional motivation for their existence, to be sure. For
these reasons, we may consider a theory that does not have to specify
the properties of parasitic gaps to have the advantage over one that does.
It is an advantage of a theory incorporating the 8-criterion and Projection
Principle, for example, that the anti-c-command requirement on parasitic
gaps, discussed several times above, does not have to be stated. It
is an advantage of a theory in which lexical insertion is optional that
the existence of parasitic gaps does not have to be stipulated: we
expect empty categories to be freely generable. Similarly, it is an
advantage of a theory incorporating the pec (or Kayne's KECP) that we
do not have to specify the conditions under which the SUbject Condition
can be violated in parasitic gap constructions.
A similar, more subtle argument applies to mUltiple gap constructions
in coordinate structures -- so-called ATB gaps. Consider Ross's
original discussion of the Coordinate Structure Constraint. Williams
(1977) notes that his constraint (cf. our (99)) could be rephrased to
take into account the ATB exceptions: uIf a rule applies into a coordinate
structure, then it must affect all conjuncts of that structure." This
is an essentially adequate statement of some of the facts of the matter,
ignoring the subject-object asymmetries later discovered by Williams
himself (1978), and ignoring the distinction between A- and A-binding
that seems relevant.
Nonetheless, this Coordinate Structure Constraint is just the sort
of principle we do not hope to find in UG. For one thing, in allowing
ATB exceptions, it is cc"mpletely unlike any other "locali ty I)rinciples"
(Koster 1978b) that we know of. Compounding a Coordinate Structure
constraint violation makes the structure better; compounding a subjacency
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or Binding Theory violation does not generally improve anything.
Furthermore, Ross's constraint has no obvious connection with any
intrinsic property of conjunctions. In this, it is unlike, for example,
the Binding Theory as it applies to anaphors. Anaphors must be bound,
for semantic reasons; it is not surprising, though not inevitable, that
UG should guide and limit the possibilities for binding. On the ot~er
hand, nothing about conjunction leads us to expect that ~xtraction from
a conjoined structure should be limited, and in such a curious way_
When a child learns "and is a conjunction", UG tells him what a conjunction
is. Other properties of UG may dictate what can be conjoined, and when.
It would be odd (though not impossible) if UG also assigned completely
wild properties to conjoined structures: why doesn't UG restrict extraction
from clauses containing anaphors?
Finally, extraction from a conjoined structure appears to be
possible when a multiple-gap configuration of a certain kind is present.
We no more expect such ATB multiple gaps to be governed by special
principles of UG than we expect parasitic gaps to be. Chomsky's arguments
about parasitic gaps apply to ATB gaps as well.
For all these reasons, it is good to assume that the correct theory
of UG will not contain special principles concerning extraction from
coordinate structures. Rather, the best theory will derive the Coordinate
Structure Constraint effects from some intrinsic property of
conjunctions, the most general theory of multiple gaps (one which says
nothing at all about them), and other general principles. The PCC theory
has these properties. By contrast, Ross's constraint, or the special
three-dimensional notation and conditions on analyzability of Williams
(1979), stipulate something special about conjoined structures, and
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are thus less plausible candidates for UG. We shall show later that
Williams' theory, though extremely elegant, also has some empirical
defects, when extended as needed to handle parasitic gaps.
Let us mention another approach to the problem, which dates at
least to Chomsky and Lasnik (1977). The Coordinate Structure Constraint
(as revised by Williams (1977» is, as we have said, unlike other known
principles of UG, because it stipulates that extraction from a conjunct
is ungrammatical unless the violation is compounded in each conjunct.
The constraint would look much more like other locality conditions if
. ,
there were no ATB exceptions. This approach would leave us with an ad
hoc condition for the moment, but would suggest the possibility of
collapsing it with other known constraints,like sUbjacency. Chomsky
and Lasnik's proposal will also be considered later. Assume for now
that multiple gaps do improve Coordinate Structure Constraint violations
that ATB constructions exist.
Now let us consider Engdahl's suggestion that the ATB construction
falls under a different theory than parasitic gaps. She presents two
arguments to support this claim, both of which disappear on a pee
account.
At first sight, the most compelling has to do with optionality of
the mUltiple gaps. We have already seen in (179)b that gaps in parasitic
gap constructions may be replaced by a pronoun. While there are sometimes
slight differences in acceptability that depend on which gap is replaced
by a pronoun, discussed by Engdahl, the result seems generally good, if
one remaining gap does not violate subjacency. Similarly, all the gaps
may be replaced by pronouns. The result is as acceptable as any other
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English sentence with a resumptive pronoun:
(180) the article' that r'm sure you filed it without reading it
In a coordinate structure, however, where each conjunct contains a
gap, replacing some proper subset of the gaps with resumptive pronouns
always results in ungrammaticality. Only if all gaps are replaced with
27
resumptive pronouns is the result fairly acceptable:
(lal)a. a man who I consider ~ pleasant and you regard ~ as annoying
b. *a man who I consider him pleasant and you regard ~ as annoying
c. *a man who I consider ~ pleasant and you regard him as annoying
d. a man who I consider him pleasant and you regard him as annoyin~
Engdahl argues that in the parasitic gap constructions, where only
one gap is necessary for grammaticality, it makes sense to call other
gaps parasitic. What is more, we can distinguish possible "real gaps",
which obey subjacency, from doubtlessly parasitic gaps, which do not.
In ATB constructions, however, Engdahl claims that it makes no sense
to ask which gaps are parasitic and which are created by movement,
because they are all necessary to grammaticality. The status of this
argument is unclear. In any case, the important contrast between (179)-
(180) and (181) is straightforwardly accounted for by the pee, on the
assumption that the multiple gaps in the two constructions have the
same properties ..
We must simply assume that resumptive pronouns do not generate
paths something which follows from our definition of paths. This is
unquestionably true in other cases where we have invoked paths and the
pee. Resumptive pronouns do not, for example, show CTP effects or Subject
Condition effects, indicating that they produce no path that interacts
with the path between INFL and COMP:
(l82)a. *the man that I think that ~ likes Mary
b. the man that I think that he likes Mary
c. *the man who for John to praise ~ would surprise Mary
d. the man who for John to praise him would surprise Mary
Similarly, a resumptive pronoun cannot "save" a sentence from
showing Subject Condition effects, unlike an empty category. That is,
there is no unified path between ~, him and COMP in (183)b, so that
(183)b has the same status as (182)c:
(183)a. ?a man who I think that close friends of e admire e
b. *a man who I think that close friends of e admire him
A resumptive pronoun shows no Crossing Effects:
(l84)a. *John, who. I know what book. to persuade e. to read e.
1 J ~ J
b. John, who. know what book. to persuade him. to read e.
1. J 1 J
Notice that whether a gap is obligatory, optional, or impossible
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is only a superficial issue. The real question is whether the presence
of the path produced by a gap saves a sentence from violating the PCC,
is irrelevant to the pec, or causes a sent~nce to violate the pee. In
(182), a gap is impossible, because its presence would violate the pee,
In (183), a gap is obligatory, because only its presence prevents the
pee from being violated. In (184), a gap is impossible, or else the
PCC is violated. In parasitic gap constructions like (179), a gap is
optionaJ, since the pee is not violated with it or without it. In
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coordinate structures like (181), a gap must be present in all conjuncts
or no conjuncts, to avoid violating the pee. The real issue is tIle PCC,
a principle of UG, and not the apparent obligatoriness, impossibility or
optionality of a gap_
Furthermore, we have seen nothing so far to support the assumption
that ATB constructions are intrinsically different from parasitic gap
constructions, except insofar as they contain one additional path
created by conjuncLion. Even the question of the optionality of gaps
offers no evidence for this distinction. (IS3) shows a parasitic gap
construction in which a gap is "obligatory"; (179)-(180) shows a
parasitic gap construction in which a gap is "optional". The superficial
distinction between obligatory and optional gaps cuts across tile alleged
distinction between parasitic gap and ATB constructions, and derj.ves
in any case from the pee.
Chomsky (1981b, note 40) notes a second specific property of ATB
constructions, namely the apparent "parallelism" requirement, or "subject-
object asymmetry", discussed above in connection with (124)b, (128),
(131) and (132), repeated below:
(185)a. John, who Bill saw e and Mary likes ~
b. John, who e saw Bill and e likes Tom
c. *John, who Bill saw e and e likes Mary
d. John, who Bill likes e and we hope ~ will win
We have shown, however, that this paradigm follows immediately from the
pee, if the path created by TNS movement between INFL and COMP is subject
to the pee, as it must be. (185) is thus explained, and does not support
an intrinsic difference between the constructions.
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In general, the pee appears to contribute to a general theory of
multiple gap constructions that make~ no distinction between ATB and
parasitic gap constructions. By Occam's razor, at least, the pee account
seems preferable to a theory in which special princi.ples account for ATB
constructions. We will shortly return to a differenr ~e~ween ATB and
parasitic gap constructions that is more difficult to explain away than
those we have ~~nsidered. First, let us consider in greater detail
Chcmsky's analysis of the parasitic gap construction, which will lead us
to a necessary discussion of the subjacency condition.
4.2 Chomsky's Analysis of Parasitic GaEs 28
Chomsky's (198lb) analysis of parasitic gaps, like Taraldsen's and
Engdahl's, alleges a distinction between "real gaps", which stand in the
relationship Move a to their antecedents, and "parasitic gaps", which
acquire antecedents as the result of another type of linking. Before
considering this distinction further, let us examine the properties of
the relaLionship called Move a in Chomsky's approach.
Recall that the level of D-structure is by definition a pure
representation of the relation GF-8. It is a level at which each
e-position is occupied by an argument and each argument occupie5 a
a-position. The a-criterion is always satisfied by arguments at D-structure.
At S-structure, arguments may bp assigned to non-a-positions, and
e-positions may be occupied by non-arguments. The 9-criterion rna, be
satisfied at S-structure by chains which contain an argument, where the
argument does not necessarily occupy the e-position.
The mapping between D-structure and S-structure, so described, is
characterized by the rule Move Q. The rule Move a, in the framework of
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Chomsky (1981a), has three characteristic properties: 29
(1) Move a relates two positions.
(2) The category in the antecedent position does not bear an
independent e-role.
(3) The subjacency condition is obeyed obligatorily.
Much of our argument will concern property (1), which plays no central
role in Chomsky's discussion, but is extremely important to us. Note
that property (2) derives from the 9-criterion and the Projection
Principle, with the definition of c-command and the Binding Theory giving
content to the notion "antecedent position". (One position must
c-command the other; the one that does is the antecedent.) Property
(3) states that Move a falls under Bounding Theory.
For our pu~poses, we may assume a fourth property -- that the non-
antecedent is an empty (that is, phonologically null) category. Not
all relationships between two positions, one of which is empty, fall
under Move a. Chomsky demonstrates that the relationship between the
ungoverned empty category PRO and its antecedent does not show properties
(2) and (3). The same is true for property (1). The binding of PRO
falls under Control Theory. Control Theory may relate several positions:
PRO may have split antecedents:
(186) John. told Mary. that it would be hard PRO.. to see each other ..
1. J 1,J 1,J
PRO's antecedents may be non-subjacent and in a a-position:
(187) Maryi regrets [NP the fact [5' that it will be impossible PRO i
to find herself. a job in New York]]
1
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The properties (1)-(3) are diagnostic of Move a, but are not
necessarily exclusive to Move a, in Chomsky's theory. Parasitic gaps are
a case in point: they show property (2), but not property (1) or property
(3). A set of parasitic gaps is a set of gaps that share a local
binder. If any gap, parasitic or otherwise, is bound from an A-position
bearing a a-role, it will enter into a chain with its binder. If the
gap bears a e-role, then the e-criterion will be violated. 3D Thus
parasitic gaps must show property (2), for the same reason other gaps
that are arguments do:
(188) *John. objected to e. (in order to punish e.)
1. -1 -1
On the other hand, the relation of a binder to a set of parasitic gaps
is one-many, violating (1) trivially. Finally, as we have seen, the
relation between a parasitic gap and its antecedent may violate
subjacency:
(189)a.
b.
John, who [ the man [ • who liked ell had to destroy e~ S -
the article that I pub1ish~d e without meeting [ the person
NP
[s' who wrote ~]]
Suppose we take property (3), obligatory obedience to subjacency,
as being definitive of Move a, unlike (2). (We continue to delay
discussion of (1).) It follows then that the relationship between non-
subjacent, ~arasitic gaps and their A-binder in sentences like (189)a-):
is not Move Q. Rather, parasitic gaps become bound by their A-binder
as the result of some other process that coindexes them.
But now a new question arises: if a coindexing process that is
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not Move a and does not obey sUbjacency can link an empty category with a
binder, why is the subjacency constraint observable? In other words,
suppose that a parasitic gap is coindexed with an A-binder by means of
a rule R which does not obey subjacency. Why isn't (190) a grammatical
output of rule R?
(190) *an article that. I met [ the person [5' who wrote etl ]
~ ~ ~
This is the "licensing" problem raised by Engdahl. Non-subjacent,
parasitic gaps can only exist if they are "licensed" by a sUbjacent gap --
in short, if the A-binder of the parasitic gap is in the Move a relation-
ship with some other empty category, as in (l89)a-b.
Chomsky solves the problem as follows. With Taraldsen, he assumes
that parasitic gaps are null pronominals in D-structure. The existence
of such null pronominals is the null hypothesis: if phonological content
is optional, we expect null elements to function freely as arguments
at D-structure, if they properly satisfy the Binding Conditions and other
conditions at S-structure and at LF. These null pronominals become
A-bound at S-structure, as we have indicated, by an indexing rule. Again
the null hypothesis is that coindexing at S-structure is free. To
avoid (190), however, Chomsky suggests that coindexing at S-structure only
applies to A-positions. In order to generate (190), we must coindex ~
with that; since that is in an A-position, this is impossible at S-structure.
A-positions are coindexed with A-positions by Move ~, however_
If Move a applies from an A-position into an A-position, as with WH-
movement, then the A- and A-positions will be coindexed at S-structure.
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Now suppose a sentence in which such movement occurs also has a null
pronominal. The null pronominal can~ot be directly coindexed with the
A-binder, as we have seen. It can, however, be coindexed with the A-bound
trace of the A-binder. By transitivity of indexing, it is thus bound by
the A-binder. In other words, only when a potential A-binder is already
coindexed with an A-position at S-structure -- and movement is the only
procedure that can effect this -- can a null pronominal acquire the index
of the A-binder, by coindexation with the bound A-position. Thus
Chomsky solves the licensing problem.
A number of new problems arise, however, on this solution. First,
why must null pronominals eventually be coindexed with an A-binder?
That is, why can't they pick their own index freely, or appear coindexed
with another NP that is not A-bound?
(191)a. *John. bought e.
1 -J
b. *John bought the book. and Mary bought e. too
~ -1
Chomsky relates this problem to the general problem of "pro-drop" phenomena.
Roughly speaking, an empty category needs to be "identified" (in something
like the sense of Jaeggli 1980) in order to function as an argument at
some particular level. Control Theory performs the necessary indentification
for PRO. The trace of a clitic is identified by the clitic. A variable
is identified by its A-binder, which assigns it features and determines
its range. In (191), the null pronominals are not identified in English,
although they might be identified in languages like Russian or Japanese,
where sentences parallel to (191) (or homonymous with their equivalents)
are granunatical. Note that if we idenfity e, by control theory, and
-],.
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call it PRO, it will be ruled out by the Binding Theory in (191).
Another problem has to do with resumptive pronouns, which may be
locally A-bound and violate subjacency, but do not require a licensing
31gap created by movement:
(192) an articlei thati I met [NP the person [s' who wrote it i ]
If only A-positions are coindexed at S-structure, how do it and that
-
come to be coindexed in (192)? Chomsky proposes that A- as well as
A-positions are subject to free coindexation at LF. The identification
requirement on empty categories will then have to operate before LF,
to prevent a gap in the position of it in (192). Thus:
(193) S-structure: free indexing of A-positions
identification requirement
LF: free indexing of all positions (A and A)
The ordering in (193) also accounts for why movement rules of LF,
like the rule that moves a Wh-in-situ into COMP (Aoun, Hornstein and
Sportiche 1981; cf. Chapter Five), do not license parasitic gaps. That
is, (194)a is ungrammatical even if it has an LF representation like
(194)b:
(194)a. * [S' who l' [ e, filed what article, without reading e,l5-1. ] -J
b. [5' who. what article, [s e, filed e. without reading e.l
1 ] -1 -J -J
The S-structure represented in (194)a fails the identification requirement
for e" in the same way the empty categories in (191) fail.
-J
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Alternatively, we might propose that LF contains no free indexing.
Robert May (personal communication) has pointed out that resumptive
pronouns are much more acceptable in relative clauses than in questions,
1 · 1· h 32at east 1n Eng 15 :
(l95)a. this book, that I think Sue left it on the bed
b.??what book do you think Sue left it on the bed
If this is the case, we might suppose that resumptive pronouns are
coindexed, not with a WH-phrase, but rather with the head of a relative
clause (as suggested by Chomsky (1981b, note 14), following suggestions
of Williams). The resumptive pronoun ends up coindexed with the WH-phrase
because the Wh-phrase undergoes a later predication rule (cf. Chomsky
1977) that coindexes it with the head of the relative. This view is
supported by the fact that resumptive pronouns are impossible in cases
where the predication rule applies to only a piece of the A-binder in
COMP, as with pied-piping of NPs:
(196)a. John, who. I'm sure that he. will come
1 1
b. *John, whose mother. I'm sure that she. will come
~ 1
c. *John, pictures of whom. I'm sure that they. are on sale cheap
1 1
If there is no coindexing of A-positions, but only coindexing with the
head of a relative, perhaps at S-structure, we can explain the impossibility
of (196)b-c, since ~he cannot be coindexed with John and yield the correct
interpretation. We must assume that coindexation by the head of a
relative clause does not identify an empty category. This would yield
a simpler picture that (193), although it· is not clear which picture is
...,.;.
~,~
the null hypothesis, in default of powerful arguments for one or the
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other:
(197) S-structure: free indexing of A-positions
identification requirement
LF: ------------ (for present purposes)
In any case, limiting free indexing to A-positions at S-structure
has the desired result in parasitic gap constructions. A parasitic gap,
violating subjacency, can only appear if its A-binder also binds a gap
created by Move a, which must obey subjacency. As a consequence, among
each set of gaps that share an A-binder, one gap at least must obey
subjacency. This is true, not only in examples like (190), but also
in examples like:
(198)a. *the article that John filed [ the review [s' that I wrote of
NP
~]] without meeting [NP the person [5' who edited~]]
b. *John, who [NP people [Sf who like ell admire [NP the things
[ !!]] 33Sf that I say about
Notice that nothing in Chomsky's analysis of parasitic gaps ever forces
more than one gap to obey sUbjacency. This will be important in the next
section, where we discuss a problem for our pee and the general theory of
multiple gap constructions.
4.3 Subjacency and the pee
We have argued that nothing except the path created by conjunctioll
distinguishes parasitic gap constructions from ATB constructions. At
first sight, however, there is an important difference between the two
constructions. In the ATB construction, all the gaps must obey
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subjacency:
(199)a. a book that John [read e] and [disapproved of ~]
b. *a book that John [read e] and [disapproved 'of [ the man
- NP
[Sf who reviewed~] ] ]
c. *a book that John [read [NP the advertisement [Sf that I wrote
for ~]] and [disapproved of ~]
d. *a book that John [read [NP the advertisement [5' that I wrote
for ~]] and [disapproved of [NP the man [s' who reviewed ~]
Nothing so far accounts for this fact. We expect (199)d, where all
gaps violate subjacency, to be ungrammatical. Nothing yet explains why
(199)b-c, where one gap obeys subjacency, should also be ungrammatical.
One gap should derive by Move a, and the other gap by free coindexation
at S-structure, if ATB gaps are no different from parasitic gaps.
stmilarly, the pee makes no distinction among the sentences of (199),
as things stand. In each sentence, a path should run between the A-binder
in COMP and all the gaps in all the conjunct:s, which should contain the
path created by conjunction.
This problem is not specific to ATB constructions, however. Cunsider
the examples discussed in section 2 (and (183) above), in which a gap
inside a subject is "saved" from the pee by a lower gap in object position.
To our ears, only the gap inside the SUbject can violate sUbjacency.
The "saving" gap cannot:
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(200)a. John, whoi [SI for you to visit ~i] would encourage ~i
b. John, who. [NP people [s' who know e.]] like e.
1 -1-~
c. *John, who i [Sf for you to visit ~] would encourage [NP people
[5' who support e.l ]
-1
d. *John, who i [NP people [5' who know eil] like [NP articles
[Sf that I write about e.]]
-].
The crucial sentence is (200)c. In (200)a, neither gap violates subjacency.
In (200)b, the gap inside the subject violates subjacency, but the saving
gap does not. In (200)c, the gap inside the subject does not violate
sUbjacency (unless S' is dominated by NP), but the object gap does. In
(200)d, both gaps violate subjacency. We can explain all the judgments
except (200)c: since one gap obeys subjacency, why it is ungrammatical?
The problem noted in (199) thus seems to cut across the distinction
between parasitic gaps and ATB gaps, and suggests an explanation that has
nothing to do with this distinction. Instead, let us ask what the
constructions in (199) and in (200) have in common.
We have already had occasion to link these two constructions in
section 4.1 (examples (181) and (183». There we noted that in each of
these constructions one of the gaps is obligatory, if another gap is
present. In the ATB construction, the pee tells us that if one gap is
found free in one conjunct, all the other conjuncts must contain gaps
as well. In the construction in (200), the PCC tells us that if the
subject contains a gap, there must be another gap further down the tree
to save it.
In the unexpectedly bad ATB sentences (199)b-c, and in the
unexpectedly bad parasitic gap sentence (200)0, the gap that violates
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subjacency is a gap which is crucial to qrammaticality under the pce.
In all the other cases in which a non-subjacent gap is possible, as in
(200)b, that gap is not crucial to the pcc. We proved this earlier by
noting what happens if these gaps are replaced by resumptive pronouns.
In (199)b-c and (200)c, the sentence becomes ungrammatical. In (200)b,
the sentence remains acceptable.
Suppose we decide that this is what is at stake. In other words,
suppose that the following is a fact about UG:
(201) An empty category E must be subjacently bound in a sentence S
if S would violate the pee without E.
This captures the facts of (199)-(200) at the descriptive level. We might
equally well state that "if a gap is in a position where it cannot be
replaced by a resumptive pronoun, it must obey subjacency".
Thus, in the ATB constructions of (199), no proper subset of the
gaps may be replaced by resumptive pronouns (or other lexical NPs).
Therefore, these gaps must obey subjacency. In other words, (202)a
(= (199)c) is ungrammatical because (202)b is ungrammatical: 34
(202)a. *a book that John [read [NP the advertisement [Sf that I wrote
for ~l])) and [disapproved of ~2]
b. *a book that John [read [NP the advertisement [5' that I wrote
for it]]] and [disapproved of e]
Similarly, in the parasitic gap construction of (20D), the gap
inside the subject position, but not the saving object gap, may be
replaced by a resumptive pronoun (cf. (183»). It follows that the gap
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inside the subject may be non-subjacent, but the saving gap must be
subjacent. In other words, (203)a-b are grammatical for the same reason,
and (204)a is ungrammatical because (204)b is ungrammatical:
(203)a.
b.
John, who [ p people [5' who know ell like eN --
John, who [NP people [Sf who know him]] like e
(204)a. *John, who [Sf for you to visit e] would encourage [NP people
[S' who support ~]]
b. *John, who [5' for you to visit e] would encourage [NP people
[5' who support him]]
How is a non-subjacent empty category like a resumptive pronoun?
To answer this riddle, recall why the resumptive pronouns in (202)b and
(204)b result in ungrammaticality. We claimed in 4.1 that resumptive
pronouns, like all lexical categories, do not generate paths. As a
result, (202)b contains a path from a gap in one conjunct to its A-binder
that overlaps the path between the conjunction and the conjuncts; it
violates the pee. Similarly, the path from inside the subject in (204)b
overlaps the path between INFL and COMP, also violating the pce. (202)b
is a normal Coordinate Structure Constraint effect, and (204)b is a normal
Subject Condition effect.
The data we have been examining show that non-subjacent empty
categories behave like rasumptive pronouns, which do not create paths.
We thus conclude that non-subjacent empty categories also do not create
paths, at one level of representation, at least. The rest of this chapter
is devoted to fleshing out this proposal and to exploring its consequences
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for the general theory.
Let us speculate, then, that there is a level at which the pee applies,
at which an empty category is an element that stands in the relation Move a
to its antecedent. The defining property of Move a is obligatory
obedience to subjacency. Thus, the pee will, at this level, see only
paths from subjacent empty categories. At this level, the PCC will
rule out (202)a as a Coordinate Structure Constraint effect, and (200)c
as a Subject Condition effect, exactly as desired.
This solution has many consequences for the status of Move ~, paths
and the pee:
First, it leads us to ask more generally at what level or levels the
pee applies. We have tacitly assumed that it applies at LF, because the
ECP, which it largely subsumes, applies at LF ( as discussed in Chapter
Two). We have just argued that the pee applies at a level at which only
subjacent gaps count. We will shortly argue that it also applies at a
level at which both subjacent and non-subjacent gaps count. Can we
identify the former level with S-structure, and the latter with LF?
Second, if there is a level at which multiple gaps are all subject
to subjacency, and if subjacency is a defining property of Move a, can
we conclude that Move a applies simultaneously to more than a pair of
positions? If so, this would deny property (1) of Move a, discussed in
the preceding section. It would also follow that not all parasitic gaps
must be derived by coindexation at S-structure.
In the next section, we deal with the first of these issues. We
will present our argument that the PCC applies at two levels as a result
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of considering some alternative analyses of ATB phenomena. In 4.5, we
turn to the second of these issues, and discuss the status of property (1)
of Move a.
4.4 The pee at LF; Counteranalyses of ATB Phenomena
In the previous section we noted that in ATB constructions deriving
from WH-movement all gaps must obey subjacency. This raised a problem for
Chomsky's analysis of parasitic gaps, whi.ch only predicts that one of a
set of multiple gaps must obey subjacency. We linked this to a parallel
problem with parasitic gap constructions that violate the Subject
Condition. One might object to this linkage, since some cases of
parasitic gap violations of the Subject Cc)ndition seem acceptable, even
when the saving gap or both gaps violate ~sub j acency • Chomsky ci tes (205)
(his (79» as acceptable:
(205) a man whom [NP everyone [s' who meets ~]] knows [NP someone
[5' who likes ~]]
We consider (205) acceptable, but probably ungrammatical, since when the
sentence is "unbalanced" slightly the resul t is much worse, to our ears
(as noted in fn. 5):
(206) *a man whom [NP everyone [s' who meets !:.]l knows [NP someone
[5' who writes novels about ~]l
As Chomsky notes, there is no reason, given his analysis, to expect (205)
to be grammatical. (He speculates that it is not a parasitic gap
construction, citing some Italian data sug<Jested by Rizzi.) This is true
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independently of our arguments in the preceding section.
Nonetheless, one might decide that examples like (205) indicate that
we are wrong to link such parasitic gap constructions to ATB constructions,
particularly since alternative analyses of ATB constructions have appeared
in the literature that automatically explain the fact that all the ATB gaps
obey subjacency, without special assumptions about levels and empty categories.
In this section, we examine two such proposals. Among other arguments
against these proposals, we will find that they fail to extend to coordinated
structures that contain parasitic, non-subjacent gaps. We will find that
these gaps also show Coordinate Structure Constraint effects and ATB phenom-
ena, whose properties the pee theory, but not the others, can explain. This
will lead us to posit that the pee applies both at S-structure and at LF.
4.4.1 Consider again a typical Coordinate Structure Constraint violation
with its ATB counterpart:
(207)a. *I wonder who [S 14ary called e an idiot] and [S June called him
a cretin]
b. I wonder who [s Mary called e an idiot] and [5 June called e
a cretin)
If the second e in (207)b were a parasitic gap, we could not explain why
it must obey subjacency, unless we take the position we took in the previous
section. Suppose, however, that the second e is not and cannot be a para-
sitic gap. In other words, suppose that the Coordinate Structure Constraint
were absolute, with no ATB exceptions. Chomsky and Lasnik (1977) point out
that (207)b and examples like it admit of another analysis, in which (207)b
contains conjoined S's and not conjoined Ss, and in which "the WH-word that
appears derives from the first clause, while some sort of deletion applies
in the second.,,35 On this analysis, (207)b would have the following derivation:
(208) ••• [S' who Mary called e an idiot] and [ I who June called e
S 4-
a cretin] ~
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Since the second gap derives by ordinary WH-movement within its clause, it
must obey subjacency: there is no problem on that score.
(207)a would be ruled out by the Coordinate Structure Constraint on
the analysis given in which S8 are conjoined, as would (207)b, with the
structure given. On the other hand, something special would have to be
said about structures like (207)b analyzed as having conjoined SiS:
(209)a.*a man who Mary called him an idiot and June called e a cretin
b. a man [s' who Mary called him an idiot] and [s' who June called ~ a cretin]
(209) does not have the status of a sentence with a resumptive pronoun, but
rather seems to be a Cordinate Structure Constraint violation. On this anal-
ysis, one might take a very strict view of the identity required for dele-
tion. Perhaps a tffi-word that binds an empty category is distinct from a
~m-word that binds a resumptive pronoun, preventing the deletion. We will
shortly see that this does not work.
More lengthy deletions could account for apparent ATB phenomena
that seem to involve VP conjunctions and other non-SI-conjunction:
(210)a. I wonder who June considered e an idiot and called e a cretin
b. I wonder [5' who June considered e an idiot] and [5' w~o J~ne
called e a cretin] ~ ~
Having sketched an outline of an analysis in the spirit of Chomksy
and Lasnik's proposal, let us consider why it might be attractive. We
remarked earlier that Ross's Coordinate Structure Constraint was like no
other locality principle, because its effects can be anulled when the
violation is compounded. If Chomsky and Lasnik's proposal were viable,
this odd feature of Ross's constraint would disappear. All extraction from
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conjoined structures would be forbidden, ,:nd the Coordinate Structure
Constraint would look more like other principles. We might then try to
derive Ross's condition from other locality principles. Chomsky and
Lasnik's proposal thus merits serious examination, since it does suggest
interesting avenues of research.
Suppose that UG contained an inviolable Coordinate Structure Constraint.
If this constraint were not derived from the pee, it might take one or
two general forms: (1) a condition on Move a, or (2) a condition on the
distribution of certain empty categories. If (I)" were correct, we would
expect the Coordinate Structure Constraint to operate in tandem with the
subjacency constraint. That is, a relation should observe the Coordinate
Structure Constraint if and only if it also observes subjacency. At
fi~st blush, this seems to be true. Control of PRO, for example, obeys
neither constraint. On the other hand, parasitic gaps seem to disprove
(1). As we have seen, they do not obey subjacency. They do, however,
obey the Coordinate Structure Constraint:
(211)a. *an article that I filed ~ after [contacting the man who wrote
it] and [meeting the woman who edited ~]
b. *John, who [men who like Mary] and [women who know ~] admire e
We conclude that the Coordinate Structure Constraint is not a
condition on Move Q. (We return to the implications of this for the PCC
theory below.) If the Coordinate Structure Constraint is absolute, and
is a condition on gaps ("no conjunct may contain an empty category (of
the appropriate type) free in that conjunct"), then we can rule out
(211)a-b with the structures given above. But how could we rul~ out a
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derivation by deletion, as in (212)?
(212)a. an article [that I filed!. after contacting the man who wrote it]
and [that I filed e after meeting the woman who edited ~]
I - I
+
flJ
b. John, [who men like Mary rdmire j] and [w~o women who know e
admire ~) ~ ~
In each conj unct, the WH delendum binds a gap.
Compounding the problem, Coordinate Structure Constraint violations
like (211)a-b, with non-subjacent parasitic gaps, also admit ATB exceptions:
(213)a. an article that I filed ~ aft~r [contacting the man who wrote e]
and [meeting the woman who edited ~]
b. John, who [men who like ~] and [women who know e] admire e
If the Coordinate Structure Constraint does allow ATB exceptions (as in
a theory that derives the constraint from the pee), then the conerast
between (211) and (213) is straightforward. If apparent ATB exceptions
arise by means of S'-conjunction and deletion, then it seems impossible
to rule our the structures in (212) and admit their counterparts for the
sentences of (213). Rather, this contrast seems to argue that ATB
exceptions do exist, and, furthermore, that no deletion rule of the type
envisaged exists -- since if such deletions existed, on any theory , we
could not rule out the strings in (211) and allow (213).
Furthermore, we can construct examples which cannot be derived as
an Sf-conjunction, but which nonetheless show both Coordinate Structure
Constraint effects and ATB exceptions:
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(214)a. *John, who [the man who likes him] and [the woman who hates ~]
often talk to each other about e
b. John, who [the man who likes ~] and [the woman who hates ~] often
talk to each other about e
Even supposing that we can account for the contrast between (211) and (213)
by some condition on deletion across conjoined SIS, (214) shows that we
must still allow for ATB exceptions to the Coordinate Structure Constraint.
(214)b cannot be derived from (215), since the anaphor each other requires
a plural antecedent:
(215) *John, [who the man who likes e often talks to each other about e] and
-- I I
+
o
[who the woman who hates e often talks to each other about ~]
~
o
(214)a-b must be genuine cases of conjoined NPs, and the contrast must be
accounted for by allowing ATB exceptions to the Coordinate Structure
. 36Constra1nt.
If this is so, however, the arguments for Chomsky and Lasnik's
proposal unravel. If we must allow for ATB exceptions to the Coordinate
Structure Constraint in any case, then the deletion proposal does not
solve anything. Furthermore, if such deletions under identity are allowed,
as we have seen, they will require ad hoc conditions in order to properly
distinguish constructions with gaps from those with empty categories, and
-- more seriously -- constructions with one gap from constructions with
two (examples (212)a-b). Furthermore, this proposal, modified as
necessary, turns out to leave us in the same difficulties with subjacency
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as before: if ATB exceptions are allowed, why must the multiple gaps be
uniformly subjacent in some cases?
4.4.2 Let us examine briefly how the problems raised in this section might
be solved if the Coordinate Structure Constraint derives from the pee. At
first sight, we have a paradox:
We considered first (in 4.3) sentences with only a set of ATB gaps.
The relation between each of these gaps and its local A-binder must obey
subjacency. We proposed that there was a level at which the pee applied
only to those paths that arise from subj'acent gaps. At this level, a
non-subjacent gap in one conjunct would simply not contribute to any path.
For the purposes of the pee, it would not be there, and such a structure
would be ruled out by the pee like any Coordinate Structure Constraint
violation. In other words, an example like (199)b, repeated below,
would have the relevant paths indicated:
1(216) *a book lSi thati [5 John [INFL' [vpo
[VP1read ~i ] and lvP
2
disapproved
of [NP the man [5' who reviewed e~JJJJ]JJ
2 2 ~
Paths subjacent)
(i) Between the conjunction and conjuncts:
{VP1 , VP 2 , vpo} path (ii)~
(ii) Between et (the sUbjacent ~ap) and COMP of Si:
{VP1 , VPO' INFL', s, Si}
path (i)
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Paths (i) and (ii) overlap, but they violate the pee because path (ii)
is missing the crucial VP 2 node that would be supplied by e~, if e~-1. -1.
satisfied subjacency.
In 4.4.1, we considered sentences which contained a single, real
gap, and conjoined constituents which themselves could contain parasitic
gaps. We showed that such parasitic gaps, which could violate subjacency,
showed the same Coordinate Structure Constraint effects and ATB exceptions
as subjacent gaps. If these phenomena result from the pee, and the pee
sees only paths from subjacent gaps, how can we explain these same
phenomena in parasitic, non-subjacent gaps?
We propose that the PCC applies at two levels. At the first level,
the pee sees only subjacent gaps, and (216) is ruled out as indicated.
At this level, the pee will say nothing about the non-subjacent parasitic
gaps that we have discussed. At the second level, the pee sees the full
set of path-creating gaps, subjacent and non-subjacent. At this level,
(216) will have paths that satisfy the pee, since path (ii) will include
the crucial VP2 node contributed by the second subjacent gap:
(216) Paths (non-subjacent and subjacent)
(i) Between the conjunction- and conjuncts:
{VP1 , VP 2 , VPO}
(ii) Between 1 2 and COMP of 5i:e., e.,1--1
{VP1 , s;, NP2' VP 2 , VPo' INFL' , S, S' }1
(ii)
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On the other hand, a sentence like (211)b, repeated as (217), would
have the following paths at the two levels (we ignore the path between
INFL and COMP) :
(217) *John, [5' WhO i [5 [NP [NP men [Sf who like Mary]] and [NP womeno 1 1 2
[5' 1 22 who know eil]] [INFL' [vp admire ~i] ] ] ]
Level I Paths (subjacent):
(i) Between the conjunction and conjuncts:
{NP1 , NP 2 , NPO}
(ii) 2Between e i and COMP of Sf:
{vp I INFL',
S'
s
5, S'}
path (i)---+
1'-'«--- path (ii)
INFL'
.vp
Level II Paths (Non-Subjacent and Subjacent) :
( i)
(ii)
Between the conjunction and conjuncts:
{Nr
1
, NP 2 , NF O }
1 2Between e., e. and COMP of Sf:
1--1
{vp, INFL', 5i'
path
I
S'
;-- path (ii)
NPO
...-----..:[NFL'
VP
S'2
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At Level I, where only subjacent gaps contribute to paths, path (i)
and path (1i) do not overlap. At Level II, ~lhere all appropriate gaps
count, paths (i) and (ii) overlap, and violate the pee. Hence (217) is
ruled out at level II.
Now recall that we have argued that the pee must apply at least at
LF. Certainly, ~t LF all gaps (particularly if interpreted as variables)
must be visible. Therefore, it is plausible to identify Level II with LF.
On the other hand, can we identify Level I with S-structure? Given Chomsky's
analysis of parasitic gaps, which we have assumed, we know that all gaps,
subjacent and non-subjacent, are visible to the free indexing of A-positions
at S-structure. Non-subjacent gaps could not wait until LF to receive
an index, because the identification requirement on empty categories
applies before LF. (It was this assumption that explained why LF movement
and resumptive pronouns do not license parasitic gaps.) The identification
requirement, of course, makes no distinction between subjacent and
non-subjacent gaps.
It cannot be the case, then, that non-subjacent empty categories
are generally invisible at S-structure. We are left, then, with an
important unsolved question. Why does the PCC ever apply to only SUbjacent
gaps? This question will not be completely answered in this study, but
we will return with some speculations in 4.5.
4.4.3 Let us review our discussion so far in section 4. We noted first
---
that there were cases in which ATB gaps all had to obey subjacency. We
suggested that this implied the existence of a level at which Coordinate
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Structure Constraint effects, derived from the pee, only applied to subjacent
gaps. We then examined a counteranalysis of ATB phenomena, based on a
proposal of Chomsky and Lasnik, which, at firs~ sight, seemed to explain
the subjacency properties of ATB constructions. This counteranalysis
seemed to fail for principled reasons in accounting for ATB phenomena
in non-subjacent gaps. On the other hand, we have claimed that the PCC
can handle these phenomena if it reapplies at a level at which both non-
subjacent and subjacent gaps were considered.
Here too, however, there is a counteranalysis of ATB phenomena,
that of Williams (1978), which could be suitably extended to handle ATB
facts that arise with all kinds of gaps. We will present the main features
of Williams' analysis, which does not take parasitic gaps into account.
We will then propose a simple extension of his analysis to handle
parasitic gaps and show how this extension fails, again for principled
reasons. Since Williams himself did not consider parasitic gap constructions,
the proposal we will consider is a straw man, and not Williams' own.
Nonetheless, following the logic whereby the best theory of multiple
gap constructions is one that says nothing special about them whatsoever,
our extension of Williams' proposal appears to be natural and optimal.
Its difficiltues are of interest for this reason.
Williams proposes a special notation for conjoined structurQs, in
which "conjuncts in a coordinate structure [are] written on top of each
other, and ••• factor lines that split coordinate structures [are]
drawn so as to split all conjuncts of that structure." The factorization
Williams has in mind is the factorization imposed by movement. Thus,
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the phrase (218) would result from the pre-WH-movement factorization like
(218)b, where the lines that split the conjuncts represent the simultaneous
factorization of the conjuncts:
(218)a. Mary, who [John saw~] and [Bill hit ~]
b. COl:?
The terms .affected by WH-movement are 1 and 3. Williams formalizes
variants of the definitions of "well-formed labelled bracketing" and
"factor" that allow for structures like (2l8)b. Quite cruciallY, Williams
requires that "if one conjunct is split by a factor line, all must be
split."
To capture the subject/object asymmetries discussed in 3.2.3 of this
chapter, which Williams discovered, he stipulates that "if the conjuncts
are split [by a factor line], then the left conjunct brackets must all
belong to the same factor". We will not repeat Williams' demonstration
of this condition here; we simply recall that these asymmetries followed
directly from the pee applying to the path between INFL and COMP. In
fact, given the existence of such a path, the facts could not be
otherwise.
Important for our purposes are Williams' extensions of the principle
of Recoverability of Deletions and of the relation "is an in the stru ~ural
description of transformations (= Williams' (31), (33»;
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(219)a. Recoverability of Deletions (ROD)
If T is a term moved or deleted by a transformation, and T
consists of simultaneous factors F1 ... F
n
, then it must be
the case that F1 = ... = Fn-
b. "is a II
If F is a factor consisting of simultaneous factors F1_ .•F
n
,
t11en F "is an X if F1 "is an X and ••• , .•• and Fn "is a" X.
(219)a straightforwardly prevents, for example, the simultaneous movement
of ~ and !!:!!! or of who and Bill. The two constraints, Williams shows,
derive the Coordinate Structure Constraint of Ross, plus the ATB
exceptions. For example, the sentence in (220)a might be factored,
before WH-movement, either as (220)b or as (220)c (= Williams' (34)-(36»:
(220)a. *who did John see e and Bill hit Ma1~
b. COMP
1
c. COMP
1
[ (S
John saw who]
and]
[s Bill hit Mary]
2 3 4
[ (S
John saw who]
and]
[s Bill hit Mary
2 3 4
In neither of the two factorizations is there a term which is subject
to WH-movement and which does not violate ROD. In (220)b, term 3 "isn't
a" WH-term, since the second simultaneous factor is not. Therefore, movement
of who alone cannot apply. (Williams writes before Chomsky's .(1976) proposal
to subsume WH-movement under Move a.) Movement of both who and Mary
violates ROD. Similar considerations block any movement in (220)c, where
term 3 contains who and the identity element, which is assumed to be
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distinct from who for both "is a" and ROD. These two principles, plus
the "ATB format" developed by Williams, thus derive the content of Ross's
constraint, plus the ATB exceptions, for gaps derived by movement.
On Williams' account, there is no mystery about why the gaps in
sentences like (218)a obey subjacency. They are derived by a simultaneous
application of WH-movement in each conjunct, not by coindexinq A-positions.
It would be surprising if ATB gaps in such sentences did not obey
subjacency. S~ilarly, once Williams' account is extended, it will come
as no surprise that ATB gaps do not obey subjacency.
Let us therefore consider how Williams' theory might account for
the now-familiar contrast in (221):
(221)a. *John, who [men who like Mary] and [women who know ~] admire e
b. John, who [men who like ~] and [women who know e] admire e
The gaps in subject position of (221)a-b do not arise by movement, since
they are non-subjacent. Suppose, however, that we rewrite Williams' ROD
condition as a condition on representations with empty categories (of
the appropriate sort -- here, A-bound):
(222) Recoverability of Deletions - Revised (ROD')
If T is the minimal term containing an empty category E (qualified
as in text), and T consists of simultaneous factors ?l ... F
n
,
then if E is free in the conjunct containing E, it must be the
case that FI = ••• = F •n
Notice that the factorizations in (220)b-c both fail the revised- ROD',
if who is replaced by .!:. bound from COMP. ROD' and "is a" also correctly
rule out (221)a, while allowing (221)b:
11
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[NP men who like Mary] admire 2e. ]
and 1.1
[NP women who k::"low e.1.
~1P
2 3 4
[NP men who likE!
1
admire e.]e. ]
1
and ~
[NP women who kr.:.ow e~]1
NP
2 3 4
1(223)a violates ROO', since 3 is the minimal tenn containing e., which
1.
is free in its conjunct, but E is not contained by all the simultaneous
factors. In (223)b, all the simultaneous fcictors of term 3 contain E,
satisfying ROD'.
Note that an alternative factorizatiorl of (223)a must be assumed
to violate ROD' in the same way (220)c violated ROD:
1
l:: men who like Mary] 2admire e. ]~women who know 1 ande. ]1.
2 3 4
Te~ 3 contains E in its lower conjunct, but the identity element in the
upper conjunct, and violates ROD'.
If ROD' is correct, then Williams' theory, so extended, has no problems
whatsoever with" the subjacency condition, unlike the pee theory. A gap
that derives by WH-movement, whether simultanl=ously in several conjuncts
or in a non-conjoined structure, will obey subjacency. A gap that is parasitic,
whether in a conjoined or non-conjoined structure, will not obey sUbjacency.
The question of sUbjacency is thus kept separate from the question of ATB
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movement in this extension of Williams' theory, which makes it interesting.
Structur~s of the following type, however, are incorrectly analyzed
by ROD':
(225) I know who [close friends of ~ admire~] and [Mary hates ~]
There are a number of possible factorizations of (225), all of which violate
ROD', e.g. (226):
1
[s [close friends of
[s [Mary]
2
1
e. ]
1.
3
[admire e 2]
i
[hates e~]
1
4 5
and
6
Terms 3 and 5 are the rdinimal terms containing instances of E, an empty
category. In 5, both simultaneous factors contain E, and satisfy ROD'.
In 3, only one does, and ROD' is violated. ROD' thus predicts, contrary
to fact, that (226) should be ungrammatical. (226) is, however,
completely acceptable.
How does (226) differ from (223)-(224), where ROD' made the correct
predictions? Remember that we exchanged ROD for ROD' because the ATB
phenomenon and the Coordinate Structure Constraint are found with
parasitic gaps as well as with gaps created by movement. A number of
alternatives to ROD' are easily imaginable. For example, one might
take parasitic gaps to result from a pronoun deletion rule, instead of
from a free indexing of empty categories. Then Williams' original ROD,
which covers deletions, would work correctly in (223)-(224), but would
still stumble at (226). The essential difference between (223)-(224)
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would hold, it seems, however ROD is reformulated: namely, in (2~3)-(224)
only one term subject to ROD(') is found in the conjoined structure, while
in (226) two terms subject to ROD(') are found in the conjoined structure.
In order not to rule out (226), ROD' or its equivalent would have
to apply only once per conjoined structure. In (223)-(224), ROD' applies
in term 3. In (226), if ROD applies in term 3, the sentence is
incorrectly ruled out, but if ROD applies in term 5 and does not reapply,
the sentence is correctly allowed. We would thus have to add a rider
to ROD':
containing E an empty category, T.
1.
another term T. , i7'j, such that T.
J J
another instance of E, and T. does
J
(227) In a conjoined structure C, for a term T. the minimal term
1
may violate ROD' if C contains
is the minimal term containing
not violate ROD'.
(227) appears to be completely adequate from a descriptive point of
view. On the other hand, it stipulates a fact that the pee theory explains.
ROD and ROD' ~pose a kind of parallelism requirement on conjuncts, but
the parallelism requirement they ~pose appears to be too strong -- it
is a parallelism of factorization. The pee, on the other hand, imposes
a different kind of re~lirement altogether. Conjunction creates a path
from each conjunct. If there is another path caused by a gap free in
one conjunct it will inevitably overlap the path created by conjunction.
This path must therefore be big enough to contain the conjunction path.
This is accomplished only if ther~ is a gap in each conjunct.
Once we have a gap in each conjunct, and a path from these gaps
that contains the conjunction path, we can add as many "spurs" to this
path as we like, without changing the situation. Thus (225) is grammatical
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because (228) is:
(228)
hates e~]]]
1.
Paths
(i)
(ii)
Between conjunction and conjunct:
{S1' S2' so}
1 2Between e., e. and COMP:
-----1--1
{l!?1' S1' VP 2 , S2' SO' Sf}
These paths can be represented schematically as follows:
(229) S'
51 52
path (ii)---+
VP1 VP 2
path (i)
Path (ii) clearly contains path (i), and the pee is not violated.
(225) is just like (228), except that path (ii) contains more ~odes.
As we showed in section 2.5 of this chapter, if one path contains another,
adding more nodes to the larger path can't possibly change the containment
relation. Thus, consider again (225) and associated paths:
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(225) I know [S' who i [s [s [Npclose friends of
3
[vp
1
e. ] admire e. ] ]
0 1 1 1. 1 l.
[g [vp hates
2 ] ]and Mary e. ] ]
2 2 J.
Paths
(i) Between conjunction and conjuncts:
(ii)
{51' 52' So }
123Between e" e., e, and COMP:
1-1.-].
{VPl , NPl ' 51' VP 2 , 52' So,S'}
Schematically, the paths for (225) are simply the paths for (229) plus
a "spur":
(230) S'
path (ii) ..
---S-l-t~
NP1
. VP1 VP 2
path (i)
Path (ii) still contains path (i); the spur makes no difference.
Thus, al~ough Williams' theory, with the ROD extended as the ROD',
appears to solve our problems with subjacency, it runs into trouble in
cases where parallelisln of factorization is not met, but where the
Coordinate Structure Constraint appears not to apply. These cases, on
the other hand, show exactly the properties expected of them on a PCC
approach; nothing special need be said. We will therefore pursue further
the implications of the PCC theory for subjacency, rather than assume
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Williams' notation, which seems not to extend to cases of parasitic gaps
without problems and stipulations. 3?
4.5 Move a, Subjacency and the pce
In the preceding sections, we have linked a rather technical question
of analysis to a deeper issue. In this section, we link both to a still
deeper issue: the nature of the relationship Move Q.
The technical issue we considered was the apparent distinction between
parasitic gaps and ATB gaps. We argued that there was no difference in
either source or properties between the gaps in the two constructions.
Both constructions contain a set of empty categories that share a local
binder. These empty categories generate paths of the same sort, subject
to the same pee, in both constructions. The apparent differences arise
from two facts:
First, coordinate structures contain a path linking the conjunction
and the conj-.l!4_tS. Once this is assumed, the various phenomena that
fall under Ross's Coordinate Structure Constraint (cf. (99», the ATe
exceptions, and the alleged "parallelism requirements" or "subject/object
asymmetries" all follow automatically from the pee.
Second, coordinate structures show apparently special properties
with respect to subjacency because the pee applies once at a level where
only SUbjacent gaps contribute to paths. This set must meet the pee on
its own. We showed that this assumption explained certain facts about
parasitic gaps: it is not specific either to ATB gaps or to parasitic
gaps.
In the course of discussion, we showed that parasitic gaps were
subject to Coordinate Structure Constraint effects and to ATB exceptions
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(cf. (214)a-b). Similarly, conjuncts in coordinate structures may contain
parasitic, as well as "real" gaps (cf. (225». In our framework, it makes
no sense to ask whether a gap arises as an "ATB gap" or as a "parasitic
gap": rather the grammar allows for multiple gap constructions because
of free indexing and the opti.onality of phonetic content, and these gaps
have certain properties in certain contexts.
"This technical discussion, as we have noted, raised a deeper issue:
where does the pee apply, and why does it differ at the various levels?
In the course of discussing Chomsky and Lasnik's and Williams' proposals,
we concluded that the pee must apply at two levels. At one of them,
only subjacent gaps contribute to the paths it sees. At the other, all
appropriate gaps contribute. It is reasonable to identify the second
level with LF, for reasons discussed above, but what is the first level?
This question leads us to the even deeper question. First, does
the distinction between two levels indicate that the definition of paths
is different at each of them, or is there a constant definition of
paths, dependent on differing properties of the levels themselves? A
priori, the second view seems most reasonable. We know that subjacency
is a property of the relation Move Q. We know that the relation Move a
holds at S-structure between a binder in a non-Q position and a bound
empty category, before free indexing of A-positions. This suggests
that the first level at which the pee applies is this level, and that
the definition of paths at this level counts as "empty" only categories
which bear the relation Move a to their antecedent. But an interesting
problem now arises. In ATB sentences like (231) (= (l99)a-b) a non-
singleton set of gaps must contribute to a path at the first level at
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which the pee applies; all the gaps must obey subjacency. Following our
line of reasoning, each member of this set must bear the relationship
Move a to the common binder:
(231)a. a book that John [read~] and [disapproved of ~]
b. *a book that John [read~] and [disapproved of the man who wrote ~l
Can more than one element stand in the relationship Move a to a single
category in a single position? So far we have assumed not. Let us
examine the issue more closely.
4.5.1 We have been ta~~tly integrating our claims about the pee into
Chomsky's analysis of parasitic gap phenomena. Chomsky, in turn, tacitly
assumes that Move a cannot simultaneously relate more than one category
to a single position -- i.e. that the two gaps in (23l)a could not both
arise by movement to COMP. Let us call Move a with such a restriction
non-multiple Move a. To be more precise about non-multiple Move a, we
can employ the notation of Lasnik and Kupin (1977) for representing
transformational substitutions. If X/Y represents the substitution of
X for Y, we may generally prohibit derivations that contain both X/Y
and Z/Y, where X#Y (unless, perhaps, the derivation also contains Y/Z,
a situation generally excluded by the Strict Cycle). If one gap in (231)
is X and the other Y, then a derivation of (231) by Move a would involve
X/COMP and Y/COMP, excluded under non-multiple Move a.
If Move a is non-multiple, then we are envisioning an extension of
Chomsky's analysis of parasitic gaps (cf. (193) along the lines of (232).
Let us call this Theory A:
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(232) Theory A
(1) Move a (non-multiple) : subje~t to subjacency
S-structure: (2) free indexing of A-positions
(3) pee: all and only subjacent empty categories count
(4) Identification requir~nent for empty categories (all)
(5) LF movement
LF: (6) pee: all appropriate empty categories count
We might ask why UG contains each of the steps in (232), but the
most pressing question for us concerns (3). Both (1) and (3) are subject
to the subjacency constraint. (1) must be subject to subjacency in this
model to ensure that at least one empty category in a multiple gap
construction obeys subjacency. Recall that limiting (2) to A-positions
requires all non-subjacent gaps to be licensed by a subjacent gap derived
by (1), yielding the desired result.
If Move a is non-multiple, then (3) must be ordered after (2), to
allow ATB gaps to satisfy the pee. Only through (2) can gaps in more than
one conjunct share an A-binder and index; it is this multiplicity of gaps
that is crucial when conjoined structures face the pee in (3). On the
other hand, the ordering of (3) with respect to (4) or (5) is not crucial,
although the ordering of (4) and (5) is, as we saw in 4.2 (cf. Chomsky
1981b).
Under Theory A, since the ordering (1)-(2)-(3) is critical, we
cannot say that they all characterize a single level, where processes
and conditions obey subjacency. Free indexing is obviously not sUbject
to subjacency. Theory A thu~ contains at least an inelegance: it is
completely unclear why (1) and (3) alone are subject to subjacency.
Since it is often profitable to try to eliminate such inelegances, let us
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consider another theory.
Let us consider a Theory B, under which Move a is not sUbject to the
restrictions described above~ In Theory a, we will allow multiple
movement to a single position, subject to some reasonable Recoverability
condition. Thus, suppose that a derivation may contain X/Y and Z/Y,
x~Z, where X and Z are identical in the sense relevant for Recoverability.
Under this theory, the output of such multiple Move a may include a non-
singleton set of empty categories sharing a common binder, as in (l31)a,
so long as the relation in each case obeys subjacency.
Under Theory B, the nodes that contribute to paths for the first
application of the pee can be easily characterized: they are the nodes
that are relevant to Move a, and satisfy the definition of paths. The
pee becomes, as it were, a filter on the output of Move Q. We must
stipulate, however, that only empty categories related to their binders
by Move a count; recall the evidence in the first section of this
chapter that we cannot allow each gap in a multiple gap construction
to generate its own path. Theory B thus might be represented as in (233):
(233) Theory B
(1) Move a (multiple): subject to subjacency
(2) pee: all and only paths resulting from Move ~
count {N.B. paths due to a-marking, such as
the path created by conjunction, count as
resulting from Move ~ (cf. Stowell 1981).)
S-structure: (3) free indexing of A-positions
(4) identification requirement for empty categories
(5) PCC: all appropriate empty categories generate
paths
Theory B reduces the inelegance of Theory A, because it links the
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restrictions on the first application of the pee to Move a. Note that
under Theory A, empty categories bound via Move a and empty categories
bound by free indexing are indistinguishable when the pee first applies.
On Theory a, if we assume that unique indices are assigned to empty
categories that do not acquire indices by movement, empty categories that
are not bound by application of Move a will be unbound. The PCC could
then Itmit itself to bound categories at this level. (There is some
conflict here with our analysis of Russian QP constructions in the pee
framework; crucial in our discussion of (65) was the assumption that the
pee saw the unbound empty QP at S-structure, but see the discussion of
WH-in-situ in the next chapter.)
4.5.2 There is also a subtle empirical difference between the two theories.
At first sight, this difference favors Theory B, showing Theory A to be
untenable. On the other hand, an appropriate revision of Theory A to
accomodate these counterexamples has interesting general implications for
the theory of Move a, suggesting a simplification of Chomsky's analysis
of parasitic gaps, and a rapprochement between Theory B and our revision
of Theory A. OUr discussion will be speculative; we consider a number
of options, but leave the issue open.
Under Theory B, all empty categories derived by Move a obey
subjacency; it does not follow that all empty categories that obey
subjacency are derived by Move a. 'Under Theory B, it is entirely
possible that a subjacent gap might owe its index and binder to free
indexing and not to Move a, as long as the sentence contains some other
empty category from which it gets its index, which is derived by Move Q.
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A subjacent gap that gets its index from free indexing will not be visible
to the first application of the pee in (233).(2): it will not contribute
to any paths.
Theory A, however, makes a different prediction. Under Theory A, all
subjacent empty categories should count for the first application of the
pee. Under Theory A, as under theory B, a subjacent gap can get its index
by free indexing, as opposed to Move Q. On Theory A, however, the pee
has no way of telling the difference: one subjacent gap looks like the
next.
To test these different predictions, we must find an example of a
multiple gap confiquration in which at least two empty categories obey
subjacency. The example must have the following further properties: if
the pee is forced to look at all the empty categories, it will rule the
sentence out; but if the pee can ignore all but one of the empty categories,
it will allow the sentence. The first case is that predicted by theory
Ai such a sentence should be ungrammatical. The second is that predicted
by theory B: the sentence should be grammatical. Clear, uncontroversial
examples are hard to find. In the examples that are constructable, the
facts seem to support theory B. Below, we consider two examples:
Although adverbial clauses are, in some cases, inaccessible to
movement (cf. Engdahl and Chomsky's discussion of this point), they appear
to be subjacent domains. Thus (233)b is grammatical, implying that the
second gap in (233)c is subjacent to its binder:
(233)a.
b.
c.
an arti~le that I filed e after leaving the room
an article that I left the room after putting ~ in the computer
an article that I filed e after putting ~ in the computer
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On the other hand, the second gap in (234)b is clearly not subjacent, as
(234)a shows:
(234)a. *an article that I talked to the man who wrote e
b. an article that I filed e after talking to the man who wrote e
As predicted by both theories, (235) is ungrammatical, since e 2 must derive
by Move a, in order for el to receive its index by free indexation; e 2
cannot derive by Move a, as (234)a shows:
(235) *an article that I [talked to the man who wrote ell and [put e2
into the computer]
Now consider (236), which is clearly better than (235), if somewhat
worse than (233)-(234):
(236) ?an article that I filed el after [talking to the man who wrote e 2]
and [putting e 3 in the computer]
(236) distinguishes Theories A and B. The~ry A requires that the
PCC look, on its first application, at both subjacent gaps: e1 and e3 .
The path from e3 would violate the PCC with respect to the path created
by conjunction: it would be a Coordinate Structure Constraint violation.
In other words, (236) would be as bad as (235), which it is not.
Since we know from (235) that the pee on its first application does
not look at the contribution of non-subjacent gaps like e 2 in (236),
the pee must also be overlooking e 3 -- a subjacent gap -- in order not to
rule (236) out. This possibility is expected on Theory B. Under Theory B,
we are free to assume that only e1 is indexed by Move a, and is thus the
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only empty category relevant for the first application of the pee.
The following examples show the same paradigm, where the sUbjacent
status of e 2 is more certain, although the apparent violation of the
anti-c-command condition is surprising. (The Sf-complement might be
moved by Heavy NP Shift, in which case the subjacency issue becomes murky
again.)
(237) a. a man who I can easily persuade ~ that Mary likes Bi~l very much
b. a man who I can easily persuade you that Mary likes ~ very much
c. a man who I can easily persuade e that Mary likes ~ very much
(cf. (233»
(238)a. *a man who Mary would kill anyone who insulted
b. ?a man who I can easily persuade e that Mary would kill anyone
who insulted e (cf. (234»
(230) *a man who Mary likes e very much and would kill anyone who
insulted e (cf. (235»
(240) ??a man who I can easily persuade ~ that Mary likes e 2 very much
and would kill anyone who insulted e 3
Again (240) does not have the status of (239), it seems, although the
complexity of the examples makes secure judgments difficult. Assuming
the judgments as indicated, it follows tl,at the first application of the
PCC must be able to ignore the subjacent empty category ~ as well as the
ub 0 3non-s Jacent~. Once again, this possibility arises naturally in Theory
a, where we may take only e l to bear the relation Move a to its binder,
but not in Theory A, where the PCC applies to all subjacent empty
categories.
The preceding discussion thus supports multiple Move a and Theory B
over a restricted Move a relationship and Theory A. Recall that we listed
three properties that might characterize Move a in section 4.2:
(1) Move a relates two positions
(2) The antecedent does not bear an independent e-role
(3) ~le subjacency condition is obeyed
By (1), we meant that movement was expressible in Lasnik and Kupin's
notation (A/B). We have not abandoned this position here. Nonetheless,
non-multiple Move a does not preserve the spirit of (1). By allowing
more than one position to be related to a single position in different
applications of Move a, we are in effect allowing Move a to be a many-
one relation, and not a one-one relation. (1) is thus no longer a
crucial defining property, if Theory B is correct. 38
Nonetheless, suppose we retain the spirit of property (1), and
continue to Itmit Move a to non-multiple applications (in the sense
introduced above). How might we modify Theory A, so that it would
correctly distinguish structures like (235) from (236), and (239) from
(240)?
Theory A incorrectly rules out (236) and (240), oecause it has
the pee look at all and only sUbjacent gaps. An obvious modification
of Theory A does not work: eliminating the all. If we allowed the pee
to overlook subjacent gaps freely, we would not be able to rule out
(235) and (239). In fact, if the pee could freely overlook any or
all empty categories on its first application, it would have no effect
at all. We would lose our ability to explain the one non-trivial
difference between ATB constructions and parasitic gap constructions:
their different status with respect to subjacency.
Instead, we must consider what the real difference is between (235)
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and (236), and between (239) and (240). In "(235) and (239), we find only
a set of ATB gaps, and no other relevant empty categories. These ATB
gaps must all be subjacent. In (239) and (240), there is a set of ATB
1gaps and another, subjacent gap (~). There is now no subjacency restriction
on the ATB gaps.
The difference here is, of course, reminiscent of the basic
distinction between "real" gaps and "parasitic" gaps, as noted above. In
the familiar cases, a gap may violate subjacency only if it is parasitic.
A parasitic (non-subjacent) gap is allowed only if there is also a
"real" (subjacent) gap that licences it. In our sentences, a set of
ATB gaps can violate sUbjacency only if this set is licensed by a real
(subjacent) gap outside the conjoined structure.
Let us outline first a mechanical solution to the problem. We
might stipulate, in a revised Theory A -- call it Theory AA -- that the
PCC sees paths to which only subjacent gaps and at least one SUbjacent gap
has contributed. This stipulation would prevent the pee from ignoring
the one subjacent gap in (235) and (239), as desired, while allowing
3the pee to ignore the corresponding subjacent gaps in (236) (~) and
(240) (e2), where another subjacent gap (e l ) is present. In other words,
theory AA would allow the pee to igrlc.re a subjacent gap if it is
possibly parasitic: i.e. if there is another, real gap in the sentence.
This is not enough, however; in order to rule out (235) and (239) I
the pee must see not only the path created by the one subjacent gap,
but also the path created by the conjunction -- or else there will be no
Coordinate Structure Constraint effects. So what Theory AA will have
to stipulate about the first application of the pee is:
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(241) Theory AA: Condition on the First Applicaotion of the pee
a. Let E = {e~, ••• , e~} be a set of empty categories locally
~ 1.
bound by B .• At the first applicatiqp of the pec, the
1
definition of paths counts as an empty category at least
one member of set E which is subjacent to B. , and no
1
members of set E not subjacent to B.•
l.
b. Let L be an element 9-marked by T. At the first application
of the pee, the definition of paths counts L as an empty
category bound by T.
Recall that we claimed that the relationship between a conjunction and
its conjuncts was a kind of e-markinq. Note also that the definition of
paths will ensure that only the proper sort of binding is relevant.
Theory AA, like theory A, will have the following structure (cf.
(232) ) :
Theory AA
(1) Move a (non-multiple): subject to subjacency
S-structure: (2) free Indexing of A-positions
(3) pec: subject to (241)
(4) identification requirement for empty categories (all)
( 5) LF movement
LF: (6) pee; all appropriate empty categories count
Recall again that (3) must follow (2) because multiple gaps arise only by
free indexing, and because the PCC must see multiple gap sets in (3), to
avoid ruling out simple ATB structures like:
I wonder who [you saw ~J and [Bill liked ~]
The fact that both (1) and (3) refer to subjacency was the inelegance that
we sought to eliminate by admitting multiple Move a in Theory B. The
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inelegance is still there: if anything it is greater, if Theory AA assumes
(241) •
Notice something rather odd about (241). It requires that there
mllst be a path cor~esponding to each assignment of a a-role. It further
requires that there must be at least one path between e""ery (A) binder and
a subjacent bindea. The fact that each e-role must ce assigned in the
first place is separately enforced by the 9-criterion (here, at S-structure) •
The fact that each binder (that lacks an independent e-role, see b~low)
must actually have one subjacent bindee is separately enforced by the
subjacency condition on ~~ in tandem with the limitation of free
indexing to A-positions. What is odd about (241) is this: it requires
the existence of a path when exactly those two relationships exist that
independent principles require to exist. In other words:
(1) The 9-criterion requires that every a-role be assigned to
some chain; (241) requires that if a 9-role is assigned, this relationship
must contribute to a path at S-structure.
(2) If subjacency is a condition of Move a and if free indexing
is limited to A-positions, each binder (of the appropriate sort) must
have at least one subjacent bindee; (241) re~lires that if such a binder
has a subjacent bindee, this relationship (at least> must contribute
to a path.
There is thus a curious and striking redundancy between (241) --
our patch-up of Theory A --, one clause of the a-criterion, and what we
can all the movement/free indexing account of subjacency phenomena.
The obligatoriness of e-assignment and the obligatoriness of subjacency
for one biader-bindee pair ar~ vested in the a-criterion and in the
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movement/free indexing system; exactly these two relations appear again
as those that must create paths on the first application of the pee. This
redundancy is also related to the inelegance we first found in Theory A
and in Theory AA: subjacency characterizes both path formation and
movem~nt, but cannot be reduced to the property of a single level.
Suppose we try to eliminate this redundancy by vesting the
obligatoriness of 9-role assignment and the obligatori.ness of subjacency in
the theory of paths itself. In other words, suppose we eliminate (at
least at S-structure) the clause of the e-criterion that requires each
a-role to be assigned and suppose we also eliminate subjacency as a
property of Move a. In the latter case, we can stipulate that whenever
there is a set of empty categories sharing a common binder at the level
where the pee first applies, there must be a path between the binder and
a subjacent bindee, if the empty category is the sort that generates a
path. This captures (241)a, and -- by requir1ng the path envisioned in
(24l)a to exist -- explains why each A-binder must have at least one
subjacent bindee, without restricting free indexing to A-positions.
Most importantly, it also suggests removing obedience to subjacency from
the list of properties of Move a.
Similarly, let us stipulate that for any e-marker L (or, more
precisely, for any position in the e-grid of L), there must be a path
between L and some position 9-marYed by L. Since this path is generable
only by a-marking, the assignment of this 8-role is obligatory. This
suggests eliminating from the a-criterion the obligatory assignment of
9-roles. Since the path created by this assignment must exist, the
assignment must exist. The remaining ~ont~nt of the a-criterion would
consist, in effect, of Freidin's (1978) principles of Functional
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Uniqueness and Functional Relatedness, which would require every chain to
bear one and only one 9-role.
In other words, we might revise (241)a as (242);
1 e~} be a set of(242) Let E = {e. I ••• I empty categories locally bound
l. 1
by b., such that the members of E would count for the general
1-
definition of paths. At the first application of the pee in
(3) of (242):
(i)
(ii)
(iii)
the definition of paths counts as an empty category no
members of E not subjacent to b.
1
the definition of paths optionally counts as an empty
category members of E subjacent to b.
1.
for some e~ EE, a path runs between e~ and b.
1. ]. 1.
(242) prevents non-subjacent gaps from contributing to paths, as required,
and ensures that there will be at least one subjacent gap, by requiring
a path to exist between some gap and its binder. Note that nothing
prevents several subjacent gaps from contributing to a path at this level,
as in simple ATB structures.
Similarly, we might revise (24l)b as (243):
(243) Let Tbe a a-marker. At the first application of the pee, in
(3) of (242), there exists a non-null set of positions L such
that a path runs between T and all members of L~
It T is actually a position in a e-grid, the only way a path can run
between T and some other position is by a-marking. Hence, stipulating
the existence of such a path makes a-marking obligatory. In most cases,
set L will be singleton. In the case of conjunction, L will be the
set of all conjuncts linked by the conjunction.
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Let us now concentrate our attention on (242), and ask whether (242)
allows us to derive the subjacency condition in full as a condition on
paths. Let us look at the various configurations in which we find bound
empty categories and ask (1) whether the empty category counts for the
general definition of paths, and (2) whether the binding relation in
question obeys subjacency. If (242) derives the subjacency condition,
all and only those empty categories which count for the definition of
paths should obey subjacency.
The important issue is the following: on a standard theory, sub-
jacency is a defining property of Move Q. Another property of Move a
is that it is a relation between a position and an antecedent that does
not have an independent 9-role. This last is almost a defining
property of Move a, except for the case of parasitic gaps. On the standard
theory, we expect all non-parasitic empty categories whose antecedent
lacks an independent 9-role to obey subjacency. On a theory in which
(242) subsumes subjacency, we expect only empty categories that produce
paths to be subject to the sUbj~cency condition. The two theories
will differ empirically if there are empty categories whose anteceden'ts
lack an independent 9-role but which do not produce paths. There are
such categories, and we shall discuss the evidence. Let us examine the
spectrum of empty categories.
First, consider empty categories whose antecedent does bear an
independent 9-role: the pronominal anaphor PRO. If subjacency is a
property of Move a, then we predict that the relationship between PRO
and its antecedent should not obligatorily obey subjacency, which is true,
as we saw. But PRO also does not create a path, for reasons we have
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discussed in 3.3. Recall that PRO shows no CTP effects, nor Crossing
effects, nor Coordinate Structure constraint effects. Thus, since PRO
does not count for the general definition of paths, it does not fall
under (242). Thus, (242) makes the same predictions about PRO and
subjacency as does linking subjacency to Move Q.
Next, consider empty categories whose antecedent does not bear an
independent e-role. The antecedent in such a case may be in an A-position
or in an A-position. Let us consider first A-bound empty categories.
Since A-bound empty categories may arise by Move a, we expect them
to obey sabjacency under the conditions determined by Move a and free
indexing of A-positions, if subjacency is a condition on movement. Indeed,
all our illustrations of subjacency phenomena have involved A-bound
empty categories. Since A-bound empty categories head chains, they fall
under the general definition of empty categories, and hence under (242).
Hence, (242) makes the same predictions for A-bound empty categories
as a theory in which subjacency is a property of Move a.
Consider now empty categories A-bound by an antecedent that does
not bear an independent 9-role -- in other words, NP-trace. Here {242}
and a Move a theory of subjacency make different claims. A Move a theory
predicts that NP-trace is subject to subjacency. Recall that NP-trace,
since it does not head a chain, does not fall under the general
definition of paths, and hence does not fall under (242). Thus, there
should be no subjacency requirement on NP-trace, if (242) subsumes the
s~jacency condition.
Are NP-traces subject to sUbjacency? NP-traces are treated as
anaphors by the Binding Theory. Since the Binding Theory generally puts
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much stronger locality conditions on NP-trace than subjacency \~ould, it
is a~ost impossible to tell. There is one case, discussed by Chomsky
(1981a, pp. 58, 306), and credited to G. Longobardi, in which Np-trace
has been claimed to show subjacency effects:
Normally, the binding theory requires an anaphor to be bound in
the minimal category containing a "SUBJECT" a SUbject or AGR:
(244)a. *they think he AGR considers pictures of each other to be
hanging on the wall
b. *Mary seems that he AGR considers t to be happy
In (244)a, each other must be bound by they, but they is outside the domain
of the S containing the SUBJECTs he and AGR.
On the other hand, under certain conditions, SUBJECTs do not seem
to count for lexical anaphor -- for example, when the nearest SUbject is
an expletive coindexed with the clause containing the anaphor:
(245) they think that it. AGR. is certain [s- that pictures of each other
~ 1 1
are hanging on the wall]
Ignoring the details of Chomsky's analysis, which involves the notion
"accessible SUBJECT", it is clear that the Binding Theory for anaphors
is relaxed in such configurations. Despite this relaxation of the
Binding Theory, however, NP-trace cannot be bound in a configuration like
(246) :
(246) *MaryJo seems [s' that [s it i AGR i is certain [So to to be happy] ]]1. J
Since the Binding Theory cannot rule out (246), Chomsky suggests
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that (246) is ruled out by subjacency. If S is a bounding node, then the
relation between t and its A-binder Ma~l crosses two bounding nodes, and
violates subjacency. As Chomsky notes, this raises problems for the
analogous bad sentences in languages like Italian, where 5' may be bounding
instead of S.
We, however, have another way to exclude (246). We argued in 3.3
that a [+ tense] TNS must take scope over a complete proposition, defined
as a constituent such that for all predicates that it contains it also
contains all members of the chains they 8-mark. In (246), the [+tenseJ
TNS of the S it is certain takes scope over VP, which contains the
predicate be happy. TNS cannot take scope over both members of the chain
e-marked by be happy, (Mary, t). It thus cannot have scope over a complete
proposition as required, and (246) is ungrammatical.
On this account, too, various questions arise, concerning, for
1 1 h [ ] b · l·k ub· · 39examp e, causes t at are -tense ut conta1n AGR, ~ e s Junct~ves.
Nonetheless, it appears that an account of (246) is available that does
not rely on subjacency. Consequently, since in all other cases the
Binding Theory would make the effects of subjacency on Np-trace indetectable,
we have no solid evidence for or against the proposition that NP-trace
is subject to subjacency, and thus no evidence against subjacency as
a condition on paths, as in (242).40
Therefore, it looks plausible to make subjacency a condition on
paths at S-structure, as in (242), and not a condition on Move a. At
the same time, this allows us to eliminate the restriction of free indexing
to A positions, since (242) will prevent an A position from being indexed
with a non-subjacent A-position when no licensing subjacent gap is
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present. If (243) is correct, we might also wish to derive the
obligatoriness of 9-assignment from paths theory, but we leave this
matter to further investigation.
If (242) is correct, we may revise Theory AA to Theory AAA:
(247) Theory AAA
(1) Move a (non multiple)
S-structure: (2) free indexing of all positions
(3) pee, subject to (242) and (243)
( 4) LF movement
LF: (5) pee: all appropriate empty categories count
The defining properties of Move a' are now:
(1) Move a relates two positions (of which the non-antecedent is
an empty category)
(2) The antecedent does not bear an independent e-role
I suspect that (247) can be further stmplified. Property (1) now has
very little content, since relations that satisfy property (2) can also
be established by free indexing. The only substantive difference between
relations derived by Move a and relations derived by free indexing lies
in the fact that the latter type of relation might include an antecedent
that dG~s bear an independent Errale. The issue of "multiplicity" of
movement, that led us to distinguish Theory B from Theory A and its
successors, similarly seems to fade, since relations established by
Move a may be a subset of those established by free indexing.
These considerations suggest the elimination of the principled
distinction between Move a and free indexing, as suggested by Koster
(1978b) and others. As often noted, this collapsing requires that the
subjacency condition be defined on representations, which we have done
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in (242). It remains unclear, if subjacency is subsumed by (242), what to
say about rightward movement, which also appears to be subject to Bounding
Theory and the subjacency condition. A paths account of rightward
movement remains to be given. Other issues arise, concerning, for
example, the different status of doubly-filled COMPs for the pee and the
subjacency condition, that also invite caution in assuming (242).
These remarks have been speculative, among other reasons because they
take as their starting point a very narrow set of observations concerning
subjacency and ATB constructicns, where judgments are less than sharp
and the analytical issues complicated. I have pursued this discussion
for two reasons, one technical and one general. First, it is of
technical interest that by ~~bsuminq the properties of ATB constructions
under the pee we seem led to choose between a theory like B in which
Move a can apply multiply and subjacency is a condition on movement, and
a theory like AAA in which Move B cannot apply multiply, and sUbjacency
is a condition on paths.
More generally, ATB constructions may provide ona of the rare cases
in which one can distinguish a theory containing movement frout a theory
that replaces movement with an indexing or construal schema. As Chomsky
(1981a, 91) notes, there is no a priori advantage in replacing Move a by
another system of rules with exactly its properties. Rather, the two
proposals must be distinguished empirically, for the effort to be
interesting -- an extremely difficult task. We have claimed that in a
framework incorporating the pee a redundancy between an extremely odd
condition on path formation and th~ subjacency condition on movement can
be eliminated if subjacency is made to be a condition on paths. We argued
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that if this step is taken, we remove from Move a the one property that
distinguishes it from the independently necessary free indexing convention,
since free indexing and movement can both relate a category to an antecedent
lacking an independent 9-ro1e. If this argument is sound, there may be
an empirical reason for eliminating movement, since we do not have to add
· h · 41any new subsystem W1t movement's propert1es.
On the other hand, since ths argument disappears if we accept Theory
B, and may disappear under some further adjustment of the definition of
paths, we consider our argument most tentative. Still, since genuine
empirical arguments that address the question of movement's existence
are rare, we have c~'tiously offered this one of our own.
5.0 Conclusion
In this chapter, we have developed the outlines of a pee approach to
multiple gap constructions. We have combined Kayne's (1982) approach to
parasitic gaps, in which they form a single path leading to their common
binder, with the pce as developed in the previous chapter. It turned out
that almost no aUXiliary assumptions were necessary to explain a wide
variety of properties of these constructions. In particular, the PCC,
like Kayne's own analysis explained the patters of Subject Condition
violations discovered by Kayne -- a phenomenon which we showed to extend
to left branc~ extractions as well as more typical extractions of arguments.
Our previous analysis of Russian QPs was reformulated (with some problems),
and we discovered new evidence for some of our proposals in Chapter Two.
Finally, the PCC and Kayne's "forked path" approach to parasitic gap
phenomena correctly predict that parasitic gaps will show Crossing effects
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of a very particular sort.
We further extended this analysis of parasitic gaps to coordinate
structures. We derived that part of Ross's Coordinate Structure Constraint
that does not follow from A/A from the pee, the general path theory of
mUltiple gap constructions, and the hypothesis that conjunctions assign
a sort of 9-role to their conjuncts. The same theory also predicts the
existence of ATB exceptions to Ross's constraint. The existence of the
path between I'NFL and COMP was confirmed in a series of arguments that
showed this path to be subject to our derivation of ROss's Coordinate
Structure Constraint. We derived the apparent "subject/object asymmetries"
or "parallelism requirement" discovered by Williams from predicted
properties of the path from INFL in conjoined SSe We further accounted for
constraints on coordination of tensed with infinitival clauses, and
exceptions to these constraints in languages like Italian.
Along the way, we ran into difficulties with expletive subjects,
which led us to formulate a "visibility condition" on the definition of
paths. This auxiliary, seemingly ad hoc proposal actually turned out to
have interesting consequences for the general theory, allowing us to remove
an ad hoc restriction on the definition of paths and perhaps explaining
why PRO cannot be expletive in infinitives. These difficulties arose in
the course of motivating the existence of the path between INFL and COMP:
we argued that the path is formed by TNS, which moves to take scope over
a complete proposition.
Finally, we compared our proposal to other accounts of coordinate
structure phenomena. In this discussion, we justified our unified treatment
of ATB and parasitic multiple gap constructions. We were also led to
propose that the pee applies twice, at S-structure and at LF. A strict
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visibility requirement, referring to subjacency, seems to hold on the
S-structure application of the PCC. In the final section we speculated
about the source of this restriction, following a line of reasoning that
suggested that the subjacency condition and part of the 8-criterion
might be reformulated in terms of paths.
In general, this chapter represents an exploration of extensions and
consequences of the definition of paths and the pee introduced in Chapter
Three. The pee places powerful constraints on the links that may obtain
between constituents at S-structure and LF. In this chapter, we have used
the pce in an extended analysis of the complete range of multiple gap
configurations -- structures whose properties must surely derive from
independent principles of UG. Since the pce seems to explain many of these
properties, it is likely that something like the pee and the theory of
paths forms a subsystem of UG. In Chapter Three we demonstrated that
the pee applies to non-multiple gap configurations, and in following
sections we will explore certain other places where the pce seems relevant.
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!ppendix: Slash Categories and Coordination
In this appendix, we briefly compare the pee account of ATB phenomena
with a recent proposal of Gazdar (1981) (cf. Williams 1981 for a reply
defending Williams 1978), and present two arguments against Gazdar's theory.
Gazdar suggests that UG does not incorporate a transformational component.
Since Gazdar (1981) offers no account of subjacency, it is not clear what
content this claim has. Nonetheless, even on the technical level, we may
find arguments against Gazdar's approach.
Gazdar suggests that cateqorial labels contain information about the
presence of a gap somewhere in dominated material. This information is
encoded by means of a special "slash" notation. Thus, an S, which contains
no gaps, is taken to be ca~egorially different from an S/NP -- an S
. . 42
conta1n1ng an NP gap.
Gazdar argues that the slash notation allows the Coordinate Structure
Constraint to be reduced to a basic principle of coordination. Following
Williams (1981), we can call this the Law of the Coordination of Likes.
It is well-known that a constituent labeled X can be conjoined only with
other constituents labeled X. Now suppose that a constituent containing
a gap is, as Gazdar claims, cateqoria11y distinct from any constituent
that does not contain a gap. For example, S is distinct from S/NP. It
follows that a category with a gap (e.g- S/NP) cannot be conjoined with
a category without a gap (e.g. S) without violating the Law of the
Coordination of Likes. Thus Ross's condition is derived. On the other
hand, a constituent with no gap, another 5, and a constituent with gap,
like S/NP, can be conjoined with another constituent of the same type
with the same gap, another S/NP. This latter case is constituted by the
ATB exceptions to Ross's constraint. Thus:
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(l)a.?the man who [s Mary loves him] and [s SalJy hates himl (S & S)
b. *the man who [s Mary loves him] and [S/NP Sally hates ~] (5 & S/NP)
c. the man who [S/NP Mary loves !oj and [S/NP Sally hates ~J (S/NP & S/NP)
As Chomsky (1981b) notes, the slash notation can be obj~cted to a priori.
It allows a rather wild proliferation of categorial labels, without explaining
the basic properties of Move a. We might also add that slash categories
do not behave like other categories. No verb subcategorizes ~or NP/NP
or for PP/NP or for any other slash category, as we would Axpect, if they
existed as categories.
We offer two arguments against the slash category account of ATB
phenomena. First, we can show that Gazdar must allow double-slash categories,
if he is to account for Coordinate Structure Constraint and ATB effects
with double extraction from S, thus further proliferating the inventory
of categories. Worse yet, the distinction between a single slash category
and a double slash category must be sensitive to the indices on the gaps.
Thus, if a category contains two gaps with different indices, they must
both be represented in the slash notation, to capture the facts we noted
in 3.2.2, in examples (118)a-c, repeated below:
(2)a.*a book thati I know WhO j to [vp/NP talk to Bill about ~i] and
[VP/NP-NP persuade !:i to buy .!i] (VP/NP & VP/NP-NP)
b.*a book that i I know who j to ~/NP talk to .!j about Mary] and
[vp/NP-NP ~ersuade .!j to buy .!i] (VP/NP & VP/NP-NP)
c. a book thati I know who j to [VP/NP-NP talk to .!j about .!i] and
[vp/NP-NP persuade !j to read e i ] (VP/NP-NP & VP/NP-NP)
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If a category contains two gaps with the same index, however, the result
cannot be a double slash cate~Qry, or else we would not rul~ out (3):
(3) *a book that i I know who j to [vp~~ talk to the author of ~i about
e .] and [vp/NP NP persuade e. to bUy e.] (VP/NP & VP/NP-NP)
-:1 - -J -1.
That category labels should distinguish referential indices is
troubling, but worse is yet to come. The labels must actually bear these
indices, in order to avoid allowing (4):
(4) *a book that i I know wh0 j to c.VP/NP. talk to~] and [vp/NP. buy ~il
J ~
To correctly star (4), VP/NP. must be distinct from VP/NP: for the Law L£
J
Coordination of Likes. But this law must distinguish indices only on the
right side of the slash, or else it will eliminate ( 5) :
(5) John read [NP. a book] and [NP. a novel]
1 J
So Gazdar's p:oposal, to work properly, mu~t introduce double slash
categories, with indices on the crmponents of the category, but distinguish
these indices only to the right of the slash. Clearly something is being
missed by viewing Coordinate Structure Constraint and ATB effects ~n this
way. The apparent simplicity of the slash category solution fa&es when
more comp~ex cases are considered. By contrast, all the ~xamples considered
above follow automatically from the pcc. 43
A second argument comes from examples discussed by Ross (1967) and
by Grosu (19 7 3), which we considered briefly in 3.1 (100). These are
cases in which a part of the Coordinate Structure Constreint ~~ems not to
hold, where the conjunction and is interpreted as consecutive:
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(6)a. the whiskey [5' which i [5 I [vp [vp went to the store] ando 1
[vp
2
bought e.]]]]
-1.
whiskey] ] 1]
Something special needs to be said about these cases on any analysis. Let
us see what we could say on the pee approach.
We argued that ordinary conjunction created a single path between
the conjunction and the conjuncts. We proposed that this path arose as
the result of the conjunction assigning simultaneously a s~ngle a-role
to a number of complements. This proposal seemed to provide motivation
for this common path, since we showed elsewhere that a-marking produces
paths. In sentences like (6), however, the conjuncts appear to be of
different status: the right-hand conjunct is interpreted as a consequent
of the left-hand conjunct. Suppose we claim that in such structures,
the conjunction assigns different a-roles to the two conjuncts. Then it
would follow that there would be a separate path from each conjunct to
the conjunction, and we would, correctly, not expect the Coordinate
Structure Constraint to obtain. Thus, the paths for (6)a would be as in
(7) :
( 7) (i) Between the conjunction and VP 1 :
{VP
1
, vp
o
}
( ii) Between the conjunction and VP 2 :
{VP 2' vpo}
(iii) Bet~leen e. and COMP of S' :
1.
{VP
I
, VPO' S, S' }
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The only two paths that overlap are (i) and (iii). Since (iii) contains
(i), the PCC is satisfied.
We propose then, that consecutive conjunctions differ from others in
assigning distinct roles to each of their conjuncts. On the other hand,
these conjunctions show all the other properties of normal conjunctions.
They require more than one complement. They obey the A/A constraint44
(as Grosu shows; cf. (101». Most importantly, they obey the Law of the
Coordination of the Likes, with respect to the traditional, non-slash
categories:
(8) *the store that i I [vp went to ~i] a~d [NP yesterday's newspaper]
If they obey this law, why isn't (6b) ruled out, on the analysis in (9):
(9) the store thati I [vp/NP went to ~i] and [vp bought whiskey]
This proJlem does not seem to have a natural solution in the slash-category
framework. The only available stipulation is to prevent the Law of the
Coordination of Likes from looking at the material after the slash when
the conjunction involved is consecutive, but this is entirely ad hoc.
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FOOTNOTES: CHAPTER FOUR
1. N. Chomsky suggests that the contrast might simply result from some
constraint along the lines of Kuno's (.1973) "Clause Nonfinal Incomplete
constituent Constraint". such a constraint might, for example, block
clause-internal preposition stranding, a~though it is unclear how it
could account for the contrast in (l)a-b (as Taraldsen 1981 notes) .
There might be justification for such a constraint if, as N. Chomsky
suggests, (i) is ungrammatical:
(i) who did you persuade
order
promise
[friends of t] [that I liked Mary]
All speakers I have asked find (i) fully acceptable, and certainly not
on a par with sentences like (4)a or (l)a. In any case, if (i) should
be ungrammatical, we might account for it by asswning, with Kayne (198]) b,
that the indirect and direct objects of verbs like persuade, order, and
promise form a "small clause":
(ii) who did you lvp persuade [? NP 5'] ]
If (i) is ungrammatical, it would be a case of Subj=ct Condition effects
in the subject of a small clause, discussed in the previous chapter.
As N. Chomsky points out, this analysis is semantically implausible,
since the verb appears to select and a-mark both objects (cf. Chapter
Three, fn. 1). Since (i) appears to be acceptable for most speakers,
we will assume that the problem does not arise.
There is a problem that may be related to (i) that arises on any
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current analysis of parasitic gaps, including ours and Kayne's. Here
the contrasts seem clear for all speakers:
(iii)a.?John, who [people ~lho believe [friends of ~] to be nice] admire e
-
b. *John, who [people who believe [~] to be nice] admire e
(iv) a. ?Mary, who [people who consider [long articles about !:..] boring]
usually ignore ~
b.*Mary, who [people who consider [~] boring] usually ignore ~
(v) a.?the man that [the woman who persuaded [close friends of ~] to
leave] later denounced e
b.*the man that [the woman who persuaded [~] to leave] later
denounced e
I know of no account of these constrasts. What is interesting is that
the first Object of persuade patterns here with the subject of a small
clause and S'-deletion infinitival. (Example (v)a-b w~·" pointed out to
me by J. -R. Vergnaud.)
2. If VP were the maximal projection of V, then 8 2 would immediately
dominate the subject (W) and VP2 (Z), a maximal projection of V2 (X).
Since W precedes Z, Z is in the canonical govern~nent configuration for
English. Thus 52 would be a g-projection of VP 2 , even if it were not a
projection of v2 .
If S' is a projection of COMP, then S will have to be a projection
of V to allow S' to be a g-projection of 5, unless INFL is a structural
governo~. But INFL cannot be a structural governor in Kayne's
framework, as we discuss in connection with (18) and (19) below.
3. Kayne formalizes these requirements as follows:
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(i) A g-projection set Ga of a category a, where y governs 6:
(a) y 11', 'IT = a g-projection of y -+ 'If E Ga
(b) B £ G8 and (b') 0 dominates B and 0 does not dominate
y -+ c5 E G
13
(ii) KEep (revised)
Let I3 l ••. Sj , I3 j +1 ••• Bn be a maximal set of empty categories
in a tree T such that ~ a c-commanding a,
bound by a. Then
vj, B. is locally
J
(a) U
I-j-n
GR. must constitute a subtree of T
J
and (b) there must exist a p such that p E U G
13
•
l-j-n J
and p dominates (J.
(Kayne's (22)-(23).) Kayne remarks that (a) is intended to read "the
union of the g-projection set of all the empty categories in question
must constitute a subtree".
4. Kayne apparently assumes that the antecedent is the head of the
relative in his diagrams. This issu~ is irrelevant here, since the
same effects can be duplicated with questions.
5. Chomsky (1981b, (79» shows that there are acceptable sentences
that violate this generalization:
(i) a man who [everyone who meets ~] knows someone who likes ~]
As Chomsky notes, however, sentences like (i) may be acceptable by
virtue of meeting some "strong parallelism requirement". Examples
without parallelism, like (26)b, seem as bad as any subjacency
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violation.
6. The contrast in (28) holds regardless of any intervening
specificity or definiteness conditions on variables in NP, as can
be seen by replacing the first chapter of with a chapter of, or by
replacing which chapter of with what chapter of.
7. Kayne (1982, fn. 27) briefly discusses examples of the sort we
have considered here, and suggesm that some speakers might accept
examples like our (25), which we consider a subjacency violation.
His suggestion, which would extend to (28)b, is to claim that the
higher verb might govern into the COMP of the embedded S', thus
beginning the g-projections with the higher VP and bypassing the left-
branch effect. We consider this move dubious, even within Kayne's own
approach, since it opens the door to wholesale violations of the
Subject Condition, particularly in small clauses, where the higher V
should be able to govern into the subject of the embedded clause, and
also in the subject position of a tensed S, where a binder in COMP
should be able to govern inside the subject position by coindexation.
8. (30)b probably actually has a bi-clausal structure, as the que/qui
alternation in (29)a/(30)a indicates (cf. Obenauer 1981a, for discussion
of est-oe que). The contrast repeats itself with clear long extraction,
but the judgments are much weaker for some speakers (Obenauer 1976;
Kayne 1981a, 117-8):
(i) [combienJ i crois-tu que j'ai invite [NP[Qpeli d'hommesl
how many do you think that I've invited of men
(ii)??[combienli crois-tu que [NP[QpeJ i d'invit~s] viendront
how many do you think that of guests will come
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The corresponding sentences in Russian show a much sharper contrast
(see below in text).
9. Kayne (personal communication) indicates that he would rather
maintain the analysis of Kayne (1981a), in which the subject/object
asymetries derive from government across NP into the specifier. Thus
the constrasts in the text would be exactly parallel in analysis to
basic CTP contrasts, with caveats as in Kayne (1981a). Given the
KEep of Kayne (1982), however, the contrasts also derive as discussed
in the text; the solution of Kayne (1981a) requires abanJonment of
the definition of government we are assuming (from Aoun and 5portiche
1982). Thus the KEep seems committed either to a different definition
of government, in which maximal projections may be transparent, or
to maintaining the asymetry in the KEep as is. As indicated in the
text, our argument is in any case less than overwhelming, but worth
presenting because it bears directly on the issue of the KEep vs. the
pee.
10. Barry Schein (personal communication) reports some contrasts
that are relevant here:
(i) ??more women are sexy than [~men] are
(ii) more women are buxom than [~men] are bearded
He suggests that (ii) might be acceptable because the predicate bearded
can be focused. Treating focus as a movement rule at LF, we might
suppose that the comparative operator undergoes absorption (Higginbotham
and May 1981; cf. Aoun, Hornstein and Sportiche 1981) with the focus
operator, creating a binary quantifier:
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(iii) ••• [COMP O.-FOCUS(bearded).l [e. men] are e.
1. J -J. J
If e. can act like a parasitic gap to e. , so that they form a lmited
-~ -J
path, then e. can help e. escape the pee in the familiar way. This
~ --I.
recalls Kayne's discussion of WH-in-situ, where "ECP effects" can be
averted if the offending WH undergoes absorption with a lower WH
(we return to these cases in Chapter Five) :
(iv) *I wonder what book who bought
(v) I wonder what book who bought for whom
In (i), the VP deletion removes the possibility of focus,
accounting for the reduced acceptability.
11. Actually the ergative-passive vs. transitive constrast discussed
in Chapter Two is very weak with stol'ko and skol'ko phrases. The
effects are already weaker with numeral phrases, as noted in Chapter
Two, and explained below. The extra weakness with stol'ko and skol'ko
is unexplained.
12. vThe particle ze is optional r but preferred in these clauses. It
adds the notion of "preciserless" to stol'ko: 'exactly as many ... '.
It is irrelevant to our points here.
13. See Chapter Five, for some disC1JSsion of personne.
14. On the other hand, difficulties we will shortly encounter do
suggest that negation plays some antecedent-like role.
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15. Alternatively, we might simply define T as = {t I t is an empty
category A-boWld or free}, saving some verbiage in (ii). As a third
possibility, we might adopt a suggestion made by N. Chomsky (personal
communication), and assume that unbound empty categories are always
-A-bound from the root, by convention. Then we might achieve the results
of our revision of the definition of paths in (64) while maintaining
the simpler definition in (2).
16. RaVi~ (1971, 261) notes that certain other double ubject verbs
appear not to allow the genitive of nega~ion, suggesting a small-clause
analysis for tIle complement of these verbs, along the lines of
Kayne (1981b):
(i) oni ne li~ili stranu/*strany xleba
they NEG deprived the country of bread
(acc/gen) (qen)
(ii) ona ne udostaivaet devuX'ku/*devu~ki svoim vnl.maniem
she NEG favor girl with her attention
(acc/qen) (instr)
We can explain (i)-(ii) if the structures are: deprive [ACe GEN] in (i),
favor [ACe INSTR] in (ii); etc. RaviZ also cites obespe~it' Ace INSTR
'provide NP with NP'i vsnabzat' Ace INSTR 'supply NP with NP';
kormit' Ace INSTR 'feed NP with NP'; and a number of others as allowing
the genitive of negation (replacing ACe) when a ni-word is involved.
17. The pee also predicts a contrast between (i)-(ii) along the lines
indicated:
Ci)(?)John, who. I wonder what books. I can talk about e. with e.,J 1. -I. J
[in order to understand e.l
--].
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(ii) (*)John, who. I wonder what books. I can talk about e. with e.,J 1. :-;L-J
[in order to impress a.]
-J
Ignoring the purpose clause, the path between e. and its binder is
-J
longer than the path between e 1 and its binder. By the logic discussed
in the text, only the longer path should permit tile aduiti.on of a "spur"
in the purpose clause; hence, only (i) should be acceptc~le. I can
persuade myself that there is some contrast hetween (i) imd (ii), but
it is certainly n~t sharp.
18. A problem arises if we allow non-maximal projections to be
conjoined:
(i) I consider [A*[A* John [APangry at Mary]] and [A*Bill [AP sad] ]]]
012
The Coordinate Structure Constraint appears to hold wh,en the slJbject
of a small clause (or S'-deletion infinitival) is extracted, which is not
predicted by our formulations. Note that the first ma:x:imi\l projection
dominating both the conjunction and e. is VP, and that. the first maximal
-~
projections dominating the head of the predicate phraues are the APs:
Between the conjunction and conjuncts:
{AP
l
, Al , AP 2 , A2, AC' Vp}
Between e. and COMP of 5' :
1-
{VP, S' }
(b)
[A* Bill [AP sad]]]]
2 2
Pat:hs (a)
Paths (a) and (b) do not overlap, and the pee canrlot rule (ii) out.
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Note that the PCC properly rules OU.t (iii), where the Coordinate
Structure Coustraint is violated in the predicate phrase AP:
Between the conjunction and conjuncts:
{API' AI' AP2, A~, AO' vp}
Between e. and COMP of S':
1.
{APi' Al , A~, VP, S' }
(b)
[A* Bill [AP sad]]]]
2 2
Paths (a)
Paths (a) and (b) overlap and violate the pee.
I can offer two suggestions for dealing with (ii). First, if we
adopt the convention that xn is always maximal in the environment when
ndominated by X , it will follow that Al and A2 are maximal in (i). Paths
(a) and (b) will then be:
(ii) (a) Between the conjunction and conjuncts:
{At, A2, AO' vp}
(b) Between e. and COMP of S' :
1
{At, VP, S'}
Paths (a) and (b) now overlap ane violate the PCC, as desired. The
problem with this solution is that it seems to prevent the V consider
from governing and assigning Case to the subjec~s of the small clauses
in (i).
Alternatively, we might suppose that there is no conjunction of
non-maximal projections. Rather, (i) derives from (iv) below, with
deletion of the second consider under identity:
(iv) I [vp [vp consider [A* John angry at Mary]] and [vp
a 1 2
[A* Bill sad]]]
conDider
I
~
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The ungr~aticality of (ii) will now result from the (straightforward)
pee violation in (v), with deletion of the second consider:
(v)*John [s,who
1
. I [vp [vp consider [A* e. angry at Mary]] and
o 1 1 -1.
[vp consider
2 I
~
[A* Bill sad]]]]
2
In 4.4 of this chapter we give arguments against such deletions
under identity, but our arguments actually concern deletion of A-binders.
If deletions of V are allowed, and certain other deletions, we can
account for (ii) by prohibiting conjunction of non-maximal projections
(with Chomsky 1965, 212). This prohibition might be supported by the
(slight?) unacceptability of sentences like (vi), where an analysis as
VP conjunction is implausible:
(vi)a.??I consider neither John angry nor Bill sad
b.??! believe both Bill to be a fool and Mary to be quite smart
c.??John proved either Mary guilty or Peter innocent
The problem with (vi) cannot be a violation of the adjacency condition
on Case marking, because (vii) is tine:
(vii)a. I considered neither John nor Bill
b. I believe both Bill and Mary
c. John proved either the theorem or the lemma
(ii)
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19. Non-trivial modifications of the a-criterion aTe necessary, if
(122)c-d car, have the structures assigned to them in our examples. In
(122)c, the argument John seems to bear two a-roles, one assigned to
it by the VP told some story, and one assigned to it in the chain
(John, e) by the verb registered. I believe that the solution has
two parts:
First, we must define the grammatical relation subject in terms
of sisterhood to a predicate phrase (as argued in section 1 of Chapter
Three), rather than in terms of daughterhood to a clause (as in
Aspects). We must also modify the definition of sister so that in the
configuration:
(i) [A [9 B1 and B2••• ]]o
A is a sister both of B1 and 82- In other words, BO is overlooked.
Thus, in the structure:
[vp VP1 and VP 2 ] ]o
The position [NP,S] is the value for the functions [subject of VP1 ] and
[subject of VP2l.
We then assume that 9-roles are assigned to grammatical functions
(GFs) rather than to positions directly. Chains will be sequences of
GFs, much as in Chomsky (1981a). Crucially, we will relativize the
a-criterion to GFs. Let us say that 3n argument "fills" a GF Ct if it
occupies the position associated with n. We assume further the convention
that a chain C bears a-role R if and only if one of its members is assigned
R. We state a Relativized 9-criterion in (iii):
(iii) Relativi~ed a-criterion
a. Every 8-role is assigned to exactly one chain.
b. Every chain is assigned at most one e-role.
c. For a a GF in chain C, a is assigned a a-role if and only if
C contains exactly one GF filled by an argurl:ent.
The crucial feat\lre of (iii) is that it allows an arqurrlent to be a
member of more than one chain, under narrowly restricted conditions.
Consider (iv):
(iv) John Lvp lvp ate me~t] and [vp drAnk beer] ]
o 1 2
Example (iv) contains two chains:
(a) ([subject of \1p. 1)
1.
(b) ([subject of VP2] )
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Both VP l and v~2 a&sign ij-roles. VP~ assigns it to the sole member of.L
chain (a); VP 2 , to the ~ole melnber of chain (b). The a-roles may be
assigned under clause (c} of the Relativized 9-criterion, because each
chain contains a GF filled by a~ argument. Each chain h~ars only one
a-role, satisfying clause (b). Note that the argument John fills a GF
in botn chains, which is allowed under the Relativized e-~riteriou.
Consider now (122)0, repeated below:
(v) John. [vp uither [vp was
~ . 0 1
~,1P inv9nteu. :.)~me storv ~ ~
. 2
[v registeredl e. by the policel or
1 -1
Example (v) contains two chains:
\~:) (lsubject of Y7pl]' [object. of V1))
~b) ([subject of VP 2])
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The verb registered assigns its a-role to [object of V1J, and hence to
chain (a)~ This is allowed under clause (e) of the Relativized
a-criterion, because chain (a) contains a GF filled by the argurr.ent
John. The VP invented some story indirectly a-marks thE [subject of
VP2l, and thus chain (b). The GF [subject of VP 2] may recei~e this·
a-role under clause (e), because it contains the argument John. Again,
it is irrelevant that John fills GFs in two chains.
Notice also that (v) calls for a revision of terminology. The
position occupied by John is a "e-position" as the subject of VP 2 , but
is a "non-e-position" as the subject of VP1 . Clearly, what is rel~vant
is the notion "9-GF" (in fact, a~ in Chomsky 1981a), and not the notion
"S-position", which appears to have no status.
The Relativized a-criterion continues to capture the other effects
of the 9-criterion. Consider, for example, the typical a-criterion
viol ,J.:1on:
Because the subject locally A-binds the object, (vi) contains the cllain:
([subject of VP], [object of V])
Both GFs in this chain are assigned a-roles. The chain thus violates (b)
of the reviseu a-criterion. Failure to assign the e-role of praise
would violate clause (a).
Consider als~ (vii):
(vii) *[5 it [vp [vp was claimed that Mary lied] and [vp shocked John] ]
012
Example (vii) is ungrammatical with the interpretation indicated by our
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brackets. The ungrammaticality derives from the a-criterion, since it
must be both an argument and a non-argument:
it fills two GFs: [subject of VP1J and [subject of VP 2J. VP 2
must assign its a-role to [subject of VP 2]. Suppose it is an argument.
Then VP 2 can assign its a-role to it. Suppose it is not an argument.
Then VP2 cannot assign its a-role, by clause (e) of the Relativized
O-criterion. But it must assign ies a-role, by clause {a)i hence it
must be an a~gument.
On the other hand, if it is an arqument, then the chain ([subject
of VPl ) must contain a GF assigned a a-role. But VP l does not assign
a a-role to [subject of VP1li if VP2 assigned its e-role, then that
e-role would be assigned to two chains, and violate clause (a). He~ce
it cannot be an argument. Since it cannot be an argument and a non-
argument, tIle structure is ungrammatical.
This discussion has two hidden assumptions. First, thdt expletive
it does not form a chain with an extraposed st. This is argued indepen-
dently by Safir (1982). Second, note that a chain does not have to bear
a a-role -- though, if it does, the chain must contain an argument and
the a-role must be unique. This allows for chains headed by an expletive.
This "relativization" of the a-criterion to GFfS has other consequen-
ces, with respect to small clauses and other constructions, which lie
outside of thi$ study (cf. Schein1982 for discussion of a similar
proposal). We merely wish to show that structures like (122)c-d can be
made to fall under a natural modification of the a-criterion, to
reinforce our claim that A-bound empty categories are not SUbject to
·-.. ·,..... tlre Constraint I any more than they show Crossing
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20. This suggests that what moves to COMP is the feature [+tense] and
not [%past], as pointed out to me by J.-R. Vergnaud, since the element
in COMP binds all the "variables" in the various INFLs, which may be
variously (+pastl and [-past]. I leave the semantic ~uestions raised
by this problem open.
21. Empty categories must be only optionally "visible" when they don't
fall under (155); see 4.4 of this ~hapter for more discussion. The
notion "visible" ;.5 somewhat imprecise: what we really mean is to append
(155) to the definition of paths: "Where t is an empty category satisfying
(155), there is a path such that ••• and where t is an empty category
that does not satisfy (155), ~here may be a path such that ...... It
is clear that simpler formulations should be available, and our discussion
in this section is largely speculative.
22. Or as in (2). The question being considered here is logically
independent on the question of infinite paths.
23. Our theory makes another prediction, which seems to be fulfilled,
although the effects are disappointingly weak. If tensed 58 containing
expletive subjects are like infinitives with respect to conjunction, as
we claim, we ~redict that they should not be conjoinable with tensed S5
that have thematic subjects. Thus we expect the contrast indicated in
par&ntheses~
(i) non so (S,che libri [S [5 Maria legge] 0 [5 Giovanni comprall
012
(= (166) a)
(ii) (*)non so [s,che libei [5 (s e necessaria leggere] 0 [5 Giovanni
o 1 2
compra] ]
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Some contrast exists, but it can apparently be overridden by providing
a suitable context, more plausible examples, etc.
24. Note that the ne cliticization from the trace of auanti shows that
.
its trace is indeed pos~verbal -- in fact, in object position (cf.
Belletti and Rizzi 1981 for a demonstration).
25. M.-R. Manzini suggests that (178)b is excluded because AGR is
coindexed with the postverbal subject. Being an A-binder, AGR will
not violate principle C by beinq coindexed with the postverbal sUbject.
Suppose that AGR, like a clitic in the system of Chomsky (1981)b,
bears a 9-role and enters into chains. AGR and the postverbal subject
will thus form a chain. AGR also c-commands and binds the parasitic
gap, and will al~o form a chain with it. Since the parasitic gap bears
an independent a-role, the a-criterion will be violated. The case is
analogous to the non-licensing of a parasitic gap by a clitic, discussed
by Chomsky. This approach is consistent with the analysis of pro-drop
phenomena in Safir (1982), as far as I can tell.
26. The paradigm of (177)-(178) shows up also with inverted subjects
in the French il construction, arguing that the postv~rbal subject is
coindexed with the subject position \or with AGR; cf. note 25) I contra
Pollock (1981):
(i)a. quel article. as-tu classe e. sans 1e lire?
1 -1
what article did you file without reading it
b. ?quel article. as-tu classe e. sans lire e.?
1 -1 -i
what article did you file without reading
(iila.?quel article. a-t-il ete classe e. sans Ie lire?
1 ~
what article was there filed without reading it
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b.*quel article. a-t-il ate classe e. sans lire e.?
1. -1-].
what article was there filed without reading
27. We will treat the resumptive pronoun strategy in English as fully
grammatical, as it is for many speakers, in colloquial speech. Readers
who object may add one question mark's worth (or more) of unacceptability
to our diacritics. The contrasts we discuss remain clear.
28. We simplify Chomsky's analysis on some points and elaborate on
others, to bring out the issues that are important for our discussion.
29. Chomsky (1981a,b) also considers the ECP to be a telling property
of Move a, since traces of movement mus~ be properly governed, while
PRO need not (and may not). Recall that we have not dealt with the
ECP for NP-trace.
30. Other complications might arise when the gap does not bear a
a-role. Many of these cases are independently ruled out by the Binding
Theory. See also Bouchard (1982) for some discussion of these issues
from a different point of view.
31. Taraldsen's solution to the "licensing problem" is to say that
WH-phrases cannot be in COMP at D-structure, and must move there by
Move Q. It is unclear how this solution can allow for non-subjacent
resumptive pronouns.
3? I. Halk suggests tllat a def1niteness-clash might be at stake
here, since interrogative words are indefinite (possibly excepting
which, as N. Chomsky points out), bu~ resumptive pronouns like it
are definite. She notes the analogy with clitic-doubling, which is
often sensitive to indefiniteness.
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33. On exceptions to this generalization noted by Chomsky, cf. note 5.
34. Non-subjacent empty categories have another property in common
with resumptive pronouns. Coordinate Structure C~nstraint violations
in which one or more would-be ATB gaps is replaced with a resumptive
pronoun are better when th~ resumptive pronouns are right-peripheral.
In other words, the following contrast seems to hold:
(i) *a Inan who [John considers him foolish) and [Mary considers ~ smart]
(ii)?*a man who [John considers e foolish] and [Marv considers him smart]
- .
Subjacency violations seem to act like resumptive pronouns in this
respect:
(iii)*a man who [John considers the woman who likes e to be foolish] and
[Mary considers ~ to be smart]
(iv) ?*a man who [John considers e to be foolish] and [l4ar'· considers the
woman who likes e to be smart]
This contrast recalls various "crossover" contrasts discu3sed by Engdahl:
(vlo.*which student. did your attempt to talk to him. scare e. to death
1 ~ -~
b. which student. did your attempt to talk to e. scare e. to death
J. -~ -1
(judgments Engdahl's.)
If the analogy is correct (and, as Chomsky not~s, there ia no
adequate account of Engdahl's contrasts), then our approach to subjacenc'l
in ~o0rdinate structure may need revision. If ~e regard (ii) and (iv)
as gr~atical, and (i} and (iii) as out by some crossover condition,
then we must allow resumptive pronouns to create paths, creating
problems for our treatment of (183)b.
A relevant quest~on is whether the constrast between (i)/(ii) and
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(ii)/(iv) really relates to the question of resumptive pronouns, or to
a more general left/right asymetry in Coordin~te Structure Co~straint
effects. At issue is whether there is any contrast between (vi) and
(vii) comparable to (i)/(ii) and (iii)/(iv), following the lines indicated
in parentheses:
(vi) (*)a man who [John considers Bill foolish] and [Mary considers e
smart
(vii) (?*)a man who [John considers e foolish] and [Mary considers Bill
smart]
My feeling is that there is, but the judgments throughout are shrouded
in murk. In any case, the general parallelism of non-subjacent gaps
and rescmptive pronouns (and lexical NPs?) is interesting, in view of
our discussion in text. I am grateful to Barry Sch~ill for discussion
of these questions.
35. Sjcb10m (1980) and George (1980) adopt Chomsky and Lasnik's
proposal, but do not deal with the problems raised in our discussion.
36. This argument is based on the assumption that the dele~ions envisioned
must take place in FF, on the left side of the grammar. One might
suppose an analysis under which deletion applied at S-structure, followed
by some sort of restructuring or pruning so that ,215) had the LF
structure of (2l4)b. Since the Cooridinate Structure Constraint and
ATB phenome~a apply to parasitic gaps as well as gaps deriving from
movement, however, this analysis would only lead us back to the conclusion
that ATB phenomena exist at LF, rendering the deletion rule almost otiose.
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37. A number of other c~~es have figured in the recent discussion of
ATB phenomena initiated by Williams (Willi.ams 1978; Gazdar 1981;
Williams 1982), which we may briefly list and consider.
Example (i) is ruled out by specific features of Williams' ATB
conventions, but not by the pee, in any straightforward way.
(i) *John, [~ho] and [whose friends] I saw s
Gazdar (crediting G. Pullum) notes that interrogatives correspondin~
to (i) are much better:
(ii) I wonder who and who:;e friends he handed over to the FBI
Williams (1982) discusses a possible derivation for (ii), which involves
WH-movement of the 5 in both conjuncts, followed by Right-Node Raising
across the board, which he blocks in (i) for phonological reasons. We
omit discussion of th~s proposal here. We can only note that, if there
were no contrast between (i) and (ii), we might relate the badness of
(i) to a structure after reconstruction of friends:
(ii) *Johr:., [[whol. and [who. ell I saw [elf and [e.'s friends]1 J _. 1.-J
Perhaps the empty category in [who ~] creates an infinite path, which
violates the Coordinate Structure Constraint (pee). Other than this,
we have nothing to offer for these examples, and consider the matter
undecided.
Williams (1978) also considers examples like (iii) relevant:
(iii)*John has more cows [s,than [s [s Bill has [ ~l dogs)] or [5 Pete
012
wants to have ~2]])
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As he notes, his approach would require the QP occupying the ~l slot
and the NP occupying the e 2 slot before the comparative rule (for him,
deletion) to be simultaneously factored, in violation of ROD. (iii)
presents no problems for us, if both Sub-C and ordinary comparatives
involve movement. The ~pty cate'Jories !.i and e 2 share a common binder
in COMP. e1 expects this binder to be an NP, while e2 expects a QP.
This conflict causes the unqrammaticality. Note that when S's are
conjoined, so that each empty category has its own binder, sentences
corresponding to (iv) become acceptable:
(iv) John has more cows [5' [5' than Bill has [e. dogs]] or
o 1 -l.
[5' than Pete wants to have ~2)
2
Finally, Williams (1982) suggests that Gapping must refer to his
ATB fo~t. We discuss Gapping briefly in Chapter Five, but leave this
matter open. On Gazdar's general theory, see the Appendix to this
chapter.
38. One argument against allowing ~ultiple Move a is presented in
Chomsky (198lb; a less strong version appears in Taraldsen 1981),
based cn CTP effects. Recall that long WH-movement of the subject of
a tensed S is possible only 1f the subject position can be bound from
the neaxest COMP:
(i) t. cau,e ]]
1.
(i1) *a man who i I said [Sf that {s t i came ]]
(i) is possible bec.:1use movement is possible "COMP-to-COMP". On the
other hand, coindexation is not possible "COMP-to-COMP", particularly
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if limited to A-positions at S-structure. Therefore, nothing can save
the subject of a tensed S if it is a parasitic gap:
1(iii)*the student that. everyone thinks e. is intelligent because John
1. -J.
said (that) ~~ was intelligent
1(iv) ?"the student that. everyone thinks e. is intelligent because John
1. 2 -l.
said (that) Mary liked e.
-1.
(iii) is ruled out by the F~P in Cho~ky's framework, or by the pee
for us, since there can be no binder in the COMP nearest to 2e . The
object gap e 2 in (iv) has no such r 1uirement to moet; hence (iv) is
grammatical. We therefore might conclude that multiple Move a cannot
exist, if we are to rule out (iii).
This conclusion might be too strong. First, notice that because
clauses of the type seen in (iii)-(iv) are relatively accessible to
movement in some caS9S (as discussed in Ch~msky) :
(v) ?the student that Susan left because John said (that) Mary liked e
Given (v), where ~ must be derived by movement according to all the
systems we have been considering, how do we know which of the gaps
in (iii) - (1v) art! derived by movement I and which are derived by coindexation?
If ~ in (v) can be derived by movement, then we expect that e~ in (iii)
-1.
and (iv) can be derived by movement, in which case the explanation for
the contrast is lost.
More important, even if a gap in a beca~ clause is clearly
derived by movement, the subject/object asymmet£y of (iii)-(iv)
reappears, for absolutely mysterious reasons. Thus (vi) contrasts
clearly with (v), in the same way that (iii) contrasts with (iv):
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(vi) *the student that Susan left because John said (that) e was
intelligent
Clearly something prevents e in a because-clause from being locally
A-bound and satisfying the ECP or PCC, independent of the question
of parasitic gaps. This may be related to the mysterious prohibition
against pied-piping of PPS from such clauses, noted by Chomsky (1981b),
who credits A. Belletti:
(vii)a. ?John, who Susan left because Peter spoke to [NP ! ]
b. *John, to whom Susan left because Peter spoke [pp ~ ]
Similar things happen when the WH-island condition is violated:
(viii)a.?the ~tudent that Bill knows why I said (that) Mary hates e
b.*the student that Bill knows why I said (that) e hates Mary
(ix)a. ?a man who Bill knows when to talk to [NP ~ )
b. ??a man to whom Bill know~ when to talk [pp ! ]
An ECP account of (ix) is given by Huang (1982). If these sentences
fo~ a paradigm, however, the reason for these effects is presently
unknown cln any approach to the phenomena. In any case, the argument
aqainst multiple ~e~ is weakened.
Also note that both (iii) and (vi) become still worse when that
is not deleted.
39. In Chapter Five, we present an analysis of subjunctives in which
the higher predicat~ on which they are (often) dependent plays, in
effect, the role of TNS 1n indicative clauses, solving the problems
of sentences like (i):
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(1) *MaryJ. seems [s,that (5 iti AGRi is preferred [S~ that t. be1. J
happy]] )
(cf. it is preferred that Mary be haPEY)
40. An argument that the Case filter applies at S-structure can be
squeezed out of sentences like (246), whether it is ruled out by
subjacency or by our condition on complete propositions. Free indexing
of A-positions is possible at S-structure. What p~events (246) from
beinq derived as follows?
~i) D-structure: Mary. seems that it is certain e. to be happyJ -1
(ii)S-structure: i i (free
indexing)
The answer is the projection principle. At D-structure Mary will lack
a a-role. This is important if (246) is ruled out by subjacency,
because free indexinq would otherwise provide an alternative derivation.
But now consider (iii):
(iii) *therei seems that it is ~Qrtain ~i to arrive three men i
Suppose NP~movement obeys subjacency. The argument goes like this.
(iii) cannot be derived by movement of ~~, because of subjacency.
But the derivation by free indexing should be possible, since there is
a non-argument, and will not violate the 9-criterion at D-structure:
(iv)D-structure: there. seems that it is certain e. to arrive three men.J ~ 1
(v) S-structure i i i
What rules (iii) out? The answer seems to be the Case filter, applying
crucially before free indexing at S-structure. The NP three men is not
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in a Case-marked position, so it must get Case from some other member
of its chain. After free indexing, it can get Case from there, but e.
-1
i8 not in a Case-marked position. To rule (iii) out, there must not
be coindexed with three men when tho Case filter applies.
Suppose NP-movement does not <..~,-!y subjacency, but we asswne our
convention that [+ten•• ] TNS has scope over a complete proposition.
Suppose there moves to its S-structure position from the position of
!t. We will still violate the convention about [+tense] TNS, since the
TNS of i8 certain cannot have scope over the chain (there, ~, three men)
without moving OU~ of its clause. Thus, the Case filter must apply at
S-structure before free indexing. This does not exclude the possibility
that it also applies at LF, but we have argued in Chapter TWo that it
does not.
Nothing prevents non-subjacent binding of an empty category by
an expletive that i8 not crucial to Case assignment, as far a.s I c~n
... :
(vi) it j see~ that it is certain !j to be claimed that Bill is sick
See a180 Burzio (1981) for other locality requirements on
A-chains.
41. Chomsky restricts free indexing to A-positions, for reasons we
have ••en. Actually, the Game result i8 achievable if free indexing
ie restricted to i-positions, since expletive A-positions never licence
par.attic gaps, not being operator-bindable. If free indexing is res-
tricted to i-positions, the redundancy with Move a disappears for NP-
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movement (along with our arqument in note 40). If free indexing is
re.tricted to i-positions, we might also account for the impossibility
or moderate unacceptability of PP parasitic gaps, discussed in Chomsky
(198lb):
(i)??a table on which you set a book [ppeJ witout puttinq a record [pp!)
(11) a table which you set a book on [NP!] without putting a record
on (NP!)
Que.tiona aria. with r••pect to NP-traces in conjoined structures,
discussed in footnote 19.
42. Gazdar 8eem8 to assume that NP-trace and PRO do not count as
"qaps", in order to permit sentences like those discussed in footnote
19, where a passive and an active VP are conjoined. This is independent
frOID the claim that "there is no passive transformation" which Gazdar
explicitely mak... If one wishes to integrate Gazdar's analysis into a
quasi-GB framework, one ~ght suppose that only Case-marked traces count
....gap....
43. Gazdar (note 6), refers to a forthcoming literature on th~se
que.tiona, to which I have had no access.
44. Actually, the A/A constraint needs to be generalized to pat6sitic
gape, in our t,heory, to rule ou t :
(i) an article that I filed e without reading a book and e
-- given the tact that our account of the Coordinate Structure Con-
Itraint do•• not extend to the•• caBes.
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CHAPTER FIVE: FURTHER pee EFFECTS
1.0 In Cl1apters Three and Four, we have argued that a 5ubtheory of
grammar, "Path Theory", whose basic principle is the pee, subsumes the
"Government Theory" of Chomsky (1981a), whose basic principle is the
ECP. We have shown tl",at "Path Theory" can account, not only for the
ECP effecta, but for the Subject Condition effects and Coordinate
Structure Con8traint effects. Augmented with a theory of multiple gaps
adapted from Kayne (1982), Path Theory also accounts for apparent excep-
tions to the Subject Condition and the Coordinate Structure Constraint.
In this chapter, we explore some further areas in which the pec
•••ms to be relevant. In section 2, we consider a cluster of properties
characteristic of WH words that do not move to COMP in syntax, some of
which have been accounted for by the Superiority Condition of Chomsky
(1973). We suqgest that the pee provides a unified account of these
effects, given one assumption about the paths created by such "WH-in-
situ". We 8uqqe.t further that the pee accounts for a very similar group
"f properties observed in the "Gapping" construction, and suagest a new
analysis of Gappl.9 that fits into our explanation. Our remarks about
Gapping shall be speculative.
In section 3, we consider a different topic. Working in a framework
including the ECP, Picallo (1982) has presented an arqument suggesting
a crucial difference between indicative and subjunctive INFL with respect
to proper government. We discuss a possible reanalysis of her result in
a pee fra....work.
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In section 4, we consider briefly some possible problems with Path
Theory, as we have developed it. In 4~1, we consider some problems raised
for Path Theory by May's (1977) rule of QR. In 4.2, we discuss the pheno-
menon of preposition stranding, which has played a role in discussions
of the ECP. In 4.3, we desl with the properties of NP-trace t.hat have
been derived from the ECP.
Finally, in section 5, we summarize the results of Path Theory, and
discuss some prospects for future research. Among the topics we consider
is the definition of government: we show that replacing the ECP for
A-bound empty categories by the pee allows a drastic simplification of
the definition of government (and of c-command) developed by Chomsky
(1981a). In fact, the pee allows us to adopt in full the conceptually op-
timal definition proposed by Aoun and Sportiche (1982).
2.0 Infinite Paths: WH-in-situ and Gapping
2.1 WH-in-situ
We adopt the term "WH-in-situ" from Aoun, Hornstein and Sportiche
(1982) :
(1) A WH-in-situ is a WH-phrase which has not been subject to WH-
movement (in the sense of not having been the target of this rule).
I Alternatively (ignoring questions about 3dverbials like where, when, in
situ), we may define WH-in-situ as in (2):
(2) A WH-in-situ is a WH-phrase in an A-position.
Example. of WH-in-situ are the underlined phrases in (3):
(3)a.
b.
c.
d.
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I wonder who saw what
who knows how to make what
what man persuaded what woman m dance
1I asked which article claimed that Rasputin murdered who(m)
In o-structure, because of the Projection Principle and the various
properties of Ho~ and indexing discussed in the previous chapter, all
WH words that may bind an A-position variable at a later level are in
situ. We have seen in the last chapter, for example, that (4)b must
derive by :1ove a from a D-structure like (4)a, in which the WH is in
situ:
(4)a. I wonder (s. [COMP ] [s you saw who] ]
[+WH]
b. I wonder [Sf [COMP whoi ] [S you saw ~] ]
[+WH]
In (,4), because wonder selects a question, COMP must be [+WH]. It is a
fact about this COMP that it must be filled by a WH-word at S-structure:
(4)a is ungrammatical as an S-structure. With Aoun et al., we may
stipulate a surface filter applying in PF to achieve this result: 2
(5) *COMP, unless it contains a [+WH] element[+WH]
In English, fjr some speakers, matrix WH-questions contain a [+WH]
COMP subject to (5), so that (6)a, the D-structure underlyinq (6)b, is
unacceptable as an S-structure:
(7)a. (*) [Sf [COMP ] [S you saw who] ]
[+WH]
b. [Sf [COMP whoi ] [S did you see !.i] ]
[+WH]
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In French, Russian (cf. Sinicyn 1982a), and other dialects of English,
matrix WH-questions need not show WH-movement. (S)a, like (a)b, is an
acceptable S-structure in French:
(8)a. [s- [CaMP] [s Jean a vu qui ] ]
[s- [CaMP qui i ] [s Jean a vu !i] ]
I John saw who? I
( = Aoun, et ale ~12)-(13»
In general, where not required by (5), WH-movement to COMP is
3
optional in syntax. As is well-known, there are cases in which it is
impossible -- for example, when COMP is already filled. (9)b is not a
grammatical S-structure:
(9)a. [S- [COMP what i ] [S did Mary give ~ to whom] ]
[S- [CQMP to whom j whati ] [S did Mary give e i e j ] ]
Early studies of WH-movement (cf. Chomsky 1964) focused on the
conditions under which WH-words can and must undergo WH-movement. Since
Baker (1970), much attention has been devoted to the properties of WH-
words themselves when they are in situ. Much of this discussion has
concerned their status at LF, and has touched on the ECP. Since we are
deriving the ECP form a more general condition -- the pee -- we should
examine what light the pee sheds on the properties of WH-in-situ.
First let us consider the LF representation of WH-in-situ. Three
types of arguments may be advanced, which tend to suggest to SUpp0rt
the followlnq generalization:
(10) 4WH may not be in situ at LF
Because of (10), WH-phrases that have not undergone movement at S-structure
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5
must undergo movement to COMP at LF. Thus, for example, an S-structure
like (9)a will have an LF representation somewhat like (9)b. Similarly,
an S-~tructure like (ll)a will have an !4' representation like (ll)b
(we complicate this picture somewhat a bit later):
(lila. [S [COMP who!] [S ~! saw what] ]
b. fs [COMP what j who!] [s ~i saw ~j] ]
If (10) is true, it is probably an instance of a broader generali-
zation, whose implications are explored by Higginbotham (forthcoming):
(11) At LF, a occupies an operator position iff a is a logical operator
(10) is a special case of (11) if WH-words are logical operators, and
if only A-positions are operator positions.
In the case of WH-in-situ, the first argument for (10) that we
will consider shows that an S-structure WH-in-situ may be not in situ
at LF. The second and third arguments suggest that it must not be
in situ at LF.
The first argument derives from Baker (1970). WH-in-situ displays
the phenomena of scope. In particular, there are cases where a sentence
containing WH-in-situ shows scopal ambiguities with respect to WH-
phrases in COMP. Consider that following example from Baker (his
(69) - (70) ) :
(12) [51 who remembers [SI where we bought which book] ]
1 2
Sentence (12) has two readings. On one reading, which book appears to
be "associated" with where, taking narrow scope with respect to who.
On this reading, Baker notes, (12) may be answered as in (13):
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(13) John and Martha remember where we bought which book (narrow scope)
On the second reading, which book is "associated" with who, so that a
sentence like (14) is a natural answer:
(14) John remembers where we bought the physics book, and
Martha remembers where we bought The Wizard of Oz, lnd
(wide scope)
Following Chomsky (1973), we may derive this ambiguity at LF by
allowing WH-in-situ to move to COMP in LF, freely choosing whether it
ends up in the COMP of 52 (in which case (13) is a natural answer) or
in the COMP of Si (in which case (14) is a natural answer). The two
logical forms that may result are illustrated approximately in (lS)a-b:
ClS)a.
b.
[Si [COMP whoi which bOOk j ] ~i remembers [52 [COMP wherekJ
we bought !.j ~ ] ]
[Si [COMP whoi ] ~i remembers [Si [COMP wherek which bOOkjJ
we bought e. ~ ] ]
-J ~
What is the meaning of the notion "associated", which we used
above to characterize the relationship between the several WH-phrases
in COMP in the logical forms of WH-in-situ sentences? Clearly there
is a special link of some sort between them. In the structures of
CI5), where two WHs appear in COMP, what seems to be involved is the
establishment of ordered pairs of members of two sets. The pair of
WH-words in COMP binds two variables; whether a particular value for
one variable makes an answer true depends on the value chosen for the
other variable. In Chomsky's (1973) terms, tlle interpretation of a
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set of WH-phrases in COMP is "uniform in [the] COMP node n •
This "uniform interpretation" of multiple WH-words in COMP
has been studied ill detail by Higginbotham and May (1981). They
propose that the WH-operators in such constructions undergo a rule
of absorption. This rule takes a set of ~ operators in COMP and form
from them a single ~-ary operator. We omit the details of their rule
here, and simplify its properties somewhat. 6 The crucial point is
that a cluster of WH-phrases in COMP behaves as if it were a single
operator, which binds a number of different variables.
For reasons that will become clear later, let us represent the
operation of absorption syntactically by means of coindexation
specifically, cosuperscripting. As a first approximation:
(16) .•• , WH i ], for some index i
n
We may suppose that (16) is obligatory. Finally, as a notational
i { i i,matter, we may nterpret the members of the set WH1, ... ,WHnJ as
constituting a single ~-ary quantifier, as defined by Higgin~otham
and May (1981).
One more piece must be added to the analysis of WH-in-situ
constructions that we are outlining. Consider a sentence like (17):
(17) [Si who! [~ said [S2 that Mary liked what ]]]]
By principle Cl0), we know that what must move to COMP at LF. We also
know that if it moves to the COMP of Si it will undergo absorption
with who, and an interpretation will be available. We jo not, however,
4S yet prevent~ from moving to the COMP of 52' where it would yield
an interpretation like (18),
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(18) who said what Marl liked
We might rule this out by the convention of Chomsky (1973, (249»):
(19) Assign a WH-phrase not in CaMP to some higher structure [CaMP"']'
[+WH]
By (19), what could move to the lower COMP in (17) only if it were
[+WH]. If it were [+WH] , on the other hand, filter (5) would force
it to contain a WH-phrase at S-structure. Since it does not, the WH-
in-situ cannot move there, as desired.
More generally, we might assume a convention like (20), which
subsumes Chomsky's convention (19) and filter (5):
(20) CaMP contains an interrogative WH-phrases iff it is [+WH] 7
Assume that (20) applies both at S-structure and at LF. If a verb
selects a question and has a clausal complement, its COMP must be
[+WH]. If it is [~WH], then it must contain an interrogative WH-phrase
at S-structure -- subsumdng filter (5) -- and at LF. SuppoAe we assign
what to the lower OOMP in (17). By (20), this COMP is [+WH]. But
by (20) again, it must contain an interrogative WH-phrase at S-structure.
Since it does not, what cannot be moved there at LF -- subsuming
principle (19).
Thus, filter (5) and convention (19), subsumed by (20), allow
WH-in-situ to move only to a [+WH] COMP. There it will undergo
absorption.
The scopal properties of WH-in-situ suggest that it may appear
in ~OMP at LF. The interpretation of WH-in-situ sentences strongly
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suggests that it must appear in COMP at LF. A further argument to that
effect comes from the phenomenon of "weak ~rossover":
(21)a. his. brother visited John.
1 1
b. *who. did his. brother visit ~i
1. 1.
In (21)a, coreference between his and the name John is possible. In
(21)b, however, binding of the pronoun his is impossible. A number
of different accounts of this phenomena have been proposed (e.g.
Higginbotham 1980; Koopman and Sportiche 1982; Halk 1982). For our
purposes, the condition proposed by Chomsky (1976) will suff~ce:
(22) A variable cannot be the antecedent of a pronoun to its left
That weak crossover effects really are diagnostic of the presence of
a variable can be seen in (23). No weak crossover effects are observed
with Np-trace:
(23)a. John i seemed to his i brother [s e i to be crazy]
b. *whoi did it seem to his i brother [s' ~ was vrazy]
Chomsky (1976) notes (following Wasow) that quantifiers that
are "in situ" at 5-structure show weak crossover effects:
(24) *his i brother visited someone i
Chomsky argues that (24) can be explained by principle (22) if at LF
(24) shows a quantifier-variable structure. In other words, (24)
argues for QR a~ LF, yielding the LF structure (25) I which falls under
principle (22):
(25) [someonei [s hisi brother visited ~i] ]
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Now notice that weak crossover effects appear with WH-in-situ
as well:
(26)a. [e l which woman, [5 e, claims that his. brother visited John.] ]
...., ~ -l. J ]
b. *[5' which woman, [5 e. claims that his. brother visited1 -l. J
which man.] ]
J
As before, we can explain the contrast between (26)a-b with principle
(22) if (26)b obligatorily shows a quantifier-~ariable structure at LF:
(27) [5' which woman~ which man~ [5 e. claims that his. brother
J. J --I. J
visited x.] ]
-J
The variable x. cannot be the antecedent of the pronoun his., which
J -J
is to its left, by (22). (27) is thus parallel to (2l)b at LF, if
we assume LF movement of the WH-in-situ to COMP. Note the cosuper-
scripting resulting from absorption in COMP.
We take these two arguments to establish the case for LF movement
of WH-in-situ. There is a third argument, however, to which we turn
our attention in the next section. This argument derives from Kayne
8(1981e), who argues that the trace of WH-in-situ obeys the ECP at LF.
We will argue that Kayne's analysis, with the ECP replaced by
the pee, is both wrong and right. We will suggest that the effects
which Kayne discusses do derive from the pee, but not at LF. On
the other hand, we will present evidence that the trace of WH-in-situ
does indeed obey the pee at LF, but that the relevant cases are not
the ones Kayne considered.
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2.2 ECP, Superiority, and the pee
2.2.1 Pure ECP Effects
Kayne (1981e) presents all analysis of subject/object asymmetries
like the following (discovered by Hankamer 1974), wuich argues for WH-
movement at LF:
(28)a. [5 ' who. [e. said r (that) [John tripped over what]] ] ]l. -.l "5'1 2
b·*[s' who. [e. said [S' (that) [what fell on John's head]] ] ]
1 ~ -J. 2
(29)a.?I know perfectly well [5 ' who. [e. thinks [5 ' (that) [he' 5
1 J. -l. 2
in love with who]] ] ]
b.·I know perfectly well [5 ' who. [e. thinks [S' (that) [who is
1 1. -~ 2
in love with him] ] ] ]
(30)a. I don't know [S' who. [e. expects [s who to marry Mary] ] ] J
1 1.
-J.
b.·I don't know [S' who. [e. expects [5 ' (that) [who will marry
1 J.
-J.
2
Mary] ] ] ]
(Examples (29)a-b from Kayne (1981e, (12)-(13); (30)a-b from Kuno and
Robinson (1972), (2-4).)
Kayne suggests that the ungrammatica1ity of the (b) sentences
above derives from the ECP applying to the variables left after WH-move-
ment of the WH-in-situ in subject position. (28)a-b, for example, have
the LF representations in (31) , when that is not deleted:
(31)a. [S'
k k [e. said [S' that [John tripped over e . ] ] ] ]who! what.J -~ -J1 2
b. [S'
k k [e. said [S' that [e . fell on John's head] ] ] ]whoi what.1 J -1 2 -J
(31)b is a case of long movement of the subject of a tensed sentence,
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and violates the ECP quite straightforwardly. The violation is main-
tained if we replace the ECP by the pee. In other words, thi~ analysis
implies that the contrast in (31) is essentially the same as the con-
trast in (32):
(32)a. lSi whati [5 did Mary say [Si that [John tripped over ~j)) )]
b·*[Si whati [5 did Mary say [Si that [ ~j fell on John's head]] ]]
A p~oblem now arises with respect to the omission of that. We have
seen in Chapters Two and ~hree that the absence of the complementizer in
a sentence like (32)b permdts the subject trace to be bound by a trace
of WH in COMP, and to escape the ECP or pee:
(33) [Si whati [5 did Mary say lSi t i [ ~j fell on John's head]] )]
The presence or absence of the complementizer in a WH-in-situ sentence
like (30)b, however, has little if any effect on the ungrammaticality,
as indicated by the parentheses around that. 9 This is unexpected, since
there is no a priori reason why (29)b, with the complementizer deleted,
cannot have the LF structure in (34), which should not violate the ECP
or pee:
(34) k k[Sf who. what. [ at said [Sf t.
1 1 J - 2 J
e. fell on John's head]) ]]
-J
This problem, of course, admits a variety of technical solutions,
given Kayne's analysis. For example, we might assume, with Aoun et al.,
that WH-movement at LF cannot target a WH in an A-position. As a result,
WH-movement cannot apply successive cyclically at LF, moving a WH from
one COMP to another. Thus, the structure of (33) cannot arise.
i-indexed elements.
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Alternatively, we might assume, also with Aoun at a1., that a subject
empty category is properly governed from COMP (or bound for the pee)
only if the cor~ itself bears the index of its contents, by a rule like
(35) (Aoun et a1. (57»:
• (COMP Xi .•. l iff COMP dondnates only
i
Aoun et al. aU9gest that (35) applies only at S-structure. Conse-
quently, a subject can be qoverned from COMP only if WH-movement takes
place in the syntax, as in (33), and not at LF, as in (28)b. Other
solutions to this problem are sketched in Chomsky (198la, 236 ff.).
We will be using Aoun et a1's rule AS a plausible counterproposal
to the analysis we will present in 2.2.4. We wish to emphasize here
that if the effects discussed above are accounted for at LF, there is
indeed a problem, albeit one that admits a solution like (35). On our
later propos.l, however, this proposal does not arise; furthermore, we
will pre.ent some evidence in 2.4 that movmnent at LF is perfectly free
to deposit traces in COMP, which can act like any other trace in COMP
to bind (or "properly qovern", in ECP terms) the suoject. We return to
thi. topic below.
To summarize: Th~ requirement that a WH-in-situ must move to a
[+WH) co~~ in LF predicts a subject/object Asymmetry when the movempnt
18 "long". long movement of an object violates neither the ECP nor
our PCC. Long movement of the subject of a tensed S, on the other hand,
violates both the ECP and the pee. Thus, if the theory in this section
is riqht, there i. an almost exact analoqy between the properties of
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long WH-movement in syntax, and the properties of 10n9 WH-rnovement at
U. We might thus have a third argument for WH-movement at IE. We later
suggest that the arqument is correct, but that the phenomena considered
here are not the right data on which to base this argument.
2.2.2 BCP/Superiority Effects
On the analyst. just sketched, ECP/PCC effects arise with WH-in-
situ when the conventions governing interrogatives force a subject WH-
in-situ to "long move" to a COMP in a higher clause. All things beinq
equal, we might expect no problems when the subject WH-in-situ can
"short mov." to the COMP in its own clause. This prediction is false,
however, •• is well-known. If anything, the subject/object asymmetry
is sharper in such cae.a:
(36)&. I wonder [5' where i (John bought what ~i J]
b.·I wonder (5' where i [who bought this record ~i]]
This i. unexpected, if the LF representations of these sentences
are .a in (37):
k k(37)a. I wonder (5' wherei whatj (John bought !1 ~i))
k kb. I wonder [5' where! what [~bought this record e.)]'~J~C' j J -1
Under normal assumptions, !1 is locally bound (and properly governed,
under the ECP) by who in COMP in (37)b. The unqrammaticality of such
"short movement" is unexplained. (We ignore Aoun et aI's rule (35) for
the moment.)
We cannot blame the unqrammaticality of (37)b on the fact that
the COMP i. doubly filled, becau8e of the qrammaticality of (38)a, which
haa the LF repr••entation in (38)b,
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(38) •• I wonder (s' who t ( ~i bought what)]
k kb. I wonder (S I whoi what j [!.i bought .!j]]
If we are to rule (36)b out by means of the ECP or pee applying at
LF, followin9 the thrust of Kayne's analysis of the cases considered
earlier, we must find some reason why !j violates the ECP or PCC in (37)b.
Again, a number of different assumptions might solve this probl~m. Aoun
et ale appeal once more to rule (35) applying at S-structure. If a
subject i8 properly bound (or properly ~overned) from COMP when the COMP
it••lf bears the subject's index, and if COMP can only acquire an index
at S-.tructure, then only WH-movement before S-structure can leave a
subject trace properly bound. In other words, the ungrammatical (37)b
is distinguished from the qraDm~tical (38)b at LF because COMP binds
the subject in the latter, but not the former case:
(37)b' I wonder [S' [COMP
k k [ !.j bought this record .!i] ]wherei who j ]
(J8)b' I wonder (5' (COMP
k k [ bought e j ]]who i what j ] !.ii
Other solutions are po.sible. For example, one might refine the defi-
nition of c-command 80 that only the oriqinal occupant of COMP can c-com-
mand material outside of COMP (and cf. Chomsky 1981a, 279 fn. 2). What
is clear is that the ECP or PCC does not account straightforwardly for
the subject/object 4symmetriQs that show up even with short WH-movement
in LP.
Notice that there is anothar way to look at all the subject/object
.8ymmetri.a with WH-in-situ, which indirectly recalls Aoun at ales
approach. In all our cases, WH-in-aitu appears to have the ECP/PCC
properti•• of an empty category bound by a WH in the uppermost clause.
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In the cases considered in the last section, this picture is an accurate
reflection of the situation at I.E. In the cases considered in this sec-
tion, this picture does ~ reflect the situation at LF: at LF the
position of the WH-in-situ is occupied by an empty category bound within
its clause. Nevertheless, it acts like as if it was bound from some
higher clause. Looked at in this light, the contrast in (36)a-b is
parallel to the contrast in (39), which follows strai9htfo~1ardly from
the ECP/PCC :
(39)a.?[s' what j [do you wonder [Sf where i [John bought 8. ~iJJ]]1 2 --J
b·*[s. who j [do you wonder [5' where. [~j bought this record ~i]]]]1 2 ~
If all WH-in-situ act as if they were empty categories bound maxi-
mally far away, then tIle correspondence between this property and the
real LF representation of the sentences in the previous section might
be a red herrinq. This is what we will argue. In the next section we
pre.ent specific Arguments to this effect. First, however, let us
consider another account of tIle data in this section.
Chomsky (1973) was the fi,:st to notice the contrasts in (36). He
proposed that they could be explained by a condition on the factorization
of transformations, which he called the "Superiority Condition"
(Chomsky's (73»:
(40) Superiority Condition
No rule can involve X, Y in the structure
• • • X. •• [ ••• z. .. -WYV ...]...
a
where the rule applies ambiguously to Z and Y, and Z is superior
to Y.
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A is superior to B if A c-commands B (on our definition of c-command)
and B does not c-command A.
Let us see how (40) works. Consider the structure in (41):
(41) [S' [COMP) [s who [vp saw what] ] ]
WH-movement applies ambiguously to what and who, which are both WH-phrases.
BecaU8e who is superior to what, however, the rule cannot apply to what.
Thus only (42)b is an appropriate outcome of WH-movement:
(42)··*[S' (COMP what i ] [s who [vp saw ~i]]]
b. [5' [COMP whot ] [s ~i [vp saw what]]]
On the other hand, consider (43):
(43) [5' [COMP ] [s you (vp give what books [to whom]]]]
Both (44)a and (44) b are possible outcomes of WH-movement:
(44)a. [5' (COMP what books!] [5 did you [give 8 i [to whom]]]]
b. [S'(COMP [to whom]i] [5 did you give what books ~iJ]]]
Neither one of the WH-phrases what books or to whom is superior to the
other, since each c-commands the other. The Superiority Condition is
thus not invoked.
Suppos1nq for the moment that both the Superiority Condition and
the ECP or pee are principleo of UG, we have seen that they overlap in
their coverage of the facts discussed in this section. The facts orig-
inally presented by Kayne, which we discussed in the previous section,
fall only under the ECP/PCC, and not under the Superivrity Condition.
For tt.!s reason, we may call them "pure ECP effects". The facts con-
sidered in this section fall under the Superiority Condition, but not
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the ECP/PCC at LF. We will call these "pure Superiority effects". We
will show that these effects cannot follow from the pce at LF. They
also cannot follow from the ECP at any level. On the other hand, all
the facts we have been considering can be made to follow naturally from
the pee at S-structure. This analysis, then, will show that the pee
subsumes both the ECP and the Superiority Condition, further demonstrating
its explanatory power.
2.2.3 Pure Superiority Effects
Consider a pre-WH-movement structure like (45):
(45) I know (s' [COMP ] [PRO to persuade who [5' PRO to read what books)]]
1 2
WH-movement applies ambiguously in (45) to either of the two under-
lined WH words. Since ~ is superior to what books, the Superiority
Condition dictates that only who can be the actual target of WH-movement:
(46)a. I know [5' [CCMP who i ] [5 PRO to persuade ~i [5' PRO to read1 2
what books]]]
b.*I know [S'[COI~ what books i ] [s PRO to persuade who [5' PRO1 2
to read !.i ] ] ]
Althouqh some informants find the contrast weaker than indicated, it is
clear for almost all speakers.
The same contrast appears in (48) a-b, deri ved from a pre···tiH-
movement structure like (47). Again, Superiority makes the correct
predictions:
(47) (S. [COMP ] [s Mary expects [s who [vp to buy what]]]]
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(48)a. [5' [COMP who!] [s does Mary expect [s ~i [vp to buy what]]]]
b·*[S' [COMP what!] [5 does ~~ry expect [s who (vp to buy ~i]]]l
Superiority also explains (49)-(50) (from Fiengo 1980, 123):
(49) [Sf [COMP ] [5 you [vp told who (pp about what topic]]]]
(50)a. [5' [COMP who i ] [s did you [vp tell ~i [pp about what topic]]]]
10b·*[s' [COMP what topici ] [5 did you [vp tell who [pp about !i]Jll
Similar effects hold in other languages, including French,
Spanish, and Modern Hebrew (cf. Hendrick and Rochemont 1982, citing H.
Borer). These are contrasts that follow from Superiority, but do not
follow from the ECP in any way. Neither do they follow from the pee
at LF.
(51)
Consider, for example, the LF we might associate with (46)b:
k k
I know [S I [coru> whOj what booksi ) [s PRO to persuade !.j 11
[Sf PRO to read eilll
2
Paths (i) Between 8 i and COMP of Si~
{S2' s, Si}
(11) Between e j and COMP of Si~
{S, si>
Path (i) contains path (11), and nothing is violated.
On the other hand, the contrasts in (46), (48) and (50) !E!
11
remdniscent of the Crossing effects we discussed in Chapter Three.
Suppose, contrary to apparent LF fact, that the WH-in-situ has the
properties of a variable bound by an operator with maximal scope: in
particw1~r, with wider scope than the WH in COMP with which we expect
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it to be absorbed at LF. Recall that the ECP/Superiority effects
considered in the previous section also seemed to be explainable if
the WH-in-situ was taken to have the properties of a variable bound
maximally high in the tree. On such a hypothesis, (46), (48) and (50)
are analogous to (52\, (53) and (54) familiar Crossing contrasts:
(52)a.?what books i do you know (WhO j to persuade!1 [to read ~!]]
b.~hOj do you know [what books! to persuado ~j [to read ~i]]
(cf. (46»
(53)a.?whati do you kn~ [WhO j Mary expects [e, [to buy e,]]]
-J -1.
b.~hOj do you know (what! Mary expects [e, [ to buy e,]]] (cf. (48) )
J -]..
(54)a.?what topiCi do you know [whO j to tell !oj [about e,]]-]..
b.*whOj do you know [what topic. to tell e. [about e. ]]1 J -I.
To recapitulate: we have seen three sets of phenomena. The
first fell naturally under the ECP at LF, with minor stipulations about
traces in COMP. The second fell under the ECP, with rather major
stipulations, and also fell under Chomsky's Superiority Condition.
The third set, presented in this section, falls naturally under the
Superiority Condition, but not \mder the ECP, in any version. Alter-
natively, we have sU9gested that the properties of WH-in-situ in all
cases considered fall immediately under the pee, if we can treat the
WH-in-situ as having the properties of an empty category bound by an
operator with the widest possible scope.
To put this last theory in relief, we may repeat the analogies
we have suggested. We suqgest that each (a) sentence below is
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ungrammatical for the same reason the familiar (b) sentences are:
fell on John's head]]]
·you know [who. [e. said [that what fell on John's head]]]J -J
b.*what. ~o you know [who. [e. said [that e.
1 J J ~
(55)a.
(56;a. *he wonders [where. [who bought this record]]
J
b.*whoi does he wonder [where j [~i bought this record]]
(57)a. *you know [what books j to persuade who [to read e.]]-J
b.~hoi do you know [what books. to persuade e. [to read e.]]J -1 -J
If we can find some rationale for treating WH-in-situ in this
way, we will have a unified account of the restrictions on WH-in-situ
that are presently accounted for, some by the ECP, some by Superiority,
some by both conditions. What rationale can we find? In the next
section, we will sugqest that the notion of "infinite paths", introduced
tentatively in the last chapter, can help us toward an ~nswer.
2.2.4 Infinite Paths and WH-in-situ
Clearly it makes no sense, either at S-structure or at LF, to treat
the examples of WH-in-situ in the (a) sentences of (55)-(57) as actually
taking scope over the root 5', as in the (b) sentences. When they move
to take scope at LF, they move to an internal, [+WH] COMP instead, where
they can undergo absorption. 12 What we thus need is an explanation of
why WH-in-situ acts as if it had widest scope which does not commit us
13to claiminq that it actually does take widest scope at any level.
A natural sllggestion in the pee framework we have been developing
is that the position of the WH-in-situ acts at some level like a
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completely unbound empty category. In section 2.4 of Chapter Four, we
suggested that unbound (specifically, non A-bound) empty categories
generate paths that have no natural upper bound. These we called
infinite paths. The paths from such positions would have the properties,
with respe~t to the PCC, of the paths of variables bound by a widest-
scope operator. Thus, the (a) sontences of (55)-(57) would all violate
the pee, if the WH-in-situ's position creates an infinite path:
(55)a·*[s' you know [5' whO j [5 ~ said [5' that [s12233
[INFL' [vp fell on John's head]]]]]])
3
what
(1)
(ii)
Between INFL3 and COMP of S)1.
{INFLj, S3' sj>
From what (infinite path):
path (ii)---.· t Si
1. 52_. - path (iii)
52
1
S'.S~ path (i)
INFL3
(iii) Between e
J
and COUP of s~
{S2' 5i}
(56)a·*[sl he wonders [SI where j [S whet [INFLI [vp bought the
1 14 2 2 2 2
record] !.j]]]
(i) Between I!JFL2 and COI4P 0 f S2':'
{INFL2 , S2' si}
(i1 ) From who (infinite path) :
{S2' Si, Sil
(iii) Between e j and COMP of 52':"
{s2' s2}
path (ii)---+
S'
1
SI
.2 path (iii)
52
INFL t !Jath (i)
2
bU I
(57)a·*[5' you know [5' what books. (S to [vp persuade who [5' to
1 2 J 2 2 3
read !oj)]))]
(i) Between e. and COMP of 52":" 5'J 1
{5i' VP 2, 52' 52}
S'~2 path (ii)
2
(1i) From who (infinite path) : VP2path 5'{VP2, 52' 52' 5i} 3
Why should the position of a WlI-in-situ generate an infinite path?
We have two proposals which work at this point, both somewhat ad hoc.
We shall be able to distinguish them in section 2.4.
The first proposal, which ·~e shall reject in 2.4, is to adopt into
the PCC approach the COMP indexing rule (35) of Aoun at al. Recall that
they suggested that an element in COMP can only bind an element outside
of COMP (for the ECP) if COMP inherits the index of its content. They
proposed that COMP can inherit this index by a special rule, which only
applies at S-structure. Hence, only if WH is in COMP at S-structure
can it bind its trace and -- in an ECP framework -- properly govern it.
If we adopt this rule, changing "properly govern" to "function as
a binder for the definition of paths", we achieve the desired result at
LF. The trace of WH-in-situ will always have the status of a free empty
category, with respect to the definition of paths. The path of such a
traCQ will begin with the first maximal projection dominating it, and
will have no natural upper bound, exactly as desired. Note that this
solution relies entirely on Aoun at ales claim that elements in cor~
cannot bind elements outside of COMP (in some special sense) unless co~~
itself is indexed. Most crucially, it relies on the stipulation that
bUts
this indexing applies only at S-structure.
The second solution, which we shall argue to be more nearly correct
in 2.4, is to assume that the effects discussed above do not derive from
any properties of WH-in-situ at LF. Instead, suppose we make the fal··
lowing assumption:
(58) wa-in-situ has the properties of an (unbound) empty category.
Recall that LF contains no WH-in-situ (except in echo questions, which
we disregard). Therefore, principle (58) is relevant only at D-structure
and at S-structure. Neither the PCC nor Binding Theory seem to apply
at o-structure. (58) is thus relevant only at S-structure, because of
the structure of the grammar.
(58) claims that at S-structure a WH-in-situ will meet the defini-
tion of "empty category" relevant to the definition of paths. IS Such
a WH-phrase, since it heads its chain and is not A-bound by anything,
will, like any unbound empty category, generate an infinite path. The
paths of the (a) sentences in (55)-(5-) thus follow from this proposal
at S-structure, just as they follow from Aoun et alls COMP indexing
rule at LF.
(58) is, of course, a stipulation. Why should a WH-in-situ act
like an empty category? We can suggest some rationalization of (58) --
that is, ways to make (58) seem more or less natural -- but we have no
really satisfactory answer to our question. Suppose, for example, that
the definition of paths does not really concern itself with "empty cate-
gories", but with "categories that cannot refer (independently or
dependently)". The idea would be that names, pronouns and anaphors
refer, even is their reference is linked to the reference of some other
bU':f
element (as in the case of anaphors), but that variables and operators
do not refer. Still, the link between "not referring" and creating a
path is obscure. We shall argue briefly in the final section that
focused NPs can be said to "not refer". For now, since no real insight
is afforded us by such rationalizations, let us continue to base our
analysis on stipulation (58), in the hope that a deeper explanation
will be forthcomdnq.
Notice that under our second proposal, assuming (58), it is no
surprise that deletion of that does not save a WH-in-situ from pure
ECP effects. Since what is wrong with a WH-in-situ subject of a tensed
S has nothing to do with movement, and since the WH violates the pee
before such movement, there is no way for a trace to bind this WH from
any COMP. This conclusion also follows from Aoun et aI's COMP indexing
rule, since a trace deposited in COMP by LF movement cannot bind a trace
i.n subject position. Both theories therefore solve the problem raised
by that deletion in (30)b.
The two proposals are thus extremely sindlar. Both could be adop-
ted in either an ECP or pee framework, though the ECP does not explain
the pure Superiority (Crossing) effects with either proposal. They
differ in on~ respect, however. Aoun at aI's proposal entails that the
pee will be relevant to WH-in-situ constructions at only one level --
LF. Our second proposal derives Aoun et al's effects at S-structure,
and leaves open the possibility that further effects of the pee might be
observed at LF. At LF, (if we do not assume Aoun et aI's convention on
COMP indexing), the positions of S-structure WH-in-situ are filled by
real empty categories that are bound from co~~.
Our discussion in the next two sections will provide us with an
extremely clear test of this distinction between the two theories.
Transposing results of Kayne (1982) once more into a pee framework,
and assuming principle (58), we will have a way of nullifiying the
effects of the pee on WH-in-situ at S-structure. This nullification
will leave exposed whatever effects the pee might have on the trace of
WH-in-situ at LF. If LF movement does allow proper binding from COMP,
we expect such effects to exist. since these facts do exist, we will
have an argument in favor of proper binding from COMP established by
LF movement, in favor of principle (58) at S-structure, against our
first proposal, which include Aoun at aI's COMP indexing rule.
Before turning to cases in which the effects of the pee are
nullified, we need to consider some issues that arise in our discussion
so far.
First, if we wish to rule out WH-in-situ in the subject position
of a tensed S, as in (55)a and (56)a, by the pee and principle (58),
we must assume that the path between INFL and COMP exists at 3-structure.
In Chapter Four, we argued that this path exists as a result of TNS
movement, forced by a filter t~at requires TNS to have scope over a
complete proposition. It is natural to suppose that this filter applies
at LF. To make principle (58) work, however, we must assume that the
... ~ .. ~ .
",:.".,
filter also applies at S-structure. While this rig iess obvio~Sly natu-
ral, it does not seem to lead to any conf~adiction. Note, however,
that this assumption is not required on our adaptation of Aoun et al's
theory.
Second, if the pee affects WH-in-situ in the way indicated,
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there are at l.ast two other domains in which we expect the effects
to show up:
A. If Subject Condition effects are derived from the pee, we
expect WH~in-.itu to be ungrammatical in.ide a subject. Judqments
differ on whether this is tho ca.e. HU6nq (1982, 496) A.aiqna to (59)a
a sinvle qu••tion mark, in our judgment it i8 unacceptable (except as
16
an echo que.tion). (59)0 ••ems particularly unqrammaticdl.
(59) a. *who .aid that (for 8ill to marry !22,J would be a 8urprise
b.~bo believe. that [picture. of !h!! buildinq] are appropriate here
c.*1 wonder where (books by whom] are stored
If the judgments are aa indicated, then WH-in-.itu shows the predicted
Subject condition effects.
B. If Coordinate Structure Condition effects are aerived troln
the Pee, we expect WH-in-aitu to show these effects. Certainly those
Coordinate Structure Condition effects that we continue to attribute to
to the AlA Condition appear with WH-in-situ, as noted, for example, by
Baker (1970). The following example i8 from Chomsky (19814, 279, fn. 8):
(60)*1 wonder who wrote which textbook and that novel
c•••• that derive from the Pee appear to be unqrammatical as well, 41-
though the j udglllenta may be weak I
(61) •• *1 don't know who tried to read which book or to play that sonata
b.*which article proves your theorem and defends what theory
In the next a.etion, we will ••• 80me nATa exceptions" to the Coordinate
Structure Con.traint with WH-in-.1tu.
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Third, we mU8t solve • technical problem that ari••• when we
con81der matrix qu••tiona. In our d1lcU8a1on of the pee, we have
c~n91y cho••n only exampl.. in which the interrogative clauses
are embedded. The lame eff.cta appear, of coura., with unembedded
qu••tion•• Compare (62)a-b with the (a) ••ntence. of (56)-(57):
(62) •• ~h.r. did ~ buy thia record
b.~h.t book. did you persuade ~ to read
If the hi9h••t S' ia a180 the root node, we cannot rule the.e sentences
out by the Pee. The path from the trace of WH to its binder at S-struc-
ture will end at the high.at S·, as will the theoretically infinite
path from the WH-in-aitu. Since the two paths end at the same place,
the longer will contain the shorter, and the pee will be satisfied,
contrary to our d••ir•••
It i. probably po••ible to solve this problem by refining the
formal definition of paths in some way. For our present purposes, we
..y make thinq8 work out correctly by stipulating that the root of all
tre48 18 an initial symbol E, which will dominate the highest S' in
the atructure. of (62). Thu., the relevant paths for (62)b will be as
follows I
(62)b [E[S' what books i [s did you [vp persuade who (5' to read ~i]]]]]111 2
Path.. (i) Between 8 1 and COMP of si~
(52' VP1 ' 51' 5i)
(ii) Prom wbo (infinite path):
(vpl' 51' 5i' t)
path (ii)
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Pinally, it i. well to steer clear, in the discussion, of the
i ••u.. regarding aubjacency rai.ed in the la8t section of the preceding
c~t.r. On a technical level, 80mething must be said to force the
d.finition of paths to count all WH-in-situ .s empty categories. Recall
that we 8u9g.ated • number of theories that could account for the tact
that non-.ubjacent ..pty cateqori•• and 80me adjacent empty categories
can be diare9arcSed by the pee at S-structure. Perhaps we wish to make
the prtM!icate "i. subjacent" relevant only to cateqories that have
binder., and stipulate that all empty categories that lack binders
are vi.ible at all level. to the pee.
The basic point i8 clear: the definition of paths must not be
allowed to iqnore WH-in-situ at S-structure. The details of the theory
that will en.ure this result remain to be worked out, particularly
8ince our discus.ion of subjacency wa. speculative, and did not choose
between. number of options. We will therefore act as if no problems
exi.ted in this domain, A1tJlouqh of course they do.
~ Multiple WH-in-situ and Absorption as Coindexation
Kayne (1982) note., following in part an observation of N. Chomsky
(cf. a180 Kayne 1981., fn. 7, Chomsky 1981&, 238), that pure ECP effects
and ECP/Super1ority effects with WH-in-situ are often nullified if an
additional WH-in-situ i8 added to the tree. 17
(63)a.*who .aid (that~ fell on John's head)
b.?who said [that~ fell on which man)
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(64) •• *he wonders (where [~ [bought this record] ]]
b.?he wonders (where (~ (bouqht what] ]]
Inter••tingly, Kayne shows that the additional lower W1f-in-situ saves
the higher WH-in-aitu in (63)b and (64)b in essentially the same way
.dditional lower gaps can aave a Subject Condition violation, and
provid•• KECP account. of the two phenomena that are parallel. We
may once more adapt hi. In.1qht to the pee framework.
Conaider once more the paths in (63)a, which we presented above
in (55)3. Notice what go•• wrong with these paths. The infinite path
frOID the in a1tu !!!!! overlaps a path between INFL and COMP. The two
paths viola~e the pee for the following reason: on the one hand, the
path from~ contains a number of nodes that the path between INFL
and COMP does not, on the other hand, the path from what does not
contain the INFL' node that the path between INFL and COMP does.
Let us ask a familiar question. What operation can we perform
on the infinite path from what that will allow it to contain the path
between INFL and COMP? The obvious answer is to add at least the
mi8sing INFL node: compare (65) with our diagram of (55)a:
(65)
path (li)
from what
, 5'
1
---+ I.:-:------path (iii) between trace of who and its binder
rSjIl:-3~---path (i) between INFL and COMPt ,I!~FT"'3
~
Only with the addition of the dotted portion of the path, extending
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down to INFL, will path (11) contain path (i).
Let u. hypoth••ize, then, that the addition of the lower WH-word
~ to (63)•••rve. to add this INFL' node, and pos8ible others, to
the path from !h2, allowing thi. path to contain the path between INFL
and COMP. Let u. ..k why.
Continuing to adapt Kayne'. analysis, let us claim that who and
what, rather than generating two .eparate infinite paths, unite to form
A common path, juat 11ke the multiple gaps considered in the previous
chapter. SUPpo8ing that there is this common path, which is the union
of what would be the ••parate infinite path from who and from what, we
can demonstrate that the result indeed does not violate the pee. Compare
(63)b and its paths with (55). (2(63).) and its paths:
(63)b. (t(s' who j (s!1 SAid (51 that (5 what (INFLI [vp fell on2 2 3 3 3 3
which man]]]]]]]
(i) aetween INFL and COMP of Sj.!.
{INPLj, S3' Sj}
(i1) Prom which man and from what:
(iii) Between e j and COMP of S2~
{52' 52}
The underlined nod•• in path (ii) are those contributed exclusively by
which man. Notice that path (ii) now contains all the other paths, as
in the diaqram in (65) above.
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The reader may verify that unitinq the paths of who and what in
(64)b will allow th~. path to contain the path between INFL and COMP
in the same way. Notice, of course, that if we add a second WH-word
who•• path do•• not include INI'L, the PCC will continue to be violated.
Such 1s the ca.e in (63)c, which we saw above:
(63)c.*( (5' whOj (s!1 said (pp to whom (5' that (S what (INFL
'2 2 233 3
(yp fell on John'. head]))]))]
3
(1 ) Between I~O'L and COMP of Sj..:. E path (ii)
{INFLj, S3' Sj} 5'~2 path (iii)
2
(1i) From what and from whom: S'3
{53' 5i' PP2' 52' 52' t} 53 path (i)1NFL'
(iii) Between e j and Si=- 3
{52' S2}
As Kayne notes further, the second gap must not initiate a new
violation ~f (tor us) the pee:
(66) *[ [5' WhO j (5 ~j said [S' that [5 who believes [5' thatt 2 2 3 3 4
[54 !h!! fell on John])])]]]
The lowest WH-in-situ, what, may save the who in 53 from the pee, but
it runs afoul of the path between INFL and COMP in its own clause, and
violate. the pee. Of course, it may be saved by a third WH-in-situ:
(67) [r (5' whO j (5 !j said (S' that [S who believes [S' that2 2 3 3 4
[S what fell [pp on ~JJJJJJJJ
4 4
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Now let us add to Kayne's observations some of our own. Exactly
the same paradigm obtains with pure Superiority effecta, which we have
put toqether with Crossing eftects:
(68)a.*what bookS j [did you persuade who (to give !.j [to B111] ] 1]
b. ?what books j [did you persuade who [to 91ve !.:l [to ~])])
(69)a.*Whati [do•• Mary expect [!h2. [to buy !.t [for 8111]]] ]
b.?whati [do•• Mary expect [~ (to buy !.t [for whom]]) )
(68). 1•••••ntially the .am. a. (57).. Recall that the infinite path
from who, being infinite, contained high nodes that the path between
!i and ita binder did not. At the same time, the path between e. and
-1
ita binder contains low nodes that the infinite path does not. If
adding a second, lower WH-in-situ adds these low nodes to the infinite
path, then the pee violation will be eliminated. This is what happens
in (68)b. Compare the paths of (68)b with (57)a, diagrammed above:
(68)b. (tls' what bookS j (5 did you [vp persuade who [5' to give e.2 2 3 J
[pp to whom]]]]]]
3
(1) Between e j and COMP of Si~
{Si' vp2, 52' 5i}
(ii) From who and from whom:
The underlined nodes are the contribution of whom to path (ii). As can
be ••en, they are crucial to satisfying the pee. Predictably, addition
of • ..cond WH that do.. not supply these crucial low nodes leaves the
structure in violation of the pee,
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(70)~hat book8 j (did you tell what man [to persuade who (to give ~
to me]))
It ..... th." the .ame paradigm recurs with "Subject Condition
effects" with WH-in-litu, of the type di8cussed at (59) in tile previous
••et1on. (71)b .hows how a second WH-in-situ that adds the INFL' node
to the infinite path save. the structure of (71)a from the pee. (71)0
show. that •••cond WH-in-.itu that does not add the crucia' INFL'
node do•• not improve things:
(71)a.*who said [that [for Bill to marry who] would be a surprise for me]
b.?who .aid [that [for Bill to marry who] would be a surprise
for whom]
c.~ho said [to wham] [that [for Bill to marry who] would be
a surprise for Mary ]
Most interestingly, a simdlar paradigm occurs in conjoined
structures. Consider the paths for (72), which we briefly mentioned
above, as (61)b:
(72)*(S' which article! [5!i [vp [vp proves your theorem] and
o 1
[vp defends which theory]] ]]
2
(i) Between the conjunction and the conjuncts: S'
(i1) From which theory:
{vp2, VPO' 5, 51}
path (ii) ----+ S
VPoVP~.VP2
path (i)
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Now consider (73), in which a WH-in-situ is added to the other
conjunct:
(73) [S' which art1c181 [5 e i [vp (vp proves which theorem] ando 1
(vp defends which theory]] J]
2
(i) aetween the conjunction and the conjuncts:
(1i) Prom which theorem and from which theory:
{VPl , ·lP2, VPO' 5, 5'}
path (ii)--+ S
VPo
VP1 VPpath (i) 2
Addition of the extra WH allows the path from the WH-in-situ to contain
the path between the conjunction and the conjuncts. In other words,
(73) is exactly analoqou8 to the "ATS exceptions of the Coordinate
Structure Constraint" discussed in the previous chapter. (72)-(73)
are precisely parallel to (74)a-b: 18
(74)a.*which theory! [does this article [vp [vp prove your theorem] and
o 1
[vp defend !.i]))
2
b. which theoryi [does this article [VPO[~'lProve ~i] and
[vp defend !.i]] ]
2
Thus, our theory both of Coordinate Structure Constraint effects 8~d of
the ATB exceptions has something correct to say about WH-in-situ cons-
tructions.
We have just demonstrated the mechanics of a theory of WH-in-situ
construction.. AS8uming (for the moment without argument) that WH-in-
situ generates an infinite path at S-structure, we have accounted for
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a variety of effects by means of the pee. Assuming that a group of
hH.~in~.itu form a single united path, just like multiple gaps in
the constructions of Chapter Four, we explain the exceptions to these
.ffects. We have not 80 far answered a very important question: why
ahould & 9ro~p of WHs-in-situ combine their paths? With malice afore-
tought, we have chosen a notation to express absorption that will help
U8 to an8.er this very question.
Recall the be9innin9 of our last definition of paths, (64) in
Chapter Four:
(75) "Consider a set T such that for some index i:
T • {! I t is an empty category locally A-free and indexed i} ... "
A unified path is begun by all the members of T, in accordance with the
rest of the definition. By referring to an index !, we guaranteed that
all and only gaps that share a common binder will unite their paths in
one.
Tte motivation for uniting the paths of multiple gaps was that
we could allow certain gaps to "save" other gaps from the pee. Subject
Condition effects and Coordinate Structure constraint effects were two
cases in point. At the same time, we noticed that certain types of
"salvation" were impossible. Foe example, additional gaps never save
a CTP violation:
(76)a.*who i did Bill say [5' that [!.i liked ffary)]
b.*whoi did Bill say [5' that [~i liked ~i])
As we pointed out, we are in fact free to assume that the lower gap in
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(76)b does save the hiqher qap from the pee. The sentence is indepen-
dently ruled out by the requirement that neither gap c-commands the
other, a requirement imposed by the a-criterion and the Binding Theory.
If the lower gap and the higher gap form a chain, the 9-criterion is
violated; if the lower gap and the higher gap do not form a chain, the
lower gap is PRO, and, being governed, violates the Binding Theory.
As we noted, this condition is independently needed in cases where the
pee is irrelevant:
(77)&. who i does Bill consider [5 ~i to be angry at Mary]
b.*whoi does Bill consider [5 e. to be angry at e.l-1 -1.
On the other hand, "CTP effects" (pure "CTP effects U ) with WH-in-
situ may be saved by adding a lower WH-in-situ:
(78)a.*who said [5' that [who liked Mary]]
b.?who said [5' that [who liked who]]
The obvious reason, as Kayne (1982) observes, is that the two WHs-in-
situ do not share a referential index: neither the Binding Theory nor
the i-criterion blocks the structure. Therefore the "saving" effects
of adding nodes to the path from the subject are observable: l9
(79)?who said [S' that [Who j like whok ]]
On the other hand, if the two WHs-in-situ do not share a refer-
ential index, but are treated by the definition of paths as empty
categories, how do their paths come to be united? On Kayne's approach,
path are united, not when they share an index, but when they share a
binder. He argues that, in WH-in-situ sentences, the WH-in-COMP with
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which the WKs are to he absorbed acts as a binder fo~ all the WHs.
(ECP/Superiority effects are captured under the assumption that the
subject position is completely unqoverned, so that a subject WH-in-
situ can be bound by a WH in COMP only if a lower WH "completes the
circuit" to COMP. The WH in COMP cannot, apparently, govern a subject
WH-in-situ, although it can govern a subject trace.) While the exact
process is not spelled out in Kayne (1982), the suggestion that ab-
sorption is what allows multiple WHs-in-situ to combine their paths
is worth pursuing. We shall suggest a different approach to the
problem, which nonetheless makes use of Kayne's fundamental insight.
Following Higginbotham and May (1981) (also Aoun et ale 1982),
we stipulated that the rule of absorption applies to a set of WH-phrases
in a particular COMP. Ina departure from Higginbotham and May, we
sU9gested that the syntactic rule of absorption is to coindex --
specifically, cosuperscript -- the set of WH-phrases. This set of
cosuperscripted WH-phrases is then interpreted as an ~-ary operator,
in Higginbotham and May's sense. We repeat our rule (= (16» below:
(80) i[COMP WH1 ,···, WHn ] ---+ [COMP WH1 , ... , for some index i.
Of necessity, this rule applies at LF, since only at LF are there
multiple WH-phrases in COMP. Notice now that specifying COMP in (80)
is almost, but not quite redundant at LF, since all WH-phrases that are
operators are independently required to be in COMP at LF by principle
(10) (or (11». Suppose we were to eliminate the COMP brackets from (80),
and state it more generally as in (81) (yielding a convention similar
to HaIk's (1982) "indirect binding" among quantifiers in A-positions):
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(81) Abso;ption Cosuperscripting (AC)
Let W be tIle set of WH-phrases in a phrase marker P. For some
superscript !, assign i to each member of W.
(81), optimally, is optional and applies freely. There are two cases in
which (81) overgenerates at LF. First, it does not require all the WH-
phrases in a given COMP to be cosuperscripted with each other. That is,
it allows some wa-phrases to bear a superscript distinct from others,
or to lack a superscript altogether:
(82)
Given the semantic facts of multiple interrogation, we probably wish
to rule this case out. We also want to prevent material in one co~~
from being cosuperscripted with material in another COMP:
If (83) were possible, we could interpret who asked what to do identically
to who asked to do what, with who and what undergoing absorption.
-- -- .
Both these cases can be ruled out by the following convention:
(84) wa-Criterion
Let W be the maximal set of phrases in some COMP C, and W' be
the maximal set of phrases in some COMP e', c ~ C'. Then for
some superscript~,
(i) VX E W, x bears i
(ii) VX £ W', , x bears i
From (84), it follows that in each co~~ all the WH-phrases share a super-
script, and that this superscript is unique to that COMP. The first part
Suppose AC
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probably derives from considerations of interpretation; the second part
is probably related in some way to the uniqueness clause of the 8-crite-
rion -- hence our name "WH-criterion".
The rule AC and the WH-criterion essentially divide our previous
cosuperscriptinq rule into two parts: the AC assigns the superscript,
while the WH-criterion governs its output. ~nlike our previous cosuper-
scripting rule, the AC and the wa-criterion do not rule out in principle
any cosuperscripting between WH-phrases not in COMP. It just so happens
that all. wa-phrases will be in COMP at LF.
The AC, however, opens up a possibility that our earlier rule,
and Higginbotham and May's, does not -- namely, the possibility of ap-
l · h 1 h·· 20P Y1ng t e ru e at S-structure, to WH-p rases ~n s~tu.
is allowed to apply at S-structure. We then expect to allow S-structures
like (85):
(85) who said [S' that [5 who~ like what~l]
--1 --J
Now let us ask what cosuperscriptings are. Cosuperscripts, for
us, as well as for Chomsky (1981a), who uses them in a different context,
are means of coindexation that are not relevant to the Binding Theory.
k kIn other words, who. and what. in (85) are coindexed, and each has the
--1. --J
properties of an empty category (if we are correct), but because the
coindexation is not relevant for the Binding Theory neither functions
as an antecedent for the other, nor do we have to worry about the
domains in which the cosuperscripting occurs. In fact, as we have seen,
the subscripts on these WHs, which do count for the Binding Theory,
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muat be distinct, since !!!2 c-conaands~ in (85).
Consider again our definition of paths -- in particular, the
excerpt in (75) above. For a qiven index ~, all empty cateqorift8 bearing
that index fo~ a united path. Takinq our formulation quite litBrally,
we note that it mak•• no distinction between subscript indexinq and
aqperacript indexin9. In other words, we expect cateqories that have
k kdistinct subscripts but identical superscripts -- like who! and what j
in (85) -- to form a single path. Since who and what are both indexed
~, they are both members of a set T which create a s1nqle psth under
(75}. Thus, if the definition of paths does not distinquish 8uper-
scripting fro. subscripti'lQ, and if ab8orption results from superscrip-
tin9, we explain why multiple WHs-in-situ may form a common path.
This theory mak•• one clear prediction, which we shall see con-
firmed in the next section: if there is no "re-co8uperscriptinq" at
II, we expect that co8uperacripting forced by tl-.e pee at S-structure
will have consequence. for loqical interpretation. In particular,
certain potential scope ambiquiti•• should be eliminated. Where we
ught expect WHl to be able to take wide scope, while WH 2 takes narrow
.cope, they will have to take identical scope whenever the pee forces
them to be c08uper8cripted at S-.tructure.
One problem raised by Kayne (1982) can be resolved in a number
of way. on our approach. He asks why an S-structure WH-trace cannot
.ave a WH~in-81tu from the PCC -- i.e. why the paths from who and ~i
are not united in ••ntenc•• like (66)., the way the paths from who
and~ are united in (86)bs
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(86) a. *who .aid [5' whati (5 ~ liked !t]]
b. who .aid (5' that [s who liked what)]
For U8, this que.tion has three part.. First, it is clear that
~ and !i cannot be co8ubscr1pted. Can they be c08uperscripted? Not
if we li~t co.~.r.criptin9 to operators, a8 we have. This seems
r.a.onable. not only can a trace not save a WH-in-situ, but a WH-in-situ
cannot ••v•• trace. AlthoUCJh the path from what in (87) does include
the INPL' node 1Ii••inq froll ttl. path between !i and who, the paths
Obvioualy do not unitG:
(87) *whoj. Jid you say (5' that (5!t [INFL' (vp liked what]]] ]
Al.o, • trace cannot ••ve another trace, unless they are cosubscripted,
.. in a multiple C)ap construction. The paths from!.j and from !.i ob-
vioualy do not unite, or e1•• ~i would not violate the pee with respect
to the path between INPL and COMP I
Second, we aUght .8k why we cannot c08uperscript who in situ
with~ in COMP in (86)., .0 thAt~ might count •• a "cosuperscript
binder" of ~ and atop its path at the ombedded S'. In other words, why
can't a structure like (89). exist, where whAt is to who as who t is to
!.i in (S9)b?
k k(89)a. who .aid (5' whatj (5 who! like !jJl
b. who laid (s' whot [5 ~i liked Mary]]
One an.wer might be that only lub8cripta are relevant tor the binding
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.poken of 1n the definition of path••
Alternatively, and more interestingly, we might regard cosuper-
scripting .a simply a variety of free indexinq, applying, like all free
indexing, at S-structure and LF. In our discussion of Chomsky's analysis
of par.attic gaps in Chapter Four, we noted that free indexing at S-struc-
ture muat be li~t.d to A-positions. Although we explored some alterna-
tive. to tbia view, auppo•• it is correct. If cOaluperscripting is simply
one type of free indexing, it too should be limited to A-positions at
S-atructure, thouqh not nece••arily at LF.
In such a ca•• , there would be no problem with (86)a: what cannot
"coaqperscript-bind" ~ at S-structure, even if we don't rule such
binding out in principle, because A-positions can't be coindexed at
S-atructure. At LP, an operator in COI4P would be free to cosuperscript-
bind an op~~_tor in an A-position -- except that there are no operators
in A-po8ition. at II. We thus conclude that c08uperscripting may very
well be .i~ly a special ca•• of free indexing, and fall under the laws
fr•• indexing i. subject to, if we maintain Chomsky's analysis of para-
aitic gape. In this ca•• , we have a general explanation of (80). If
we do not maintain Chom8ky's analysis, we may, as indicated, simply
stipulate that "co8uperscript binding" doe. not count in the definition
of paths.
Pinally, we might rai.e a question that is somewhat tangential to
thia diacu••ion, but become. important later. Does a trace inherit the
superacript of ita (aubacript··)binder? It we do not maintain Chomsky's
analy.i. of paraaitic gaps, we might allow c08uperacripting of A-posi-
tiona at a-structure. If we did, then~ and ~ in (87) might be
is that it doe. not include INFL'.
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coaqperacripted a. in (89).. We have seen that we might prevent~
from actinq a8 a "cosuperscript-binder" of who and stoppinq its path
from extendinq h1qher than S'. Recall that the problem with this path
Suppose ~j were allowed to inherit
the coauperscript of ita binder in (89)&:
(90)
Strictly .peaking, the c08uperscript1nq rule AC coindexes only the two
operators, so we cannot appeal to AC.
It .eem8 that we do not want to allow for "inheritance" of co-
8uperscripts in this way. Notice that here the problem only arises on
so.. very particular choicea of indexing conventions. As we saw, (86) a
can be ruled out in a number of other ways, depending on what conventions
we a••ume. Nonetheles., this particular assumption that superscripts
are~ inherited fram (subscripts) binders -- will be crucial in the
next ••ction, regardl••• of what theory of indexing we adopt here.
Before procedin9 ~ the next ••ction, let ua note that there is
already a certain argument tor our treament of pure ECP, ECP/Superiority
and pure Superiority effects at S-structure rather than at LF. Remember
that we began this diacu8.ion by considerinq two very similar hypotheses.
under one hypoth••is, adapted to the pec framework from A proposal of
Aoun et al'., the•• effecta are due to the trace of WH-in-situ at LF:
by a special conv~ntion, 8~ch traces will always act as if they are un-
bound. Under our other hypothesis, which we have Assumed in our dis-
cua8ion, WH-in-.itu acta like an empty category at S-structure, and might
very well bind its t~ac. at LF.
If our adaptation of Aoun et a1'8 proposal were correct, we
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would have to find some reason to un1.te the patl1s from the two traces
of WH-movement in the l091cal forms of sentences like (86)b. The reason
cannot be cosubscr1pting, since one trace would c-command the other.
Similarly, the reason cannot be cosuperacriptinq: if we allowed cosuper-
scripting of traces, we could not distinquish (86)b from (86)a. We
could invent same other diacritic: perhaps we could not combine the
path of • trace that ia bound, like the trace of syntactic WH-movement,
with the path of a trace that i8 not bound, like the trace of LF WH-
movement, on this hypothe.is. The point is that there is no natural
rea.on to distinquish the two cases at LF.
In the next section, hoever, we will present the more substantive
argument for handling pure ECP, ECP/Superiori ty, and pure Superiori ty
effects at S-structure. As discussed earlier, on an S-structure theory
of the•• phenomena, we expect additional effects to surface at LF, if the
conditions are right. On an LF theory, we do not expect any additional
effecta. We will show that such additional effects so indeed exist.
~ WH-in-situ and Logical Fo~
In this section, we will show that not only is WH-in-situ subject
to the pee at S-structure, but ita trace ia subject to the pee at LF. We
will first qiveadifficult demonstration of this fact, based on certain
.cope arbiquities that fail to appear. Afterwords, we will demonstrate
how this phenomenon can be made to be a question of qrammaticality,
providing an easier and more powerful demonstration of the pee at LF.
Thi. order it nec•••ary, because the .econd demonstration depends on
the first.
In section 2.1, we showed, following Baker (1970), that WH-in-
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situ exhibits scope ambiguities, which we can attribute to its LF represen-
tation. Let U8 briefly review the evidence. We considered a sentence
like (91) below (siRdlar to (12», which, we claimed, could have either
the LF repre.entation in (92). or that in (92)b:
(91) (s t [which man] i ( !.i remembers [s' where. [we bought what !.j])]]
1 2 J
III(92) •• [s,[which mani ]1
bought ~ !oj]]]]
b. [5' [which man~ wha~] [ei remembers [5' [Where~] [we1 2
bought !tt !.:i)]]]
In (92)., what has narrow scope. The question can be answered by
naming a single man. What that man remembers is a list of ordered pairs
of thing8 bought and place. they were bought in:
(92).'. John relD8lllbers where we bought what: he remembers that we
bought ~ in GUM, ! in Gostinnyj OVor, and C on ttevsky Prospect •••
In (92)b,~ has wide 8cope. The question can be answered by
a set of ordered pairs of men who remember and things bought. What each
man remembers i. a place where 80methinq was bought:
(92)b'. John remembers where we bouqht !. (in GUM) I Mary remembers where
we bought! (in Goatinnnyj Dvor) , Sue remembers where we bC\uqht
£ (on Nevsky Pro.peat) •••
Conaider now (93):
(93) [s,[whoi ] [~i knows [5' [what book8j ] [to persuade which man [to1 2
9ive!.j [to which woman]]]] ]
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(93) ia essentially the same as (68)b, which we considered in the context
of apparent violations of pure Superiority effects. As (68)a showed,
which woman cannot be replaced by a name (e.g. that woman) to yield a
well-formed multiple interrogation. 21 The infinite paths from which
woman and which man are united, enabling which man to not violate the
ECP with respect ot the path between !1 and what books j "
In the last section, we argued that these two paths can be united
only it which man and which woman are cosuperscripted. When two operators
are c08uperscripted, they are interpreted as absorbed. It should follow,
.8 we remarked, that they will have the same scope. This a.ppears to be
true, although the judgments are, as always in these matters, extraordi-
narily difficult to dete~ne. Thus, (93) seems to be two-ways ambiguous.
The pair (which man, which woman) may take wide scope or narrow scope,
but the members of the pair may not take different scopes. Thus, the
only available LFs are:
(94) a.
b.
m n n n(s' (whoi ] (~ knows [s'(what books j which mank which womanl ] [to1 2
persuade !x (to give e j [to !.l]] ]]]
m m m n[Sf (whoi which mank which woman1] !.i knows [Sf [what books j ] [to1 2
persuade !x [to give!; [to !'l]J]J]
(94)., with narrow scope of which man and which woman, allows an
an8wer of the following sort:
(94).'. John knows what books to persuade which man to give to which woman:
he knows that he should persuade Bob to give book ~ to Mary, that
he Ihould persuade Bill to give book! to Susan, •••
bJ4!
(94)b, with wide scope of which man and which woman, allows an
&newer like (94)b':
(94)b'. John knows what books to persuade Bob to qive to Mary; Tim knows
what books to persuade Barry to give to Osvaldo1 Jean-Roger
knows what books to persuade Isabelle to give to Yvon, •••
Mi••inq are the "mixed scope" readings in (95):
m m n n(9S)a·*[S,whOi which ~] [~i knows [Sf [what books j which womanl ] [to1 2
persuade !t [to give!; [to e 1]]]]]
b.*[s' [who~ which woman~)(~ knows [s,(what bOOksj which man~] [to
1 2
persuade ~ (to give!.j [to e 1]]]]]
(95). invites an answer like (95)a'. I believe that (9S)a' is not
an appropriate answer to the S-structure question (93):
(9S).'.*John knows what books to persuade Bill to give to which woman
(namely, book ! to Mary, book ! to Sue ••• ) i Ken knows what books
to persuade Morris to give to which woman (namely, book F to
Dorothy, book G to Sally ••• ), Rita knows what books to persuade
Mario to give to which woman (namely, ••• ) .••
The same is true for (95)b'. The most natural answer that would go
with (95)b' is not grammatical (John knows what books to persuade which
man to qive to Mary, ••• : this is worse if who replaces which man). In
any case, the invited answer does not seem possible in any form.
If these judqmenta, difficult to sort out at best, are correct, they
support the claim that absorption in the form of cosuperscripting takes
place at S-structure, and that this cosuperscriptinq allows an escape
from the PCC at S-strcutre. The absence of the readings in (95)a-b is an
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immediate consequence of this cosuperscriptinq.
Now let us turn to the main example we will consider in this sec-
tion. Consider a familiar ECP/Superiority effect:
(96) * (S I [whoi ) (!.i knows ~ I (where j ) [~ bought this record !'j}}} 11 2
Recall that who violates the pee at S-structure, because its infinite
path overlaps the pa~h between INFL and COMP of 52' without either con-
taininq the other. Recall that adding a lower, cosuperscripted WH-in-
situ saves (95), by adding the crucial INFL' node to the infinite path:
) [ m m(96' S. [whoi] (!.i knows (s' [where j ] [wholc bought what1 e · 1] ] ]1 2 J
mHaving added what1 , (96) no longer violates the pee at S-structure.
Not only is this phenomenon interesting in itself, as we have seen, but
it i8 also an extremely useful tool for probing into the real properties
of the trace of WH-in-situ at LF -- if we are correct in assuming that
the effects we have discussed derive from S-structure. Any additional
pee effects we find must be attributable to properties of the tl·ace of
WH-in-8itu at LF, and not to properties of WH-in-situ at S-structure.
m mGiven the discussion above, we expect that whok and what l will have
the same scope in (96)'. Supposinq, as we have, that all WHs-in-situ move
to COMP at LF, we might expect two possible outcomes, here as in the pre-
ViOU8 set of examples. m mThe pair (whok , what l ) might either move to the
hiqher COMP and cosuperscript with who i , or move to the lower COMP, and
cosuperscript with wherejl
(97)a. [SI [Who~) (e i knows [S2[Where~ who~ what~l [ ~ bought ~l ~j})}}1
m m m n 1b. (SI (whoi whok what1) (!.i knows (Sl(where j ~ bought!.l ~]}11 2
bJ4
The reading of (97)& is certainly present. The most natural answer
correspondinq to this reading would be a name of someone who knows. What
this person knows is a set of ordered triples of buyers, things bought and
places where the buying takes place:
(97).'. Rick knows where who what: he knows that Bill bought ~ in New
York, that Daqmar bouqht B in Munich, that Fred bought £ in
Boston, •••
What about the reading in (97)b? It seems that it is not present.
This reading calls for a set of ordered triples of people who know,
buyers and things bought. What is known by each person who knows is a
place:
(97)b'. John knows where Bill bought! (namely, in New York)J Mary knows
where Dagmar bouqht! (namely, in Munich), Sue knows where Fred
bouqht £ (namely, in Boston), •••
The absence of (97)b is certainly a subtle jUdgment, but seems real. Let
us account for it first, and then show how to make the judgment much
stronger.
Our explanation of why (97)b is missing rests crucially on the
assumption discussed in the ~a8t section that traces do not inherit super-
scripts from their (subscript-) binders. m mAlthough whok and what1 are
c08uperscripted in situ at S-structure, their traces at LF, ~ and ~l
m m
are not cosuperscripted. As a result, while what1 shelters whok from
mthe PCC at S-structure, nothing shelters the trace of whok from the pee
at LF.
At LF, then, the trace of WhO~ should act like any trace of WH in
the subject position of a tensed sentence. The basic properties of such
a trace are by now quite familiar. Because the path from the subject of
of a tensed sentence will overlap the path between COMP and INFL, the
pee is satisfied only if the subject trace is bound from the nearest
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COMP. This is the origin of the basic CTP effects discussed in Chapter
Three. mIn (97)a, the trace of whok , ~, is bound from the local COMP
and satisfies the pce. In (97)b, !K is not bo~~d from the local COMP,
and the pee is violated. The absence of (97)b as a logical form for (96)
thus follows straiqhtforwardly from the pee applying at LF to the trace
of WH-in-situ.
In order to make this explanation work, we need to make two
assumptions, both of which are independently motivated. First, we must
assume, contrary to Aoun et al., that movement to COMP at LF does allow
for the sort of binding relevant to the pee (here, = proper government
under the ECP). This, of course, is the null hypothesis. Second,
however, we do have to assume one difference between S-structure and LF.
At S-structure, multiply filled COMPs are not tolerated: in particular,
a binder in a multiply filled COMP cannot bind its trace in the sense
relevant for the pee. This is why a subject trace cannot be bound from
a COMP containing that or any other undeleted complementizer (cf. our
discussion in Chapter Three, section 3.2, based on Pesetsky 1982). At
LF, however, if (97)a is an acceptable representation, and does not
violate the pee, a binder in a multiply filled COMP may bind its trace
in the sense relevant for the pee. Thus, "multiply filled COMP phenom-
ana" do not exist at LF. We stipulate this, without attempting an ex-
planation.
It this is so, however, we correctly predict that (98) will be
grammatical, and not violate the PCC:
(98)
m mAt 5-structure, whO j is saved from the pee by whatko At LF, however,
if (98) has the following representation, we expect it to violate the
pee, which it does not:
m m m(99) [5i[WhOi whOj whatk ] lei said [5i [that] [~j bought ~]]]]
We must assume that (98) can have the representation in (100), where a
trace in COMP binds the e. in subject position:
-J
m m m(100) [5' [who! who. wha~~'] [e. said [5' [e. that] fe, bought ~]]]]1 ) -k -1. 2 -J -J ~
Because multiply filled COMPs are not special at LF, there is no problem
with the representation in (100), and the pee is not violated.
Now we must ask why a similar trace in COMP cannot save (97)b.
That is, what is wrong with a representation of such a wide scope reading
for (96)' like (101) below:
Since !x is bound from the COMP of (101), it does not violate the pee.
(101) goes wrong as a result of the WH-criterion, which forces ~ in the
eoMP of 52 to be cosuperscripted with where. The pair (Where~, ~) will
be interpreted as a binary quantifier, which ranges over two variables.
But e does not assign a range at all. Furthermore, if ~ is forced to
m
act like a quantifier, then whok will quantify vacuously, violating well-
motivated restrictions on vacuous quantification ~iscussed by Chomsky
(1981b). In any case, it is clear that there is some simple way to
exclude a trace in a [+WH] COMP. As a consequence, WH-movement must
either land in a [+WH] COMP, or skip over it, not leaving any trace.
With this in mind, we may proceed to our demonstration that pee
effects at LF can be a matter of grammaticality in WH-in-situ sentences.
We rely for this demonstration on the existence of certain WH-words which
do not undergo the rule of absorption. The WH-word whether is the most
convincing example of such a word, although Aoun et ale argue that why
also belongs in this class. 22
That whether does not undergo the rule of absorption can be seen
in (102), from Chomsky (1973, (254». As Chomsky notes, (102) is only
interpretable as an echo question, and is ungr~atical as a multiple
interrogation:
(102)*I wonder whether Bill saw what
Let us say that what is special about whether is that is must have a
unique superscript, triggering a violation of the WH-criterion if any
other wn-phrase tries to move into a COMP containing whether. This story
is for convenience only; the true story is probably that whether is
free to be cosuperscripted with another WH in COMP, but that the resul-
ting ~ary quantifier is not inter~retable for semantic reasons.
As a consequence, (103) is unambiguous. The what in situ has only
a wide scope interpretation, in which it is absorbed with who in COMP,
shown in (104):
(103) [Si[WhOi ) [~i wonders [S2 [whether] Bill saw what]]]
m m n(104) [S. [whoi what j ) [~ wonders [S. [whether) Bill saw!j)))1 2
Some speakers find examples like (103) difficult to interpret. (HanJ~amer
(1974, (55» stars a similar example.) Nonetheless, I believe they are
grammatical, and invite an answer like (105):
(105) John's been wondering whether Bill saw ~, Sue's been wondering
whether Bill saw!, Josie's been wondering whether Bill saw £, ...
What is clear, however, is that there is no (non-echo) logical form for
(103) besides (104). In particular, there is no narrow scop~ reading.
Since whether forces a wide scope reading, we now can test whether
the PCC applies to the LF trace of WH-in-situ, over and above whatever
pee effects exist at S-structure. First, we consider a WH-in-situ in
the subject position of a tensed S. Second, we neutralize the pee
effects that obtain at S-structure by adding a second WH lower in the
tree. Finally, we force the subject WH-in-situ to undergo long movement
in LF by placing whether in the nearest COMP. If the pee applies to
the trace of WH-in-situ at LF, we expect the result to be ungrammatical,
as indeed it is:
(106)*who knows whether who bought what
The ungrammaticality of (106) is particularly striking when it is
compared to (96), which we repeat:
(96) ?who knows where who bought what
(106) is ungrammatical because it can only have the LF represen-
tation in (107):
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(107) violate. the pee at LF in the same way (108) violates it at S-struc-
ture:
C10S)*(S,whoi [does John know [s,whether [~i [INFL' [vp bought1 2
this book1] ~ 1] ]
Notice that (106) cann~t have an LF representation like (109),
where WH-movement at LF ha. left a trace in the lower COMP. (109) does
not violate the pee, but do•• violate the WH-criterion. Here the special
prorerti•• of whether are a180 violated: the WH-criterion forces the
co8uperacriptinq that whether does not allow:
m Dl m n n(109) (5' (wh°i Whoj whatkl (~knows (5' (~j whether] [!j bought !k1]1]111 2
There i. thus no way for (106) to satisfy the pee at LF.
we con8ider our main point proven with example (106). What is
i~rtant is that (106) does satisfy the pee at S-structure: at S-struc-
ture there i. no difterence beteeen (1')6) and (96). The lower WH-in-
situ .ave8 the subject WH-in-.itu from the PCC in both cases. A ~heory
in which all the crucial properties of WH-i.n-situ are derived at one
16vel ia at a 10•• to distinqui8h (106) from (196), as far as we can
cell. Instead, this contrast shows clearly tt:at we wish to distinguish
the properties of WH-in-.itu at two levels ot representation. Conse-
quently, we must a.8uma that WH-in-situ ra. special properties at some
level other than LF. The loqical candidate is S-structure. We thus
conclude th4t WH-in-situ has special properties at S-structure: in par-
ticular, the property ot actinq like an unbound empty category.23, 24
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!:.! Focus and Gapping
In this ••ction w. pr•••nt aame evidence 8u998stinq a connection
between .eme properties of the so-called "Gapping construction" that
atrongly recall WH-in-situ. The content of this section is speculative;
an &nalyaia of Gapping is briefly sketched, but no attempt is made to
explain the many properti•• that have been observed in the literature.
Pirat, we be91n by conaidering focu••d NP8 in the context of the pee.
2.5.1 POCU8 and the PCC
Besid•• QR and the LF movement of WH-in-situ ~o COMP, certain
other conatruct10n8 have been analyzed to involve movement in LF. In
particular, Cha.8ky (1976) di.cu•••• the contrast in (110), where
capitalization indicate••tress:
(110) •• the woman bel loved BETRAYED John i
b.*the wa.an he! loved betrayed JOHNi
Chomsky not•• that (llO)b appears to be a case of the weak crossover
phenomenon that we have already di8CU•••d in connection with WH-in-situ.
In other word., the badnes8 of (llO)b, with stress and intended corefe-
renee a8 indicated, should be accounted for in tt-.e same manller as (111):
(111) who! (did the woman he t loved betray ~iJ
Thia ia achievable it we posit an LF rule of FOCUS, which derives from
(llO)b ••tructure like (112):
(112) for Xi • John [the woman he! loved betrayed Xi]
Let u. auppo•• , tentatively, that the rule ot FCCUS moves the focused
HP to COMP, .0 that it i. to~ally identical to WH-movement. (Hendrick
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and Rochemont 1982, followed by May (forthcoming), ar9ue for acjunction
to S·.)
A problem with this proposal that has been raised by Jae991i
(1980b) and by Chomsky (1981., 282) concerns the Absence of ECP effects
with focu.ed NPa. Supposing that (113). has the LF representation of
(113)b, the ECP, even when subsumed by the pee, should rule the structure
out:
(113) •• I wonder (how (JOHN solved the problem] J
b. [S'[COMP Johnt ] [I wonder [how (~i solved the problem]]]]
25Contrary to predictions, (113). 18 grammatical. As Chomsky notes,
however, (following 4 aU9gestion of D. Sportiche), there is no reason
to auppo•• th5t the focused NP in (113). takes wide scope. If we relax
our .trictur•• governing (+WH] in COMPs, we might allow (113)a to have
the LF representation in (114):
(114)
Something el£8 follows from the grammaticality of (113)a, given
our di8cu••ion in the previous section: we know that the focused NP
~ cannot be treated .a an wabound empty category, like WH-in-situ,
at S-structure. If the focused NP had the properties of WH-in-situ,
then it should be grammatical at S-structure, regardless of what happens
at LF. This i. expected, given that the focused NP appears to "refer".
If the ability to "refer" ia, as we speculated, what determines whether
a path i. formed or not, then we expect fOCU8~d NPs, perhaps, not to
cr.ate a path at S-structure.
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On the other hand, there do•• not appear to be a focus construction
1n which • focu••d NP do.. not have the properties of an empty category
at S-.tructure, ahowinq "pure ECP", "ECP/Superiority" and -- perhaps --
"pure Superiority" effects. These are the focused NPs in the construc-
tiona uaually derived by • rule of "Gappinq". What appears to distinguish
th... focuaed NPs from the one. we have just considered is that these
focU8ed NPI undergo the rule of ab8orption -- our c08uperscriptinq rule
AC. This 8u99••ts, in turn, that underqoing absorption miqht also be
• prerequi8ite for a lexical category to qenerate a path at S-structure.
w. di8CU•• this construction in the next section.
2.5.2 Gapping
A rule of Gappinq is usu8.lly assumed to account for sentences
like (115):
(115) [John bought the ~~1, and [Mary, the record]
Let '18 call the left-1IlOst conjunct ~ n the English Gappinq construction
the full conjunct. The right-hand conjunct in (115) we may call the
Gapping conjunct. There may b. an unlimited number of gappinq conjuncts:
(116) [John bought the book], [Mary, the record), (Tim, the plant],
and [Barry, the coftee qrinder]
Gapping ha. been widely studied, and we will be accounting for only a
few of ita properti•• , some of which appear not to have been previously
noticed. For review8 of the literature, as well as two of the more recent
analy••• , ••• Sag (1976) and Sjoblom (1980).
All the published proposals with which I am familiar proceed from
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• baaic intuition that the qappinq conjunct. are full conjuncts with
aam.thing ~••in9. That is, these analyses propose that there is some
level at which (115) is represented as in (117):
(117) [John bouqht the book], and [Mary bouqht the record)
In RD•• (1970), Saq (1976), and elsewhere, structures like (118) are
as.umed to appear in the syntax, with the qapped structure of (115)
generated by & deletion rule, the exact formulation of which has been
• matter of acme controversy. Williams (l97'b) presents an argument for
syntactic structure. like (118):
(118) [John (yp [v bought] the book]] and [Mary [vp [v ! ] the record])
1 2
At LF, • rule will copy the contents of V1 into V2 ' yielding an LF
repr••entation like (117).
What both of the•• proposals have in common is a focus on what
ia "mi••log" from the gappinq construction. For example, in a sentence
like (115), both analy.e. take •• their main task to define a correspon-
denc. betw.en the phonologically real verb in the full conjunct and the
phonologically ab.ent verb in the qappinq conjunct. These analyses thus
have two propertiesl (1) the crucial correspondence between the full
and gapping conjunct. i. held to exi8t between the apparently missing
material in the gapping conjunct and the present material in the full
conjunct, ancl (2) the important "action" in the gapping construction
tak•• place in the gapping conjuncts, where either deletion or copying
tak•• place.
w. wiah to 8U99•• t a slight .hift of emphasis. First, we wish to
pay attention to what 18 pr•••nt a. well a8 to what is missing. In
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particular, we consider the crucial correspondence between the full and
gapp1nq conjunct. to exist between the material that is phonologically
real in the qapping conjunct, and its counterpart in the full conjunct. To
introduce some terminology, let us call the underlined NPs in (119) the
"correspondent", because they are the counterparts of the material in
the qappinq conj \met:
(119) a. [~bought the book], and (Mary, the record]
b. [John considers~ a genius] and (Bill, Sue]
c. [We will pay a brief visit to Masha], and [you, to Pasha]
We will claim that the corre.pondents in a gapping construction share
properties with the WH-in-situ discussed in the previous sections.
Second, we will arque that the important "action U in the gapping
construction occurs in both conjuncts. Specifically, we argue that
qapping is a two-step process, with one step applying in each conjunct.
Let U8 consider some data first. It is probably the case, as
argued by Kuno (1976), that the correspondents in a qappinq construction
26
are most acceptable when they are clause-mates:
(120) •• [this man .ats spaghetti], and [that man, macaroni]
b.? [this man know. why YO\l eat spaghetti], and [that man, macaroni]
The desired reading in (120)b can be forced more easily if the underlined
corr••pondents in the full conjunct are given strong stress -- a signifi-
cant fact, to which we return. Despite the constrast between (120)a and
(120)b, we believe that (120)b is probably grammatical, although somewhat
unacceptable. What is important to us is the subject/object asymmetry
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between (120)b and (121), which we judge completely unacceptable:
(121) * [this man knows wh~,. Sl,aghetti makes you sick], and [that ,nan,
macaroni]
Similar contrasts can be seen in the following pairs:
(122)a.?(this doctor thinks that I should buy tunafish], ~nd [that
doctor, salmon]
b.*[thia doctor thinks that tunafish will harm me), and [that
doctor, salmon]
(123)a.?(your sister prefers that the committee pick John], and
(your brother, Bill]
b.*[your sister prefers that John pick the committee], and
[your brother, BillJ27
The same facts obtain in French:
(124)a.?(celui-ci sait pourquoi j'aime Marie], at [celui-ll, Suzanne]
this one knows why I love Marie, and that one, Suzanne
b.*[celui-ci aait pourquoi ~~rie t'aime], at [celui-la, Suzanne]
this one knows why Marie loves you, and that one, Suzanne
The contrasts in (120)b-(124) are immediately reminiscent of the
"pure ECP effects" found with WH-in-situ:
(125)&. who knows that you eat what
b.*who knows that what makes you sick
We wish to BuqqeBt the same analysis. Specifically, suppose that Gapping
correspondents, like \iH-in-situ, have the properties of unbound empty
categori•• at S-structure. (121) and the (b) sentences of (122)-(124)
can then be explained as violations of the PCC, since the infinite path
from the subject correspondent will overlap the path from INFL to COMP
in its clause, without either path containinq the other. We will flesh
this analysis out in discussion below.
The analogy with WH-in-situ extends further, when we consider the
following contrasts. Correspondents in qappinq structures may be
WH-phraS8S in cC»~:
(126) Bill asked [which books I gave to Mary], and [which records,
to John]
The other correspondent may not be the subject of a tensed sentence:
(127) *8111 asked [which books~ likes], and [which records, John]
Further ex~les:
(128)a. I know [which boy prefers spaqhetti], and [which girl, macaroni]
b ••I know [which boy spaghetti appeals to], and [which girl,
macaroni]
(129)&. he asked (where I bought the macaroni], and [where, the spaghetti)
b.*he asked (where the macaroni was sold], and [where, the spaghetti)
(130)&. je sais [quel. livres tu as donnes a Paul], at [quelles theses,
l Marie]
'I know what books you gave to Paul, and what theses, to Marie'
b.*je s&is [quels livres Paul a lul, et (quelles th~seG, Marie]
'I know what books Paul read, and what theses, Marie'
In traditional analyses of gapping, these contrasts are often
accounted for by stipulatinq that a non-null variable must intervene
between the two correspondents. For us, however, these contrasts immediately
recall the ECP/Superiority effects that we have discussed earlier:
(131) •• Bill asked which records I gave to whom
b.*Bill asked which records who bought
If qappinq correspondents, like Wh-in-situ, generate infinite paths at
S-structure, then (127) and tha (b) sentences of (128)-(130) may be
explained by the PCC, just as (131)b is. 28
There may even be some instances of gapping contrasts parallel to
the "pure Superiority" effects discussed above, which we in turn red~ced
to Crossing effects. The contrast in (132) is not sharp, but may exist:
(132)a.11 want to know [whet [!i convinced John to visit me]] and
[who, ~]
b.?*I want to know [whoi you convinced John to visit ~i]' and
[who, ~]
In (132)b, if ~provokes an infinite path, this path will overlap the
path between ~i and ~, but neither will contain the other. The contrast
in (132)a-b would thus be parallel to familiar contrasts like:
(133)a. I want to know [who i [~ convinced which man to visit mel]
b. *1 want to know (whO i [you convinced which man to vi.sit !.i]]
For the actual paths involved, the reader may refer to our earlier discussion
of WH-in-eitu, at (51).
What does a qapping correspondent have in common with a WH-in-situ?
First, putting aside for a moment our concern with S-structure, let us
look at the gapping construction at LF. The parallel between a reasonable
LF representation of 9~ppin9 and the LF representation of multiple inter-
roqations has been pointed out by Sag (1976). To transpose Sag's suggestion
into terms that we have discussed: he proposes that at LF all conjuncts
of a gapping sentence are full conjuncts. He argues, in essence, that
the correspondents in each conjunct are extracted and undergo absorption.
For our pU~8es, we may ignore his arguments that the extraction operation
involves set abstraction and treat the extraction as simple movement to
COMP. Thus, a sent~ ••ce like (134)a has an LF like (134)b, just as a sentence
like (135)a has an LF like (135)b:
(134)a. (John bought the book], and Mary, the record
k k n 0]b. [S'[COMPJohni' boOk j ) [!.t bought ejl) and[S'[COMPMarYl' recordm
[S!.l bought !m)l
(135)a. (who bought what]
k k
b. [S' [COMPwhoi' what j ) [e i bought !j 11
We use our cosuperscript notation to indicate absorption.
Our argument will proceed as follows. We have suggested that gapping
correspondents resemble WH-in-situ in their S-structure properties. If
gapping sentences like (134)a have the LF representations that C134lb
implies, they resemble WH-in-situ at LF as well. First we will present
some suggestive arguments in favor of an LF representation like (134)b,
involving movement and absorption. Then we will sketch an analysis that
can derive LF representations like (134)b from S-structures like (134)a.
We return to S-structure, and show same further respects in which gapping
correspondents resemble WH-in-situ. Finally, in summarizing our analysis,
we will point out some problems with gapping that we do not solve.
The suggestion that gapping involves variable binding and absorp-
tion at LF is plausible; one has the sense that gapping constructions
involve a series of pairs which are "uniformly fitted" into positions in
an open sentence in much the way the answers to mUltiple interrogations
come in pairs.
One arqument that the correspondents in gapping sentences undergo
movement in logical form can be derived fram the fact, which Sag notes,
that they bear focal stress. We have already suggested, following Chomsky
(1976), that focused NPs undergo movment at LF. Unless we suppose that this
principle is somehow voided in gapping constructions, we must suppose that
the correspondents in gapping sentences similarly undergo movement at LF.
We may also demonstrate the existence of weak crossover effects in gapping
sentences, somewhat below, where we discuss briefly "sloppy identity"
phenomena.
If the correspondents do undergo movement in logical form, then by
the WH-criterion they must undergo absorption, as implied in our example
(134)b. An argument for absorption can be found in the constructions of
(126)-(130), where one correspondent is a WH-phrase in COMP. Recall that
some wa-phrases, particularly whether, do not undergo absorption:
(136)a. he asked [where [I bought what] 1
b. *he asked [whether [1 bought what]] (except as an echo question)
The same contrast reappears in the gapping construction:
(137)a. he asked [where I bought the macaroni], and [where, the spaghetti]
b.*he asked [whether I bought the macaroni], and [whether, the
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spaghetti]
We may account for the contrast in (137) if we force gapping correspondents
to move to COMP at LF and undergo absorption. The contrast thus argues
for movement as well as for absorption, since there is no way to force
absorption unless movement to COMP is forced.
Now let us sketch an analysis for gapping constructions. First,
let us discuss S-structure. We have already argued that the correspondents
in the full conjunct have the properties we attributed to WH-in-situ. They
generate infinite paths at S-structure, and move to COMP at LF. We thus
account for the prue ECP, ECP/Superiority, and Superiority -type effects
that we have discussed. In the case of the pure ECP and ECP/Superiority
effects, we assume crucially that the correspondent subject of a tensed
sentence generates an infinite path, which overlaps the path between INFL
and COMP and violates the pee. With this in mind, it may seem that we
incorrectly rule out simple gapping structures like (138):
(138) I know that [SJohn [INFL' [vpbought the book]]] and [Mary, the record]
If John generates an infinite path all by itself, it will violate the pee
in the manner we have just described. But John does not have to generate
an infinite path all by itself. Recall that the cosuperscripting rule AC
can apply (at least) to A-positions at S-structure. Thus, we may cosuper-
script John and the book:
k k(139) I know that [sJOhn i [INFL' [vpbouqht the book!))) · • •
Having cosuperscripted the two correspondents, they will now form a un~~ed
path, which will contain the path between INFL and COMP. In other words,
the correspondent the book in (139) saves~ from the PCC in the same way
what saves who in a familiar WH-in-situ sentence like (140):
k k(140) which article proves that [swhoi [INFL I (vpbought what j 11
As for the gapping conjuncts, if we do not adopt a deletion rule
in PF (which we argue against below), it is clear that their contents are
"fragmentary" at S-structure. We propose that they consist of a bare
COMP, which already contains at S-structure a pair of focused NPs. These
bare COMPs might be related to the apparent bare COMPs found in the "sluicing"
construction in English (Ross 1969; Van Riemsdijk 1978; Levin, forthcoming):
(141) somebody arrived, but I don't know [5' [COMPwho1]
-- and by constructions like (142):
(142) I wonder [which books Mary stole] and [S' (COMPwhich records]]
variants of the "bare COMP" proposal for sluicinq are suggested by Van
30Riemsdijk and Levin, although other alternatives are clearly possible.
In particular, we leave open whether "bare COMP S'9" also contain a null
S at S-structure. (Such a null S might fail the identification requirement
on empty categories discussed in Chapter Four.) For some reason, focused
NPs can occur in such "bare COMPs" only when paired with another focused
NP, as, we claim, in the gapping construction:
(143) a. *I know that [John bought the book] and (S' [COMPMary ]
31b. I know that [John bought the book] and [S' (COMpMary, the record]]
This, we claim, is where things stand at S-structure. The "action"
at S-structure takes place in the full conjunct, where the correspondents
generate infinite paths and may be cosuperscripted by AC. The gapping con-
juncts are reduced structures, possibly containing bare COMPs. Notice that
the pee at S-structure already accounts for certain restrictions on gapping
that otherwise must be built into the deletion or interpretive rule of
gapping in the fo~ of constraints on variables.
At LF, the action is in both conjuncts. Supposing that the focused
NPs, which have undergone cosperscriptinq, have the properties of operators,
they must move to an operator position, by Higginbotham's general principle
(11), discussed above. Thus, from an S-structure like (144)a we de~ive a
preliminary LF representation like (144)b:
k k
<l44)a. I know [s,that [sJohni bought the boOk j ]] and [s' [COMPMary , the
record] ]
k kb. I know (s'[COMPthat Johni the book j ] [se i bought e j ]] and
[5' (COMPMary , the record]]
So far, our analysis has needed no rule or principle which is unique
to gapping constructions, except, perhaps, for whatever allows the rather
unusual pair of NPs in COMP. At this point, we introduce one rule that has
not come up in earlier discussion. It is, in fact, a simple copying rule,
similar, perhaps, to the nvp Rule" that Williams (1977b) motivates for VP
deletion. Our suggestion for gapping is in part inspired by Williams' treat-
ment of VP deletion. We propose that the S present in the full conjunct be
copied under the S' in each gapping conjunct. This will yield (145):
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k k(145) I kDow (Sf (C'»IPthat ~i the book j 1 (s!i bought !oj] 1 and
(S f (COMPIIM'y, the re:ord) (s!-i bought !.j il
If (145) i. eh. final LF, the empty cateqories in the gapping conjwlct will
violate the identification requirement, and the ~ontents ot COMP in the
gapping conjunct w~ll violate the WH Criterion. We therefore apply free
ind.xin9 to yield the final LF rep•••entation in (146):
(146) ia, of oours., an alphabetic variant ot Saq'F LF ropresentation in
(134)b.
Notice that the copying o~.ration that derives {14S) ~rom (144)
copi•• , .. it ~t, the indices found on the empty categories in the full
conjunct. Thi. 1. no probl.. in (146), since neither 5' c-commands the
other, but may well explain the i,~••ibility o~ qappinq when one clause
doe. c.-COIIINtnd the other:
(147)a.*John bou9ht the ~k [before Mary, the record)
k k 1b. (Sf (CQMPJOhn i the book j l (s!i bought!.j [5' [before Maryi
recor4tl (s!i bought !.jl1])
If the Principle C of the Blndinq Theory is a true principle, preventing
var~abl•• fr~m beinq A-bound, then (147)b violates Principle C, sinc~ at
l •••t the first occurrence of ~i probably binds the secon1 o~~~rrence.
Altern4tively, we m1qht appeal to the principle that prohibits vaCUOUf
'( kqua~ti'ication (Cbo-.ky 1981b) a Johni and book j vacunualy quantify ovor
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the ••cond occurrence. of !t and !oj.
Variou. phenomena of sloppy identity are explained and expected
under thi. analyei. of qappinq, .a they are in Williams' analysis of VP
deletion, particularly it we suppos. that pronouns and anaphors are replaced
by variable. at LF:
(148) •• Johnl gave • book to his! father, and Mary, a record
(- I ••• Mary! 9&.8 a record to her! father')
b. (5' (JOhn~ a book~) (e i 9ave !oj to e i •• father)) and
k k[5' (Maryi a recordj ) [!.i (Jave !.j to ei'. father 11
At thi. point, we may demonstrate weak crossover !,)henomena in
gapping con8truetion., a promi.ed argument for movement at LF. Consider
the followinCJ .~1.1
(149) (~gave her book back to Mary], and [Susan, to Bill]
(149) i •• 'JOod ••ntence, but h!£ cannot refer to Mary. That is, the
following LP, of n.c•••ity abowin9 "sloppy identity", if (bound) pronouns
are replaced by variable., i. impos8ible:
(150) *[5' [JOhni to Mary~l [e i (Jave her1 book back !111 and
1 1[5' [SUSAni to 8i11 j 1(~i gave her1 book back ~j11
The weak cro••over phenomenon thus affords more evidence that the LF of
qappinq ••ntenee. does involve a quantifier-variable structure.
Our analY81. has some other consequences. First notice that one
carr••pondent in a qappinq ••ntence may be a WH-in-situ, where the other
i8 a WH-11'-COMPI
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(152) I wonder (S'~ (John bouqht which bookll and [when, which record)
Movement to COt. of the WH-in-aitu, followed by S-copyinq, proceeds normally,
yielding the LF in (153)1
Noft~corr••pondent., however, may not be WKs-in-situ when one correspondent
1•• WH 1n OOMP. Compare (154). with (lS4)b (only correspondents are
underlined) a
(154) •• I wonder (~John will qive thi. book to Maryl, and [when, to Sue]
b. *I wonder (!!!.!!!. John will qive which book to Mary], and [when, to Sue]
This is predicted if S, and not st, 18 copied in qapping constructions. In
(154)b, both to Mary, a corr••pondent, and which book, a non-correspondent,
will have to 110'18 to COMP. S-copyinq will yield (155):
111(155) I woncler (5' (CQlPwheni which bookj to Maryk) [John will qive !.:i !t
In the .econd conjunct, !oj i. unbound, and violates the indentification
requir...nt on empty oateqoriea. Thu8, (154)b, with the LF in (155), is
ruled out. Of cour.e (154)b i. acceptable as an echo question, in which
cas. which book does not move to COMP.
We further predict, correctly, that WH-in-situ may be a non-corres-
pondent if it. scope ia wider than the COMP of the conjuncts:
(156) who .aid (that~ will qive 6 book to whom) and [Bill, a map]
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(156) 1• .amewhat difficult to interpret, but 1s, I believe qrammatical.
It. LP repr•••ntation is,
In (156), to wham binds ~ trace in both conjunct8 at LF, violating no
con.~raiDt.. An ~propri.t. an.wer to (156) (which may make the inter-
pretation clearer) miqht take the form of (157):32
(157) ! .aid that John will give a book to B and Bill will give a map to !;
£ ••14 that John will qive a book to 0 and Bill will give a map to ~;
To summari.e: we have assumed that the correspondents in the full
conjunct of gappinq constructions have the S-structure and LF properties
that we attributed to WH-in-situ. The only specific principle we had to
•••~ to handle gappinq wa. a rule that copied the S of the full conjunct
Oft~ the g8Ppinq conjunct.. It appeared that htis copying rule accounted
tor .loppy identity phenomena in qappinq sentences, an anti-c-command
restriction on gapping, and the distributio., of WH-in-situ in the full and
qapping conjunct••
We pr••ent t~i. analysis .s a speculation because, while it accounts
tor certain ••pects of gapping that have not previou81y been considered in
this context, it fails to account for a number of other properties of
gapping, and remaina vaque on a number of important points. Two obvious
on•• a
rir8t, if the corr••pondents of the full conjunct qenerate infinite
paths, and if the content. ot the other conjunct8 do not, or are not
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co8upencripted with the corr••pondent., why is there no violation of the
PCC in the form of a Coordinate Structure Contstra1nt? We may propose any
of • number of ad hoc .olutions, but the problem is unresolved.
Second, it the qappinq conjunct. contain focused NPs that are in
COMP at S-structure, why can't the rule of FOCUS apply freely in other
contexts in the syntax. For example, why is (158) ill-tormed as an
S-.tructure?
Again, we may make some stipulation here, restating the facts, but no
insiqhtful answer is available.
Finally, various other properties of qapping remain unexplained,
althouqh they resist insightful treatments on other analyses as well.
we choose from the list supplied by Sag (1976):
There appears to be a restriction, in the usual case, limiting
the gapping conjunct. to ~o constitutents apiece:
(159) *~ persuaded !!!!. to .8e a movie, and [Harry, Mary, a 'rV show]
Saq not•• a number of exceptions to this restriction, but the generalization
do•• appear to hold in the majority of caS8S. Note that this cannot be a
r ••triction on ab8orption, since, for example, more than one WH may occur
in situ. 33
We do not explain why, on our analysis, the copying rule is "clause
bounded" :
(160) *John believ•• that~ likes ~, and Harry believes that
[Joe, Sue]
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XOater (1978b) speculates that (160) and similar examples might be ruled
out by subj acency, but this seems doubtful, if gapping is derived by an
LF copyinq rule. Other LF rules, such a8 WI'I-iDOvement, appear to violate
subjacency rather freely.
We do not explain why "preposition strandinq" is impossible under
gappinq:
(161) a. (John .ent the books to Suaanl and [Harry, to Bill]
b. * [John sent the books to Susan] and [Harry, Bill]
Ne might argue that pied piping is obligatory at LF, although there are
other considerations that sU9gest the op~osite.
We also do not explain somethinq that is very simple on a deletion
analysis. The order of constituents in ~ gapping conjunct is the same as
the order of correspondents in the full conjunct. Thus, in the sentence
John kicked Bill, and Mary, Sue, we know that Mary, and not Sue, did the
kicking in the qappinq conjunct. This might follow from perceptual factors,
or fraa some assumptions about c-command inside COMP, but does not find a
straightforward explanation, in any case, on our analysis.
Pinally, we do not explain, though we may certainly stipulate, the
~ieft/riqht asymmetry in the gapping construction:
(162)&. [John bought the books], and [Mary, the records]
b.*[Mary, the records), and [John bought the books]
Ross (1970) links this asymmetry to the Head First parameter, since in
many SOV lanquaqes the paradiqm of (162) is reversed (cf. Sjoblom 1980 for
discu8sion). We have no acc~unt of this linkage, which, if true, is surely
significant.
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Despite thea. points on which our analysis is so far silent or
vaque, we believe that the ability of the PCC to explain certain aspects
of the gapping phenomenon is significant. We have presented this analysis
a. & demonstration of an area in which the pee may contribute to an explan-
.tion of an otherwise baffling complex set of phenomena. Ellipsis construc-
tiona like gapping have been unusually resistant to insightful explanation,
34the work of Williams (1978b) and Saq (1976) being exceptions. These
constructions appear to require elaborate rules, with stipUlated non-null
variables, ad hoc rule conditions and o~ler non desiderata. Perhaps the
approach to qappinq outlined in this section will not meet all of these
difficulties.
Gapping is also interesting, if we are correct, for the light it
sheds on path theory. The contrast between qappinq and simple focus cons-
structions 8ugqests a link between absorption and the phenomenon of infinite
paths at S-structure. While we believe that path theory and the pee offer
much in the way of explanation, much remains unclear. If there is a link
between absorption and infinite paths, it is worth investigating_ What
the link may derive from is, for now, wlknown.
~ Subjunctive and W-Verbs
In this section we turn to a new topic, which has also attracted
attention in the context of the ECP. Recent work by Picallo (1982) sugqests
that indicative and (at least some) subjunctive clauses differ with respect
to some of the subject/object asymmetries we have been discussing. We will
discuss some of her evidence, and the conclusions she draws within the
context of the ECP. Her conclusions are interestinq because, if true,
they do not tran.late naturally into the PCC approach we have been developing.
Nonethel••• , we will sU9gest that her observations can be interpreted in
• sliqhtly different way, which does suqqest a p~c analysis of some
explanatory power. Extending our analysis somewhat, we can account for
some facts about NP movement from the complements of verbs like want that
are not adequately explained in currect theories.
In Chapter Two, we presented Kayne's evidence that Chomsky's (198la)
ECP and other similar conditions like the KEep applJ.es at LF. The ev~.dence
came from the rule QR, which a88i~ls scope to quantifiers by adjoining
them to S at LF. In particular, Kayne noted that ~he particle ne acts as
a scope marker for neqative quantifiers like personne 'nobody' in French.
Thus, (163)a has the LF seen in (163)b, and (164)a has the LF of (164)b:
(163)4. je ~'ai exiq4 [s,qu'ils arrGtent personnel
I ne have required that they arrest nobody
(164) •• j'ai exiq' [S,ql1'ils ~'arr'tent personnel
I have required that they ~ arrest nobody
With this in mind, Kayne notes that the absence of a sentence like (163)a
with personne in subject p08itio~ can be blamed on the ECP (NIC, for him)
applying at LF:
(165)a.*je ~'ai exige [s,que personne soit arrete]
I ~ h~ve required tha~ nobody be arrested
b. (spersonns i [sje ~'ai exige [s,que !i soit arrat4]]]
VU.L
(166)&. j'ai exiqe [S,que personne ~ soit arr'te]
I have required that nobody ~ be arrested
(165)b is taken to violate the ECP in the same way a familiar CTP violation
does:
Rizzi (1982) has shown that the same paradigm obtains in Italian, but in
• slightly more complicated fashion. The Italian equivalent of personne,
ne88WlO, also requires a scope marker, the neqative particle non. When
nessuno is a direct object, this scope marker may be in a hiqher clause,
as in the French example (163)&. When nessuno is a preverbal subject,
the scope marker may not be in a hiqher clause: this is Italian's equivalent
of (165)a. On the other hand, when nessuno is a postverbal subject, the
scope marker may once more be in a hiqher clause. 35
Picallo (1982) demonstrates the same paradigm in Catalan, for tIle
Cata,'lan equivalent of nee.uno and personna: ninqu. We draw our examples
from her paper1 the (b) examples are LF representations:
(167)a. no vull [s,que tu parlis amb ningd)
NEG I want that you talk to nobody
(168)a. no vull [s,qtle ninqd vingui]
NEG I want that nobody come
(169) •• no vu11 [s,que vinqui ninqu]
NEG I want that come nobody
This paradigm was taken by Rizzi to shed light on why languages like
Italian (and Catalan) allow apparent violations of the CTP effect (the
*~-trace filter) with syntactic WH-movement. Picallo g'ives the follow-
inq Catalan example:
(170) qui creus que vindra
who do you think that will come
In a framework including the ECP, consideration of (170) alo~e leads
natually to the conclusion that in pro-drop languages like Catalan, unlike
Enqlish, AGR is a proper governor, just like V. This would allow (170) to
have the S-structure in (171):
If AGR in INFL is a proper governor, then ~i does not violate the ECP.
This conclusion is plausible particularly because the trace of WH at
S-structure is not pronounced: we cannot tell whether the trace is in
subject position. On the other hand, the position occupied by a quantifier
subject to LF movement does contain phonologically realized material: in
such a case we can tell for sure where the LF trace is. The paradigm in
(167)-(168) shows that the trace of long movement cannot in fact be in the
preverbal subject position in a tensed senten~e, contrary to what the ECP
predicts, if AGR in Catalan is a proper governor.
Rizzi thus concludes that AGR is not a proper governor, in a pro-drop
lanquaqe as in Enqlish. Rather, apparent cases of long movement of a
syntactic subject actually come from a post-verbal position, inside or
adjoined toVP (following the distinction between ergative and non-ergative
intransitives discussed in Chapter Two). In (169), we see that long
movement of such a post-verbal subject is indeed possible at LF. We thus
conclude that the S-struct,~e for (170) is not that seen in (171), but
rather (172) below:
Picallo notes, however, that Rizzi's conclusion is actually some-
what stronger than the facts indicate. Significantly, all the examples
that tend to show that AGR is not a proper governor involve complements in
the subjunctive mood. Thus, what really follows Kayne's, Rizzi's and
Picallo's paradigms in (163)-(169), in an ECP framework, is the conclusion
that a subjunctive INFL does not contain a proper governor. In order to
justify Rizzi's strong conclusion, we must ask whether indicative INFL does
or does not contain a proper governor for the subject.
Althouqh relevant evidence- is somewhat difficult to obtain, Picallo
sugqests that indicative AGR does indeed contain a proper governor for
the subject. First, however, we note that it is not possible to recon-
struct the sentences of (167)-(169), where a scope-marking ~ is in a
higher clause, with indicative complements. As Picallo notes, in indicative
clauses, the "doubling" l)2. obligatorily appears in the minimal clause that
contains the negative word it doubles:
(173) *no cree [s,que va ningu]
NEG I believe that comes nobody
(IND)
Thus, any possible subject/object ~symmetry in an indicative parallel to
(167)-(169) will be overshadowed by the general impossibility of doubling
a negation in an indicative clause with a no in a higher clause.
Picallo points out, however, that a wide-scope interpretation of
ningu is marginally possible even when the "scope-marker" no that doubles
it is in the same lower clause. Crucially, this marginal wide-scope reading
is only available in indicative clauses, when ningu is subject:
(174)a. en Pere diu [S'qu~ [sningu no l'estimal
Peter says that nobody NEG loves him/her
(175)a. en Pere vol [s,que [sning6 no l'estimi]]
Peter wants that nobody NEG love him/her
No such contrast is found when ningu is an object; post-verbal subjects
share the properties of objects (Picallo, personal communication) :
(176)a. en Pere diu [5,que [Ia noia no estima ningu] ]
PetAr says that the girl NEG loves nobody
(IND)
b. ?? [5' [sninqui [sen Pere diu [s ,que [la noia estima e.]]]]-1
(177)a. en Pere "01 (s,que [la noia no estimi ningul]
Pater wants that the girl NEG love nobody
(SUB)
In an ECP framework, the contrast between (174jb and (l75)b suggests
that INFL contains a proper governor for the subject if and only if INFL
is indicative. Picallo also presents certain other contrasts involving
scope of quantification and focus, which tend to support the same conclusion.
She relates this contrast to the feature specification of the constituents
of INFL: [± tense] and [± agreement] • Specifically, she asswnes the fo:.lowing
specifications for the INFL of various clause-types:
(178)a. INDICATIVE:
b. SUBJUNCTIVE:
c. INFINITIVE:
[+tense] [+agreement]
[-tense] [+aqreement]
[-tense] [-agreement]
Picallo arques that it is the value tor the features [tense] that determines
whether or not INFL can properly govern the subject: INFL is a proper
governor if and only if l+tensel.
If this argument is correct, it follows that we need no longer
assume that all apparent violations of the CTP effect derive from extrac-
tion from a post-verbal position in or adjoined to VP. In indicative
clauses, at least, long WH-movement from the preverbal subject position
should be possible: (171) should be a possible S-structure for (170) in
Catalan.
If Picallo's conclusions are correct, it is hard indeed to imagine
a suitable treatment of her facts in a framework that replaces the ECP by
the pee. In the pee framework, we have assumed that long movement from
the subject position of an indicative sentence is ruled out due to the
interaction of the path from the subject trace with the path created by TNS
movement to COMP. If anything, we expect movement from the subject of a
subjunctive to be freer, not more restricted than ~ovement from the subject
of an indicative clause, since no movement to COMP is indicated when TNS
is I-tense]. Let us therefore consider some further facts about subjunctive
and indicative clauses that suggest a different view of the phenomena that
Picallo has discussed.
First notice that the hypothesis that indicative INFL is a proper
governor in Catalan implies that it is not a proper governor in English,
since English show CTP effects in indicative as well as subjunctive clauses.
Since English lacks free subject inversion, we can be fairly sure that the
S-structures are those presented below:
(179)a.~hoi [did you say [s,that [S~i [INFL' [vpcame at 6:00]]]]]
b.*who i [do you desire Is,that [S~i (INFL' [vpcome at 6:00]]]]]
If INFL is not a proper governor in English, · e do not expect any contrast
between the subject position of indicative nnd subjunctive clauses with
respect to quantifier scope. Contrary to this predIction, such a contrast
may well exist. The facts are very far from clear (as in Catalan, apparently),
but appear to point to a contrast between indicative and subjunctive clauses
of the type observed in Catalan. The contrast seems much clearer with ~nly
than with other quantifiers. In (180), the phrase only Bill is ambiguous
in scope:
(180) I particularly desire [s,that you visit [only Bill]]
(lal)a.! particularly desire [s,that [sonly Bill! [syou visit ~!JJJ36
(I particularly desire that Bill be the only p6rson that you visit)
(Bill is t:he only person about whom I think "you should visit him";
about your other visits I'm more indifferent)
This ambiguity appears to be missing in (182):
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~182) I particularly 4.aire ~S' that [sonly 8.i11 visit you]]
(IA3)•• I particularly d••ire [s.that [sonly Bill i [s~ visit you])
(I particularly desire that Bill be the only perlon to visit you)
b·*(sonly ~llli [51 perticularly desire (s.that (S~i visit you)]])
(8111 iii the only parson about whom I think "h\J should visit you")
On the other hAnd, conaider (184), which alao shows a scope ambiguity:
(184) I ••id [S,that you viaited [only Bill]~
a. I .aid (s.t~t [sonly Bill! (syou visited ~i~J]
(I .aid that al11 wa. the only person wh~ vIsited y~u)
b. (Sonly Bil11 [SI.aid [S,that (syou visited ~i)]]l
eBill i. the only person about wh ..;•.. I said "you visited him";
if you made any other vi.its, I 8~~d nothing about them)
In our jud~nt, (185) probably ahows the same ambiguity. The wide scope
int.rpretation i. ?erhapa 1••• likely here than in (184), but seems more
.l,-c•••ible than in the .ub:;anctiv~ example (183Jb:
(185) I .aid is,that (only 8illJ v~.ited you)
A•••aid (s,that lsonly Bill i [S!j visited you]))
(-I .aid that 8ill waa the only person who vi~; ited you)
b.?(sorly 8ill i lSI .~id (s.th~t (s~ visited yoU))l)
'8111 i. the only pttrso.. about whom I s~id "he visited you";
it anynne elad vjait . you, .,1d nothin~ a~out it)
! do not p.·OPOQ8 to b.1.e a tht!ory on these Judqmentli, but I take them as
1 .178Ci9' .. t ve. ::tl'Ppo8ing ,-_.At they are correct, they .uq':le~t that, t!ven on
an Ecr theory, w~.t diJtinqu1ahe8 indicl.tive from subjunctive clauses is
'1ot a que.tion of whether tntl IUbject positiora i. prot:>el.·l~' governed or not.
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CTP effects clearly show that the subject of an ind1cctive or subjunctive
••ntence in Enqlish 1s not properly governed from INFL. If this is so,
we must aak anew, for En91iah and for Catalan, two questions: (1) why
ia wide-scope quantification of thft aubject allowed in indicatives? (2)
why i. wide-.cope quantification of the subject not allowed in subjW1ctives?
A gli_r of an answer may be .cound in French. It 18 unclear whether
French lhow. the contra.t between qU~ltitication into indicative and
aubjunctive clau••• that we have claimed to exi.t in Enqlish. If there
i. any .ubject/object ••yDD8try in French, of the sort descri.bed by Kayne,
it ..... 8q\\&lly pre.ent in indicative. and in iubjunctives (as predicted
by Picsllo). On the otner hand, judgments seem to ~ hi9h1y insecure. For
the 8ake of the arqument, let U8 8uppose that French also makes the di~tinc­
tlon found in Catalan and Enqli8h. We make this conjecture because many
speakers .ake another contra.t between indicatives and subjunctives that
..y be significant. Recall that French, like English, shows CTP effects.
Th••• 8urface in both indic.ti~. and subjunctive clauses:
(186) •. *1. t .... lU8i je eroi. [s,que IS!i est venuJ)
the woman that I think that came
b.*la f.... que i j'exige (s,que (s!1 viennel)
the woman that I require that come
Now recall that French allows an t'e.cap'!" trom CTP eff, ts. If the
compl...ntlzer 3ue i. replaced by ~t, which we have hypothesized to bear
• referential index (P••et8ky 1982), Chapter Thr~e), the CTP violation in
(186)4 1. nullified. Inter••tingly, the r••ult i8 rather bad in subjunc-
tive complement. like that in (186)b,
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(187) •• 1. f .... que1 je croia (s,qui i [S8 t eat venue]]
b.??la femme que i j·exi~. [s,qui i (s~ vienne]]
Thi. difterence is not explained by the hypothesis that subjunctive INFL
cannot properly govern the subject trace in (187)b, since the indexed qui
ahould be able to act ••• proper qovernor. There might be ways to bring
the paradigm of (186)-(187) toqether with the paradiqms ~iscovered by
Picallo (perhap8 qui 1. a proper qovernor only when (+tense] appears in COMP)
in an ECP theory, but "e .hall aU9CJest another approach.
Con8ider again (185)b, where a wide-.cope readinq is represented for
4 quantifier aubject of an indicative clause. (18Slb was given as an
approxi..tion at a loqical form for (18S). Suppose that the representation
w. qave there (and for it. Catalan equivalent in (174)b) is not quite
accurate. In particular, sqppoae that the subject is actually locally
bound by • trace of the wide-scope quantifier in the nearest COMP. Recall
our argument in ••etion 2 that there is no prohibition against doubly-filled
COMPa at LF:
If (188) i. the actual LF tor the ~ide-scope reading of (185), then neither
the Bep nor the pee is violated, a8suminq that the trace in CCMP binds the
.ubject trace.
Now suppose that the subject of the subjunctive sentence must also
be bound trom the nearest COMP, but cannot be, tor reasons we have yet to
explain. (189) 18 thu8 a failed LF for the wide-scope reading of (182)b:
(189) *(sonly Billi (SI particularly desire (S'!i that (S~ visit you))))
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Although we have not yet explained why (189) should be bad, the parallel
between (187)./b and (188)/(189) is sU9gestive: the subject of both an
indicative and a subjunctive sentence must be locally bound, but something
prevents this local binding in the case of a subjunctive.
Switching now from the ECP to the PCC, let us present our hypothesis.
A8 Picallo not•• , the subjunctive is a dependent tense in several senses.
Por one thing, it do•• not occur in matrix .entencel, except in an optative,
exclamatory ••n... Rather, it occurs in the complement of predicates
that explicitly .elect a lubjunctive. Also, although subjunctive verbs
are apecified for ...he feature (:t:pastl, their value tor this feature depends
on the value of the selecting verb.
Suppose we represent the dependence of the subjunctive INFL on the
••lectinq verb by means of a path between the subjunctive INFL and the verb.
This path will run form INPL' to the first maximal projection dominating
the higher verb, which will be VP. Thus:
(190) •• I [vp desire [s,that [syou [INFL' [vp come))]]]
1 (SUB) 2
b. j' [vp exiqe [s ,que [stu [INFL' [vp viennes]]]]
1 (SUB) 2
Path: (1) Between INFL and VP1 (subjunctive):
{INFL', S, S·, VP1}
The contraet between (187)4 and (187'b, and between (188) and (189)
follows immediately trom such a path. Consider first the result of long-
movinq from the subject ot a subjunctive, without depositing a trace in
COMPr
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(191)&. (s' only Bil11 (5 I (vp desire [s' that (5 !.t [INFL1[vp visit you]]]]] ] ]1 1 1 2 2 2 2
(SUB)
b. [s ,que! ( j • (vp exiq8 (5,que [5 ~ (INFL' [vpviennelJl)])]
1 51 1 2 2 2
(SUB)
Paths: (!) Between 8 1 and it. binder in (191)a-b:
{52' 52' vp1 , 51' 5i}
(1i) Between INFL2 and Vi (subjunctive):
{INPL2, 52' 52' vp1}
The two paths overlap, and violate the pee. Now let us see that things get
no better it ~i is locally bound by a trace in the COMP of 52- The path
formed bet~en theae two traces satisfies the pee, but the path from COMP
ot 52 to the WH in (191)b or the quantifier in (191)a still violates the
P'=C:
1 2(192)a. [51only Billi [5 I [vp de8ire[51~ that [5 !{ [ L1[VP visit you]]]]]]]1 1 1 2 2 INF 2 2
(SUB)
1detween e i or qui i and ita binder in si~
{52' VP1 , 51' 5i}
Path.: (i)
(ii)
2 1Between 8 i and 81 o~ qUii~
{52' 52} path (i)------~
S'2
(iii) !!Itw.en INFL2 and Vi (subjunctive)....:.
{INPLi, 52' 52' vp1}
S
path (ii)...... 2
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The two-lII8lftber path (i) does not, of course, play any role in the unqram-
maticality of (192)a-b. What violates the pee is the interaction between
the subjunctive path between INFL and VP and the path from COMP. As the
achema to the riqht of the paths shows, no movement should ever be possible
from the COMP of a subjunctive complement, since there is no eligible land-
inq site in VP. Compare this to the situation that exists in indicatives,
where the path from INFL end. with the 5' node. The definition of over-
lappinq allows movement from COMP in this case:
(193) Indicative.: S'1
IDOv...nt from COMP --------t."'t VP1
5'2
between INFL and COMP ----........ • INFL2
The pee theory of subjunctives thus claims that the true generalization
about mov...nt from subjunctive and indic.tive clauses is different from
the generalization drawn by Picallo. Picallo tacitly assumes that QR
cannot apply from COMP. The contraf.t between QR from the subject of
indicative and subjunctive clauses is thus seen as a direct contrast between
permi.sible one-step long movement (indicatives) and impermissib.le one-step
long movements <subjunctives). TIlts analysis does not extend to the que/s-ui
facts in French, where movement to COMP should not distinquish indicatives
from .ubjunctive., on Picallo'a analysis. On our arl&lysis, QR may apply
from COMP. Neither indicatives nor • JbjunctiV8S allow one-step long
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movement from subject position. Indicatives, however, allow this movement
to take place in two s':.eps: into the nearest COMP and then out. Subj unc-
tive complements do not allow movement out of the nesrest COMP: there is
thus no way to move a subject out of a subjunctiv~ clause. The one new
as.umption of this analysis is the path from subjunctive INFL to a higher
verb.
This new assumption raises a number of questions and possibilities,
one of which I will consider here, though not in detail. We might ask why
there 18 a path between a subjunctive INFL and the verb that selects the
subjunctive. One possibility is that such a verb assigns its 9-role
specifically to ~he INFL of its complement, since it does select the tense
features of that complement. This proposal is rea~onable, although it
raises questions about the locality of 9-role assignment, since this path
crosses S·, presumably a max~mal projection.
Another possibility is that the higher verb acts in some way like the
tense of the lower clause, fulfilling the role that TNS in COMP fu~~fills in
an indicative clause. The tense concord that Pica),10 observes in subjunctive
complements (discuss~d in detail by Salamanca 1982) certainly Ruggests some
relatio:'\ of this sort. S11ppose that this is so. One might ask whether the
verbs that take subjunctive complements have this property when they take
other types of cOI~lements. In English, thera are twv classes or verbs
that take subjunctive complements more or less productively: the verbs
that rostal (1974) calls W-verbs (~n~, ~rel!!., desire, .), and verbs
of requesting (~' bei, recommend, •.• ). Let us look at the former class,
~fhich takes a range of complement structures that are of interest to us.
In a manner th~t demands an explanation (which we cannot offer) ,
the W-verbs ahare a "family" of complements. Ther~ is a good deal of
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variation amonq Ipe~ers on exactly which of these complements each W-verb
may take. ~le crucial point is that a speaker of En9lish recognizes the
complements we will discuss as possihle complements for all the W-verbs, and
can distinguish "possible but not actual It selection from imposs.lble selection.
Thus, some speakers of Enqlish do not accept a !~-infinitive immediately
adjacent to ~, or 4 subjunctive complement to ~:
(194)a.'I want [for you to come earlier]
b.'I want (that John be elected president)
But it is probable that all speakers would recoqnize the superiority of
(194)a-b to (19S)a-b, where believe is followed by the same complements:
(195)4.*I believed [for you to come earlier]
b.*I believed [that J~hn be elected president)
Thus, consider the following partial family Gf possible W-verb complements:
(196)a. Subjunctive Complements
I (prefer, desire, wish, 'want, \yearn, 'would like, 'need,
'mean, ••• ) [that John be elected president]
b. for-infinitival Complements
I (pre~er, 'desire, 'iis!., %\"ant I yearn, would like, 'need,
mean, ••• ) [for John to be elected president]
c. PRO-infinitival Complements
t (prefer, desire, wish, want, yearn, would like, need, intend, · .. )
[PRO to be elected president]
d. ~~l Clause Complements
I (prefer, 'desire, wis~, want, ·yearn, 'would like, 'need,
~inter~, ••• ) [it cle6£ from the start th~t we will not elect John)
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We have omitted trom ou~ list one frequent type of W-verb complement, to
which we return shortly.
Suppose it were the case that there is always a path between a
W-verb and, perhaps, the first maximal projection internal to its complement.
In an untensed, subjunctive S', this projection will be INFL', as above.
It such a path also ran into the tor-infinitival complements of such verbs,
we would expect to find a subject/object asymmetry. This seems to be true:
(197)
(198)
I stronqly desire [s.tar you te elect no one]
I strongly desire [s.fer no one to be electe1l
(198) contains the following paths:
(198)b.(i) Between INFLa and V2 (W-verb):
{INFLj, 53' 53' VP2 }
Cii) Between 8 i and no onei~
{Si' VP 2 , S2' 51}
path (ii) -----........
path (i) ------.....j.~.S 3
INFL,]
A similar subject/object asymmetry holds under WH-movement (at least in
non-"Ozark It dialects of Er,gliah, cf. Chomsky and Lasnik (1977):
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(199)4. John, who i I strongly desire [for you to elect ~]
b.*John, who i I strongly desire [for e. to be elected]-1
Many of the W-verbs also allow complements that appear to be normal
S'-deletion infinitivals:
(200) I (prefer, \desir~, wish, want, 'yearn, would like, need,
'intend, ••• ) [John to be elected]
If these complements are normal Sf-deletion infinitivals, at S-structure and
at LF, we can explain the apparent absanc:~ of a subject/object asymmetry with
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wide scope quantification. We find both (201) and (202) perfectly
ambiguous:
(201) I strongly desire [you to elect no one]
(202) I strongly desire [no one to be elected]
We can allow the wide-scope reading for (202) if it has the structure seen
in (203). Crucially, the PCC will not be violated, eVen if these is a
path from the higher W-verb, if the con~l~ment is dominated by a non-maximal
projection. The path from the subject will begin with VP, the first maximal
projection that domin~tes it:
(203) [s no one. [5 I [vp atrongly desire [s ~. [INFL' to be elected]]]]]
1 1 2 2 3 1 3
Paths: (i) Between INFLj and VP2 (W-verb) : 51
{INFL3, 53' VP2 } path (ii) 52
(ii) Between e i and no one. :
VP2
1-
{VP 2 , 8 2 , 51}
53
_lINFL)path ( i )
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In like fashion, there is no subject/object asymmetry with WH-movement,
just as with ordinary 5'-deletion infinitivals:
(204)a. John, who. I strongly desire [you to elect e.]
1 ~
b. John, who. I strongly desire [e. to vote for Sally]
1 -1
In view of this evidence, why not assume that some W-verbs may
take an S'-deletion infinitival as a complement? One reason, provided by
Chomsky (1981a), concerns passivization. 39 The subject of W-verb complements,
unlike the sUb1ect of the complement to verbs like consider or believe.
cannot be extracted from its clause by NP-movement:
(205)a. there. were believed [e. to have arrived three men.]
1 ~ 1
b.*there. were preferred [e. to arrive three men.]
1 -1 1
(206)a. Mary. was considered [e. to be less competent than Sue]
1 -1
b.*Mary. was desired [e. to be less competent than Sue]
1. -1
Chomsky suggests that the apparent S'-deletion infinitival complements to
W-verbs are actually for-infinitivals in which the complementizer for is
optionally deleted in PF. The S-structures for (20S)b and (206)b, according
tu this analysis, are actually as in (207):
(207)a.*there. were preferred [s,far e. to arrive three men.]
1. --1 1.
b.*Mary. was desired [s,far e. to be less competent than Sue]
1 ·-1
On this analysis, (20Slb-(206)b would be ruled out at S-structure or
LF by whatever principle rules out (207)a-b. For Chomsky (1981a) I this
principle might be the ECP, which applies to NP-trace, if the complementizer
~ is not a proper governor.
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The for-del~tion analysis has a number of other consequences that
might be problematic, besides the wide-scope quantification and WH-movement
data presented above. First, if there is a PF rule of for deletion, it
must feed the Case filter, and must in any case feed a PF rule of £I-deletion.
This can be seen in the following examples:
(208)a. I prefer [ (for~ John to win]
b. I prefer with all my h,eart [* (for) John to win]
c. it is preferred [*(for) John to win]
d. it is preferable [*(for) John to win]
e. my preference [*(for) John to win]
Some of this paradigm is discussed by Lasnik and Freidin (1981). (208)
shows that for may delete only when the subject that it governs before
deletion is adjacent to a Case assigner after deletion. This is the case
only in (208)a. In order to account for this generalization in a non-arbitrary
way, we must assume that the Case filter and a rule of 5 1 -deletion follow
for deletion. Only if S'-deletion takes place can there be any case-related
interaction between the W-predicate and the embedded subject in (208)
(sinc~e onl~" S' -deletion allows government into the clause). Only if the
Case filter follows deletion can the Case filter then distinguish (20S)a
from (20S'b-e. The paradigm of (208) is then brought together wi'ch (209):
(209)a. I believe [that John has won]/[John to have won]
b. I believe with all my heart [that John has wonl/*[John to have won]
c. it is bel;.eved [that John has won]/*[John to have won]
d. it is believable [that John has wonl/*[John to have won]
e. my belief [that John has wonl/*[John to have won]
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The assumption that the Case filter applies at PF is somewhat
problematical if it is derived from the 9-criterion, as suggested by Chomsky
(1981a) (see Chapter Three, section 1). It seems unlikely that the 9-criterion
applies at PF, if PF does not contain the empty categories that can satisfy
the 9-criterion. Also, if the grammar contains deletion rules other than
for deletion, it is doubtful that the Case filter should follow these rules.
We have given an analysis forqapping that does not involve deletion. If
we are wrong, however, simple gapping sentences show that the Case filter
must apply before verb deletion:
(210) John bought the book, and [Mary -- the record]
There is no V to assign Case t~ the record, on standard analyses of gapping.
A more serious problem for the for-deletion analysis of W-verbs
comes from small clause complements tc these verbs. They show exactly the
same restriction on pass!vization that we saw in infinitival complements:
(2l1)a. I desire [p*You [pphome by midnight]]
b.*youi are desired [P*~ [pphome by midnight]]
(212)a. wei need [A*this car [Apfullyoverhauled]]
b.*this car i is needed (A*~i [Apfullyoverhauled]]
(213)a. I prefer [A*it [Apclear from the start that we will not elect John]
b.*it. is prAferred [.e [pclear from the start that we will not
1 A -i A
elect John]
This restriction does not, of course, obtain with the small clause complements
of other verbs:
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(214)a. I consider [A.this car [APfullyoverhauled]]
b. this cari is considered [A*~i [Apfullyoverhauled]]
Can we suppose that the small clause complements of W-verbs also
have a for-complementizer? We cannot give ~ definite no as an answer. If
these small clauses take a for-complementizer at S-structure, this complemen-
tizer is obligatorily dele~ed in all contexts. since no small clauses ever
surface with for:
(215) *we need [for [this car fully overhauled]]
'rhe need to make for-deletion obligatory ar,ues against a for-deletion
analysis of small clause complement3 to W-v1rbs. On the other hand, it is
a general mystery in current theory why sma 1 clauses never take (overt)
complementizers. The obligatoriness of for eletion here might be tied to
this general mystery. \
Note, however, that the subjects of t~se small clause complements,
like the subjects of the infinitiv1.1 complement to W-verbs, show no restric-
tion against wide-scope quantification or against 1 og WH-movement. (216)a
may have a wide-scope reading, and (21?)b is grammat"cal:
(216)a. I desire [p*nobody [pphome by midnight]]
b. who i do you desire [p*e i [pphome by midnight]]
Here too, these facts argue against an ECP-type analysis of the passivization
facts in (211)-(213), just as wide scope and WH-movement from infinitivals
argues against an ECP explanation of the passivization f cts in (20S)b-(206}b.
Assuming, then, that an S-structure for is not to blame for the restric-
tiona on passivization form W-verb complements, what is 0 blame? We
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speculate that the parallel betweeen W-verbs and the TNS that appears in
COMP of indicative clauses might go beyond the que~tion of paths. Recall
that we drew an analogy between the INFL/COMP relationship in indicatives
and the INFL/W-verb relationship in subjunctives and for-infinitives. We
suggested that the W-verb might function to provide the tense specification
of its complement. Remember now that [+tense] TNS in COMP was subject to
a general requirement, which we stated in Chapter Four «137)-(138)):
(217)a. TNS appears in INFL at D-structure
b. [TNS+tense] governs a complete proposition at LF
(218) Complete Proposition (definition)
A category X is a complete proposition iff for all predicates P
dominated by X, X contains all members of the chains 9-marked by P.
Scppose that the following is true:
(219) A W-verb governs a complete proposition at LF
(219) prevents passivization out of the complement of a W-verb, wherever
the element to be passivized is a member of a 9-marked chain. If we assume
that the expletives it and there in (205)a-b and (213)a-b are linked in a
9-chain with the postverbal arguments in those sentences, then principle
) f 1 k d h h id d 40(218 covers all the cases 0 b 00 e NP-movement t at we ave conS1 ere .
Suppose we assume that W-verbs bear the TNS features for their comp-
laments and that this feature is [+tense], at LF. Suppose we extend {2l7)a
to include small clauses, as in (220):
(220) TNS appears in the predicate phrase at D-structure
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-- where "predicate phrase" includes INFL' and the XP of small clauses.
Then the properties of W-verbs --both the path from W-verbs to a lower
predicate phrase and the constraints on passivization -- follow from (220)
and (217)b. (219) is a special case of (2l7)b.
This proposal has some plausibility. In many languages the notion
of volition or intension characteristic of the W-verbs is represented by
a special tense affix of some kind. One might suppose that the tense
features in such a case would be subject to (217), just like any other
tense features, and would move into COMP. In English, volition is lexicalized
in the form of a verb. The theory we have outlined S\lggests that these
volitional verbs, like the affixes in some other languages, are also sub-
ject to the generalization captured by (217).
Since this is a chapter of speculations, we will leave the story
here. Additional work, we hope, will flesh out our suggestions for the
treatment of W-verbs. In particular, it is important to discover whether
non-W-verbs that take subjunctive complements, in English and in other
languages, show any of the properties we have discussed in this section.
If so, can these properties be derived in a similar way for these verbs?
What we hope to have shown here is another area in which the pee can capture
an insight not capturable by the ECp.41,42
4.0 Problems for the pee
In the previous two sections, we have considered some domains into
which the pee appears to cast some light. In this section, we will briefly
turn the lights off, and consider some domains in which the PCC either meets
with problems or fails to capture a generalization that has been subsumed
under Chomsky's or Kayne's ECP. In 4.1, we discuss the rule of QR, for
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which the PCC creates some problems. These problems are resolvable, but
the extent to which our resolutions create new proble~s or provide new
insights awaits further work. In 4.2, we briefly consider preposition
stranding, and discuss s~me facts of Kayne's which suggest that constraints
on preposition stranding follow reasonably naturally from the ECP. The
pee, by contrast, seems to have nothing to say about this subject. Finally,
in 4.3, we briefly discuss the cases in which NP-trace has been taken to be
subject to the ECP. A number of these cases have been discussed in this
study in different connections. We make some suggestions for dealing with
the cases that we have not explained.
4.1 The PCC and QR
As we discussed in Chapter Two, May (1977) proposes that quantified
expressions adjoin to S at LF by the rule QR. This proposal raises certain
questions with respect to the pee, briefly noted in footnote 36. Consider
the S-structure in (221)b. Note that QR here moves a subject:
(221)a. [5' [severy good boy [INFL' [vpdoes fine]]]]
We have argued very crucially that tensed 5 is a maximal projection. Thus,
if every~ood~ in (221)a were replaced by something that created a path,
this path would begin at S. A question arises in (221)b, however: of 8 2
and SI' which are maximal projections? This question is not significant in
(221), where the subject undergoes QR. In (221)b, there is a path between
INFL and COMP. Suppose 81 and 52 are maximal:
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(221)b
'
• (i) Between INFL and COMP:
{INFL' , 52' 51' S' }
(ii) Between e, and every good boy. :
:l • :1.-
{52' 51}
Path (ii) runs from the first maximal projection dominating e. to the first
-1
maximal projection dominating every good boy. The PCC is not violated.
Neither is the pee violated if only 52 is maximal:
(221)b". (ii) Between e i and every good bOYi~
{52' SI' S'}
Nor if only 51 is maximal:
(221)b"'. (ii) Between ei__a_n_d__ev_e__ry__g~o_o_d_b_O~Y~i~
On the other hand, consider the result of adjoining a direct object
to a tensed S:
(222)a. [S' [SMary [INFL' (vploves every good boy]]]]
Suppose 51 and 52 are maximal, or only 51 is maximal:
(222)' Ci) Between INFL and COMP:
{INFL', Sl' S2' S'}
(ii) Between e 1 and every good bOYi~
{vp, INFL', 52' 51}
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The pee is violated. If only S2 is maximal, then the pee is satisfied:
(222)" (ii) Between e i and every good bOYi~
{vp, INFL', 52' 51' 5'}
We conclude that if a node created by adjunction to a maximal projec-
tion is itself maximal, as in (220)', we must revise May's rule of QR. On
the other hand, if the adjunction-created node is non-maximal, May's rule
of QR so far works smoothly. Problems arise in subjunctives, as we will
shortly see.
First, let us consider how May's rule might be altered if adjunction
to S created a new maximal projection. Following Fiengo and Higginbotham
(1981), we might adopt a generalization of QR, under which QR can adjoin a
quantified constituent to any category, placing it as a sister to the
specifier of that category. If SPEC of S is COMP, they note, then May's
adjunction to S follows as a special case of their generalized QR. In
(222), then, we would not need to assume that every good boy adjoins to s.
Instead, it could adjoin to VP, and satisfy the pee:
Paths: (i) Between INFL and COMP:
{INFL', S, S'}
(ii) Between e. and every good boy. :
-----:1 1.-
This would lead to the prediction that a quantifier binding the
subject of a tensed sentence should take scope over a quantifier binding
the Object. As is well-known, a quantifier binding a subject does prefer
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to take wide scope, but narrow scope is also possible. For such cases,
we might assume that a quan't:ified object could adjoin to S'. If adjunction
to s' is marked in some way, we could account for the preference of the
subject to take wide scope.
Now suppose that adjw1ction to S does not create a new maximal
projection. As we saw in (221)b", this assumption raises no problems
when an object is adjoined to an indicative S. We need not assume adjunc-
tion to VP or S'. On the other hand, if our analysis of subjunctives,
presented in the previous section, is correct, very familiar problems arise
when we try to adjoin the direct object to a subjunctive S. We assume that
S' is always a maximal projection, although if it were not, we would solve
the problem:
(224)a. [s I [vp prefer [s,that [sM~ry [INFL' [vpmarry no one]]]]]
1 1 2 2
b. [s I [vp prefer [s,that [5 no one. [S2bMary [INFL
2
' [VP2marry ~]]]]]]]
1 1 2 2a 1
Paths: (i)
(ii)
Between INFL2 and Vi (subjunctive):
{INFL2, S2b' S2a' Si, VP l }
Between e. and no one. :
-----1- ::1.-
Obviously, the pee is violated in (224)b, regardless of whether S2a is a
maximal projection. Perhaps the narrow scope reading of (224)a involves
adjunction to VPi perhaps some other solution is available.
As things stand, there are a number of different ways to make the
pee compatible with the rule of QR, each one of which makes a number of
predictions about possible scope relations. We will not try to sort out
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the different possibilities here. We merely note the problem and the
direction some solutions might take.
4.2 The pee and Preposition Stranding
In many languages -- perhaps most, as claimed by Van Riernsdjik
(1978)a -- prepositions may not be stranded by movement rules. Thus, the
English sentence (225)a has no French equivalent (225)b:
(225)a. the man that. I spoke of e.
1. -].
b.*l'homme que. j'ai parle de e.]. --I.
Kayne (l981a) has suggested that this fact be related to the ECP, by
removing P, like AGR, from the roster of proper governors. Chomsky (1981a,
252) suggests that proper governors more generally are those categories
that are either [+N] or [+V], thus eliminating P and possibly AGR.
On such a theory, how can we allow for preposition stranding in
English? Kayne adopts a version of Hornstein and Weinberg's (1981)
suggestion that preposition stranding is due to reanalysis of the stranded
preposition with V. Since V is a proper governor, the ECP will not rule
the structure out. This proposal was di~cussed in some detail in Chapter
Three, section 4.1. We noted there that sentences like (225) show that
reanalysis cannot be a precondition for preposition stranding -- at least
when movement is to an A-position:
(226) what subject. do you know who. to [vptalk to e. about e.l
~ J -J-1
The pee did force reanalysis of talk and t~, because of the presence
of two gaps. Nonetheless, we argued that we could not also assume reanalysis
of talk and about. The structure that would result from such a reanalysis
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would violate anaphoric island conditions that are operative in other
reanalyses of this sort.
If reanalysis is not a precondition for preposition stranding,
then the difference between English and other languages must lie in the
preposition itself. We might assume, for example, that English P is a
proper governor, while French P is not, in a theory with the ECP. If this
were true, however, we could not appeal to the ECP to rule out some cases
of preposition stranding in English:
(227) *what war. did you [during e.l receive a wound
1 ~
Recall that the ungrammaticality of (227) did seem to follow from the pee.
In view of these problems with an ECP account of preposition strand-
ing, it is perhaps not very disturbing that the pee does not deal with the
phenomenon. On the other hand, one still must ask what does explain the
difference between languages like English and languages like French in
this domain.
Particularly interesting is the fact, noted by Kayne, that left
branch extractions are impossible from the object of a preposition in
French; (228)a is as impossible as (228)b:
(228)a.*[combien de spectateurs], a-t-elleete applaudie par e.
1 ;
how many of spectators was she applauded by
b.*combien a-t-elle ate applaudie par [~de spectateursl
Recall from Chapter Four, section 2.3, that such left branch extractions
are possible from the object of a verb.
We might speculate that the relevant constraint is phonological,
and not specifically syntactic. Suppose that French prepositions are
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clitics, while English prepositions are not. We might rule out both
(228)a and (228)b by the well-known constraint that rules out cliticizaticn
before an extraction site (King 1970), as in the following English examples:
(229) a. John has more pigs [0. than [I have e.]]
-J.. -].
b. *John has more pigs [0. than [I've e. J ]
-1.
-.J.
(230) a. John has more pigs [0. than [I have [e. ducks] ] ]
-1 -1
b.??John has more pigs [0. than [I've [e . ducks] ] ]
-1. -~
(23l)a. the table is longer [0, than [the door .LS [e. wide]]]
--].. -1
b.*the table is longer [0. than [the door's [e. wide] ] ]
-1 --1,.
(Example (231)b is from Bresnan 1973, except for our (here) irrelevant
assumption of an empty operator ~.)
(230)-(231) show that left branch extractions, as well as extractions
of major constituents, block cliticization processes in English. If French
prepositions (and prepositions in all languages with the properties of
French) are obligatorily subject to cliticization, then the general con-
straint exmplified in (230)-(231) might account for the restrictions on
stranding. We have no explanation for this general constraint, of course.
Notice that English left branch extractions in Sub-C constructions
may occur in PP:
(232) John talked to more policemen [0. than [I talked to [e. firemen]]]
-]. -J.
On the other hand, Kayne (1981e) cites some constrasts involving extraction
from gerunds that recall the ~rench facts in (228)b. We pick examples
that seem slightly sharper than Kayne's:
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(233) a. close tabs, which. Bill remembers [Mary keeping e. on you]
1 -l.
b. close tabs, which. Bill remembers [e. beir~g kept on you]
1. -~
(234)a.?close tabs, which. Bill talked to me [about [Mary keeping e. on you]]
1. -1.
b.*close tabs, which. Bill talked to me [about [e. being kept on you] ]
1. -J.
(235) Mary keeping close tabs on you, which. Bill talked to me [about e. ]
1 -1.
If English prepositions are not clitics, then the contrast between
(234)a and (234)b does not admit our phonological explanation. It is thus
possible that there is some syntactic explanation for the differences
between English and French, possibly involving the pee, possibly involving
some ECP-like constraint. 43 ,44
4.3 The pee and NP Trace
At various points in this study, we have noted that NP-trace seems
not to be subject to the pee -- in parti~ular, NP-trace does not generate
a path. NP-trace shows neither Crossing effects nor Coordinate Structure
constraint effects. In this respect, the pee does no subsume the ECP,
which does govern the behavior of NP-trace. Let us examine briefly some
of the instances in which the ECP has been held to govern NP-trace.
First, let us reiterate what we mean by the term "NP-trace". An
NP-trace is an empty category with two properties: (1) it is locally
A-bound, and (2) its antecedent does not bear an independent Q-role. An
NP-trace is thus, by and large, the trace left by passive or raising
operations, although indexing could yield an NP-trace, as discussed in
Chapter Four, footnote (40). Thus, when we ask whether NP-trace is subject
to the ECP or pee, or to some other condition, we are asking what the
conditions are on the occurrence of an empty category with properties (1)
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and (2).
We know that NP-trace, being an anaphor under the Binding Theory,
must be boWld in some local domain -- in most cases, tile domain of the
nearest AGR or subject. The condition we have imposed on [+tense] TNS,
that it govern a complete proposition, further restricts the domain in
which NP-trace is bound to the domain of the nearest [+tensel TNS. In
addition, the extension of this constraint to the complement of W-verbs
further limits the distribution of NP-trace.
The ECP might playa crucial role, then· in exactly one case:
when NP trace is bound within the domain of the nearest AGR, subject, TNS
of W-verb. In English, there is one configuration in which NP-trac~ meets
these criteria but is nonetheless ruled out: this is when NP-trace is the
subject of an infinitive that does not undergo S'-deletion:
(236) a. *John. is impossible [s '~ to come 11
b. *John. is impossible [S f for e. to come]l. -l.
c.*John. is debatable [s,when e. to come]
1 -l.
We know that John is in a non-a-position in each of these cases, since
(237)a-c are possible:
(237)a. it is impossible [S,PRO to come]
b. it is impossible [s,for Bill to come]
c. it is debatable [s,when PRO to come]
The empty categories in (236)a-c meet the definition of NP-trace. No
principle we have discussed, except the ECP, rules out (236)a-c, and
accounts for the contrast with (238):
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(238)a. John. is likely [se. to come]
1 -J.
b. John. is sure [se. to come]]. -].
c. John. is believed [se. to have come]]. --:L
How can we rule (236) a-c out? A number of optiOIlS are available,
some of which have been discussed in the recent literature. One obvious
approach is to maintain a residue of the ECP in the form of 3) :
(239) RES (ECP)
NP-trace must be properly governed.
This RES(ECP) is clearly a stop-gap, however. A clear desideratum is the
Alimination of the distinc~ion between government and proper government,
which the pee accomplishes for A-bound empty categories, but not for
NP-trace. ~otice that we could reduce (239) to (240), were it not for
(236) b:
(240) RES (ECP) ,
NP-trace must be governed.
If (236)b is ruled out in an independent way, perhaps by Case Theory, then
we can maintain (240). (240) has some plausibility; if NP-trace must be
bound in its governing category, it might be the case that it must have a
governing category in the first place.
Alternatively, we might adopt a suggestion of Aoun's (1982). Aoun
suggests the following principle:
(241) S' breaks a chain.
Aoun's principle tells us that we cannot construct the chain (John, ~) in
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the sentences of (236), although we can in (238). An alternative version
of Aoun's constraint might be (242), which strongly recalls our principles
governing [+tense] TNS at LF;
(242) COMP must govern a complete proposition.
Principle (242) subsumes (241), since S', but not S, contains COMP.
Finally, a different alternative is proposed by Zubizarreta (i982).
She suggests, for reasons developed in her work, that the D-structure of
sentences like (236)a is as in (243), with the non-Q subject position and
the complement cosuperscripted:
(243) e j is impossible [s,John to come]j
When John moves into the subject position, it inherits the superscript and
transmits it to its trace:
(244) JOhnI is impossible [s'~ to come]j
This structure is then ruled out by a constraint on referential circularity
of Chomsky (1981a, 212), which plays an independent role in the Binding
45Theory:
(245) i-within-i Condition
*[ ••• 0 ••• l, where y and 0 bear the same index.y
Since both 5' and the empty category it contains bear the index i in (244) I
the i-within-i Condition rules the structure out.
(238)a has a similar D-structure:
(246) e j is likely [s,~ohn to come]j
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of the 5'
deletes the superscript, yielding the S-structure
Since the superscript i is taken to adhere to the
(247) JOhni is likely [5 e i to come]
(247) does not violate the i-within-i condition. I
Any, all, or none of these proposals might b, on the right track.
I
Our goal in this brief discussion has been to preseht that portion of the
ECP which the pee does not subsume, and to suggest fother accounts of the
phenomena in question. Zubizarreta's proposal is particularly welcome,
since it does not propose a special condition governing these cases. Aoun's
proposal is rather natural, and overlaps in an interesting way with our
proposals about TNS, suggesting a generalization that has not quite been
captures. Once more, wa will leave matt~rs in an uncertain state.
5.0 Path Theory and the pee
In the last three chapters, we have tried to justify a new subtheory
of grammar: Path Theory. Path Theory consists of a definition of objects
called paths, and a constraint on their interaction, the pee. In addition,
we have relied on certain auxiliary principles in the course of our dis-
cussion: a visibility condition on the definition of paths, needed to predict
the distribution of expletive empty categories in languages like Italian;
a condition on the scope of TNS; a IIWH-criterion" governing absorption in
CO!~. Of these duxiliary principles, only the visibility condition is likely
to fo~ a part of Path Theory proper. The others preswnably reflect
principles of other subsystems, perhaps those governing relations at LF.
Path Theory's virtues fall into three categories. First, its
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empirical coverage is rather wide, including much that falls under the
ECP of Chomsky (198la), and the KEep of Kayne (1981a, 1982). Second,
it simplifies some of the other subtheories of grammar. Third, Path
Theory is conceptually extremely simple: the pee requires nothing more
than a containment relation between overlapping paths; the definition of
paths is also quite natural, although we have not resolved the question of
what counts for the definition in an entirely satisfactory manner. In
the preceding chapters, we have focused our attention largely on the first
of the virtues~ empirical coverage. In this section we wish to focus briefly
on the second: the simplification of other subtheories afforded by the
introduction of Path Theory. In our conclusions, we will survey once more
the empirical coverage of Path Theory, and discuss in slightly more detail
the third virtue.
5.1 Path Theory and the Definition of Government
We concentrate in this section on the influence of Path Theory on
the definition of government. The definition of government, even if the
ECP is eliminated as an independent principle of grammar, is relevant for
a number of other subtheories. In particular, 9-theory, Case theory
and Binding Theory may invoke the relation of government. In a-theory,
direct a-marking takes place when the Q-marker governs the recipient of the
a-role. In Case theory, the same relation holds: A Case marker must
generally govern the recipient of the Case features. Finally, one of the
versions of the Binding Theory considered by Chomsky (198la) relies
crucially on the notion "governing category": the governing category for
X is the minimal category that contains a governor for X and a subject or
AGR (subject to certain refinements discussed earlier). Government thus
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plays a central role.
Quite a number of definitions of government have appeared in the
literature. As noted by Aoun and Sportiche (1982), who survey the
definitions, they agree only on one "core" configuration. All definitions
of government have as a result that Y governs NP in the configuration:
(248) y' ,
I
y'
In their paper, Aoun and Sportiche defend the following definition of govern-
ment (we adopt the slightly different presentation of Chomsky 1981a, 164):
(249) Consider the structure:
[6. • • y. • • a. • · y. • ], where
(i) ex= xO
(ii) where, is a maximal projection, ~ dominates a if and only if
ep dominates y.
In this structure, a governs y.
The definition of Aoun and Sportiche is extremely simple and has, as
they note, a number of correct empirical consequences. For example, if
gerunds are dominated by NP, as their distribution seems to predict, and
if PRO must be ungoverned, as argued by Chomsky (1981a), then Aoun arId
Sportiche's definition of government correctly predicts that PRO may be
the subject of a gerund:
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PRO is not governed by~ because the maximal projection NP dominates PRO
but not like. Similarly, PRO is not governed by the V reading, because this
V is dominated by the maximal projection VP, ,,:hich does not dominate PRO.
PRO is thus ungoverned, as required.
On the other hand, PRO is govern.ed in (251):
The first maximal projection dominating PRO is also the first maximal projec-
tion dominating book. Thus, there is no maximal projection that dominates
one and not the other. Hence, the N book governs PRO, and the sentence is
ruled out.
As Aoun and Sportiche note, their definition of government is a
symmetrized version of an equally natural definition of c-command:
(252) Consider the structure:
[B" • y • • • a.. • y • • .], where
(i) ~ is a maximal projection, if ~ dominates a, then
cP dominates y.
(ii) a #- y
In this structure, a c-commands y.
The only substantive differ~nce bewteen (249) and (252) lies in the
strengthening of (252)'5 conditional in (i) to (249) 's biconditional in (ii).
Now consider an alternative definition o[ government provided by
Chomsky (1981a, 165):
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(253) Consider the structure:
[a · y • • • a.. • y • • .], wher e
(i) a = XO
(ii) , is a maximal projection, if ~ dominates y then
cf» dominates a.
(iii) a c-commands y.
In this structure, a governs y.
If we adopt Aoun and Sportiche's definition of c-command in (252), Chomsky's
definition of government i~ equivalent to their definition in (249), since
clause (iii) is simply the reverse of clause (ii) I yielding a biconditional.
On the other hand, (253) offers the possibility of altering the
definition of c-command to include a wider (or narrower) range of config-
urations in which one might want government to hold. This is the approach
Chomsky takes. Interestingly, the crucial arguments that lead Chomsky to
adopt a different definition afe-command (and of government) all involve
the ECP:
(254) ECP: [ e] must be properly governed
a
(255) Proper Government: a properly governs a if and only if a governs a
(and a ~ AGR) •
Consider first extraction from a position adjoined to VP in a language
like Italian, a construction we have discussed a number of times in this
study:
(256) chi i pensi [s,che [S~ [INFL' [vp[vmangia] ~i]J]J
who you think that is eating
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If (256) does not violate the ECP, then the V mangia must govern e .. Under
--I.
AOWl and Sportiche's definition of government in (249), or under Chomsky's
definition in (253), if Aoun and Sportiche's definition of c-command is
assumed, e. is not governed by V. Chomsky (p. 166) suggests that the
~
definition of c-command be revised, as in (257):
(257) a c-commands B if and only if
(i) a does not contain a
(ii) Suppose that Y1 , • · .'Yn is the maximal sequence such that
(a)
(b)
Yn = a
y. = a i
1.
(c) Yi immediately dominates Yi +l
Then if 0 dominates a, then either
(I) 0 dominates S, or
(II) 0 = Yi and Y1 dominates a=
Given Chomsky's definition of government in (253) and of c-command in (257),
mangia in (256) does govern e .• The configuration is that of (258):
-1
(258) [vp [vp V.. .] NP]
2
Clause (ii) of (253) is satisfied, because VP1 is a maximal projection, and
dominates both NP (y) and V (a). Clause (iii) of (253) is satisfied, since
V c-commands NP: VP2 dominates V (a in (257», while VP1 , a projection of
VP2 , dominates NP (a in (257».
Chomsky considers another case in which (257) might be crucial,
involving phrases like something broken. Since this analysis involves
some further complications, we will ignore it here. It is adjunction to
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VP in Italian that provides the main motivation for the definition in (257).
Now suppose we eliminate the ECP as an independent principle of
grammar. In particular, suppose that there is nQ requirement that the
trace in (256) be governed or properly governed. If we capture the effects
of the ECP with Path Theory, then what is important is that the path between
!i and che contain or be contained by the path between INFL and COMP. In
(256), this requirement is clearly satisfied. Therefore, there is no
reason to suppose that e. is governed by mangia in the adjunction construc-
-~
tion in (256). We are free to retain Aoun and Sportiche's original definition
of government for this case.
This conclusion is welcome for independent reason. Consider the
following contrast between English and Italian:
46 1This contrast is presumably due to Case theory. In Italian, ~ , or
1possibly a clitic binding ~' as in Safir (1982), transmits Case to
Giovanni. In English, it cannot transmit Case to John. Suppose, however,
that John is governed by the V eat. Why can't ~ assign objective Case
directly to John? Notice that eat and John are string-adjacent, as well
as being in a relation of government, under the definitions in (253) and
(257) •
Obviously, if eat does govern John in (259)b, we shall not want for
plausible explanations of the ungrammaticality of (259)b. The point is
simply that no explanations need be sought if eat does not govern John.
In a theory without the ECP, we are free to make exactly this assumption.
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Finally, recall that consideration of familiar contrasts like (260)
in the context of the ECP forces a furthe~ complication of the definition
of government to (261) (Chomsky 1981a, 250):
(260)a.*the man whoi I know [s.that [s~ [INFL' [vpeats ]]]]
b. the man whoi I know [s.~ [s~ [INFL' [vpeats ]]]]
(261) Consider the structure:
[B. • • y • • • a.. • y • • .], where
(i) a = xO or is coindexed with y
(ii) ~ is a maximal projection, if ~ dominates y then
, dominates a.
(iii) a a-commands y.
In this structure, a governs y.
As we discussed at length in Chapter Three, Path Theory allows us to eliminate
the odd disjunction of structural government with government by coindexation.
Path Theory thus allows a return to the simple definitions of govern-
ment and c.-command. The simplest definitions seem to us to be those of
Sportiche and Aoun. Notice, however, that Path Theory does not tell us
that Chomsky's revisions, or any others that might be made, are wrong. Path
Theory simply eliminates the main motivations for Chomsky's revisions. In
as much as Chomsky's revisions are complications, this result is desirable.
Nonetheless, since Path Theory does not even refer to government or to
c-command (but cf. Chapter Three, footnote 17) the gate is open to further
exploration of these concepts, a task which Path Theory might simplify in
unforseen ways. This is always to be hoped: introducing a new subtheory
of grammar, a new principle, should not only shed its own light on the
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nature of grammar, but it should also help other subtheories and principles
to shine more brightly. This was the case in Chapter Two: Chomsky's ECP,
which the pee later replaced, illuminated the nature of a-marking and
categorial selection. The degree to which Path Theory achieves more or
this second type of success remains to be discovered in full.
5.2 Conclusions
The first two chapters were concerned with two subtheories of grammar:
a-theory and the theory of categorial selection. We argued that the
Projection Principle belonged only to a-theory, and not to categorial
selection, with a range of consequences in Russian and, we suggested,
other languages. Our main tool in this undertaking was Chomsky's ECP,
with Case Theory also playing a major role. We finally concluded, based
on a reexamination of some arguments of Grimshaw's (1979, 1981), that
categorial selection should be subsumed by a broader sema~tic theory.
This discussion, besides clarifying c-selection and 9-marking, and indicat-
ing broad consequences for the theory of empty categories, sets a task for
the theory of lexical semantics: to discover the broader principles that
are reflected in syntax as c-selection. We left the matter at this point.
In Chapters Three, Four and Five, we switched our attention to the
ECP itself. We argued in detail that the main effects of the ECP fall
under Path Theory. We looked first at constructions containing a single
A-bound empty category at S-structure, and showed how CTP effects (covered
by the ECP), Subject Condition effects and Crossing effects all followed
from a simple definition of paths and an extremely simple constraint:
the pee. We were able to compare our account of these effects with others,
drawing particularly on data from a mixed Head First/Head Last language to
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support a paths account of Crossing effects over a linear account.
In Chapter Four, we adapted ideas of Kayne (1982) to give an account
in Path Theory of constructions with multiple gaps. We showed first that
Kayne's ideas, applied to our framework, explain automatically a-series
of exceptions to the Subject Condition, and some surprisingly clear judg-
ments on complicated Crossing sentences. We then extended our theory to
coordinate structures. Postulating a single path linking conjuncts to the
conjunction derived almost without problems much of Ross's Coordinate
Structure Constraint, along with the pattern of ATB exceptions discussed
in the work of Williams. Even the apparently odd subject/object asymmetry
in matrix clauses of ATB constructions derived immediately from Path Theory.
Finally, in Chapter Five, we showed how the pec and Path Theory
extends to a number of other problems. We considered in greatest detail
the properties of WH-in-situ, and showed how Path Theory accounts for a full
paradigm of effects that are covered variously by the ECP and th~ Superiority
Condition. The properties of WH-in-situ were also detected in Gapping
structures, suggesting a new analysis of these constructions. Once again,
Path Theory explains these properties. In brief, we suggested a paths
account of some differences between indicative sentential complements and
subjunctive complements, which in turn motivated some speculations about
the properties of W-verbs. Various other problems were considered, with
no firm conclusions drawn.
In our judgment, the explanatory success of Path Theory and its
simplicity, taken together, suggest that something like Path Theory is
indeed a subsystem of Universal Grammar. Many issues remain to be resolved;
many avenues have not yet been explored; some of our auxiliary proposals
and assumptions still demand a more precise or accurate presentation.
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Precisely because of this mixture of success and problems, we believe that
the study of paths, a study begun by Kayne (1981a, 1982), will be a produc-
tive area for research.
At some point, it may be useful to pose the next question: why do
paths and the pee exist? We speculate that paths motivate a type of
reanalysis inside a phrase marker. The existence of an empty category
serves to "freeze" a portion of the phrase marker a notion due to the
work of Culicover and Wexler (1977). If another empty category internal
to this domain is bound outside of the domain, what will be violated are
the normal "anaphoric island" conditions on binding into a word, discussed
in Chapter Three. The pee will thus reduce to the simplest principle of
all -- the principle of lexical integrity. The development of this idea,
which somewhat resembles the notion of "complete constituent" of Gueron
(1981), awaits further work in Path Theory.
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FOOTNOTES: CHAPTER FIVE
1. For some speakers, the distinction between who (nominative) and
whom (objective) is particularly strong in situ. I will not indicate
these distinctions, which are not relevant to our discussion.
2. This analysis derives ultimately from Bresnan (1970). See also
discussion in Chomsky (1973).
3. It is also obligatory in relative clauses, which we do not discuss
in this chapter.
4. We exclude from consideration \'lH-words in "echo questions".
These have roughly the properties of names, and show none of the effects
we will discuss below. On echo questions, see Hendrick and Rochemont
(1982). We assume that echo WH-words do not undergo LF movement.
5. From (10), it only follows that WH may not be in an A-position.
Nothing so far excludes adjunction to s, i.e. application of QR. This
question is discussed by Aoun et ale The facts seem to suggest that WH
must move to COMP, in order to receive an interpretation. There is no
adequate explanation of this limitation, however, either in syntax or
at LF.
6. In Higginbotham and May's formulation, absorption is a binary
operation wich can apply iteratively to pairs of quantifiers, and not
to ~ quantifiers at once. This detail (which could belong to the inter-
pretation of our cosuperscripting convention below) seems irrelevant to
our discussion.
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7. Perhaps we should replace "contains" by "immediately dominates"
or some other expression of locality, to avoid ruling out:
(i) John, [5' [COMPwhose desire that we ask where to go] we didn't under-
stand e]
COMP of S' is [-WH], but contains [where].
8. Kayne actually argues that the trace of WH-in-situ obeys the
Nominative Island Condition (NIC) of Chomsky (1980a). His NIC account
translates easily into a framework in which the ECP subsumes some of the
effects of the NIC. The same applies to a theory in which the PCC sub-
sumes some of the effects of the ECP. In Kayne (1982), he argues,
against Kayne (1981e) I that the relevant effects are derivable at S-struc-
ture, but in a sense different from ours; cf. our fn. 20 below.
9. Kayne (19S1e, fn. 8) following Kuno and Robinson (1972, 466),
suggests that there is an improvement without that. (For Kuno and
Robinson, the difference is between one star and two, although they
generally dislike embedded WH-in-situ.) I do not find the effect very
significant. More important, the same slight improvement when that is
deleted can be found in the (a) sentences of (28)-(30), suggesting that
the effect is independent of the pee.
It should be noted throughout that judgments about WH-in-situ
are often difficult, particularly because of interference from the echo
interpreta~ion. In all cases, it is helpful to make the judgments rel-
".
ative. Our a~leged contrasts between "OK" and "*" may seem too bald;
"
....
what is relevant ~ however, is that some constrast exists where we claim
it does.
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10. Superiority and the analysis we will be adopting boch predict
that (i) should be a grammatical outcome of (49) (cf. (44)b):
(i) about what topic did you tell who
Fiengo (1980) cites examples of this sort as grammatical. My own judg-
ment is that they are not startlingly better than (SO)b, with preposition
stranding, but that there may be some improvement. The residual badness
may suggest reconstruction of the preposition at. LF, but I shall' avoid
this thorny topic here.
11. The observation that there is a residue of Superiority effects not
subsumed by the ECP on any theory is independently noted by Hendrick and
Rochemont (1982), who attribute the observation to P. CulicQver.
Fiengo (1980) derives the Superiority Condition from a "priority
Filter" applying at PF. This filter, in its final formulation (p. 126),
is close to some of the formulations of the "Nested Dependency Con-
straint", discussed in Chapter Three.
12. This is not true in those languages in which all interrogative
WH-phra~es are in situ, e.g. the Chinese languages. In Chinese, the
WH-word interpreted as the main interrogative word of a question is
always in situ at S-structure, and has widest scope at LF, as discussed
by Huang (1982; forthcoming). Huang (personal communication) indicates
that there are no "Crossing effects" or other effects that we attribute
to the pee in Chinese questions. Perhaps the PCC does not apply in
Chinese, as Huang suggests for the ECP. On the other hand, as N. Chomsky
(personal communication) points out, Huang proposes a rationale for ECP
failures in terms of the properties of INFL; no such explanation will
e~lain the lack of Crossing effects.
•
13.
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It ia important not to confuse this observation with Aoun et aI's
•
claim that WH-in-situ always takes widest scope in the clause to which
it is assigned at LF. Our point is that it does not have to be assigned
to the highest clause. For discussio.'l of Aoun et al' s observation,
whicll motivates the claim that WH moves to COMP at LF, and does not
undergo QR, see Huang 1982, Haik 1982.
• 14. I assume that locatives at least ~ occur under S. See our dis-
•
•
•
.'
•
•
•
cussion of PPs under S in Chapter Three 4.2, where we suggest that they
may also be included in liP. If where is taken to be in VP, then (56)b
becomes a "Crossing effect" identical to (S7)b. If it may be under 5,
then we must also rule (56)b out by referring to ~~e path between INFL
and COMP, as we do in the text.
If adverbials like where are alwa~ under 5, it might be possible
for the pee to account for some contrasts observed by Huang (1982), al-
though the attempt meets with various difficulties:
(i) ?what book. do you know [Sf Where), John bought e, e.l
1. -~ -J
(ii) *wherej do you know [s' what booki John bought ~i ~]
Sentence (ii) is grammatical only if where is construed with know and
not with buy. As Huang notes, this contrast resembles familiar contrasts
with extraction of a subject:
(iii) ?what book. du you know [5 ' who, [e . bought e, 1]J J -J -3-
(iv) *who. do you know [8 ' what book. [e , bought e. 1]J 1. -J -~
If where is always under S, and not under VP, we explain the constrast
between (i) and (.i1) in the familiar way: the path from the trace of
(vii)
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where to its binder will overlap the path between INFL and COMP of the
lower clause, but neither will contain the other.
We cannot as easily explain the same contrast in infinitivals,
however:
(v) what booki do you know [5' where j to buy ~i ~]
(vi)*where. do you know [Sf what book. to bUy e. e.]J 1. -1. -J
We have alleged that there is no path from INFL to COMP in infinitives.
Also, like Huang, we cannot easily explain the absence of "that-
trace" effects when where is extracted from a [-WH] clause. We expect a
contrast between (vii) and (viii), but none seems to exist:
where. did John say [~, that Mary buried the hatchet e.]J.., -J
(viii) where. did John say [Sf Mary buried the hatchet e.]
J -J
Thus, it is not clear whether Huang's facts can be made to
fall naturally under the pee.
15. (58) probably does not interact with the binding theory, if we
do not assume the definitions of variable and anaphor in Chomsky (1981a,
330):
(i) a is a variable if and only if it is locally A-bound and in an
.A.-pasition.
(ii) If a is an empty category and not a variable, then it is an
anaphor.
Given these definitions, a WH-word in situ under (58) is an anaphor, and
fails the Binding Theory requirement that it be locally A-bound in all
cases. we must therefore assume the opposite convention, if anything
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(as we did in Chapter Two):
(iii)
(iv)
a is an anaphor if and only if it is locally A-bound.
If a is an empty category and not A-bound, then it is a variable.
J.-R. Verqnaud points out that these definitions do not predict that
arbitrary PRO is an anaphor necessary if the Binding Theory is to
determine its distribution. Obvious modifications are possible (re-
taininq (i)-(ii) and changing (il) to read "if a is an empty category
and not a variable or if a is free ••• "), which we will not consider
in any detail here.
16. We have changed the tense of Huang' s example sli'Jht1y.
17. The (b) sentences of (63)-(64) are particularly acceptable with
a light stress on the WH-in-situ.
18. The same effect shows up with the A/A cases of the Coordinate
Structure Constraint applying to WH-in-situ in (60). These also get
better when all conjuncts are wa-phrases:
(1) *I wonder who wrote which textbook and that novel
(ii) I wonder who wrote which textbook and which novel
Here the contrast may be explainable at LF. In (ii), but not in (i),
the entire conjoined structure might undergo WH-movement together, as
in:
(iii) *which textbook and that novel did he write
(iv) which textbook and which novel did he write
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Extraction of just one conjunct in (i) will, of course, violate the
A/A condition:
(v) *which textbook did he write and that novel
19. Kayne (1982) notes some extremely interesting cases in which mul-
tiple WHs do share a referential index, due to the predication rule in
relative clauses. They show the subject/object asymmetries of ordinary
WH-in-situ, but not the "saved" structures with a lower WH:
(i)
(ii)
?John., [whose. wife's desire that I visit whom.]. [s e. grew
1. 1. ~ J -J
stronger] •.. '
*John., [whose. wife's desire that who. visit mel]. [s e. g~ew].]. ~ J
stronger] ...
(iii) *John. , [whose. wife'S desire that who. consider whom. foolish].
1. 1. 1.], J
[S e. grew stronger] ••.
-J
I have no judgments about Subject Condition or Crossing (pure Superiority)
effects with this construction that have any clarity (they all seem
fairly, but not absolutely, bad), but Coordinate Structure Constraint
effects seem to show up; here "saving" effects are possible, due to the
lack of c-command:
(iv) *John. , [whose. wife's [stories about Bill] and [pictures of
l. 1
whom.]] . [s e. had long ago started to bore us]
3. J -J
(v) ?John. , [whose. wife's [stories about whom. ] and [pictures of
1. 1 1
whom. ]] . [5 e. had long ago started to bore us]1 J -J
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20. This is what Kayne (1982) argues for also. Like us, he argues that
S-structure is relevant for explaining the special properties of WH-in-
situ. Unlike UE, he proposes that the link between WH-in-situ and the WH
in COMP with which it is absorbed is established at S-structure. This
prevents his theory, as far as I can tell, from capturing the distinction
between the properties of WH-in-situ at S-structure and at LF that we
will argue to exist.
21. Actually_ for many speakers, pee effects are much weaker with
"complex" WH-phrases like which man than with "simple" WH-phrases lik~
who. This is noted in Chomsky (1973), who attributes the observation
to R. Kayne, for Superiority effects, and by Chomsky (1981a) for pure
ECP effects. We have no account for this difference (and cf. Fiengo
1980 for more discussion). We use "complex" lffl-phrases in some of the
examples in the following text to avoid excessive repetition of who and
what, which tends to confuse judgments. Replac~ment of which man, etc,
by who in situ may sometimes yield sharper contrasts. For some discus-
sion, in an ECP framework, see May (forthcoming).
22. Hendrick and Rochemont (1982) note that whether has a number of
other odd properties, and suggest that it is a [-WH] complementizer
which can nonetheless introduce an interrogative. They observe, for
example, that verbs that appear to take declaratives as well as inter-
rogatives do not easily allow the interrogative to be introduced by
whether:
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(i)a. *John wonders that Mary will plan a party
b. John wonders whether Mary will plan a party
(ii)a. *John asked that Mary is planning a party
b. John asked whether Mary is planning a party
(11i)a. John told Bill that Mary was planning a party
b.*John told Bill whether Mary was planning a party
c. John told Bill why Mary was planning a party
(iv)a. John doesn't realize that Mary is planning a party
b. *John doesn't realize whether Mary is planning a party
c. John doesn't realize why Mary is planning a party
As they note, "affective" contexts make sentences like (iii)b better:
(v)a.
b.
John didn't tell Bill whether Mary was planning a party
Did John tell Bill whether Mary was planning a party?
They suggest, following Grimshaw's (1979) theory of selection and sub-
categorization (cf. Chapter Two), that the verbs in (i)-(iv) all select
a 2, but that (iii) and (iv) subcategorize specifically for [+WH]. Given
(v), I suspect that the distinctions are semantic 'in all cases, and do
not refer to the distinctions between selection and subcategorization,
which we have argued to be misleading. In any case, what is crucial to
the argument presented below in the text i5 that COMPs containing whether
not allow any WH-word to land there. The precise status of whether
is not crucial.
23. This claim should be distinguished from Kayne's (1982) claim that
WH-in-situ is, in effect, assigned scope at S-structure. See fn.20.
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24. A possible problem arises at LF with WH-in-situ inside a subject
and inside a conjoined structure. Consider again (71)b and (73):
(71)b. who said that [for Bill to marry who] would be a surprise for whom
(73) which article proves which theorem and defends which theory
Clearly, these cannot have LFs in which only the smallest WH-phrase is
moved:
(i) m m m[whOi whOj whok ] [5 ~ said that [for Bill to marry ~) would be
a surprise [for ~]]
(ii) [which article~ which theorem~ which th~Ory~)
e.] and [vp defends~]]
J 2
e i [vp [vp proveso 1
Both representations violate the pee. (i) should be a Subject Condition
effect, and (ii) should violate the Coordinate Structure Constraint.
A reasonable solution for (71)b/(i) is to assume that the whole
subject pied-pipes at LF:
(iii) m [for Bill to marry whoml~ which m said that[who. theorYkl e. e.
1. J -1. J
would be a surprise [for ~]]
There are actual S-structures with such pied piping:
(iv) Mary, for Bill to marry whom would be a mistake
Such a solution is somewhat more dubious for (ii):
(v) [which article~ [prove which theorem and defend which theory]~]
i J
[5.!i [INFL' [vp .! ) j)
This corresponds to no well-formed s-structure:
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(vi) *this theory [prove which and defend which] this article does ...
If (v) is impossible, I have no more constructive proposal to offer.
Other problems are presented by (vii), which is predicted to be
worse than (viii) at s-st~ucture:
(viii John asked who saw what and wondered what had fallen on his head
(viii) John asked who saw Mary and wondered what had fallen on his head
If there is a contrast, it is' not very clear. Notice that (vii) differs
from other claimed violations of the Coordinate Structure Constraint, like
(61)a-b in violating the pee only at S-structure, where what in situ
should create an infinite path. (61)a-b violate \:he pee both at S-struc-
ture and at LF; since their ungrammaticality is weak to begin with, it
is not surprising, perhaps, that (vii) should be und~tectably ungramma-
tical.
25. Jaeggli (1980b), partially following work of Contreras, notes
that certain focused NPs in the complement of factive verbs do show
subject/object asymmetries. These verbs take subjunctive complements,
a fact relevant to our discussion in the next section. We will suggest
that the difference betwe~n the subjects of subjunctives and the subjects
of indicatives under extraction amounts to the absence of an "escape
hatch" through the nearest COMP. The facts cited by Jaeggli thus suggest
an ECP (pee) effect at LF: subjects can take wide scope if they can
pass through COMP. It still appears to be the case that focused NPs
in these sentences have no special properties at S-structure.
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26. Also relevant here is Hankamer's (1973) "No Ambiguity Constraint"
(NAC). This condition, perhaps perceptually based (see below), requires
that the constituent interpreted as the first correspondent be the right-
most eligible consituent. By this condition, the first correspondent in
(120)b should be you and not this man. The reason we claim this con-
straint to be perceptual is that it can be fairly easily overriden.
Conditions on strong parallelism, like our this man ... that man, celui-
ci •.• celui-ll help to override the effects of the NAC quite effectively,
in our judgment. Channon (1974) shows that in an inflected language
like Russian, the NAC does not have any significant effects, presumably
because surface Case marking disambiguates the relevant structures.
I suspect that what accounts for the question mark in (120)b is,
as claimed in the text, a weak island effect of some sort. The apparent
effects of the NAC are the results of trying to find interpretations for
a gapping sentence that do not violate the island effect. Notice, as
with many such island effects, that infinitives are weaker islands than
tensed clauses. Compare (120)b with (i):
(i) [this man knows how to eat spaghetti], and [that man, macaroni]
(i) seems significantly better.
27. Better than (123)b is (i):
(i) [your sister prefers that John pick the committee], and [your
brother, that Bill]
In (i), however, the correspondents are not your sister and John or that
John. Rather, they are your sister and the S· that John pick the
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committee, as in (ii):
(ii) [your sister prefers that John pick the committee], and [your
brother, that Bill pick the committee]
The second correspondent undergoes VP-deletion in the gapping conjunct,
yielding (i). Cf. (iii):
(iii) [your sister prefers that John pick the commdttee], and [your
brother prefers that Bill]
VP-deletion does not entail do-support in a subjunctive clause, because
subjunctives are [-tense]. Notice that (iv) is impossible, where the
clause is indicative; its grammatical counterpart is (v):
(iv) *[your sister said that John picked the committee], and [your
brother, that Bill]
(v) [your sister said that John picked the committee], and [your
brother, that Bill did]
Also note that in French, which lacks VP-deletion, (i) is impossible:
(vi) *[ta soeur pr'fere que Jean choisisse Ie comit~], et [ton frere,
que Pau.]
28. Additional evidence comes from Italian. Recall that free inversion
in Italian can adjoin the subject to VP, placing it below INFL' , and
permitting long movement. An infinite path from such an adjoined subject
will not violate the PCC, and the predicted contrasts with gapping occur:
(i) 1so [quando [vp mangera Giovanni]]] e [quando, Maria]
I know when will eat Giovanni and when Maria
(ii) *so [quando [Giovanni [vp mangera]]] e [quando, Maria]
(I am grateful to Luigi Burzio for these data.)
•I 29. For some speakers, there is also a contrast with why, both in
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WH-in-situ constructions and in gapping constructions:
(i) 'he asked [why [I bought what]]
(ii) 'he asked [why I bought the macaroni], and [why, the spaghetti]
For these speakers, why provides an additional argument for the link
between WH-in-situ and gapping constructions.
30. Interestingly, as noted by Ross, whether is ungrammatical in
sluicing constructions:
I (i) perhaps somebody arrived, but I don't know who
(ii) *perhaps somebody arrived, but I don't know whether
I
I
We have no way of relating this restriction to the restriction on whether
in WH-in-situ and gapping constructions discussed earlier. No speaker
appears to have a similar restriction with why, contra the gapping and
WH-in-situ facts (cf. fn. 29):
(iii) somebody arrived, but I don't know why
31. An obvious problem for the PCC arises, since the infinite paths
aminating from the left, but not the right conjunct, should violate the
pee at S-structure. We discuss this problem at the end of the section,
but no solution is offered. Ad hoc proposals are available, but nothing
convincing.
32. Similar contrasts appear to arise in the case of VP-deletion,
suggesting a similar analysis. Contra Williams and Sag, we consider
,
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examples of the following type fully grammatical:
(i) I know [who Bill saw] and [who Bob did too]
(ii) I know [which books Bill gave to Mary] and [which books Bob did]
If we suppose that the VP from the first conjunct is copied into the
second conjunct (much as in Williams' VP Rule), and assume our indexing
conventions, these sentences are predicted to be grammatical. On the
other hand, we do not accept:
(iii) *1 know [which books Bill gave to whom] and [which books Bob did]
As in the gapping structures, whom in the first conjunct will move to
COMP, leaving a variable in VP that will be copied into the second con-
junct. In the second conjunct, this variable will be unbound.
VP-deletion, unlike gapping, probably does not crucially involve
LF movement. We avoid the question, discussed by Williams, of whether
VP-deletion and gapping belong to different grammatical components (dis-
course vs. sentence grammar) .
33. Perhaps this is related to the fact that there appear to be no
more than two slots in COMP at S-structure. There are languages that
may allow doubly filled COMPs (e.g. some Scandinavian languages, popular
French, etc.). but no languages with triply filled COMPs, as far as I
know. (Sinicyn 1982a argues that some apparent examples in colloquial
Russian do not in fact involve movement to COMP; cf. also Toman 1981.)
34. Our analysis is distinct from Sag's in assuming only a copy rule
at LF, and not a deletion rule as well (in our terms); LF must "recover"
the content of the deletion. The successful application of a recovery
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procedure constitutes obedience to the Recoverability of Deletion Prin-
ciple. We have argued for such a view ourselves (Pesetsky 1982, section
1.4), but it does not appear to be optimal. If, as seems likely, plausi-
ble conditions on LF duplicate all the proposed conditions on the dele-
tion rule, there is no need both for a deletion rule and an LF "recovery"
rule. Some of our conclusions from the discussion of ATB phenomena tend
to suggest that deletion rtiles should be eliminated entirely from the
grammar, or limited to very low level ellipsis or contraction rules,
possibly local.
35. Rizzi and Kayne (1982) also note that wide-scope quantification
of nessuno from preverbal subject position improves if a second negative
word is added further down the tree, suggesting that nessuno may also
have the properties we attribute to WH-in-situ at the beginning of this
chapter. The possibility of sentences like (166)a and its Italian equi-
valents indicates that nessuno does not always have these properties.
If nessuno or perscnne generated an infinite path, then it should never
be acceptable in subject position unless licensed by a lower negation.
Perhaps this is an instance of the link between absorption and infinite
paths discussed earlier: when nessuno. undergoes absorption it causes
the formation of an infinite path; when it does not, it acts like a
lexical category at S-structure and undergoes QR at LF.
36. The attentive reader will have noticed that the path between e.
-J.
and its binder in (ISO)a actually violates the pee, since it overlaps the
path between INFL and the higher verb desire, neither path containing the
other. We deal with QR in the next section: we suggest that QR in
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examples like this actually adjoins to VP or moves to COMP. This does not
affect our discussion of examples like (182)b below, where the key viola-
tion of the pee is unaffected by the choice of an adjunction site, beyond
the question of clause-bound vs. long movement.
37. Interestingly, Kayne (1981a) also gives some examples of a subject/
object asymmetry with wide scope in English, ann chooses subjunctive
sentences to exhibit them in:
(i) ?he's suggested that they write not a single term paper
(ii) *he's suggested that not a single term paper be written
I find the contrast weak, but am uncertain whether it is maintained in
the indicative counterparts with wrote instead of write.
38. The subject/object asymmetry with for-infinitivals is also noted
by Kayne (198le), who gives examples with not a single along the lines
of the examples cited in our footnote 37.
Postal (1974, 224) claims that wide scope is the only possibility
in sentences like (202). In agreeing that wide scope is possible, his
jugment does not conflict with our theory, but we find (202) ambiguous
nonetheless. Perhaps Postal's choice of conditional mood for his example
(I would prefer none of them to arrive late) creates a preference for
wide scope. On the other hand, Postal claims that the corresponding
examples with a for-infinitival is ambiguous, an intuition with which
we strongly disagree.
39. The contrasts in (205)-(206), and an early version of the for-de-
letion analysis described below were discussed in Bresnan (1972, 153-177),
••
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
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report.~ng j oint work with H. Lasnik.
40. A problem arises if we push the analogy between TNS in COMP and
W-verbs too fa.r: we predict that PRO cannot appear in t!1e complements
to W-verbs. 'I'his counterfactual result follows from the "visibility"
convention on e~pty categories that we introduced in Chapter Four, (155).
If a higher W-verb contains a tense for its complement, then a PRO subj~ct
of its complen~nt should genarate an infinite ~ath, beginning at 5' and
violating the pee, contrary to our desires, with respect to the path
between the W-verb and the INFL of its complement. We leave this as
another problem for future research.
41. A number of our observations about subjunctives, suggesting that
extraction is inpossible from COMP of a subjunctive complement, could be
accounted for under the ECP if we assume, with Stowell (1981), that empty
categories in COMP are s~jec~ to the ECP, and it we assume that verbs
that take subjunctive complemC!nts, uulike verbs t~at tak,e indicative
complements, do not properly govern into COMP lcf. Kuyne 1981a, in. 48).
This explanation entails a rather specific asymmetry, however, since
we must not rule out WH-movement from the subject position of ;m&ll clause
and (apparent~ S'-dele~ion infintival comple~ents to W-verbs. If tre~e
complemo~ts have COMPs, then W-verbs reust govern into these COMPs. If
these compJ.ements do not l1ave COMPs, then the asymmetry is less: W-verb~
can govern across S, but cannot govarn into COMP.
42. Another area in which the pee yields insight with respect to
subjunctives, at least in English, is in the area of complementizer
deletion. In clauses with that complementizers, COMP appears to generate
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an infinite path when that is missing. For this reason, that-deletion
yields a subject Condition violation in tensed Ss, S'-deletion infini-
tivals and small clauses. The latter two cases have not been previously
noticed, to my knowledge:
(i) [* (that) Jor..n is a fool] shocks us
(ii) ?I consider [[*(that) John is a fool] to prove my theor~]
(iii)?I consider [[*(that> John is a fool] a nat~onal catastrophe]
The path from the empty COMP when that is deleted in (i)-(iii) violates
the pee with respect to the INFL-COMP path in (i) and the path from the
a-grid of consider in (ii)-(iii). In (iv), the path from an empty COMP
would violate the pee with respect to the path between the W-verb and
the lower INFL; the ensuing violation is identical in form to that
which results when WH-movement applies out of the COMP of a subjunctive
clause:
(iv) I prefer [ *(that) [John come alone]]
The ECP can account for (i), as noted by Stowell (1981, 1982. cf.
Gueron 1981), but not in any natural way for (ii) and (iii). (iv) could
be accounted for under the theory outlined in footnote (41). The pee,
by contrast, seems to provide a unified account of that-deletion, with
two puzzles: first, there is nothing wrong with that-deletion embedded
in a subject, as in (v):
(v) [that Mary claimed [(that) John is a fool]] shocked us
Second, the path from a deleted that is never united with any lower path
tram a deleted that -- i.e. there is no way to save that-deletion in (i)-
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(iv). Perhaps this is because that lacks a referential index or super-
script at S-structure.
For some discussion about why the absence of for does not yield
similar effects in infinitives, cf. Stowell (1982). His analysis con-
flicts with some of our assumptions about the absence of tense of infi-
nitives, but is worth trying to adapt to our framework, in view of the
results obtained.
43. In this connection, one might ask about Dutch, where, as van
Riemsdijk (1978a) shows, postpositions, but ,'LOt prepositions, can be
stranded under WH-movement. Since postpositions often differ in phono-
logical shape from their prepositional counterparts, one might ask
whether the postpositions are clitics in Dutch. Certainly it is the
postpositionb ~hat cliticize to the WH-word waar 'what' and the demon-
strative er 'that'.
44. Our explanation of preposition stranding, and of its absence in
languages like French, is not "deep" -- that is, it does not follow from
a deep principle of grammar like the ECP. We thus have no way of linking
the presence or absence of preposition stranding to other phenomena, like
the existence of S'-infinitivals, a connection proposed by Kayne (198ld).
For aome discussion of Kayne's analysis, see Chomsky (1981a, 294 ff.),
and Stowell (1982). Many features of our discussion in this study depend
on not accepting Kayne's analysis of S'-deletion infinitivals, under
which they are actually full S's with a null complementizer.
45. This filter was proposed in yet another context by Vergnaud (1974).
••
46.
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Other accounts are available for the absence of inverted adjoined
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
subjects in English. Note that (i) is also more impossible (as dis-
cussed in Chapter TwO), while (ii) is possible:
(i) ??there seems to [vp(vp have eaten] a man]
(ii) there seems to [vp have arrived a man]
If there trasnmits Case in (i), why can't it transmit Case in (ii)? None-
theless, even if our argument against Chomsky's revision of the definition
of qovernment fails, we may still argue for Aoun and Sportiche's on the
grounds of simplicity.
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